PART D

THE QUESTION PAPER

Questions are printed in numerical order. Numbers
with asterisks indicate questions on notice which remained
unanswered when .the Assembly adjourned·· on . the last
sitting day.

An index to questions appears at the end of Part II.
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22 Mr MacFARLANE to Miss ANDREW1. How many students :are enrolled at the Darwin Community College? .
2. What is the staff establishment for the college incl\Jding' professorial, administrative and
"
industrial positions?
ANSWER
1. There were 2616 students enrolled iIi. the Darwin Community College during 1974. This
included fulltime,part~time and block release students.'
.
2.1J1e tot,al staff establishment for the college for the 1974/75 financial year is 214. This is
made up of 135 academic staff, 22 library staff and 52 administrative staff.
*60
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE-Thursday 21 November 1974
1 Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS-

When is it expected that the first meetmg of the Administrator's Council will be held?
ANSWER
The first meeting of the new Administrator's Council, with 5 elected members, is programm!ld
for -tomorrow.
2 Mrs UAWRIE to Dr LETTSIs it the intention to set sitting dates for the coming year for this Assembly? If so, will consultations be held with other members prior ,to the setting of those dates?
ANSWER
We will attempt to set, in conjunction· with yOU, Mr Speaker, a timetable in radvance-a year
in advance if possible. Certaiuly all members of the Assembly will be consulted as to the
suitability of .the times proposed. There may be some difficulty at this sitting in indicating
exactly when the next meeting will be because to some extent. it depends on events beyond
our control such ·as the tabling. of ,the report of the Joint Parliamentary Committee on the
Northern Territory and discussions which 1llaY follow, so that we have a more solid base on
which to meet at that time; but ~th that posSible exception as soon as possible I will endeavour
to arrange fora timetable to be drawn up to everybody's satisfaction.
.
3 Mr MacFARLAiNEto Dr LETTSIs it a fact· thaf there is em sale in Darwin a. corned beef product from . Fraiice .priced at
65 cents while its Australian equivalent· costs 98 cents? What !assurances will the gQvernment
give that the importation of this product will cease?
'
"

ANSWER
Yes, there is a corned beef product .avauablein Darwin at the price mentioned which js lower
·thanthe price for a locally produced product. I was. speaking to somebody yesterday who had
purchased a 'tin.of this overseas ·corned beef. 1llade, I think; in France although !it has writing
in several languages on the container. h. to the second part of the question, I am unable to
answer this. We are at the moment, although a majority party, in no sense the governm\lnt
of the Northern Territory; we have not been ·allocated any ,executive responsibilities and 'we
cannot be held .accountable for doing certain things until that st;lge is achieved, However, I
assure the honourable member that his concern and ·the facts in this case will' be passed on
to the appropriate department to see if this class of beef is being legitimately sold in Australia
and if there is anything that can be done in light of the circumstances prevailing in our own
meat industry.
4 Mr ROBERTSON· to Dr LETTSCan he advise the Assembly of the composition of the legislative committee referred to yesterday?
ANSWER
I am unable to answer off the cuff. There are 4 members of-'the majority party or backbench
members on that committee, together with the e)[ccutive member who from time to time,
might be concerned withpar:ticular legislation. I shall obtain the. information during the course
of today's sittings and advise him when I have the full list of names.
5 Mr PERRON to Mr SPEAKERWhen will more adequate facili~ies ·and office space be made available to members of the
Assembly?
ANSWER·
Planning for increased office accommodation' for members has been going on for some time and
certaiuly recommendations were made by my predecessor to the Minister. Although there is
nothing in correspoIicjence to indicate the Minister's approval or otherwise of the proposal,
we do have an assurance. from the Secretary of the Department of the Norther!l Territory
. thilt ,an approach' has been made to Treasury for an increase in the civil works program
provision from $25,000 to $137,000, which will allow the provision of additional offices in the
old PABX area and a new building containing 6 new offices within the precincts. It is hoped
that the pressure on existing office accommodation will be eased by the provision of offices
for executive members outside the precincts. Members may inspect the plans for proposed
offices on application to the Clerk. The work proposed within the precincts will not be
completed until late in 1975. It is my intention to seek an interview with the Minister
within the next few weeks to discuss the building proposals and other 1llatters connected with
staff and staff·accommodation.
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6 Mr KENTISH to Mr RYANWill he advise what assurance the people of the Territory can have of a better and more reliable
road and rail connection between the Tetritory and :the eastern and southern states in the
coming wet season?
.,
,
ANSWER
I would like to delay answering that question, until this afternoon as I am currently preparing
an !lnnouncement on tJUs. lam :trying to get hold of some information which may enable me
to give a fairly good answer to the honoull8ble member.

7 Mr TUNGUTALUM to Dr LB1TSWill the Assembly be kept informed about the planning of wet season arrangements for the
Territory?
ANSWER
As most members will be aware, the Department of the Northern Territory has taken some
initiative in setting up an emergency planning committee involving private groups and dePartmental people with the assistance of some eXPerts in this field and they have had a number of
meetings over the last 4 or 5 weeb. This Assembly to date has not been involved in this
planning because we were going through an election and only yesterday did we become fullyfledged members. However, I have been in contact with the First Assist,ant secretary chairing
these discussions, Mr McHenry. We had in fact been iny,ited to attend the last meeting but
we were unable to attend because of other commitments. I believe that, we will be inYited to
take part in discussions in the ,future and that the appropriate member ,from this Assembly will
attend those discussions. ,It<will probably be my colleague the honourable member for Millner
.who will also havl\ the, obligatfun of keeping the Assembly informed on any plans made from
tOOe to time and on any roles which we caD at this stage play in assisting to overCome wet
season emergencies.'
8 Miss ANDREW to Dr LETTSWhat is to be 'the relationship ,between the National Heritage Commission and tho National
Parks and Wildlife Service? Who are the ,present Northern T~toryrepresentatives on the
National Heritage" Commission, hoW 1Uld by whom are they appointed and what are their
qualificationS for' tho post?

ANSWER
I understand that the honourable member for Nightcliff isc:>ne of the' membeqs of the provisional
National Heritage Commission. I do not have the answer to the rest of the question. If the
honourable member places the Question on notice, I will endeavour to seek .the information
she requires and hopefully advise her between now and the next sittings.
9 Mr BALLANTYNE to ,Dr LETTSI refer to a, recent news item which' said that' execu~ve officers of the Administrative and Clerical
Officers Association are seeking discussions with the Secretary of the Department of the
Northern Territory on preservation of their rights" while 'a form of responsible Territory
government is emerging. Has he received any approaches from the ACOA or the Fourth
Division Officers Association for' discussion ,on these matters?

ANSWER
No, I have had no approaches from any of the executive oftlJe public service associations on
this matter. Any representations that they wish to make, would be welcomed; I will be lavadlable
to talk to them 'at any time, together with tlle honourable member for Milliler who in his
portfolio will have some responsibility in indust~ial relations.
10 Mr DONDAS to Dr LEtts..:In view of recent publicity andcomml\nt from the Minister, for the Northern Territory on, the
subject of· a Darwin free beach, does he propose any action to be taken in the immediate
future?
.
ANSWER
I ,appreciate that the honourable member has quite a big beach front in his electorate but I
do not know whether, he has the same view on the subject as the former member for McMillan
had. I do not believe there is any immediate action that this Assembly can or should take on
this subject. The Minister for the Northern Territory recently said it was a local matter and
this may be true up to a point. It may be possible for this Assembly to draft certain legislation which would lead towards the development of such a ,facility should the majority of the
Assembly be of that mind but, as I understand the sitUation, this Assembly .at the moment
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has no final' authority un relation to land which is reserved for public purposes and any such
legis1ation which we would attempt to .promulgate here would have to go back anyway to the
federal parliament and the Governor-Gener.al for final assent or rejection. Possibly the final
answer therefore is in the hands' of 'ihe national government.
The matter was raised in the Legislative Council earlier and was partly discussed but I do not
believe that the full public view and the full public reaction to this suggestion has realfybeen
canvassed, nor \vould it be apptopriate for the remarks made by the members of the Legislative
Council to continue to ,apply. It would he necessary· to find out what the viewpoint of the
people now represented here is. Perhaps the best approach would bet!>' set up a select committee of inquiry, perhaps at our next meeting, so that the public view can be more,fully canvassed ,and we can be better guided towards makin~ the .right decision.
11 Mr YALE to Dr LETTSCan he advise me of the current membership of the Northern Territory Reserves Board?
ANSWER
I understand that the membership of t1!e board is only partly filled at the moment. There are
2 .members of the board, the chairman and the officer from the Wildlife Branch of the
Department of the Northern Territory, whose terms have now expired and reappointments
would be due to be .made.I understand that, the terms of 3 of the 5 remaining members
expire next month or around.about mid"December.
"
12 Mr STEELE to Dr LETTS":"
In relation. to the federal National Parks and Wildlife Bill, can he inform me, whether the
Northern Territory Environmental Council was consulted on this legislation ,and what was
,its ~eaction? Further,did ,the House of Representatives select committee oli wildlife conservation hold any public hearings ,and take evidence in the Northern Territory?
ANSWER
I rang the president of the Northern Territory Environmental Council last Monday to find out
what theitthiriking was on the' bill aild I was inforIiled that they had some misgivings about
it in itsptesent form, that they had made some representations to the honourable member fori
NightCliff to take to the National Heritage Commission and .that they would have a further
look at. it. This morning I received a report from the president of the NorthemTerritoi'Y
Environmental Council which goes into some detail on the action they have taken since last
Monday. Rather, than provide all that information in question time' it is probable that it will
cd.me up during the course' of' debate' on the motion later in thlssitting. Their attitUde has
developed somewhat since Monday in that, mainly 'On the basis of telephone conversatioris
with New South Wales and ACT, they wouldilike to see the bill proceed. I am not aware of
any meetings or public evidence which has been taken by the House of Representatives committee on the environme,nt in the Northern Territory but I will have to check my facts. on·that
and confer with the honourable member later.
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24 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSI refer to an article in today's Northern Territory News headed "Permits needed to enter the
city". Part of this article reads: "Conditions for entering Darwin have been relaxed slightly.
the Director of Emergency Services in Darwin Mr Ray McHemy said yesterday". It goes
on to say that men or women with properties or business interests or essential work would
now beoonsidered for an entry permit. However, it was not intended to issue permits to
other women or children at this stage. I ,ask with what legislative authority such a statement
has been issued. Can I have an assurance from the Majority Leader that without legislative
authority. this type of .publicity will lie stopped if it is f,om, an official source?
ANSWER
I have not seen the. article in today's paper. I do know that there ~ve been controls operating
on people moving into and out of the 'Northern Territory. As I.understand it, the controls
which have operated in the past have· had virtually no legislative backing.. It. has been an
'administrative arrangement, an, ·agreement between Major-General Stretton and the various
companies and bodies who, operate transport services into the Northern .Territory. For
example, if an· airline has. space, it requires some sort of authority to be isSued from the
disaster headquarters before they would issue a ticket. This was certainly the case a few
. days ago when I was coming back from the south. I do not wish.to anticipate a bill which
will be coming into this house today but there will be a clauSe in that bill which deals
with control of the movement of the people. I have no doubt that, when that· particular
clause gets into committee, there' will be. considerable discussion about its. merits' and the
way' that it will operate. In the meantime, I sjmply say that this Assembly has no executive
power to ask anybody to refrain from doing anything. Depenlling on. the outcome;. of our
discussion later in the day, I will do whatever I can to make representations to the Director
of Emergency Services to make. sure, that .highhanded and 'bureauctatic action is not the
.
order of the day.
25 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSLast night at about half past nine, I was stopped at the 21-mile by an officer of the Queensland
Police who informed me that in future I cbuld not re-enter Darwin unless I was in
. possession of a work permit. Will the honourable member investigate this . statement with
a view to ascertaining upon what foundation it rests; and will he lllso investigate the
authority.for a, policeman making such a statement? I ask this"question particularly because
the instructions given to this police officer, upon his statement to' me, ,were that this
;lpplies to residents as well as to outside persons.
ANSWER
I will certainly bring the case mentioned by the honourable member for Port Darwin to the
notice of the Director of Emergency Services .. I .will try' to get some clarification of what the
exact· policy .and system is for members. I· do not believe' 'there' is any legal authority at
the moment and I also believe that this matter will be further canvassed in the course
of discussing legislation later today. In the meantime, Mr Speaker, I understand that you
have arr~ngedas far as members of this Assembly are concerned for the perlllit' system
to be waived.' I :ani duly grateful because I would find myself in exactly the same position
as -the honourable member for Port Darwin.
.
26 Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREWCan it be established how lo~g food. distribution will be continued on a free .basis in this area?
ANSWER
It will continue for as long, as it is necessary,
27 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr EVERINGHAMSince ~yclon~ Tracy struck, a number of young .constables have been patrolling the city,
and In particular the northern suburbs' distribution centres, fully armed. Although recognising
that he has no actual executive authority, I aSk if he would ensure that, unless it is
absolutely necessary,. junior police officers will not continue .patrolling fully armed.
ANSWER
The Commissioner of Police has passed on to me the following information: "It has : been
necessary for obvious reasons for sidearms to be carried up until now. Certain interstate
police forces wear sidearms as a matter. of course. It .is understood that many police have
now discontinued wearing sidearms and gradually all weapons will be called in as the situation
.
,
improves". '
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28 Mr DONDAS to Dr LETTS
I refer to the '(latliet press artilouncement that the Secretary and First AsSistant. Secretary
9£ th~Depattmentof the Northern 'J;'etrlto1¥ were io make ali . overseas visit to study cons*utioila1~evel6Plnents in othet ¢ouiltries eady in ;t!teNew Year. Is it still prOposed tMt these
officers WilluMertake this trip?
ANSWER

...

1 run informed that the answer to thisqil~sHoli is IiO.

29 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS,
I have heard aliimout that it ·is proposed that the trust funds beingcollectedthroilghout
Austflilili iIi1d tIu'OOghout the world to alleviate -the situation in Darwin are to be
administered by some omeer iii the Depattmentof the Northem TerritC)ry. Will he do
his best to I'!ii~tethat any such tntstfut!:d is administered ,by a board of trustees elected
by.alid responsible to the people of Darwin?
,

ANSWER
I wiil do mY cestto see that anyfundsc<illected ate paid into a fund administered by
pe~le of the Northern Territory responsible totl1e people of the NortheI)l.Tetritory. I
did have some discussion with the Minister fortM Northern Territoty dti&motliing. He
told me that the government hadln mind a oommittee which would 40nsist ofa local
tepresentativ(l of the Red Cross, the Salvation Army,the Australian· ASsistance Commission
(some name like that), a representative of this Assembly and a .tepmentati'veof the
Corporation' ·of the' City of Darwin. He ,said that co"ordinating andSberbtaiial services
would be provided by the Department of·the·Northeru Territory.

30 Mr VALE to Mr EVERINGHAMDo. the Commonwealth and interstate police .in Darwin come under the control of the
Northern Territory Commissioner of Police?
.ANSWER·
The interstate and ComntonW'eaIth police operating lnDatWifi at the niomenteome ,uitder
the ,direCt eontrol of ,their own inspectors. Coinn1()tlwealth Police come uiider their own
Commissioner; .those ·officers are in tum Uitder the tieIietal control t)f CtlltlniisSicmer McLaren,
sothete is a chain .of COMmand.
.
31 Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREWWill sbe .approach the Department .ofthe Northern Territory with a wew tohaviilg daily
bpUetins P\lblisbed ·by pre$liand radio givingth.e ,next area to be serviced by water and
elecwcity? Will. ¢hese .fl!.cUities .be extended. to the northeri1 suburbs? H so, when?
ANSWER
.' I

.

.

·am .jnWrm~ that ~se services arei>eing. qui~y extended

although some . areas canitot be
IIcrviced b~use Df. complete destruction. of residences. and other buildings.·1 understand that
water was reconnected as from yesterday with.th(l ~xception of Wanguri, Nakara and Tiwi.'

32 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSThere are long-term residents of Darwin who haye literally 'lo~t evetything but who. wish to
remain in ,the ,city and whohaveiob$. What .housing assistance fot theiiext 12rnonths will
be offered to them?.I specify 12 months because I would assume no one would be allowed
to rebuild until a new building code is introduced. These people will have at least 1~ months
not knowing what type of assistance will be'avallable to them.
ANSWER,
I am unable to answer that question immediately froni th6ini'otmationavailabJe t'O me but
I will .seek an (lJ:l~wer,and try to inform her during this sitting.
33 Mr PERRON to MrRYANWhen is!t expected that evacUees will be able to tetutnto Darwin usingftee fares which have
been guaranteed?
J
ANSWER
,
, It is not ,possible to give a firm reply at this stage. Much will depend on theprogtess of
teSti)tati6b of essential services, the availability of acOOinlnOdation and general aiilenities
inappropriate to compound the 'problem at too early a stage
of the tOwt1.ltwoutl
after evacuation has occurred by bringing back many people.

seem
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34 Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS-

,

Has the Ministetfcit tlie' Nortlier11., 'tel'fit6ry indicatedwhethet there will be any Significant
chitilge in the programine fot political development in the Northern Tertitory as a result
of the Datwih disaster?

ANSWER
We have had no official indication from the Minister for the Northern Territory as to changes,
in the previously deSIgned, programme for trallsfer of executive powers. In speaking to ,the
Minister, 1 have had his verbal assutaili:e that it is his wish to see politiclll deVelopment
go along lIccording to as much of the pr08l'amme, which was envisaged, as possible. He did
say that there would have to be some changes in emphasis and J think we can all under.,
stand that He dldlllso add that .he would try to make certain that the. members of this
Assembly WOUld participate, 'aU ,ltSpeetS of fehilbllitation and ,recoilstruction•. At the same
time, recognising that the rest of the Tetrltoryhas to go ahead, the executive members 'and the
members of this Assembly would ,be, expected to carry out their normal functions' in this
regard. The Minister is obviously very keen to do the ,best be can by us. UnfottuOhtely; I
",as advised yesterda,y that the, services, of Mr. Finger,First Assistant Secretary of the
Department of the, Notthetl). TerritotY;, woUld no longer be available to me, for an itlSPecified
period. I hope that periOd will be as short as possible. '

m

35 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSI tefer to the Darwin Reconstructioii iCcimmissionwhich is to be headed by Sir LeSlie Thiess.,
How many reSidents of the 'City 6fDarwin are likely to ,be appointed to that commission and
what will be the basis of their appointment?
ANSWER
Thil'Sourceof my:informationiSpl'OOably the slUlle as .thai of the honourable member for Port
Darwin" nainely the Prime Ministerls. announcement following the Cabinet meeting last
Monday in which he .outlined 'the, Darwitl· ReconstructiOn CommisSion and what the composition of that commission would be. He said that Sir Lesli.eTbiess was to be its chairman
and that there would be membership from the Department of Housing and Construction, the
Department of Urbim and. Regional Development and the Department of the Northern
Tetritory,' lil addition, this Assembly and the ,May()i.' of the Corpotatitili of the City of
Dm:win would be tepre~tited. ThtiS',there Would be 2 peOple .actuaUy residing in this
kicIllitY if tlieAssetnbly ootliinalion was a' Da:rwifi aild enviroiln'lentS resideiit. I have spoken to
the Minister iUid again asked. what p6wbilities 'there were of having additional members
of this Assembl}l added. At this' Sfll~, he sees no pr0sp,ect of d()ing that.
.

36 Mrs LAWJUE to. Miss ANDREWWhatiltcliitiesaieexP&:tedio be made available fot the coIilniencetneilt of tlie 1915 schOO!
year in the DarWinar~a?
.
ANSWER
Until such time as the census of children remaining in Darwin is complete, the educational
needs in· terms ,of ,actual schools that will be open cannot be assessed. However, the
administrative stilft of the :&lucatlon Department assured me that classes will, operate from
.grade 1 to matriCUlation level and at least one large school is expected to be in operation
. by early February.
.
37 Mr. DO~i\.s to .M~':TAM8L1NG"':'
What ~ctionliasbeefi taken to testoreafidpr~set'l'elarge. trees andfiora in Darwin parks and
resetVes?·· , .
.
.'
"
'
,
,
r

j~

>~

ANSWER
'.
.
Staft members of th~. Corpo~ation of the Ci~yof Darwin and the Department of the Northern
TetritQrY .arealreli,dy 'atteinPtipglosavellS,'lJiany trees as possible. The Superintendent <?f
Parks' froin th~ ,ToWn$ville CitY' Couiicllbas 81so been made aVailable to asmstitl this
restOration .ptogJ:aifiirte. He has pa'rit expetience whicli Will be 1nvillua~le. I am not aware
. if he hiili been ,ahie t6 get in yet. l1i1lIehttees to be consetved.are beinltmatked with white
paint on theitUriki All standing trees .ate to ,be retaified wherever possible.
..

38 Mr PERRON to Mr RYAN- .
WiIi persons in Darwht whOse familie~':have been evacuated be assisfed to visit thek families
'
during the period that ~he family is not allowed to return to Darwin?
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ANSWER
The policy matter is still under investigation. I aIp. Il;d,vised that persons who have been performing
essential services and voluntary efforts during th.e, emergency will continue to be, eligible for
evacuation and return at the government's expense. "
39 Mr WITHNALL to Mr POLLOCKHas t1).ere ,been indiscdminate dumping of cieanup materials of all sO,rts on the Kahlin Oval and,
if so, what action has been taken for protection' a~ainSt risks to health which, are likely to
result from it?
'
,"
,
,
ANSWER
I have been unaware of this matter. I will I\Sk the appropriate authorities toreportto me as soon
, as possible. I ask that the question be put on n,otice;'
,',,'
"I

40 Mr DONDAS toMr IWER1NGHAM"':'"
Would'he inform me of ,the number of rape cases reported, the number of arrests for looting, the
humber of persons shot whilst looting, the, number of persons' officially' missing and th.e 'number,
of persons killed in this disaster?
"
'
ANSWER
The, nnmber of rape cases reported during the emergency is, 1. The 'numberofarr~~ts' for looting
is 15. The number of persons shot.-for looting is nil. At, this stage, 65 persons are officially
listed as missing persons. The number of persons killed in' the disaster stands at 48.
41 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSMY' question arises from the answer given ,to a previoUS question by the honourable 'member for
Millner. The answer concerned the evacuation south' of members of the citizenry of Darwin
whose fatnilies were not allowed to return. 'What 'Would 'be, the basis for the non-allowance of
return, of families of citizens of this city?
'
ANSWER
I will have to be guided by my own commo~sense. Haying just shipped .. 25;OOO ,people out of
the city because there is no 'accommodation for most of. them and there are no services yet
properly connected, it seems that people could not jUst return, into, the city area on ,a free for
all basis. If. thathappened,tI!e whole object, of, the, exercise of the last week'would be lost.
That is the nearest that lean geLto answering the ,honourable !1lember.

42 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSWould he undertake to bring to the notice of whatever authority now or in the future may be
'" responsible,the concern felt by the departing 'citizens of Darwin atthe Ijlrpoft: Their prime
concern was: "When we have a'place to stay, we will be allowed back; won't we?" I ask him to
bear that in mind and to brin'g it to the notice of any authority necessary.
ANSWER
I' will bring the honourable member's ~oncern to the attention of the, appropriate authority.
43 Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLINGIs he aware that 2 ald!lrmen of the Darwin City Council have been refused permission to return
to perform any dutiestliat they may have on that Council? Is he aware that the curator of the
Townsville Gardens, who has experience with cyclone restoration, has offered 'to ',come here
and has been refused a permit by a person named McHenry? Will he take some steps to ensure
that aldermen of the city council are permitted back immediately, and that persons, who are
willing and able to render assistance in this emergency be permitted to return to this .city?
ANSWER
I was ~ware that one alderman hadbeeI). refused, a permit ,to re.e~ter the
,and I was aware
that the curator of the Townsvil1eParks and, Gardens had been refused a permit. I. have already
made representation with regard to the curator's pOsition and [was hoping that this would
have been 'corrected either late yesterday or' early today. I will certainly continue to 'press for
entry perinits for all
these ,people as they are essential to the community.

citY

of

44 Mr P~RON to Mr RYANWill the damage done to the iron ore loading facilities in the port by Cyclone Tracy delay
,exporting of iron ore from Darwin?
. '
,
,

the
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ANSWER
I had a report from the, Navy this morning 'that the irol;l ore wharf loading facilities will be out
of action for a period of 6 to 9 months. This will effectively dose the Francis Cr~k mining
operation as far as I can see.
45 Mr TUNGUTALUM to. Mr POLLOCK,
,
Is there any truth in' the ABC news report'last evening that lIIany; Abori$inal members of the
'
community have left Darwin and are heading south on foot?
ANSWER
I have asked official sources for a report on this matter but I have not received it to date. From
information I have been able to gather personally, speakiitg to, people who have travelled the
road in recent days and over the period of the disaster, it appears that there is no unusual
movemellit of Aboriginal persons along the road on foot. In fact there are fewer than' there are
normally on the road, hitchhiking or travelling by' that means. From what I can gather, there
is no basis in this report at all. .
46 Mr STEELE to Dr LETTSIn view of the widely-held belief that the government administrative headquarters will shortly'
be moved to Katherine, Alice Springs or some other centre down the track, will the Majority
Leader provide the -latest information on government action proposed in this regard?
ANSWER
I am advised that there is no intention of moving government. administrative headquarters from
Darwin but that there is now an opportunity to decentralise some functions of the Department
of the Northem Territory; for example, the animal health section might move'to Alice Springs
and other sections of the -Agriculture BranCh could move to Katherine. Fisheries might move
to Nhulunbuy and Forestry could be relocated at Katherine.
47 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSDoes he kIlow of any basis for the rumour at present circulating in Darwin that "they" are
going to bulldoze the northern suburbs and that "they"- will see that no development takes place
in the immediate future past the 2!-miIe? Is any decision likely to be taken by anybody?
ANSWER
I have been, associated with a number of meetings of co-ordinating committees, I have spoken to
the Minister, I have spoken to the Secretary of the Department on a number of occasions over
the last week, and I have not heard of any basis in mctfor such a decision. The usual
informati011l I have got is that the treatment of a whole suburb or part of a suburb will be
deferred pending the establishment of. the Reconstruction .commission and the seeking of
proper aqvice by that commission in how to approach the rebuilding of Darwin.
48 Mr KENTISH to Mr P'OLLOCKIn the evacuation and associated aftermath of the cyclone, what arrangements have been made
or are b~ing made for the Aboriginal members of the Darwin community?
ANSWER
'I have asked the department for advice on this matter but I have not received it to date. I am
able to say from reports coming to, me from' individuals that Aboriginal members of the
community, during the, cyclone and its aftermath, were treated no differently from the general
run of the mill; everybody was treated equally, it didn't matter what their background was at
all. I made some inquiries in Alice Springs as to how Aboriginal' members of the community
were being treated and I found they were being processed in the same way as other evacuees.
Some are being sent south, if that is their choice. If they choose to return to 'a settlement or a
mission, they are' being assisted to get there. I am advised that during the evacuation the
honourable member for'Tiwf, himseif an Aboriginal, assisted greatly with his people in dispersing thelli and arranging, for their travel to the various top end missions, settlements and
so forth of their choosing. I believe that they have been treated no differently to anybody
else.
49 Mr STEEUE to Mr TAMBLINGWhat provision is being made for recreation facilities for the Darwin community?
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ANSWER
I am informed that. ~ number 'of voluntaryorg~ationsarealready planning to continue their
activities. I am aware that the Brown's Mart ,CommunitY Arts Project is arrangingfot theatrical
presentations and for a street theatre. The Arts Council of AUsttafia 'Will bring into Darwin
groups suitable for the changed population and for the school year requirement. The YMCA
and the YWCA Will also run recreational centres. Other voluntary agencies are active in the
many small communities' and refugee centres. I· am sure that emphasis will ,be placedpn all
aspects pf entertainment and morale as well: .asthe sociological problems to ensure that famil)l"
lifestyles are supported and rHstabllshed as soon as possible.
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:50 Mr KBNTISH to Mr EVERINGHAM.Will tlie Australian Government make available at· an eady date special allocations of financial
support for the carrying on of business and eommerciaJoperations; ·and' will the Australian
Government be prepared to guarantee special. bank' finance. for. busmess and, home rebuilding?
ANSWER
The quefltion of financial assistance for business and commercial ~petations' ~nd home reblluding
is s~ undel'ConsiderationbY·1he·authoi'.iti~.
..
.
51 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSFollowing the reply he gave in answer to a question yesterday, 'will be undertake. ~o m!lke
early aPJ?wa~hes to thl;: Minister to ensure thattbe services of the First Assi~aDt Sec;retary,
l\:f~MMtYi1 Fmger, are retur):1e~.to~s A~~J)1blY as soon as practicable?

ANSWER
I will undertake to do as the honourable member for Nightclifi1 has .. suggested. If this
Assembl)' is to continue its n)l~ and. to continue with tbe $IowQ1 of political (\evelopPlent
in the Northern Territory, as the Minister assured iPe iUs, then we are certafuly going to
need Mr Finger at a very early date.
..
52

Mr E~RINGHAMHave ~ procedures for; comPllnsa,tion. arising from officil,llrequi~lt,ioDs. or. acq1liSiUon' of any
real or personal property been established by the Department of the Northern Territory?

ME STEELE·to

ANSWER
No.
53 Mr DONDAS to Dr LETTS-\VIlat .consideration ~'~eing glyen fq speclal4eterminlltions fOI; r~J)1\lnerationfor.pp~ceofficers,
prison officers and fire brigade officers, who were required to undertake extra duties during
the cyclone emergency?
ANSWER
.~ .. ~J)1inforlll~d t)lat.tbe J:?m~ Assist;aitt,. secreiary~ftbe Attorney.QeneraJ.'s p~~~ent,who
. J&a:J)1e~~,: I~. of tbefolice ArbiU'al.t1'.l9ml,al, ardvell in DaJ:'Win yesterda)'·and is
'. meetingw~tll.the P~&so<;iationtodil.y. Draffproposals will, \:Ie avaUable for,coDsi~eration
. b! ,tpePol\ce ~qitra1..Tribunllll\s soon as. it c~convene~ Similar considerations are being
. , gIven to.the other Nortllern Temtpry public servIces. as the honourable member mentioned.
I 3J)1ad,visedtha~.noproti~ctlld: proceedings are,exp~cted to taJee place an!l a Q,eci$ion will
be rCllched very I quick1y~'
.
.
,
. .
PERRO~ to Mr TAMBLINGWhat role would the Town Planning Board play in Darwin lU)d other N:orthem 1'ertitory
centres in the light of the fOrmation of the DlIrwin ReconstrUCtion· Co'mritissiori? ' .

54 Mr

A~SWER.

.

,

.\

,<; ;,'

1.:

"

I amJunable.:togivea full answer. at; this time as I; have. had ,no prior .notice of the question.
. .1' will.endeavour toobtain'·.,ananswer later thill day, 1. shOuld imagine' .thatverystrong
consideration would be given to the normal operation. of the Town Planning Boards outside
the cyclone disaster area.
55 Mr ROBERTSON to'Mr TAMBLING-

In light of the obvious demand which' will now be placed on the Department of Housing and
Construction and the Housing Commission, is he lIble to give lin assurance that work in other
centres will continue and that new contracts fot further work will be let?
ANSWER
I, am unable to give such ail assurance at this stage. However, I ask that the question be
. placed on notice and I will endeavour to. get a suitable reply.
56 Mr STEELE to Miss ANDREWWhat employment opportunities are available· if employment is refused? Will people be asked
to leave if they do not· accept reasonable employment?
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ANSWER
There is an excess of jobs :anticipated in the foreseeable future.· According to the information
I .have. people will not be asked to leave if they do not accept reasonable employment, but
they will not be entitled to unemployment benefits.

57 Mr ROBERTSON to Dr LETISIt is obvious that as . a result of' Cyclone Tracy.' the' Department of the' Northe~l1 Territory will
be heavlly burdened administering Darwin. In light of this, is it planned to delegate to senior
southern district public servants additional and sufficient powers to ensure, the efficient
administration of those areas?
ANSWER
I do nbt have the information to enable
to answer tbat question. If the honourable member
will give me the question, I will attempt to find out.'the. answer, during the day and advise him.

me

58 Mt VALE to Dr LETTSIs the offer of leave ~ reported ~in the NT News going to apply to Darwin residents irrespective
. of whether or not they are public servants?
"
ANSWER
I have had no notice of this question and therefore I am not able to reply now. If honourable
members have questions of this nature, I ask that they let me have them and I will send
them to a place where I can get the information and advise them later in the day.,
59 Mr STEELE to Miss ANDREWFor what period will social service benefits be paid to able-bodied persons who wish to remain
in Darwin?
ANSWER
The oDIy answer that I have been able to get on this subject is that the policy on Social
Service benefits is under consideration by the government at the mom,ent.
59A ANSWER TO QUESrION
Dr LETTS: The honourable member for Port Darwin yesterday asked,me the reason for the
restriction on entry to Darwin of people living in nearby areas such as Batchelor, Adelaide
River, etc., on what basis in law or otherwise tbisrestriction appUed, and 'what was the legal
basis for the work-permit system of restriction of entry applying to people coming from
furtberafield or interstate. The information that I have received is that there are no
restrictions at present' op.bona fide residents who need to make continued entry to Darwin.
The previous restriction was based on a move to control the number of people entering the
devastated areas before they were made safe. Authorisations to return are required to control
the buildup of numbers and availi\ble accommodation, and to restrict entry of' those people
with no valid reason to be in the area.
59B ANSWER TO QUESTION
Dr LETIS: The honourable member for Nightcliff asked me wh.at form of temporary assistance
In housing accommodation will be provided for familles wishing ,to return to Darwin pending
permanent rebuilding. The information I have received is in very general terms, that every
endeavour will be made to provide accommodation for those persons returning to Darwin.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
13 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTUXWORTHWhat fund~ were spent in 1972173 and 1973174 and what is available for spending in 1974175 on(a) fisp.eries research; and
(b) tourist promotion in the Top End?
ANSWER
( a) Fisheries Research:
1972173
1973174
1974175
(b) Tourist Board
1972173
1973174

Expenditure
$6,181
$5,895
$5,518 (to 112175)

Allocation
$10,000
$10,500
$10,500

Committed
$10,247
not available
$11,703

not available
$316,000
not available
$321,750 extra funds
$287,000
not available
allocated
'$337,500 (to 112175)
1974175
$450,000
not available
It should be noted that the amounts shown above are the operational funds for materials and services but do
not include associated costs such as wages, extra duty, travel and vehicle hire.
At the present time all the records relating to this matter are not available because oflosses occurring through
the cyclone and the transport of others to Brisbane.
14 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr RYANWhat plans do the authorities have for the provision of slipways or dry-dock facilities in Darwin for trawlers
so that it will no longer be ne'cessary to send them to Singapore or Perth for repairs and maintenance?
ANSWER
Prior to Cyclone Tracy the Port Authority was investigating the provision of a large slip-way or similar facility
for the handling of trawlers.
Since Cyclone Ttacythese matters have been deferred. The Authority, will in the near future, be rethinking
the entire Port Development Plan which will no doubt include provision of the facility before mentioned.
The Authority's proposals will, in due course, be submitted to the Reconstruction Committee.
15 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTS-;Is any research being carried out into improved preservation of potatoes, onions, apples, oranges and other
lines to avoid losses due to deterioration without cold storage under Territory conditions?
'
ANSWER
No research of this nature is being carried out in the Northern Territory at present.
16 MrMacFARLANEtoMissANDREWHas the Department of Education reCommended to the government the establishment of a University at Darwin embracing the faculties of Tropical Agricultural Science, Tropical Veterinary Science and Tropical
Medicine and, if so, with what result?
ANSWER
The need for a University or University College in Darwin has been drawn to the attention of the Australian
Universities Commission and Darwin Planning Consultants. However; no detailed recommendations have
been made regarding the faculties to be proposed within the proposed University.
17 MrMacFARLANEtoMissANDREWWhat is the current situation regarding provision oflunches to deprived children at Katherine Area School,
and ifthe arrangements are to be changed, when and to ~hat extent?
ANSWER
There is no policy to provide school lunches in the Northern Territory. However the Department of the
Northern Territorydoes assist needy families so the children in such families are provided with meals by
their own parents or guardians. '
18 MrMacFARLANEtoMrEVERINGHAMIs a Rural Bank to be established in the.'Territory and, if so, when?
ANSWER
t
Because the function of a Rural Bank is usually the provision of extended credit to rural industries at concessional rates and because this type of assistance is available, in the Northern Territory already, there is no
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intention to establish another agency for this purpose. Financial assistance to rural industries is available
from the Commonwealth Development Bank and the Primary Producers Board and is of the type normally
available froin Rural Banks.
19 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr. RYANWhen will the bridge over(a) King River on the Stuart Highway;
(b) King River on the Victoria Highway; and
(c) Edith River
have their approaches resealed, or sealed to enable their Use as intended?
ANSWER
(a) Work is proceeding following the take-over of the ~ntract from the previous contractor, Manning
Civil Engmeering Ltd. The approaches should be sealed within 2 weeks to allow use ofthe bridge.
(b) Work on the approaches will commence immediately the gang can be released from the Stuart Highway bridge and completion is expected in 6 weeks.
(c) The contract has been taken outofthe original contractor's hands and a new contract has been let to
complete the outstanding work on the bridge which should be coinpleted in July 1975. The
approacheswill be constructed by day labour and should be completed by July 1975.
21. MrMacFARLANEtoMissANDREWI. Are Teacher Training Courses in Agriculture available at the Darwin Community College? ..
2. Will teacher training facilities in agriculture be established in the Northern Territory to assist in meeting the
demand for teachers so trained in NT and in other states?
3. Is a general background in the biology of agricultural production a good basis for the training of environmental workers?
ANSWER
I. Teacher Training Courses in Agriculture are not currently available at Darwin Community College.
2. It is proposed that the recently appointed Katherine Rural College Planning Coinmittee will be assessing
the need for teacher training in agricultural subjects and will make recommendations regarding programs
and facilities required.
,
3. I have received the. following advice from Dr Peter Rudman, Head of the School of Applied Science
(Biology), Canberra College of Advanced Education: "If 'Environmental Workers' means ecologists the
answer is yes, but more particularly a general background in the whole field of biology, rather than the
biology of agricultural production is required. A good basis requires biology, aspects of ecology, land uSe,
resoUrce management etc. ".
60 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKI What is the salary of:
( a) trainee nurses in NT Health Services;
(b) trained nurses in Nt Health Services;
(c) trained nurse who qualifies for employment on a pastoral property and is subsidised by Government;
(d) Aboriginal nursing aides, such as Rita Bapi of Roper Valley Station, who looks after Aboriginal
health?
2. Is literacy required of such people?
3. How do they distinguish between poisons etcifilliterate?
ANSWER
FirstYeai
Second Year
third Year
Adult
$3,574p.a.
$4,132 p.a.
$4,654p.a.
$5,102 p.a.
(b) Sisters: Range $6,125-$7,205 p.a.
Senior Sister: Range $7,660-$8,260 p.a.
Both Grades are in addition entitled to relevant District and Certificate Allowances.
(c) The Minister for Health has recently approved revised procedures for the payment of subsidies in
respect of nursing staff employed on pastoral properties. The Prin~iples embodied in the revision are:
• where it is considered that a full-tiine nursing service is justified a subsidy payment equivalent to
the current rate of pay of a Senior Sister employed in the Public Service together with appropriate
District Allowance will be made.
• the revised' assessment will take into account all persons including children in receipt of reguiar
nursing attention.
'
Generally a population of 200 persons' will attract a full subsidy and a proportionate subsidy with
smaller numbers.
The full subsidy rate is $7660 p.a. plus relevant District and Certificate Allowances.
(d) Departmental employees of Rita Bapi's category are locally designated Aboriginal Health Workers.

I. (a)
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Aboriginal Health Worker: Range $4,961-$5,349 p.a.
2. The grade Aboriginal Health Worker was created fot 2 main purposes:
• To provide basic health care in small isolated Aboriginal outstations.
• 'To assist nursing and medical staffin the larger Aboriginal communities.
Literacy is generally required of trainees; however the selection of applicants is as far as possible left to the
community in which the health worker is to s e r v e . ·
.
3. This situation usually does not arise as the use of dangerous drugs is confined to professional staff. Health
workers undertake a 2 year training course which includes instruction in the use of simpler medicines.
61 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETtS..:.
Do Ministers of the Crown, and other VIP's require permits before entering Darwin?
If the answeris yes; who issues the permits?
If the answer is no, why not?
ANSWER
Permits are required for all persons entering Darwin. Permits are issued by persons authorised under the
Cyclone Disaster Emergency Ordinance.
62 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK\. What is the total amount of money allocated for Aboriginal development in NT in 1974175?
2. What amount was spent on the services of consultants advising the various Aboriginal enterprises in
1973174, and how much is to be spent in 1974175?
ANSWER
\. Total funds allocated to date by Government for Aboriginal Development in the NT for 1974175 is
$40,369,816.00
2. (a) 1973174-$397,249.00
(b) 1974175-$419;200.00(estimated)
100 MrBALLANTYNEtoMissANDREWHave representations been made to the Minister for the Northern Territory or. any other Minister for the
introduction of a freight sUbsidy on goods consigned to Nhulunbuy business houses and, if not, will she do
so?
ANSWER
No representations have been made to the Minister for the Norlhern Territory or the Minister for Transport
within the past 18 months for a freight subsidy on g?ods consigned to Nhulunbuy by sea or air.
101

MrBALLANTYNEtoMissANDREW~

What stage has been reached in the planning of the Nhulunbuy Community Library?
ANSWER
Detailed assessment of the requirements for, and practicability of, a Community Library at Nhulunbuy has
been undertaken by Ii Committee convened jointly by the Department of Education and the Department of
the Northern Territory. The Committee has not yet made aily firm recommendations.
102 Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss AND.REWWhy were plans for a high school at Nhulunbuy cancelled?
ANSWER
No definite plans have been formulated regarding the·provision ofa separate high school at Nhulunbuy.
Surveys have been regularly carried out but in order for a high school to be viable and provide a suitable
range of subjects and electives, a minimum enrolment of 300 students is required. 190 students are currently enrolled in secondary courses at Nhulunbuy Area School.
It is also educationally desirable that a full high school catedor grades 8-12 (form I to matriculation). A
further survey carried out at the end of 1974, with a view to establishing a matriculation class at NhulunbuY'
Area School in 1975, indicated that the number of parents who were prepared to enrol their students was
insufficientto warrant formation of the class..
However, a second site has been reserved at Nhulilnbuy for futnre educational needs and the community's
views will be sought throughout all stages of planning additional educational facilities.
.<

.

•

125 MrMacFARLANEtoMrRYANIn view of the demonstration of the value of the Katherine Flight Service Unit during the emergency evacuation of Darwin, will the facility be retained?

/
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ANSWER
Destruction of aviation facilities by cyclone Tracy has been so great that concentration of effort has been directed towards facility restoration barely sufficient to ~ermit early resumption of scheduled domestic airline
operations. Review oflonger term operational planrung is now in course and this will decide the (uture of
Katherine aviation facilities.
'
127 MrMacFARLANEandMrRYANIn view of the fact that 54 of the 56 radio telephones connected to the Katherine Telephone Exchange are
located in the Katherine District, why is the exchange to be relocated in Darwin?
ANSWER
Because of the substantial staffing economies that would accrue and for other considerations, it was intended
that operator assistance for calls made by subscribers to both the Katherine conventional radio telephone
exchange be transferred to Darwin co-incident with the cutover of the new Katherine automatic exchange
later this year. However, because of operational problems at Darwin arising from the recent cyclone it has
been decided to retain the operator assistance facility at Katherine for the time being.
.
152 MrPERRONtoMissANDREWI. When is it anticipated that business premises in the Winnellie Industrial area will receive power supplies?
2. How many linesmen are working in Darwin at present?
3. Is the Electricity Supply Undertaking having any trouble getting the supplies it requires?
ANSWER
1. As at 6 p.m. on 1312175 uinety four (94) services had been connected to commercial consumers in the Winnellie. ar~a.Four servic.e ga~g~ have been worl<i~g!n the area since.I 1/2175. Prior.t? this only I liang w~s
working In the area. It IS anticipated that the maJonty of consumers In the area requmng supply will have It
within 2 weeks from 1312175 providing their installations have been restored to an acceptable condition.
Some low voltage mains are still to be strung in the area. Alsothe HV System needs to'be strengthened.
2. The number of line crew working in Darwin including cable jointers, inspectors and operators totalled 219
as at 1212175. This figure is diminishing gradually as interstate Supply Authorities return home. The figure
at 112175 was 259.
3. Some material supply problems due to the usual delays caused by lack of raw materials and transport
holdups are arising. However, serious delays in this field have been avoided by the use of air transport and
a nation-wide material acquisition network arranged by the Department of Housing and Construction
through its regional State Offices.
173 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSWill he consider introducing iegislation to restore the offence of drunkenness to the statute books.
ANSWER
Yes.
184 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr RYAN1. Does the Government have any plans to replace the one radio telephone serving 700 people at Roper
Settlement with more. adequate commuuication facilities?
2. Does the Government intend providing any communication facilities for approximately 1000 Aborigines
living close to the Roper Highway?
.
3. What is the estimated cost of installing a land line from the Stuart Highway along the Roper Highway to
Roper Settlement?
ANSWER
1. There are no immediate plans at this ~tage to replace the radio telephone and outpost radio facilities serving the Roper River area. Whilst the Postmaster-General's Department is most anxious to ~rovide
improved communication to outback areas there is no economic alternative at present to replace high frequency radio telephone services such as is provided at the Roper River settlement.
The Post office is undertakhtg continuing research in this aspect but unfortunately present indications are that
it will be quite sbme time yet before any worthwhile alternative is found.
2. There are no specidc plans to' provide commqnjc;ltiQn facili~es for Aborigines 1Il0ng the Roper Highway
who are currently without telecommunication services. However, should any of these communities apply,
their applications will receive the full consideration normally accorded such requests.
3. It is estimated that the cost of providing a landline from the Stuart ~ighway to the Roper River settlemeni
. is of the orderof$400,OOO;
."
. . . . . . . . .," ..,.,'
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186 MrMacFARLANEtoMrRYAN1. Why was the micro wave link to and from Darwin useless during the cyclone?
2. What improvements are planned to ensure that Darwin and all other centres on the micro wave route will
remain in communication during future emergencies?
ANSWER
1. Although the normal trunk circuits in and out of Darwin failed, this was due to water damage to equipment
following roof damage to the Smith Street commuuication building which houses the equipment necessary
to derive the individual trunk channels. The micro wave system itself was not interrupted and the Black
Street terminal building maintained contact with Mt!sa throughout by means of an order wire circuit. During Christmas moruing this circuit was used to pass emergency messages to other States for the Army, the
Department of Health and from the Secretary of the Department of the Northern Territory, Mr O'Brien, to
the Natural Disaster Headquarters in Canberra.
Later in the day another circuit was added and one of the lines was made available to Major General Stretton
when he arrived.
'
On 26 De.:;ember messages from the Director of Housing and Construction and others to multiple addresses
seeking help were despatched by this means until full trunk facilities were restored after noon on that day.
2. Apart from ensuring more secure building accommodation for vital equipment, the Department is
implementing plans tb diversify the trunk outlets from the various Northern Territory centres includjng
Darwin. Action has already been taken to place some trunk circuits in an underground cable fro,m Darwin
to Howard Springs, where they lin,k with the existing pole route runuing south. Pre-cyclone security plans
are being reviewed,in depth following experience with Cyclone Tracy and measures, as practicable and in
conjunction with other authorities, will be introduced.
189 MrMacFARLANEtoMrRYANWhen will the Stuart Highway to Mainoru developmertt road be sealed for the benefit of approximately 1000
people living at Banyili, Beswick, Maranboy, Eva Valley, Euralba, Mountain Valley, Mainoru and Bulmar?
ANSWER
Northern Territory Legislative Assembly Question on Notice No. 151 related to the sealing of the section of
the Stuart Highway to Mhln0ru Road from the Stuart Highway to Beswick Station. A reply to this question
was forwarded on 3 March 1975. There are no plans for sealing the road beyond Beswick at this stage.
However, progressive upgrading of sections of the road, including some creek crossings, is planned.
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65 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSI refer to the Citizens Advisory Committee. I am aware that there was a list of community organisations
drawn up to be approached. Who was responsible for deciding which community organisation would be
approached and which would not, and what were the criteria?
ANSWER
The Citizens Advisory Committee derived from a motion at the ·first meeting of the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission. The need to have such an advisory committee urgently was seen and a motion was carried.to
set up such a committee. A 3-man sub-committee of the Darwin Interim Reconstruction Commission was
appointed to find. out and put together suitable names for an advisory committee. Those 3 men were Mr
Alan O'Brien, the Secretary of the Department of the Northern Territory, Mr Harold Brennan, the Mayor
of the Corporation of the City of Darwin, and myself. The sub-committee compiled a list of organisations
which were regarded as representative of this community and which stil1.had some remnant of their
organisatiop operating in Darwin. Some 25 such organisations were contacted and they in turn drew up a
panel of2 or 3 names as their suggestions for members of the advisory committee. From those names-well
over 30 at the time-we chose 16 in the first ,instance and those people comprised a committee which elected
its own chairman. Subsequently, on representation from the Citizens Advisory Committee itself that various suburban action groups have a representative on that committee, the Reconstruction Commission had
a third meeting, accepted that advice and resolved that additional representatives' be added from those
suburban action groups.
66 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LEn:SWhat positive steps have been taken by Government to ensure provision of temporary accommodation for
the homeless people of Darwin?
ANSWER
I am not aware of any positive steps that have been taken by the Government in the form of a firm decision
for the provision of temporary accommodation of the type suggested by the honourable member. The Department of Housing and Construction, at the last Interim Reconstructon Commission meeting, did put forward a proposal in the form of a recommendation to government to purchase up to 1000 temporary accommodation units which would be available for rentin~ to people who have not got a home in Darwin. I would
take it to include the public service workers in Darwm and also the private people.
The reconstruction commission subsequently passed a: resolution which went a little further and recommended strongly to the Government that temporary accommodation be used, with assistance from
Government, to assist the rate of return of people to this city. Although those 2 recommendations were
passed through the commission, I am not yet aware of any firm decision which has been taken on the matter by the Government.
, '
67 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLlNGWhat arrangements have been made to have the Katherine Town Plan displayed in positions where it can be
inspected outside office hours; that is, before 8 a.m. and after 4.21 p.m. and at weekends? '
ANSWER
I am not aware of any plans at the moment to make the Katherine Town Plan available for display as requested. However, I will undertake to discuss it with the department concerned and will relay the answer to
the honourable member as soon as possible.
68 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSAs both the Majority Leader of the Assembly and a member of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, I
would assume that he can have consultations with the DepartlJ\ent of the Northern Territory regarding
capital wo~ks programs, which no doubtwill be amended. If that has been the case, would the honourable
member table a list of the operations of the proposed capital works program along with information as to
why such operations were proposed?
ANSWER
I have a good deal of sympathy with the object expressed in the question that the people of the Northern Territory should be aware of any alterations now proposed to the capital works program and have an opportunity to express their view on it. As far as the Interim Reconstruction Comnussion is concerned, at our last
meeting we did have a list of capital works programs projects which the Department ofthe Northern Territory considered might have to be deferred due to the neW circumstances arising out of the cyclone. This list
was examined by the commission. I point out that this Interim Commission has not any real power of decision at the moment-it is only working in the field of recommendation-and as a result of the considerations of the Commission a number of major projects and minor projects were recommended to be continued and not deferred.
In addition to that, there were a number of other projects which the commission did not have sufficient
information on to' be able to make a firm recommendation. Further information on those projects will be
sought from the Department ,of Housing and Construction and the Department of the Northern Territory
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so that at the first opportunity, even by contact in between meetings, the commission can further advise the
Government whether more of these projects should be retained or not.
In addition to that information, I will ask the Secretary of the Department of the Northern Territory if this
list can be made available. I think that the actual recommendations of the commission would be the property of the commission. I personally would have no objection at all to making them available to the honourable member but I will try and check out with Sir Leslie Thiess, the chairman, and make sure that that is in
order and provide the information the honourable member sought.
69 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSDoes he have any information on government financial arrangements proposed for rebnilding houses in Darwin?
,
ANSWER
No. I do not believe that such information will be available until the federal bill on the reconstruction commission has been introduced and dealt with. I believe that this information is vitally important and again it .
was the subject of a resolution and a stron~ recommendation. The Mst recommendation made at the last
meeting of the Darwin Interim Reconstructton Commission was to the government to decide and to publish
details of the financial assistance which will be available. To the best of my knowledge that decision has not
been made. Ifit has been made, it has not been made available to me or to the public.
70 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK
Will he investigate the present entry permit system under the Social Welfare Ordinance with a view of bringing about a relaxation or an agreement to allow residents of Nhulunbuy to have freedom of access to local
beaches and Arnhem Land olfNabalco Proprietary Limited leased land?
'
ANSWER
I am aware of recent press publicity concerning this matter and apparent problems which are being experienced at Nhulunbuy. It is my intention at the first opportunity to go to Nhulunbuy and speak with those
concerned. I feel that there are grounds for an amicable agreement between all persons concerned, having
due respect to the Aboriginal people of the area and the ArnhemLand Reserve and the population of
Nhulunbuy and surrounding areas.
71 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSIs it to his knowledge true that the Minister has flatly refused all private requests from members of this Assembly for information or discussions on the terms of the Darwin Reconstruction Bill?
ANSWER
To the best of my knowledge the statement made by the honourable member for Port Darwin is true.
72 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSHas he arty information regarding the Minister's statement on acquisition ofland below the II-metre "surge
line"?
ANSWER
I seem to be in the unfortunate position of not being able to give much information in relation to serious questions. The answer is along the same lines as ones that I have.previously given. The whole question of aquisition policy by the federal government following the cyclone was the subject of another recommendatton
by the interim commission, that the government clarify its policy and announce immediately on this question. There has not been any decision made or announced yet.
73 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSIn December 1974, Senator Wriedt, Minister for Agriculture, announced that $20m would be made available
to cattlemen of Queensland and the Northern Territory who had no inCome other than cattle. Has this
money been approved by Cabinet and is it in fact available?
ANSWER
To the best of my knowledge the money has been approved and is available and some of it has been advanced. But to be sure of my facts I would have to check this with the Commonwealth Development Bank
in Darwin, who are the agents of the Government in this matter, and advise the honourable member
further later in the sittings.
74 Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr TAMBLlNGWhat action has been taken to reroof houses at Berrimah, Howard Springs 'and Humpty Doo?
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ANSWER
As far as I am aware, there is no differentiation between the reroofine; and temporary repair program anywhere this side of Noonamah. I will however take the matter up with the Accommodation Coordination
Committee to ascertain if the works program has any differential priorities in that area.
75 MrROBERTSONtoMr,POLLOCKI ask this question on behalf of the member for Alice Springs. What deleterious effects on the population of
Alice Springs and the quality of life in that town has he observed that may be attributed to the removal
from the statutes of the crime of drunkenness?
ANSWER
I have observed many deleterious effects but I would ask that the question be placed on notice to allow full
answer later.
76 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSCan he confirm, as a member of the interim commission, that the commission has been and is able to do nothing about reconstruction of Darwin 7 weeks after the cyclone because of the failure of the governinent to
announce policy in any of the fields with respect to which the commission will be functioning?
ANSWER
It is true that the interim commission has not been successful in carrying out any executive action directed
towards the reconstruction of the City of Darwin. At the tfile the government announced its intention to
establish a reconstruction commission; back in January, they indicated that this would be established by
statute in the Federal Parliament and that an interim commission would be set up in the meantime to examine the situation and make recommendations to,government. That is all that this commission has been; it
h~s been an advisory body.
77 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCKWhat immediate plans are there for the provision of a medium security jail in the Darwin area. Ifhe does not
know these plans, will he seek as a matter of urgency some clarification from the relevant department because at the lI!0ment there is no medium security prison.
ANSWER
[understand at the moment that endeavours have been made to get the prison farm at Gunn Point operative;
there were some administrative problems there in relation to staff. I am not aware of the situation just at this
moment in resl?ect of medium-term and other prisoners. Some, I understand, are being held at the police
cells and working at Fannie Bay, on the grounds there during the day. Others have been transferred to
Alice Springs. I will endeavour to find out more details later.
78 MrsLAWRIEtoMrPOLLOCKIt is true ,that people are being held in police cells in Darwin. Is he aware that remand prisoners are being held
in those cells with no exerCise for up to 2 weeks and this is contrary to United Nations convention? They
cannot be sent to Fannie Bay Goal to work because as they are on remand they are not convicted and are
not liable to work. However to have them held in cells for up to 2 weeks without exercise is completelycon, trary to every convention Australia recognises.
'
ANSWER
I am not entirely aware of that situation.
79 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKAfter the cyclone, 2 rapists sentenced to 6 years' jail were released after serving only 2 months of their sentence. Have they been apprehended?
'
ANSWER
As far asl am aware, these 2 persons are at large. I believe they were relea~ed by order of the Magistrate and
they have not been taken back into custody. That is the information I have had.
,
80 MrDONDAStoMrPOLLOCKWhat child-care facilities are flvailable in Darwin at the moment?

ANSWER
I am unaware of any child-care facilities available in Darwin at the moment.
81 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCK-
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Is it a fact that on either Christmas Day or Boxing Day prisoners held at Gunn Pointwalked off Gunn Point
and there has been no action as yet to apprehend and charge them as escapees?
ANSWER
I believe that on the day of the cyclone and shortly afterwards there was some misunderstandin~ as to terms
of release of persons at Gunn Point and some prisoners in good faith did leave that area believmg that they
had been released. Many of those prisoners have since been taken back into custody and there are warrants
in existence for those wno are still at large.
.
82 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr EVERINGHAMThere are reports that the government and the Department of the Northern Territory owe contractors and
suppliers in Katherine large sums of money. Will he investigate these reports?
ANSWER
I will inquire into this report.
83 MrMacFARLANEtoMrSPEAKERDo members of this Assembly, including yourself, have to have permits to enter Darwin on Assembly business?
ANSWER
Yes, members of this 'Assembly require permits. The Director of Emergency Services has told me that new
permits are being issued to members.
84 Mr DONDAS to Miss
. ANDREW.
What provisions have been made for the after-school care of children whose parents are both working?
ANSWER
I ask that this question be placed on notice. To my knowledge there have been no provisions made yet
although some independent actions have been taken by the various suburban action groups.
85 Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLINGIs he aware that the programs of reroofing and supplying of services such as electricity to areas of the northern
suburbs beyond Rapid Creek appear to be lagging well behind other areas of Darwin?
ANSWER
Other than the opinion expressed in the question, I am not aware that the programs are lagging.
86 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSI ask for clarification of an answer he gave to a previous question concerning the capital work 'program. Has
he had discussions with the Department ofthe Northern Territory in his capacity as the Majonty Leader?
ANSWER
No, the Department of the Northern Territory has had no discussions with me in my capacity as Majority
Leader or a member of this Assembly. The only way in which discussions have come about is through the
medium of the Interim Reconstruction Commissjon.

87 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCKIn light of the fact that there is no community welfare officer or social worker at Nhulunbuy, will he endeavour to arrange with the Department of the Northern Territory to have a suitably qualified officer permanently based at Nhulunbuy?
.
ANSWER
Yes, I will make approaches to the relevant departments to make sure that a suitably qualified person is sta. tioned at Nhulunbuy. I will endeavour to find out what the immediate plans of the department are and
advise him later.
88 Mr ROBERTSON to Mr EVERINGHAM..,.
On behalf of the member for Nice Springs, I ask if he would obtain from the Commissioner of Police as a
matter of urgency, and table in this Assembly, a statement detailing any increase in criminal acts or difficulties in the administration of law in Alice Springs attributed to the removal from the statutes of the crime of
drunkenness?
ANSWER
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I ask that the question be put on notice, but I will do my best to ensure that these details are ascertained as
quickly as possible.
89 MrMacFARLANE to Dr LETTSIs he aware that the beef industry in the Northern Territory is a terminal occupation? Ifso, wh.at representa"
tions has he made to the federal government for immediate assistance remembering that the Northern Territory is a federal responsibility?
ANSWER
The Cattle Producers Council is the combined body representing all the cattlemens associations and the beef
industry of the Northern Territory. I have attended most of the meetings of that body here in Darwin and I
have assisted the Cattle Producers Council secretariat and executive in drawing up a number of approaches
to the federal government for forms of assistance which would best help cattlemen in the beef industry
through this desperate situation that they have been in and which may well get worse. In the last few weeks
I have been almost fully occupied, I triust confess, in matters relating to the Darwin disaster and the Reconstruction Commission, but now that things are getting back to a more organised basis I assure the honourable member that I W;ill renew my representations to the federal government as the Executive Member for
Primary Industry to provide immediate assistance to the cattle industry in appropriate ways.
90 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSConcerning the announcements from the Secretary of the Department of the Northern Territory that approximately 1500 public servants would be transferred interstate, I ask whether he has had discussions with
the secretary or if his advice is being sought as one would assume that some of those people would have
been willing to remain in the Territory and to transfer to the Northern Territory Public Service as the various government departments were transferred over.
'
ANSWER
I did approach the Secretary of the Department of the Northern Territory about this matter when the statement about the 1500 people was first made. The secretary informed me at that time that, while no I?recise
figure was available on how many public servants might be involved in the establishment of the Bnsbane
sub-headquarters, the feeling was that it might be in the order of a couple of hundred. I asked him also
whether those who did not want to go to Brisbane could arrange a transfer to another branch of government here, say from the Department of the Northetn Territory to the Department of Health or the Department of Housing and Construction. I asked him whether this would be permitted or considered and the
answer was that it would be.
91 MrDONDAStoMrRYANIs it a fact that the Fire Brigades Arbitral Tribunal will be convened in the near future to bring down special
determinations for the remuneration of fire officers serving during the cyclone emergency?
ANSWER
I have heard mention of this. I do not have any firm information regarding approaches to the tribunal but I
will attempt to get this information and pass it on to him.
92 Mr ST!ELE to Dr LETTSHas the majority group a policy on a free beach for Darwin?
ANSWER
This matter has been discussed at a parliamentary party meeting and the decision was reached that the question of a free beach, and any legisfation which might be introduced pertaining thereto, would be a matter of
personal decision and personal vote. There was no party policy established on this question.
93 MrSTEELEtoMrRYANIs he aware that alcoholic refreshments are being consumed in an uncontrolled manner at the airport with
resultant beercan litter and behavioural problems? Why is the official airport bar closed? Will he make
representations to the airport manager to have the bar reopened and the situation brought under control?
ANSWER
The situation as he describes it, is true. The situation out at the airport is a bit chaotic regarding the drinking
habits of the arrivals and departures. I have been trying to contact the manager of the airport for an official
reason why the bar is not open. I have heard secondhand that. it is because of structural damage. However, I
have also heard secondhand that the building has been inspected by an independent engineer who claims
that it would be quite safe. In addition, if the upper floor was unsafe, I suggest that it would also be unsafe
on the lower floor where hundreds of people are departing and arriving. I will continue in efforts to contact
the manager ofthe airport to get an answer on that question.
94 Mr DONDAS to Mr EVERINGHAM-
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Is it a fact that the Police Officers Arbitral Tribunal will be convened in the near future to bring down special
determinations for the remuneration of police officers serving during the cyclone emergency?
ANSWER
I understand that the Police Arbitral Tribunal met within about 14 days of the cyclone and a determination
was brought down. This determination made special provisions for extra remuneration for police officers
who fulfilled their duties during and after the cyclone emergency. I do nothave specific details ofthe award
but I believe it was a very generous one.
95 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSWill he make a statement in this place outlining the Country-Liberal Party recommendations on decentralisati9n ofthe Department of the NorthernTerritory?
ANSWER
I would be prepared to do so at a later stage of these sittings.
96 MrsLAWRIEtoMrSPEAKERHas he any mdications from the MiI¥ster forthe Northern Territory as to provision of a new Assembly building, having regard to the state of this present one?
.
.
.
ANSWER
I have had discussioris with the Minister for the Northern Territory and he has indicated that submission
. should be put before Darwin Reconstruction Commission. This is being prepared In conjunction with the
Department of Housing and Construction who have made a survey of the whole precincts ofthe Legislative
Assembly. Today I shall get a written report which I believe will indicate that this Assembly building is irreparable and that members will be given offices elsewhere. However, we will endeavour to keep this building in sufficient repair to enable the Assembly to continue to meet here until a new building is erected in
another place.
.
..
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104 MrsLAWRIE to Dr LETTSHas any date been set for the next sittings of this Assembly?
ANSWER
In discussion with most other members, I have indicated that there will probably be a requirement for a brief
sitting in late March. around about 19 or 20 March, at which stage we may, amongst other things, have to
review the emergency legislation and finalise other urgent matters .concerned with the cyclone. I imagine it
will only be a brief 1 or 2 day sitting.
105 MrROBERTSONtoMrSPEAKERDo you agree, as Speaker, with statements attributed to the Minister for the Northern Territory, that this
Assembly is ruined and that is the reason for the delay or postponement of constitutional development of
the Northern Territory?
ANSWER
I have heard the statement by the Minister and am greatly disturbed by it. I accept that the bllilding is beyond
repair as a long tterm project, but I believe that I have the full support of all members and staff to carryon
here until new premises become available. I have prepared a statement for the Press in which I have said
that the building is beyond repair as a long term project but that the chamber and staff offices will·c6ntinue
to be used until a new parliament house becomes available to us. Members have already been allocated
tel!1l?orary offices in Block 1 and I understand that the Maj?rity Leader ha~ received an assura.nce from the
MlIDster and the Secretary of the Department that space will be made. available for the executlve members
and their staff.
In the Press release, I havNecalled that, in the. early !lays of the Legislative Council, meetings were held in
conditions hardly less arduous that those we have today. I do not believe that the present membership and
. staff· have less fortitude than the early members of the Council. In the statement I have referred to the
Assembly sitting 3 times in the first 6 weeks of this year. There is every indication that the level of business
this year will be normal or above normal.
.
I have one difficulty that I hope the Minister will resolve for me, and that is in the matter of staffing. The Department of the Legislative Assembly has an establishment sufficient for its needs but all positions unfilled
at the beginning of the year were frozen; and until they are unfrozen there will be a shortage of staff. I will
be writing to the Minister as a matter of urgency asking him to unfreeze certain positions and to provide me
with funds to recruit to these positions.
'
,
Further, today I received a letter from the Director of Housing and Construction relating to the proposed parliament house. Part of the letter reads: "In view of the interest of the Reconstruction Commission in aspects
of town planning and siting, this department is preparing for the Legislative Assembly alternative site
studies in readiness for the anticipated 5th meeting of the Commission in March".
106 MrP,ERRONtoMrRYANWhat are the official reasons for closing Darwin airport to international flights and how long will it be closed
for?
'
ANSWER
I have been unable to contact any official of the Department of Civil Aviation. However, I have spoken to an
executive of Qantas who advised that the reasons they were given for closing the airport were that the
navigational aids which were being used and are still usable are being supplied with power by emergency
sets and therefore do not have any emergency backup. This iS,anormal requirement of the Internation Civil
Aviation Organisation. There are also some navigational aids which are not operating. The time that the
airport will be unavailable could be up to 6 months but they are hoping it will be less. They intend to get it
operating as an international airport as soon as possible.
lCl? MrDONDAStoMrRYANCould he offer any information about the opening of the Casuarina' fire station?
ANSWER
I spoke with the Chief Fire Officer this morning concerning the opening ofCasuarina fire station. He had with
him at the time a building inspector and they were going out to have a look at the building at CasuariIi.a. He
is hopefuLthat they will be able to get the Casuarina fire station operating at the earliest.
While on the subject of firemen, I was asked a question yesterday regarding their claims through their tric
bunal for allowances. The ChiefF~e Officer has a~vised me that they had not made any claims. However,
the firemen themselves are suppornng the TLC chums for,$55 a week.
'
108 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr EVERINGHAMWhat was the result of the investigation into the large sums of money owed to contractors and other people in
Katherine?
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ANSWER
I regret that I have been unable to obtain the information requested by him. I hope to be able to let him have
it before the close of this sitting.
109 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLL()CKWill he enquire into the completion 'date ofYirrkala Medical Centre and will he find out the commencement
date of that centre?
ANSWER
The Department of Health has received advice from the Department of Housing and Construction. that the
health centre at Yirrkala will be ready for handover atthe end of February 1975. The centre will start
operating approximately 2 weeks after the hand over provided normal barge services are available to convey supplies and equipment to the area.
110 MrPERRONtoMrEVERINGHAMWhen will the Registrar General 'sOffice resume the registration of transfers to teal estate in Darwin?
ANSWER
.. As far as ~ was aware, the Regist~ar General's Omce had been open for some time for the registration of conveyances of real property. I understand some transfers have been made there in the course of the last couple
of weeks. I will, however, make investigations to ensure that it is open. I know that the Registrar General's
Office was very fortunate in that very few, if any, ofits records were damaged during the cyclone.
III MrSTEELEtoMrTAMBLlNGIs he aware of the indiscriminate dumping of corrugated iron, bulldozing of trees and dumping of wet garbage along the Nemarluk Drive? Would he direct this matter to the Director of Emergency Services?
ANSWER
It was drawn to my attention this morning that this indiscriminate dumping is taking place. I will take the
matter up with the Director of Emergency Services and the Town Clerk. .
112 Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREWDoes the honourable member have a policy on extended school hours during the coming months. If so, what
is the policy, has she discussed it with the Department of Education and to what result?
.
ANSWER
I have discussed at length with the Education Department the current policy relating to after-school activities.
Each school is invited to call a committee. and make arrangements. My policy would be exactly the same. In
the northern subu,rbs we have got together a voluntary group which is organising after-school activities.
113 MrDONDAStoMrRYANHas he any idea how long it would take to reinstate the iron-ore loading facilities and if such reinstatement
has been put in hand?
, .
.
ANSWER
The iron-ore facilities at the wharf I believe were originally going to be out of operation for ~bout 6 months;
this was an estimate. It was planned as a repair job by the Navy. I spoke with one of the executives of
Frances Creek last week and he said that they felt that repairs could be made to the wharf at an earlier
period. However, if the honourable member would like to put that question on notice I will see that he gets
a full answer to it.
114 MrsLAWRIEtoMiss.ANDREWWill she Consider the provisions of full-time auxiliary staff, other than volunteers, who would be paid an
amount to provide the necessary supervision for out-of-hourswork at the schools.
ANSWER
Yes. I have considered this and I have discussed it with the. Education Department. However, I am waiting
until Friday when the results of their moves in the direction of after-school education are apparent In this
particular case, it will not be on a voluntary basis; the cost of providing staff to provide these after-school
activities will be met.
115 MrSTEELEtoMrRYANWhat are-the employment opportunities in Darwin at present and has he figures available of job vacancies?
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ANSWER
The Department of Labor have advised me that currently vacancies exist for 350 positions in Darwin. They
are averaging around about 40 to 45 jobs and 40 to 45 people looking for jobs per day, so the status quo is
being maintained. Most of the jobs are in trades but there are quite a few labourer positions available.
There are no unemployed at present and the attitude of the department is that anybody capable of doing
any workin Darwin will have to take the job given to him or her by the department.
116 MrVALEtoMrTUXWORTHCan he advise what form tourism will take in the Top End ofthe Territory this year?
ANSWER
A complete report is being compiled atthe moment by the Tourist Bureau and I hope t6 table it during this sitting.
.
117 MrMacFARLANEtoMrRYANIs it a fact that the Katherine powerhouse is in a bad way, that they have no engineer, and that 2 of their generating sets are out of commission and 2 others are operating at only 70 per cent capacity?
ANSWER
The po~erhouse at Katherine I believe has som~ sort of problem. I was aware ofthis but I have not been able
.at this stage to get the. exact problem. Once again I request thatthe honourable member put this question on
notice and I will attempt to get full answer for him.
118 MrPERRONtoMissANDREWWhen is it anticipated that ·business premises in the Winneville industrial area will receive power supplies?
How many linesmen are working in Darwin at the present? Is the Electricity Supply Undertaking having
any trouble getting supplies it requires?
ANSWER
I ask the honourable member to put those questions on notice because, in spite of several attempts at investigation in this area, I have not had an official reply.
119 MrSTEELEtoMrEVERINGHAMHow many applications have been made for business assistance, and how many of these applications have
been approved?
ANSWER
I understand that a considerable number of applications for these loans have been received to date. I understand thatnone have yet been approved. Several are in the process of being approved but it will depend on
the arrival of valuers in Darwin from the south. I understand valuers are expected to arrive on about the
24th of this month and that after that applications should be able to be processed.
120 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS
Would he endeavour to obtain from the Department of the Northern Territory precisely which branches of
that department will be affected by transfer, the categories of people it is intended to transfer, and the
numbers of people in those categories?
ANSWER
Iwill attempt to obtain the information required and provide it later inthese sittings.
121 MrPERRONtoMrRYANIs he aware that a mining co~pany in Indonesia has been supplying its operations from Darwin by aircraft?
They have had 2 flights into Darwin .since the cyclone yet further flights have been refused on the grounds
that they are international flights. Will he see ifhe can correct the situation?
ANSWER
I was unaware of this. However I will attempt to look into the matter further and give an answer to the
honourable member.
.
122 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSWhen will the Beef Stabilization Bill be presented?
ANSWER
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The Cattle Price Stabilization Bill became available from the printer this morning. I did not give notice of it
because that would have had the effect of deferring its introduction and discussion until tomorrow. I intend
to introduce it and give the seccind reading speech on it at the conclusion of the Orders of the Day today.
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130· Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSHav~ precautions ~gainst the entry of foot and mouth disease into Australia been relaxed since the cyclone?
ANSWER
To the best of my knowledge the answer is no. In fact I think that the risks are less than they were before the
cyclone. Not long before the cyclone, a sub-committee of the Cattlemen's Association of Northern
Australia made an examination of the precautions which were then existing in the port of Darwin and the
airport of Darwin against foot and mouth disease and came to the conclusion in a report to the Association
that they were adequate. Since the cyclone, the Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch quarantine people
have been still on deck and the Department of Health are still vigilant in the matter. But with the cessatton
of interuational flights landing at this airport one of the main risk areas would have disappeared
completely.
131. MrVALEtoMrTUXWORTHWhat is the current situation in the Peko retrenchments? Have the unemployed been found other jobs?
ANSWER
The overall picture is still not clear. However, I do have some information that would be of interest. The company has retrenched about 50% of the proposed retrenchments. A further 250 will be laid off in the next
fortnight. Fifteen of these people have already arrived in Darwin to take up employment opportunities and
a further 45 are coming next week. I believe there are a further 50 applications to work in Darwin pending.
There are substantial numbers of hard-rock miners and smelter operators who can be employed by the
mining industry in Western Australia. They will take up their positions within the next month. There are
several staff positions that have been vacated at Peko in the normal turnover of the company's labour force.
The Department of Labour and Immigration has been very quick to recognise the problem at Tennant
Creek and has declared the Tennant Creek area a Regional Employment Development area; there should
be no trouble in finding a job for any man that wants to work, particularly married men with families who
cannot afford to move away from the town.
132 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSHas he yet any information on the number of public servants liable to be transferred interstate, the categories
into which they fall and the number in each category?
ANSWER
I am unable to give the information to the honourable member at this time but I hope it will be available later
in the day. I will send it to her when it is available.
133 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLINGWhat urgent action is being proposed to alleviate the housing shortage in Katherine?
ANSWER
I am not fully conversant with the housing shortages in Katherine. I would ask that the question be placed on
notice. I will endeavour to obtain an answer for him today.
134 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSI assume that he is the leader of the executive members on the Administrator's Council and this question deals
with Administrator's Council affairs. Are the private members of the Administrator's Council aware that
categories of people permitted to enter Darwin are adult male residents, and adult female residents who
have essential employment and satisfactory accommodation? In other words, there is a vast difference between permission to enter for adult females and adult males. If they are aware of this, do they condone it,
do they propose changing it, or have they ever discussed it?
ANSWER
The cat<:gories and classifications for people eligible to enter Darwin under the permit system have changed
from time to time and the latest definitive statement on this niatter was only made within the last couple of
days. The Administrator's Council is of course composed of 5 elected members with the Administrator, and
each of those members has an equal voice in the Council. We have not discussed the matter alluded to by
the honourable member for Nightcliff recently but there will be a couple of meetings of the Administrator's
Council in the near future and I will bear in mind her desire to see the matter discussed and for the Administrator's Council to form a view on it. I will endeavour to see that it is carried out.
135 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCKWhat recomm~ndations of the Gibb Committee Report have been implemented?
ANSWER
I ask that the question be placed on notice.
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136 Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREWIs it a fact that there is a shortage of secondary school teachers in Darwin at the present moment?
ANSWER
I have had representations made to me on this particular matter and in my capacity as the Executive Member
for Education have sent telegrams to Mr Beasley and the Commissioner for Education. As yet I have had no
reply. I have had representations made to me that there is a shortage in specialist fields.
137 MrVALEtoMrSPEAKERThis question concerns the invitations honourable members have received to attend a meeting in Katherine.
Are there any provisions for members to travel to meetings such as these?
.
ANSWER
On matters such as this the Speaker has discretionary powers. Any person who wishes to attend a conference
such as this should make approaches to the Speaker.
138 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr EVERINGHAMWhat steps does he propose to take in order to draw up a budget for Katherine and other areas. of the Northern Territory.
ANSWER
I am flattered that he considers I have money with which to allocate a budget to Katherine. The honourable
member is aware I am certain that as yet this Assembly has no executive powers, as has become painfully
obvious since the cyclone. It also has no money to speak of and I am therefore unable to assist him.
139 MrVALEtoMrTUXWORTHIs there a blueprint for tourism in the Northern Territory and in particular the Top End and, if not, why not?
ANSWER
The simple answer to the question is no. However, I do believe that the Director of the Tourist Bureau and the
Tourist Board have been mindful of this problem for some time and have underway certain proposals
under which to undertake a survey and prepare a report for the industry.
140 Mr MacFARLANE to Mrs LAWRIEIn her capacity as honorary member for the National Estate-Mr SPEAKER: The member for Nightcliffis not responsible for that position in the Legislative Assembly.
141 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSDoes the Majority Party in this House have a spokesman on Aboriginal Affairs. If so, who is he?
ANSWER
Yes. We did circulate to everybody, I think, a list of responsibilities. It went to all members of the Assembly
and to departments, but I will secure another copy for the honourable member. The person in charge of
Aboriginal matters, in so far as answering questions etc. and making contacts for legislation, is the Executive Member for Social Affairs, the honourable member for MacDonnell.
142 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCKDoes he' in his capacity as spokesman on Aboriginal Affairs have a policy concerning the desire of Gove
residents to be able to travel outside the township area? If so, what is it?
ANSWER
The honourable member may recall the other day there was a question asked on this matter by the honourable member for Nhulunbuy. I then said that I had recently read Press reports concerning the matter and it
was my intention to travel there and have discussions with the local people and those concerned with a view
to some amicable arrangements, which I am sure can be made, for the movement of persons living in the
area through the area.
143 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTS-.

.Does the National Estate interest itself in preserving the life stories of pioneers like the late Charlie Dargie?
ANSWER
I cannot answer the question on behalf of the National Estate, nor is it my province in this Assembly to answer
questions relating to environment and conservation. I believe that we do have an executive member who
has the responsibility in that field and that is the Executive Member for Education and Consumer Services,
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the honourable member for Sanderson. If the honourable member for Elsey would direct his question to
her, I am sure she would be happy to take it on board and see what she could find out for him.
144 MrROBERTSONtoMrPOLLOCKWhatstage has drafting of the proposed amendments to the Mental Defectives Ordinance reached? Ifhe is
unaware of this, is he prepared to undertake that he will look into the matter and speed up any proposed
legislation?
ANSWER
I am unable to advise to what stage the drafting of the revised Mental Defectives Ordinance is at. I will undertake to lind out and to inform the members concerned.
145 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr POLLOCK: On Tuesday the honourable member for Nightcliff asked me if! was aware that prisoners on
remand were being held in the police cells for periods in excess of 14 days without proper exercises. I have
made inquiries and I am advised that for at least the last 10 to 12 days all prisoners on remand have been
conveyed daily to the Fannie Bay Gaol site. There they are being housed in the former female section
which provides shelter, a kitchen area, a separate open-air exercise yard. They are being kept separate from
sentenced prisoners and generally their conditions are vastly improved on what they formerly were at the
time of the cyclone. There are presently in Darwin 13 prisoners being held on remand and 28 prisoners
under sentence.
146 Mrs LAWRIE to MrTAMBLINGHas the honourable member had discussions with officers of the Australian Electoral Office regarding the
feasibility oflocal government elections bein~ held on time as scheduled.
ANSWER
No.
147 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TUXWORTH: I wish to answer a question about tourism asked of me yesterday by the honourable member for Stuart. The Director of the Tourist Bureau has been south to speak to airline companies, coach operators and accommodation people in an endeavour to seek their aid to promote the top end of the Territory
as a tourist destination once authorities give permission to bring in tourists: He has also spoken to local
industry people who are equally as keen to ensure that their livelihood in tourism is maintained this season.
The response from the domestic airlines could not have been better; they have agreed to fly the trade Press
to Darwin so they can see for themselves the tourist plan, bring selected retail travel agents to Darwin from
all over Australia, promote the Top End in special package deals once the authorities give permisson to do
so, and allocate funds to advertising when the Top End is open to tourists. Coach operators have agreed to
continue their operations, particularly the camping tours, and to make contact with safari operators based
out of Darwin, the idea here being that the existing camping sites be used as bases for day tours to Darwin.
The trade Press have offered much support as have newspapers. The Adelaide News and Melbourne Age
have promised to run specials each week in the travel sections free of charge. All we have to do is send the
information. At the present time the Bureau is continuing to promote the rest of the Territory and correct
any fears that centres stich as Tennant Creek, Alice Springs, Katherine and other areas have been damaged
in any way. Any promotion for the top end will be of assistance to the rest of the Territory. Katherine for
example will probably benefit as the tourist destination in 1975. Several of the Mid-March departures by
coach from south have already been booked out and the fears of the southern bureau staff is that there will
not be enough departures to accommodate the people wanting to visit the Top End this year.
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226 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCKHas he any advice as to what medium security facilities will be provided in Darwin for the holding of people
sentenced to prison?
ANSWER
I am unable ~o advise what medium security steps will be operational in Darwin in the near future. This has
been a matter of considerable discussion between myself and the members of the prison service. The
Gunn Point prison farm is now operating as a ntinimum security area. Other prisoners are being held at
the police cells in Darwin and they are being taken to Fannie Bay site to work there. There was a suggestion that some security arrangements could be made at Fannie Bay which would allow the· prison to be
used as a medium security prison until a new prisonis built. However, these plans are not proceeding at
this stage and there is no firm comntitment to provide any medium security prison facilities in Darwin. A
submission is being made to the reconstruction committee to approve a site for a new prison out Berrimah
way. It is hoped that work on that site can proceed in the very near future to provide some improvement in
prison facilities in Darwin.
As many prisoners as possible of a medium security and high security rating are being transferred to Alice
Springs. However, the capacity there is rapidly coming to a climax. Arrangements have been made to send
prisoners interstate and now prisoners may be moved interstate much more quickly than formerly. Arrangements have been made with most State governments rather than just an.arrangement with the South
Australian Government to accept prisoners into prisons in other States. However, there is a difficulty in
that Aboriginal prisoners cannot be moved interstate easily and this is causing problems. There will be a
serious problem in Darwin if there are any female prisoners because at the moment we have very limited
facilities.
227 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSWhen will the Administrator's Council consider the appointment of the parole board legislation which was
passed nearly 2 years ago?
ANSWER
I am unable to give a precise answer. I can say that the matter has not come before the Administrator's Council since I have been serving On it but I take note of the honourable member's question and I will have the
matter investigated by the Secretary of the Administrator's Council and my own staff.
228 MrWITHNALLto MrEVERINGHAMI have had 2 complaints from persons who were mortgagors of property to the Commonwealth who had applied for payout figures on the mortgage so that insurance moneys could be paid and who received figures
and had the matter finalised only to be told later that they owe the Commonwealth another $1,500 in I
case and $1,100 in another case. Will he ascertain the extent to which mistakes have been made in other
cases and can he get some assurance that it is not due to the Finance Branch being partly stationed in Darwin and partly stationed in Brisbane?
.
ANSWER
I would ask the honourable member for Port Darwin to put this question on notice and I will then undertake
to follow it up.
229 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCKWhat steps have been taken to upgr!\de the mosquito eradication program at Nhulunbuy by the Department
of Health? Has the incidence of mosquitoes lessened or increased in the Gove Peninsula over the past 3
years since the township ofNhulunbuy was established?
ANSWER
I was at Nhuiunbuy last week and discussed the matter of mosquito eradication program with the Deputy Director of Health for the. East Arnhem area. He has a program of mosquito eradication for that area. However, the program is hampered by the lack of equipment; the equipment which is there is a little outdated.
It is hoped that equipment will be provided shortly to allow the eradication program to be stepped up. As
to the second part ofthe question, I will have to seek infor1llation from the Director.
230 MrKENTISH to Mr EVERINGHAMWhen is new building likely to commence in Darwin apart froin repairs.and maintenance?
ANSWER
I am unable to provide an answer at this moment but I will undertake to seek out this information during the
course of this day.
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231 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSIt would appear from the secOnd report of the reconstruction commision that areas on the Esplanade and Larrakeyah, the proposed civic centre area in Fannie Bay and a tourist hotel area will occupyland which is at
present used for private housing. What plans for acquisition has the Darwin Reconstruction Commission
at the present time and is it a fact that acquisition of these areas is proposed?
ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has no plans for the acquisition of these areas at the present time nor
does it propose to acquire them. A draft town plan has been made available to the public and there is a
statutory period of I month from March 17 for the public to voice its objections against any particular section of that plan and the accompanying proposals to which the commission has indicated specifically its
support at this stage. In the light ofthe objections received and considered and in the light of the commission's own further cOnsideration some decision will be taken to make recommendations to the Minister
for the Northern Territory under the act as to a development scheme for Darwin. Until that process has
been completed, it would be premature to refer to any definite policy of acquisition in any particular area.
232 MrVALEtoMrRYANWhat has been done in relation to the sealing of the Stuart Highway south of AJiceSprings to Port Augusta?
ANSWER
Several weeks ago, I sent a telegram to the Minister for Transport in South Australia asking him the same
question. During a recent visit to Adelaide I had a question to put to the Minister for Transport in the
House of Assembly in South Australia. The answer that I received was that the highway from Port
Augusta to the border in South Australia is a national highway and South Australia does not have the
finance available to carry out any construction on the road. He also pointed out that the money that was
being allocated to them by the Commonwealth was being used in the upgrading of the Eyre and the
Princes Highway. The South Australian minister did not expect anything to be done on that road 'Other
than minimum maintenance until June 1977. This is completely unsatisfactory and I intend to write to the
Prime Minister and remind him of the speech which he made during his election campaign last May and
ask that something be done immediately to upgrade that road.
233 LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIs it a fact that the present Director of Emergency Services will be leaving Darwin within 3 weeks? If that is so,
will a successor be appointed?
ANSWER
I thank the honourable member for Nightcliff for the news that she has just given me because it is new to me. I
do not know that it is a fact. There have been so many rumours circulating Darwin in the past 2 months.
Knowing the honourable member for Nightcliff is usually a reliable source of information, I will check her
suggestion out during the course of the day and endeavour to advise her before the end of this sitting day
as to whitt Mr McHenry's movements will be.
The matter of appointment of a success'Or is one for the Administrator in Council and, having been unsuccessful on one occasion, that body could hope for better success the second time.
234 MrKENTISHtoMissANDREWCould she tell me why the Government has not attended to repairs on the Oenpelli Primary School? Despite
repeated requests for several years, no attention has been given to this job.
ANSWER
Staff shortages exist in the Education Department. One position vacant at the moment is the one which lets
such contracts. This work is being done by a variety of people from Canberra who have come up on short
stints. However; it does become a problem of the Department of Housing and Construction and there is
difficulty in letting contracts because of Government non-payment for previous work. However, I have
drawn this matter to the 'attention of the Education Department.
235 Mr WITHNALL to Mr EVERINGHAMIs he aware that a building code for the construction of houses in Darwin has been prepared? Is he aware also
that it is apparently being acted upon without having been iricorporated into any law? ,
ANSWER
I was aware that a building code had been prepared but I am not sure whether it is being acted on or not. If
the honourable member would place his question on notice, I could follow the matter up.
236 Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREWIs there any truth that there are children in Darwin schools who were not here prior to the cyclone?
ANSWER
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There is some small percentage of children in Darwin schools who were not here prior to cyclone Tracy-208
out of approximately 5500 children. This is more or less justified by the usual Christmas changeover of
managerial and other positions in Darwin.
237 MrsLAWRIEtoMrEVERINGHAMI refer to question 193 on the notice paper which asked if he will obtain information from the Director of
Emergency Services. Has the honourable member been able to obtain this information and when will he
make it public?
ANSWER
Unfortunately, I do not have that information at the present time. I shall endeavour to obtain it by the end of
the day.
238 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr DEPUTY SPEAKERThe Remuneration Tribunal recommended the provision of secretarial assistance to certain members. At least
in my own case, that has not been forthcoming. As the Remuneration Tribunal's recommendations have
not yet been implemented by the Australian government, when will the secretarial assistance be provided?
ANSWER
I will provide an answer for the honourable member later this day.
239· Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTSI have information that stoves, washing machines and refrigerators in good order are being destroyed at the
RAAF before they are dumped. These things are in short supply in Darwin. Recently at an auction, I saw
an electric stove that a year ago would have sold for $3.00 or $4.00 run up to $40.00. I would like to have
some assurance that this matter will be investigated.
ANSWER
Yes.
240 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYANWhat steps. have been taken to upgrade the roads from Yirrkala to Melville Bay Highway and from
Dhupuma College to Gove Airport? When will the maintenance program for roadworks in Gove be
officially announced?
ANSWER
I do not have that information. Ifhe will put the question on notice, I will endeavour to give him an answer.
241 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSThe Indian government presented a gift of tea to Darwin as a mark of their sorrow at the devastation. I ask
the honourable member to find out what has happened to this gift of tea. Is it to be distributed to the citizens of Darwin who were present then and, if so, how? Will he seek an assurance that protocol will not be
breached by having this tea sold or otherwise disposed of? It was a gift of one country to Darwin.
ANSWER
I will make investigations and seek the assurance that she wishes in this matter. I think that my colleague the
honourable member for finance and law who is a member of the Relief Trust Fund will help with this
investigation.
242 .Mr KENTISH to Mr EVERINGHAMWill he investigate the possibility of stationing 2 police officers at Oenpelli if the community undertakes to
provide buildings? Will he follow this up and see what is to be done about it. I would like some assurance
from him:
ANSWER
I wish that I could give him the assurance that he requests. Unfortunately, neither myself nor any member of
this House has any power over the police force other than a persuasive one. When the petition of the
residents of Oenpelli was presented at the last sittings, the Police Commissioner was away from Darwin
and I was not able to take the matter up with him. Shortly after that, I was away. However, I intend to speak
to the Police Commissioner about this matter in the very near future and I am in complete sympathy with
the member for Arnhem on this question.
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243 MrROBERTSONtoMrPOLLOCKWill the honourable member tell us in what way 'Medibank' will operate in the Northern Territory and in
what way it will affect its citizens?
ANSWER
I am quite uncertain as to how it is going to operate. The other day I asked the Minister responsible to advise
me. Despite the request, I have not received any advice on the matter. I would ask that the question be
placed on notice.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
123 Mr MacFARLANE to Miss ANDREWI. Is it a fact that there is dissatisfaction with the system which prevents children living within a one miJi
radius of a school using the school bus?
2. Is it a fact that people living within the limit.cannot send their children back to the pick-up point, even ifit is
only a hundred yards (or metres) away?
ANSWER
I. Dissatisfaction with the I mile limit was expressed by a small number of parents at the commencement of
the 1975 school year. It appears that the majority of parents now appreciate the practical consideration
which led to the introduction of the limit.
2. At present, children living within a I mile radius of their school may walk back to a bus pick-up point.
Should overcrowding of buses occur in the future, the acceptability of this practice may be reviewed.
149 MrMacFARLANEtoMissANDREWI. How are enrolments at the Darwin Community College estimated?
2. What was the total of tuition hours at the College in 1974?
ANSWER
I. Enrolments at the College are not estimated; they are actual, physical enrolments. Total number to date is
1,710.
2. The total number of tuition hours at the College in 1974 was 36,616 hours.
lSI MrMacFARLANEtoMrRYANWhen will the Stuart Highway to Beswick Station road be sealed, as was promised in 1973?
ANSWER
The sealing of the road Stuart Highway to Beswick Station has been economically justified. The present programming is for the 1975176 financial year. The first stage will be from the Stuart Highway to Bamyili and
depending on budgetary considerations and road construction priorities, work should commence within the
programmed period.
157

MrMacFARLANEtoMrRY~N-

Have any plans been made to set up a Roads Authority in the Territory along the lines suggested in the
motion passed by the Legislative Council on 21 August 1969?
..
ANSWER
No legislative action has been taken to form a Roads Authority along the lines of the motion passed by the
Legislative Council in August 1969.
The Government introduced the Rural Road Conference in 1970 to give the private sector the opportunity of
advising the Government on road conditions. and priorities. This conferenc.e has been continued biannually since that date and members of the Legislative Council have been invited and have participated.
These conferences will continue and Members of the Legislative Assembly will be invited. interested orgahisations are also invited to advise the Government on their local area priorities for roads and any problems
that exist. All suggestions are. considered by the Government when compiling the forward roads
programme.
158 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCKI. How does the government collect fines from convicted Aboriginals who are destitute?
2. If Aboriginals are unable to pay the fines does the Department of Aboriginal Affairs advance them the
money?
ANSWER
I. The Aborigjnal community is treated in exactly the same manner as in the case of members of the wider
community.'An Aboriginal either pays the fine or serves a short prison sentence which usually accompanies
such convictions as an alternative punishment. The Aboriginal Legal Aid Services are also available to all
Aboriginals in Lower Courts.

2. No.
161 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSOn the ABC News on 23 February 1975 mention was made of 10 English Sparrows at Gove-will they be
.
destroyed?
ANSWER
I. Officers of the Wildlife Section of the Department of the Northern Territory are investigating the report of
English Sparrows at Gove. If the birds are id:ntified as English Sparrows they will be destroyed.
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163 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSI. Has the Government any intention of stocking lakes like Lake Woods with fish?

2. Have local residents expressed interest in such projects?
3. Would Murray Cod be suitable stock?
ANSWER
I. The government does not have any immediate plans for stocking lakes such as Lake Woods with fish.

2. Interest in such projects by local residents have been received by the Department of the Northern Territory
in the past, however, details of such requests are not available due to cyclone damage of Fisheries Section
records.
3. Murray Cod is not considered to be suitable stock for such a project as it is a species which lives only in temperate climates.
167 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCKI refer to the article "Lawyer Angry" in the November/December 1974 issue of "Bunji" and ask, is Mr
"Brennan correct in his assertions that the Government is not carrying out Mr Justice Woodward's
suggestions?
ANSWER
No. The Government has already accepted in principle the recommendations ma<j.e by Mr Justice Woodward. It is expected that supporting legislation entitled "The Aboriginal Land (Northern Territory) Bill"
will be introduced in the next sitting of Parliament. Two interim Land Councils have been established
within the provisions of the Report and are beginning to function effectively.
168 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKI. Which of the Gibb Committee recommendations has been accepted and implemented?

2. If none has been accepted, and if none have been implemented, what grounds have there been for refusing
the recommendations?
ANSWER
The recommendations of the Gibb Committee were accepted in principle by the previous Government in
1972, and have also been endorsed by the present Government. No recommendations of the Committee
have been spedfically rejected. The recommendations of the Commitee occupy 7 pages of the Committee's
report and involve a number of different departments. Of those matters which are the primary responsibility of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs, progress has been achieved in several areas.
The Committee's recommendations on land tenure and the possibility of excising suitable area from pastoral
leases were complicated by the subsequent appointment of an Aboriginal Land Rights Commission. However, negotiations with pastoralists have continued throughout the period since the report of the Gibb Committee was accepted and a number of pastoralists have agreed to surrender areas of land for tenure by the
resident Aboriginal community. In no case has excision action been completed, but the necessary surveys
have been or are being carried out.
With regard to improvement of accommodation and facilities for Aboriginal groups on cattle stations, bores
have, been sunk for village development purposes on six stations, test drilling has been carried out on four
more properties, a water storage and reticulation system has been completed at Maryvale, and two other
systems are under construction at present at Ti Tree and Utopia. Financial assistance has been provided to
several Aboriginal Communities including Roper Valley and Elsey to purchase vehicles, plant and equipment, or tools and materials for temporary improvements to services or accommodation in those communities. Full scale ~ousinl:\ programmes are .b~ing developed in a number of are~s. an? are already under way
on two properttes. With so many Abongmal people and so many commuruttes mvolved, the process of
improvement will continue: "inevitably extend over many years. "
The various recommendations concerning employment and vocational training have been understudied by
the Department of Labor al).d Immigration, the Department of Education, and in some instances by the
Miscellaneous Workers Union. Such matters as rates of pay, award cover!ige for domestic employees, slow
worker provisions etc. are now the subject of an application by the Union before the Arbitration Commission.
"
169 MiMacFARLANEtoMrRYANI. What amounts of freight and passenger traffic over current traffic.are required to warrant the DC9 aircraft
operating between Alice Springs and Darwin calling at Katherine and Tennant Creek?
2. Will he ask the airlines to replace their Fokker Friendship services with a single DC9 aircraft operated by
,
each airline alternately?
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ANSWER
Ansett Airlines and T.A.A. currently operate Boeing 727 aircraft on services between Alice Springs and Darwin. This aircraft type is preferred to the DC9 on this route because the latter aircraft is subject to performance and payload restrictions as a result of the high temperatures experienced in that area.
The aerodrome at Tennant Creek is not suitable for Boeing 727 aircraft. DC9 aircraft are only permitted to
make limited use of the aerodrome.
Even without these aerodrome limitations, the airlines estimate that the passenger traffic at Katherine and
Tennant Creek would have to increase threefold to justify the use of DC9 aircraft on services to those
centres. With the present level of passenger traffic the change from 727 to DC9 aircraft would result in at
least a 50% reduction in the frequency of services to Katherine and Tennant Creek.
Another point to be taken into consideration is that passengers travelling between Alice Springs and Darwin
would be greatly inconvenienced should aircraft be required to call at Katherine and Tennant Creek en
route.
172 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKI. How many Aboriginal settlements have communal eating facilities and which are they?
2. How long has each been established?
3. Has this method offeeding people(a) raised health standards;
(b) provided motivation; or
( c) deprived Aboriginal families of independence?
4. Will communal eating facilities be abolished and, ifso, when?
ANSWER
1. Aboriginal settlements that have communal eating facilities are:
Bamyili, Beswick, Hooker Creek, Delissaville, Amoonguna, Areyonga, Hilasts Bluff, Docker River, Warrabri, Papunya, Yuendumu (temporarily closed).
2. Provision for communal eating facilities at these centres were generally included in the initial planning for
the settlement, so most have been operating for over twelve years.
3. The question' of whether this method of feeding people has raised health standards must be looked at in
light of the fact that in a number of Aboriginal communities people were not receiving an adequate diet for
reasons beyond their control and that this method made food available to all. The establishment of community eating facilities was in response to a desire to improve dietary standards but this action alone has
been shown as not sufficient by itself to raise the general health standard of a community. However, it must
have often meant the well-being of people who may otherwise have gone hungry.
The system has not been without criticism, which has usually been that communal eating facilities deprived
Aboriginal families of independence. Whether this is so is difficult to objectively determine as it is impossibleto isolate this facet oflife in the changing circumstances of Aboriginal settlements from other condItions
which may have resulted in reduced independence and initiative.
4. The Department of Aboriginal Affairs, in recognition of unsatisfactory elements in this method of feeding
p~ople, has emba~ke~on a p~ogramme t? replace co~munit.Y kitcheIl:s with facilities ~hich are more in li~e
WIth those that eXIst In the WIder Austrahan commuruty. ThISwould Include the passIng of communal dIning centres from government management to become the responsibility of the Aboriginal community, if
and when they indicate that they are prepared to accept this responsibility, the provision of financial assistance to enable an Aboriginal group to undertake the development of a cafe, restaurant or "hasty tasty" as
a business enterprise. Either of these sorts of undertakings would provide an avenue for Aboriginals to purchase meals if they so desired: The most important aspect, however, is'the upgrading of accommodation for
Aboriginal families to enable them to store, prepare and cook food as part of their normal way oflife, thus
,
eliminating the need to make use of communal facilities.
This phasing out programme is continuing at a rate that is most suited to the social and economic conditions
existing in each Aboriginal community at the present time.
179 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr EVERINGHAMIn view of the increase in petrol prices as a result of the removal of the petrol subsidy, is any action to increase
the mileage allowance rates paid to persons travelling on Government or official business particularly in
areas similar to Borroloola where petrol costs 93 cents per gallon?
ANSWER
The rates of mileage allowance paid to Government employees are determined by the Public Service Board.
It is understood that there is no immediate proposal to increase the rates as a result of the removal of the
petrol subsidy. Reviews of mileage allowance and other conditions of service are reviewed from time to
time by the Joint Council (a high level employer/employee body) and no doubt the removal of the petrol
subsidy will be taken into, account by the Joint Council when next reviewing mileage allowances .

.

181 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr RYAN,How often' are roadside verges graded back to protect the bitumen edges of the following sections of roads:

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Pine Creek to Elliott section Stuart Highway;
Carpentaria Highway;
Tablelands Highway;
Barkly Highway;
Roper Road; and
Victoria Highway?
ANSWER
,

Depending on soil type, type of vegetation (grass growth to edge of bitumen is encouraged to stabilise
shoulders) and need, the shoulders ofthe roads, under normal circumstances are graded as shown:
Stuart Highway-Pine Creek to Elliott: once every 1-2 years.
Carpentaria Highway: once every three years.
Tablelands Highway: desert country only, once every 18 months.
Barkly Highway: once every two years.
Victoria Highway: once every two years.
Roper Highway: once every three years.

185 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK1. Do Aborigines at Elsey Station, Hodgson Downs Station, Roper Valley Station, Urapunga Station and at
Borroloola receive their financial entitlements regularly?
2. What is the effect on these people of the rural recession?
3.. Are routine medical services provided for tlie communities at each place and are they provided with
reticulated water and electricity and septic tanks?
4. Are telegraphic, mail, road and air communications provided by the Government for these people or are
they dependent for such things on the goodwill of pastoral managements?
ANSWER
I. That part of the Question which refers to "financial entitlements" is assumed to mean entitlement to Social
Secunty benefits and not wages. The five communities mentioned are all visited regularly during the "Dry"
season, while Borroloola has a resident departmental adviser. On present information, the, residents of
these communities are receiving the benefits to which they are entitled but departmental officers keep the
situation constantly under review. If there are any delays in payments, these are normally caused by
seasonal conditions leading to disruptions in mail services or the movement of claimants from one place to
another.
2. The principal effect of the' current rural recession on people in these communities has been that of unemployment. It is now more difficult to obtain work, and when they do obtain work it has recently tended to be
of a short duration.
3. Routine medical services are provided by the Department of Health who have nursing sisters regularly
visiting these stations or, in the case of Borroloola, have a permanent clinic established in that centre. The
Aboriginal villages at Elsey, Hodgson Downs, Roper Valley and Urapunga do not have electric power
supplies.
At Horroloola, electricity is due to be coimected to a number of houses within the near future. At Elsey and
Urapunga there is no reticulated water in the village areas, and there is limited reticulation at Hodgson
Downs and Roper Valley, The last two communities a]so have septic systems installed but they are oflim, ited capacity.
4. The telegraphic, mail, road, air and communications services are all provided by the Government or subsidisedby the Government, though not without charges. The delivery of these services does depend in
many areas upon the co-operation or goodwill of the local pastoralists.
187 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLING1. Does the ABC transmit short wave programme from the Darwin studios as well as broadcast programmes
and, if so, what effort is made to publicize the short wave programmes for the benefit of those outback
residents who cannot hear broadcast programmes?
ANSWER
A shortwave frequency broadcasting from Shepparton in Victoria was allocated during the emergency following cyclone Tracy as a back-up for ABC Radio 8DR in Darwin.
This has now ceased and it would appear that the cyclone has seriously delayed the introduction of a fulltime
shortwave serviee for the Northern Territory.
190 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCK1. What is the reason for Aborigines at Borroloola living in appalling conditions far worse than those /!t Lake
Nash Station?
2. When will reticulated water, toilet and ablution facilities be provided for these people?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ANSWER
I. The Department of Aboriginal Affairs questions the validity of the first part of Question No. 190 and does
not agree that Aboriginals at Borroloola are living in conditions far worse than those at Lake Nash Station.

2. The diminished level of town services that have been made available at Borroloola have been largely due
to the very poor water supply. This is a problem that faces all the town's people of Borroloola. The difficulties of obtaining the water and the storage problems make the provision of water closet system impossible.
The Department is currently considering proposals to upgrade the water supply and other steps are being
taken to improve the living conditions amongst the Aboriginal population at Borroloola. These
improvements include the connection of the reticulated water supply from the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs bore to six Aboriginal houses. The Mobile Works Force has been instructed to construct demountable toilet and ablution facilities ..In addition to these improvements, the six houses which were constructed
by Mobile Works Force have recently been connected to power.
Another problem which has recently inhibited further growth of facilities at Borroloola is the indecision about
its future location due to the problems associated with the flooding of the McArthur River. This is a matter
which is still being considered by the Department of the Northern Territory;
193 MrsLAWRIEtoMrEVERINGHAMWill he obtain the following information from the Director of Emergency Services:,
I. On how many occasions, since I February 1975, has the Director of Emergency Services or his delegates
used the powers vested in him by the following paragraphs of sub-section (I) of section 10 of the Cyclone
Disaster Emergency Ordinance:

(a)
(b)
(c)
( d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

entry Into land or building;
closure of roads;
destruction of buildings;
destruction of animals;
,
requisition of property;
shutting off of electricity or water;
closure of buildings;
setting up of first aid posts;
requirement that persons be vaccinated;
(j) suppression of disease, and pests;
(k) control of supplies offood, etc.;
(I) street clearance;
(m) regulation of movement of goods;
(n) steps to prevent looting?

2. In the exercise of the power vested in him by paragraph (8) of section 10 ( I), how many persons has the
Director or his delegates refused entry to the cyclone disaster area?
3. Of the persons refused entry, how many were former residents of Darwin wishing to return?
4. What action has been taken by the Director of Emergency Services to implement the requirements of the
law as set out in section 10 (3) of the Ordinance?
5. Will the Director give the Assembly an assurance that no person who was a bona fide resident of Darwin on
, 9 January 1975 has been prohibited from returning to Darwin?
ANSWER
I. No records are kept oftlie number of occasions on which the Director or his delegates use the individual
powers listed in section 10 (1) of the Cyclone Disaster Emergency Ordinance. The Honourable Member
will appreciate that the Ordinance was not assented to until 9 January 1975 and the validatory clauses in
the Bill enabled retrospective action taken by the Director or other authorised persons to be condoned.
Powers have been used only on those occasions where they have been necessary for the good of the community, including public safety, sanitation, and com~unity support purposes.
2. Many applications for entry are rejected after an oral enquiry and are not recorded. Where a formal application has been made and it is necessary to refuse entry records are kept. In the period I January to 14
March available records show that 365 applications for entry into the cyclone disaster area have been
refused.
3. Applications made do not necessarily show if the applicant was a former Darwin resident. It is estimated
that approximately half of the persons refused entry were former Darwin residents.
4. Persons to who section 10 (3) applies are issued with a re-entry permit on request. The entry permit is used
for this purpose to provide a uniform method of control at checkpoints.
,
5. Assembly members are assured that no person who was a resident of Darwin on 9 January 1975 has knowingly been refused permission to return to Darwin.
195 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK - ,
Does the Government intend to purchase Finnis River Station for the Aboriginal people?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ANSWER
Aboriginals have expressed a strong desire to acquire the Finnis River Pastoral Lease and there would appear
to be a strong case to support the proposed purchase for attachment to the Wagait Aboriginal Reserve.
An inspection of the property has been carried out to assess its value and the feasibility of operating the area
in cOnjunction with the Wagait Aboriginal Reserve.
At this stage however, the asking price of the owners is considered to be well above the value of the property
and stock and a more reasonable price would need to be negotiated before the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs could consider its purchase for Aboriginals.
198 MrMacFARLANE to MrPOLLOCK1. Why did it take a sympathetic Government 27 months to give to the Wailbri and Gurindji people title to

the land formerly held by Vesteys?
2. What are the lease conditions?
3. What assistance will the new lessees get from the Government in the form of finance, consultant advice and
housing?
ANSWER
1. A formal application by the Gurindji people for title to a pastoral lease over an area of 3,250 square kilometres, previously being part of the Wave.Hill Station Pastoral Lease No. 529, was not made until 7
October, 1974.
The transfer of this lease has not yet been finalised due to an agreement between the Vestey group and the
government that certain improvements to the area be undertaken before the handover is completed. These
improvements include fencing which has been delayed by a shortage of materials and unfavourable
weather conditions.
2. The conditions of the lease for this area of land are the same as those applied to other leasehold in the
Northern Territory.
3. This property will be regarded as a viable economic project and funded as such when the transfer of the
lease is completed.
201 Mr WITHNALL to Mr POLLOCK1. Over what areas of Darwin has aerial and surface spraying been carried out?
2. Has the spraying included all areas in which rotting meat was likely to be in existence?
3. Has the spraying included all areas in which pools of water in abandoned utensils are breeding
mosquitoes?
ANSWER
1. The whole of the Greater Darwin Area was covered by aerial spraying some 15 times between 1 January
and 26 February.
The RAAF Base and Airport area were excluded from the aerial spray rounds because of aircraft movements
.
and these areas were sprayed from the ground by RAAF personnel.
.
The total urban area of Greater Darwin was covered by ground spraying twice weekly up to 25 February.
Since that date problem areas as detected by the Entomology and Health Inspection units have been
sprayed from the ground.
2. Yes.
3. Yes.
202 Mr WITHNALL to Mr EVERINGHAM1. How many permits to enter Darwin have been given to persons not resident in Darwin on 24 December

1974?
2. Has the distinction made by section I O( 3) of the Cyclone Disaster Emergency Ordinance been observed?
3. Have persons been required to obtain a permit to enter Darwin notwithstanding that they were in Darwin
on 9 January 1975 and, ifso, why has the Ordinance been administered contrary to its tenor?
ANSWER
1. Available information indicated that 2,080 permits have been issued to persons not resident in Darwin on

24 December, 1974. Of this total 743 permits have been issued to business executive for visits of short duration and 1,337 permits have been issued to essential workers not previously resident in Darwin.
2. Yes.
3. Permits are used as the method of allowing people who were in Darwin on 9 January 1975 to pass through
checkpoints. If this was not done some other form of identification w'ould have to be issued. Permits are
issed to these people on -request. To the knowledge of the Director, no person has been knowingly refused
permission to return to Darwin so the Ordinance has not been administered contrary to its tenor.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
205 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLINGWhen will a regional coordinator be appointed to Katherine?
ANSWER
The Department is looking at levels of representation at district centres, but no decision has been reached at
this stage.
206 MrMacFARLANEtoMissANDREW-

1. Will short courses.for"Rural Technicians" be held in 1975 and, if so, who will conduct these courses?
2. Will associations such as the Cattlemen's and Northern Farmers be consulted with a view to ascertaining
the need for immediate action on such facets of rural education as vehicle maintenance, welding, shoeing
horses, artificial insemination, etc.?
ANSWER

1. Courses for "Rural Technicians" have. not been planned for 1975 since needs have not been expressed to
the Darwin Community College in this respect.
2. Associations will be, and are, given every consideration when they express a need. If the Cattlemen's and
Northern Farmers Associations should desire assistance in rural education subjects then they will be assisted in every possible way. Present serious shortages of staff preclude the Darwin Community College
from deliberately seeking new course offerings.
207 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLING-

1. What toilet facilities are available for public use in Katherine including the toilet block erected by Welfare
on Crown Land near proposed High Level Bridge?
2. Will facilities at the Showground/Race Course be available if required?
3. Will facilities at old aerodrome be available if required?
4. Was money allocated for a new toilet block to be erected near March's Corner?
.ANSWER
I. Public toilets are situated on the corner of Giles Street and Katherine Terrace in Katherine.
2. The showgrounds are under the control of Trustees who have control over the use of showgrounds facilities.
3. The toilet facilities at the old aerodrome are being used for \3 staff of Department of Transport at the
Flight Service Unit. The facilities are barely adequate for current needs and could not be treated as "public ". When fihal decisions on the Flight Service Unit are made the building will most likely be demolished.
4. Funds have been allocated for expenditure in 1974-75 financial year fora new toilet block to be erected in
the park on the corner of Stuart Highway and Katherine Terrace opposite March Motors.
215 Mr MacFARLANE to Miss ANDREW-

1. When will detailed recommendations be made regarding the facilities to be established. within the
proposed university college in Darwin?
2. Will the recommendations include provision of faculties oftropical agricultural science, tropical veterinary
s~ience, tropical medicine and tropical agronomy?
ANSWER

1. Detailed recommendations regarding facilities to b.e incorporated in a university or university college
would be made when the proposed university was considered viable by the Australian Universities Commission and a Council or interim Council formed.
2. University Councils usually recommend the establishm~nt of faculties as the community demands make a
faculty viable. It would be impossible to state, at this stage, what recommendations would be made regarding faculties in any future Darwin University.
217 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKIs the "Medibank" scheme to be introduced in the Territory and, if so, ,how will it affect people paying
accounts for medical treatment?
ANSWER'
From I July everybody in Australia will have medical insurance cover at no direct charge.
When Medibank begins on I July 1975 everybody in Australia will be automatically insured against the cost
of medical treatment-that is the fees charged by doctors.
Everybody will be able to claim a refund, throughMedibank, of all but a small part of the fee. he or she has
paid a doctor. This refund is known as a Medical Benefit.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Because Medibank will provide automatic medical insurance coverage for the entire population from I July,
it will no longer be necessary to continue paying contributions to a private medical insurance fund to qual' .
ify for medical benefits.
218 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCKHave Aborigines,and others on award wages, training allowances, unemployment and social security benefits
been encouraged to join medical benefits funds?
ANSWER
For several years now, Aboriginals have been encouraged to participate in the various medical benefit fund
schemes and officers of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs have been available to assist them in so doing.
While statistics are not readily available of the total number of Aboriginals who have joined such schemes,
it is considered that this would not be at this stage significant.
219 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTS1. How many cane toads are still unaccounted for in Darwin?

2. Are the efforts to capture the toads which were being made prior to 25 December 1974 being continued?
ANSWER
Two cane toads have not been accounted for out of twenty escapees. The eighteen recovered comprised both
.
live and dead animals and the former were all killed and preserved. .
The original twenty specimens were sexed by the supplier as ten males and ten females and of the eighteen
recovered out of those which could be sexed accurately, ten were females. However, the supplier's sexing is
not being accepted as necessarily reliable and spotlight surveys in the release area are being continued on a
fortnightly basis.
220 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr RYAN1. Are transport companies, as suggested by a letter received by a Katherine firm from a Queensland supplier,
restricted to accepting only essential building materials for Darwin?
'

2. By what means are businesses not affected by the cyclone to function if this restriction is continued?
ANSWER
1. No. For a short period after the cyclone some restrictions were placed on unessential goods coming to
Darwin. There has never been any restriction on goods consigned to Katherine.

2. As the answer to part I of the question in "no" this part ofthe question does not apply.
221 MrMacFARLANEtoMrRYAN-

1. Does provision exist in the Motor Vehicles Ordinance as amended in 1973 for taxi plates to have a collaterial value?
2. How many taxi plates have been issued since the Ordinance was amended in 1973?
3. How many taxi plates have been sold since that time?
4. What revenue has the Government collected since the 1973 amendment of the Ordinance for the issue and
transfer of plates?
ANSWER

1. Yes. Section 27 A refers.
2. Nil.
3. Since September 1973 the total number of transfers is 21.
4. Revenue from transfers is $4,016.82.
222 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK-

1. Is the Kalano Association negotiating with Uralla Meats of Katherine for the purchase of the meat handling facility?
2. How could such a purchase with public funds be justified in view of the fact that Aborigines already own
Beswick Station close to Katherine?
ANSWER

1. No. Not to the knowledge of the Northern Territory Division of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs.
2. In view 'of the above the answer to this question is hypothetical. The ownership of a nearby station by one
group of Aborisinals need in no way inhibit the business aspirations of another group and in fact business
relauonships mIght well be developed between undertakings of some affinity which could enhance the justification of expenditure of public funds specifically set aside for the development of such business undertakings. This statement is of a general nature and specific cases would have to be fully investigated and
judged on their merits.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE225 Mr WITHNALL to Mr EVERINGHAM1. Is it a fact that over 700 persons are unable to obtain payment of insurance moneys because of the delay of
the Finance Branch of the Department ofthe Northern Territory in supplying pay-out figures of mortgages
to the Commonwealth?
2. Will this situation be remedied soon?
3. When will the impossible situation created by the location of parts of the Department in Brisbane be
ended?
ANSWER
1. No! Since Cyclone Tracy, more than 900 owners buying former Government houses on terms have been
supplied with a calculated pay-out figure of their mortgage. On 17 March 1975, less than 50 applications
for pay-out advice were being calculated or were in transit. Once applications reach the Finance Section of
the Department either in Darwin or Brisbane, they are normally dealt with in three days, provided the
information supplied by the enquirer is accurate.
2. As vacant positions in the Brisbane office are filled, the rate of delivery of pay-out advices can be increased
if this is found to be necessary.
3. The temporary transfer of parts of the Department of the Northern Territory has been made necessary by
the lack of adequate office space and houses in Darwin. Officers and their families will be relocated from
Brisbane back to Darwin as soon as these facilities are available. New officers being recruited to Brisbane
are being informed that their positions will be transferred to Darwin as soon as possible.
251 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYANWhat steps have been taken to up-grade the roads from Yirrkala to Melville Bay Highway and from
Dhupuma College to Gove Airport and, when will a maintenance program for roadworks in Gove be
officially announced?
ANSWER
Negotiations have been carried on between the Australian Government, Nabalco and other interested parties
for some time in connection with the Yirrkala Road. The present position is that Nabalco have proposed a
new alignment for the road and a cost estimate is being prepared subject to this alignment proving satisfactory. The work is expected to be placed on the Department of Aboriginal Affairs Works Programme for
1975176.
'
No firm proposals or requests have been received for up-grading of the Dhupuma College road.~hen a
request is received the Department of Education will arrange for the Department of Housing and Construction to provide a cost estimate.
Road maintenance in the Gove area is largely the responsibility of Nabalco. The Australian Government
meets a proportion of the cost of maintenance and offers other assistance as required.
254 Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING1. What areas in and around Darwin have been set aside (or are going to be set aside) for the dumping of
rubbish?
'
2. What controls are to be placed on this activity?
ANSWER
1. The areas set aside for dumping of rubbish in and around Darwin are:
(a) Leanyer-used for wet garbage;
(b) Ludmilla-currently used for dry garbage and cyclone rubble;
(c) Frances Bay-cyclone rubble;
(d) Lee Point side of Leanyer-cyclone rubble;
(e) Howard Springs-all rubbish.
2. (a) Leanyer dump is under control of the Darwin Corporation and operated under the Local Government
Ordinance and Health Regulations.
(b) Ludmilla is under the control of the Darwin Corporation but as the main activity is dumping of cyclone rubble, the dump is jointly operated by the Corporation and the Department of Housing and
Construction. The Corporation expects to be finished with the dump by the end of the next dry. It operates under the Local Government Ordinance and Health Regulations.
(c) Francis Bay and Lee Point dumps are under the management of the Department of Housing and Contruction and operate under Health Regulations.
(d) Howard Springs dump is the responsibility of the Department of the Northern Territory, is managed
by the Department of Housing and Construction and operates under the Health Regulations.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE-Tuesday 22 April 1975
306 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSWill he make a statement on financial assistance for the Northern Territory cattle industry?
ANSWER
The details which I have on this subject don't come directly from government sources but from the special
releases made by the Minister in the same way that the media and all other members of this Chamber receive them. The Minister indicated last week that a loan had been approved to the extent of$l.4 million to
enable the Katherine Meatworks to open in the 1975 season. I do not know when more will be known on
that subject, except to say that the industry recognises that providing money to assist the Katherine Meatworks to open will not in itself be sufficient to ensure that the works can 'in fact operate without assistance
directly to producers to enable them to get their cattle to the meatworks and still receive a marginal profit
over and above their costs. In that respect, a number of proposals have been before the\ Minister and the
government. The latest information I have is contained in a press release received from the Minister yesterday in which he said that the case for the Northern Territory to be considered for assistance to the same
level as the states had been put before Cabinet and that, as soon as the terms and conditions had been
finalised for the states, financial 'assistance would be made accordingly to the cattle industry in the Northern Territory. He went on further to say that this decision would be made in a week so that information
should be available on the forms of assistance within the next week. I understand from my association with
, the Cattle Producer's Council that the forms of assistance which have been sought have been special
finance and carry on finance at low interest rates and also assistance with freight reductions in the Northern
Territory.
307 Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTSFor the purpose of tourist buses coming to Darwin, it seems apparent that the city area has been expanded to
include AdelaideRiver. We are told that tourist buses may not enter the city area, that they must go to
Mandorah. Since when has the Howard Springs area, Berry Springs and the eastern outskirts of Darwin
been in the city area?
ANSWER
The inclusion of places such as Howard Springs and Berry Springs in relation to a restriction of tourist entry is
probably in conformity with the Darwin Reconstruction Act which the honourable member for Arnhem
may recall prescribes a radius of 40 kilometres from the Darwin Post office as being the areas within which
the Darwin Reconstruction Act operates. The government probably sees some connection between that
legislation arid the Cyclone Disaster Ordinance under which they administer the permit system.
308 MrROBERTSONtoMrEVERINGHAMMy question relates to the state of the jury roll in Alice Springs. It was last reviewed some time ago and I am
informed by the Deputy Sheriff in that area that it is very difficult now to obtain a jury. Is he aware of any
plans to revise the jury list in the near future?
ANSWER
I ask him to put his question on notice.
309 MrMacFARLANE to Mr EVERINGHAMIs drunkenness a crime in the ACT?
ANSWER
I must confess myself ignorant on this point. I shall do some research on it and possibly answer him in the
adjournment debate this afternoon.
310 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr EVERINGHAMMy question concenis the proposed Drun:kenness Bill which is before-the Assembly. Has he discussed with the
Director of Health the implementation and the procedures in this bill and, if so, what were the results of the
'
,
discussions?
ANSWER
I have forwarded a copy of the bill to the Minister for Health and I subsequently forwarded a copy to the Director of Health. I have been invited to discuss the bill with him but I haven't as yet discussed it with him for
various reasons. At one stage, I was away and at another stage he was away. I certainly will be discussing it
with him before the bill proceeds through final stages in this House.
,
,

311 Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREWI notice a comment in the newspaper that the Australian Teachers Federation wants education authorities to
introduce phonetic spelling: "said" for instance would become "sed", and "threat" would become
"thret". Has this disease reached the Northern Territory yet, and, if so, how widespread is it?
ANSWER
To my knowledge this particular form of instruction is not used in the Territory except perhaps as an experi'
ment in isolated class rooms.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE-Tuesday 22 April 1975
312 MrVALEtoMrEVERINGHAMCan he advise the number of police officers based in Alice Springs who are trained and able to operate the
breathaliser?
.
ANSWER
I would ask him to put the question on notice.
313 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr TAMBLINGWill 240 volt electricity from the new power house at Mataranka be laid onto houses on the east side of the
Stuart Highway?
..
ANSWER
The topic is currently under discussion within the department. I will endeavour to obtain a full reply for him
later this day.
314 Mrs LAWRIE to MrPOLLOCKWhat facilities will be made available in the event of any female being sentenced to a period of detention or
remanded in custody in the Top End?
ANSWER
At the moment, there are 6 female prisoners in the Northern Territory. They are all being held at the Alice
Springs Jail. Any female who is sentenced to a period of imp rison ment in the Top End will be transferred to
the Alice Springs Jail. Temporary facilities are being made to accommodate female prisoners in Darwin for
a minimum period, perhaps overnight, until they can be transferred to Alice Springs.
315 MrVALEtoMrRYANCan he advise the present stine of the Darwin Waterside dispute which is affecting all Territory centres?
ANSWER
The present state is that it is still well on. The whatfies are not back at work and they do not appear ready to
start. I cannot say when they are likely to start work because I do not have a crystal ball. I will. be contacting
later on today some people around the town to get some indication of which way this dispute could be
moving.
316 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSHas the North Australian bevelopment Corporation at Scott's Creek a chance of becOming a viable
proposition?
ANSWER
I can only quote the views of the receiver for the company which appear to have been for the time being
accepted by the cred~tors of the company. The receiver has established to the satisfaction of the creditors
that there is a chance of the company working its way out of its present debt situation and back into a situation of profit. It is in the nature of agricultural and pastoral enterprises that they are long term and this
process may take several years. I understand that the basis for the receiver's optimism is that there will be a
substantial change in the agricultural program of Willaroo as there will be a reduction in the acreage
planted to crops. It was the original intention of the project to go in for large-scale cropping but this current
wet season there are some 10,000 acres of cow-feed planted and ",hich will be harvested for seed. That
10,000 acres will be planted to a crop of sorghum next wet season to take advantage of the nitrogen
produced by the legumes this year and a rotation will be developed on a 10,000 acre basis of this sort. At
the same time the receiver proposes to expand the cattle breeding operations on the property using
Brahmin cross females. Various propositions have been discussed with the creditors; an extension of time to
put them into operation has been given and further funds have been made available by certain of the principal creditors in order to try to see the program through.
317 MrWITHNALL to Dr LETTSHas the Building Code which .has been spoken of freely in the press been formally adopted by the commission? What action has the Commission taken to ensure that the Building Code becomes a codeenforcable at law and, if the Commission has taken no such action, will he take steps to see that such action is
taken forthwith?
.
ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has formally adopted the new Building Code. The legal advice
which the Commission has received is that, following the adoption of the code by the Commission, nb
further legislative requirement exists in this Assembly or elsewhere. As recently as the last meeting, I again
raised this matter as to what was the legal position and was again informed that the Attorney-General's
advice was to the effect that the adoption of the cyclone code by the Reconstruction Commission did in fact
give it sufficient legal standing to operate. However, I will check again on the matter with the staff of the
Comrnission and legal advisers to see whether there is any change in the advice and, if so, I will advise the
honourable member.
-

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE-Tuesday 22 April 1975
318 MrSTEELEtoMrTAMBLINGNewspaper reports referred,to the winning of a ballot for caravan accommodation by Mr Kirkman. How
many caravans were ballotted for, how many pprsons were in the ballot and on what housing lists do the
names of these persons appear? Why were the housing lists removed from the notice board in block 7 and
where can they be inspected?
.
ANSWER
I am informed by an officer of the Department of the Northern Territory that the newspaper report alluded to
was incorrect. The caravan was not ballotted fOL Government department caravans are allotted by an
interdepartmental committee and there also exists an accelerated priority list which was applicable in this
instance. Mr Kirkman's particular requirement was for a caravan.
In relation to the second part of the question, I am als~ informed by an officer of the Department of the
Northern Territory that lists were removed from block 7 notice board for reasons of their wear and tear.
Copies of government employee housing lists are now being forwarded to each department.
319 MrKENTISHtoMrRYANI noticed recently that the honourable member journeyed to Tarcoolato assist at the beginning of the work at
the new railway there. He may remember just prior to the federal elections and after the disastrous floods of
1974, the Prime Minister promised a 4-lane highway from Port Augusta to Alice Springs. Can he report on
the progress of that highway? Is it started or is it finished?
ANSWER
The highway was to be a 2-lane highway, a standard highway. There has been no start on this road. \During
my visit to Tarcoola, I did manage to have a few words with the secretary for the Department of Transport
but I was unable to speak to Mr Jones, the MinisteL They advised me that the road in question is part of the
national highway network which they hope to have finished completely in about 9 years. I said that I hoped
that this didn't apply to the Stuart Highway because we could do with a decent road well before 9 years. He
said that with the railhead reaching a certain point in abo).lt 3 years time, they will then conduct coordinated road and rail services through Alice Springs. I suggested that they may have to make an early
start on the road from the Northern Territory border down into South Australia. He was non-committal as
to when this was likely to be and, from the information that I have received from a question that I had
asked in the House in South Australia, the South Australians don't expect to be making a start on that particular stretch of road for at least 2 years. The money which they had allocated to them by the Federal
Government was $16.4m for national highways in South Australia. The majority of this money will be
spent on the Eyre and the Prince's highway, At the moment, there doesn't seem to be ariy short term start to
this highway. I intend to write to the Prime Minister and send him a copy of the speech that was referred to
in the questIOn. Hopefully, he may decide to inject some money into the system so that South Australia can
go ahead and produce a road that will enable us to get the goods that we need drastically in the Northern
Territory.
320 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr EVERINGHAMIs it the intention of the Attorney-General's department to replace police prosecutors with professional
prosecutors?
ANSWER
I cannot cannot officially give the view of the Attorney General's department bilt i do know second hand that
it is the intention of the Attorney General's departmentCto gradually replace police prosecutors with members of the Crown Law Office staff. To my mind, this will be a mixed blessing in some cases. I would like to
pay tribute to the pretty good work of members of the police force who have been seconded as prosecutors
throughout the Territory. I can think of many prosecutors who are more than equal to their. professional
opponents. Some ofthose prosecutors are still around the courts today. That is why I think it will be a mixed
blessing. I am not sure of the timetable but I believe it is to start fairly soon. I think that the cyclone has set
the timetables back some months but I would expect that qualified solicitors would be appearing to prosecute police offences before the end ofthis year.
321 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr EVERINGHAMHas the incidence of drug charges before the court increased or declined in the Northern Territory in the last 6
months?
,
ANSWER
I would ask him to put the question on notice;
322 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr EVERINGHAMBefore the end of the sittings, would he table a precise account of which branches of the Department of the
Northern Territory have been transferred interstate, how many officers of these branches have been transferred, at what level they've been transferred and the expected date of return?
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ANSWER
The honourable member did ask me a somewhat similar question back in the February sittings; "What functions in the Department of the Northern Territory and the Australian Public Service will be transferred to
Brisbane, and what are the classifications within these functional areas and how many people are involved". I have received within the last few days an answer from the Department of the Northern Territory, The answer which will possibly cover part of the question is as follows: "The management services
function together with portion of the administrative substructure of various branches of the Department of
Northern Territory have 'been temporarily relocated in Brisbane. The executive and policy areas of the
department have remained in Darwin. Approval was given, however, for temporary relocation of three
level-l positions in Brisbane. The other classifications within the functional areas cover a broad spectrum of
clerical and administrative classifications. At the present time 116 evacuees have been relocated in Brisbane and 67 people have been transferred from Darwin". I will pursue the last part of the question in relation to probable return time with the Department of the Northern Territory and advise her when I have the
information.
323 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSIn view of the fact that the new Building Code states that it applies to the whole of the Northern Territory and
in view of the member's statement that no law is to be made bringing it into operation, how can this code be
applied outside the cyclone area without some action being taken either through the Building Ordinance or
some other appropriate legislation?
ANSWER
My legal expertise doesn't extend to being able to answer the J.lrecise question asked. However, I have taken a
note of the question and will pursue the matter with the Chairman of the Reconstruction Commission and
find out whether it is necessary to do as the honourable member suggests and, ifso, execute moves to do so.
324 Mr PERRON to Mr TAMBLINGAre the repairs furrently being effected at the Parap Theatre building of a temporary or a permanent nature?
Are the provisions of the new Building Code being adhered to? Are the new town planning proposals being
adhered to?
ANSWER
I am not able to give the honourable member an answer today. However, I will have discussions with the
Northern Territory Building Board and the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and endeavour to give
him an answer at this sitting.. '
325 Mr KENTISH to Dr,LETTSRecently I was informed of a person who applied for a job with the government and he was interviewed by 3
or 4 people in the government. One of the first questions he was asked on each occasion was what were his
political beliefs or persuasions. Could he tell me whether this is now standard practice or whether this
would be something applying to certain categories?
ANSWER
In cases such as the allegations made by the honourable member for Arnhem, it is very difficult to find out any
information in regard to such a question unless the specific instance is available. I would ask him if he
would give me th~ fullest details that he has available of the time, place and any names connected with this
incident and I shall certainly be happy to pursue the matter on his behalf and get to the bottom of it.
326 MrMacFARLANE to MrEVERINGHAMIs it the inte~tiQn of the Attorney-General to combine the Aboriginal Legal Aid Service with the Australian
Legal Aid Office?
ANSWER
I cannot answer for the empire-building talents of the Attorney-General because he doesn't have any control
over the North Australian or Central Australian Aboriginal Legal Aid Services. These bodies are supposedly independent incorporated associations which are funded by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs and
by reason of that fact do come to some extent under its jurisdiction. The Attorney-General does not particularly-this is entirely my personal opinion-like the concept of 2 separate legal aid services operating
side by side in the Northern Territory. It would appear on the face of it to be a discriminatory practlce and I
can really see no good reason for it. There have been matters in relation to the conduct of the legal practitioners employed by the legal aid service and the conduct of the bodies that administer the Aboriginal
Legal Aid Services which have been commented on unfavourably. I have here a judgment of the Northern
Territory Supreme Court in a matter of a Justices Appeal by one George Putti against Harry William Simpson which, with the leave Of the Assembly, I would like to table. This might give the honourable member
for Elsey some information on how these services operate. My own view is that it would be very desirable if
the Aboriginal Legal Aid Services were combined with the Australian Legal Aid Office which is doing a
pretty competent job, and has on its staff some pretty competent people. I can see absolutely no reason for 2
separate legal aid offices to exist side by side, not only from the cost point of view but from the appearance
of discrimination.
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327 MrTUXWORTHtoMrRYANIs it a fact that the government has increased the costs of airline rental space in the Northern Territory airports
by 1,000% and if so, on what criteria did they base this increase?
ANSWER
I don't have. the information required. I will get some details from the Executive Member for Resource
Development and provide an answer later in these sittings.
328

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSThe Darwin Reconstruction Commission is incomplete. It has not yet had representatives from the Darwin
Citizens Advisory Committee. When is it likely ti}at the people will be appointed by the Minister to that
.
committee?

ANSWER
I have difficulty in answering the question precisely because part of the steps in the appointment of members
is outside the powers of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. Honourable members who are familiar
with the Darwin Reconstruction Act may recall that there shall be a council of up to 20 members-the
actual number is to be set by the Minister-and that the procedures for the appointment of this council
called for nominations to be called widely in the community. Anybody who is an elector of the. Northern
Territory may nominate anybody else. While nominations have been called, sufficient time had to be allowed for them to come in, not only from the people who are resident in Darwin but also Darwin residents
who are iriterstate. Then the Reconstruction Commission has the job of making recommendations to the
Minister according to what they think might comprise a representative group from a broad cross-section of
the cOmmunity. The Reconstruction Commission has examined people who were nominated and has made
recommendatlons to the Minister. The matter is now one for ministerial decision. I hope that the matter will
be finalised before the next full meeting of the Commission which takes place in early May.
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329 MrKENTISHtoMrEVERINGHAMCould he advise me of the criteria or qualifications for a person to be appointed a justice of the peace?
ANSWER
I have had a quick look at the Justices Ordinance and there are no criteria contained therein for the appointment of justices of the peace other than that the person be a resident of the Northern Territory. There are
certain disqualifications but I think there are unwritten criteria which operate no doubt in the minds of the
-Attorney-General and the Administrator when they appoint justices. They would be such things as their
known character, their ability to administer the provisions of the ordinances that may come under their
scrutiny, etc. '
330 MrMacFARLANEtoMrSPEAKERWhat steps are being taken to restore airconditioning to this chamber and the lounge?
ANSWER
The matter is being discussed with Housing and Construction. A review is being made at present of the whole
premises which includes premises, electrical wiring, airconditioning and such. It is expected that a report
will be brought before a house meeting which will be held either today or tomorrow.
331 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr SPEAKERWhen is secretarial assistance to be provided to private members as recommended in the Tribunal?
ANSWER
The matter was taken up by myself with the Minister some time prior to 4 February. On 5 February, I wrote a
letter to the Minister regarding certain matters relating to members of this Legislative Assembly. One of
those matters referred to secretaries for members. A further letter has been sent to the Minister asking him
that the establishment of this Legislative Assembly be increased so that these secretaries can be employed
by the Legislative Assembly. I understand that the Minister is coming to Darwin tomorrow and this morning I have requested an appointment with \lim to further take up the matter.
332 MrTUNGUTALUMtoMissANDREWWhen will work begin again on Howard Springs School and when is it expected to be used?
ANSWER
The tender has already been let and rumour declares that they have started pouring the foundations. However, I am uncertain as to when the school will be opened.
333 MrPERRONtoMrRYANIs the honourable member aware that an order of exemption under section 422A of the Commonwealth
Navigation Act 1912 comes into force in the Northern Territory on 19 May this year and will have the effect
of forcing some local barge and small cargo ship owners to layoff some of their existing crews? Will the
honourable member ask the Minister for Transport to delay the date of implementation of the order to give
local operators reasonable time to comply?
ANSWER
I am aware of the situation. I will send a telegram to the Minister for Transport asking him to delay the
implementation of this Exemption Order although. I would not expect a particularly satisfactory result as
the Minister for Transport tends to take a rather dogmatic stand o,n these types of things.
334 Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREWHow long will Mr Jim Gallacher be Acting Director of Education and is there still a teacher shortage in
Darwin?
ANSWER
It is uncertain as to when the permanent director will be appointed. A number of applicants have already
been interviewed but due to the fact that many of these are from overseas, it is a very long and tedious
pr 9 cess .
At the moment, there are only about IS teachers in the pipeline en route here and with the large number of
enrolments already declared by parents for second term, the Acting Director has sent a request to the Commonwealth Teaching Service asking them to ask state authorities if they will release teachers for secondment to Darwin for the remainder of this year to alleviate the shortage.
335 MrsLAWRIEtoMrEVERINGHAMHas he been able to obtain a copy of Dr Millar's report on detoxification centres? Ifnot, when is it likely to be
available and does he intend tabling it in the Councilor making it available to members in a private
capacity?
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ANSWER
I made several requests to senior public servants this morning and the report is now on my desk. There are
. several strings attached to it in that only I may read it because the Minister has not read it yet. I was supposed to read it in a room in a government office block but I manage.d to avoid that condition and I am
afraid I cannot at this stage report on it because I haven't read it and because I have pledged that I will
.
keep its contents ~nfidential until such time as the Minister has read it.
336 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr EVERINGHAMAs the Minister is to be in Darwin tomorrow, would he agree to seeking the Minister's permission for other
members to read this and would he also agree for the debate to proceed at this sittings until we have been
able to read the report and have the benefit of it?
ANSWER
I don't think I could give an undertaking that debate on the bill will not proceed until such time as the report
is released as that would tie the bill to a timetable over which I would have absolutely no control. I would
not be able to have the Minister release the report if he didn't wish to. The Drunkenness Bill would not be
proceeding further at this sittings in any event.
The other part of the honourable member's question was whether I would endeavour to have the report made
available to other honourable members at this time. I believe that the Minister is coming to Darwin tomorrowand, at this moment, I am the only lucky member of this Assembly who will be seeing him because I
am on the Cyclone Relief Trust Fund. I shall endeavour to ask him whether he would be agreeable to that.
337 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrRYANIs he aware that the vessel the" John Burke" will not be carrying sea freight goods to Gove? If so,canhe
inform me if alternative sea transport is available to replace this service, such as the vessel the" Darwin
Trader"?
ANSWER
I waSc aware that there will be a discontinuation of the. service of the" John Burke" to Nhulunbuy and I will
attempt to get some information off the Federal Minister for Transport as to what alternatives they would
consider to give this service back to the people in that area.
338 MrKENTISHtoMrTUXWORTH-

Ca~ he advise me whether Mr Johnstone, the manager of the Tourist Bureau has a financial interest in Mandorah or any ofits related facilities?
ANSWER
I don't have an answer to that. I would sincerely hope not and I will try to get an answer this afternoon.
339 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSDoes the Northern Territory Building Code apply to areas outside Darwin?
ANSWER
The Northern Territory Building Code does apply to areas outside Darwin but it is possible that certain provisions relating to cyclone damage prevention will be restricted to prescribed areas such a~ Darwin or coastal communities.
340 MrPERRONtoMissANDREWWho authorised the removal of the soil from the area known as Pilot Hill on the foreshores of Frances Bay,
what is the soil being used for and have the environmental and tidal aspects been studied?
ANSWER
I have already sent 3 telegrams to various people on this particular subject but as yet have had no reply. I will
endeavour to get the answer to this question by this afternoon.
341 MrPERRONtoMrRYANIs it a fact that some 3000 waterside workers from Australian ports were levied $10 each for Darwin cyclone
assistaJ;lce funds? Is it further a fact that this money was sent for distribution only amongst the 100 odd Darwin waterside workers and not for assistance to other persons in Darwin? If this is so, are not the Darwin
waterside workers at an advantage compared to other workers in Darwin, as they have 2 assistance funds
to help them?
ANSWER
The waterside workers around Australia were in fact levied $10 per head to be used by the Darwin waterside
workers. I believe that it is being held in a trust fund. I don't know what they intend doing with the money
but I believe that they do have it.
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342 Mr STEELE to Mr EVERINGHAMHas there been any consultation between the Attorney-General's Department, the Department of the Northern Territory and this Assembly on the Karmel Report on Australia police?
ANSWER
No.
343 MrVALEtoMrRYANHas any consideration been given to using the army personnel who are presently based in Darwin to unload
ships and essential goods and supplies for Darwin and other centres?
.
ANSWER
In making my adjournment speech yesterday, I did forget to mention that I had sent a telegram to the Minister for Defence, Mr Barnard yesterday requesting that action be taken.
344 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSAt the last sittings, I mentioned a gift of the Govermnent of India to the people of Darwin of a large consignment of tea and asked how that was going to be distributed. I believe that at least part of that tea has now
arrived in Darwin. Accordingly, I ask the honourable member as a matter or some urgency if he would
indicate how, when, where and to whom the tea is to be distributed.
ANSWER
I do not have the information previously sought by the honourable member for Nightcliff but I will endeavour to get something on it today.
345 Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREWWhen will the Wanguri and Nakara schools be completed and what facilities are available for mentally
retarded children in the Northern Territory and especially in Darwin since the cyclone?
ANSWER'
The Nakara school is now in the hands of Housing and Construction who are assessing the damage. However
there is considerable difficulty with the re-carpetting of the building but the Education Department are
hopeful that it will be reopened in third term. Wanguri school was rather severely damaged because it was
only partially completed and it is now estimated that it will be opened in April 1976.
Aithough a special school is not yet' operating, classes have been set up within primary schools to cater for
mentally retarded children. Assistance has been given to the teachers responsible for these children in the
form of special teachers aids who have had experienc,e in dealing with mentally retarded children. The department is pursuing the policy of educating mentally retarded children wherever possible in normal
circumstances.
346 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYANCan he inform me when the PMG will complete the new installation of post boxes at the Nhulunbuy Post
Office? What other steps are being taken to improve the present appalling postal system?
ANSWER
I don't know the answer to the honourable member for Nhulunbuy's question and I will attempt to find out
later on today and give him an answer either this afternoon or tomorrow.
347 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIs he aware that when Darwin residents applying for permits to either bring back other members of their
family or guests who will be accommodated in their own home were being told that in most cases it is not
possible because of the strains on the food outlets in Darwin and that the commercial centre can't cope with
extra people? If he is aware of this, is it intended that tourist buses bringing the estimated 14,000 people
into Darwin will be fully self-sufficient and bring their own food or are they to be fed while the locals are
kept out?
'
ANSWER
I wasn't aware of the situation described by the honourable member for Nightcliff. I believe that the proposal
with regard to tourist buses is that they would be largely self contained although there may be some
replenishment of resources required during the very temporary period they are in DarWin. I think that it is
wrong that the authorities concerned with the administration of permits should make this information
available to the people who are applying for permits because I don't believe that it truly reflects the state of
affairs in Darwin. As somebody who has to do his own shopping here from time to time, ,that is not myexperience. I shall bring this matter to the attention of His Honour the Administrator who with his Council
makes representation or gives directions from time to time to the Director of Emergency Services as to the
administration ofthe ordinance to see that that kind of misleading information might be eorrected.
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348 Mr ROBERTSON to MrTAMB:(.,INGWill he inform me when the present prefabricated houses which are under construction will be delivered on
site to Tennant Creek .and are there any further tenders to be let for homes in Tennant Creek in the very
near future.
ANSWER
I assu~e ·the honourable member for Gillen is referring to contracts currendy being negotiated and considered by the Northern Territory :Housing Commission. I do not have available the information he
requests but I will endeavour to obtain it f",['him today.

I
I
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349 Mr STEELE to Miss ANDREWAre insurance companies underwriting storm and tempest insurance and, if so, which insurance companies
are underwriting this type of insurance in Darwin right n o w ? '
.
ANSWER
Earlier this week, I sent telegrams to various leading insurance companies around town but only some have
replied. I believe that some companies are applying more stringent conditions to their policies. However,
the replies that I have had indicate that they are writing business for their clients only at pre-October 1973
rates which is the period when the rates for such policies went down as a result of a long period in Darwin
without any disasters. The companies are also inspecting premises before writing policies.
350 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSIs he aware of an ABC report about financial difficulties of the McArthur River Cattle Company? In view of
the importance to Borroloola and the gulf area of the killing facility operated by this company, will he
investigate means of ensuring that this company receives every reasonable financial encouragement to continue its operations?
ANSWER
I have heard the reports of the problems of the McArthur River Cattle Company. I agree that this is a very
important regional abattoir within the Northern Territory and I will take the matter up with the Minister
and the Department of the Northern Territory to see if any way can be found to assist the cOl1tinued operations of the industry. Indeed, some of the legislation which is being considered by the Assembly may be of
assistance in that regard.
351 Mr PERRON to Mr T AMBLINGIs it a fact that the houses built by the Housing Commission in the future will cost $29,000 and that the economicrent will be over $70 per week? If this is so, will the weekly income requirement ofa tenant be $280?
ANSWER
By ordinance, the Housing Commission must operate on commercial lines and balance its operational expenditure against its operational income. It must charge economical rents in accordance with provisions laid
down in the ordinance but may, with the approval of the Administrator in Council, vary rents from dwelling to dwelling provided the total rent revenue is not less than the sum of economic rents for all rental
dwellings at any given time. Since the commission's main function is to provide suitable housing for low
and middle income earners on an economic basis at rents which they can afford, it has always been necessary for the commission to adopt the most economical form of construction consistent with sound building
practice. With steeply rising building costs and interest rates, it is imperative that the commission adopt the
most economical form of construction. If an estimated contract price for Housing Commission dwellings
was $28,700 and if the Housing Commission obtained its funds at an 8~% interest rate, the economic rent
in accordance with the ordinance would be $70 per week and under the income formula arrangement that
would be in the order of$280. However, if the Housing Commission obtained its finance at an agreeable
interest rate of 4%, and this is currently under negotiation with the Minister for the Northern Territory, then
the economic rent would be $43 per week and the income requirement for that would be $172.
352 Mr DONDAS to Mr EVERINGHAMIs he aware that there is a meeting of the Standing Committee of State and Federal Attorneys-General in
Perth on the 8th and 9th of May 1975? Has he any knowledge as to whether there will be an Assembly
representative at the meeting?
ANSWER
I was not aware that there was to be a metting in Perth until late yesterday when I received information on it
from Queensland. As far as I know, a Legislative Assembly representative has not been invited to the meeting.
353 Mr WITHNALL to Mr SPEAKERWas the Motor Vehicles Ordinance 1975, passed by the Assembly on 12 February 1975, presented to the
Administrator, and if so, with what result?
ANSWER
The'ordinance was presented but has neither been assented to, declined assent nor reserved.
354 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYANCan he tell me if the proposed air charter flights to Singapore by the unions will invite people from outside
Darwin? If these charter trips are successful, when will Qantas or British Airways reschedule these as
regular overseas flights?
ANSWER
I ask him to place the question on notice.
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355 MrKENtISHtoMrRYANCan he advise me when the Stuart Highway between the airport entrance and Westco will be completed or
how long it will be left in a state of half repair?
ANSWER
The section of road in question is at the moment under contract. So far as I know, the contractor has been
advised that he is to go on with the job. I don't know when he is likely to start up again but I will endeavour
to find out.
356 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr EVERINGHAMSome time ago there was a ministerial statement indicating that finance would be made available for people
wishing to rebuild their homes in DarWin. I think a figure of 6% was mentioned. Has he any idea as to how
this is to be distributed?
ANSWER
I wrote a letter to the secretary of the Department of the Northern Territory about this matter. I have not yet
received any definite information from the Australian Government on the subject.
357 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTUXWORTHHas the Northern Territory Tourist Board or the Northern Territory Tourist Bureau ever invited travel agents
to inspect the attractions of the Katherine district?
ANSWER
I don't have the answer to that question and I will try to obtain it before this afternoon.
358 MrKENTISHtoMrRYANHow many permits have been issued by the Fire Brigade and how many have been refused since April?
ANSWER
I would ask him to place the question on notice.
359 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIn the previous Council, I asked several questions relating to applications of certain persons for occupation of
leases of land in the Adelaide River area. At that stage, the reply was that no information could be forthcoming until such time as a land use survey of the area was completed: Is this survey now complete and, if
so, will applications be processed?
ANSWER
I expect to have some information on this matter later today and I will pass it on to her then.
360 MrDONDAStoMrSPEAKERWhen will offices for members here be opened in the northern suburbs?
ANSWER
The matter has been referred to the Minister. I have an appointment with the Minister this morning and
recommendations will be made that the offices in the northern suburbs be established. If members have
some intention of creating offices there, a recommendation is being put to the Minister that those members
be refunded their rental expenses.
361 MrROBERTSONtoMissANDREWIs she aware that the teachers in Alice Springs have called for a stopwork meeting at 10 a.m. to discuss among
other things a continuing lack of housing and a continuing lack of communication with the Department of
Education? Would she investigate the matter as soon as possible?
ANSWER
I am aware of the stopwork meeting that was to commence at 10 a.m. This morning, I phoned the Director of
Education in Darwin who was unaware of the situation until he heard it over the news this morning. I also
phoned a representative of the Centralian Commonwealth Teachers Federation of the Northern Territory
who told me that 2 months ago a motion for a stopwork action was passed if no concrete action was taken
by the Department. This action was to be taken because many teachers and their families are living in unsuitable accommodation. The demands are for a housing officer to be put in Alice Springs to act for the
Education Department.
362 MrDONDAStoMissANDREWWhy are the Nakara, Wanguri, Tiwi, Anula, Karama and Wulagi primary schools all to be constructed on the
open space concept? Have the views of teachers and parents been sought by the Education Department as
to whether they prefer the traditional classrooms or the open space concept?
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ANSWER
The design of these schools is done with consultatiolit between arcrutms 0f the Dep3Jl1:Inen1l @;fHQUs~ng and
Construction and a committee of parents, teachers ancl administrative educationalists•. The desigp o:fthese
schools will give a much greater opportunity for a;he;rnat~ve' ecliuea.troJ'l because· 01 the. space avail'able_ III
answer to his second question, the short am,weI is 110. However, a group ofmterested parents and teachers
called a meeting recently to discuss the estabHshment of @nl:' alternative schoo1 and!, as far a& I know,
representation has been made to the departmentfof 1he provision ofaitemativeeducation.
363 Mr KENTISRto Mr SPEAKERYou may have noticed that the fans provided blow their breeze only on the front benches but nothing is
blown on the unjust in the back benches. Will more fans be made available?
ANSWER
It is not intended to have'any favouritism in this Chamber. However, we had discussions yesterday with an
officer of Housing and Construction relating to the repair of this Chamber and other offices in the vicinity.
Work is being planned and we hope that in the near future extra power points will be brought in here with
the view to having more fans. We do expect that after a review on the airconditioning has been completed
in the next two months, we will have this Chamber back to something like its normal condition.
364 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSOn the subject of the free tea for Darwin, has he any further additional information as to how this tea will be
distributed-by whom, to whom and when?
ANSWER
I understand that the responsibility for arranging the distribution has been delegated to the food subcommittee ofthe emergency services organisation. The suggestion was made that they would be eontacting various
service organisations such as Apex and Rotary in Darwin to see if they could assist with the distribution but
I don't think any final decision has yet been made.
365 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING:The honourable member for Stuart Park asked a question relating to the Parap Theatre. I
am informed that the building currently being carried out there is in accordance with the general press
release that was issued earlier with specific reference to business premises whereby they were encouraged
to rebuild to former code standards. Before public use may be made of any of these buildings an engineer's
certificate will be required that they do conform to the old code. A certificate of occupancy would be
required before public use. In this particular instance, I believe the owner has been informed that there is
no inconsistency with the p~oposed town plan.
366 ANSWER TO, QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: A question was directed to me by the honourable member for Elsey relating to a power supply in Mataranka. I am informed that it is the intention to hook up the east side in conjunction with the cur. rent contract.
367 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TUXWORTH: The member for Arnhemasked whether the Director of Tourism of the Northern Territory had pecuniary interest in the tourist installations in Darwin or its surrounds. The answer is no.
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Cydon·e Disaster Emergency O,rdinance power.s
(1:awrie)l93
Da!:Wm area:and tourist buses (Kentish) 307
Darwin CilizensAdvisory Committee (Lawrie) 328
Darwin Community College enrolments (MacFarlane)
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Department of NT, branches transferred interstate
(Lawrie) 322
Detoxilkation centre~ report (Lawrie) 335, 336
Drug offences (Ballantyne) 321
Drunkenness Bill (Lawrie) 310
Drunkenness, crime in ACT (MacFarlane) 309
English sparrows ( MacFarlane) 161
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Females sentenced to detention (Lawrie) 314
Finance Branch, insurance payout delays (Withnall) 225
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Finniss River Station (MacFarlane) 195
Fire brigade permits (Kentish) 358
Fish stocking oflakes (MacFarlane) 162
Gallacher, Mr Jim (Dondas) 334
Gibb Committee recommendations (MacFarlane) 168
Govefreight on" John Burke" (Ballantyne) 337
postal services (Ballantyne) 346
roads (Ballantyne) 251
:Gurindji land title (MacFarlane) 198
Housing Commission rents (Perron) 351
Howard Springs (Tungutalum) 332

Insurance, storm and tempest (Steele) 349
Justices of the Peace, qualifications (Kentish) 329
Kalano Association and Uralla Meats (MacFarlane) 222
Karmel report on police (Steele) 342
Kathel'inepublic toilet facilities (MacFarlane) 207
regional coordinator (MacFarlane) 205
tourist attractions (MacFarlane) 357
Legal Aid Office (MacFarlane) 326
Mataranka, electricity supply (MacFarlane) 313, 366
McArthur River cattle company (MacFarlane) 350
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Mileage allowance (MacFarlane) 179
Motor Vehicles Ordinance 1975 (Witbuall) 353
Nakara school (Dondas) 345
Navigation Act (Perron) 333
North Australia Development Corporation, Scotts Creek
(MacFarlane) 316
Northern suburbs, offices for members (Dondas) 360
Northern suburbs primary schools (Dondas) 362
Nhulunbuy-see Gove
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Parap cinema (Perron) 324, 365
Permits to enter Darwin (Withnall) 202; (Lawrie) 347
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Pilot BiH, removal of soil (Perron) 340
Police prosecutors (MacFarlane) 320
Political questions to applicants for jobs (Kentish) 325
Port Augusta-Alice Springs highway (Kentish) 319
Primary schools and open space concept (Dondas) 362
Rebuilsling finance (Lawrie) 356
Roads Authority (MacFarlane) 157
Roadside verges (MacFarlane) 181
Rubbish dumps (Dondas) 254
Rural technicians courses (MacFarlane) 206
School bus limit (MacFarlane) 123
Secretarial assistance (Lawrie) 3,31
Singapore charter flights (Ballantyne) 354
Spraying of Darwin (Withnall) 20 I
Standing Committee of State and Federal Attorneys.
General (Dondas) 352
Stuart Highway at airport entrance (Kentish) 355
Taxi plates (MacFarlane) 221
Tea gift (Lawrie) 344, 364
Teacher shortage (Dondas) 334
Tourist Bureau director, financiill interest (Kentish) 338,
367
Transport companies, restrictions (MacFarlane) 220
Tennant Creek housing (Robertson) 348
University college in Darwin (MacFarlane) 215
Wangurischool (Dondas) 345
Waterside dispute (Vale) 315
Waterside workers, $10 levy (Perron) 341
Woodward Commission recommendations (MacFarlane) 167
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THE QUESTION PAPER

Questions are printed in numerical order
,

An index to questions appears at the end of Part 11

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
20 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSIs the Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch promoting the sale and/or use ofTownsville Stylo to African
countries?
ANSWER
The Animal 'Industry and Agri~ulture Branch is aware of experimental work being conducted in the
Sahelian region of Africa with several species of stylo leguminous pastures. kprominent Northern Territory farming advisor has been seconded to both private and international consultancy agencies to carry
out this work south of the Sahara in several of the new African nations. He has indicated the prospects for
providing stylo seed to this area and would no doubt promote Northern Territory seed if adequate stocks
of the required varieties were available from local producers.
23 Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTSFollowing the tabling of the report of the Select Committee on Rural Land Settlement, what steps has the
Australian Government taken to arrange a final settlement with the pilot farmers and when is it expected
that the matter will be finally resolved?
ANSWER
The main problem in reaching a settlement with the pilot farmers is that one farmer wishes to leave his block
and one wants to stay. Thus two equal offers must be made to each farmer at the same time; an offer to surrender the lease with compensation for time and money invested if a farmer chooses to leave and an offer
to remain on the lease with a restructured debt which can be serviced from expected income. Budget
studies on this latter proposition have indicated that a cattle breeding and fattening operation alone is
barely viable. However, the efforts of one farmer in diversifying into cropping with a measure of success
over the past two years will improve the viability.
In view of the above it is expected to finalise negotiations with the farmers in the next two to three months.
64 MrKILGARIFFtoMrPOLLOCKIn view of the increasing problems associated, with the consumption of liquor in the Territory, what action
has been taken'
.
(a) to set up a Liquor Commission;
(b) to review the types ofliquor licences;
(c) to review the hours of trading under various licences; and
( d) to set up overnight shelters and detoxification units?
2. How many licences to sell liquor are current in Alice Springs; what are the different types oflicenses and
how many are there of each?
3. What is the minimum amount ofliquor that can be sold under each licence?
4. How many licences of each type were granted in Alice Springs in 1973, 1974 and 1975?
ANSWER
1. (a) The Minister for the Northern Territory has agreed in principle to the establishment of a Liquor
Commission. This advice was forwarded to the President of the Legislative Council for the Northern
Territory on 11 June 1974.
(b) (c) and (d) Unfortunately action to implement the Minister's decision lapsed after the cyclone but it
is now being re-activated. Certain aspects of the report of the Board of Inquiry which recommended,
amongst other tlrings, the establishment of the Commission, are being considered with the specialist
recommendations made by Dr Milner, consultant to the Government on alcohol and drug dependency
, problems.
"
'
2. 52 licences current Alice Springs.
Publications ,
Private Hotels
Restaurants
Storekeepers
Clubs
Liquor Merchants

Total

3
4
12
16
8
9

52

3. Liquor Merchants
All other licences

Minimum 2 gallons
Any amount

4.

1973

1974

1975

Nil
Nil

Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Publication
Private Hotel
Roadside Inn
Restaurant .
Liquor Merchant
Wine Licence .

i

I
I
I

Nil

I
2
1

Nil
Nil

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
5. Licences pendingPublicans
Private Hotel
Win~

Store!<:eepers
Figures q~~~ed above current at 16May 1975.
98 MrSTEELEtoMrEVERINGHAM1. How many applications for assistance have been received by the Business Assistance Committee?
2. Have any of the applications been approved?
ANSWER
1. 300 applications have been received.
2. 82 applications have been approved.
, The above figures apply as at 30 April 1975.
126 MrMacFARLANEtoMissANDREW: 1. Is it a fact that Katherine power house is in disrepair, has no engineer, two of its generating sets are out of
action and the remaining two operate at only 70% capacity?
, 2.·What is proposed to be done to upgrade the p~wer house and when?
ANSwER'
1. Certain problems have arisen due t~ the la.te commissioning of the No. 6 set at Katherine, requiring postponement of maintenance on some sets. However, statements that the power station is in a state of disre~
pair cannot be supported.
,The fi~e (5) sets at present installed are available and in reasonable condition although some maintenance is
outstanding. Each set would be capable of at least 85% of its site rating and this figure could be expected to
improve as outstanding maintenance is completed. The commissioning of the No. 6 set in May 1975 will·
facilitate the additional maintenance required.
'
It is not proposed to employ a professional engineer to run the Katherine Power Station.
2. The installed capacity of the Katherine Power Station will be increased by 1.7 MW with the commissioningofthe No. 6 set in May 1975 and by the commissioningofa further 2 MW set in May 1976. It is anticipated that this expansion of the station will meet Katherine needs to early 1979.
129 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKFurther to the answer given to question 60(a) how many Aboriginals or other health workers have undertaken the 2 year training course;
(b) for how long was Rita Bapi trained, and did she qualify to use simple medicines; and
(c) in the 2 year training course are. any other subjects taught and, if so, what are they?
ANSWER
(a) The Health Worker Training Programme began in July 1973. The course is of2 years duration. None
have yet graduated. There are 31 students in training.
'
(b) The Health Worker referred to in the question commenced training in November 1974 and has had
the first; 6 one-month instruction sessions in Darwin. The first session is largely of an introductory
nature, Apart from minor dressings, ointments etc. she would not yet be expected to dispense medicines.
(c) The curriculum for the training program is:
Disease and disability . . .' . . .
15%
Growth and development
15%
Environment and environment change
15%
Culture, culture change and conflict
15%
Family health . . . . . . . . .
10%
Adults-life and work. . . . . . .
10%
Communication-groups and communities
10%
Resources and sources
..... .
10%
150 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSWhat aspects of decentralisation does the Country Liberal Party support?
ANSWER
The Country Liberal Party supports decentralisation 'of population to solve the overcrowding problems
characteristic of our larger cities, for decentralisation of industry for balanced economic growth, decentralisation of administration to give people rapid public service, and decentralisation of government so that
electors can be in close contact with their representatives.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
We believe that effective decentralisation in the Northem Territory in all these fields depends on constitutional development with transfer of executive powers to an elected legislature so that Territorians can
make decisions affecting decentralisation.
153 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCKAn Aboriginal, Mr Yogi Kelly was reported on: the ABC neWs service of20 February as having impersonated a police officer for the purpose of obtaining spirits-on what grounds was this man classified as an
Aboriginal?
ANSWER
An Aboriginal is defined as a person of Aboriginal descent,either in whole or in part, who identifies himself
as such and who is accepted by the Aboriginal community as such. The Department of Aboriginal Affairs
accepts this definition in the implementation of Government policies particularly directed towards the Aboriginal community. Mr Yogi Kelly was not classified .by that Department as an Aboriginal and is not
aware ifhe meets the criteria contained in the definition referred to above.
The statement that Mr Kelly was an Aboriginal was made during an appeal against the sentence. The
grounds for this statement are not known.
154 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK1. How many of the Aboriginal Justices ofthe Peace appointed recently by the Government ate literate?
2. How many had convictions recorded against them prior to their appointments and what were the details
in each case?
..
ANSWER .
..
1. All the recently appointed Aboriginal Justices of Peace are literate.
2. It is not the practice to provide any record· of any convictions .which a person may have outside the
requirements of a Court.
.
155 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCK1. Now that Abdriginal comm~nity areas have been established at Urapunga, Roper Valley, Hodgson
D</wns, arid Elsey, has the general health of the communities improved?
2. Are the health facilities and general conditions at these places comparable with those available to the
Wattie Creek community?
ANSWER
1. No significant changes have been recently observed in the health of the people at Urapunga, Roper Valley, Hodgson Downs and Elsey, but such changes are not easy to measure.
2. The Wattie Creek community has the advantagt< of being situated close to the larger community at Wave
Hill Settlement which has a permanent health centre.
The Elsey community is visited weekly from the Katherine Community Health Centre. Urapunga has access
to the health centre at Roper River which is 20 miles away. There is a subsidised nursing sister at Hodgson
Downs. Roper Valley, Hodgson Downs and Urapunga are offered visits by the Aerial Medical Service
and are also visited by sisters with !\le mobile health clinic, currently based at Roper Valley.
156 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK1. Does the Government have plans to make the Katherine hospital an area hospital catering for centres
south to Elliott, east to the Queensland border and west to Kunnunurra?
2. Will aerial medical services for the region be cdnducted from Katherine?
3. Ifthere are plans, when will they be put into effect?
ANSWER
1. The Katherine hospital is already an area hospital and the general intention is to build up its resources as a
medical centre for the surrounding rural areas.
2. and 3. Aerial Medical planes are based on Darwin because of maintenance requirements but these planes
do use and will continue to use Tindal Airport for the provision of routine services to the Katherine area.
Atpresennhe Queensland border area including the Borroloola district is serviced .by aircraft based at
Gove.
159 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCKI. When will private and intermediate wards be provided at the Katherine hospital?
2.When will televisioI1 receivers for the entertainment of patients and staffbe installed at the hospital?
ANSWER
. I. There are no plans at the present time to build private or intermediate wards at Katheril).e Hospital. However, intermediate beds will be designed for Medibank purposes.
2. Television sets are already available at Katherine hospital for the entertainment ofpatiehts and staff.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
160 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTUXWORTHWill the histori~al trees at Daly Waters and at Roper Bar be preserved and, ifso, when?
ANSWER
The Department of the Northern Territory has no plans for I presume preservation of a historical tree at
Daly Waters and has no knowledge of a historical tree at Roper Bar.
162 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK1. What study has been made of the needs of children, particularly deprived children,in Katherine?
2. Have the YMCA or the YWCA been encouraged to take an interest in the youth of Katherine?
ANSWER
1. During 1973 and 1974 investigations were held into ways and means to establish a satisfactory youth service for Katherine and surrounding districts. Discussions were held with Katherine Action Group,
Katherine Citizens and Youth Club, Darwin YMCA, Department of Aboriginal Affairs, Department of
Education and Department of the Northern Territory and it was agreed there was an urgent need for a
Youth Worker to be located in the district.
2. Unfortunately it was not possible to proceed with filling of a position of Government Youth Officer during
1974, but action to re-advertise the position is being taken at present. In addition, the YMCA has considered establishing an officer in Katherine but has been unable to proceed for financial reasons.
164 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTUXWQRTHWhen will the road to the Mataranka Pool from the Stuart Highway and the road into the Mataranka Wild
Life Reserve be sealed?
ANSWER
Sealing of the Mataranka access road to 3.7 m is included on Development Roads Programme proposals for
1975-76 and, subject to budgetary considerations, work should commence during that year.
165 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLINGWhat further delay can be expected with the provision of reticulated electricity at Mataranka, now that the
generator sets intended for the purpose are being used for pumping at Darwin River Dam?
ANSWER
Whilst one of the Dorman Diesels from the Mataranka Power Station was used for pumping at Darwin .
River Dam, immediately following Cyclone Tracy, for a period of 5-6 weeks, it was not the cause for delay
to completion of the Mataranka Power Station.
Due to the closure'of roads during the wet season, certain other supplies have been delayed and this has
caused postponement of commissioning of the power station. It now is anticipated that the Diesel generating sets at the Mataranka Power Station are expected to be commissioned in early June 1975.
166 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCKI refer to the January issue of"Bunji" and the article "Fred Fogarty Freed'-Bunji Lives" and ask(a) what is Fred Fogarty's re,al name and nationality;
(b) has he been naturalized;
(c) has he a criminal record and, if so, what is it;
(d) is he a ticket-carrying Communist; and
(e) was he freed because of heroism or simply because "Fannie Bay Gaol crashed to the ground"?
ANSWER
(a) Frederick Stewart Fogarty. Born-Miles, Queensland, 19 April 1931. Nationality: Australian by
birth.
(b) Not applicable.
(
(c) Information of this nature is always made available to a Court which is dealing with a particular per.'
son, but otherwise it is not made public.
(d) as far as is known he is not a" ticket-carrying Communist".
(e) Mr Fogarty was included in a total of22 prisoners released on 26 December 1974 under the authority ofthe ChiefStipendiary Magistrate.
The' decision was taken to release the prisoners in view of the security facilities available at that time
and was taken in the best interests of the community. Selection was based mainly on length of sentence remaining.
He was not singled out for special consideration but was included in a group released to ease the accommodation problem of prison authorities.
171 MrMacFARLANEtoMissANDREWWill high voltage cables be placed underground in Darwin following the damage caused recently 10 exposed
cables?
.
.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ANSWER
The Darwin RecOnstruction Commission decided in prinCiple at a recent meeting that all distribution should
be placed undergroun4. Consequently all new 11,000 volt primary distribution mains will be underground and a programme for the undergrounding of existing 11,000 volt lines is being developed.
Transmission lines (i.e. 66,000 volt and higher) will remain as overhead construction but designed io meet
cyclonic conditions.
174 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTS1. What was the total number of public servants or"all types, including school teachers, in the Territory in
1974?
2. How many dependants of public servants were in the Territory in 1974?
3. How many productive people are in the Territory now?
ANSWER
I. According to official Public Service Board statistics, the total number of full-time Australian Public Service staff employed in the Northern Territory in December was 11,197. This figure would not include
teachers employed by the Commonwealth Teaching Service.
2. and 3. It is not possible to answer this part of the question.
175 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr EVERINGHAMI. How many people in the Territory were charged with the offence of drunkenness in the 12 months preceding the removal of this particular offence from the statutes?
2. How many people have been charged with offences in which drunkenness was a contributing factor in the
period since drunkenness was declared not to be an offence?
ANSWER
I. Number of people charged with the offence of drunkenness between 21 October 1973 and 21 October
1974: Males 5,261, Females 1,013, Total 6,274.
2. Statistics in relation to part_2 of the question are not maintained, therefore an answer cannot be supplied.
177 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLING1. Are the CQmmonwealth Hostels intended to house only Australian Government employees?
2. Is it intended to change the name to Australian Hostels?
3. Will the Board of Directors, including Mrs Whitlam, inspect the substandard facilities at the Katherine
Hostel?
ANSWER
I. Australian Government hostels in the Northern Territory which are now operated by Commonwealth
Hostel& Limited are intended primarily to accommodate Australian Government employees. Other persons are admitted when accommodation is available.
2. A change in the company's name is under consideration.
3. The Minister for Housing and Construction as well as Directors of Commonwealth Hostels Limited have
inspected Katherine hostel. The complete rebuilding of the hostel on a nearby site is proceeding: the first
new accommodation block was opened on 2 March and construction of a second accommodation block is
well advanced.
'
178 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCKWill the cafeteria in JUock 8 Mitchell Street, Darwin, remain after the emergency is over. and, if so, is it
intended to repair ihefloor, upgrade facilities, install airconditioning, and then escalate prices, or merely
to repair the floor and leave conditions and prices as at present?
ANSWER
The cafeteria in Block 8 Mitchell Street, Darwin, was designed as Australian Government Food Service to
cater for Australian Government employees. Though incomplete, and damaged by Cyclone Tracy, it was
opened on 13 January 1975 at the request of the Department of Services and Property to provide an
emergency food service for the community. The cafeteria closed on 19 March 1975 after the requested
period of emergency operation had been completed, but primarily because of serious operational problems, particularly safety hazards to which staff were exposed.
Repairs are being affected to enable the cafeteria to operate at standards observed for Australian Government Food Services. Such standards include pricing of meals to recover ptescribedoperating costs. It is
expected that when repairs are satisfactorily completed the Department of Services and Property will
request the Department of Lab or and Immigration to operate the cafeteria through its food service section
as a normal Australian Government Food Service.
.
182 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTUXWORTHI. What long-term plans have been made for the disposal ofeflluent at the Katherine Low Level Reserve?
2. When will the ranger at the Mataranka thermal pool be provided with standard accommodation?
3. When will toilets, reticulated water and camping sites be available at Edith Falls?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE ,
ANSWER
I. Connection to Katherine Sewerage System.
2: Ranger will be accommodated at Mataranka Township when permanent position approved.
3. Attempts to obtam a suitable quote have been made for two (2) years. It is hoped to arrange acontract for
completion of work in 1975-76.
183 Mr MacFARLANE to MrTUXWORTH1. When will the Kintore Caves be developed to enhance the status ofKatherine as a tourist centre?
2. What altern<ttive is planned for the unsatisfactory licensed operation of the Sixteen Mile Caves Reserve
near Katherine?
3. Will a report on the Cutta Cutta caves be published following the 3 day visit to the caves by a Mr
Hamilton Smith?
ANSWER
I. There are no plans to develop Kintore Caves in the near future as the demand is being met at Sixteen Mile
Caves.
2. It is proposed to appoint a Board Ranger.
3. Mr Hamilton Smith was a member of a group from the Australian Speleological Foundation which visited
the caves at the request of the Reserves Board. The group prepared a report on behalf of the Reserves
Board to assist in Management/Development plans for the caves. It is not intended to publish this report.
188 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK- .
1. In view of the fact that Hodgson Downs is only 20 miles from a development road, why was it necessary to
evacuate a sick child on22 February 1975 by helicopter?
2. When will an aerodrome be established at Hodgson Downs or when will the Roper Valley-Hodgson
Road be upgraded to all weather standard?
ANSWER
1. Official records do not show any air evacuation on 22 February 1974. There was an evacuation on 22
February 1974. A helicopter was used because Hodgson Downs was inaccessible by road at that time.
2. The provision of an aerodrome on a pastoral property is the responsibility of the owner. Advice andassistance to do this is available from the District Airport Inspector; Air Transport Group, Department of
.
Transport, Darwin.
Access roads to pastoral properties are provided to the standad of 4ry weather accessibility for conventional
drive light vehicles.
.
The Roper Valley-Hodgson Downs Road will be graded during the 1975 dry season.
192 MrMacFARLANEtoMissANDREWDoes the Department of Education recognise the need for nutritional supplements for deprived children
ratherthan just "free lunches" and, if so, what does it intend to do to satisfy the need?
ANSWER
Under the administrative arrangements existing the need for nutritional supplements is one for consideration by the Department of Health, the Department of Education and the Department of the Northern
Territory.
Where it is indicated by a medical officer on health grounds that special nutritional supplements are necessary, these are provided. In the cases of families in necessitous circumstances direct assistance for the provision of meals is provided to the fainilies as a whole.
In cases where a child or children are suffering because of parental neglect, direct interim assistance in the
provision· of meals is made. At the same time consideration of legal action against the parents is
undertaken.
194. Mr MacFARLANE to Mr RYANI. Has a new site for the King River bridge on the Victorian Highway .been chosen and, if so; when will tenders be called and the new bridge built?
2. Is the Dunmara-Top Springs road to be upgradedjn view of its frequent use as an alternative road to Victoria River Downs and West Australia when the Victoria Highway is cut?
.
ANSWER
I. Two possible sites are being investigated for a new bridge over King River on the Victoria Highway. The
project is listed on the draft forward programme for 1976-77..
2. Major gravelling inprovements on the Dunmarra-Top Springs section of the Buchanan Highway are
listed on the draft forward programme for 1977-78. Minor gravelling improvements are listed on the draft
1975-76 maintenance programme.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
196 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTUXWORTH1. What support can tourist operators in Katherine expect from the Government or the Tourist Board by
way of the provision of facilities for the accommodatiori of tourists now that such facilities in Darwin are
depleted?
2. Does the Government recognize the value of tourism as the second mostimportant industry in the Territory, and, to maintain this position, will the Government consider the provision of tent villages for tourists
at Howard Springs, Berry Springs and Batchelor?
ANSWER
1. So far as the Department of the Northern Territory is aware there has been no approach, of the kind mentioned in the Question, to Government for assistance to the tourist industry in Katherine or elsewhere in
the Northern Territory outside Darwin.
2. If an approach is made for provision of tent villages at such places as Howard Springs, Berry Springs and
Batchelor this will be considered.

,

'

197 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr RYAN1. On how many d{lys since 25 December 1974 have road or rail communications between Darwin and the
following places by the routes indicated been cut:
(a) Katherine
(b) Kununurra viaTop Springs
(c) Kununurra via Victoria Highway
(d) Alice Springs via Stuart Highway ,
(e) Adelaide
(f) MtIsaviaThreeWays
(g) Mt Isa via Balbarini
(h) Longreach via Mt Isa, and
(i) Townsville via Mt Isa?
ANSWER
1. Road or rail communications have been cut between Darwin and the following centres since December
25 for the number of days stated(a) Katherine-Nil
(b) Kuntinurra via Top Springs-S days
(c) Kununurra via Victoria Highway~ll days
(d) Alice Springs via Stuart Highway-30 days
(e) Adelaide (sections in N .T. only)-30 days
(f) Mtlsa via Balbarini-32 days
(g) Mtlsa via Three Ways-16 days
(h) Longreach via Mt Isa (sections in N.T.only)-16 days
(i) Townsville via Mt Isa (sections in N.T. only)-16 days
2. The following action has been taken to reduce flooding oh the various sectionsProposals for a three year Improvement and Maintenance Program for the Stuart and Barkly Highways
have been prepared and are about to be submitted to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
Works. These include proposals to substanti~lly upgrade major stream crossings on these highways.
Work has already commenced on the Tatcoola to Alice Springs'standard gauge rail link due for come
pletion in approximately five years.
'
199 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK1. How many Aboriginal are there at the" Rockhole" camp ih Katherine?
2. What area ofland do these people desire, require or have title to?
3. What improvements on the land are envisaged?
4. What is the estimated cost of the proposed improvements; ~was a previous estimate varied and, if so, who
prepared the previous estimate and why w,as it changed? .
ANSWER
The population of Aboriginal people living at the "Rockhole" camp in Katherine varies between 50 to 70
people.
The community (through the Kalano Community Association Incorporated) have been granted title to an
area of 32 acres. Approval to the transfer of title was agreed to by Lands Branch in December 1974. This
area ofland includes what is known as the "Rockhole" camp and extends from the main road down to
the river. Although this area does incll.lde an area of water frontage, it would not be considered prime
agricultural land.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Improvements envisaged on this area are basically in the form of a housing programme. A Housing Association has been formed ainongst the local residents and plans for the building of up to ten houses over a
three year period are well advanced. A consultant firm of architects have submitted house plans for approval by the committee members of the Association. Also included in the programme are plans for the
construction of a communal kitchen and communal ablution blocks. It is also envisaged that at a later date
a vegetable farming project will be cOmmenced. The estimated cost of the proposed improvemnents'is
$250,000. This is the initial estimate for this project.
"
,
203 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTS1. Has the price of superphosphate and other fertilizers risen?
2. Has the bounty or subsidy been withdrawn?
ANSWER
1. The price of superphosphate and other fertilizers has been rising over the last year due to the rock
phosphate price increase, manuf!\cturing costs and removal ofthe bounty.
2. The national bounty'expired on 31 December 1974. The matterofa bounty has however been referred to
the Industries Assistance Commission for enquiry. The Northern Territory scheme of providing a subsidy
on the cost of the freight on superphosphate to the Port of Darwin was estimated on I July 1973.
204. Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTS1. Will facilities for loading and unloading double decker transports be incorporated into the Government
yard and dip at Elliott (and other places)?
2. Will the Government insist that all cattle travelling to tick free areas or interstate are clean dipped before
,
,loading so that they will not be held up at Governinent dips?
ANSWER
1. At this stage provision for loading and unloading double decker transports is not being incorporated in the
construction of the new Government yard at Elliott and is not being considered for other dip sites.
Although originally it seemed that there would be a need for this facility, which could still be added at a
later stage, discussions with transport operators have revealed a trend to double decker vehicles being
fitted internally with suitable loading ramps.
2. The suggestion would require all properties wishing to send cattle to tick free areas or interstate to have
their own dips for treating cattle before loading. Some pastoralists have this facility, in many cases it is one
of the covenants in the pastoral lease and in all cases It is a facility which we recommeJ;ld should be provided for proper animal husbandry on the property to control tick, a debilitating pest of cattle.
However it is not considered that the provision of dips on all properties both small and large should be
made compulsory at this stage. In so far as travelling stock are concerned the dipping of cattle under Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch supervision at strategically sited Government dips is proving to be
an effective method of controlling tick to provide clean dipping facilities under supervision where this is
required byimporting states.
'
208 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK1. Does the Betting Control Board recommend to the Administrator's Council the amounts to be distributed
to racing from the revenue of the Board?
2. Were the last amounts distributed decided upon by the current Administrator's Council ot by the previous
Cou,ncil?
3. Were the recommendations by the Betting Control Board for Adelaide River, Pine Creek and Timber
Creek race clubs for much smaller sums than those allocated by the Administrator's Council?
4. Are the sums to be re,ceived by Mataranka, Daly Waters, Larrimah, Katherine and Borroloola race clubs
all lower than those recommended by the Betting Control Board?
'
5. What expertise in racing does the Administrator's Council possess?
ANSWER
1. Yes.
Section 94KD(2) of the Lottery and Gaming Ordinance, which is the relevant section, provides: "The
proportion of the prescribed revenues of the Commonwealth that is payable to racing bodies under the
last preceding sub-section shall be divided amongst such registered dubs within the meaning of Part V of
this Ordinance, and such companies, associations or other bodies of persons established for the purpose of
promoting, conducting or controlling the sport of dog-racing, and in such proportions as the Adminis,
trator in Council, after consideration of the recommendations ofthe Board, determines."
2. The distribution of prescribed re~enue from the 1973-1974 financial year was determined by the present
,
Administrator's Council.
3. No.
4. No.
209 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr RYAN'Will the Government consider the development of Tindal as a strategic base rather than rebuild the RAAF
Base at Darwin on the grounds that Tindal is better located strategically; the provision of housing is easier

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

/

and cheaper .in Katherine; and the Government would have less complaints about the disturbance to
residents occasioned by air exercises?
ANSWER
Optimum strategic disposition is a major factor in deciding location of deployments of defence forces, but
economic and other factors also apply. Despite cyclone damage, RAAF Darwin represents a significant
national investment and present plans provide for continued RAAF capability in this area. Should other
national considerations lead to a Government decision to re-locate Darwin airfield, the option of development ofthe RAAF Base at Tindal will be fully assessed in conjunction with other options available.
210 Mr MacFARLANE to MrTUXWORTH1. I refer to the advertisement in the "Katherine Informer" of21 February for the supply of 3000 gallons of
water every 5 weeks forCutta Cutta Caves and ask: is the water for the domestic use of the ranger or for
public toilets?
2. What use is made of the bore reported in the Reserves Board Annual Report of 1974 as having been successfully sunk?
3. Will accurate counts of visitors to the Katherine Gorge, Katherine Low Level R,eserve, Mataranka Pool,
Cutta Cutta Caves and Edith Falls be kept?
.
ANSWER
. 1. The advertisement for the supply of water was placed in the "Katherine Informer" by a Mr K. Guy, who
conducts tours to Cutta Cutta Caves on behalf of the lessee Mr Seidel. I presume water is for his own use
and not for public toilets.
2. Bore was sunk and equipped by Reserves Board and is used to supply water for public toilets and is available to lessee or representative of caves.
3. It is not possible to count visitors to Katherine Gorge, Katherine· Low Level, Mataranka Pool, Cutta Cutta
Caves and Edith Falls until tickets for entry are issued. This is not being done at present.
211 MrMacFARLANEtoMrEVERINGHAMI. Have any Aborigines been found to be infringing the laws relating to hire cars by transporting people for a
fee?
2. Was the recent accident which resulted in .the death of Clancy Roberts caused by mechanical failure or a
"rust bucket"?
.
ANSWER
1. No reports or complaints have been rece~ved relating to hiring of cars by Aborigines for a fee.
2. The accident in which Clancy Roberts was killt:d (4 March 1975) was caused when the vehicle which was
being driven by a Joe Doctor became uncontrollable when the deceased, who was a passenger, pulled at
the steering wheel and attempted to gain control of the vehicle (Roberts was alleged to have been
intoxicated). The vehicle overturned and crushed Roberts. The vehicle was a 1967 Valiant Station Sedan,
registered No. NT 96350, which is reported to have been in a reasonable condition.
212 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr EVERINGHAM1. Are Aborigines engaged in pastoral enterprises subject to the same laws with regard trespass, wrongful
branding, unlawful killing, etc. as other Australians?
2. Has the Stock Squad been instructed not to prosecute Aborigines accused of cattle stealing, unlawful killing and associated offences and, ifso, what are the terms of the instruction?
ANSWER
Aboriginals engaged in pastoral enterprises are subject to the same laws with regard to wrongful branding,
unlawful killing, etc. as other Australians.
.
With regard to trespass, Section 37(b } of the Crown Lands Ordinance states that all N.T. Pastoral Leases
must contain l\ reservation in favour of Aboriginal inhabitants of the Northern Territory. Section 24( e}
defines this reservation as the right to enter on any pastoral lease for defined purposes. These purposes
include the right of access to water and right to hunt indigenous species of animal life.
The police officer in charge of the activities of the Stock Squad has advised that no special instructions have
been issued in matters relating to stock offences involving Aboriginals.
. .
213 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTS-'
Willresearch be carried out into improved preservation of potatoes, onions, apples, oranges and other lines
to avoid losses due to deterioration without cold storage under Territory conditions? .
ANSWER
There is a continuing programme of research into' the technology of preserving fruit and vegetables by the
Division of Food Research of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation. Many
methods of storage, in a~dition to cold storage, are being examined.
214 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTS1. What are the prospects for tile shipment oflive cattle to South East Asia in 1975?
2. What loading facilities are available. or are to be made available?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ANSWER,
1. The prospects for the shipment oflive cattle from Darwin to South East Asia in 1975 appear to be good.
An airlift of several hundred live slaughter cattle to Burnei has already commenced.
A number of enquiries have been received from prospective exporters and it is known that negoiiations for
sales are taking place. It is too early to predict how many cattle might be exported by plane and ship in
1975 but figures in the order of 5000 to 20 000 seem possible at this stage. The longer term future of the
.
trade however remains uncertain.
2. There are presently no permanent facilities at the Darwin wharves for the export of live cattle, but the
problem has been examined by a number of prospective shippers who seem satisfied that adequate load. ing arrangements can be made. with cranes .and containers at the ship's side. The loading operations will
be carefully observed by Department Of Northern Territory officers and Port Authority officials. If an
economic loading rate cannot be achieved and the trade appears to have reasonable prospects then other
arrangements will have to be considered.
216 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSIs it a fact that there is no provision for extended credit at concessional rates to rural industries in the Territory?
ANSWER
The only credit presently available to rural industries at concessional rates is through the Rural Reconstruction Scheme administered by the Primary Producers' Board. Since that scheme was introduced, following
amendment to the Encouragement of Primary Production OrdiI).ance in December 1972, there have been
six applications for loans of which three have been approved and one not approved.
Rural Reconstruction finance is primarily used to restructure existing debts at higher interest rates and provide some development capital where this is needed to increase the debt servicing capacity of the producer. The interest rate for rural reconstruction finance is 4% %.
In addition, as stated by the Minister for the Northern Territory in a press statement of21 April 1975 and
again in his second reading speech to the States Grants (BeefIndustry) Bill on 21 May 1975 carry on
finance for beef producers is also available. Northern Territory beef producers will be able to obtain carry
on finance on the same basis as the states at 4 % !Xlncessional interest rate. The carry on finance scheme
will be administered by the Primary Producers' Board and full details will be announced shortly.
223 MrMacFARLANE to Dr LETTSIn view or the fact that poor communications east and south ofMt Isa led to a beer rationing situation in that
town and the same poor communications affect the supply of Darwin, will he enlist the co-operation of the
Queensland Government to make a joint approach to the Australian Government for funds to seal to allweather standard the roads between Townsville and Mt Isa and between Longreach and Mt Isa?
ANSWER
Yes. I have' already made such an approach to the Queensland Government.
224 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKBefore Christmas 1974, the Rural Health Sisters r~sponsible for the Elsey Community Ateastated that the
health of the Aboriginal community had improved 100 per cent since their move to Duck Creek I ask:
(a) what is the general condition of the community now;
(b) how many children have been hospitalized since Christmas 1974;
(c) how many children are hospitalized now; .
(d) what was the nature of the complaints for which the children were hospitalized;
(e) is the main cause of the illness suffered. attributed to malnutrition; and
(f) will the Department of Aboriginal Affairs ensure that an appropriate amount from Social Security
payments is spent on food for the dependants of recipients?
ANSWER
(a) The People camped at Duck Creek have a similar pattern of health problt;ms to that encountered in
most Northern Territory Aboriginal communities.
(b) Ten childreJ?- from this community have been hospitalized since Christmas 1974.
(c) On 3 April 1974 one child from this community was in hospital.
(d) Diarrhoea and chest infections usually with mild to moderate undernutrition.
(e) As in most Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory, the children's resista.nce to infectious
diseases would be undertermined by under-nutrition and this should therefore be regarded as an
important causative factor.
(f)' Aboriginals are encouraged, as part of the overall community education program, to allocate a
reasonable proportion of their income for family maintenance purposes but the Department of Aboriginal Affairs is not empowered to issue a direction to this effect.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
244 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK1. Was an investigation made into the reasons for the attack on Aboriginal Patrol Officer Campbell in
Katherine on II March 1975 by Aborigines exiled by the Hooker Creek Council and, if so, what were the
reasons?
2. What action was taken against the assailants?
3. Wl1at action will be taken to ensure that Aborigines who are not amenable to control by their own community do not intimidate or maltreat people outside their own" country"?
.
ANSWER
,
.
It is understood that Katherine Police investigated a brawl, -in which Mr Camp bell WIlS involved at
Katherine on 11 March 1975, and that some arrests were made.
Apparently Mr Campbell has not availed of the opportunity offered by the Police to lay charges for assault
and it seems that this is because the brawl arose out of a domestic argument.
Where cases of intimidation or maltreatment are reported and.it appears likely that charges can be laid and
sustained then: Aboriginals involved are advised of their rights in the situatIOns. However, such incidents
are rare.
245 MrWITHNALLtoMrEVERINGHAMI. Is the new building code being used at present without being lawfully promulgated?
2. When will the building code be legalised?'
ANSWER
1. No .
. 2; The Northern Territory Draft Building Manual 1975 was adopted by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission on 17 April 1975 and has effect in the Darwin Area as defined under the Darwin Reconstruction
Act 1975.
The draft Northern Territory Building Manual 1975 was adopted in declared building areas outside the
Darwin area following normal legal! administrative action required pursuant to the Northern Territory
Building Ordinance and Regulations.
246 MrWITHNALLtoMrEVERINGHAM1. In view of the fact that at least two persons, to my knowledge, have been misled by the Commonwealth as
to the payout figure of loans owing to the Gommonwealth on houses, will he find out and tell me how
many such mistakes have occurred?
2. Is the making of these mistakes due to the locating of ha1fthe Finance Branch in Brisbane or was it due to
an incorrect method of calculation decided on before the movement of staff to Brisbane?
3. When will the FiIiance Branch be brought together again for the improvement of efficiency, of its operations? .
ANSWER
1. Some 'confusion has arisen concerning the difference between the insurance payout figure for
improvements on a leasehold and the payout. figure for' discharge of the mortgage. In some cases the
.
owner has asked for one when in factthe other was needed.
, 2. To avoid this confusion the department now provides both figures in response to all requests and identifies
each clearly.
Where the loan or purchase was made prior to the commencement of the reserve price system the
insurance payout figure should.have been. sufficient to payout the amount owing under the mortgage. In
the case of loans after the reserve price system commenced the view was taken that as the Government's
equity in the land had not been destroyed, repayment of the full loan from insurance funds would not be
sought unless the mortgagee so desired. .
Unfortunately, in both cases, there were inconsistencies in the manner in which the Government's equity
in the improvements was recorded in departmental records.. Because of the urgent demand for insurance
payout figures from home owners, and the prolonged delays which, with a reduced staff and damaged
filing systems, were pro,bable in verifying dOllbtful calculations the Department chose to use the information then available and rely on its existing mortgage security to obtain repayment for the amount outstanding for the.1and (if any) and any error of calculation in the insurance payout figure.
These difficulties have been.resolved now that the financial records ofthe department are properly housed
and adequate staff is available in Brisbane.
3. The timing on the return of detached eltiments of the Department from Brisbane was given in Part 3 of the
answer to question No. 225.
247 MrMacFARLANEtoMissAND~WWhen will an engineer be appointed to take charge of the operation of the Katherine power house?
ANSWER
The Department of Housing and Construction advises it is not intended to appoint a professional engineer
for the sole purpose of taking charge of the power station at Katherine.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
An Area Engineer has been appointed to take charge of llll ESU operations in Katherine and he will be
realeased as soon as his current contract commitments in Darwin make it possible.
248 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKWhat was the reason for the delay of almost two weeks before the late Mr Clancy Roberts of Katherine
'
could be buried?
ANSWER
In view of the fact that a coronial enquiry had to be made into the'death ofMr Clancy Roberts and, because
of his position as a leader amongst Aboriginal people in the district and the necessity to make arrangements for many people to attend the funeral from throughout the district, together with the time needed to
, arrange a burial at the locale chosen, the delay seems reasonable. There appears to be no evidence to suggest that there was undue loss of time.
249 MrMacFARLANEtoMrEVERINGHAMWill the establishment loans being granted to Darwin businessmen be matched by similar loans for pastoralists who have suffered from the disastrous collapse of the world beef market?
ANSWER
No. No similarity is seen between the situation of Darwin businessmen whose premises and stock were destroyed in Cyclone Tracy. and the situation of Northern Territory pastoralists who have experienced a drop
in prices offering forlive cattle.
The Government has however announced that a substantial loan on favourable terms is to be made to enable the Katherine Meatworks to open in 1975 and has announced that in addition to the Territory pastoralists share of the $20m made available to the Commonwealth Development Bank for carry on finance
loans at current commercial rates, specific assistance in the way ofloans to a reasonable limit at a very low
interest rate are to be offered to N.T. producers under a national scheme of assistance to the cattle industry. Details of this scheme will be determined following discussions to be held with the States.
252 Mr MacFARLANE to Miss ANDREW~
When will the power house at Tindal be reactivated?
ANSWER
The Power Station at Tindal is not part of the ESU establishment. Its operation comes under the control of
the Department of Defence (Air Office).
From time to time the Tindal Power Station has been used to supply a small part ofthe Katherine Township,
this being done with the co-operation of the Air Office. Future use of the Tindal power station will be requested if the need arises.
253 MrMacFARLANEtoMrEVERINGHAMWhen will 'a coroner be appointed to Katherine?
When will a permits officer be appointed to Katherine to authorize travel to and from Darwin?
ANSWER
It is not proposed that ;'an appointment of a coroner to Katherine be made at this time. Dorrit Gisela
Eirmann, who is the Clerk of Courts at Katherine, was appointed as a Deputy Coroner under the Coroner's Orqinance by the Administrator of the Northern Territory on28 February 1975.
A permits officer took up duties in Katherine on a full-time basis on 18March 1975.
255 MrMacFARLANEtoMrRYANI refer to the report on the Katherine Power House you furnished in February and ask: were the capacities
for each generator listed those of the makers up to 20 years ago or were they the output of each generator
'
wascapableinl975?
ANSWER
The information sought is set out in the following Table:
Generating
Original Site
Present Continuous
Rating (KW)
Set
Output (KW)
No. I
970
800
529
No.2
450
No. 3
529
450
No. 4
970
800
No. 5
1725
1500
1725
No.6* . .
1500
Portable Dorman
474
450
* This set is due to be commissioned in mid 1975.
256 MrPERRONtoMrRYANDid the N.T. Port Authority submit applications for capital expenditure to the Federal Government in
1972173, 1973174, or 1974175 and, if not, why were applications not made?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ANSWER
1972173-For the financial year 1972173, the Port Authority made application for funds totalling $858,000
which were to be supplemented by' a further $270,000 for Capital Works out ofth~ Port Authority's own
funds. No funds were made available by the Government and the Port AuthOrity actually expended
$738,000 on Capital Works out of its own funds. .
1973174-During this year, funds were not requested from the Government, as it had been made quite clear
that any money made available would be on an interest bearing repayable loan basis, and would only be
made available if it was considered the money was to be used for a viable operation. The Authority budgeted for $281 ,500 to be spent on Capital Works, but in effect expended $154,000 during the year.
1974175-Application was made ,to the Government for a grarit of$IOI,OOO to provide an Inshore Fishing
Facility, and budgeted to spend $182,500 on Capital Works out ofits own funds. To date funds have not
been received for the Inshore Fishing Facility as requested.
.
257 MrPERRONtoMrRYAN1. Is it a fact that Port Authority staff who left Darwin after the cyclone and only returned recently have been
paid for the period they were absent?
2. Is the period of absence being classified as annual leave?
ANSWER
1. In all cases staff of the Northern Territory Port Authority were paid in accordance with Public Service
Board Circular No. 1975/4, Darwin Cyclorie Disaster-Conditions of Service, and any amendments
thereto.
.
2. No member of the Port Authority's staff was obliged to take annual leave to cover any period of absence
.
during this period.
258 MrPERRONtoDrLETTSDoes the Darwin Reconstruction Commission intend to have the facilities in the port upgraded or increased?
ANSWER
The draft report on 'Darwin Planning Guidelines' says: "The port area is expected to continue its current
essential role. Should long term development occur in East Arm, as was proposed, it is unlikely that all
port activities will be removed. "
.
The National Materials Handling Bureau is examining the development of the port for the Northern Territory Port Authority and a submission is expected in June.
.
No commitment to consider upgrading or increasing port facilities could be given before this report has been
. examined.
The relationship between the Authority and tlie Darwin Reconstruction Commission responsibilities with
regard to development programming over the next five (5) years is being investigated.
259 MrPERRONtoMrRYAN1. Has the N.T. Port Authority applied to the Government for special financial assistance to repair facilities
damaged during the cyclone, and if so, with what result?
2. Ifno application has been made, what is the reason for the delay or for the decision not to make an application?
'
3. In view of the closing down of Frands Creek Mine, does the authority intend to repair its bulk loading
facilities?
.
ANSWER
1. Under its agreement with the Government, the Port Authority provides for an Insurance Reserve Fund,
and any deficiency in its insurance reserve will be made up by. the Government. An advance made in
respect of such a deficiency WOUld. be regarded as equity capital and interest would not be payable
thereon. The Government will therefore finance repairs to Port Authority facilities damaged during the
cyclone. Preliminary estimates of cyclone damage, which exceed $2m, have already been forwarded to
the Government. The Government has so far provided an advance to the Authority of $200,000 and will
be providing more in accordance with the Authority's estimated cash requirements which so far have been
tabled for the period ending 30 November, 1975.
2. Not applicable.
3. As mentioned in the a,nswer to question 1, the Authority's msurance is underwritten by the Government.
Damage to the bulk loading facility has been assessed at approximately $250,000. Whether the facility
will be repaired will be determined by the Government.
It should be noted that the Authority has not yet fully discharged its responsibility to the Government in
respect of repayments on the stockpile and loading equipment. The final payment of $231,000 is to be
made in June of this year. Repayments on the Iron Ore Whatf continue for a further 22 years.
261 MrDONDAStoMrEVERINGHAMIs it the Government intention to provide recreation fares to Darwin residents in the private sector and, if so,
when?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ANSWER
The Government provided recreation fares to Darwin residents in the private sector until 31 March 1975.
Consideration is being given as to whether it would be appropriate to extend this period, and, if so, under
what conditions future fare concessions should be granted. 262 Mr DONDAS to Dr LETTSI. How many permanent officers and how many temporary officers are employed by the Department of the
Northern Territory?
2; How many officers of the Department have been transferred interstate and what branches do they
represent?
3. Will all these officers be transferred back to Darwin and, ifso, when?
ANSWER
"

1. The Department of the Northern Territory employs 938 permanent officers and 448 temporary em-

ployees.
2. Approximately 200 officers and employees of the Department of the Northern Territory have been temporarily transferred to Brisbane. The Branches represented are:
, Establishment and ADP Branch
Finance, Supply and Transport Branch
Forward Planning and Major Projects Co-ordination Branch
Legislation Branch
Mines Branch
Urban Development and Town Planning Branch
. -..
.
Commercial and Industrial Affairs Branch
Local Government and Services Branch.
3. It is intended to return all functional areas that have been temporatily relocated outside the Territory to
Darwin as soon as possible. The timing of the return to Darwin depends upon a number of factors including the availability of suitable accommodation in Darwin.
265 MrDONDAStoMissANDREW1. When will the Nakara Primary School open?

2. When will the Wanguri Primary School now open?
ANSWER
1. The Northern Territory Education Division has asked the Department of Housing and Construction for

the return of Nakara School by commencement of third term. Whether this can be achieved is dependent
on the extent of the repairs to be carried out and whether the required carpeting can be obtained.
2. Housirig and Construction have advised that Wanguri is programmed to open in April, 1976.
268 Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREW1. How does the current number of enrolments of school children in Darwin compare ,with the correspond-

ing period in 1974?
2. How does the number of school teachers employed now compare with the corresponding period in 1974?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ANSWER
1.

Government Pre & Primary Schools
Government High Schools
Non-Government Schools
Total
2.
Government Schools
Non-Government Schools
Total
270

March 1974
7351
2.532
1132

March 1975
3700
1664
762

11 051

6126

March 1974
657

March 1975
302
28

~4

721

330

MrDONDAStoMrPOLLOCK~

1. When will the Casuarina Hospital open?
2. What other medical facilities will be provided in the Casuarina District?

ANSWER
1. The Casuarina Hospital is now scheduled for completion in January 1978.
2. The Department has made certain recommendations to the Construction Commission on this matter.
Further information will need to await decisions by the Construction Commission.
271 MrDONDAStoMissANDREW1. What remedial steps has the Price Controller taken in response to the many complaints about high prices
in Darwin?
2. Have any persons in Darwin been charged for over-charging since 24 December 1974?
ANSWER
1. All price complaints received by the Controller of Prices are thoroughly investigated and where necessary
a justified price is negotiated or fixed by order under Section 20 of the Prices Regulation Ordinance.
A continuous programme of research and investigation is being undertaken to check price levels over a
wide range of commodities and services.
2. No.
273 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK1. Will the adoption of orphans from Vietnam and other places overseas be as difficult to arrange as the
attempts at adoption of children made by Territory residents under normal circumstances, as witness the
applications of A. J. Gorey of Mataranka and R. Bathgate of Katherine, or will the procedure be
simplified?
2. How many Territory residents have indicated willingness to adopt war orphans and of these how many
are Katherine residents?
ANSWER
1. It is not proposed tO'relax standards or to establish new procedures in the case of the adoption of Vietnamese orphans in the Northern Territory. Prior to the cyclone there was a considerable waiting list of applicants and it was possible to find the best possible adoptive parents for a particular child. It is of note that
Section 10 of the Adoption of Children Ordinance spells out that the welfare of the child is paramount.
2. Thirty-seven applications have been received throughout the Northern Territory to adopt Vietnamese orphans and of these six have come from th~ Katherine area.
274 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLING'h"
In answer to question 207 it was stated that "Funas have been allocated for expenditure in 1974-75 year for
a new, toilet block" in, Katherine opposite March Motors. Will tenders be called and let in the three
months remaining of the financial year?
ANSWER
Tenders have been called, the successful tender has been selected, approved and authorised and will be
announced shortly. The contract will be let this financial year.
275 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLING1. Have approaches been made by the Red Cross Society to the Government for the enlarging and improving of the Old Pioneers' Home at Katherine?
'
,
2. What progress has been,made in having houses built for pensioners on the area of land near the Old
Pioneers' Home in Katherine?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
3. Some years ago the Government undertook to survey the need for aid to elderly people in Katherine and I
now ask, was the survey carried out and, ifso, with what result?
ANSWER
1. The Australian Red Cross Society, Katherine Branch, has notified the Department of Social Security that
it is considering the installation of four transportable type units in the Pioneer Home area. As yet no formal application has been lodged:
2. The Department of Social Security advises that the subject of houses for pensioners on the area of land
near the old Pioneers' Homes in Katherine, has beeIl taken up with the N.T. Housing Commission. The
Housing Commission has now acquired three of the six acres formerly held by the Red Cross in that area
for the purpose of erecting new design units of self contained fiats.
3. A survey on the need for accommodation for elderly people in the Katherine area was carried out by the
Department of Social Security and the action indicated in answers (1) and (2) emerged following that survey. "
276 MrMacFARLANEtoMrEVERINGHAMAre payments of wages and salaries to employees and staff in Government departments in Katherine frequently delayed, and, if so, will he make representations for the appointment of a resident paymaster?
ANSWER
Following Cyclone Tracy there were a few instances oflate payment of salaries and wages to employees and
staff of Government Departments in Katherine. These delays were of short duration and resulted from
new arrangements necessary following cyclone damage. All concerned Departments advise that new arrangements are working satisfactorily and that wages and salaries are now being paid on time. Each Department does have a paying officer in Katherine.
277 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSAre any trials being' undertaken or is research being conducted with the object of growing sugar cane commercially in the Territory?
ANSWER
No trials or research into commercial growing of sugar cane are being conducted in the Northern Territory.
The Kimberley Research Station at Kununurra, West Australia, maintains sugar cane variety stocks and
does some limited trial work under irrigation, the results of which would be applicable to the Northern
Territory if sugar cane production became feasible.
It should be noted that sugar requires about 60 inches of rain spread over about nine months of the year so
that "there would not be any chance of growing the crop under Northern Territory dry land conditions.
Further, sugar requires a tremendous infrastructure of transport facilities including deep sea ports plus
crushing mills. The Queensland coast has all these facilities and could increase Australian production if
required with little or no increase in infrastructure.
The Ord area would offer best prospects for sugar growing in this region with available irrigation water and
a settled farming community.
278 MrPERRONtoMrRYAN1. Has the Port Authority objected to the Cities~ommission proposal to have the Frances Bay Arterial Ro~d
traverse land which was intended for small craft facilities?
2. Has the Port Authority supplied details of their medium and long term port development proposals to the
authorities replanning Darwin?
'
ANSWER
1. The proposed alignment of the Frances Bay Arterial Road does not encroach on the area proposed for
small craft facilities. It lies behind the existing Frances Bay Access Road.
2. The Port Authority's reconstruction programme and preliminary development proposals have been given
to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. Several investigations are in hand and will be completed by
June this year which will enable the Port Authority to finalise its medium and long term development
plans.
281 Mr STEELE to,Miss ANDREW1. What is the current annual cost of operation of the Prices Control Board and how many staff are
employed?
2. How many addition,al staffwill be required for the policing of controls on the ptices of building materials?
Will they be recruited interstate and, ifso, where will they be accommodated; and what will be the cost of,
operating the branch in 1975-76?
ANSWER
1. (a) The operating cost orthe Prices and Consumer Affairs Branch for the full financial year 1974-75 will
amount to approximately $198,000.
'
(b) The approved establishment of the Branch comprises at present 22 positions, of which five positions
have been 'transferred to Brisbane.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
2. (a) At this stage it is not envisaged that additional staff will be required for the control of price movements of building materials, as it is the aim of the Branch to arrive at fair prices byway of price justification rather than by direct price control. Should the imposition of direct price control become
n«cessary, up to six additional officers may be required to cover the increased work load. The additional staff will be either recruited locally, in which case no additional accommodation will be
required, or transferred temporarily from Brisbane requiring only single hostel or motel accommo'
dation.
(b) The budgeted operating cost of the Branch for the year 1975-76 is $308,000.
282 MrSTEELEtoMrEVERINGHAM:When will Strata Titles legislation, necessary for the future development of the Territory, be introduced into
the Assembly?
ANSWER
The subject of Strata Title legislation for the Northern Territory is presently under consideration but it is not
possible at this stage to accurately state when a bill for this purpose will be ready for introduction.
The form of any such legislation necessarily depends upon the system ofland tenure applicable in the Northern Territory, which is presently under examination by the Commission ofInquiry into Land Tenures.
(My comment on this information is, "Humbug".)
283 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSWill he make representations to the Government for the relocation in the Katherine area of the Radio
Australia facility destroyed at Cox Peninsula?
ANSWER
No, but I will ask the Government what action it proposes for replacement-of the Cox Peninsula facilities,
and may make appropriate recommendations after receiving and considering this advice.
284 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKI refer to recent reports of children having been withdrawn from Roper School because ora leaking roof and
other maintenance problems and ask:
(a) have the positions on the 1969 Roper establishment of one Builder/Carpenter (European), seven
Builders Assistants (Aboriginal) and one Plumber's Assistant (Aboriginal, been maintained and, if
so, how many people have been trained in these positions in the intervening years; and
.
"
(b) why was it not possible for some of these trained or partly trained people to have made at least temporary repairs to the school roof?
ANSWER
(a) No. Up until 1973 it was difficult to keep the position of Carpenter (Tradesman) occupied on a
regular basis. In December 1973 the establishment was reduced to three Trades Assistants (Building)
and there has been little emphasis on using these positions since as the local Housing Association
developed and as other Departments became responsible for on-going repair and maintenance.
(b) Temporary repairs were made.until recently when the Department of Education arranged to let a
contract for this work. The nature of repairs needed are beyond local resources.
285 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCK--'The answer to question 380 appearing in the Febrnary/March 1970 Hansard refers to Welfare Officers
"watching and observing what goes on" with regard to Aborigines drinking in hotels and other places
and I ask: Do officers of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs still continue with this practice and do they
counsel Aborigines observed to be over-indulging to desist?
ANSWER
The Department of Aboriginal Affairs does not arrange for officers to observe Aboriginal people drinking in
hotels.
.
.
286 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKWhy was it necessary to have Territory police recruits trained in Adelaide rather than in Alice Springs or
other places that could be used?
ANSWER
Police recruits are being trained in Adelaide as a result of the facilities at the Darwin Training Centre suffering major damage during the cyclone. There is no other centre in the Northern Territory that could supply
facilities and accommodation required for the recruit schools, which comprise of an average of thirty
members.
The SA Police Department were able to supply training facilities and accommodation, therefore this course
was accepted.
It is pointed out that the recruits are trained by NT Police training staff who have been temporarily posted to
Adelaide for this purpose.
287Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKWhat were the circumstances of the incident on a lonely Central Australian road during Easter 1975 involving Mr W. Waudby ofMt Wedge station and a group of Aborigines?
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ANSWER
Circumstances are not known. Mr Waudby has been spoken to and stated he did not wish to make a'1-Y complaints or supply a statement concerning the incident.
288 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLING1. What is the reason for the delay in letting the contract for the building of Housing Commission homes in

Katherine? '
2. What is the estimated waiting time for a Housing Commission home in Katherine and how many applicants are there for such homes?
.
ANSWER
The Housing Commission has attempted to undertake several housing projects in Katherine this financial
year including(a) the building of3 houses for the Northern Territory Reserves Board;
(b) the building of 11 medium density units in QuinnStreet, which were advertised in August, 1974 and
3 tenders were considered by the Commission in August 1974;
(c) the building of 14 single unit brick dwellings for which tenders were called in September 1974 and
tenders were considered by the Commission in October 1974;
(d) the Commission is currently calling tenders for 14 transportable factory-built houses.in Katherine.
With respect to the 3 houses for the Northern Territory Reserves Board, the Commission has been awaiting a .decision by the Government for 6 months on the provision of special funds to build these
h o u s e s . '
With respect to the medium density units in Quinn Street, the lowest tender received was about $29,000
per unit. The other two tenders were very much higher. It was decided to make fqrther investigation
into the financial standing of the lowest tenderer who subsequently withdrew his tender in September
1974. As the result ofthis, the contract was re-advertised in September 1974, when again three tenders were received, the lowest this time br,ing over $39,000 per unit, which was far too high for acceptance by the Commission.
In October 1974 having received completely unacceptable tender prices, the Commission decided to
negotiate with contractors from Katherine, Darwin and Alice Springs in an effort to obtain an acceptable contract price. However, no other contractor has been prepared to submit a tender price. The
present position is that the contractor who withdrew his tender in September 1974 has now contacted
the Commission and is anxious to negotiate again to complete the project and it is anticipated that he
will submit a price by about mid-May for the Commission's consideration.
.
With respect to the tende~ for 14 singl~ u.nit bric~ ~welli!lgs, o~y one acCeptable price was tender~d in
. September 1974, but In the Commission's opInIOn this particular tenderer would have had considerable trouble in completing a contract for 14 houses, so that the Commission in December 1974
offered this contractor a contract for 5 houses at the price previously submitted but was prepared to
negotiate within specified limits. Mainly because of the cyclone in Darwin, it was not until April 1975
that an acceptable price for 5 houses was achieved. A letter of acceptance has been forwarded to the
contractor. It is therefore expected tha.! work will proceed on the construction of these houses
immediately.
.
With respect to tenders being called for 14 transportable units, because of the Commission's inability to
let a contract for medium density units and the inability of virtually all contractors to submit satisfac:
tory prices for brick dwellings in single units or medium density units, the CO!llmission investigated
the possibility of introducing transportable factory-built houses into Katherine and Tennant Creek.
Tenders are now being called for 14 factory-built houses at Katherine and tenders will close in June
1975.
Apart from the problems referred to above, the Commission has had advice that there seems to be a decrease in demand for Commission houses in Katherine. In .fact, the waiting time for Commission
houses and flats has remained fairly constant over the past 12 months which may indicate that th~ demand for Commission houses in Katherine is small. This concern had been increased by the doubts
surrounding the future of the Northern Meat Exporters for whom the Commission provided 10
houses in 1972, some of which were unoccupied at 21 April. Before the announcement to provide
further Government financial assistance to Northern Meat Exporters,there was areal possibility that
these 10 houses could revert to the Commission and would therefore have been available for general
allocation.
2. The estimated waiting time and number of applicants are as follows:
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Number of
Applicants
Houses
2-Bedroom Flats
I-Bedroom Flat

38
6

8

Waiting time
10 months
5 months
8 months

290 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTUXWORTHHas any further attention been given to the request of the Tourist Board made in 1970 for'the provision of
public toilets at Larrimah, Daly Waters, Dunmarra and Borroloola?
ANSWER
Correspondence was entered into between the Department of the Northern Territoryand the Tourist Board
on the subject of provision of Public Toilets and the possibility of their lack of maintenance. The Board
agreed with the Departmental attitude that toilets in remote locations should be adequately maintained or
they become a serious health hazard, are then objectionable to tourists and result in adverse publicity for
the Territory. Since that time consideration is given to establishing toilets on locations where adequate
maintenance can be provided on an assured long term basis. In locations where there is only one facility
e.g. hotel or a store, it is considered that it is the proprietor's responsibility to erect toilet facilities for his
customers.
The deplorable lack of cleanliness in several of the public toilets e,stablished throughout the Territory has
been a source of concern to the Department of the Northern Territory, the Department of Health and the
Tourist Board. The major problem is, the difficulty experienced in obtaining a suitable contractor to undertake the task of regular maintenance of the blocks. This occurred particularly in locations where there was
orilyone esta blishment such as a store or a wayside inn. There was no guarantee that after the first maintenance contract expired, the local contractor would be interested in re-negotiating a further term. It then
became an expensive operation to maintain these units and in some cases they were actually closed. Prior
to closure, the toilets became such health hazards that complaints from the travelling public were numerous and the Department of Health asked for action.
However, any application for a public toilet is treated on its merits but uriless there is adequate guarantee
that the blocks will be maintained.satisfactorily for the life of the unit, erection of toilets is avoided in locations other than towns where there are sufficient residents to undertake the cleaning contract.
Currently there are no proposals for erectioil. of public toilets at Larrimah, Daly Waters, Dunmarra or Borroloola.
291 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTUXWORTHWill Mr S. Ruhman be granted permission to cross part of the Katherine Gorge Reserve with, his proposed
guided tours?
.
ANSWER
No.
293 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr TAMBLINGWhat was the result of the approach made five years ago (see question 371 February IMarch 1970 Hailsard)
to a church group to sponsor the provision of a hostel for convalescent people in Katherine?
ANSWER
The North Australia Baptist Home Trust approached the Department of Aboriginal Affairs in May 1973
with a proposal to build a hostel for convalescents and outpatients of the Katherine Hospital. (At that time
the Depa~ment .of Abo~ginal '\ffairs w~s tesl?onsible for the Gener~l Community We1fa.re functio!l)' Because of dlfficulttes associated With fundmglhis type of accommodatlbn, the proposal has temporanly lapsed although the Baptist Homes Trust has indicated that it still is interested to aevelop the proposal when
possible. In the meantime a 22 bed hostel which has been established for young people by the Baptist
Homes Trust in Katherine may be able to provide some accommodation for convalescents from time to
time.
294 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLINGWill he investigate the 1968 Water Resources Branch internal report on a reticulated water supply for
Katherine and endeavour to have its recommendations carried out or at least made public?
ANSWER·
Yes:
295 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLINGWhat was the result of the negotiations being carried out iIi'l970 between the Northern Territory Administration and the Baptist Homes Trust (see question 349 February IMarch 1910) for a long term low interest
loan scheme in connection with the building of a hostel for outback children interested in attending
Katherine Area School?
•
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ANSWER
The Baptist Homes Trust had proposed building small hostels for secondary school children and primary
school children in Katherine and had acquired leases aver land for this purpose. Hoewever, theIr investigations revealed that there was no substantial need for this type of accommodation and in the light of
these results, the leases were surrendered.
The Department of Education advises that it has provided in its program for 1975-76 for the construction of
a drop-in residential centre to enable outback students of the Katherine School of the Air to live in at the
school in Katherine for short periods throughout the academic year. The centre is designed to accommqdate eighteen students in single and double rooms and also contains units for staff and a housekeeper.
In addition provision has been made for a dining room with kitchen faciljties, common room for the
students and a common room for the staff.
296 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr EVERINGHAM1. Will the new Building Code, if and when it becomes law, require changes in associated regulations such as
. those pertaining to the Plumbers and Drainers Licensing Board and, if so, will all the new associated
regulations come into force at the same time as the Building Code?
2. What are the other associated regulations that will have to be amended or replaced as as result of the
introduction ofthe new Building Code?
ANSWER
I. The Darwin Reconstruction Commissio~ has approved the Building Cod'e for the Darwin area under the
Darwin Reconstruction Act. Section 15( 6) of the Act provides that "the erection of a building ... shall be
deemed to be not in contravention of any Ordinance of the Territory or ""ly regulation or by-law under
such an Ordinance." Consequently it is not essential to ;tmend any Territory legislation although as far as
possible it is proposed to conform with such legislation.
In as nlr as it is proposed to adopt the new Building Code for the rest of the Territory pursuant to the Building Ordinance and Regulations the Code will have to comply with existing Territory Regulations.
2. Investigations are proceeding to see whether any amendments are necessary. It is not possible at this stage
to specify what amendments'are necessary.
297 MrMacFARLANEtoMrRYANIs the area blocked on the Stuart Highway at Newcastle Waters or Newcastle Creek?
ANSWER
Newcastle Creek.
298 MrMacFARLANEtoMrRYANDo the inland routes of Queensland, through Mt Isa and the Townsville to Mt Isa railway offer cheaper and
quicker supply routes to the Territory than either road or rail routes via Alice Springs from Adelaide and
Melbourne?
ANSWER
No. Information received from North Australia Railways gives the freight cost of general cargo between
Melbourne and DarWin via Alice Springs as $248.96 per tonne whereas the cost via Mt Isa is $304.52 per
tonne.
It takes approximately two weeks for freight to reach Darwin via the Alice Springs route and approximately
'
three weeks via Mt Isa.
299 MrMacFARLANEtoMrRYANWill he explain why the. parallel air services provided by the airlines between Alice Springs and Darwin
which do not provide Tennant Creek and Katherine with a service each day of every week are tolerated
when it is the Government's expressed desire to avoid parallel flights?
ANSWER
Airiines are making rescheduling arrangements to serve Katherine and Tennant Creek with at least one
daily service in each direction. New schedules will be introduced before 1st July.
300 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKBy whom and on whose authority was Mr Ian Barker Q.C. briefed to represent Aboriginal defendants at
Katherine on April 14 and 15?
ANSWER
The Aboriginal Legal Aid Service.
30 I Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKWhen was the Acting Director of Aboriginal Affairs notified of the incidents which took place in Katherine
on Sunday 13 April involving a large group of Aborigines from Hooker Creek?
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ANSWER
The Director of Aboriginal Affairs or 'his delegate discussed alleged incidents involving Aboriginals and
other persons in Katherine, with Katherine field officers, at various times from Monday 14 April onwards.
No record h'ls been kept of the exact times.
302 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCK~
Are Aborigines visiting towns like Katherine for special functions, such as rodeos allowed to bring firearms,
spears, boomerarigs, etc. with them?
ANSWER
Aboriginals visiting towns like Katherine for special functions may bring with them whatever the law allows
every person to bring in similar circumstances. The question of what is allowable in any particular case
that is not specifically prescribed is a matter for interpretation by the Police and subject to review by the
Courts should the Police feel that some enforcement of regulations are necessary.
.
303 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr POLLOCKAre attempts made to instruct unsophisticated Aborigines such as those from Hooker Creek in acceptable
social behaviour in towns, and, ifnot, will attempts be made?
ANSWER
Generally Aboriginals learn what is or is not acceptable social behaviour in the same manner as do other
people. That is, from a variety of sources including parents, the school, peer groups, wo~k supervisors, etc.
The Aboriginal people at Hooker Creek also discuss such matters in local sessions ofthe Council and these
discussions are carried into the community at large.
.
304 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTSIn view of the existence of the Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch advisory services, why is it necessary
for the Department of Aboriginal Affairs to spend nearly $700,000 on consultants for pastora~s and farming enterprises?
ANSWER
The Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch of the Department of the Northern Territory does provide an
advisory service to pastoral and agricultural concerns in the Territory. However, it is felt that Aboriginal
ventures, as least in the initial stages of development require more than just an advisory service and in
most instances where considerable financial assistance has been made available by the Government, consultants have been retained as General Managers to the projects.
Recent advice from the Branch indicates that their staff resources are limited and they are unlikely to be able
to provide more than casual assistance.
The Consultants fees for this type of service are of course substantial butin total for the Northern Territory
would amount to only a fraction of the $700,000 suggested.
305 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCKHow many lepers are:(a) in the Territory;
(b) . in each district of the Territory;
( c) arrested cases;
(d) hospitalized; and
(e) incurable?
ANSWER
Before providing the figues requested the following explanation is oH:ered on the interpretation of leprosy
statistics; especially as these have bee,n used by some in: the past to give the impression that large numbers
of infectious cases roam at large in the Northern Territory and elsewhere in NorthernAustralia to the peril
ofthe rest of the pop~lation.
.
Effective treatment for the disease is relatively recent and it is the practice to keep patients on the leprosy register to ensure their efficient follow up even when the disease is no longer infectious and has been arrested.
The, patient's name is kept on the register until such time as the case can be considered to be a definite
cure.
The specific answers to the Honourable Member's question are:(a) there are currently 840 names on the leprosy register;
(b) the nUlubers for each district are:
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Northern Region
Bagot
Bamyili
Bathurst Island
Borroloola
DalyRiver
Darwin
Delissaville
Garden Point
Katherine
Mudginberri
Port Keats
Roper River Area
Snake Bay
V.R.D.Area
Wave Hill Area
SubTotal

9
30
39
25
17
64
5
6
37
7
53
30
19
62
35

East Arnhem Region
Elcho Island
Goulburn Island
Croker ISland
Maningrida
Oenpelli
Milingimbi .
Rose River Area
Yirrkala

57
8
6
122
75
30
21
24

SubTotal

343

Southern Region

59

Total

840

--438

(c) 820 of these are arrested cases.
(d) 20 patients are in hospital.
(e) Leprosy is no longer incurable.
368 MrWITHNALLtoMrEVERNGHAMWhat are the -Government's intentions in respect to each of the following 'Ordinances reserved for the
Governor-General's pleasure on the dates indicated:
Administrative Actions (Investigation) Ordinance 1972
1.6.72
Criminal Injuries (Compensation) Ordinance 1973
11.12.73
National Parks Ordinance
11.5.73
Housing Ordinance 1974
. 26.6.74
National Parks Ordinance 1974
20.3.74
Crown Lands Ordinance 1974
20.3.74
Public Parks and Garden Ordinance 1974
20.3.74
Succession Duties Repeat Bill 1974
24.10.74
Land Tenure (Transitional Provisions) Bill 197 5
13.3.75
Local Government (Extension of Terms of Office ) Bill 1975
13.3.75
.
ANSWER
Administrative Actions (Investigation) Ordinance 1972
No final decision has been made in respect of this Ordinance due to the introduction of the Ombudsman
Bill 1975 in the Australia!). Parliament. The matter will be reconsidered after Parliament has dealt with
this Bill.
'
Criminal Injuries (Compensation) Ordinance 1974
The Australian Government is presently giving further consideration to this matter having regard to
current developments relative to the question of compensation. Implications arising from the National
Compensation Bill 197 4 also require consideration in relation to the Ordinance.
National Parks Ordinance 1973
National Parks Ordinance 1974
Public Parks and Gardens Ordinance 1974
Crown Lands Ordinance 1974
The Australian Government is presently giving further consideration to all of these Ordinances having
particular regard to the. National Parks and Wildlife Conservation Act 1975, which commenced on 13
March 1975. Discussions are presently in progress as to the effects of this Act on the existing National
Parks and Gardens Ordinance and the Northern Territory Reserves Board .established under it. A decision on the reserved Ordinances will be made as soon as possible after these discussions have been
Concluded.
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Housing Ordinance 1974
The policy on the sale of houses, including the sale of Housing Commission houses and Australian
Government houses, is currently under review and discussions on this matter are presently taking place.
Consequently a decision on this Oqlinance is not possible at the present time.
Succession Duties Repeal Ordinan~ 1974
The Australian Government is giving further consideration to this Ordinance with a view to making a
decision shortly. Amongst other matters, it is having regard to proposals that have been made for transfer
of executive responsibility to the Northern Territory and consequent implications as to the financial responsibility.
Land Tenure (Transitional Provisions) Repeal Ordinance 1975
This Ordinance was reserved because of doubts as to whether it came within the provisions of the
Northern Territory (Administration) Act, section 4W(a). It is intended in the near future to submit to the
Governor-General a recommendation that he assent to this Ordinance.
Local Government (Extension of Terms of Office ) Ordinance 1975
As the elections for the Corporation of the City of Darwin have now been held, it is intended in the near
future to submit to the Governor-General a recommendation that he withhold his assent to this Ordinance.
370 MrDONDAStoMrTAMBLINGWhat were the wind loading specifications for the Government contract built houses in N akara?
ANSWER
Houses constructed for the Department of the Northern Territory in Nakara were constructed to comply
with the undermentioned wind loading specifications:
The roof when constructed, erected and fixed, together with associated purlins, roof sheeting and all relevant
items, shall be capable of withstanding dead and live loads specified as Australian Standard CA 34, Part I,
and wind forces specified in CA 34, Part 2, using Terrain Category 3.
Framework shall be of approved material and section, guaranteed by the manufacturer, when properly constructed and with all associated items· fixed to withstand wind loading as set out in Australian Standard
CA 34, Part 1 and 2.
All rafters, purlins, etc., are to have Trip-I-Grip anchors, tie rods, etc. Anchors shall be located where rafters
meet exterior walls unless indicated.
372 MrKILGARIFFtoMrPOLLOCKIs it the intention of the Government to set up a Health Commission in the Territory as recommended by the
Commissioners appointed to inquire into the Hospitals and Medical Services and, if so, what stage has
been reached in the project?
.
ANSWER .
The present position is that Dr Everingham, the Minister for Health, has directed the Department to produce a discussion paper exploring the issues involved in the establishment of an independent statutory
. authority to provide Health services in the Northern Territory.
It is anticipated that the paper will be ready within two months, and will set out and discuss the concepts per-

taining to such an authority. Comments on the paper will be sought from a wide spectrum of people in the
Northern Territory.
373 MrKILGARIFFtoMrPOLLOCKWhat stage has been reached in the replacement of the Department of Health 's Dove aircraft and what type
of aircraft was chQsen as the replacement?
.
ANSWER
The Cabinet decision was that the Dove aircraft of the Northern Territory Medical Service would be
replaced by "Nomade 24" aircraft. Orders have been plaCed for six of these planes and the first is
expected to be delivered towards the end of this year with regular deliveries thereafter.
374 Mr KILGARIFF to Mr POLLOCKPending receipt of an answer to question 64, notice of which was given on 11 February 1975, can the honourable member indicate which of the recommendations made in the report of the commissioners appointed
to inquire into all aspects ofthe sale and consumption ofliquor have been implemented?
ANSWER
See answer to question No. 64.
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375 MrSTEELEtoMrRYANHas the Darwin publication "Northnews" received financial or other assistance from the Australian
Government to enable it to continue publication since the cyclone?
'.
ANSWER
The Darwin Business Relief Loan Fund has approved a loan of $5,000 at 5% per annum for five years to
continue publications of "Northnews". This approval is conditional on the registration of the business
and'the partners involved in the proprietorship.
We are not aware of any other financial assistance from the Government for this enterprise.
376 MrWITHNALLtoDrLETTSWere the persons seen to be taking photographs of houses in the suburbs of Darwin on 24 and 25 May and
identifying each house by the use of a blackboard with the block number written on it acting with the
allthority of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and, ifso, what use will be made of the photographs?
ANSWER
Yes.
Visual identificaton of the degree of reconstruction required.
Visual reference to particular blocks which ~re the subject of a telephoned enquiry from the householder.
Visual reference for use by the Commission's Homes Advisory Service in their discussion with home owners
who are seeking adyice on rebuilding or repairing.
380 MrWITHNALLtoDrLETIS- '
Is he, as a member of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, aware that citizens of Darwin are being subjected to questionnaires and in some cases harassed by employees of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. Ifhe is, will be take steps to make sure(a) that the harassment is stopped, and
(b) that householders are informed that they are under no obligation to answer any question put to them
by employees of the Commission.
,.
ANSWER
I am not aware of harassment 'of citizens of Darwin by employees of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. Ifthe honourable member will provide me information of specific cases of harassment I will have
them investigated. I am aware that the Reconstruction Commission is posing questions on important matters to people of Darwin, I am not aware of instances of the Commisson advising persons that they are
obliged to answer such 'questions. Again, if the honourable member will provide information on this I will
have the matter investigated.
'
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395 Mr. KENTISHtoMrRYANHow long will the Stuart Highway between the airport entrance gates and Bombing Road remain in its
present condition?
ANSWER
The road outside the airport has been in that state for some time now. I have been in touch with the contractor who is to do the work. The reason for the delay in starting the road is that the contractor has been
unsure of the amount ofworl< which the·cqmpany would have as a result of the cyclone. They have now
cleared up this problem and they are at present negotiating with the department of Housing and Construction on rise and fall for the contract. The manager of the company estimated that there could be
about 2 weeks negotiations after which the road will be once again under repair.
396 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSDid the Darwin Reconstruction Commission make selections and recommendations to the Minister for the
Northern Territory Citizens Council and. did the Minister vary these recommendations and substitute
some people selected by himself? If so, how was that substitution made?
ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission did make recommendations to the Minister for some 15 places in
the Citizens Council. The Minister did make variations to those recommendations in respect of 3 positions.
He inserted persons other than the 3 nominated by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission.
397 Mr DONDAS to Dr LETTSWhy didn't the Minister for the Northern Territory have a member of the northern suburbs on the Darwin
Citizens Advisory Council?
ANSWER
I have some hesitation in answering that question because I have no idea what is in the Minister's mind most
of the time. Therefore, that question is almost impossible to answer. I believe that it is not in conformity
with Standing Orders either. I think I know what the honourable member is getting at and perhal?s the
only way I can answer it satisfactorily is that there was somebody representing the northern suburbs m the
original recommendations made by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. That person was not
included in the Mil1ister's final list. The Minister has not given the Darwin Reconstrucuon Commission
any reasons for any of the substitutions which he made.
398 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSWould he ascertain fofme before the·end of these sittings how many of the staff presently employed by the
Commission were formerly members of the NCDC.
ANSWER
I will erideavour to obtain that informatio!l for the honourable member in the course of these sittings.
399 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSWill he table in the. Legislative Assembly a copy of the questionnaire currently being used by employees of
the Darwin Reconstruction Commission in a survey: of the Darwin housing situation?
ANSWER
The honourable member did give me some indication that he would ask a question on these lines. At the end
of last week, I sought a copy of the questionnaire which I subsequently reCeived. On receiving the questionnaire, I noticed that it was headed across the top "CONFIDENTIAL' '. In view of that heading, I feel
that I should either advise the Chairman of the Commission of my intention to table this paper or seek his
co-operation in having it tabled. In the meantime, I would be quite happy to make a copy of the questionnaire available to the honourable member for Port Darwin.
400 Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTSThere is apparently considerable speculation regarding the movement of the headquarters of the Department of North Australia from Darwin to some other place. Can he give me any information to confirm or
refute this rumour?
ANSWER
I am aware of the rumQurs alluded to by the honourable member for Arnhem. In fact, they are more than
rumours. The Minister in a conversation with me last week indicated that the matter was in fact under consideration but no decision has yet been reached. I believe that further consideratiori of this proposal will
take place this week in Canberra. In view of that, it is my intention to formulate a motion calling on this
Assellll)Jyto express its view ori this which can then be transmitted to the Prime Minister.
401 MrTUNGUTALUMtoMrRYANWhat action has been made regarding road signs for the Shoal Bay area?
ANSWER
Iask him to put the question on notice.
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402 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS-

It is said in the press that amendments have been made to the Building Manual that was tabled here at the
last meeting of the Assembly. Have such amendments been made in fact? Is that amended manual being
applied and will he table a copy of the amendments?
. .
ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has considered a number of amendments to the Building Code and.
has approved anumber of amendments which would have the effect of potentially reducing the price of
buildings in Darwin. In approving these amendments, the authority was given to the staff of the Commission to have them incorporated within the new Building Manual. I will endeavour to obtain a copy of
all these amendments during the course of this week and provide them to the Assembly.
403' Mr DONDAS to Mr EVERINGHAM-

I understand the Auditor-General commented on the number of berths still available on the "Patris" whilst
many public servants are still staying in hotels. Does he know whether any action has been taken to rectify
this situation?
ANSWER
I was unaware of this position but I will undertake t() do my best to find out information for the honourable
memb~r and will probably reply to him this afternoon.
404 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS-

Has the Administrator's Council made a decision on setting up of a parole board in the Northern Territory? I
asked a question along these lines atthe previous sittings and I believe that the Administrator's Council
were going to give further consideration to this. It is now over 2 years since the necessary legislation was
passed.
.
ANSWER
I know the matter has been under consideration by the Administrator's Council on recent occasions. Unfortunately, I have been unable to be present at a couple of meetings of the Administrator's Council and I am
not quite sure what stage this matter has reached. However, I will find out the information forthe honourable member and report to her during these sittings.
405 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS-

Has the Australian Government yet determined the desirable extent, nature and purposes of the uses and
development of the Darwin area? If it has, will he disclose in this Assembly what has been determined? If
it has not, when does the Government expect to be able to make such a determination?
ANSWER
I am unable to provide a full and satisfactory answer in this matter because the Reconstruction Commission's responsibilities terminate when the plan has been put on display for a month and when the
objections and comments of the public have been received and considered by the Reconstruction Commission and then forwarded to the Minister as the Commission's final version of a scheme for the plan of
the town of Darwin. The views of the Commission on the plan have been formulated with the exception of
one particular road and I understand those views have been transmitted to the. Minister and the Government. As far as I ani aware, the Commission has had no final declaration by the Minister or the Government to say that this is the plan but I will seek this information from the general manager.
406 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTS-

Last week the chairman of the Primary Producers Board drew attention to the failure of the Australian
Government to provide the funds it promised to cattlemen to provide carry-on finance. Are the promised
funds available?
' '
ANSWER
I find that question a little ambiguous. I am not quite sure what the honourable member for Elsey means. As
I understand the matter the Australian Government has entered into a commitment in relation to the
Northern Territory to provide carry-on finance to producers in need. Various figures were talked about as
to what the ceiling on individual loans would be and what the rate of interest would be. The Minister
expected to make an announcement about the final details of the scheme last week. I haven't seen any
final listing of the exact details of the ceiling amounts and the final confirmation of the rate of interest
which was to be a concessional rate.
.
The honourable member for Elsey may be speaking about the overall extent of the finance which was to be
granted. I don't believe that the Minister or the government ever gave a firm undertaking that it was to be
one and a half million or two million dollars or any set amount. I have heard a statement that the total
amount that would be available may have been reduced to something less than the one and a half million
dollars which was commonly discussed several weeks ago. This may well be so but it is not a matter of
grave conceJ,11 because, once the scheme is approved in principle, I am confident that, as in the case of
former drought schemes and flood schemes, the government then.has an obligation to meet the total
amount which can be proven to be required.
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407 Mr STEELE to Mr SPEAKERWould it possible for him to approach the Department of the Northern Territory in respect of the Burmese
plywood and do something,about these desks in the Assembly?
ANSWER
I will make representations to the Department of Northern Australia to see what can be done in regard to
members' desks.
408 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSWhat land has been vested in the Darwin Reconstruction Commission for 'its control and administration
pursuant to section 121\ of the act?
ANSWER
I do not have a copy of the act before me and I don't know the exact wording. I ask him to put that question
on notice.
409 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTUXWORTHWhy has a certain tour operator at Katherine been consistently refused permission to cross the Katherine
Gorge Reserve to reach the 17 mile falls?
ANSWER
The answer that I have received from the Northern Territory Reserves Board is that they are reluctant to let
anybody pass'through the reserve as they are afraid that people will abuse the area, leave rubbish in their
wake and generally make a nuisance of themselves. They feel that, until they can get a ranger station in
the area, they will not be able to permit anybody to go into the gorge.
410 MrWITHNALLtoDrLETTSHow many bUildings has the Darwin Reconstruction Commission erected, repaired or demolished?
ANSWER
I would ask the honourable member to place that question on notice.
411 Mr Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCKHave the staff appointments been made at the Yirrkala Medical Centre and how many have been
appointed? When will the official opening date be announced?
ANSWER
I ask that the question, be placed on notice.
412 MrDONDAS to MrTUXWORTHDid the Northern Territory Government Tourist Bureau consult with the Tourist Promotion Association in
Darwin and Katherine before deciding to shift the bureau headquarters to Alice Springs and, if not, why
not?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to find out and answerthe question this afternoon.
413 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTS~
Will the TB eradication campaign be affected by the reluctance of the Australian Government to assist the
beef industry?
ANSWER
That is almost a matter of opinion and therefore is close to the wind as far as Standing Orders are concerned.
, Within the last couple of weeks, I have made a visit ,over quite a'large area of the Barkly Tablelands
stations which is one of the areas that has had some problems with tuberculosis in the past. In the course of
my travels, I found that a number of stations had virtually ceased operations for this year. The staff had
been put off; they were not active in normal cattle station work; improvements were not being maintained
in the normal way. Because of this, I expect some stations will go back in their ability to handle cattle. On
top of that, by far the largest cost in a tuberculosis eradication campaign is the cost on the station itself of
providing the manpower and the resources to muster the cattle periodically as required by the department
ill order to put them together so that the veterinary and stock inspection staff can carry out the tests. That
cost runs into many thousands of dollars per station and far outweighs anything that is paid in compensation or any contributions made from the public purse. You can't get blood from a stone .and if there was an
absence of any suitable financial help in the way of carry-on finance and assistance to enable stations to
operate even.at a reduced level, in many cases it would be quite impossible for the stations to be able to
provide the mustering exercise to enable the TB tests to be carried out. Therefore, the national eradication
program could be seriously retarded.
,
/ ,
414 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIs it a fact that a position exists in the DRC for a Director ofInformation? Ifso, how does this.position differ
from the normal public relations officer? Was the position approved by the Reconstruction Commission or
has it been set up by administrative action?
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ANSWER
I can perhaps throw some light on the way the Commission makes appointments of this kind. The Commission decided that any senior position equivalent to the second division in the Australian Public Service
would have to come individually before the full meeting of the Reconstruction Commission for allthorisation and approval. For positions equivalent to the third division in the Australian Public Service, authority for approval was given to the Chairman of the Commission and the Deputy Chairman of the Commission. I feel fairly confident that the particular position that the honourable member for Nightcliffhas
asked about falls into that category. In any case, I have had a note taken of the question and I will try to
find out precise information about how this position differs from a normal PRO position.
415 MrSTEELEtoMrRYANIs he aware that between Berrimah and the Batchelor turn-off there are many narrow strips and ruts caused
by workmen rebuilding the road and these are creating a hazard to the traffic? Will he ascertain when this
will be repaired? .
ANSWER
I will attempt to find out the answers and give them to him at a later date at this sitting.
416 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSWhat plant, equipment and machinery has the Darwin Reconstruction Commission taken on hire and let
out?
ANSWER
I will have a note taken of this question and I will endeavour to find out the details and furnish them to him
during the course of these sittings.
417 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSMy question relates to the previous question about the Director ofInformation. Is it a fact that the salary for
that position is $19,000?
ANSWER
I do not know what the exact salary level is.! think there are some 100 positions within the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and I can't' recall what each salary level is. I will check that one and advise the
honourable member.
418 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTUXWORTHWhat are the' circumstances relating to continuous complaints by Mr Kevin Guy who operiltes guided tours
at the 16 mile caves at Katherine for the Reserves Board?
ANSWER
The brief details are that he was given permission to operate and develop the caves as an attractive tourist
facility which he, has done very well. He now finds himself in the position with the Reserves Board that he
can neither get compensation for his capital outlay nor a lease to continue to operate. The Reserves Board
has adopted the approach that they want Mr Guy to leave this area by the middle of 1976 and they are
standing firm on this request. I am unable to fathom their reasoning for this and I sympathise with Mr Guy
very much but I am unable to give any suggestion as to what he may do to get out of his dilemma.
419 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSHow much money has been committed and expended to provide transport, accommodation, provisions and
amenities for officers and employees of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and their families up to
30 June, 1975?
ANSWER
The financial details of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission really start operating as from the beginning
of the next financial year. They are working on special appropriations at the moment until the budget is
approved. Then, it will be public knowledge exactly how much money is available and in what categories.
In the meantime, I will endeavour to obtain the information and advise the honourable member.
420 MrPERRONtoMrRYANDid the Fire Department consult witJ!. either the City Corporation parks and gardens personnel, the Forestry
Department or the Environmental Council.before undertaking the burning offofthe area around the Darwin High School?
ANSWER
I am unable to answer the question. I will endeavour to make,some enquiries 'during the course of these
. sittings.
421 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSHow many and what directions has the Minister given to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission pursuant
to section 10 of the ac~?
ANSWER
I ask the honourable member to place that question on notice.
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422 MrsLAWRIEtoMrPOLLOCKWhat facilities are there in Darwin at present for the holding of female prisoners sentenced by a court or
what arrangements are made in such an eventuality?
ANSWER
The situation is unchanged since the honourable member last asked this question. There are basically no facilities it would seem in Darwin at the moment for holding female prisoners under sentence. Any female
prisoner sentenced in Darwin or the Top End is being transferred to the Alice Springs prison.
423 Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREWDoes she have a policy on the semester versus trimester system in the schools? If so, what is it, and has it been
expressed to the Department of Education ?
.
ANSWER
I have discussed this matter at length with the Director of Education. It is going to be discussed again at what
I feel is the correct forum as I am representing the Assembly on the Advisory Committee for Education in
the Territory. I think that the system generally could well be adopted for Aboriginal schools but for town
schools it seems that the term system will continue.
424 MrKENTISHtoMrRYANHas he noticed the immense bank up of traffic waiting for their turn at the registration office in Goyder
Road? The waiting time at the office there is very great. Can he advise me ofthe cause for this delay in getting registration and what is being done about it and when?
ANSWER
The situation at the Motor Registry seems to be the same wherever you go although the Northern Territory
is blessed with the worst that I have struck to date. They are presently building a new premises for the
Motor Registry although I feel that this is not the problem. There appears to be a staff problem. They have
recently transferred the licensing section to another place which should have eased the problem at Motor
Registry office. However, this does not appear to be the case. I will contact the manager at the Motor
Registry and ask him what is being done about trying to improve the situation, and give an answer at a
later date in these sittings.
.
425 Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCKCan he advise how many terminations of pregnancy and hysterectomy operations have been performed
each month this year at the Darwin Hospital and what were the reasons for them? Are comparative figures
available for 1974?
'
ANSWER
I do not have the statistics with me this morning. I will endeavour to get them and answer the question later
in the session.
.
426 Mr KENTISH to MrTAMBLlNGIt has come to my notice recently that what are termed full scale local government, or town councils with full
authority, are being installed at places on the reserves and settlements, most recently at Maningrida,
where a special ceremony occurred last week with the inauguration of a town council with full authority.
Incidently, I was not invited or even notified about this although I am the member for that area. There
seems to be something wrong about this; they don't seem to be related to this Assembly, these new town
councils; Can the honourable member give me any information about these new councils?
ANSWER
I am not aware of any particular links of Aboriginal town councils with the Local Government Branch of the
Department of the Northern Territory. There is no established legislation link or functional role. I am
aware that a number of advisory town councils have been formed in Aboriginal communities in the
Northern Territory and I believe they do play an important role in representing the voice of those communities. However, they are in no way traditional or linked with normal legislation, particularly through
this Assembly..
I am informed by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs that legislation is being considered for incorporating
or formulating a form of local government and at ihe moment it is purely a functional arrangement between the Department of Aboriginal Affairs and the town council. In many instances they are budget allo'cations to the town councils, of a similar nature to local government grants, to cover such work as hygiene
and minor roads and maintenance within the town council areas.
427 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSI refer to a question I raised yesterday. Has he yet any advice for me on how and when the Parole Board of
the Northern Territory will.be appointed or when it will be considered finally by the Administrator's
Council?
'
ANSWER
I regret that I have not yet got the answer required by the honourable member for Nightclilf. I hope to obtain
it during the course of today and advise her later in the day.
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428 MrVALEtoMrRYANCan he advise me about the two short-wave transmitters which arrived in Australia late last year and were to
be installed in Darwin for transmitting local ABC programs to outback areas of the Territory?
ANSWER
After many years of haggling the Northern Territory was about to get 2 short-wave transmitters for transmitting local ABC broadcasts to the outback areas of the Northern Territory.No doubt you, Mr Deputy
Speaker, would appreciate this type of service if it was instigated; As the executive member concerned in
answering the question, I am certainly not going to offer excuses for the Australian Government because it
is obviously their decision to withhold these transmitters. I believe that they did arrive last year and are
likely to be used in Victoria which means that we have to start from scratch once again to try and establish
the short-wave broadcasts which would greatly be appreciated by outback people. I have written to the
Postmaster-General on this subject and asked him ifhe could give me some advice as to what their moves
would be for the future of these broadcasts, and on receiving this I will relay it to the Assembly.
429.Mr DONDAS to MrPOLLOCKWhat is the waiting time for elective surgery, other than termination of pregnancy, at the Darwin Hospital
and what is the number of outstanding elective surgery cases at the Darwin Hospital?
ANSWER
I don't have this information with me but I will endeavour to get it during this session.
430 MrROBERTSONtoMissANDREWAre children in the Tennant Creek Area School being denied an education and turned away from that school
because of the continuous shortage of teachers? If this is the case what action is being taken to rectify the
situation?
ANSWER
I am informed that the parents of children in 6 classes atthe Tennant Creek Area School yesterday received
a letter sent by the representative of the Northern Territory Commonwealth Teachers' Federation
informing them that if their children belonged to one of these particular classes the childrenwould not receive any instruction at school and they were advised not to send them. The circular listed, with dates, the
amount of time that these classes had been without a teacher. The teachers have decided that rather than
baby-sit the children from other classes, which. has been interrupting the education of the children under
their jurisdiction from the beginning of the year, they would refuse to take them. I am informed by the department that a senior officer deputising for the director will arrive in Tennant Creek at lunchtime today to
undertake a survey of the situation. We hope to have some information of his findings tonight.
431 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSHas the Darwin Reconstruction Commission acquired a block of land on the Esplanade on which it is
propos~d to build a house for the Secretary of the Department of the Northern Territory?
ANSWER
I have heard only a rumour. The Darwin Re.construction Commission has acquired a prom~ent block on the
Esplanade. I am not certain ofthe purpose for which it has been acquired but I will make further enquiries
and advise the honourable member later this sitting.
432 Mr DONDAS to Mr EVERINGHAM( Are any unemployed persons in Darwin receiving unemployment benefits or social welfare benefits?
ANSWER
I will find out the answer during the course of the sittings and advise him.
433 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIs it proposed to hold any further meetings of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission in any place other
than Darwin?
ANSWER
It is possible that tI1.e Darwin Reconstruction Commission may have meetings in places other than Darwin.

There is no proposal at this stage to have any such meetings. There was a resolution or a firm expression of
opinion and agreement within the commission that meetings of the Reconstruction Commission should be
held in Darwin. Regular meetings of the commission have always been held here with one exception and I
think that was back in the days of the interim commission anyway. There was one occasion when an
urgent consultation was required in order to get certain recommendations to the Minister in the Cabinet
and it was necessary for Darwin members of the commission to go to Canberra in order for such a meeting
to take place. That was in rather exceptional circumstances and it will be the exception rather than the rule
in the future.
.
434 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYANCould he tell me the new contractor for installation of postal boxes at the Nhulunbuy Post Office, how many
boxes will be installed and when they will complete this contract?
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ANSWER
I will attempt to find out and answer this afternoon.
435 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSSome time ago I wrote to the Director of Emergency Services, Mr McHenry, asking for information about
meat which was given to the people of Darwin by the people of Cairns. I believe 40 tonnes of meat was involved. I asked for information as to when it was distributed, to whom and in what quantities. I am still
awaiting a reply some weeks later. I ask the Majority Leader if he would attempt to get this information
for me in a fairly short time. They have had notice of these queries for 3 weeks.
.
ANSWER
I have no direct relationship with the Director of Emergency Services other than the relationship which the
Administrator's Council has with that person. However I will use whatever influence I can to obtain the
information and expedite the action which the honourable member for Nightclilf has suggested should be
taken.
.
436 Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTSCan he advise me whether the post of the Director of Emergency Services will be redundant after June 30?
ANSWER
As I understand it, the cyclone emergency legislation will expire on June 30. I intend to take no initiative to
continQe it after that date, nor have I had any approach from government suggesting that I should do so. I
take it that the statutory position of Director of Emergency Services will expire with the legislation at that
time. There is another disaster emergency organisation which is being set up within the Department of
Northern Australia and involving some members of this Assembly; presumably that body will carry on
the role for any future work required.
437 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSAt the end of this month when the legislation expires, what is to be done with the records presently held by
the Permit Section? These records contain alarge amount of information about individuals in Darwin. Are
they to be destroyed as I believe they should be or, if not, what is to be done with them? Who will have
access to them and where will they be kept?
ANSWER.
I ask the honourable member of Nightclilf to place that question on notice as I have to obtain the answer
elsewhere.
.
438 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSI must necessarily refer to paragrap~s 1~, .14 and 15 of the Joint Committee's rep~>rt on constitutional
development for my questton to be mtelliglble. I don'tpropose to read the full text of It but paragraphs 13,
14 and 15 said that the committee accepted that it was not possible for the urban land function in respect
of Darwin to be immediately transferred to the Exe~lItive because the Darwin Reconstruction Act would
give the urban land authority to the commission for the next 5 years. It went on to say that whilst the com- .
mittee agreed that the commission needed to have full authority for the reconstructton of Darwin, it considered that the principle recommended in its original report in regard to the urban land function should
not be altered; that is to say, it should be a function exercised locally under the authority of this Assembly.
Paragraph 15 said that before the Darwin Reconstruction Commission had completed its task the committee would expect that negotiations would take place for the transfer of the Darwin urban land function
to the Territory Executive.
(
I ask whether this statement by the Joint Committee has been considered by the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission. Will the.honourable mem~er put to the commission the proposal that, in view of the Joint
Committee's statement, the Darwin Rec6nstruction Commission should exercise its planning powers only
in so far as planning may be necessarily involved in its immediate task of reconstruction duririg the next 5
years?
ANSWER
I don't believe that paragraph 15 and the preceding paragraphs of the Joint Committee .report had been
brought to 'the attention of or consideration by the' Darwin Reconstruction Commission as yet. I will
undertake to bring this matter before them as the honourable member for Port Darwin has suggested.
Certain urban land matters were partly involved in the debate that we had yesterday: As far .as amendments to town p'lanning legislation and other urban land rnatters are"concerned, the executive members
with responsibilities in those fields are 'COntinuing with .the drafting of legislation and proceeding as
though the·.authority still rests with t,his legislature for those matters.
439 MrDONDAStoMissANDREWAre educational services in Darwin considered to be now normal?
ANSWER
Most of the schools which were operating previously, with the exception of the 3 that were most badly
damaged, are now operating. There were 7260 children attending school as at last Friday. The teacher
situation, taking the usual standard of 1 teacher to 30 children is considered to be normal or a little better.
However, there are some shortages in more specialised areas.
'
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440 MrROBERTSONtoMissANDREWIs she aware of reports which state that the Yirara Aboriginal College has serious structural faults and in fact
has been unsatisfactorily built? Is it a fact that a lot of money is currently being spent in repairing that college and, if so, from where are these funds coming?
ANSWER
I am aware that there are serious structural faults in Yirara College. The matter has gone back to the Department of Housing and Construction who have let a contract for repairs. However, the Department ofEducationwill be expected to foot the bill for the repairs.
441 MrSTEELEtoMrRYANI ask this question because of the poor road systems and poor access to the states. Has he taken steps to seek
an invitation for a Northern Territory representative to attend state transport ministers' conferences?
ANSWER
Yes, we have taken steps to get to the ATAC conference which takes place in Adelaide next month. I have
written to the Miriister for Transport, Mr Jones, asking him if he would invite us to the conference. I have
also spoken to Dr Patterson who has given his approval for our going to this meeting.
442 Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREWCan she tell me the present situation regarding the proposed Yirrkala school? Have the tenders been sent out
or accepted? Have they had a total estimate of the cost ofthis building? Have they an estimate of the com, pletion date fot those buildings?
ANSWER
I ask that the question be placed on notice as I do not yet have the details available.
443 MrPERRONtoMrRYANWill the honourable member ask the District Telephone Officer to have 11 public telephone installed at Tuckwell Court to alleviate the present situation which compels pensioners to walk a considerable distance to
use a telephone?
ANSWER
I will take what action is necessary to try and establish this phone.
444 MrROBERTSONtoMrEVERINGHAMDoes he consider that the present Alice Springs cOurt house is a suitable place to conduct the processes of the
law? If he doesn't, what plans are in hand for a new COurt house, or houses if you like, for Alice Springs
and where is it proposed that they be built? Having regard for the fact that there is going to be a considerable delay in building, if in fact somebody is going to build a new court house for Alice Springs, is he
aware that an extensive space has been leased-since July 1973 the agents tell me-and that the area has
never been used for the purpose of a court house in 2 years? Is he aware of what plans are on foot to get
that place into operation and, if so, when?
ANSWER
I am aware of the present situation with the Alice Springs court house, having practised in it almost daily for
a period of 8 years. I do consider that it has serious defects and the administration of justice is difficult
there in the circumstaJ?-ces. The Clerk of the <;ourt has an office w~ch is.virtually open to. the pub~c a,nd
cannot be under any CIrcumstances termed P:t:lvate., The courtroom Itself IS a quamt, archaiC, antediluvian
structure-to the use the terms of the, honourable Majority Leader in another sense yesterdaY-'-and we
have seen in the course of the past few weeks that security in this courtroom is very seriously lacking. One
of the reasons for that is that it can be entered by about 5 different doors.
These defects, I understand, were to be remedied by the construction of a new courts complex in Alice
Springs adjacent to the llCfW police station on the corner of Hartley and Parsons Streets, diagonally oppositetiIe location of the ,'preseIit court house. However plans for this courts complex were delayed because the Central Australian Branch of the National Trust were concerned that an old stone cell used to incarcerate persons in years gone by might be liemolished in the course of construction of the new court
,house and I know that this matter delayed proceedings for at least 12 months. I am not aware of the current situation on construction of the new court house complex. The plans which I did see had some serious
defects in that the Clerk of Courts ' Registry would have been on an upper floor rather than on the ground
floor handy to the public.
'
As to the area leased, I assume that the honourable member refers to the area leased by the AttorneyGeneral's Department in the REL Building in Parsons Street, Alice Springs. I do not know that this has
been leased since I think it was 1972 or I 973-that would certainly be correct. Since then it has been occupied by I solicitor and 2 stenographic staff although it is an area, at my estimate, of several thousand
s<J.~are feet. I do uJ?-der~tand, ~lthough this of course is hearsay, that it was intended for use as an additIOnal courtr,oom m Ahce Sprmgs.
"
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I cannot unfortunately give the honourable member any timetable for the construction of a new courts complex; however, I shall certainly take the matter up with the Attorney-General's Department and give the
honourable member a written answer in the course of the next few weeks.
445 Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCKI refer to the brutal batterillg to death of awoman at Goulburn Island by drunks about 11 days ago, on June
7, and numerous incidents of this nature in the Amhem electorate caused by liquor but not always leading
to death or injury. Can he tell me if any positive or corrective action is being taken to prevent this sort of
occurrence on reserves?
ANSWER
The matter of police patrols and so forth on various Aboriginal reserves and settlements in outback areas has
been one of concern to me for some time. In my own electorate in recent times we have had incidents
where the necessity for police attendance and patrols and so forth has come under scrutiny. The Commissioner of Police advises that the cost of establishing a police statioll in those areas is now estimated at
$700,000 per station. The funds required to establish stations on a number oflocalities which are in urgent
need of them are therefore considerable and at the moment beyond the budget of that department.
Heaven knows what they will get in the future since they have been finally taken away. I will take the matter up further and see what can be done to ensure more patrols and more enforcement of the law for the
protection oflife and property in the more remote areas of the Territory.
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446 MrTUNGUTALUM to MrTUXWORTHDoes he know whether financial and practical assistance is available to Aboriginal communities to help
develop tourist attractions and facilities in remote areas and on Aboriginal reserves?
.ANSWER
I have not yet received a reply from the Minister for Tourism. I wrote to him some 2 months a~o seeking his
advice on whether financial assistance or any other assistance would be available to Abongines to help
develop tourist facilities in their areas. I asked him if these people would have access to the tourist loans
that were available through the Deyelopment Bank or whether this inquiry should be channelled through
the minister representing Aborigine~ in the federal parliament. Shortly after he would have received this
letter, there was a certain amount of movement in cabinet positions in Canberra and I do not doubt that
his question has been delayed in being answered because of this. As soon as I have an answer I will advise
the honourable member for Tiwi.
447 MrsLAWRIEtoMrRYAN. I understand on good authority that the ABC intends to continue the Darwin-Katherine television from
Queensland via the microwave link but there are not any plans for the Northern Territory programs from
Darwin, includin~ proper rural shows or full news programs. Bearing this iil mind I ask if he will protest
against this situation wlth the ABC head office in Sydney.
ANSWER
I will follow this through with the ABC.
448 Mr DONDAS to Dr LETTSIs he aware of any move to displace the community creche now located in the previous Essington House?
Will he make efforts to ensure that the creche is not relocated?
ANSWER
Information came to my ears only this mo~g that the Darwin Reconstruction Commission was interested
in Essington House as a site and a building for other purposes. I have not yet had the opportunity to follow
the matter up but I will do so and inform him of the result of my further inquiries.
449 Mr KENTISH to Dr LETISWho owns the unbranded cattle on Aboriginal reserves?
ANSWER
This matter has been decided in the past by courts or by agreement of adjoining landholders with people on
AboriginaLreserves. Mr Justice·Woodward made a recommendation in his report that this issue should be
resolved by negotiation within a period of 2 years between the government, the Aboriginal people and
any adjoining landowners. I do not believe that there is a simple one-word answer to the question.
450 Mr STEELE to Dr LETTSWould he investigate the need to speed up the final Contour survey of the surge line? I understand the survey
is being handled by an agent of the commission and it is expected that another 6 to 8 weeks will elapse before the policy is determined.
ANSWER
Yes;
451 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIt is understoQd that the Darwin Reconstruction Commission is seeking views of this Assembly on the surge
line. DQes the MajOrity Leader intend putting forward a pointofview of all members of the Assembly or
does he intend that each member s.ubmlt his own private view on the surge line?
ANSWER
There was'no formal resolution to the effect that the views of the Assembly would be sought. If such a resolution was carried, I would take it that the'parwin Reconstruction Commission would communicate with
the Speaker of this Assembly and then the Speaker would in some way arrange for th,e views of the whole
Assembly to be sought. When the matter was discussed and the City Corporation's representative on the
DRC indicated iliat he was ~oing to have the matter referred to the Corporation, I said that the Assembly
would be interested, in partlcular those members of the Assembly who reside in Darwin. It was arranged
that a meetin~ would be held with the gentleman who is supposedly an expert on these marters and Who
has been retamed by the commission to give advice on it. I believe that that meeting did take place but I
did not attend it The honourable member for Nightcliff may have been away at the, time the meeting was
called, but there has not been any Jormal request to the Assembly to express a view. As far as I am concerned, they could be given indivldually or collectively.
452 MrTUNGUTALUMtoMrRYANIn view of the increased traffic on dirt roads in the rural areas which is causing a hazard and inconvenience to
road users and children; what plans are there for sealing roads in the areas?
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ANSWER
I assume the hQnQurable member fQr Tiwi is referring to. the Berrimah-HQward Springs area. I WQuld suggest that he put the ,questiQn Qn nQtice ..
453 MrDONDAStQMrPOLLOCKApart frQm the Casuarina HQspital complex, what medical services dQes the Department Qf Health intend
providing fQr the Casuarina district in the future?
ANSWER
I will endeavQur to. get an accurate reply fQr the. member later tQday. .
454 MrTUNGUTALUMtQMrRYANThe ABC SQme time ago. prQPQsed to. have a halfhQur daily prQgram directed to. the AbQriginal communities
in the NQrthern TerritQry. flas this been affected by the decisiQn to. lQcate radio. transmitters in VictQria
. rather than in the NQrthern TerritQry as Qriginally planned?
ANSWER
The decisiQn to. implement this program still stands and I have been tQld that this could be started in a shQrt
time. HQwever, the effect Qf the progqlm WQuld be greatly inhibited by the fact that they WQuld be unable
to. transmit the program to the mQre remQte areas Qfthe NQrthern Territory. The AbQriginal PQPulatiQn
residing arQund the majQr centres WQuld receive the program through the nQrmal transmitting facilities Qf
the ABC but thQse AbQriginals living in .settlements and iSQlatedareas wQuldbe unable to. share in these
benefits.
.
455 MrPERRONtQMrTUXWORTHCQuld he advise the reaSQn behind the surplus stQcks Qf fish in Darwin which fishermen are unable to. sell?
ANSWER
A study Qf this is currently being made by bQth the Department and the Fishermens' CoQperative. As a
result Qfthe cyclQne, there are half as many fishing bQats Qperating Qut Qfthe PQrt. There are 27 000 fewer
peQple available to. consume fish but there is still a discrepancy in the tQtal consumptiQn by the PQPulatiQn
and the amQunt being eXPQrted to. sQuthern capitals. The study being undertaken at the mQment is to.
ascertain whether the lQcal distributQrs are impQrtirig. It also. invQlves a study into. whether there is any irregularity in the impQrt Qf fish into. the TerritQry at the mQment. Further, they are cQnsidering the effect
that the prices Qf Qther CQmmQdities such as meat may be having Qn fish cQnsumptiQn.
456 Mrs LAWRIE to. Dr LETTSMy questiQn refers to. questiQn 378 Qn the nQtice paper which asked certain questiQns abQut the proPQsal to.
mstall swimming PQols in the hQmes Qf seniQr public servants. When can I expect an answer to. this questiQn? '
ANSWER
I will see that the matter is taken up with the Department which is providing infQrmatiQn witha view to. expeditingit.
457 Mr TUNGUTALUM to. tir LETrsThere has recently been an increased interest in the Darwin area fQr an Australian AtQmic Energy CQmmissiQn. HQW many new emplQyees and their dependants dQes the AtQmic Energy CQmmissiQn proPQse
to. hQuse in Darwin and will this strain hQusing areas? .
ANSWER_
There have been SQme very strange gQings-Qn with gQvernment instrumentalities in Darwin in recent days
Qver their accOmmQdatiQn in which I have become persQnally invQlved in a sense. Qantas SQld SQme Qf
their accommQdatiQn uriits to. TAA who. subsequently disPQsed Qftheirs to. sQmebQdy else and then Qantas decided to. come back in and the AtQmic Energy CQmmissiQn is also. mixed up in the whQle Qfthis accommQdatiQn Shambles. NQne Qfthese instrumentalities have helped the cal!se Qfthe peQple QfDarwin,
especially SQme Qf thQse who. are living in SQme Qf the accommQdatiQn that legally belQng to. them. As far
as the AtQmic Energy CQmmissiQn is concerned, they have 5 additiQnal staff to' come into. Darwin-and I
think 12 children are with thQse peQple-and they will be taking up quite a bit Qf accommQdatiQn which is
administered by the Department QfPrQperty and Services.
458 MrDONDAStQMrTAMBLING-·
When will a system Qf releasing land by auctiQn be recommended and how many blQcks will be available
between June 1975 and June 1976?
ANSWER
I am unable to. give a specific answer to. thehQnQurable member's questiQn. HQwever, I am aware that the
Department QfNQrthern TerritQry Lands Branch is currently in cQnsultatiQn with the Darwin ReconstructiQn CQmmissiQn Qn the matter Qf availability Qfland. Whilst it must be appreciated that the first priQrity is
the reconstructiQn prQgram, I knQw that this matter is being pursued to. make available blQcks at an early
date fQr peQple in Darwin. HQwever I do. nQt see much hQpe Qfit coming abQut in 1975 Qr 1976.
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459 MrPERRONtoMrRYANCan the honourable member confirm that contracts for the supply of certain building materials from Western Australia have been cancelled and will now be supplied from South Australia by road transport due to
the problems associated with sea freight from Western Australia?
ANSWER

It is a fact that cqntracts with. Western Australian companies have been, cancelled because of the doubtfulness of sea transport from Western Australia. The doubt is not actually with the sea transport; their ships
are quite reliable. However, we have a certain amount of bother with our wharf; the personnel there seem
to take deligh~ in turning theseships away.
During the last sittings, we had ~ situation where the ships had left the port still carrying the cargo which is
needed by Darwin and the Northern Territory. This city is once again in a similar situation. The Gertrude
Bakke has left Darwin. This ship was carrying Japanese cars which now will be unloaded in Western
Australia and will be subject to higher freight costs because they have to be transported back to Darwin.
The Nyanda is in port but it is not able to be unloaded'because of the strike and also is unable to leave the
port because they will not let it go out. They have 500 tons of freight that is required at Wyndham. The
owners gave the assurance that they wonld return IQ DarWin after having delivered perishables to
Wyndham but the wharfies decided that they would not allow the ship to leave the port. I do not know how
long this situation is to continue but, ifit does continue, our friends down at the wharf could find themselves
permanently with nothing to do because people running a business in shipping are not going to continue
bringing ships to Darwin just to have them sit in the port. They will return to the port unloaded. I therefore
suggest thatthe:e maybe some action taken.
460 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSOn Tuesday, I asked him to table a copy of a questionnaire that he claimed was marked "confidential ". I
asked him whether he has yet come to understand that the word "confidential" on the top of the form
refers to the information to.be supplied and not to the form itself'! Will he table that form today?
ANSWER
I accept the view that the word" confidential" would refer to he personal details about people rather than
the form being confidential in the sense that it is not to be made available to other people. I would be happy
to table it.
461 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSI direct the honourable member for Victoria River's attention to his ansvl;er to question 380. I asked him
whether he was aware that citizens of Darwin were being subjected to questionnaires and in some cases
were being harassed by employees of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. I also asked him to take
steps to ensure th~t householders are informed that they are under no obligation to answer any question put
to them.
The answer I received was this: "I am not aware of harassment of citizens by employees of the Darwin
Reconstruction Commission. If the honourable member will provide me with information of specific cases
of harassment I will have them investigated. I am aware that the Reconstruction Commission is posing
questions on ill'.portant matters to the people of Darwin but I am not aware of instances of the Commission
advising persons that they are obliged to answer questions ". I direct the honourable member's attention to
the question I asked him. Will he take steps to make sure that householders are informed that they are
under no obligation to answer these questions? I did not ask him or suggest to him that people were told
they had to answer questions but I was insisting that people be told that they did not have to answer the
questions unless they wanted to.
ANSWER
I will bring this matter to the attention of the Reconstruction Commission with a view to having the matter
clarified by the surveyors to ~he people they are interviewing.
462 MrDONDAStoMrEVERINGHAMCan he give any indication as to how long the funds ofthe Darwin Cyclone Relief Trust Fund will last?
ANSWER

It is expected that the funds will betotally dispersed within the next 6 weeks to 2 months.
Whilst on my feet, I will answer a question from the honourable member for Casuarina yesterday as to
whether any persons in Darwin were receiving employment benefits. I have been informed by an official of
the Department of Labour that no such benefits are being paid in Darwin at the present time.
463 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrRYANHas there been an official tabled report on the failure of Communications during Cyclone Tracy? If there has
,
been a report, can he obtain one for me? '
ANSWER
I do not know of any report and, if I can obtain one, I will see that the honourable member for Nhulunbuy
gets a copy of it.
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464 MrKENTISHtoMrEVERINGHAMAre any other payments being made tq the reputed 350 unemployed in Darwin in lieu of unemployment
benefits? I refer to ration or sustenance allowances?
ANSWER
I will take this up with the Department of Labour and the Department of Social Security today.
465 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGIs it a fact that within the Commonwealth Public Service female public servants with dependants and not
necessarily living with their husbands are being denied the opportunity of going on the housing list simply
because they are females, even though they have dependants and are permanent? If this is a fact, has the
honourable member discussed itwith the department and does he agree with it?
ANSWER
This is the first occasion that this matter has been brought to my attention. I will discuss it today and hopefully provide an answer to the member later this day.
466 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYANHas the PMG any future plans to install a new telephone at the Gove Airport?
ANSWER
I ask that he put the question on notice.
467 MrTUNGUTALUt4toMrTAMBLINGPrior to the cyclone work had commenced on Howard Springs Primary School. What plans do the government have for commencing reconstruction? What percentage is the school plamted for and for how many
. years will the capacity be capable to serving the area before extensions ~re required?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to obtain the information today for the honourable member.
468 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSDoes he consider that executive members of this Assembly owe first allegiance to affairs of the Assembly?
ANSWER
I think that all members of this Assembly owe first allegiance to the Assembly. I would be a shining example
of that in that I have never missed one day's sitting in the time that I have been in the Council or the
Assembly. Possibly the honourable member for Nightcliffhas in mind that one of our executive members
is 5lbsent today. I would add that it is commom practice ,in parliaments for a minister-in our case an
executive member-to have to b'e away on other matters in which case the responsibility for answering
questions or carrying the work of that member is transferred to another member. In the case of the
honourable member for Education and Consumer Affairs, the honourable member for Community
Development will be handling her work during the course of the day. When the honourable member for
Nightcliff has the advantage of belonging to a majority group that forms an executive, she might understand better how these things work.
'
.
469 MrROBERTSONtoMrTAMBLINGWhat progress was made in discussions yesterday between the. Department of Education and the striking
school teachers in the Tennant Creek Area School?
ANSWER
The results of the conference yesterday have not been relayed to me. I will endeavour to seek the information today.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
97 MrSTEELEtoMrEVERINGHAM1. Has the Darwin Cyclone ReliefTrilst Fund received all outstanding money from donors around Australia,
and, ifnot, what are the reasons for the delay?
2. What money has been paid out of the fund and to whom?
3. Who may apply for relief from the fund and what is the official method of making applications?
ANSWER
1. It is not known how much money was contributed from all sources to the relief of the victims of Cyclone
Tracy so it is not possible to answer this portion of the question. .
2. As at 23 July 1975 the following amounts have been paid from the Fund:
$
1,582,133
Financial Assistance paid to applicants outside Darwin
3,110,283
Financial Assistance paid to applicants in Darwin
..... .
288,500
Bereavement Grants
Disbursement as requested by the donors
192,642
Medical and Funeral Expenses
1,404
5,174,962
3. Any person resident in Darwin immediately prior to the cyclone may apply for relief from the Fund by
completing an application form available from the Trust.
99 MrSTEELEtoMrEVERINGHAM,Is it the intention of the Australian Government to provide individual Darwin residents with long term home
finance and, ifso, will the loan be an extension of the Home Finance Trustee or will another fund be set up?
ANSWER
The Australian Government has approved a scheme for concessionallow interest long term housing loans to
pre-cyclone owner-occupiers and those intending to be. The loan is being administered by-the Home
Finance Trustee concurrently with the existing scheme.
124 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLING1. How many RAAF houses at Tindal will be occupied by people relocated in Katherine?
2. Will a regular bus service be provided between Katherine and TindaJ?
ANSWER
1. Thirty-six houses at Tindal are occupied by these people.
2. Aregular school bus calls at Tindal each school day to transport children to and from school. A licensed bus
operator in Katherine has studied the probable level ofpatrortage available for a regular public service between Katherine and Tindal. He has decided that there is no feasible demand for such a service under existing circumstances.
.
126 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr EVERINGHAMWhat progress has- been made on the installation of the sewerage systeIl). at Katherine and when will it be
completed?
ANSWER
At present connections have been or are being made to lines 1,8,9,13; 17A, 17D and 19. A total of29
properties has been ~nnected up to 29 May 1975.
-It is expected that, by the first week in June, the area between the Railway Line and Dowling Street will be
able to be connected. The Connection' of Stage I of the airport subdivision has been held up due to
blockage in line 17. The only mains not yet laid are line 3 and 150 feet ofline 2 which should be completed
by the end of July. There are 58 gravity mains and 5 rising mains in the system.
Allowing for a period of cleaning up the contractor should have all the work completed by September.
148 Mr MacFARLANE to MrTAMBLINGWhat urgent action is proposed to alleviate the housing shortage in Katherine?
ANSWER
It is proposed to build 40 houses in Katherine during 1975-1976. A contract for 20 of these is aboutto be let.
170 Mr MacFARLANE to MrTAMBLINGWho owns the houses formerly used by the ACS at Tindei and what are the intentions for their future use?
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ANSWER
The ACS hQuses at Tindel are Qwned by the Australian GQvernment.
ACS hQuses at Tindel were scheduled to. be demQlishedin the December/January 1975 periQd. The Department Qf Services and PrQperty was to. arrange fQr their sale and remQval, but after the cyclQne they
were used by the Department to. hQuse evacuees and Qfficers relQcated in Katherine.
NI Qf the habitable hQmes are Qccupied, and SQme mQre are being restQred to. alleviate the hQusing situatiQn
in Katherine.
176 MrMacFARLANEtQMrTAMBLINGWhen will the fiats fQr single prQfessiQnal peQple at Katherine be Qpened?
ANSWER
Tenders fQr the erectiQn Qf 48 bed sitters in Katherine are nQW being considered and the completiQn date will
be 58 weeks frQm the plaCing Qfthe contract.
.
The 38 single units being constructed fQr CQm'mQnwealth HQstels are expected to. be completed in September
1975.
180 Mr MacFARLANE to. Mr TUXWORTHWill a faithful reprQductiQn Qf the Elsey HQmestead be made by tQurist authQrities as an histQrically impQrtant feature with great PQtential as a tQurist attractiQn?
ANSWER
The Department QfNQrthern Australia is unaware Qf any plans fQr Elsey HQmestead to. be reconstructed as a
tQurist attractiQn. It is PQssible that the Interim CQmmittee Qn the NatiQnal Estate may be prepared to. considerthe prQPQsal based Qn the histQrical value Qfthe site and if there is a group, such as; say, the Katherine
HistQrical SQciety, interested in its preservatiQn, then an approach may be made to. the Interim CQmmittee
with a view Qf preservatiQn Qfthe site and nearby graves, as part Qfthe N atiQnal Estate.
191 MrMacFARLANRtQMrTAMBLINGFQr hQusing purpQses, are schQQl teachers, dQctQrs and veterinarians regarded as "key" persQnnel and when
such peQple vacate hQuses are the hQuses retained fQr Qccupancy by their successQrs?
ANSWER
L SchQQl teachers, dQctQrs, veterinary Qfficers and in fact any PQsitiQn!!1 categQry are nQt autQmatically
regarded as "key." PQsitiQns fQr hQusing purpQses. Any case fQr" key status" is considered individually and
Qn itsmerits.
.
2. In SQme cases particularly in respect Qf Qfficers Qn set term transfers between TerritQry centres i.e. MeteQrQlQgical staff, Air Traffic CQntrollers, certain PQstal and TelecommunicatiQns persQnnel etc. hQuses are reserved fQr the use Qf the replacement Qfficer prQvided he Qr she is available to. take up Qccupancy Qf the
, vacated premises within 30 days. A similar con~ssiQn is allQwed to. members Qfthe PQlice, fire and PrisQns
services. This replacement Qfficer hQusing system Qperates in all TerritQry centres except Dal")Vin at the
present mQment.
'
. ' .
,
200 Mr WITHNALL to. Miss ANDREW1. Is it a fact that at this late stage Qf any emergency that may have eXisted a decisiQn has been made tQ'transfer to. Brisbane the accOunting and salaries staff Qfthe Department QfEducatiQn nQW based in Darwin?
2. HQW many, if any, Qfthe staff are prepared to. go. to. Brisbane?
3. HQW manY'Qfthe staff to be transferred are satisfactQrily accommQdated in Darwin?
4. Ifthe transfer to. Brisbane is Qr was necessary, why was it left fQr nearly three mQnths to. prQPQSe it?
5. What additiQnal costs will be incurred by the transfer?
6. What benefit will be Qbtained by the transfer?
ANSWER
Part I-FQllQwing discussiQns with staff, three Adult EducatiQn Programmers and three members Qfthe Curriculum and Research Branch Qfthe NT DivisiQn Qfthe Department QfEducatiQn mQved frQm Darwin to.
Brisbane in early May 1975.
Part 2-All six Qfficers were prepared to. mQve to. Brisbane.
Parts 3, 4, 5, 6-NQne Qfthe Qfficers transferred were satisfactQrily accOmmQdated in Darwin. However, the
transfer was arranged nQt primarily because Qf family accommQdatiQn prQblems. FQr SQme time the Curricuhim and Research Branch, which prQvides an advisQry service to. teachers, has been trying to. gain a viable staff establishment in Qrder to. Continue the develQpment Qf meaningful curricula fQr use in schoQls in
the NQrthern TerritQry.
FollQwing an assessment Qfthe Darwin situatiQn in March and April 1975, it became apparent that it was nQt
PQssible to. fill vacant curriculum PQsitiQns from the already depleted Da~in teacher PQPulatiQn nQr to.
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recruit to new positions which were being created, because of the unavailability of accommodation in Darwin. Accordingly, the plan is to build up an advisory service in Brisbane with a.view to moving back to Darwin as soon as adequate staff accommodation is available.
250 Mr MacFARLANE to Mr EVERINGHAMDoes the Department of Housing and Construction provide a demolition squad for Goverument employees'
cyclone damaged homes and, if so, is this a free service and is it available to private 9itizens?
ANSWER
The Del?artment of Housing and Construction does not provide a s.quad to demolish cyclone damaged homes
but will remove cyclone debris from a person's property if notified. This service applies to all residents.
260 MrDONDAStoMrEVERINGHAMWill former Darwin houseowners not returning to Darwin receive any assistance in buying homes in other
cities?
.
ANSWER
The concessionallow interest lon~ term loan scheme being administered by the Department of Northern
Australia does not have application outside the Darwin area. At this stage, there is no known special assistance for persons from Darwin other than that provided through normal grants/loans schemes as applying
in the States and the ACT.
.
263 Mr DONDAS to Mr ~VERINGHAMI. What department will administer the new home loan. of $33,000 at 6% interest offered by the Australian
Goverument?
2. When will application forms be available to Darwin residents?
ANSWER
I. The loan scheme is being administered by the Public Utilities and Housing Branch of the Department of
NorthernAustralia. The scheme has a maximum loan amount of $42,000 at a 6% interest rate repayable
over a period of up to 45 years.
2. Applications forms have been available from the Home Finance Section, Department of Northern
Australia, Mitchell Chambers, Mit9hellStreet, Darwin, from 19 May 1975.
264 Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREWI. When will charges for the supply ofelectricity be imposed?
i. How is it proposed to calculate charges for electricity supplied to unmetered premises?
ANSWER
I. The Administrator in Council has approved the introduction of electricity charges in Darwin for commercial consumers from I May 1975 and for domestic consumers from 22 May 1975.
2. Almost all supply to. consumers ID the Darwin area is now metered. Regulation 19(3) of the Electricity Supply Regulations provides that where the number of unitS supplied.is not registered bya meter then the
number of units supplied during that period may be assessed.
266 MrDONDAStoMrRYANWhat steps have been taken to e~sure that there will be adequate materials available for the Darwin reconstruction program?'
.
ANSWER
The contracts awarded for the construction of the first 1,300 new homes were distributed to companies in
Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide.
'.
The material requirem~nts for these contracts are supplied from varying sources, the majority originating i~
their respective capital cities. Common suppliers to each contractor are in the timber, roof sheeting, concrete and steel items.
' .
The Commission is evaluating the requirements of placing bulk orders for the materials listed above and P.C.
items for direct supply to future contractors. Thispre-ordering will give suppliers additional time to cope
with the supply and reduce high demands on manufacturers.
.
The majority of the material supply will be transported to Darwin byroad for the above contracts. This will
reduce the demand for shipping capacity in the Darwin port.
The majority of the labour force for the construction of these houses will be imported from various areas
throughout Australia and housed in contractors' camps. This action will minimise the demand on local
resources.
The Government commercial building and the Housing Commission Construction Programme constit~tes
the major building industry work outside the new homes projects. These projects produce less demand on
the Darwin material and labour resources than the 1973-1974 works program.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
The Commission is currently con.ducting a survey ofthe private homeowners in Darwin and the capital cities
to determine their proposed rebuilding program. This program will be evaluated and approvals to build
'
issued in line with overall labour and materials availability.
The material and labour requirements for these contracts will be supplied ex Darwin. The Commission is extremely conscious of the necessity to work in close co-operation with the Darwin suppliers and contractors
and not to award contracts which will place excessive demands oil their resources. The Commission will
monitor the Darwin resources situation continuously and give as much advanced information to these
'
organisations to allow them to plan their activities.
In Summary
Material
(a) Materials supplies for the first major contracts will ,come from varying sourceS mainly
_
outside Darwin.
'
(b) Bulk orders are currently being prepared to give suppliers extra lead time to ,meet construction deadlines.
(c) Bulk store facilities in Darwin are being prepared to house suppliers.
(d) Evaluation of the supply potential of Darwin based firms is in hand.
Transport
(a) Major contractors are tendering to use road rather than marine transport.
(b) The marine transport capacity is handling current requirements.
(c) Engagement of additional shipping capacity f<lr future requirements will be investigated shortly.
Labour
(a) The major contractors will import the majority of their labour for their work.
.(b) The work load in the local building and civil construction companies is light and will
cater for the work of restoration and Government commercial construction.
(c) Evaluation of future labour requirements is currently proceeding.
267 MrDONDAStoMrRYANDoes the Minister for Transport intend providing more ships in the immediate future for transporting freight
from southern ports to Darwin?
ANSWER
The Government is most concerned to ensure that an economic, reliable and adequate coastal shipping service is maintained for Darwin at all times. Although industrial disputes have disrupted the service provided
by the ANL vessel "Darwin Trader", it appears from previous months' loadings that the existing ANL service is at present adequate to cater for demand. For example, in January and February of this year the
"Darwin Trader" was only halfloaded although a full load was carried in March and May. The vessel is, at
.this stage, fully booked for the June voyage. I am also advised by the Line that they have no serious backlog'
of cargo which could not be accommodated by the existing cargo carrying capacity available. The Line is
however exploring all avenues to ensure that sufficient capacity exists in the future to cover demand for
cargo space.
For nearly 60 years it has been Government policy to reserve the coastal trade for Australian licensed vessels.
This policy is embodied in the Coasting Trade provisions of the Navigation Act. Provisions exist, however,
to meet the situation where the existing licensed coastal fleet is unable to cater for the requirements of shippers, and consideration is then given for the granting of a single voyage permit. Before approving the use of
unlicensed tonnage I am required under the Act to ensure that there is an immediate need for the shipment
concerned and that no suitable licensed tonnage could be arranged within a reasonable time. You can be
assured that should such a situation develop the provisions ofthe Act will be availed of.' .
269 Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING1. When will the first of the proposed demountable housing units be placed on site in Darwin?
2. What kind of rents are envisaged for these demountable units and how will tenants be chosen?
ANSWER
1. The first demountable units were sited on 30.5.75, 76 units have been allocated to 8.8.75 and a total of 169
have 'been sited.
2. Rentals will be approximately $20 per week. Once handed over by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, the units are divided equally between the NT Housing Commission and the Department of Northem Australia. Tenants are selected from the housing lists held by the Departmellt and the Commission in
order of priority and with regard to family content.
272 MrDONDAStoMrTAMBLING- When will the M S "Patris" leave Darwin and what arrangements will be made to re-accommodate those
persons on board?
ANSWER
The charter of the "Patris" is due to expire in mid November 1975 and the Darwin Reconstruction Commission has announced it is to build hostel type accommodation and purchase additional relocatable units
to accommodate those left on the ship at that stage.
'

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
279 Mr STEELE to Mr POLLOCKb What is the average annual cost of operation of the whole of the Northern Territory Medical Service?
2. What is the estimated cost of operation in the Territory for the first year of Medibank and how much of the
cost will be represented by wages and salaries?
3. What staff increases over current levels will be necessary to service the scheme?
ANSWER
The cost of operating medical services in the Northern Territory during 1973-74 was $21,325,814. The.cost
was divided between Hospitals and other services as follows$14,629,029
NT Hospitals
$6,696,785
Other medical services
$21,325,814
Total Cost
This figure includes the cost of repairs and maintenance to hospitals only.
The estimated cost of operation for the Northern Territory Medical Service in 1975-76 is $34,271,000. This
includes a component of $23,700,000 for wages and salaries. Capital costs are not included in the above
total.
The introduction of Medibank has not necessitated any increase in staff within the Northern Territory Medical Service. , '
Note: Costs incurred in the administrative operation of the medical benefits element will be met directly by
the Health Insurance Commission. These costs will include salaries for two persons and payments to agencies only. These payments f9r 1975-76 are estimated to be $20,000.
280 MrSTEELEtoMrEVERINGHAMWhat proportion of the Northern Territory's income will be needed for the operation of Medibank and how
much financial assistance will be provided by the Government?
ANSWER
Both the medical benefits and hospital payments under MEDIBANK will be met from general revenue.
Medical benefits will be paid to the patient or private medical practitioner and the Northern Territory's
income is not affected.
.
In accordance with Section 32 of the Health Insurance Commission Act 1973-75,.daily bed payments of$16
plus an additional amount to bring the total payments to 50% of the net operating costs of recognised hospital will be payable. Estimates of the amounts involved might be made by the hospital authorities in the
Northern Territory.
292 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLING1. Is electricity and water available for connection to all housing blocks sold at the last auction in Katherine?
2.' Can the blocks be connected to the sewerage system?
ANSWER
1. and 2.-Yes.
371' Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr EVERlNGHAMHas the incidence of drug charges before Territory Courts increased over the past six months?
ANSWER
No-Forthe period 1.5:1974 to 31.10.1974, 131 charges were laid by Police.and Customs authorities in the
, Courts of the Northern Territory, whereas. only 54 charges were laid in the period 1.11.1974 to 30.5.1975.
377 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGThe staff accommodation office has issued a document entitled "BALLOT LIST AS AMENDED 27;5.75"
and sub-titled" Ballqt 21.3.7 5 CARAVANS ONLY"1. Are.the names on that list in the order in which caravans are to be issued?
. 2. Are the names in the order in which they were drawn in the ballot?
3. Are all the names on the list the names of persons in the ballot of21.3.75 or are there other names?
4. How many persons are on the" Accelerated Priority List"?
5. When is it estimated that the issue of vans topefsons on the accelerated priority list be completed?
ANSWER
1. Yes. Where caravans are suitable in relation to family content and applicants specific requirements. If other
accommodation becomes available this will be allocated, if desired.
2. Yes.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
3. A second ballot was held on 27 May for staff whose names were not included in the first ballot but who
were eligible. These names were inserted into the list in vacancies left where persons had been removed because they already had suitable accommodation or were not eligible to be in the ballot in the first instance.
There are 15 persons on the accelerated list at present, but key personnel are added to the list as they are approved by the Interdepartmental Committee on Housing Allocation, at its regular meetings.
5. Accommodation will continue to be allocated to persons on the accelerated priority list as they are nominated.
'
378Mr LAWRIE to Dr LETTS1. In the reconstruction of residences for senior public servants in Darwin have any plans been made for the
provision of swimming pools?
2. If so, how many pools are to be provided and what are the designations of the officers who are to occupy the
residences?
,
,
3. What is the estimated cost of the pools, installation, and ancillary equip~ent?
4. What are the criteria for determining whether or not a public servant shall have a pool installed?
5. What rent on the pool is proposed to be charged?
6. Who is responsible for the maintenance and upkeep of any pool so provided?
7. Has Treasury approval been obtained for the purchase of the pools and ancillary equipment?
8. Ifso, in which financial year are funds to be provided?
ANSWER
1. No.
2. to 8. Not applicable.
379 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
Some home owners in the Darwin area are receiving by registered post a threatening letter purporting to
come from l:;. A. Robinson, Architect of the Urban and Town Planrung Building Section of the Department
of the Northern Territory.
1. From where does Mr Robinson derive his authority to send these letterS?
2. Who is the person who actually signs these letters and what is his designation?
3. How are the home owners to whom these letters are sent selected?
4. From'where is the information leading to the sending of these letters obtained?
5. Why does the letter refer to the" 1975 edition of the Building Manmil" when no such document exists?
6. How many of these letters have, been sent?
ANSWER
1. The letters are issued under the authority of section (61) of the Darwin Reconstrnction Act 1975. The Com'
mission has delegated authority to Mr Robinson to exercise these powers on its behalf.
~. The letters are signed by the' Area Building Inspector responsible for the area in which the building is
located.
,
'
3. Such letters are riot sent in respect of normal dw~elling houses, It is acknowledged that two of these forms
were sent in error.
'
4/rhe letters are sent to the owners of buildings identified by the Area Building Inspectors in the course of
their duties as being'in a dangerous condition and open to public access.
5. A draft 1975 edition of the' Building Manual was produced in February this year and circulated for public
comment. Copies have been available for public inspection at the office of the Northern Territory Building
Section since February 20. The Darwin Reconstruction Commission adopted amendments to the Manual
at its meeting on May 22, and these were widely publicised in the press. A revised edition of the Manual,
incorporating these amendments, is now being pnnted. Meanwhile a revised copy of the Manual is avail'
able for inspection at the office of the Building Section.
6. Twenty-two (22) of these letters have been sent.
381 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSWith reference to the answers supplied to my question No. 376 regarding the photographic dossiers being
prepared by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission.
1. Was this action authorized by the Commission itself?
2. Who were the contractors taking the photographs and where are they accommodated while in Darwin?
3. What was the cost of the contract for the photography?
4. Was any consideration given to the possibility that private citizens might regard the photographs as an
'
invasion of their privacy?
5. Are the photographs in fact being used to identify home owners making repairs to their houses?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
6. Can he give the Assembly an assurance that the photographs are not intended to be used as evidence for
the prosecution of home owners?
.
.
7. Will he, as a member of the Commission, take whatever steps are possible to stop the use of these photographs without permission of the owners of the properties?
ANSWER
I. The Acting General Manager authorized the programme.
2. Filmwest Pty Ltd, accommodated at Esplanade Hostel.
3. $27,580 for 31,000 photographic prints.
4. No. The photography was required as part ofthe technical process of reconstruction.
5.No.
6. Yes. The photography was required for the sole purpose of recording the status ~f all land within Darwm..,
The photographs are to be used in a card referral system linked to a computer output recording complex
data. This system is to be used for the establishment of programmes and prioriti~s and will become a permanent record ofthe reconstruction programme.
7. Removal of data regarding individual properties from the system wo~ result in the property being
excluded from priority schedules. The Commission's responsibilities incluutl-the proper conduct of the
reconstruction programme and assistance to the community as a whole. Should owners of properties which
are included in the survey wish to relieve the Commission of responsibilities in any of the complex programmes in hand or planned for the future this can be arranged.
'-.
382 MrTUNGUTALUMtoMrPOLLOCKI refer to the recommendation by Mr Justice Woodward that January 1976 be set as the date bywhich~bor
iginalland claims in the Northern Territory be lodged. Could he provide details of claims to the present'
including names of claimants and areas claimed?
ANSWER
No. I am advised that the Northern Land Council is currently carrying out a survey with a viC!w to identifying
all unalienated Crown Land on which there might be an Aboriginal interest and that full details of claims
will be furnished as soon as is possible.
~.
384 MrMacFARLANEtoMrRYANWhen will the Burketown Crossing at Borroloola be upgraded?
ANSWER
.In reply to Question on Notice No. 4458 of September 1(974; it was advised that it was proposed to undertake
work on the crossing to Bessie Springs abattoir in conjunction with the construction of a causeway over the
McArthur River Crossing at Borroloola in May/June 1975.
.
Work has already commenced on the McArthur River crossing and it is expected that this work will be
completed within the next two months. It is proposed that this crossing of the McArthur River serving tb.e
BeSSle Springs abattoir will be upgraded on completion of the McArthur River crossing. "
'
NOTE: It is assumed that the Burketown Crossing referred to in the question is the McArthur River Crossing.
385 MrMacFARLANEtoMrRYANWhen will the crossing over the McArthur River between the. highway a~dBessie Spring servmg the Bessie.
,Spring abattoir be completed?
..
.;
'.
ANSWER
Please see answer to Question on Notice No. 384.
386 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTAMBLING,
Does he check the accuracy of information. supplied to him to answer questions on notice anti, ifso, how accurate was the answer, to question 165 which stated that the diesel generating sets at the Mataranka power
station are expected to b~ commissioned in eljrly June 1975?
ANSWER
Where questions are of a technical or adniil)istrative nature the information is sought from the appropriate
Government department and the information supJ;llied is therefore relied uP~ as the basis of answer.
I am now further informed that earlier information available concerning the 'installation of diesel generators
at Mataranka Power Station indicated that they would I)e commissioned early in J u n e . ,
There has been a slight delay, but the sets were tested ove~ the weekend ofl4-15 June and are expected to be
on line by 19 June.
:
388 M~MacFARLANE to MrPOLLOCKIs the Mataranka Health Centre for general out-patient use, or for Aboriginal out-patient use?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ANSWER
The Health Centre being constructed at Mataranka is for general out-patient use. The Department's Health
Centres are established throughout the Territory to serve the communities in the areas in which they are
built.
390 MrMacFARLANEtoMrEVERINGHAMI. Has the police stock squad ever ventured out of the Darwin area?
2. Is the squad equipped for deterrent patrols or merely to investigate complaints?
ANSWER
1. Yes.
2. The equipment and resources of the Police Force are available for the use of the Stock Squad, should it be
for deterrent patrols or to investigate complaints.
391 MrMacFARLANE to MrTAMBLINGHas the block sold at Borroloola for a Service Station site in 1973 been developed in the manner required by
the covenants?
.
ANSWER
No. The covenant of the lease over Lot 409 (Service Station site) Borroloola, requires the commencement of
building by I September 1974 and completion of building by I September 1976.
'
The prepartion ofthe lease was delayed awaiting the incorporation (lfthe Borroloola Social Club, Incorporation was 'finally effected on 5 February 1975 and lease instruments were sent to the lessee for signature on
30 April 1975.
An extension of time of 18 months to commence building has been rejected but an extension to commence by
September I, 1975 is being considered. An extension of time was considered necessary due to flooding in
1974 in the Borroloola area and the subsequent interdepartmental study of various factors important to
'
town development.
392 Mr MacFARLANE to MrTAMBLING- .
What steps have been taken to provide reticulated electricity and water for the township of Borroloola?
ANSWER
The provision of town electricity and water to BOi'roloola will be further considered when a to~n plan is
finalised following completion of the South West Gulf Study now in progress.
393 Mr WlTHNALL to Dr LETTS1. What land has been vested in the Darwin Reconstruction Commission for its control and administration
pursuantto section 12( a) of the Act?
2. How many buildings has the Commission( a) erected,
(b) repaired, or
( c) demolished?
ANSWERThe Section of the Act concerning land is presumably a. reference to Section 14(2)(a)-not Section 12A. On
the assumption that this is correct the answer is none at this stage although w\': have made requests to the
Department of Northem Australia.
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission through its agents is in the process of:
(a) constructing 1,300 new houses;
(b) repairing 20 houses for evaluation of economics and building technique; and
(c) restoration of70 houses.
To date, no houses have been completed in either new, .repair or restoration category and no houses have
been totally demolished under Commission direction.
'
394 MrWlTHNALLtoDrLETTS:'"
How many and what directions has the Minister given to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission pursuant to
section 10 of the Act.
ANSWER
None. However the'Minister has asked the Chairman of the Commission t9 convene meetings of the Com. mission in Darwin wherever possible.
'
395 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCKL How many staff members have been appointed to the Yirrkala Medical Centre and for what period?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
2. When will the official opening date of the centre be announced publicly?
ANSWER
1. It is intended to transfer existing staff at Yirrkala to the new Medical Centre.
The present ~talf consists ofI Resident Clinic Sister
I Rural Health Sister based at the Centre
,
,5 Aborigines, 4 of whom are hospital assistants and 1 a Health Worker.
There is no intention at this stage to increase the staff.,
2. Present indications are that it will be possible to commence work from the Centre on Monday, 14 July
1975.
395A Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCKHas the Department of Health considered appointing a permanent specialist in gynaecology and obstetrics to
Gove Hospital?
ANSWER
The appointment of a permanent specialist as suggested is not considered warranted at this stage. The Department has under consideration alternative means of improving the service in Obstetrics and Gynaecology to the Gove Hospital.
399A Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS1. Following the expiry of the Emergency Services Legislation, what is to be done with the large amount of
information held on file by the Permit Section?
"
2. Is it to be destroyed and ifso, how?
3. If not to be destroyed where is the information to be held and who will have access to the information and
in What circumstancys?
ANSWER
1. Record~ previo~sly held by the Permits Secti~nhave been piaced in safe custody with the Department of
Northern Australia Central Registry.
.
'
2. Working papers oruy have been destroyed by s~edding:
3. The records will continue to be held by the Department of Northern Australia. Access to these records will
be available only to authorised persons.
40lA MrTUNGUTALUMtoMrRYANAre street.and road signs to be erected in the Shoal Bay area and, ifso, by whom and when?
ANSWER
There is no current program provision for street and road signs in the Shoal Bay area. Should the Honourable
Member have any particular road or roads in mind the matter will be taken up with the appropriate authority at ~s request.
'
,
402A MrTUNGUTALUMtoMrRYANWhat stage has been reached in the provision of a new loading ramp for supply barges at Mission or
Linyalung Bay, Croker Island?
,
ANSWER
In 1973 arrangements were made by the Department of Housing and Construction to carry out a survey into
the needs for the upgrading of barge landing facilities to coastal Aboriginal communities in the Northern
Territory. In the report released in 1974, the Department of Housing and Construction estimated that the
cost of upgrading the barge landing facilities at the I3 commu~ties involved would be'in the vicinity of
$1. 7m including $160,000 for Croker Island, It will be appreciated that smce the issue of the report present
day costs would be considerably in excess of these figures.
Because of the size of the commitment it was necessary to allocate priorities with Stage I of the project being
included in our Works Proposals Program for 1975-76. Unfortunately Croker Island was not included.
Following recent discussions with the General Manager of Perkins Shipping Corporation Pty Ltd in which
the Gqvernment has a controlling interest, it was accepted that there W<lS a need to revise the initial priorities and this action is currently in hand. Ifit is possible to vary the program to bring Croker Island forward
to 1975-76 then this will be done. It is important to mention ho\yever, that at this stage the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs is not aware of those projects which will fin<llly gain the a,pproyed Civil Works Program
for the current year, and this of course will not be formally established until the Budget is brought down by
Parliament.
.
,
403A MrBALLANTYNEtoMrRYANWhen will a public telephone be provided at Gove Airport?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ANSWER
The matter has received consideratio.n in the past but there are no. immediate plans in hand to. install a public
telepho.ne at the Go.ve Airpo.rt as it is co.nsidered the revenue po.tential wo.uld be very limited and wo.uld no.t
pro.vide a reaso.nable return o.n the expenditure incurred in setting up and maintaining the facility.
An'assurance is given that the matter will be watched clo.sely ho.wever and a review will be made in the light
o.f any change in Io.cal circumstances.
,
If the enquiry has been pro.mpted by the 11Ick o.ffacilities fo.r bo.o.king taxis, this pro.blem will be,o.vercome in
the near future as arrangements are well advanced fo.r the pro.visio.n o.f an extensio.n o.ff a taxi pro.prieto.r's
telepho.ne service which will permit free taxi bo.o.king calls to' be made at all ho.urs fro.m the airpo.rt.
470 MrWITHNALLto.MrTAMBLING1. Ho.w many residential blo.cks in the Darwin area have been o.ffered back to. the Go.vernment?
2. Ho.w many o.ffers o.fblo.cks have been accepted by th~ Go.vernment?
3. Ho.w many o.fthe blo.~ks have been paid fo.r?
ANSWER
1. 172
2.172.
3. 42 in 1974-1975, 23 so. far in 1975-1976. This is continuing while funds continue to' be available.
472 Mrs LAWRIE to' Dr LETfSAre consultants emplo.yed by the DarWin Reconstructio.n Co.mmissio.n paid at the rate o.f$25 per ho.ur and are
their coJ)sultancies subject to. audit by the Audito.r-General's Department?
'ANSWER
A numbeI'o.r consultants have been engaged by the Co.mmissio.n with varying ho.urly rates, depending o.n
their qualificatio.ns and expertise.
\
'
Co.mmissio.n consultants are engaged in accordance with the relevant pro.fessio.nal o.rganisatio.n's fo.rmulae
and, o.n several engagements, time spent by a Principal o.fthe consultant o.rganisatio.n is at an ho.urly rate o.f
$25. This leVel o.fpayment is made to' the o.rganisatio.n, no.t the individual.
'
Audit o.fthe Commissio.n's accounts is carried o.ut by the Audito.r-General's Department.
473 MrsLAWRIEto.DrLETfS1. Is the large amo.unt o.f info.rmatio.n concerning individuals in Darwin which was collected while the entry
permit system was in fo.rce still in existence?
'
2. If the records containing this info.rmatio.n have no.t been destro.yed, where are they sto.red and who. has
access to. them?
'
ANSWER
Please see answer to' Questio.n o.n No.tice No.. 399.
474 MrsLAWRIEto.MrTAMBLING1. Has the Australian Go.vernment purchasedLo.t 622, co.mer o.fEsplanade and McLachlan Street, Darwin
fo.r $116,000 and, if so., was Ministerial appro.val o.btained prio.rto. the purchase o.fthis blo.ck?
2. If appro.val was no.t o.btained, who. autho.rized the purchase o.f the blo.ck and fo.r what purp..ose has it been
acquired?
ANSWER
,
1. Yes, but the Lo.t is in Mitchell Street, no.t the Esplanade. Appro.val was o.btamed fro.m a Delegate o.f the
,Minister as it was within his, financial delegatio.n. TheLo.t WlIS one o.h number o.ffered back to. the Government and was purchased as o.ne o.f the blo.cks required fo.r reconstI'\lctio.n purpo.ses by the Darwin Reconstructio.n Co.mmissio.n.
, , '
2. Seeabo.ve.
,

475 MrSTEELEto.DrLETfS1. I refer to' the 32 square mile acquisitio.n area and ask:
(a) how much cbmpensatio.n has been paid to' fo.rmer landho.lders in the area to. date;
(b) ,ho.w many cases still await settlements; and ,
'
(c) what is the estimate o.fthe further compensatio.n to. be paid to. achieyefull settlement?
2. In the Darwin area(a) what is the current number o.fblo.cks o.ffered back to' the Go.vernment;
(b) ho.w many o.fthe blo.cks have been paid fo.r;

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
(c) what is the estimated cost of settling the remaining proposed acquisitions and when is it expected that
they will be finalised; and
.
(d) what money is available for this purpose?
ANSWER
1. (a) $12,474,831.
(b) 38 on which part payment has been made. 25 on which compensation has· not yet been paid.
(c) $3.0m
2. (a) 1,600 enquiries have been received.
' .
(b) (c) (d) with the intention of obtaining a valuation only. Eighty properties have been settled to date.
It is not possible at this stage to even estimate the cost or date of settling any outstanding offers as there
are several valuations not yet received and until a firm figure has been arrived at it will not be possible
to say what funds will be required.
'
476 .Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS1. Does the Darwin Reconstruction Commission as a whoie consider all tenders received or does it delegate
this responsibility to a tender committee?
2. Ifthe responsibility is delegated, who comprises the tender committee and who is the Chairman?
3. Are members of the tender committee able to nominate deputies to sit on the committee in their absence
and,ifso(a) on how many occasions have deputies sat on the committee;
.
(b) who were the deputies, for whom did they deputize and what position was occupied by each deputy in
or in relation to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission?
ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission, as a whole, considers and approves all tenders and commitments in
excess of$lm.
For projects beiow $Im, certain officers within the Commission are granted delegation to commit works following detailed reports on tenders received from Commission Agents. The Agency for over .90% of such
recommendations is the Department of Housing and Construction.
479 MrSTEELEtIYMrPOLLOCKHas the Department of Aboriginal Affairs made an offer to purchase the Finiss River Cattle Company and, if
so, what price has been offered and on what basis has a valuation been made to support the offer?
ANSWER
No.
480 Mr BALLANTYNE to MrTAMBLING,
.
Is there a boxing control body in the Northern Territory and, ifnot, will steps be taken to form a boxing control body to assist trainers, referees, youth and sporting bodies?
ANSWER
No. Until about one year ago there was a Northern Tenitory Amateur Boxing Association, and the Police and
Citizeris Youth Club was attached to the Association. The Association was affiliated to the South Australian
Amateur Boxing Association. There is no current boxing activity in the Police and Citizens Youth Club and
the Association is now defunct. The Police and Citizens Youth Club conducted its boxing activities under
the rules of the Australian National Boxing Code, with a strong emphasis on medical oversight.
Because of the limited amqunt of boxing in the Territory, it is suggested that at this time anyinterested body
would be better adVised to form an association and seek affiliation with a large State organisatiol)., from
which advice and assistance may mqre readily be available..
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE-Tuesday 12 August 1975
491 MrSTEELEtoMrKILGARIFFHas he asked the Minister for Northern Australia to clearly state if the Home Finance Trustee will or will not
finance homes in the surge areas?
,
"
ANSWER
The honourable member for Community Development discussed the matter with the Minister last week. The
Minister has advised that he has the matter under consideration but has not yet reached a decision, due to
the complication oflong term compensation policies of the Australian Government?
492 Mr DONDAS to Mr KILGARIFFIs it true that the staff of the Compensation' and Repatriation'Department have been instructed not to issue
any more compensation cheques to the business sector?
ANSWER
I have received a report today,in which there is an instance. At the moment, I have no further information, I
will obtain it during the day and give the honourable member a fuller answer later.
493 MrKENTISHtoMrRYAN-,Can he advise me when the section of the Stuart Highway between the airport entrance and Bombing Road
will be completed? This has been in a state of disrepair for nearly a year.
ANSWER
,
I think this is the third consecutive meeting that I have been asked this 'question and each time I have given an
answer that has been supplied. I did take steps last week to obtain some more information in anticipation of
a possible question once again and I have been assured that the negotiations between the contractor involved and the Department of Housing and Construction have been completed and the price agreed upon.
The papers have been sent to the head office, of the Department of Housing and Construction for final
ratification, after which the road will he under way once again.
Unfortunately, in answering this question, I have'had to rely upon the advice tendered to me by various departments over which I-have no control. I am disappointed that the road has not been started as I feel we
have lost valuable time. I intend to follow it up and take whatever stro~ger measures I possibly can to
ensure that action is taken on starting the construction of the highway as soon as possible.
494 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLINGHave all blocks sold to the public in t\le surge area been in subdivisions originally approved by the Commonwealth Government or the Northern Territory Administration?
'
ANSWER
Yes.
495 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIs the person in the Darwin Reconstruction Commission presently occupy~ng the position of Acting Deputy
General Manager a member of a firm of consultants known ,as Crooks MItchell Peacock and Stewart? If so,
did the Commission as a whole appoint this person to the acting job; if not, which member or members of
the commission appointed him and on what authority?
ANSWER
I can only provide with absolute certainty an answer to part of the honourable member's question. The person to whom I believe she is referring was not appointed by the commissioners sitting as a board but was
appointed under other delegations' of the Chairman or the Acting General Manager. I will check out the
details ofthe question and provide her with precise information later in the, day.
496 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIs the person presently occupying the position of Acting Chief Planner also a member of the consultancy firm
Crooks Mitchell Peacock and Stewart? Ifso, was that person appointed by the board as a whole or, if not,
by which members and on what authority?
ANSWER
I will obtain further information. The appointment was not made by the commission as a whole sitting as a
board but under delegations given to the Chairman or Acting General Manager.
I

497 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr KILGARIFFCan owners of blocks in the surge area obtain insurance against tidal waves or flood risk?
ANSWER
I will look at the matter and advise the member later in the day.
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498 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSWhat assistance does the Darwin Reconstruction Commission provide to assist private persons in the rebuilding of their houses? Will the Darwin Reconstruction Commission undertake the rebuilding of a house to a '
home owner's plan and does the Commission have a list of approved contractors to whom a private person
can turn with Confidence for building?
ANSWER
The policy of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission as formed by the Commission sitting as a board is that
it would provide assistance to the private home builder both in the helping with provision of design facilities and to enable private builders to use the services of contractors to Whom contracts may be let by the
Commission. That is the policy which the Commission as a whole determined some time ago. I am unable
to give any precise information as to what extent this policy has been implemented, how many people have
taken advantage drthe situation or have been given help, but I do know that the Commission also conducted a survey to see how many private home owners would be interested in using the services of the Commission's agents for design and construction. At the time that survey was conducted, some 800 Darwin
residents indicated their interest in using the agencies of the Commission for this purpose.
499 MrTUNGUTALUMtoMissANDREWThe Berrimah School has an enrolment which is considerably over the capacity for which the building is
designed. What steps is the Department of Education taking to alleviate the problem? '
ANSWER
Construction is planned for an estimated completion date in August 1976. If this is achieved, the school could
be open in third term of that year. However, because of normal building delays, it is more likely at the mo,ment to be at the beginning of 1977. The school is planned in two stages with stage 1 to accommodate
approximately 200 children and staff. There is no pre-school. There is provision for an eventual stage 2
which will take the size of the school up to 500 students but no timetable for the building'of this has yet
been established. The children from this area will continue to attend the Berrimah Primary School and the
Department, in association with the DRC and the Department of Housing and Construction, is attempting,
to have extensions at the Berrimah school completed for the commencement of next year. This will allow
the school to accommodate both local children: all!ithose from Howard Springs without overcrowding.
5.00 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS-

I am aware that members of the Darwin Reconstrliction Commission have .their deputies; for example, the
honourable member for Fannie Bay is an able.deputy of the Majority Leader. Who is the deputy of the person norm;!lly representing the Department of Housing an<i.~nstruction and the Department of Urban and
Regional'Development?
,"
ANSWER
"

.

The deputy ofMr Alan Reiher, the permanent head of the Department-QfHousing and Construction is a Mr
Keith Rodda who is an Assistant Scretary ofthe Department. The member representing tlte Department of
Urban and Regional Development-althogh that is not tile way it is expressed in the act-is the Assistant
Scretary of the Department of Regional DevelQP~eut, ~r Pe~er Thiele, and the person who has
represented him as deputy is Mr Terry Wardlaw.
SO 1 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS-

Have either Mr Rodda or Mr Wardlaw sat as members of We Com:mission when tenders were being discussed?
.~
ANSWER
I would not like to entirely rely on my memory on this matter. My memory tells me that Mr Rodda did sit at a
special meeting that we had in Canberra to examine and discuss tenders that were issued by the Darwin
'Reconstruction Commission. However, I wol!ld like tjle opportunity to get the list and inform the honour.
able member lat~r in the day.
50Z Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS-

Is Mr Wardlaw a full time member of the Commission and employed. in no other capacity or is he '.!I member
afthe consultancy firm Crooks Michell Peacock anc;IStewart-?
.
ANSWER
I won't ask the honourable member to place tha.t question on notice aithough I think it is the kind of question
that one must answer absolutely accurately. I will find out tile answer and adVise her later in the day.
503 Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK_
In the light of the shortage of doctors at Dilrwin Hospital, what arrangements have been made to rectify this?
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ANSWER
The shortage of doctors in the Territory as a whole' and in particular at the Darwin Hospital is causing the
officers of the Department of Health here in Darwin great concern and it is causing concern to myself as
well. The department has been advertising fortnightly for officers. I saw the advertisements in last
Saturday's press along with advertisements for Alice Springs. However, I did notice in the advertisements
that the comlllencing salary was $10,700 which is ridiculously lowand is in no way going to attract medical
officers from other parts of Australia to the Northern Territory as a whole, let alone Darwin where we have
the problem of accommodation. To help overcome this shortage, the Minister for Health is, I believe, after
with discussions with him at the weekend at Tennant Creek, doing everything he cali to get a case to the
Public Service Board to get them to increase salaries and therefore attract the doctors and other medical
staff so badly needed for the Territory.
"504 MrsLAWRIEtoMrRYAN:""-Is he aware that the food stocks held at the emergency centres since the last emergency and as a contingency
against the next have an expiry date,-and that in fact tins of milk probably are now considered stale and not
fit for human consumption? If not, would he check this please and advise the Assembly?
ANSWER
I am the Executive Member n:spons[ble on the Emergency Committee. I was not aware of the situation andl
will be in contact with the-honourable member and follow it through and try and give an answer lat~r on in
these sittings.
.
.
505 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrRYANIs he aware of recent increases in air fares Which have affected all Territory centres? If so, has he considere~
making representations to the Transport Minister of the Australian Government with a view,to some rnitigation.ofthese increas~s in favour of Territory residents?
\
ANSWER
I am aware of the increa~e in the air fares in the Northern Territory and in fact for the whole of Australia. I
have not as yet made any moves t;) approach t)J.e Minister for Transport. I am prepared to dojust that on
the advice of my colleague. However, I don't feel that we would have much chance of changing the Federal
Minister's mind on this particular point.
506 Mr VALE to Mr KILGARIFFCan he advise if a Government Grant is to be made to a service club in Central Australia for redevelopment
work on the old Hamilton Downs homestead?
.
ANSWER
Yes, the Minister for Tourism and Recreation has recently anndunced that in grants made to the Territory in
this last few months there is a grant for $10,000 to the Apex Hamilton Downs Youth Club.
507 Mrs LAWRIEto MrTAMBLINGSome two years ago, legislation was passed through the Legislative Council prohibiting the use of motor vehicles and motor bikes on prescribed beaches and one of those beaches is Casuarina beach. Are signs to be
prominently displayed indicating the prohibition of these motor vehicles, as Casuarina beach is assuming
the proportions of a speedway?
ANSWER
I will pursue the matter raised by the hOliourable member ibt Nightcliffwith the appropriate depaI1ment and
inform her at these sittings whataction is proposed.
508 MrDONDAStoMissANDREWThere have been repoI1s that there have been delays in the supply of electricity to liouseholdets. When will
that matter be rectified? ,
A,NSWER
The number of applications for reconnection have been very high, especially in the last couple of months, and
, although the staff of the Electricity Supply Undertaking is back aLa normal level they simply can't rope
with these demands. Additional crews are being negotiated. Three line crews and three electrical inspectors
from the Capricornia Regional Electricity Supply Undertaking will arrive on Monday and commence
work. The ESU are still negotiating for other crews but there is no definite outcome. I imagine that the
delays will be somewhat shorter as from next week.
509 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr KILGARIFFHow many people have be~n charged by the poli<;e for driving motor vehicles on prescribed beaches and how
many members of the Northern Territory Police Force have ever been instructed to control beaches for the
purposes ofwaming or charging people?
'
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ANSWER
I do not have the answers here bun will obtain them and reply to the question later.
510 Mr DONDAS to Mr SPEAKERMr Speaker, I address this question to you without notice in the hope that you may be able to offer some information with regard to the future office accommodation for the back benchers of this Assembly.
ANSWER
In anticipation of a question of this kind I did prepare an answer. I am extremely disturbed at the lack of'
action to rehabilitate this building and only this morning I rang the Deputy Director of the Department of
Housing and Construction and the Acting Manager of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. I am informed that the final design drawings will ~o to the commission today and that tenders will be advertised
next week. Even if a contract is awarded without any delays, I am very doubtful that this building will be
waterproof before the beginning of the wet season.
With regard to members' offices, I am aware of the totally unsatisfactory conditions existing in the present
offices in Block I. These offices are temporary and I have asked for urgent consideration of our needs by the
Reconstruction Commission. The best we can hope for is some demountable offices located on the floor
slabs at the back of this Chamber. But if these cannot be obtained in a short time, I hope that I can get
accommodation on the ground floor of Block 3 next door. That building is still under repair but I have
made my wishes known to the Department of Services and Property.
511 Mr ROBERTSON to Mr KILGARIFFIs he aware of an apparent shortage of police uniforms, particularly in the Alice Springs region? Is he also
aware that this is causing such unsightly scenes as policemen with half winter and half summer uniforms
woru at the same time? Ifhe is aware of this, what is being done to rectify the situation?
ANSWER
I am aware of the situation and in fact I read in the NT News this morning some reference to "Dad's Army".
I have had correspondence with the Commissioner of Police and this morning on my desk I found a letter
from him in which he says: "Our 1975 supplies of uniforms. were decimated as a result of Cyclone Tracy.
Supplies of uniforms destined for the Alice Springs area were destroyed at the Darwin Aerodrome.
Attempts made to obtain replacement supplies of uniforms have been frustrated by industrial disputes and
the inability of contractors to supply at comparatively short notice, especially asthe better materials used in
the past have been supplied by overseas sources. Our planning had provided for new-style uniforms to be
issued early in 1976 and, because of the 1975 shortages, arrangements have been made to bring forward
the supply date for new uniforms. Contracts have been let. The broad brim hat will be retained as an item
of uniform for Northeru Territory Police". That last sentence relates to requests from the Northeru Territory Police Force that the slouch hat should be retained. They will be pleased to know that it is going to be
retained as an item of equipment.
512 Mr KENTISH to Mr SPEAKERIs any attention being given to the air conditioning of this Chamber at the earliest possible time?
ANSWER
The air conditioning will be restored when tenders are let, probably next week, for the rehabilitation of the
buildings.
513 MrSTEELEtoMrTAMBLINGHow many swop blocks are available for persons affected by surge and buffer areas? Will residents be given a
choice of blocks?
ANSWER
I am aware that proposals relating to swop blocks and to general land acquisition proposals have been under
consideration by the Department of Northern Australia and the Darwin Reconstruction Commission.
However, I have not been able to ascertain what stage the negotiations have reached and in fact I express
my concern that these people are being left without sufficient answers and without sufficient availability of
land to rebuild.
.
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514 MrSTEELEtoDrLETTSWill he ask the Darwin Reconstruction Commission to state clearly for the benefit of the Darwin public the
limits of their assistance in respect of tying down caravans, screwing down roofs, and the many other forms
of assistance which have been offered to Darwin residents?
ANSWER
Yes.
515 MrSTEELEtoMrPOLLOCKIs it a fact that the Department of Aboriginal Affairs has made an offer to purchase the Finniss River Cattle
Company? If so, what price has been offered and on what basis has a valuation been made to support the
offer?
ANSWER
I don't know ,the answer to the question. I ask the honourable member to place the question on notice.
516 MrROBERTSONtoMissANDREWCould she ascertain from the Controller of Rents by tomorrow what is the longest period that has transpired
between an application for a rent determination and the actual determination being made, what is the average period taken, and what is the longest period as at this date that he has held a current application pending determination?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to collect that information and give it to the honourable member tomorrow.
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517 Mr KENTISH to Mr KILGARIFFI refer to two young men, the Harvey Brothers; who were.'in Fannie Bay Gaol prior to the cyclone serving a
sentence of 4 years for a rape at Mataranka. I understand that these two men were released at the time of
the cyclone. Could he ascertain whether these men have been pardoned or have since been reinterned to
serve their sentence?

ANSWER
It is my understanding that when these two men were released from gaol, it was a type of pardon and they
have not been returned to gaol. 'That advice could be incorrect and I will check on it and answer the
honourable member later.
518 Mrs LAWRIE to DrLETTS-

Yesterday I asked the Majority Leader without notice if either of the deputies of members of the Commission
had sat as members of the Commission when tenders were being discussed-the two deputies concerned
are Mr Rodda and Mr Wardlaw. He replied that he would advise me. Can he now present that advice?
ANSWER
Attwo Commission meetings dated 17 April 1975 and5 May 1975 Mr Rodda and Mr Wardlaw sat in attendance to the full time Commissioner during discussions on housing tenders. That is to say, they sat in as
advisors.
519 MrTUNGUTALUMtoMrTUXWORTHWhen will a Tourist Promotion Association be formed on Bathurst Island?

ANSWER
The formation of a Tourist Promotion Association on Bathurst Island would be a matter for the people of
Bathurst Island to decide at their own leisure. However, if the honoiJrable member feels it would be of any
help, I would be ouly too pleased to assist him to do this.
520 Mrs LAWRIE to Or LETTSAt any time when any of the deputies sat in an advisory capacity to the Comtnission, has the firm of Crooks,
Michell, Peacock and Stewart been one of the firms engaged in applying for a tender contract?
ANSWER
I believe the answer to the honourable member's question is no. They sat in on discussions for housing tenders
and the firm she alluded to is not con,cerned in housing tende,rs. However, I will take note of the question
and check it out.
'
"
,
521 Mr STEELE to Mr KILGARIFFWould he call on the Minister for Northern Australia to investigate the difference in prices which exists
between Valuer-General valuations and private valuers?
'

ANSWER
I ,have taken note of the request and I v:.ill do so.
522 Mis LAWRIE to Mr KILGARIFFCan he now advise me whether the Police Comtnissioner has ever instructed any members of the force to patrolbeaches for the purpose of either warning or apprehending people driving motor vehicles on prescribed
beaches?
ANSWER
Following her question yesterday, I took up the matter with the Comtnissioner of Police and I asked him if
any charges had been mage against persons driving motor vehicles on beaches. He replied that there had
been no charges. I also asked him whether police carry out regular patrols in relation to the above matter.
His reply was that there are regular patrols from Casuarina Police Station with intermittent patrols from
Darwin Station. There are specific instructions at Casuariria Police Station in relation to this matter.
523 Mrs LAWRlE to Mr KiLGARIFFIs he aware' of the serious situation presently existing regarding the illegal use of beaches by people driving
motor vehicles, with a consequent danger to life and limb, especially of young children?
ANSWER
I have no personal knowledge of this type of offence being carried out on this particular beach. However, I
have received complaints which indicate that there are vehicles using these beaches illegally to the
detriment of people in the area.
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524 Mr STEELE to. DrLETTSHas the Majo.rity Leader been pro.vided with a financial repo.rt as to. the o.peratio.n o.f the Darwin
Reconstructio.n Co.mmissio.n to. 30 June 1975?
ANSWER
I am no.t quite sure what the ho.no.urable member means when he speaks abo.ut a financial repo.rt. Is he talking
abo.ut an audit repo.rt o.r what particular type o.f financial repo.rt do.es he mean? Perhaps he might be able to.
clarify his questio.n.
MrSTEELE:
The repo.rt referred to. is under sectio.n 58 o.fthe Darwin Reconstructio.n Act: "The Commissio.n shall as so.o.n
as practicable after the end o.f the financial year prepare and furnish the Minister a repo.rt o.f the o.peratio.ns
o.f the Co.mmissio.n during that year, to.gether with financial statements in respect o.f that.year in such fo.rms
as the Treasurer appro.ves' '.
'
DrLETTS:
I have no.t received any final do.cuments o.f this type yet. The audito.r's repo.rt go.es to. the Minister who. then is
o.bliged to. table it in the Federal Ho.use within a certain perio.d o.f time. I kno.w that the Audito.r-General has
been very active in the Co.mmissio.n and it is pro.bable, tho.ugh I am no.t certain o.f this, that he has
completed his repo.rt and it may no.w be in the Minister's hands.
.
525 MrVALEto.MrPOLLOCKThis questio.n is asked o.n behalf o.f the Member fo.r Elsey. Can he advise whether the propo.sed Abo.riginal
Lands Bill can be presented to. this Assembly prio.rto. presentatio.n to. the Federal Parliament?
ANSWER
A fo.rmal request has been made by the Minister fo.r No.rthern Australia, Dr Patterso.n, to. the Minister fo.r Abo.riginal Affairs asking that copies o.fiegislatio.n pertaining to. Abo.riginallands, asso.ciatio.ns and incorpo.ratio.n~ be fo.rwarded to. the appropriate executive members o.fthis Assembly prio.r to. presentatio.n in the Federal Ho.uses. As yet, no. copies have been received and I am unable to. say when they may be received.·
526 MrDONDASto.MrPOLLOCKWho. is respo.nsible fo.r classitying the classification o.f priso.ners fo.r suitable peo.ple to. be plkced at the Gunn
Po.int Priso.n Farm?
ANSWER
As I understand it, the general classificatio.n is made by the superintendent o.fparticular priso.ns. In Darwin, it
wo.uld be made by the Superintendent o.f the Fannie Bay Gao.l o.n the recommendation to. the Co.ntro.ller o.f
Priso.ns who. then wo.uld carry the respo.nsibility fo.r the decisio.n. Of course, any transfer o.f priso.ners is with
the consent o.fthe Administrato.r.
.
527 Mrs LAWRIE to. Dr LETTSIs the perso.n at present o.ccupying the po.sitio.n o.f principal architect with the Darwin Reconstructio.n Co.mmissio.n emplo.yed as a consultant? Is he a full time staff member emplo.yed under public service regulatio.ns
with no.rmal pro.cedures applying? Was that perso.n appo.inted by the Co.mmissio.n as a who.le or, ifno.t, by
which members and o.n what autho.rity?
ANSWER
I can't answer all the questio.n at the mOment but I can answer the last part o.f it in a .similar way to. the answer
I gave yesterday. The po.sitio.n o.fChief Architect was no.t a matter o.f appo.intment by the Co.mmissio.n as a
who.le but he wo.uld have been appo.inted as a staff member under delegatio.n given to. the Chairman and
Acting, General Manager. I have indicated before that the Co.mmissio.ners themselves are only concerned
with individual appo.intments at what we might call the Second Divisio.n level. This particular appointment
has no.t been befo.re the Co.mmissio.n as a who.le.
528 Mrs LAWRIE to. Dr LETTSThe Majo.rity Leader did say in his reply that this perso.n was appo.inted as a staff member. Wo.uld he clarify
that? Is this a permanent appo.intment as a staff member and, if so., when peo.ple are so. appo.inted, are they
directed to. sever all connectio.n with any o.ther firm that they may have had? Obvio.usly there could be a
conflict of interests o.r a divided loyalty.
ANSWER
I can be a little more explicit. As I understand it, the permanent appo.intment o.f Second Division po.sitio.ns
wo.uld come befo.re the Co.mmissio.n butsomebo.dy acting o.r tempo.rarily engaged in that po.sitio.n wo.uld
no.t necessarily do. SQ. The likeliho.o.d in this case is that it is o.nly an acting po.sitio.n that we are talking abo.ut.
I will find o.ut and info.rm the ho.no.urable member later.
529 MrROBERTSONto.MrTAMBLINGHave tenders been let fo.r the propo.sed 20 new go.vernment ho.mes in Katherine?
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ANSWER
I have made inquiries about this question as I was given prior notice of it but I have not received an answer at
this stage. I will endeavour to make one available later this day.
530 MrDONDAStoMrPOLLOCKWhen will arrangements be made to erect a security fence around the Fannie Bay gaol?
ANSWER
In many respects, I would hope never. There are no arrangements to erect a fence around the Fannie Bay gaol
at the moment. The situation of the prisoners has been one of considerable concern. It has been of concern
that no firm decisions have been made in relation to what is going to happen. I have seen several press
reports on this matter in the last couple of weeks. In one, the Attorney General advocated the reconstruction of the fence around the Fannie Bay prison. I have not been able to gain any advice about any moves for
the reconstruction of a fence around the prison. In many respects I hope that they will not be able to use the
site much longer at all.
531 Mr WITHNALL to MrTAMBLINGHow many persons have indicated to the Commonwealth their preparedness to surrender land in Darwin to
the Commonwealth? How many formal offers to surrender have been made? How many surrenders ofland
have been effected? In how many cases in which the surrenders have actually been made has compensation
been paid?
'
ANSWER
The honourable member for Port'Darwin had similar question on notice which came to my attention several
weeks ago. An answer was given on that occasion with regard to the formal offers and surrenders that had
been made at that date. I will endeavour to obtain updated information in that regard for him. His first
question related to how manyindicatioIis of blocks have been made. I am aware that the Darwin Reconstruction Commission through the agency of the Department of Northern Australia did conduct a survey
some time ago in which people were asked to indicate how many blocks wO,uld be available for surrender. I
was of the opinion at that time that well in excess of 1,000 blocks were indicated as being available; however, I will endeavour to obtain a full and accurate answer for the honourable member at these sittings.

a

532 MrKENTISHtoMissANDREWWhat steps, if any, have been taken to upgrade the school buildings a,nd teacher accommodation at Roper
River Mission?
'~
,
ANSWER
, I do not have, that information available at the moment but I will endeavour 'to reply during tomorrow's questiontime.
533 MrWITHNALLtoDrLETTSIs it a fact that no ~ember of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission can be described as a business man and
,has any member of the Commission any experience in business and commerce?
ANSWER
I do not think that any members of the Reconstmction Commission have been asked to give their occupations. I certainly have not seen any list as to whether they are business men or business women. Certainly
some of them are engaged in businesses of one form or another.
534 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIs the Commission as a whole aware that people who are occupying senior staff positions are members of consultancy firms who are being funded by the Commission and who are applying for tenders and contracts?
ANSWER
The Commission has been concerned at the question of possible conflict of interests and is having this matter
thoroughly investigated to make sure that in any future appointments no conflict of interests will occur.
I have some answers to questions which the honourable member asked yesterday which clarify therelationship of certain people in ~cting positions on the Commission with outside firms and I intend to give that
information at the end of question time.
535 MrROBERTSONtoMrRYANIs any firefighting appliance available at Mataranka and, if not, what is supposed to be done in the event of a
fire?
ANSWER
I do not have the answer to that question. I will be in contact with the Fire Chief and endeavour to give an
answer later in the sittings.
,
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536 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr KILGARIFFIs there a boxing control body in the Northern Territory and, if not, what steps have been taken to form such a
boxing control body to assist trainers, referees, youth and sporting bodies?
'
ANSWER
I am not able to answer the question as I am unaware whether there is a boxing control authority in the Northern Territory. Perhaps, the honourable member for Community Development may be able to give an answer. Perhaps the best way around it is for the honourable member to put the question on notice.,
537 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSHas the Administrator's Council yet considered the appointment of a Parole Board? If so, have they approached members ofthe Public to be appointed to the Parole Board and when is it expected that the board
will be appointed?
ANSWER
The honourable member for Nightcliff asked similar questions at previous sittings. I indicllted to her that certain aspects of the, matter were under investigation by an interdepartmental committee and I did ask the
honourable member to place her question on notice which she has not done. I again ask her to place her
question on notice.
.
538 Mr ROBERTSoN to Mr KILGARIFFHe alluded yesterday to the formation of an industrial relations counqil. Is it intended thatthis council will operate in Alice Springs and, if so, what effect does he consider that would have on industrial relations in that
centre?
ANSWER
There is an Industrial Affairs Council formed in the Northern Territory now; the inaugural meeting was held
in Darwill some weeks ago. It is hoped that areas such as Alice Springs will either form. themselves into
branches of this particular council or participate in the council itself. I believe that an Industrial Affairs
Council in Alice Springs can foster good relations in industry. Regarding Aliq: Springs, it is my intention to
meet people in industry in the near future. I would invite the honourable member for Gillen to make suitable arrangements in Alice Springs whereby members of industry, unions and so on, can be asked to a
meeting where the whole 1TIMter can be discussed.
539 MrKILGARIFFtoMrSPEAKERWhat is the present position regarding the printing of daily Hansard and bound Hansard?
ANSWER
With regard to the printed Hansard, honourable members will have received this week the first volume covering the November 1974 and the January 1975 meetings. Bulk supplies of this volume should be available
within the next week. I understand that a full statement covering all outstanding printings of Hansard will
probably be coming from the Publications Committee next week and I will leave that detail for that report.
With regard to the unrevised edition, I do not ,think it will be possible to produce this as a daily copy until
such time as the Hansard offices are fully repaired. Nevertheless, I think honourable members canlook forward to a faster publication than previously. I hope that future public!\tions will be within a week of the
sitting.
540 ANSWER TO QUESTIONMr KILGARIFF: The honourable member for Ludmilla asked a question regarding the Compensation and
Repatriation Department and he asked me to ascertain whether there had been instructions not to pay any
further cheques to businesses. The answer is that there have been no instructions whatsoever not to pay
cheques to businesses. If the honourable me!llber has any specific matter in mind, I would ask him to refer it
W~

.

541 ANSWER TO QUESTIONDr LETTS: The honourable member for Nightcliff asked whether the Acting ChiefPlaooer was Im employee
of the Commission or of the Melbourue based firm Crooks, Michell, Peacock and Stewart Pty Ltd. The answer is that the Acting Chief Plaooer is a salaried member of the Sydney based firm Crooks, Michell, Peacock and StewartPty Ltd. The head office is given if she is interested in that information.
542 ANSWER TO QUESTIONDr LETTS: The honourable member for Nightcliff asked whether I was lIware that the Acting Deputy
General Manager was a consultant from the Melbourne based firm of Crooks, Michell, Peacock and
Stewart and whether the full Board of the Commission appointed him-and, if so, on what authority. The
answer is that the Acting Deputy General Manager, Mr John Nairn, is a salaried director of the Sydney
based firm Crooks, Michell, Peacock and Stewart Pty Ltd. The appointment to the position of Acting
Deputy General Manager of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission was made by the Chairman of the
COlnmission, Mr Powell, in consultation with the Acting General Manager. That part confirms the advice I
gave yesterday.
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543 ANSWER TO QUESTIONDr LETTS: The honourable member for Ludmilla asked whether the Darwin Reconstruction Commission
would make'a public statement on the levels of assistance it has advertised and proposed to the public, particularly the tying down of caravans and the sctewing down of roofs. The Darwin Reconstruction will be
making a public statement on the levels of assistance to the private sector in Darwin when the proposals at
present under consideration by the government have been determined. It is proposed in the next week or
two to produce a booklet suggesting a suitable method for tying down caravans. This booklet will be available free to the public. The cost of tying down the caravan will be met by the owner of the caravan. The
Commission has a continuing programme under way for the screwing down of roofs through its agent the
Department of Housing and Constrnction. The Commission proposes to supply at cost cyclone shelters for
persons on request.
544 ANSWER TO QUESTIONDr LETTS: The honourable member for Port Darwin asked whether I could advise on the assistance being
given to the private sector by the Darwin Reconstrnction Commission and, in particular, whether the DRC
has a list of approved builders and whether it will build a house on private land using the client's privately
prepared plans. The further information I have is that assistance to the private sector by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission is provided in a variety of ways: the Housing Advisory Service, Government Housing
Plans, Technical advice through Housing Advisory Service and area managers, sale and loan of buildng
, manuals, assistance in clean up, etc. The Darwin Reconstruction Commission does not have a list of approved builders and is not able to construct a private house using privately prepared plans on a private
block. I do not believe that this alters the part of the answer I gave yesterday which indicated that I understood it was the policy of the Commission to assist through using its agents, when available, for private
rebuilding programs.
'
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545 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSWould he advise the Assembly later this sitting day the names of the architects in the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission who have advised the Commission on each ofthe four occasions on which they have been considered housing contracts? There have been four separate contracts let and I would like the names of the architects who advised them in each case.
ANSWER
I do not know that there were 4 occasions on which they sat to consider housing contracts because, while I
know that there are 4 principaL Contractors who have been involved, I think that they were dealt with collectivel,Y at one sitting. But I understand what she wants and I will endeavour to have the information by
lunch time.
.
'
. .
546 MrVALEtoMrRYANCan he advise when and where the next Rural Roads Conference will be held?
ANSWER
I believe it will be held in Katherine in November or thereabouts.
547.MrDONDAStoMrTAMBLINGWith reference to the waiting list for Housing Commission and Government accommodation, how many applications for accommodation does the Housing Commission have and how many does the Government
have? When do they expect to be able to satisfy the people on the current accommodation waiting list?
ANSWER
I was present at an accommodation co-ordination committee meeting last week where figures of this nature
were tendered. The figures given at that meeting were that the Housing Commission waiting list was 849
and the Department of Northern Australia waiting list was in the order of approximately 700. It was also
indicated to that committee that there were 92 families on board the Patris which would involve some 255
people. On board the Patris there were 486 single people at that date. I understand that caravans and
demountables have been on order for some time by the Department and they are being distributed roughly
on a 50-50 proportion between the Department and the Housing Commission. There was at that date a
figure of 1,172 caravans and 'demountables in transit or awaiting handover in Darwin.
548 MrTUNGUTALUMtoMrKILGARIFFWould he advise me when the police station will be built at Bathurst Island?
ANSWER
I am unable to give a definite answer to the honourable member. The Government has indicated that, if
isolated communities wish. to have police sations, then they should make representation. I understand
Bathurst Island has made representation. I can say no more than that but perhaps in the next few days the
situation will become clearer.
549 MrsLAWRIEtoMrRYANIs it his intention to table a full report on the recent meeting of the Australian Transport Ministers' Conference
which he attended as the Northern Territory representative?
ANSWER
I had not intended to table a report.
550 Mr DONDAS to Mr KILGARIFFHow many applications have been received by the Home Loan Finance Department this year? How many
applications to date have been repeived?
ANSWER
The honourable member gave notice of that question this morning and I have referred it to the Home Finance
Officer. He is now ascertaining the figures and I will have the answer for him later today.
551 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSIn his capacity as a member of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, can he tell me for whom the 1,300
houses now under Construction are destined? How many of them are for use by the Housing Commission
and how many for the Commonwealth Publi~ Service and how many for use by private persons?
ANSWER
I assume that the honourable member for Port Darwin is talking about the 1,300 houses that were announced
in 4 contracts, 3 of 400 and lof 100; I assume that is what he is talking about because there are other contracts for housing that are being negotiated or being let. As I understand it, all of those houses are being
constructed for the public sector and the allocation will be within the province of the Department of Northern Australia. The authorizations for construction for the Housing Commission are handled separately.
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552 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSI refer to open government in which I know he believes. Is the Country Liberal Party parliamentary wing policy that when executive members attend various Conferences in that capacity they present a report to the
.
Assembly?
ANSWER
I do believe in open government and so does my party. The answer to the honourable member's question is
that it depends on the type of conference which members attend. If I take the case of the Constitutional
Convention, at the open plenary session of the convention I believe that the Assembly delegates, the
honourable member for Port Darwin and myself, would be obliged to give this Assembly a detailed and
documented report on what took place. When it comes to the meetings of the executives of the convention,
certain matters are discussed that are confidential subject to final decision by the Prime Minister and, while
a report in general can often be given in that situation, you cannot get down the fine print and detail. When
it comes to the standing committees of the constitutional convention which report to the executive, there is
little information from those standing committees which is public knowledge to anybody outside the standing committee.
Advertising to Commonwealth-State Ministers Conferences, there are large numbers of these and in no case
that I know of do the ministers attending those conferences go back and make a report to their state parlia~
ments. Rather, they make a report to their Cabinet because in most cases there is legislation of some sort
considered at those meetings which does not become public knowledge until it is drafted and introduced
into the legislature in the normal way. In any report that was given of attendance at one of those conferences, there would be some general information that could be released and there would be some confidential information that could not be. The approach in advising the Assembly would have to be on that basis.
553 MrKENTISHtoMrPOLLOCKWould he obtain for me the total amount of money paid to housing consultants by the Aboriginal housing assoCiations in the Northern Territory sinct) I January 1973 and the number and value of houses built as a
result of their advice?
ANSWER
I ask that the question be placed on notice. I am not able to say whether I would be able to get the information
or not.
554 MrDONDAStoMrTAMBLINGIs it true that the old DCA cottages in Parap Road are to be demolished ill the near or immediate future? How \
many people are currently occupying these houses as temporary accommodation and where will they be '
relocated?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to seek a reply.
555 MrPERRONtoMissANDREWIt is reported that schools in the Territory are closing an hour earlier today as a result of the strike by teachers.
Would she please explain the reasons for this strike?
ANSWER
I think that the sentunents Qehind this strike are most commendable. It arises from a deep cOncern by the
Teachers Federation for education in the Territory. Their concern is that in the forthcoming budget there
will be considerable cuts in the field of education in the Territory. It has taken a long time to get education
anywhere near on its feet and they are concerned that any cuts in comparison to the Schools Commission's
recommendations will be disastrous.
556 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSWhat action has he taken to require the Administrator to indicate his assent or to reserve the Cattle Prices
Stabilization Ordinance, and does he know why the Administrator has failed to act in the matter?
ANSWER
I have not taken any action directly to ask the Administrator or to suggest the Administrator might hasten
assent to this ordinance. I have had a number of discussions with leaders of the cattle industry in the Northern Territory and also senior departmental officers about the implementation and administration of the ordinance. I believe that, as it is presently worded in relation to the price of cattle in the Northern Territory, it
is virtually impossible to implement and operate. The ordinance was drafted and introduced at the end of
last cattle season, a: time when beef prices were in the order of ten and eleven cents a pound. Within the
same range, we are now talking about four, five, six cents and the actual calculations contained in the ordi"
nance mean that the lower figure would drop off the bottom of the map as it were. Taking a four cent price,
you have not enough room to make the adjustments that the ordinance suggests so that in the present economic situation that particular ordinance cannot work. It would either have to be amended or the price of
beeflifted before it could be operational.
'
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557 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr KILGARIFFWhat action has he taken to have the recommendations contained in the McKinna Report on the police force
put into effect? Has he communicated with the Minister or ministers as the case may be on the matter?
ANSWER
I have directed to the Commissioner of Police a question on similar lines. At present, I have not received an
answer but when I do I will make it available to the honourable member.
558 MrPERRONtoMrKILGARIFF,Can he explain why copies of many NT ordinances are not available to the: public aild what is being done to
rectify this serious situation?
ANSWER
I can answer the honourable member but I cannot give him a particular happy picture. There are no prints
available of this year's legislation; Printing of numbers one to fifteen are under way. In the meantime, the
Legislation Branch is making photocopies available to meet public demand. There are no copies at all of a
number of items of previous years' legislation. A number of reprints to include some of the missing items
are underway bpt no one knows when these will be cO!p.plete\l and printed. The general rule is that no more
than one copy of any piece of legislation is made available to a person from Darwin supplies. If more are
required, they must be obtained from Brisbane where bulk stocks of legislation are now held. The legislation that had been held in Darwin has been transfern;d to Brisbane. These are incomplete. I would also'
point out that the rule for one copy is a rule for emergent circumstances.
559 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr KILGARIFFHas he any intention to reform the laws of the Territory relating to the possessions of firearms? If so, can he
give any indication when he intends to present the legislation and would he be willing to indicate the type
of reform he has in mind?
ANSWER
I cannot, looking specifically at the review ofthe Firearms Ordinance, but there is a general review being carried out now with those people who are assisting me. I have two assistants, the member for Jingili and the
member for Gillen, and they have contact with the various organisations associated with law and are assisting me in a review oflegislation. When this is completed, legislation will be introduced. At the same time, I
will have in mind that the firearms legislation should be reviewed.
560 MrDONDAStoMrPOLLOCKI asked him a question without notice yesterday with regard to a fence around Fannie Bay Gaol and he was
unable to answer me and'l ask him the same question today. When will arrangements be made to put a
fence around the Fannie Bay Gaol?
ANSWER
I am still trying to gather information and, as I said, I trust that a fence will never be erected around that site. I
might add that I hope that next week I will be able to make a full statement in relation to prison matters.
561 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTsHow many journeys out of the Northern Territory have members and staff of the DRC made in the last 2
months?
ANSWER
I do not think that is a reasonable question to be asked without notice. In most circumstances, I would ask the
honourable member for Port Darwin to place it on notice but, in view of the expected course of our program in this Assembly over the next day or so, I will endeavour to find out that information and furnish him
with a reply later today.
562 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrRYANAre the cur~ent shipping cargo rates available from the Darwin Trader? Ifso, can he supply a list of the cubic
capacity rates, container rates; that is, ordinary, refrigerated, vehicle and power boat charges?
ANSWER
I ask that the question he placed on notice.
563 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSWould he be prepared to table the terms and conditions under which consultants are engaged by the DRC?
There must 1?e a general policy of terms and ~nditionsunder which most consultants are engaged.
ANSWER
Although I know that the Commission has asked the staff to I?repare such a document, I am not sure whether
it has been finalised. I am also in the position whereby, ifit IS a general ruling of the Commission sitting as a

\
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body, any particular piece of information is for the time being the property of the Commission and I am not '
free to table it here. I will check the matter out and, if it is at all possible, I will comply with the request of
the honourable member.
564 Mr KENTISH to Mr TAMBLINGTowards the end of May, a report was produced concerning recommended or projected usage of rural lands
from Berrimah to Adelaide River. Can he advise me what has been the Reconstruction Commission's reaction to this plan, whether they have adopted it en masse or whether there is available from them any statement of their view about this?
'
ANSWER
In my capacity as the Majority Leager's deputy on the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, I was present at
the subcommittee meetings which looked at the rural land proposals as outlined in the Pak Poy Report,
copies of which I believe have been available for perusal. That report was considered by the subcOmmittee
which made a number of recommendations relating to. specific areas. I am aware that those motions and
recommendations were finalised probably some 3 to 4 weeks ago but, at this stage, I am not aware of any
, subsequent action that has been taken by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission with regard to those subcommittee recommendations.
565 MrPERRONtoMrPOLLOCKHas the honourable member received a complete list of Aboriginal land claims from the Northern Land
Council or whoever makes Aboriginal land claims.
'
ANSWER
No.
566 Mr DONDAS to MrTAMBLINGWhat departmental action is 'proposed for the restoration of government owned flats in Smith Street between
McLachlan and Daly Streets? How many of these fiats are currently occupied?
ANSWER
I do not have the information but I will endeavour to obtain it today and advise him at this sitting.
567 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSAt least in this Assembly there have been calls for the meeting of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission to
be open other than for the purposes of discussion of tenders and contracts which clearly would have to be in
camera. Has there been a moUon put forward to the Reconstruction Commission for sllch action? Ifso, how
many times?
ANSWER
The suggestion that the meetings should be open to the press has been brought forward to the Commission on
several occasions. I fonnally moved a motion to that effect which was duly seconded but it was not carried
by a majority of the Commission. I subsequently pursued the matter and, with the help of the Minister for
Northern Australia, eventually was able to get the press admitted to part of the sessions of the Reconstruction Commission although they are not there for a number of items which are regarded as re~tricted or confidential.
568 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSOther than for the discussion of tenders and contracts, whose decision is it that other subjects for discussion
shall be regarded as classified and not open to the press?
ANSWER
I believe that the recommendation for classification of material comes from senior staff who prepare mu~h of
the material that comes forward as agenda items. The draft agendas and the synopses of the individual
items are seen by the Chairman of the Commission before they are brought to the Commission. I take it
that he puts his final approval on the classifications that have been recommended by the staff.
569 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrKILGARIFFWhy should large stocks of Northern Territory legislation be held by the Department of Northern Australia
in Brisbane where it would be of very limited use?
ANSWER
Frankly, I cannot understand why bulk supplies oflegislation were transferred to Brisbane. It was decided by
the Department that the Legislation Section should be tranferred to Brisbane. When the move became
known, the Majority Leader indicated his concern to the Minister and to the Department. It is considered
that the transfer of the Legislation Section from Darwin to Brisbane is detrimental to this Assembly and the
people of the Territory.
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570 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrRYANHas he any word on when.the sealing of the South Australian section of the Stuart Highway may commence?
ANSWER
At a conference I recently attended in South Australia, I was able to have informal discussions with the Federal Minister for Transport and the' South Australian Minister for Jransport on the subject of the Stuart
Highway in the north of South Australia. They informed me jointly that money would not be made available for the sealing of that road until the Eyre Highway had been completed. It would appear, at this time,
that nothing will be done constructively on the Stuart Highway in South Australia until the end of next year
or early in 1977.
571 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr KILGARIFFWhen will the proposed new police boats for the Northern Territory be completed and delivered and for
what purpose will they be used?
ANSWER
I do not have the answer to hand but I will obtain it for him.
572 MrsLAWRIE to Mr KILGARIFFMy question relates to two incidents of violence at Aboriginal camps, which have occurred recently and which
have received some press coverage. Would he advise the Assembly at some early date, how many police
are engaged in the investigation of these incidents and what is their rank?
ANSWER
At the moment, I have a question directed to the Commissioner regarding this matter. When I have an
, answer, I will advise the member.
573 ANSWER TO QUESTION,Miss ANDREW: I would like to answer a question from the honourable member for Arnhem regarding
Roper River. My answer is and I quote: "An extensive restoration and maintenance as well as a new works
contract of approximately $115,000 was let late last year by Housing and Construction for the upgrading of
the school bnilding and residences. The contractors subsequently withdrew without having started on the
job. Tenders were called again and the contract has now been let. This contractor is currently on site. In addition, a contract has been let for the erection of two 3-bedroom houses, and two 2-bedroom houses and
work is under way. Additional transportable classrooms have been ordered to provide accommodation.
Work has commenced on siting two transportable units. ".
574 ANSWER TO QUESTIONMiss ANDREW: The member for Stuart Park asked: "Who authorised the removal of soil from Pilot Hill on
the foreshore ofFrances Bay? What is the soil being used for and have the environmental and tidal aspects
been studied?" My reply is that the land is part of block 2453 with the company Northern Research as les- .
see. The manager of Northern Research authorised the removal of certain sections to provide a base area
for a long-planned company extension. The soil was sold to the Department of Works by Morandini Contracting Ltd who implemented the removaL The tidal aspects have been studied and, at present, the ground
is being reduced to approximately the 11 metre mark. It seems that no environmental study was carried out.
575 ANSWER TO QUESTIONMr KILGARIFF: The honourable member for Jingili asked whether owners of blocks in the surge line can
obtain insurance against tidal wave and all flood risk. I discussed the matter with insurance authorities and
the answer is: "Owners of domestic residences, irrespective of whether they are inside or outside any surge
line area, have never been able to obtain householder's insurance against damage by tidal wave and or
flood risk. It could be possible for owners of commercial properties, under a fire policy not under a householder's policy, depending on payment of an appropriate premium applied by the underwriter.
Approaches are being made by the insurance companies to consider forming a national disaster fund,
funded not only by the Commonwealth Government but also insurance companies. No reply has yet been
received from the Federal Government.".
'
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576 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSI refer to an answer given to a question concerning the acquisition of a block ofland for the sum of$115,000.
The answer intimated that this block had been bought for the Darwin Reconstruction Commission for the
purposes of rec6nstr~ction. For what specific purpose did the Darwin Reconstruction Commission require
that block?
ANSWER
I will obtain the information during the course of the day and relay it to the honourable. member today or
tomorrow morning.
.
577 Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREW
In view of the apparent lack of funds in last night's Budget for the Community College, could she please tell
me what the future of the Community College is now?
ANSWER
This morning I have been making extensive inquiries trying to determine exactly where the allocations for the
Community College for permanent restoration or rebuilding on a new site are to come from. In his speech,
Mr BeazJey made reference to $2.3 million for capital works. However, it seems that this will be swallowed
up in Alice Springs, the Linguistic Centre in Batchelor plus temporary restoration in Darwin. I ask the
honourable member if! could give him the information at a later date.
578 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrPOLLOCKHonourable members will be aware of the community creche in the northern suburbs which is conducted in
the premises of the former Essington House. There are rumours that the creche is to be evicted from those
premises. Can he advise me of the nature of the tenure of the premises held by the creche and wiUthat tenure be confirmed or other satisfactory arrangements made if they are to be evicted?
ANSWER
I will try to find some information later in the day.
579 Mrs LAWRIEto Mr TAMBLINGI asked the Majority Leader a question: "When permanent staff are appointed to the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission, will they be directed to sever all connections with outside firms?" The answer to the question
was no. Who made that policy decision? Was it the Minister for Northern Australia? Was it the Commission sitting as a whole or, if not, which officers of that commission?
ANSWER
I believe the answer given by the Majority Leader was based on information supplied by the Acting General
Manager. However, I would ask the honourable member for Nightcliff to perhaps be more explicit in the
phrasing of the actual question. I do not think that it is, in itself, sufficient.
580 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGWho made the policy decision within the Darwin Reconstruction Commission that, when permanent staff are
appointed, they will not be directed to sever connections with private firms?
ANSWER
I am unable to provide that answer. I do not know.
581 MrPERRONtoMrRYANIn view of the fact that international flights have resumed operations through Darwin, what action is being
taken to repair the international passenger facilities at the Darwin Airport?
ANSWER
So far as I know, there is no particular action taking place with regard to the airport facilities. I intend to follow this up over the next week or.two and to exert pressure to have the terminal facilities repaired and put
.
.
in a reasonable state for an international a i r p o r t . ,
582 Mr DONDASto Mr KILGARIFFWhich department is administering the sale of land and houses that the public servants indicated that they
wished to purchase prior to December 24? Which department values this land and when will the people in
this position be able to have their land?
ANSWER
I will have the information researched and answer him at a l,ater date.
583 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGIn regard to the staffing of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, under sections 36 and 37 of the Darwin
Reconstruction Act, he will be well aware that officers and employees shall be appointed as determined by
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the commission with the approval of the Public Service Board. Was the approval of the Public Service
Board obtained for the policy decision which was indicated previously; that is, that full time officers will not
be directed to sever connections with private firms?
ANSWER
I am aware that the Public Service Board has been approached with regard to the number of positions and
levels of positions. I am unable to give a full answer with regard to the implications of other relationships
and, as I have already indicated, I will endeavour to obtain this information for the honouf\tble member.
584 MrVALEtoMrKILGRAFFCan he supply details concerning the recent a,nnouncement in relation to police carrying firearms?
ANSWER
I have had no communication from the Commissioner of Police but I understand that the ruling is that members of the Northern Territory Police Force are no longer allowed to carry their own personal firearms. I
also understand that members of the Police Force are not allowed to carry firearms on duty except on midnight shift, on escort duty and on other occasions when there is a call out. I understand that there is some
dissension in the police force regarding this matter and I understand that it relates to the fact that the police
of the Northern Territory are unable to carry their own firearms. The reason for this is that the Police Force
of the Northern Territory is still issued with the .38 Smith and Wesson. I understand that the pistols that are
still on issue go back to the 1914-1918 war. A newer pistol is on issue but it is of the same manufacture,
without any modifications, as those of the last war. These pistols are old and inefficient. I understand the
police forces in the other states are equipped with a .38 Smith Special. A report on the Northern Territory
Police Force recommends that equipment and pistols should be updated. If a modern type pistol was
issued, there would be little dissension.
585 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr KILGARIFFThe member has indicated that he will present a report to the Assembly on this issue. From the press reports
of the incident in Alice Springs, one would assume that a citizen had been· firing shots ina built-up area. If
this was the case, is it a breach of the law and are charges pending?
ANSWER
I have not any definite information to give but, according to the press reports, there was turmoil a~d disruption in the northern part of Alice Springs. My understanding is that there were firearms discharged at a person's place. I understand that the police were called and, since they had no fire\lrms themselves, they
returned to the police station to equip themselves. I will get the, facts for the Assembly and will table the
information as quickly as possible. Regarding the other part of the question, it is illegal to discharge a
firearm in an urban area.
586

MrWITHNALLtoMrTUXWORTHI have been informed thatnational mining companies presently operating in the Northern Territory have had
applications for exploration licences under the Mining Qrdinance before the admiuistration for 9 or 10
months without action. Is it the policy of the government to refuse further new exploration licences
altogether and, if so, why is this policy not made public so that waiting exploration companies may take
their money to some place where such an embargo does not exist?

ANSWER
The answer in most cases would be yes. However; I will get full details and provide a comprehensive answer
later this sitting."
.
587 MrPERRONtoMrTAMBLINGIs it a fact that the Department of Housing and Construction built 240 houses in 9 months in Alice Springs to
house Americans? If this is so, why has the Department not been called upon to repeat the performance in
Darwin?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to obtain full information with regard to any activity by the Department of Housjng and
Construction. in Alice Springs for provision of homes for Americans connected wtih the Space Base. With
regard to a repeat performance in Darwin, I am aware that the Darwin Reconstruction Commission has
entered into considerable negotiations'with the Department of Housing and Construction and has the matter of contract housing under constant review.
588 MrKENTISHtoMrRYANI refer to the Newcastle Waters causeway and the adjoining overflow on the road. Has initial planning and
the engineering in,{estigation been completed with regard to the bridging of this area and is it likely that the
whole work will be completed by 30 December?
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ANSWER
I believe that planning for the up~grading of the road at Newcastle Waters is under way with the Department
of Housing and Construction although I do not think it has progressed very far. At the moment, th~ proposal is before the Parliamentary Works Committee which only met in the Northern Territory a couple of
weeks ago. If the approval is given by Cabinet to proceed with the up-grading of the Stuart and Barkly
Highways as outlined in the next 3-year program, the Newcastle Waters causeway will receive priority.
However, the nature of the job is such that it will require quite extensive engineering planning and it certainly will not be finished by 30 December this year. In fact, it will not be started by then. I would not expect
actual construction to take place until the second half of next year.
589 Mr WITHNALL to Miss ANDREWIs the honourable member aware that the supply and pressure of water at the Darwin Primary School is so
poor that insufficient water is available to service lavatories leading to the probability of a health hazard
being created in the very near future? Will she say whether any urgent requisition has gone to the DepartmentofHousing and Construction and, ifso, when?
ANSWER
I do not have the information available. I will get it as soon as possible and recommend to the Department
that immediate action be taken.
590 MrVALEtoMrTUXWORTHCan he advise how last night's allocation of $4.7 million to the Australian Atomic Energy Commission will be
spent in the Northern Territory?
ANSWER
No, but I will be only too pleased to find out and advise him later this day.
591 MrWITHNAU,;toMrRYANIs the honourable member aware that the supply andpressure of water in the Darwin Primary School is so
poor that insufficient water is available to service lavatories leading to the probability of a health hazard
being created? Will he say whether an urgent requfsition has gone to the Department of Housing and Construction and, ifso, when something can be done about it?
ANSWER
I was not aware that this situation existed and therefore an urgent requisition has not been put. forward. However, with my colleague, the executive member for Education and Consumer Affairs, I will follow this problemup.
592 Mr VALE to Dr LETTSThis question is aske~ on behalf of the member for Elsey. What is the cost of processing beef in Katherine, the
average per beast, and how does this compare with the price to the producer?·
ANSWER
I cannot give any precise information in relation to the Katherine processing costs but, if my memory serves
me right, the·Darwin abattoir is compelled by law to slaughter cattle on behalf of producers who take cattle
there. I think that the rate the last time that they slaughtered cattle was something in the order of $20 per
head. This is approximately the same value. the producer gets from a 450 pound cow. That is the full return
that he gets these days.
593 Mrs LAWRIE io Mr TAMBUNGIs he aware of the signs that are presently polluting the landscape and apparently put up by the Darwin
Reconstruction Commission? I refer to the litte blue and white signs scattered throughout the municipality.
Was the approval of the Corporation of the City ofDarwin sought and, if not, are the signs to be removed
and at whose expense?
ANSWER
I have noticed the signs which are displayed around the town. I am not aware of whether the Corporation's
approval was sought. I am aware the corporation is co:operating with the Darwin Reconstruction Commission on the current clean-up campaign. I will endeavour to obtain a reply and bring the honourable
member's opinions to the notice of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission management.
594 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBUNGIs it a fact that approximately 400 departmental residences have been repaired to a standard which would
house families and keep them dry in the coming wet? If this is a fact, why have these homes not been
released for habitation?
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ANSWER
I am not acquainted with the numbers that the honourable member alluded to. {will discuss this matter with
the management of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and with the officers of the Accommodation
Co-ordination Committee of which I am a member and where I have not seen any statistics of that proportion. I will certainly bring it to their attention and give a further answer to the honourable member.
595 MrVALEtoMrKILGARIFFCan he advise when the stipendiary magistrate will be holding court hearings in remote areas of the Northern
.
Territory?
ANSWER
The Senior Magistrate and the Director of Law, in the last few weeks, have been preparing for a magistrate to
sit in various isolated areas. At the moment, it is possible that some time in September courts will be held in
various areas according to the necessity. At the present, they are working on a tentative itinerary for courts
in such places as Nhulunbuy, Alyangula, Maningrida, Bathurst Island, Garden Point, Snake Bay, Hooker
Creek, Warrabri, Papuilya and Yuendumu. It is quite likely that, if courts are required in other parts of the
Northern Territory, the magistrates will go to those areas. It would be difficult, under some circumstances,
to have a magistrate go to an isolated area with very little warning.
596 Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREWHaving read the BUDGET Papers, she will be aware that there is no provision for the re-building or repair of
the NightcliffPrimary School. This is a somewhat glaring omission. Was this surprising decision taken completely within the Department of Education in their castle in the T & G building? If not, with whom did
they consult prior to'making the recommendation? Did they consult with her or any community group
representing the Nightcliff area or with the Nightcliff principal? They did not consult with me. How did
they come to this rather alarming conclusion that NightcliffPrimary School was no longer needed?
ANSWER
Anticipating the honourable member for Nightcliff's concern about the lack of allocation for the re-building
of Nightcliff Primary School, I have made inquiries in the Department. My advice is that, initially, this
school was in the primary surge zone. Research was done and they .decided that the department should
look at the relocation of the school on the oval.
Mrs Lawrie: It is not in the primary surge line.
Miss ANDREW: This is my advice from the department. Currently, pr~paration of plans for a new school on
the present site are under way. Before a brief can be prepared, a report is needed from the Darwin Reconstruction Commission on population trends in that area. Then, in consultation with the parents and people
of Nightcliff, a decision will be made as to whether there will be a two tier or three tier system adopted for
the Nightcliff area. There is still no report from Housing and Construction as to the use of the buildings
there and'transportables. However, as many transportables as possible will be put on site to cater for the
needs of the Nightcliff children next year. These are due to arrive in Darwin in November. They will be
placed so the children can use the transportables whilst the bllilding ofthe new school is in progress.
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597 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGTwice or three times the question has been raised of the DRC publishing its agenda for forthcoming meetings.
Has this been formally raised within the Commission, and ifso, what was the result?
ANSWER
To the best of my knowledge, the matter has been discussed by the Commission'and the agenda of the nonconfidential or non-restricted items has been agreed to be made available to the media attending meetings
of the Commission. I believe it is the chairman's policy to decide the priorities of agenda items and which
items will be made available to the press. At the last couple of meetings, items that were classified on the
confidential or restricted agenda were brought forward at the beginning of that meeting at the request of
Darwin members and the meeting then made public. There is no policy to make the full agenda public.
598 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr KILGARIFFCan he advise me whether any unemployment benefits are being paid at present in Darwin?
ANSWER
I have looked at the matter but, unfortunately, I have not got the answer right at the moment. I will answer at
the end of question time.
599 Mr KENTISH to Mr TAMBLINGCan he name the authority who promised compensation for land holders in the Darwin area wishing to surrender leases?
ANSWER
I believe that the Minister for Northern Australia made a press statement in which he invited people to indicate if they wished to surrender their leases. In the second planning document of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, the Minister for Urban and Regional Development, Mr Un;n indicated the desirability of
people to do this. Thus, the intention was indicated by two federal ministers.
600 Mr KENTISH to Mr TAMBLINGIs it a fact that no moneys are available for this purpose?
ANSWER
In yesterday's debate on the Budget, it was indicated that in the vote for the Department of Urban and
Regional Development, there was an indication of an allocation for the 1975-1976 year of $2,000,000 for
buying surrendered leases in the Darwin area. Information that has been supplied to this .(\ssembly indicates that the funds of the previous year $1,000,000 and the $2,000,000 have already been fully committed
on some 182 leases surrendered. The indications are that a total of 1,600 leases were indicated as being
available for surrender.
'
60 I' Mr TUNGUTALUM to Miss AN DREW Can she advise me whe~ will further electricity reticul~tion be made avail~ble for private landholders along
and off Humpty Doo Road?
ANSWER
I am advised that estimates were done by the ESU. These were unsatisfactory and they have received a
request from the Department of Northern Australia to update the estimate. The date of request was 29
July. No money has been received to put in electricity in this area to date. It is in the pipe-line. However, I
can assure the honourable member for Tiwi that I will take this matter up at a later date.
602 MrWITHNALLtoMrRYAN~
In view of the fact that there has been a vacancy in the membership of the Port Authority since April, why has
the Administrator's Council delayed SO long in filling the vacancy?
ANSWER
The reason for the delay is that there has only been one Administrator's Council meeting, caused by the absence of the Administrator and the absence at times of the Acting Administrator. There is an Administrator's Council meeting tomorrow.
'
603 Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTSIs it a fact that the price to producers for cattle at Katherine meatworks has dropped by nearly 2c per pound?
ANSWER
I cannot be absolut~ly certain of this answer but I' have heard thi,.s morning that the price being offered to producersat Katherme meatWorks has dropped by 2c a pound; on a 400 lb cow that would be $8. I understand
that the net profitability on many of the cattle moving to Katherine meatworks is around about $6 to $7 per
head and a drop of the nature referred to in the question would make those movements quite unprofitable.
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604 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS,

In the Gazette of \0 July 1975, under Department of Northern Australia and Queensland, there is an advertisement for a public service job as a Clerk Class 6, The duties are "either individually or as a memberofa
team to undertake the less complex activities associated with projects directed towards promoting departmental efficiency through the examination of office procedure and establishments." Would he elicit from
the Minister for Northern Australia how this person can, from 2,000 miles away, examine and report on
office procedures in the Department?fNorthern Australia?

ANSWER
I will endeavour to elicit that information from the Department, and I will add that stranger things have
happened. '
,
605 Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTSIs it a fact that it costs nearly $50 per head to process a beast at the Katheririe Meatworks?
ANSWER
A similar question was asked yesterday and I said that I did not know the information in relation to Katherine
but lrelated it to the Darwin Meatworks where the published cost of killing is a known fact. I was probably
somewhat misleading because the killing charge at the Darwin Meatworks was simply a charge for slaughtering and quartering of beasts whereas, at Katherine the operation goes into much greater degrees of
processing, including boning out and packaging. I understand, subject to confirmation, that the charge for
the full processing operation at the Katherine Meatworks is in the order of$50 per beast.
606 Mr ROBERTSON to Mr RYANOn Wednesday oflast week I asked a question in relation to whether or not there was a fire appliance on site
in Mataranka. The honourable executive member answered in the affirmative. Is this in fact the case and, if
his not the case, upon what basis did he answer the question in the affirmative on Wednesday oflast week?
ANSWER
It has since come to my notice that there is not a fire fighting appliance in Mataranka. The answer to the question last week was supplied by the Acting Chief Fire Officer who answered on the knowledge that when he
was here once before, he assigned a unit to Mataranka. However, he did not check through his files and find
out that the unit was in fact unserviceable and is in Katherine for repairs.
'

I would just like to read a report which is made monthly on the Mataranka Fire Service. It is quite pertinent to
the question. This report was written by the Chief FIre Officer on 28 May 1975, and it is to the Secretary of
the Mataranka Progress Association.
"As you know, the fire fighting equipment issued to your team has proved to have some degree of unserviceability at each monthly visit since March 1974. The pump has been in Katherine for some time for
repair. The equipment has suffered from neglect for over a year, quite apart from the fact that no members
ofthe community have come forward for training and instruction. There are dangers in this situation in that
a false sense of security is produced, and also if a fire does occur valuable time is wasted in tiying to bring
defective equipment into use. We wish to remedy th~ situation and protect the ,area but we cannot without
the support of the community. It is considered that we have to think of revoking the fire district and not
replacing the fire fighting equipment. We do not wish to do this and are very prepared to consider any
remedies that may be suggested by your association. "
That is similar to each monthly report. I would suggest that the people in Mataranka puli'their socks up and
start taking an interest in their own affairs.
607 MrWITHNALLtoMrTAMBLINGDid the Darwin Reconstruction Commission refuse to use any temporary accommodation provided in the
form of mini-homes, preferring to import demountable houses from interstate? If it has so refused, is the
reason related to any supported defects in the mini-homes? Ifit is not, why is a local manufacturer not given
some encouragement, if not preference?
ANSWER
I am unable to providean answer but I will endeavour to provide one later this day.
608 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr KILGARIFFIn view of the apparent instruction to members of the Northern Territory Police restricting their carrying of
sidearms, is it envisaged similar instructions will be given to members of the Commonwealth Police who
'
constantly wear sidearms at the Darwin Airport?
ANSWER
I take notice ofthe question. It seems to be an anomaly that one section of the police force cannOt carry arms
but another ca.n but I.willlook into the matter and advise him.
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609 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIn the Gazette of 10 July 1975, we see a position advertised for an Executive Officer Class 10 "to direct the
work of the legislation research and policy section undertaking high level investigations, direct the preparation of ministerial and other high level correspondence, represent the department at high level conferences and meetings. The above position will be temporarily located in Brisbane for a period of 4 years".
Are the high level conference and meetings referred to meetings with the Majority Leader, as this deals
with legislation specifically? If so, has he been asked to travel to Brisbane or is the relevant officer to travel
to Darwin to consult with him? Ifthe,Majority Leader does intend travelling to Brisbane will the travel
come out of the government vote or will it co~e from som~ vote of this Assembly?
ANSWER
I have had no indication at all frpm the Minister or the department as to what arrangements will be made to
implement the sections of the Joint Parliamentary Committee's Report which referred to the negotiations
and the setting up of the committee to carry further the guidelines contained in that report. I have had no
indication at all nor have I had any indication at all of the government's attitude to the Joint Parliamentary
Committee Report. I understand a question was asked in the House of Representativesabout this yesterday
and the answer was given by the Minister for Northern Australia that the matter had been referred to what
was described as a "high level inter-departmental committee" which had been charged with the responsibility of preparing some Cabinet advice on the matter. I regard that as an unnecessary and very unsatisfactory method of dealing with this situation.
'
610 Mr WITHNALL to Mr KILGARIFFIn view of my inability to find any reference in the Budget to continuing finance to complete the compensation
scheme for Darwin cyclone victims, will he ascertain what amount of money will be aV,ailable this year to
complete the payment of compensation to persons who have claimed for damage to their premises or
property?
\
'
ANSWER
I take note of the question and I will advise the honourable member later today.
611 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr KILGARIFFIn view of the consolidation of Commonwealth statutes which is presently issuing, is a consolidation of North"
ern Territory statutes in contemplation and, if so, when is it likely to happen?
ANSWER
The consolidation of Northern Territory statutes is a matter that is being reviewed by the Executive. At the
moment, I have people looking at the matter and future action will be advised. A revision is being made of
the various Northern Territory ordinances and, as soon as I have further information, I will give it to the
member.
612 MrDONDAStoMrPOLLOCKHow much has the WarraIiJunga Pabulu spent in.1973-74 and 1974-75 and how inany houses have been
completed?'
.
. ANSWER
I ask that the question be placed on notice.
ANSWER TO QUESTION
613 Dr LETTS: The honourable member for Nightcliff asked me a question concerning the purchase of a block of
land next to the Town Hall for $115,000 for reconstruction purposes. The information that I have is that the
Department of Services and Property acquired block 622 Mithcell Street on the basis of the government
announcement released in February 1975 that itwould purchase residential land from owners who wanted
to sell their blocks as a result of Cyclone Tracy. The specific future use and priority of acquisition was not established prior to the acquisition: However, the lot is suitable for a number of purposes connected with the
reconstruction of Darwin. The uses which could he accommodated on the lot range from housing to community amenities. An example of this is the proposal that the lot be developed in conjunction with the site
of the old Town Hall as a community centre as suggested by the City Corporation.
Attached to that answer is a short recapitulation of the Minister's statement in February 1975 which also
covers the question whichthe honourable member for Arnhem was asking earlier ofthe Executive Member
for Community Development. It is an extract from the Northern Territory News of 5 February 1975;
"Government buys land. The Government is drawing up plans to buy back some residential land from
owners who want to sell their blocks as a result of Cyclone Tracy. The Minister for the Northern Territory,
Dr Patterson;said a number of people had indicated that they were prepared to voluntarily offer their titles
back to the Government for some form.of compensation. He said the Government would have to concentrate its immediate land purchases in areas most advantageous to the Reconstruction Commission rebuilding program, but cases of hardship in other areas would also be dealt with. Existing ordinance did not provide compensation for all the c,ases which had come forward for consideration. So that a uniform approach
could be made, it had been recommended that, although the surrender of such land would be voluntary,
the provision of the Lands Acquisition Act be adopted to payout by agreement the site yalue of the land. It
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was proposed that this land should be paid for at its unimproved value as at 23 December 1974. Applications to surrender the land under the scheme would be dealt with through the Departments of the Northern Territory and Services and Property in Darwin."
I
ANSWER TO QUESTION
614 Miss ANDREW: I am advised that the Education Departmel).tis aware of the deficiencies in the water supply
at Darwin Primary School. Some of the pipes were ripped up during post cyclone clean-up and this matter
was brought to the attention of the Department of Housing and Construction. A minor new works requisi, tion was authorised to upgrade the sewerage at the school in 1974-75 program; it was raised, in fact, in
'. August last year. In addition, a special. urgent minor requisition was raised authorising Housing and Construction to replace ten taps on 29 July 1975. A contract has been let and work is expected to commence on
Friday 22 August 1975 to upgrade the existing water main supplying the school from a I inch pipe to
approximately a 2Y2 inch pipe. This should ensure that the supply of water is adequate and will overcome
,
the health hazard that could exist as a result of the limitations ofthe supply. , .
ANSWER to QUESTION
615 Miss ANDREW: The honourable member for Nightcliff asked who took the decision not to rebuild Nightcliff
School. No decision has been taken not to rebuild it. Before any briefs could be prepared, certain structural
investigations had to take place. It is conceded by the department that the school is too severely damaged
for reparation and the decision was taken by the department to replace the damaged building with a new
school. When it was thought that the surge zone restrictions would be rigidly enforced, the DRC planned to
acquire land in the primary surge zone aild establish a recreation area on that land whic\1 would have
meant the present Nightcliff Oval site would be available for the construction of the new school. Had this
become effective, the present school site would have eventually become available for housing and other
purposes. However, the relaxation of the restrictions on building in surge areas meant the new school could
be built on the present site.
'
When the latest population projections from the DRe are made available, the Education Department will
immediately be able to make recommendations as to whether the present type of school will be provided or
whether the 3 tier system will be provided. I am advised that before any decision is made the principal,
parents and the Nightcliff community in general, will be contacted and their 'advice and ideas sought. Only
when a decision is made can a brief be prepared. However, they are aiming to have the school included in
the 1976-77 capital works program. In the meantime, the transportable units that I mentioned yesterday
will be put into Immediate operation for both Nightcliff and Rapid Creek children.
The second part of her question asked if! was consulted. The answer is no. I am advised four meetings were
held with the Nightcliffprincipal, a representative group of parents, and a representative ofthe department
including the Director, Mr Jim Gallagher.
ANSWER TO QUESTION
616 Mr KILGARIFF: The honourable member for Jingili asked whether-unemployment benefits are being paid
in Darwin. The answer is that unemployment benefits are paid in Darwin to those persons who qualify. I
have been advised that at present there is one person being paid unemployment benefits in Darwin.
ANSWER TO QUESTION
617 Mr TAMBLING: The honourable member for Nightc1iif asked me a question 'about a number of signs that
have been erected around Darwin with regard tq the cleanup campaign and whether the approval of the
Darwin City Corporation was sought. The answer is that approval to use signs promoting the cleanup campaign was sought from the Town Clerk, Mr Tom Abbott, on 12 August 1975. His approval was given on the
same day.
ANSWER TO QUESTION
618 Mr TAMBLING: The honourable member also asked me a question relating to sections 36 and 37 of tl)e
Darwin Reconstruction Act that state that officers shall be appointed to the DRC with the approval of the
Public Service Board. The question was, "Has this approval been obtained for those officers appointed to
date?" The answer provided is that the approval of the Public Service Board has not been obtained in the
matter of officers appointed to date because it is not necessary for the board to approve such appointments.
ANSWER TO QUESTION
619 Mr TAMBLING: A further question was asked by the honourable member for Nightcliff. Dr Letts informed
the Assembly that staff were not directed to sever previous business connections when they were eJlgaged
by the DRC and she asked which person or persons made person policy decision. The answer is that the
commission has no policy on this matter.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
63 Mr KILGARIFF to Mr TAMBLlNG1. What is the Housing Commission building programme for Alice Springs for 1974-75 and 1975-76?
2. What is the government housing programme fot Alice Springs for 1974-75 and 1975-76?
3. How many applications are on the current waiting lists for Alice Springs Government and Housing Commission homes, and what is the estimated waiting time for each?
4. How many serviced blocks are available in Alice Springs for home builders this financial year and how
many will be available in the following financial years?
5. How many houses have been sold to date under the Housing Commission home sales scheme in the Territory and how many applications to purchase are being dealt with now?
6. When will low interest finance for home building similar to that provided in the States be made available in
the Territory? Are sales of Housing Commission homes restricted by government policy and, ifso, to what
extent?
ANSWER
1. The Commission's programme of new work in Alice Springs for 1974-75 was 113 dwelling units.
The Commission's programme of new work in Alice Springs for 1975-76 is likely to be 49 dwelling units.
Expenditure in 1974-75 in Alice Springs was $2,533 million, including expenditure on work carried over
from 1973-74. The number of dwellings completed in 1974-75 was 130 of which all but one were carried
over from 1973-74.
112 uncompleted dwellings have been carried over from 1974-75, of which 12 have now been completed.
In 1975-76, budgeted expenditure will be $2; 125 million, including $1,434 million work in progress carried
over from 1974~75.
2. The Government Housing Program for Alice Springs for 1974-75 was 60 houses and 24 two-bedroom fiats.
The program for 1975-76 is 100 houses, 48 town houses and 20 bachelor fiats.
3. (a) The Housing Commission's waiting list for Alice Springs is as follows:

No. of applicants
Waiting Times

Houses

2-Bedroom
fiats

I-Bedroom
fiats

86
6mths

66
9mths

79
19mths

(b) There are 152 applicants on the Government Housing list and the waiting period is approximately 22
months.
4. Service blocks available atAlice Springs for home building in 1975-76 and other years are as follows:Subject to the completion on time of sub-divisional contracts, it is proposed to auction 100 blocks in
1975-76 period and 120-130 in the 1976-77 period.
.
It is hoped to increase the. number for future auctions beyond 1976-77.
5. 1,173 Housing Commission houses have been sold in the Northern Territory and 265 current applications
have not yet been processed, of which about 200 are in Darwin, the outcome of which is uncertain at this
stage.
6. The Commission was advised in December, 1974 that the Department of Treasury is prepared to recommend that funds borrowed by the Commission would be at 4% similar to that provided for the States, the
only major outstanding question being the upper limit of income eligible for housing provided with 4%
funds. The terms and conditions under which 4% funds will be made available to the Commission have not
yet been finalised although the Commission has assumed in calculating rents of houses completed in the
last 12 months that interest charged on the funds borrowed from Treasury will be at 4%.
The sales of Commission homes is not restricted by Government policy although the amount of the repurchase instalments will be governed by the interest rate on the funds borrowed from Treasury for build_
ing the houses.
103 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrTAMBLlNG1. Are there any plans for the Housing Commission to prqvide public housing at Nhulunbuy, and, ifso, when?
2. If the Commission has no plans, will he bring the present shortage of houses at Nhulunbuy to the attention
bfthe appropriate authorities and inform the Assembly of their plans to overcome the shortage?
ANSWER
1. There are no immediate plans for the Housing Commission to provide public housing at Nhulunbuy,
although initial steps have been taken to ascertaIn whether the Commission would commence operations
operating through an agent in the first instance. It is expected that if a suitable agency can be established,
sufficient information may be available within 6-12 months to indicate whether the Commission should
commence operations at Nhulunbuy and the approximate date of commencement.
2. The purpose of establishing an agency would be to provide a firm indication on the actual demand for
Housing Commission houses at Nhulunbuy.
Note: When the actual demand is known methods to meet it can be considered. There are difficulties at
Nhulunbuy which do not arise at other urban centres as the town is on a leasehold by a mining company.
289 MrMacFARLANEtoMrTUXWORTHIn answer to a question asked without notice in 1970 (see February IMarch Hansard page 103) steps were
said to be afoot to promote tourism in the. area centred around Katherine embracing Roper River,
MacArthur River, Victoria River, Mary River, Daly River and Katherine River. Were any steps taken and,
if so, what were they?
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ANSWER
The Northern Territory Tourist Board promotes the Northern Territory as a whole: Inthe Katherine region,
the Board has encouraged the formation and development of the Katherine Regional Tourist Promotion
Association also assisting financially. It is now a strong, effective body in its field. The Association has also
been offered assistance in the printing of brochures for tourist attractions in the Katherine region.
The area has been vigorously promoted by the Board itself through the medium of commercial advertising.
When Darwin was excluded to tourists after the cyclone, every effort was made to cope with the concentration of tourists in the Katherine region particularly, by ensuring the optimum utilisation of tourist facilities while also attempting to protect the tourist attractlons in the region which had suddenly to accommodate the extra tounsts.
Enhancing tourists' impressions of the natural attractions by providing an acceptable standard of facilities is
considered good promotion. This has been done to the full extent possible with funds available.
369 MrDONDAStoMissANDREW1. Do the forms of application for special educational benefits show the last school attended by the child the
subject of the application?
2. If so, how many children who attended school in places other than Darwin in 1974 are now attending
school in Darwin?
ANSWER
The application forms for special eduation benefits are designed to indicate the schools attended in 1974 and
1975 by the applicant's children.
It is not possible to gain a true assessment from the applications for special benefits of the number of children
now attending school because such persons, are reconstruction,workers not eligible for special education
benefits, have brought their'families to Darwin since cyclone "Tracy". However, a survey was conducted in
Darwin schools on 18 April with the following result:
No. of children attending in 1974
.
5,917
No. of children not attending in 1974 . . .
280
Total enrolment 18.4.75 . . . . . . .
6,197
These figJlres include St John's and St Mary 'so
383 MrPERRONtoDrLETTSWill he make available information which has been supplied to the Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch
containing details of the persons involved in a decision to bury livestock and eqUIpment on Mr P. Syrimi's
farm after cyclone Tracy.
ANSWER
No information can be provided regarding action which was taken on the emergency situation at the Syrimi
poultry farm after Cyclone Tracy and which is the subject of a claim on the Government.
387 Mr MacFARLANE to Dr LETTS1. Has research been completed in the areas at Borroloola fenced for the purpose in the 1960s, and the
findings made public?
2. Is it the intention of the Government to continue research and ifso, when?
ANSWER
1. As part of its extension work the Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch of the Department of Northern
Australia has undertaken a series of pasture trials in recent years in the Borroloola area with a view to observing results from species which have given, worthwhile results in comparable areas of the Northern
Territory.
There has been no specific publication released regarding this pasture work but the information is available to
assist local pastoralists in deciding the most economical and effective way of establishing improved
pastures.
2. The work will be continued as interest in pasture improvement in the area increases.
When it is considered worthwhile, newly developed pastures which show promise of being suj.table for the
area will be introduced.
'
.0<--389 MrMacFARLANEtoMrPOLLOCK1. Was $92,000 allocated to develop the Bulman River area for and-by Aboriginals?
2. What amount of this $92,000 was spent on air charters?
ANSWER
No information on a s'pecific amount of$92,000 allocated to develop the Bulman River area has been found.
In 1974-75 the followmg funds were provided:.
(a) Weemoll Community Inc. Housing Association $110,000
( b) GulperanPastoral Property Cattle proj ect $283,480
(c) Weemoll Community Inc. Development of Air-strip $11,000
In both (a) and (b) above, there were no individual payments of$92,000 made.
398A MrMacFARLANEtoDrLETTS1. How many cattle per year over the last three years have been killed at Katherine, Darwin and Alice
Springs?
.
2. How many marketable cattle are there in the NT for 1975?
3. How many cattle will be killed~Katherine, Darwin andAlice Springs in 1975 for( a) localtrade
(b) export?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
4. Is there a surplus of breeding heifers in the NT, ifso, how many?
5. What effect would the slaughter of breeding cattle have on the NT beef industry?
6. What steps has the Government taken to encourage export cattle industry?
7. Is the export cattle industry adequately catered in the proposed freight subsidy and cattle price stabilization
scheme?
ANSWER
I. The statistics for kills at the three main Territory abattoirs for the last three years are:
Abattoir kills-

1972-73
1973-74
1974-75

Darwin

Alice
Springs

Katherine

16,301
12,802
3,956

5,752
5,612
6,488

39,265
20,744
30,427

2. No detailed survey has been undertaken to determine the number of marketable cattle available over the
whole of the Northern Territory in 1975. A survey undertaken in mid-75 in the environmentally sensitive
Alice Springs area revealed about 75,000 marketable cattle. There are many indications that the total
Northern Territory.figure would not be higher than usual due to the holding over of cattle from 1974 and
the almost complete absence of an interstate market for Northern Territory store cattle.
_
3. It is estimated that the kills at Katherine, Darwin and Alice Springs abattoirs in 1975 will total in the order
of(a) local trade 10,000
(b) export 24,000
4. Due to a trading recession in 1974 and in this year it is believed that on a number of properties there would
be a surplus of breeding heifers. In terms of the pastoral potential of the Northern Territory however in the
overall there could not be considered to be a surplus of breeders.
5. The effect of slaughtering breeding cattle would vary with the circumstances of individual station herds.
Selective slaughter of older and inefficient breeders would be to the longer term advantage of many
properties.
_
'
-6. In addition to efforts by State Governments the Aust~alian Government has been active in promoting the
export of live cattle through Department of Overseas Trade activities in a number of countries, through
trade delegations, by assistance to exporters negotiating with overseas buyers and by inviting members and
officials-of interested Governments to tour Australia to see the cattle under offer.
Locally, the Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch of the Department of Northern Australia offers extensive veterinary and advisory services to exporters and is making every effort, including sending veterinary
officers to accompany shipments, to help develop a stable and satisfactory live export trade.
7. The proposals put forward by Northern Territory producer associations for freight subsidy and price
stabilization schemes do not cover cattle intended for live export.
400A Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREWI. Have tenders been called for the proposed Yirrkala school?
2: If so, what is the estimated cost of the complex?
3. Has a completion date been fixed?
4. Is it possible to obtain a copy of the proposed plans?
ANSWER
I. The target date set for the calling of tenders for Yirrkala school is September 1975. It is expected that tenderswill be accepted in November 1975.
2. An amount of$6,500,000 has been allocated in the 1975-76 financial programme for the Yirrkala complex.
3. The target completion date.is December 1977.
4. The Department of Education has requested copies of the Yirrkala school floor plans from the Department
of Housing and Construction which has advised that the plans may not be immediately available. A copy of
the plans will be forwarded to me as soon as copies have been received.
471 Mrs LAWRIE to MrTAMBLINGI. Did the Department of Northern Australia purchase lot 668 at the corner of the Esplanade and McLachlan
Streets for $155,000, and, if so, was Ministerial approval obtained prior to the purchase?
2. If Ministerial approval was not obtained who authorized the purchase of the block and for what purpose
has it been acquired by the Department of Northern Australia?
ANSWER
I. No. The Department of Services and Property acquired the lot for $140,800, on behalf of the Darwin
Reconstruction Commission, following an approach by the Manager of Burns Philp in response to the advertisement of the Government's decision to purchase properties, if owners wished to voluntarily surrender
them.
2. See answer to Question I.
477 Mr BALLANTYNE to Dr LETTSI. How many positions are there on the establishment ofthe Darwin Reconstruction Commission?
2. How many ofthe positions are occupied?
'
3. How many resignations have been received since the Commission was set up?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
4. Will he provide me with a copy of the organization chart for the Commission?
ANSWER
,
1. The establishment of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission is continually under review but there are
about 100 positions identified at this stage.
2. At the close of business on 3 October 1975:
DRCStaff
70
Staff Seconded (On loan)
9
Pending Staff Appointments (Offers made but personnel yet to take
up duty)
9
Consultants (In established positions)
2
Vacant positions
10
100
3. At the close of business on 3 October 1975 there have been 14 resignations from the Commission.
4. A copy of an organization chart is provided for the Member as prepared by the then Acting General Manager. The newly appointed General Manager is reviewing the top organization structure and will be making some changes shortly. A supporting structure is currently being prepared for the General Manager.
478 MrBALLANTYNEtoDrLETTS1. How many private homes are being restored in the 40 km zone controlled by the Darwin Reconstruction
,.
Commission? .
2. How many of these homes are being rebuilt in accordance with the new Darwin Area Building Code?
3. How many new homes are under construction in the 40 km zone and how many will be completed by
September?
ANSWER
1. (a) As at 7 October 1975, 729 Building Permits have been issued for permanent repairs in the 40 km zone
of the Darwin Area.
(b) As at 3 Oqtober 1975, there have been 920 registrations for temporary work up to $5,000.
2. All 729 permits issued comply with the Darwin Area Building Manual.
3. There are 179 new homes under construction in the 40 km zone. 25 new homes have been completed as at 3
October 1975. (These figures do not include new houses being built by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and the N .T. Housing Commission).

,

481 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrRYANWhat are the current shipping cargo rates for the coastal ship "Darwin Trader" on the basis of cubic capacity,
for containers (refrigerated and unrefrigerated), for vehicles and for power boats?
ANSWER
Current shipping cargo rates for the" Darwin Trader" onthe east coast run to Darwin effective from 1 August
1975 are as follows:
(a) per 6.1 metre container ( 17.5 tonne payload capacity)- at full cOntainer rate-non refrigerated
Amount of
Old
New Rate as
Rate
from 1/8/75.
Increase
$
$
$
Ex Melbourne
1,020
1,323
+303
Ex Sydney
960
1,288
+328
Ex Brisbane
900
1,100
+200
(b) 6.1. metre container-full container rate-refrigerated
$
$
$
Ex Melbourne
1,145
1,448
+303
1,413
Ex Sydney
1,085
+228
Ex Brisbane
1,025
1,225
+200
(c) 6.1 metre containers-limited container load, non-refrigerated
$
$
$
Ex Melbourne
44.00/cu.m.
60.50/cu.m.
+ 16.50/cu.rn.
Ex Sydney
43.10/cu.m.
55.75/cu.m.
+ 12.65/cu.m.
Ex Brisbane
38.50/cu.m.
51.25/cu.m.
+ 12.75/cu.m.
( d) Standard freight rate on private vehicles which in most cases are stowed in containers
$
$
$
Northboundfrom all main east ports
355
497
+ 142
SouthbounJ to all main east ports.
275
385
+ 110
(e) Power boats in most cases are shipped in containers at the limited container rate per cubic metre as
.
stated above at ( c).
482 Mr.KENTIS''1 to Mr POLLOCKWhat is the tr -tal amount paid to housing consultants and accountants by Aboriginal Housing Associations or
Town Cou lcils in the Territory since 1 January 1973 and what is the number and value of houses or other
buildings t·uilt as a result of their advice?
ANSWER
The total amount paid to housing consultants by Aboriginal Housing Associations since January 1, 1973, is
$1,259,594. This comprises $375,249 paid to accounting consultants and $884,345 paid to technical consultarits.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Aboriginal Housing Associations have not undertaken valuation assessments on their houses or other buildings, so I am unable to provide any information in this regard. Records show a total of 103 houses
completed at June 30, 1975 with a further 152 under construction at the same date. Another 118 houses
have also been transferred from the Department of Aboriginal Affairs to the control of the. Housing
Associations.
483 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGHow many public servants have declined the offer of a departmental caravan?
ANSWER
35 public servants have declined the offer of a departmental caravan.
484 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSReferring to my question on Notice No. 399 and your reply, who are the "authorised persons " who have
access to the information collected and held under the permit section which operated under the Emergency
powers legislation?
ANSWER
"Authorised persons" who have access to information d~rived from the Permit Section are:
(a) Officers of the Department of Northern Australia who were concerned with the ad.ministration of the
Emergency powers legislation; and
(b) accounting and audit personnel.
485 Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREWIs it a fact that the lid or cover on the water tower at Rapid Creek was not secured and because of this was
blown off the tower during cyclone Tracy causing extensive damage to surrounding property?
ANSWER
No. The original hatch cover is still hinged in place at the top of the tank.
486 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSHas the Adminstrator's Council started the appointment of a Parole Board for the Northern Territory and, if
so, ·when does it expect that the Parole Board will be fornially appointed?
ANSWER
The Administrator's Council finally considered the question of appointments to the Parole Board of the
Northern Territory on 22 August 1975. On 25 August 1975 His Honour the Administrator on the advice of
his Council aypointed Sister Eileen Heath, Captain Alan Richard Walker, Mr Jonathan Martin Isaacs and
Mr Edward Quong as members of the Board.
The instrument of appointment will be gazetted on 29 August 1975. His Honour, Mr Justice Forster, as Senior
Judge of the Supreme Court of the Northern Territory is Chairman of the Board. Mr Robert Francis
Dohnelly has been appointed as Secretary to the Board.
.
487 Mr VALE to Mr KILGARIFF...,.
In the past month, has the Commissioner of Police given any mstruction to members of the Northern Territory Police Force concerning the use and carrying of firearms; if so, what are those instructions?
ANSWER
Yes. On 25 August 1975, the Commissioner of Police issued Circular Memorandum No. 10 of 1975. The
wording of the Circular reads as follows: .
.
"FIREARMS"
"Upon the amalgamation of the Police Forces, it is proposed that there will be a uniform policy for the carrying of firearms by the Australia Police.
For the present, in.the interim period, the Members of the Northern Territory Police Force who comprise part
of the Australia Police may carry only departmental firearms on duty.·
During day and evening shift, such firearms are to be concealed when carried.
Concealment offirearnis· does not apply to members whilst on money escort duty, etc."
The Circular Memorandum is signed by the Commissioner of Police.
488 Mr VALE to Mr KILGARIFFAs at 1st September 1975(a) What was the strength oftheNT Police Force, not including recruits in training;
(b) How many of those members are permanent officers, that is, not on probation;
.
(c) How many are Commissioned officers;
(d) How many members of the Force own their own pistol or revolver;
(e) How many Commissioned officers own their own pistol or revolver;
(f) How many members have a pistol or revolver the property of the Force on personalissue;
(g) How many Commissioned officers have a pistol or revolver on personal issue;
(h) How many pistols or revolvers does the Force own;
(i) How many of these are Smith and Wesson.38 revolvers, military type;
U) What is the most recent date of manufacture of any of these revolvers;
(k) What type of holster is provided to members for use with.38 revolvers;
(I) Is this holster and revolver easily concealed; and
(m) Is it a reasonable assumption to say pistols and revolvers owned by members of the Force are more
modern and appropriate for use than the normal firearm available to them at Police Stations?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ANSWER
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

(m)

The strength of the Northern Territory Police Force as at 1 September, 1975, was 423.
331
26
178
9
Nil
Nil
157
80
Smith. and Wesson .38 military type revolvers, patent December 1914. These revolvers were
manufactured between 1939 and 1945 in the United States of America on a lend-lease basis to the
Australian Armed Forces. The Smith and Wesson .38 Special with a 2 inch barrel was manufactured
in 1973. The Beretta.32 automatic pistols were manufactured in approximately 1960. The Browning 9 mm automatic pistols were manufactured in 1966.
A leather flap lock hip holster is provided for members use for .38 military type revolvers. Holsters
are not provided for use with the .38 Special revolvers.
The Military type .38 revolver and holster is not easily concealable, not is the firearm on its own.
The .38 Special either with,or without a holster could be carried in the pocket and is easily concealable. The .32 Berettas either with or without a holster are easily concealable. The Browning 9
mm automatic pistols are not easily concealable.
No.

489 MrVALEtoMrKILGARIFFAsofl September, 1975(a) Is it the policy of the Registrar of Firearms to issue pistol licences to members of the NT Police
.
Force for use in association with their duty;
(b) Has there been any recent change in this policy; if so, what was the previous policy;
(c) Is it intended the Registrar will renew Pistol Licences to members of the Police Force seeking
renewaloflicences, ifnot, why; and
.
(d) Is it intended, or is consideration being given, to compensating members of the Force who own pistols but are not able to renew licences?
ANSWER
(a) Pistol licences are issued to Members of the Force whose appointment has been confirmed, for purposes ancillary to their duty. However, the policy is under review.
(b) There have been no recent changes in policy, although, upon amalgamation, it is anticipated that
there will be a uniform policy in regards to the use and licelJ,sing of firearms.
(c) It is intended at the present time to renew pistol licences to Members of the Police Force. However,
the policy is under review.
(d) No.
490 MrVALEtoMrPOLLOCK(a) How many persons in non-urban areas (but including Warrabri and Yuendumu) of the Stuart Electorate
are receiving unemployment benefits?
(b) Where do these persons reside?
ANSWER
There were 47 payments of Unemployment Benefit made to persons residing in the Stuart Electorate in the
week ending 1st October 1975. Location ofthese persons are listed below.
No.paidln
weekending
1/10/1975

Location
Aileron . .
Alcotta . .
DerryDowns
Hamilton Downs
McDonald Downs
Mt.Riddock
Murray Downs
Napperby . .
NeutralJunction
Stirling . .
WaiteRiver
Warrabri
Yuendumu
Total

I
I
3
I
\3
1
3
10
2

5
3
Nil
4
47

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
620 Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCKI. Has a Southern Land Council been formed and, if so, who are its members and what areas and groups of
people do they represent?
2. Who was responsible for the original Aboriginal land claims in Alice Springs and the southern part of the
Territory and what organization/ s do they represent?
ANSWER
1. A Central Land Council has been formed with an Executive of Charles Perkins, President; Mr Sandy Jurra
Jabaltjari and Mr Wenten Rabuntja, Vice Presidents; plus a Council of twenty-two members. This Council,
which has additional membership (as members reqUire), is totally representative of all land owners on a
. tribal basis in Central Australia, according to boundaries and requirements of the Woodward Report.
2. Claims for some areas have been filed by Central Australian Aboriginal Legal Aid Service, and the Central
Land Council. The town claims initially advertised were based on a misunderstanding of the likely claims
which the Central Land Council would advise. In fact, the Central Land Council has now lodged town
claims ofa different nature. The claims notified on 9 October 1975 are the only town claims.
752 MrWITHNALLtoMrTAMBLINGHow many meetings of the Building Board have been held since December 1974?
ANSWER
There have been II meetings since December 1974.A twelfth is to be held on 16 October, 1975.
753 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYANIn the light of the approaching wet season, what steps has the Director of Meteorology taken to liaise with the
ABC (Radio Darwin) to announce regular daily weather forecasts for Nhulunbuy (Gove)?
ANSWER
I. The Regional Director for the Northern Territory has liaised with the ABC on several occasions concerning
the regular radio broadcast of daily weather forecasts for Nhulunbuy. Although the broadcast of such
information could be handled without difficulty by the ABC, the Bureau, until recently, has been unable to
undertake the provision of any new services due to staffmg difficulties. The relocation of the observation site
from Yirrkala to Nhulunbuy was also involved.
.
2. With present staff levels it will b" possible to commence a daily forecast service for the township ofNhulunbuy with effect from 1st November, 1975. It is pointed out, however, that should staff numbers fall to the
pomt where priorities have to be allocated, consideration might have to be given to ceasing the issue of
forecasts for specific places.
3. The Regional Director stressed that in any circumstance, warning services for all areas of the Northern Territory will continue to be given top priority as these are the services that could save or minimise loss of life
and property. He referred in particular to the issue of warnings of tropical cyclones.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE-Tuesday 14 October 1975
621 MrKENTISHtoMrRYANI refer to a section of the Stuart Highway under repair between the airport entrance and the Bombing Road.
This repair began about 1974 and is still in progress; there seems to be some movement on it at present.
Can he advise me when this section of road is likely to be completed?
ANSWER
I think this is the fourth time this subject has been raised in question time. He is correct in his assumption that
work has once again started on this section of the road. Unfortunately I have not received-or have not
asked; I don't receive anything without asking-the latest information as to when the contractors would
expect to finish the road. I will get this information and pass it on to. the honourable member later on in
these sittings.
'
622 Mrs L~WRIE to Mr POLLOCKHe is well aware, as are we all, of the serious shortage of nursing and medical staff at the Darwin Hospital. I
ask him in this context if it is a fact that there is no money available in the Department of Health budget to
advertise for positions?
ANSWER
I would find it difficult to believe that there has not been money allocated for the advertisingof staff because
over the years there has been a' need to advertise consistently for staff. As the honourable member has
stated, there is generally always a serious shortage of staff of health services of the Territory.
623 Mr DONDAS to MrTAMBLINGHow many caravans have the Housing Commission rented up to Friday 10 October 1975? How many caravans' does the Housing Commission have available for immediate tenancy, and what is the current waiting
time for a person applying for accommodation with the Housing Commission?
ANSWER
I am informed that the Housing Commission has been allocated as at the 10 October 366 caravans. I believe
there is a problem with some of these vans in the connection of electrical services and some 70 of these were
rectified this weekend. This would make a total of 123 which are tenanted and another 70 now available. I
believe that there is a waiting time of some 2 to 3 months for caravans which will be less if technical problems are solved. ,There is an indefinite delay with regard to 2-bedroom demountables. The Housing Commission is waiting for the supply of 3-bedroom demountables and expects some 73 of them this month.
With regard to fiats and housing, the Housing Commission is not able to fix waiting times and there are
indefinite delays. However, it is expected that I-bedroom and 2-bedroom fiats should be available shortly'
in some instances.
624 Mr VALE to Mr KILGARIFFIs he aware ofa press statement made last night by a senior police officer indicating that a number of Northern Territory officers were in favour ofjoining the Australia Police?
ANSWER
I understand a senior person of the Northern Territory Police Force did make a statement last night and I
understood him to indicate that there was a section of the Police ForCe which wished to· be associated with"
the proposed Australia Police Force. I would think that that person would, have the right to indicate that as
bein~ a minority report. I spoke to 2 delegations from the Police, Force in this last week, from the CommiSSioned Officers' Association and from the Northern Territory Police Association, a delegation of some 8
people, and they advised me that as far·as the Commissioned Officers' Association was concerned 80%
were in favour of not being associated with the Australia Police Force. I understand there are 25 commissioned officers so that makes 20 of the' cOmmissioned officers not in favour of being associated and 5
being in favour. With the Northern Territory Police Association, 83% of that association do not wish to be
associated with the Australia Police Force which leaves 17% who I understand wish to be associated with
the proposed force.
625 Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING~
" Will the Department of Northern Australia involve the Department of Housing and Construction in the
rebnilding of homes for persons in the private sector?
,
ANSWER
The Minister for Northern Australia recently announced that he is considering the allocation of the houses
currently under construction by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, and what proportion of these will
be distributed between the public and private sectors is still a matter for his decision.' A number of those
houses are under construction· by the Department of Housing and Construction either through day labour
or in a supervisory capacity acting as agents for the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. I am not aware
either of any move by the Department of Northern Australia or the Darwin Reconstruction Commission to
act in a client capacity for people from the private sector.
..
.
626 Mr KENTISH toMr KILGARIFFThe honourable member will I think recall a statement by one Mr Bob Hawke, 18 months or 2 years ago, that
ala certain level of unemployment the present Labor government would have to go or be removed. He was
supported at that. time by senior cabinet ministers with similar statements. Can the honourable member
adVise me what was the level of unemployment indicated at that time by Mr Hawke?
ANSWER
I recollect the statement being made.] am going by memory but I understand the figure was 200,000.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE-Tuesday 14 October 1975
627 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBLINGWhat action has he taken to require the Administrator to take certain action as provided in the Northern Territory (Administration) Act, section 4V(4) regarding a bill which was passed through all stages of this
Assembly relating to the sale of Housing Commissio.n homes? This bill passed all stages at the last sitting
and was presented to the Administrator in August. My question is specific, what action has he taken to
require the Administrator to take the action as provided by the ordinance?
ANSWER
I took no specific action yrith regard to the Administrator. However, I did initiate a number of departmental
enquiries on this matter and I was informed informally last week that the bill had been assented to.
628 MrPERRONtoMrRYANHave Commonwealth'Railways retrenched or transferred any of their Darwin staff since the iron ore export
stopped and the railways here lost the majority of their work?
ANSWER
The railways have not retrenched many of their staff, due mainly to the fact that the cyclone was instrumental
in a lot of their staff leaving, and I believe that the current work force strength out there is approximately 30
less than it was prior to the cyclone and prior to the cessation of operations at Francis Creek. I also believe
that some of the rolling stock which became redundant at that time would be possibly used at other points
.throughout Australia.
629 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr KILGARIFFIs it true that the Alice Springs police are equipped with sub machine guns, automatic rifles and special riot
armaments? If so, for what purpose will those firearms and special equipment be used?
ANSWER
This equipment has hit the headlines I think in the last few days. This is only normal equipment that has been
supplied to all police stations in the Northern Territory. The honourable member will remember that in
1973, through action in the Legislative Council, the McKinna Report was brought in. In this report, Mr
McKinna indicated that the Northern Territory Police Force had been run down through lack of funds
from the Department ofInterior which looked after it in those days. He made a recommendation on page
63 of the repoft referring to firearms: "There is a divergence of opinion as to the type of firearms which
should be supplied for use at stations. There should be standardization of firearms throughout the force,
and a survey is required to determine the most suitable types of pistol for general use, bearing in mind the
availability of spare parts and ammunition. The display of firearms is undesirable and for that reason a
concealed weapon carried in a shoulder holster under the coat or shirt is preferable)f a pistol must be carried. As a 9mm Browning is a standard Army pistol the ammunition is identical to that of the Owen, it must
be considered. Certain other weapons are required at police stations for destroying dogs injured cattle etc.
Police must be prepared for any emergency and there is no room for complacency. Therefore a variety of
weapons must be kept in station armoury for use in unusual cases. As far as possible it would be wise to
standardise on the weapons used by the armed services. This would ensure that the weapons, spare parts,
ammunition and the technical knowledge with respect to repairs are always available. An adequate supply
of ammunition for each weapon should be maintained". The commissioner went on to indicate the number
of guns that should be supplied to various places-Darwin, Alice Springs, Tennant Creek and so on-and
indicated pistols, the SLR rifle, sniper rifle, shotgun, Owen gun, gas gun, gas cani~ters. There is a complete
table there as to how the commissioner saw that they should be issued. And so it is really a false assumption
to assume, as has been done in this particular news item, that they are there for the purpose stated in the
press statement. Not at all; this is stamlard equipment for these police stations in a case of general emergency. The emergency which brought about this report was the hijacking in Alice Springs.
630 MrWITHNALLtoMrRYANIs it a fact that a decision has been taken that the building construction function of the Department of Housing
and Constructioriwill be closed and that all personnel in the relevant section of that department have been
instructed that they must transfer to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission or be retrenched?
ANSWER
I am not aware of such an event taking place, however I will make some enquiries during these sittings and
answer later.
631 Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLINGDoes the Department of Housing and Construction act as agent for the Darwin Reconstruction Commission
at the present date in r,elation to building construction?
ANSWER
Yes.
632 MrVALEtoMrTUXWORTHHas he any information about reports prepared by the Water Resources Branch concerning underground·
water supplies in Alice Springs and possible rechargedifliculties?
ANSWER
.I have no knowledge of any reports available that have been done by water resources. I will make investigation to see if they are a public document and if they are I will make them available to members.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE-Tuesday 14 October 1975
633 Mr KENTISH to Mr KILGARIFFAs the level of unemployment indicated by Mr Hawke as the level of abdication for the government appears
to have been exceeded, can he advise me if a new level has been set and, as the government is still obviously
in office, what new level of unemployment is required before the government will abdicate its authority?
ANSWER
I am unaware of any riew levels of unemployment having been set, and I am unable to indicate to the honourable member the exact situation. If a new level !)as been set, it has not been disclosed.
634 Mr STEELE to Dr LETTSWith the intended closure of the Angliss meatworks, can he tell the House where northern growers are likely
to get their cattle killed in the future?
ANSWER
The honourable.member for Ludmilla has brought to light a very serious problem. Some honourable members will recall that when the Abattoirs Ordinance' was constructed back in 1958-59, provision was made to
eliminate the small abattoirs around Darwin and substitute a large abattoir in what is called the "licensed
abattoir area" which extends for quite a large radius out from Darwin. One of the terms and conditions in
that ordinance was that that abattoir should slaughter on behalf of other producers of livestock. With the
closure of the Angliss Darwin abattoir, there will in fact be nowhere in the Top End where the individual
owner-producer can legally seek to have his livestock slaughtered except by co-operative arrangement with
another abattoir such as Katherineor Meneling. This is particularly serious for the pig producers. There is
quite a large pig and bacon industry in the top end of the Territory at the moment wltich employs something like 50 or 60 people. We are hopeful that the Meneling abattoir will be able to take some of the responsibility for killing these local livestock by arrangement. This is not absolutely certain because the 2
remaining abattoirs, at Katherine and Meneling, are suffering the difficulties which abattoirs all over
Australia are suffering and unless means can be fO)lnd to continue their liquidity situation and to enable
them to operate, then the whole of the local producers who have animals killed for specialised purposes,
such as for the provision of veal and pig meat, could be left in a great hole with nowhere to go. But we are
examining the situation to see what can be done.
635 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrRYANIn the light of the approaching wet season, what steps has the Director of Meteorology taken to liaise with the
ABC to announce daily weather forecasts for Gove?
ANSWER
I know of no such steps. I would ask the honourable member to place that question on notice.
636 MrVALEtoDrLETTSCan he advise the reason for the delay in the processing of applications by pastoralists for carry-on finance?
ANSWER
There are delays extending up to 3 months before some of these claims are routinely processed and there are
various reasons for this. Under the guidelines serdown for approving claims for carrx-on finance, certain
things have to be established including the fact that the enterprise has a chance of viability and this requires
considerable investigation by the Primary Producers Board. This board is quite limited in numbers and has
to try to assess the position of ea<;h individual applicant. There are therefore some delays which, under the
present guidelines, are unavoidable. However, after the PP board has finished its work, it has to transmit
the documentation to Brisbane to the office of the Department of Northern Australia which takes care of
the processing of the final payments there. There is a delay of 3 weeks in that situation which I regard as
being quite unwarranted and unriecessary.
637 MrWITHNALLtoMrRYANHow many meetings ofthe Building Board have been held since December 1974?
ANSWER
I ask him to put the question on notice.
,
638 MrPERRONtoMrTAMBLINGHow many applications have been lodged with the Building Board of Darwin since the new building code
came into force, how many of these applications have been approved and how many buildings have been
.' commenced?
.
ANSWER
,
I am a member of the Accommodation Co-ordination Committee of the Department of Northern Australia
and in that capacity I have received information which will assist me in answering this question. As at the 3
October, the Building Board had received 1,217 applications of which 930 had been approved. These
related to a wide range of building activity right through from accommodation and housing through offices,
shops, warehouses, factories. In the sector that relates s]?ecifically to housing, there have been 1,052 applications of which 804 have been approved. At the same time, the Building Board has noted registrations for
work in the private sector, for those people who were 90ing repair work of under $5,000 per house. As at
the 26 September, the statistics that were available in that respect were, for permanent repairs, 2,230 registrations and, fortemporarywork, 925-thatis a totalof3,155.
The latter part of the question is rather hard to answer, bul'l am informed that a recent survey of residential
lots by the Department of Northern Australia reveals that building activity on privately owned leases in
Darwin was in the order of some 600. The Darwin Reco.nstruction Commission currently has work in
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progress on 672 sites. That is made up of: new houses on new allotments, 351; Iiew houses on previously occupied land, 100; repairs to existing properties 151; and restoration of existing properties, 70. I believe the
Northern Territory Housing Commission is currently working on 265 sites in Darwin.
639 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIs he aware that, due to the operation of the plant at N abalc6, there is extensive damage to Melville Bay and
irreversible damage at Drimmie Arm? This damage occurred because Nabalco had not kept to their original agreement to mix sufficient-sea water with the red mud. If he is not aware of that, would he appraise
himself of those facts from the department? If he is aware of it, would he advise this Assembly as to what
environmental and pollution control measures are presently being undertaken in Melville Bay and how
many environmental officers are stationed there to monitor such procedures? ,
ANSWER
I am generally aware that there is some concern about pollution arising from the disposal of waste at the
N abalco project at Gove. I am aware that the Environmental Council in Darwin has drawn attention to this
on various occasions. In order to obtain a complete answer, I would ask the honourable member to place
the question on notice.
'
640 Mr PERRON to Mr KILGARIFF, I understand that the honourable member delivered a paper on Territory laws which relates to industrial relations at a meeting recently in Darwin. Would the honourable member be prepared to table the paper in this
House?
ANSWER
I have delivered a paper on industrial law and I will table it in this House within the day.
641 Mr EVERINGHAM to Dr LETTSHow many staff has he at the present time and in what capacity do they work for him? Does he find this staff
sufficient to carry out his duties without strain' on his physical and mental processes as the Majority Leader
and senior member ofthe Administrator's Council?
ANSWER
I don't think that the honourable member fot Jingili was referring solely to me in relation to this question. He
probably has in mind the organisation proposals for the executive that were put forward sqme 12 months
ago to the Minister. At the time that they were put forward, there was a provisional arrangement for 2 staff
to be seconded to the executive for their use and consideration given to the organisation proposed in respect
of 19 staff members which included 7 secretarial typists. In fact, no staff position for the executive has yet
been approved by the Minister and only one of the two people promised on secondment was seconded and
is still with us. At the moment, we have one staff member on secondment who assists us with our legislation
work and about whom no praise coufd be too high with the tremendous burden that he has carried. We
have 5 steno/ secretarial assistants who help us with typing and preparation. That kthe total amount of
staff. Undoubtedly, this lack of staff has placed a very heavy burden on the whole of the operation of the
executive members in the discussions and consultations with other departments in relation to legislation
and has in fact aH:ected the working of this Assembly. I have recently had to return legislation proposals to
the department of origin because we were simply unable to cope with the further processine; of them at that
time because we were snowed under with the program already on our plate for this meeung and the next
meeting.
642 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr KILGARIFFIs it a fact that, although members of the Parole Board have been gazetted, the ordinanCe has not yet been
cOmmenced and therefore the Parole Board cannot meet and in fact does not exist? If this is a fact, is it because there has been no budget allocation for the operation of the Parole Board and, if that too is a fact,
what action has the honourable member taken in this matter?
ANSWER
It is a fact that the Parole Board has been appointed. I believe that the particular legislation has not been commenced. I think that it is also a fact that finance has not been made this financial year for the operation of
the Parole Board. What action have I taken? I have been in correspondence with the Administrator and the
Department and I have received a message back from the Administrator indicating that he has received my
letter and has forwarded it to the department for further advice. I hope that advice will indicate that the
Parole Board is convened and the legislation is going to be brought into operation very soon, When I receive this information, it will be passed on to her.
643 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGI refer to Local Government Bill Serial 44 on the notice paper. How many organisations would be in a position to apply to the Corporation of the City of Darwin for a rate rebate if this ordinance is brought into operation in the next month?
'
ANSWER
I do not have that information readily available. However, I will endeavour to obtain a list of special purpose
leases in the Darwin municipality and make it available to the honourable member.
644 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr KILGARIFFHow many persons in the Darwin area are receiving unemployment benefits through the Department. of
Social Security?
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ANSWER
There is one female receiving unemployment benefits and 9 males. The last time the honourable member
asked that question the answer was one.
645 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr KILGARIFFI have a further question for the honourable member for Finance and Law. Can the honourable member
advise whether there is an enforceable building code in operation in the Darwin area?
ANSWER
I have received some advice on the matter and as far as I am aware, that manual has not been the subject of
any action under the Building Ordinance and therefore would not appear to have any force as law in the
Northern Territory. However, under the extensive powers granted to it, the Darwin Reconstruction Commission could use it as an enforceable guideline. I ask the honourable member to place that question on
notice so that an accurate answer may bl! ob.tained.
646 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBLINGMy question follows on a reply given to me by the member for Alice Springs concerning bikes being ridden on
Casuarina Beach. The reply states that one difficulty that has been evident is that the majority of persons
that have been apprehended are from interstate and had no knowledge that their vehicles were not permitted on the beach. It seems that many of the signs were destroyed during the cyclone and action should be
taken by the responsible authority to replace those signs. Has the honourable member for Community
Development any knowledge of any requests to any responsible authority to replace the signs at the earliest
opportunity?
ANSWER
I did raise the matter with the departmental head of the Local Government Section of the Department of
Northern Australia who informed me that there were provisions to provide signs in that particular area, but
that there were budgetary and physical constraints in getting them up at this time. I will pursue the matter
and get a more up to date answer for the honourable member.

•
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647 Mr ROBERTSON to Mr KILGARIFFIs he aware of the statement made by the Acting Commissioner of Police late yesterday in which the Acting
Commissioner asserted that the official police view was in favour of an amalgamation ofthe Northern Territory Police Force with the Australia Police? If so, is that the view of members of the police force in the
Northern Territory or would he consider that to be the view of the Federal Government and expressed by
the Acting Commissioner on instructions from that government?
ANSWER
As I indicated yesterday, the Commissioned Officers Association and the Northern Territory Police Association have come out jointly and indicated that they wish to be divorced from the proposed Australia Police
Force. Yes, I did see a ~tatement made by the Assistant Commissioner in which he stated that the policy of
the Northern Territory Police Force is that they are not against a federal body. I would presume that an
official policy means a policy established by the minister in charge of that police department and of course
means that it is the government's policy. And so in answer to the honourable members question, it is obviouslygovernment policy that the police are to become part ofthe Australia Police Force, but the majority
of members of the Northern Territory Police Force do not wish this to happen.
648 Mr PERRON to Mr TAMBLINGHow many of the existing caravan parks in Darwin comply fully with the Caravan Parks Ordinance? How
many residential properties in Darwin have more than 2 caravans sited on them? How many orders have
been issued by the ChiefInspector under the Caravan Parks Ordinance since it came into force? Are there
any statistics maintained in respect of the number of caravan parks in Darwin?
ANSWER
In relation to the first three parts of that question, I am informed by the inspector that of the existing caravan
parks none comply with the Caravan Parks Ordinance. With regard to more than 2 caravans on a residential site, I believe there are 35 such sites in Darwin with more than 2 caravans on them. To date no orders
have been issued by the ChiefInspector of Caravans. In July the department stated that owing to the lack of
alternative caravan sites available action under the ordinance would not be taken before December 1975.
With regard to the latter part of the question in relation to statistics on caravan parks, I don't believe there are
any formal statistics maintained, but several surveys have been carried out by the Department of Northern
Australia and the Department of Health and I believe that there are some 670 caravans in 12 formal caravan parks, and I believe that the government has some 840 caravans sited in Darwin. It is also believed that
on privately owned residential blocks there are 1,208 caravans.
649 MrVALEtoMrTUXWORTHWill the resignation ofMr Rex Connor mean a change in government policy in the Northern Territory, particularly with respect to uranium mining?
ANSWER
Yesterday I was delighted to hear of the appointment of Senator Wriedt to the portfolio of Minerals and
Energy and I sent him a communication expressing congratulations and asking his attitude towards the
development of oil and uranium in the Northern Territory. I have not yet had a reply but I would warn
members that the p'olicy previously pursued by Minister Connor was a party policy and not a personal one
and it is highly unlikely}hat it will change.
650 MrKENTISHtoMrTUXWORTHHow many craft of the Fisheries Branch are involved in inspection work on the Northern Territory coast? Will
the high-speed boat due to be delivered this year be commissioned? How will coastal inspections be maintained if the Fisheries Branch is not provided with the craft?
ANSWER
There is one inspectorial boat operating on the coast at the moment. There was provision in this year's budget
for a high-speed craft of 55' to be made available to the Fisheries Branch for inspection of the 1200 miles of
coast that we have. I have no knowledge of this having been taken out of the bug get or not being made
available this year and I shall check with that department during the course of the day. In reply to the last
part of the question, I do not know, but I will attempt to get an answer from the department during the day.
651 Mr EVERINGHAM to Dr LETTSHas action been taken by the Department of Northern Australia under section 118 of the Crown Lands Ordinance to bring about the removal of people who are trespassing on crown land in Darwin?
ANSWER
I understand the answer to that question is that no action has been taken under section 118 of the Crown
Lands Ordinance by the government or its agents to bring about removal of people who are trespassing on
crown land in Darwin.
652 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSHow many officers in the Department of Northern Australia are employed in the Environment Section of that
Department?
ANSWER
I am not quite sure of what the honourable member for Nightcliff includes in the expression "Environment
Section". There is a branch of the Department of Northern Australia, I understand, still known as the Forestry Fisheries Wildlife and National Parks Branch, I do not know whether that is the area she is referring
to or another section again. Perhaps she could clarify what this section is and where it is located.
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Mrs LAWRIE: I understand there is no Environment Branch any more; there is a section. I ask how many
officers are employed in that section. Perhaps the honourable member could also advise what is their status
and.their capability for appointment to the job.
Dr LETTS: I have not got the information available now, but I will find it out for the honourable member and
inform her during the sittings.
.
653 Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCKIs the Darwin Hospital short of anaesthetists?
ANSWER
Yes, the Darwin Hospital is short of anaesthetists. At the end of this month there will not be one full time anaesthetist on the staff at the Darwin Hospital; the hospital will be relying completely on a locum service
prov~ded by anaesthet~s~s from southern hospital~. ~ be~eve the Roy~l BrisbaIl;e and the A;ustin are two
hospItals that are prOVIding staff, and of course this IS quite an expensIve operation. The mam reason that
we are having difficulty in finding anaesthetists, apart from the world wide shortage, is that the salaries
offered in the Territory are quite below those offered and available elsewhere in Australia. The Public Service Board does not seem to be able to assist or get on with the job of helping us.
654 Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREWWhen will the Rapid Creek Pritnary School be repaired and restored to its normal use as a primary schoolZ.
ANSWER
The Rapid Creek Primary School is at the moment being used for a migrant education service, and there is
some degree of uncertainty as to when it will be fully repaired and fully operative. It is hoped by the Education Department that it will come into operation next year. However there seems to be certain minor
difficulties involving the Darwin Reconstruction Commission.
655 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrKILGARIFFHow many members of the Northern Territory Police Force have been transferred out of the Northern Territory in recent months?
ANSWER
Since Cyclone Tracy 12 members of the Northern Territory Police. Force have been transferred to the Australia Police Force, one on medical grounds.
656 MrWITHNALLtoMrSPEAKERWho is responsible for the delay in the provision of the relocatable offices and buildings that are to be provided to members of this Assembly and when is it now expected those buildings will be ready for occupation?
ANSWER
I propose to make a statement on this mattedater in the day.
657 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCKYesterday I asked him if it was a fact that the Health Department in the Northern Territory had no money for
advertising and he replied that he didn't think so because they always did have. I repeat my question. Is he
now in a position to say whether in fact there is no money to advertise for filling positions for medical staff.
ANSWER
Yes, I am in a position to answer the question. The amount provided in Appropriation Bill No. 1 for advertising for the Northern Territory Hospitals in 1975-76 was $40,000. This compares with $61,874 in 1974-75
which included $27,000 to undertake a special advertising campaign during the year to attract nurses. As at
13 September 1975 the expenditure under the vote amounted to $29,406. The remainder has been committed. Further allocation of funds for this appropriation is being sought from Treasury. Basically at the moment there is no money for advertising for nursmg positions.
658 MrKENTISHtoMrKILGARIFFIs it correct that two mobile police complexes are to be made available this financial year?
Where are they to be sited? When is a police station to be constructed a\Oenpelli?
ANSWER
Two mobile police complexes are to be provided under the Civil Works Program this year at a cost of about
$340,000. It is expected that they will be available in the Territory in January. One will be sited at Oenpelli
and the other one at Hermannsburg. They will be on site as soon as transport and site arrangements can be
completed by the Department of Housing and Construction. At present the authorities are looking at the
possibility of constructing a police station at Oenpelli in 1976-77.
659 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSI address my question to the Majority Leader as senior member of the Administrator's Council. Following
passage of the relevant legislation on "free areas", what action has the Administrator's Council taken to
give notice of declaration of any area under the ordinance?
"ANSWER
The Administrator's Council has at present the matter under consideration. It has some further inVestigation
it wishes to pursue and a conclusion may possibly be reached before the end ofthis year.
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660 Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLINGOf those persons who had an application to purchase a Housing Commission home prior to December 24 last
year, when would it be possible for such applicants to recommence negotiations to purchase in line with the
Housing Commission policy changes since December 1975?
_
ANSWER
Providing a satisfactory solution can be found regarding the Housing Commission's financial problems relating to the use of low interest rate funds from the Commonwealth Government for building commission
homes, and subject to satisfactory settlement of certain aggrieved principals relating to commission
insurance claims, the commission will be submitted a proposed new sales policy within the next 3 months,
following which legislation will be necessary. Then the commission would proceed with existing tenants
who qualify under the conditions of the new policy.
661 Mr KENTISH to Mr KILGARIFFIs he aware that the Town Council ofOenpelli has for some time offered two homes for use of police officers at
Oenpelli and that tht;re are firms in Darwin which, to mention one, Webbmaster, could construct a mobile
gaol within a month?
ANSWER
I have been unaware of this offer made to the police of two houses at Oenpelli and the fact that mobile gaols
can be constructed very quickly in Darwin. I will refer the matter to the Commissioner of Police for his
consideration.
<

662 Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREWHow long after the completion date of the new class rooms at Nhulunbuy Area School can the Education Department arrange for the removal ofthe present temporary class rooms?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to procure the answer before the end of the day.
663 MrsLAWRIEtoMrPOLLOCK':"
What facilities are available in Darwin for children who are wards of the state and what action can he take to
facilitate provision of such facilities.
ANSWER
The situation in relation to wards of the state in Darwin at the moment is relatively serious because, as far as I
am aware, the homes that were here in pre-cyclone times have all been demolished or blown away. It is
causing the Department of Social Development some considerable concern. They are working to see what
they can do to provide facilities. I know that in the estimates for this financial year there is provision for a
facility here in Darwin and one in Alice Springs. I will try and find some more information and advise the
member later.
<

664 MrVALEt{)MrRYANCan he advise the number of times both the Yuendumu and Plenty River roads have been closed in the last 2
years and the length of those closures?
ANSWER
I don't have that information available at present. I will get hold of it and advise the honourable member
later on in these sittings.
665 Mr KENTISH to Mr KILGARIFFIn view of the massive and increasing unemployment in Australia, far beyond expectation and prediction, has
the honourable member any knowledge of why Mr Bob Hawke has not acted on his previous expressed
intention to liquidate the present Labor Government?
ANSWER
Unfortunately, while I am in receipt of very many communications and press statements from around
Australia, Mr Hawke does not seem to have my name on his lis!. So the answer is no. But yesterday he
asked me regarding unemployment figures and I have a little more information for him. As at 5 October the
persons registered with the Commonwealth Employment Service was 246,094 and the seasonal adjusted
figure increased to 202,715 or 5. 10% of the workforce.
'
666 MrsLAWRIEtoMrPOLLOCKHow many juvenile prisoners are at present being held,at Fannie Bay Gaol and how are they being
segregated?
<

"

ANSWER
I don't know how many are there just at this moment. I know that during the crisis we had a fortnight ago,
when the prison officers went on strike, there was one juvenile and he was kept separate from the other prisoners by keeping him basically at Casuarina Police Station cells while the other prisoners were held at the
Darwin Police Station cells. There are some facilities that can be used at Fannie Bay, and the remand prisoners and the juveniles, when we are unfortunate enough to have a juvenile in custody in Darwin, are kept
separate from the prisoners under sentence. There are only a handful of prisoners under sentence in Darwin
itself.
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667 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrRYANCan he tell me whether negotiations for the purchase of Conna:ir Pty Ltd are under way between that company and the Department of Northern Australia and, if that is a fact, whether it is true that the Department
of Northern Australia would be/directly operating Connair Pty Ltd after the purchase takes place?
ANSWER
I don't have an answer to the honourable member's question. I,will attempt to find out the answer to this
question and pass it on later in this sitting.
668 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrPOLLOCKWhat steps have been taken by the Department of Health to bring the nursing staff at the Gove District
Hospital up to full strength?
ANSWER
The situation at Nhulunbuy is quite serious in relation to nursing, there is a shortage of nurses there; it has
been a consistent shortage. There have been a number of advertising campaigns in an endeavour to gain
nursing staff but at the mo~ent no campaign can be undertaken because there are insufficient funds.
669 MrROBERTSONtoMrTUXWORTHI have a question to ask on behalf of the honourable member for Elsey under the heading of tourism. I refer to
yesterday's announcement that the Katherine low level caravan park has been closed and ask what proposals have been put forward by the Government, or anyone else for that matter, to provide alternative
land to replace the Katherine low level caravan park and to cater for caravaners and campers who have
been denied that facility?
ANSWER
I don 'tknow, I will endeavour to have an answer by the end of this sitting.
670 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr KILGARIFFThe honourable member would be aware of the existence of a so-called town plan for Darwin in 1974 and
previously, and the promulgation of certain other town plans during the course of this year. Would the
honourable member tell me whether there is any enforceable town plan in operation for the city of Darwin
at the present time?
ANSWER
I have looked at the matter and, as far as I am aware, that plan has not been th~ subject of any action under
the Town Planning Ordinance and therefore would not appear to have any force as a law of the Northern
Territory. Under the extensive powers granted to it, the Darwin Reconstruction Commission could use it as
an enforceable guideline. I must ask the honourable member to place the question on notice so that I can
look at the matter more fully.
671 MrVALEtoMrKILGARIFFHas he any information pertaining to the issue of uniforms to the Northern Territory Police Force?
ANSWER
Members will be pleased to hear that the latest advice on the uniform issue that has been quite controversial
in the last few months is that it is now expected that the first issue of uniforms will be available from the
Government Clothing Factory in mid-November.
672 Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCKIs it the intention of the Department of Northern Australia to relocate the Fannie Bay Gaol at the abandoned
Frances Creek iron ore mine in the near future?
ANSWER
The question of the relocation of the Fannie Bay Gaol has been with us for some considerable time. Also we
have the situation at Frances Creek where a mining settlement which has some 26 homes and other facilities is empty. Consideration is currently being directed to perhaps turning these facilities into some sort of a
prison or prison farm or retention centre. No basic decision has been made to move the prison service to
Frances Creek. I think possibly greater consideration will be given to using the Berrimah site, and consideration will be given at a later stage to Frances Creek. It is quite undecided at this stage: I can assure the
honourable member that every effort is being made at the moment to come up with something to get away
from Fannie Bay.
673 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCKIs it a fact that the Department of Health vote for overtime has run out and that within the next few weeks
there will be no money available for payment of overtime for staff, which would mean that radiologists
called on duty at night Could not be paid for attending.
ANSWER
I am unaware of that situation. However, I do know the member for Alice Springs was asking some questions
the other day privately on this matter. As I understand it, he received the assurance from the department
that in relation to overtime for the medical staff there was no need for concern in that area at all.
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Mrs Lawrie: You had better cl'eck up.
Mr Pollock: If you want me to :heck up you had better ask.
Mrs Lawrie: I have.
674 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrPOLLOCKCan the honourable member advise me how long on the average it is taking to process a claim from the
Northern Territory against Medibank, whether by a patient or a doctor, and how long on the average it
takes for the patient or doctor to receive a cheque in his hand from the date of treatment?
ANSWER
Quite honestly I do not know. I have not received any complaints or heard of any complaint in the Territory. I
have heard numerous complaints through the media of the situation interstate. It was said initially that
everything would be fixed up in no more than 5 days. The mail service in the Territory is taking more than
that anyway, so I imagine it would be quite a deal longer than they proposed it would be. Of course in the
Alice Springs area we are not quite as affected because there are so few general practitioners to be able to
utilize the service.
675 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr POLLOCKI ask the Executive Member for Social Affairs whether he could get an answer to my question.
ANSWER
I will get an answer.
676 MrROBERTSONtoMrKILGARIFFI am sure he will agree that there is a disparity between the statement issued by the Assistant Commissioner
and that issued by the Police Association and the Police Officers Association. Does he consider that the Assistant Commissioner's statement was designed to mislead the public as to the true wishes of the Northern
Territory Police Force, and does he consider that the statement does in fact do that?
ANSWER
I think the best I can say on this particular issue is that there is a disparity between what the Assistant Commissioner says and what has been put out by the combined Police Associations. In the first statement put
out by the Acting Commissioners, as reported in yesterday's "News", it is said: "The Northern Territory
Police element of the Australia Police has not been subjected to continuous interference in its day-to-day
operations. Nor have operational controls been imposed by Canberra-based police officers".
I have before me a statement which I understand has been sent to the Prime Minister, various ministers of the
government, members of parliament, the Legislative Assembly, etc. In that statement part of their concern
is the "almost daily receipt of instructions from the Australia Police Headquarters signed by sundry Commonwealth assistant commissioners, superintendents and inspectors, clearly indicating that this force is
regarded in no different light than other police regions formerly Commonwealth police districts under their
control." "There is a strong indication that Commonwealth Police assistant commissioners are watchdogs
of Northern Territory operational matters and are able to vet, control, question, call to account, require explanations, etc., regardmg those procedures." "Thirdly, the frequent direct instruction and imposition of
operational controls from Australia Police Headquarters to the Commonwealth Police element of the
Northern Territory region of Australia."
677 MrVALEtoMrRYANHas any cash been allocated to commence the next three-year programme on the Stuart and Barkly Highways
which was approved by the Federal Government last week.
ANSWER
To my knowledge there has been no cash allocated for this job. I believe if the government does not make the
funds available to start this programme early next year vie will see unemployment in that particular field. I
made representation to the. Minister for Northern Australia several weeks ago and have not received any
answer.
678 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr KILGARIFFSince he is obviously concerned about the integration of the Northern Territory Police Force with the
Australia Police, has he communicated directly with the Minister, Senator Cavanagh, on the matter asking
him just precisely what the procedures will be, and what the degree of autonomy in the Territory will be?
ANSWER
No, I have not been in COntact with the Minister for Police and Customs, regarding the proposed Australia
Police Force. It is my )lnderstanding that probably this week legislation is to be introduced in the Australian
Parliament relating to this matter. When we have a copy of this bill, which I hope we will see, we will have a
better understanding of it. This matter will be further debated in a motion of mine later today.
679 MrVALEtoMrKILGARIFFIs he aware of a recent Four Corners programme shown both in Darwin and Alice Springs based on a recent
court case in Alice Springs? What is his attitude to that programme? In view of criticism in the programme,
will the method of interrogating Aboriginals be changed?
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ANSWER
Yes, I am aware of the TV programme. I was not in Darwin when it was shown here and I was not in Alice
Springs when it was shown there, so I only have second-hand information. I have had my attention drawn
to this TV programme and I have taken it upon myself to get statements and transcripts of evidence of the
court case which was held in Alice Springs some weeks ago. The result of the court case was that the people
charged were found not guilty and released. I can only say that, on reading the transcripts, there is certainly
a variation, statements that do not agree with. other statements. Particularly, medical evidence did. not
appear to have been followed ur' I have taken up the matter with the Acting Commissioner of Police and
he informs me that this medica evidence, presented by a doctor from the Alice Springs Hospital, is now
being considered by the police and further investigation is being carried out. I also understand that the
judge who heard the case indicated that guidelines for interrogation are soon to be made public by him. I
think that is as far as I can go at the moment.
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680 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrPOLLOCKAs the Executive Member is no doubt aware, the prison officers at Fannie Bay Gaol and Gunn Point Prison
Farm were on strike for a week recently. Is he able to advise the house of the reasons for this industrial
trouble and whether they have now been resolved.
ANSWER
Basically, there were two reasons for the industrial trouble. One was in relation to a flow on of salaries and the
other to conditions atFannie Bay Gaol and Gunn Point. In relation to the conditions at the two establishments, the problems there have been satisfactorily overcome. In relation to the salary situation, negotiations are still going on. This is a matter which is presently before the Arbitration Commission in relation
to indexation. The history of the matter is that the Northern Territory prison officers have for many years
been akin to the New South Wales service in salaries. The New South Wales officers have received a series
of increases of salaries in the past 12 months and the Prime Minister's Department, the Department of
Labour and Immigration amongst others have decided that they will get into the act in relation to Northern
Territory salaries and the prisons officers determination. They decreed that the rises that were granted the
New South Wales officers were not within the bounds of indexation and therefore could not be passed on
without further negotiations. These negotiations are going on and we are awaiting a decision by Mr Justice
Moore of the Arbitration Commission.
In relation to the industrial trouble it is worthy of note that during that time, the prisoners had to be detained
at the Darwin Police Station for a period of some 6 or 7 days. They did conduct themselves particularly well
and at my instigation, recommendation was made to the Administrator and he h, as approved that all prisoners who were held during that period of the strike will have their sentences remitted by 3 days.
681 Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLINGWhy has the Darwin Reconstruction Commission found it necessary to remove the gold-lettered sign over at
the front of" Big Ai's" and replace it with that abomination of a sign that is there now?
ANSWER
I gather the honourable member is referring to the new "logo" of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission
which I believe emanated from the office of the chairman as a matter of design. I cannot answer why the
gold gilted sign has been removed and replaced with the new one. I have heard various comments in the
last few days. Some say that perhaps itis the design for the new dancing academy from the hieroglyphics
that are contained on the "logo". Another comment that was made to me was that the actual design IS very
similar to the Chinese character for trouble due to hardship. Another person has pointed out that if a house
was built in accordance with the illustrated design it certainly would not meet the requirements of the new
building code.
682 Mr KENTISH to Mr TAMBLINGWhat are the current Darwin Reconstruction Commission plans for development and progress in the rural
areas under their control?
ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has considered plans within four categories within the boundary of
the 40 kilometre zone. The Darwin city zone is already well publicised. The 'proposals for the Berrrimah
area are now on display for a period of one month under the appropriate sectIons of the act. The area formally called the 32 square mile acqnisition area has not received any planning decisions at this time due to
the complications caused by that particular acquisition. For the area bounded roughly by Howard Springs,
Noonamah and Humpty 000 an indicative plan has been prepared for administrative purposes and is on
display in Moonta House. It indicates to landholders in that area the types ofland uses that are under consideration. The more general rural policies are being pursued in conjunction with the Department of
Northern Australia as they were prior to the cyclone.
683 MrDONDAStoMrPOLLOCKIs he able to give any information of what stage the establishment of a Northern Territory Health Commission has reached?
ANSWER
Yesterday, I received a telegram from the Director General of Health advising me that the discussion papers
for the establishment of the Northern Territory Health Commission are presently with the Minister for
Health. He anticipates that the Minister will agree to wide circulation in the near future and he will ensure
that a copy is available to this Assembly. At least, the papers have got to the stage where they are with the
Minister and we are hoping that he will not take too long to process them.
684 Mrs LAWRIE to Or LETTSWhen is legislation likely to be introduced into the Federal Parliament concerning land rights for Aborigines?
ANSWER
I have it on reliable authority that the Aboriginal Land Bill will be introduced into the House of Representatives today.
.
685 Mrs LAWRIE to Or LETTSCan he advise me whether copies of that legislation will be available today or upon introduction to members
of this Assembly?
'
ANSWER
I received information just before we met this morning to the effect that the bill will probably be introduced
today. I contacted the office of the local Director of Aboriginal Affairs in Darwin and asked him whether
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copies of the legislation would be made available. The answer was that no provision had been made for the
legislation to be made available to members of this Assembly. I asked whether we could borrow a copy in
order to have it further copied. He said that he thought that was possible but he would have to check up to
see whether his copy was the same as the one which is to be introduced into the federal house.
686 Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREWIs there a firm timetable for electrical reticulation for subdivisions for freehold sections 462, 463 and 475 in
the Humpty Doo area?
ANSWER
I cannot advise at the moment. However, I will endeavour to seek that information and relay it this afternoon.
I would like to say that the ESU has been under considerable difficulties in arranging electrical connection
especially in that area owing to a shortage of linesmen and the inability of the department to attract them to
the Northern Territory.
687 MrsLAWRIEtoMrKILGARIFFHas the Corporation of the City of Darwin made any approach to him to have legislative changes introduced
into this Assembly to allow them to lease land presently held by them in trust for the general public? If so,
will he be prepared at an early date to release the precise terms upon which they would like the legislation
amended?
ANSWER
I am unaware of any request. However, I will check today to see if there is something in the system but I do
not recall any such request.
688 MrSTEELEtoDr.LETTSOn a recent trip to Wave Hill I observed an unsatisfactory state of the contract on the sister's quarters and
clinic. I wonder ifhe could report any progress on the situation?
ANSWER
I can give the up-to-date report on this matter briefly because of correspondence received yesterday; the letter
starts olf"Dear Golf" and is signed "with all good wishes. Gough". The quarters and clinic were due to be
completed in January 1974 and November 1974, respectively. The Prime Minister informs me that the
Health Clinic is now completed and the joint inspection to hand over for occupation purposes was carried
out on 25 September. He also informs me that there will be some further delay on the nurses' quarters but
there is a chance that they may be ready for occupation by the end of January 1976.
689 Mr KENTISH to Mr TAMBLINGThe Member for Community Development would be aware of the influx of people to areas east of Berrimah
and the desire of these people to build a Community Hall. When and where can the DRC provide an area
ofland for such development as they envisage?
ANSWER
I am aware that the Rural Landowners Association and other interested parties in the rural area have made
an approach to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission for a community hall. I believe that continuing
negotiations are taking place between those interested parties, the Department of Northern Australia and
the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and I believe that they are proceeding with satisfactory performance on all parts.
.
690 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr KILGARIFFIs it true that the processing of progress claims by the Department of Housing and Construction in relation to
contracts in the Alice Springs area is taking up to 2 months and over whereas the stipulated period in these
standard works for Housing and Construction contracts is 14 days from architect's certificate? Further, is he
aware that the processing of rise and fall claims payments involving amounts in excess of one hundred
thousand dollars to individual contractors is taking between 6 and 9 months? Ifthis is true can he get something done about expediting them?
ANSWER
There is a slowing down in payment, not only in contracts but generally throughout government these days. I
have not been able to ascertain the reason but, over the last few weeks, I have been consistently working on
behalf of various centres and organisations getting these money matters tidied up. I will go into the matter
he has referred to in regard to Alice Springs but I would ask him to give me further information. I am aware
that in some contracts the rise and fall payments are taking a long time to be paid. There have been negotiations going on between some of these firms and Housing and Construction. It is my hope that these matters may have been signed by now and so those firms which had outstanding money for some time will be
relieved. Generally, action is being taken in an endeavour to get these problems overcome. These problems
do occur and anyone who has problems should bring them to my notice so that I may negotiate with the
various departments and have the matters cleared up.
691 MrVALEtoMrSPEAKERCan you advise the House when repairs to the airconditioning and other areas of the building will be carried
out?
ANSWER
A contract has been let and,the contractor is due to start work any day. The completion of the contract will not
be before February. Air conditioning is one of the things which is most required, but we cannot look forward to the completion of the contract until February.
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700 MrKENTISHtoMrRYANCan he advise me if the southern access roads into the Northern Territory will be in any better position in this
coming wetthan they were in the 1973-74 wet and the 1974-75 wet season?
ANSWER
I do not believe that the roads will be in any better condition. The road into the Northern Territory from
South Australia has had no upgrading on it in the last 12 months and I consider that the same situation will
arise if the weather gets bad down in that area. The maintenance of that particular section of the. road is
particularly bad. The roads from South Australia therefore, will be no better. If the weather is bad in that
region, we will be subjected to closures and delays. The same situation applies to those sections of the
Queensland roads which give accesS to the Northern Territory and which are not sealed. If they have bad
weather in these areas I am quite confident that these roads will once again be closed.
701 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBLINGI refer to a question I asked last week about a bill which passed through this Assembly and which he assured
me had been assented to. I ask him if in fact it has been assented to and if so, what was the date of assent. If
it has not been assented to, what action is he taking to ensure that it is either assented to or assent is not
given?
ANSWER
I indicated last week that I had been informed informally that the bill had been assented to. I must apologise
in as much as my information was totally incorrect on that occasion. The information I should have supplied to the honourable member was that officers of the department had informed me that approval in
principle had been given by the appropriate policy dissections of the departmeIlt and presented to the Minister. I am still unable to provide any reason as to why the bill has not yet been assented to, and I am just as
shocked and horrified as the honourable member for Nightcliff that this matter seems to be yo-yoing between Darwin, Brisbane, Canberra and the Minister's office.
702 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSI appreciate that answer and following that answer I ask whether it is the practice that when bills have been
introduced by Executive Members, fully debated and passed, they are then sent to the relevant depart- •
ments in the Department of Northern Australia and do the rounds there, waiting for approval from public
servants before the Administrator or the Governor-General, whichever the case may be, will assent?
ANSWER
I am not aware whether this is the routine or common practice but when this is done it is a matter which I deplore and believe should not happen.
703 Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLINGWhat is the current staff situation of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission? How many permanent staff
does the Darwin Reconstruction Commission employ? How many temporary staff does the Darwin Reconstruction Commission employ?
ANSWER
As at 17 October, the staffing position of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission is: staff appointed, 73: staff
seconded or on loan, 10: there have been offers of engagement issued to 7 people and there are c\irrently 2
consultants for contractors with the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. There are currently also 14
vacant positions.
704 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYANCan he tell me if consideration is being given to the surfacing of the road from Dhupuma College to the Gove
Airport?
ANSWER
I do not have an answer to the honourable member's'question. I ask that he put it on notice.
705 Mr PERRON to Mr KILGARIFFIs ita fact that the Attorney-General's Department refused to provide transcripts of evidence given at inferior
courts in Darwin?
ANSWER
I draw the honourable member's attention to the Record of Depositions Ordinance. Section 13 does indicate
you can make application for the papers. However I draw the honourable member's attention to section
13(2) which reads: "Nothing in the last proceeding subsection requires or permits the clerk of the court to
furnish a copy referred to in that subsection to a person not being a party to the relevant proceedings unless
the clerk or a stipendiary magistrate of the Territory is satisfied that there is good reason for that person
being furnished with a copy". If the honourable member would see me later I can give him further information on the matter.
706 Mr VALE to Dr LETTSRealising how dependent the centre is on Adelaide markets, what steps are being taken to convert present
killing faciliti~s in central Australia to export standards?
ANSWER
I am not aware of any steps being taken to convert the Alice Springs abattoir at the moment to export standards. I am aware that the history of the Alice Springs abattoir was that it was built initially as a government abattoir and that subsequently it was leased out to private enterprise to operate. I understand that that
is still the sitvation. It would probably be the decision,of the lessee as to whether further upgrading of the
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present standards was warranted and could be economically met. My understanding also is that the Alice
Springs abattoir, like virtually all other abattoirs in northern Australia suffers from problems ofliquidity,
depressed prices, depressed export markets, and I believe that the chances of extra expenditure of$l 00,000
or more being applied to upgrade to an export standard in the light of the economics of abattoir operations
would be pretty remote.
707 Mrs LAWRIE to MR KILGARIFFAt the last sittings of this Assembly, I asked the Executive Member for Finance and Law a question which I
again ask him. Following press reports from the Alice Springs district where a citizen is reported to have
discharged a firearm to warn off people, has any charge been laid against that person for the discharge of a
firearm in a built-up district?
ANSWER
My understanding is that the person has not been charged. I regret that previously I said that I would look
into the matter further; I did overlook the matter, I will do it as quickly as possible.
708 Mr PERRON to Mr KILGARIFFIs it a fact that many businesses in Darwin have not been paid money owed them by the Government since
well before June this year?
ANSWER
I think I touched on this last week. There are very many matters being referred to me at the moment from
Darwin and Katherine and other places, and it does' appear that there is a large amount of money owed by
various departments. At the moment I am in touch with the department but I have had no answer at the
present. But some of the amounts of money that people claim or firms claim as being owing to them for several months, runs into quite large figures. If this is the case, and it appears that it is the case, it is regrettable
that the government has not paid the money earlier. Quite obviously, if money is owed before June these
accounts should have been paid by them. As I have said before, I am looking at the situation. I hope that by
tomorrow I may have more definite information for the honourable member.
709 MrDONDAStoMrPOLLOCKIs he able to tell me when the cafeteria in block 8 will reopen?
ANSWER
I am unable to say. I do not think that anybody really knows. As you will be aware yourself, Mr Speaker, you
asked questions on this matter earlier in the year. The first time the question was asked, the department
advised that certain repairs were going to be made to the place and it would be open in a few months. Since
then it has become a showroom for the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. I have again approached the
department and they tell me that it needs a lot of repairs and updating of equipment and that during the
cyclone period when it was used as a cafeteria some of the equipment was damaged and it will have to be
repaired and renovated. Theyhave come up with a conglomeration of excuses.
710 MrROBERTSONtoMrKILGARIFFIn light of the heated conflict and contradiction which appears to be going on in the media via various press
releases between the Minister for Police and Customs and the various police bodies, could he explain the
true position vis-a-vis those two organisations and people?
ANSWER
I have today asked the Northern Territory Police Association for a copy of their last statement. I understand
from the media that they have refuted a statement made by Senator Cavanagh, the Minister in charge of
Police and Customs. I understand that they have refuted his statement that the Northern Territory Police
did not wish to be dissociated from the Australia Police Force. I will get a copy of the statement as quickly
as possible.
711 MrDONDAStoMissANDREWIs she able to tell me when the l:"akara Primary Schoolis opening?
ANSWER
The department informs me that the Nakara Primary School will probably be ready next year. There is still
some degree of uncertainty, not the least.of which is the number of families who will be living in the area
and wishing to send children to that school.
712 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW (by leave): The honourable member for Nightcliffasked me to comment on "a strong and
well-founded rumour that within 12 months water rates and electricity rates will almost double". Water
rates and electricity rates will be reviewed. Information is currently being collected regarding electricity
rates. When some decision is made it has to be approved by the Administrator's Council and it is not
expected that an announcement will be made within 6 months. Nothing has yet been done about water
rates.
713 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW (by leave): The honourable member for Nhulunbuy asked me about the removal of temporary classrooms at the Nhulunbuy Area School. I am informed by the Department of Education that no
definite decision has been made regarding the completion of extensions to the Nhulunbuy Area School.
Therefore, no decision has been made about the temporary classrooms.
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714 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW (by leave): The honourable member for Arnhem asked about electricity reticulation on sections 462, 463 and 475 at Humpty Doo. A decision is expected within a week by the Department of the
Northern Territory.
715 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN (by leave): The honourable member for Jingili asked whether or not the Department of Northern
Australia was negotiating with Connair for its purchase. I directed this question to the department and I
have been advised that it has been referred to the secretary in Canberra. In view of the anticipated delay
and possibly even the disappearance of the question, I suggest that the honourable member now place that
question on notice so that we will be assured of getting an answer.
716 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN (by leave): The other question related to whether or not the Department of Housing and Construction had transferred all of its building construction section personnel to the DRC or whether they had
been retrenched. The answer is that the section is still operating within the Department of Housing and
Construction. There have been a few transfers and secondments to the DRC but there have been no
retrenchments and the Department of Housing and Construction still has a building and construction
section.
717 Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTSCan he advise me if the Department of Northern Australia has made available copies of the Aboriginal Land
Bill and the second-reading speech to members of the Assembly?
ANSWER
The answer to the honoura.ble member's question is yes and no. Late xesterday morning, I received from the
local office of the Director of Aboriginal Affairs one copy of the bill and one copy of the second-reading
speech. I certainly did not receive enough to be made available to all honourable members, but I have
through our own limited resources arranged to have a copy duplicated. I trust that by tomorrow morning
there will be sufficient copies of both the bill and the second-reading speech available, so that the Assembly
may undertake some consideration of the matter.
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718 Mr VALE to Dr LETTSThe reason given to the fall of from $10 to $40 per hea!i at Gepps Cross last Thursday was the completion of
the 1975 export season and a necessity to wait for the 1976 season prices. What can the Australian Meat
Board do to eliminate such fluctuations either by introducing cattle price stabilisation scheme or other
means?
ANSWER
I was aware of the sharp fall in prices at Gepps Cross and I understand that part of the reason for this was a
lack of liaison between the Australian Meat Board and the meat exporters. in that the Australian Meat
Board set a date for the final shipment of beef to the USA under the quota system this year and did not consult the exporters in advance. There was a temporary feeling among the market that they could be caught
with meat that could not be shipped in accordance with the quota within the given time for this year. That
situation would omy be a temporary problem and it would be more than counterbalanced in the immediate
future by the fact that Japan has announced a further expansion of her quota and that news will be welcomed by the industry and will probably be reflected in a restoration of those prices.
I believe that the Meat Board's activities in market promotion are probably reflected in this expansion of the
Japanese quota. As far as a meat stabilisation plan is concerned, it is not really a matter for the board
although they may give advice to government on this problem. If a comprehensive meat stabilisation price
scheme was to be introduced in Australia, it would be similar to the approach used in the wheat stabilisation plan and, in so far as it would have to be an Australian-wide scheme, that would mean that it would
require federal legislation as well as state legislation. Some people who are represented on the Australian
Agricultural Council have been trying for some months to see if it is possible to devise a meat stabilisation
or equalisation plan. Both Queensland and New South Wales have taken draft plans to the Australian
Agricultural Council but they have not yet met with common approval. I do not know the details of these
plans because the Northern Territory is not fortunate enough to have a representative on or an invitation to
attend the Australian Agricultural Council meetings.
.
719 MrWITHNALLtoMrSPEAKERAre you able to say when the provision of newspapers for the use of members will be resumed?
ANSWER
.
The Clerk has endeavoured to secure a satisfactory arrangement with the newsagent. However, the newsagent demands payment in advance and refuses to give the Legislative Assembly credit. We are examining
the situation more closely and we hope that newspapers will be provided very shortly.
720 Mr STEELE to Dr LETTSCart he report progress on the pilot farms scheme at Adelaide River?
ANSWER
I ask the honourable member to place that question on notice.
721 MrWITHNALLtoMrRYANI refer to the answer which he gave to my question yesterday about a retrenchment of members of the Department of Housing and Construction. Will he take steps to convey to members of the Department of Housing
and Construction building section that, notwithstanding statements to the contrary made by some officers
in the department, the executive member has been assured that there is no intention to disband that section?
ANSWER
I will pass on that information.
722 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGWhat is the unit price for a 3-bedroomed Housing Commission dwelling and how will economic rent for such
a dwelling be computed? Are they on the new contract for loans or if not will they be spread over the whole
establishment of Housing Commission homes?
ANSWER
I would ask that she place th~ formal sections of her question on notice. I am aware that the Housing Commission contract prices are in the order of $32,000 to $35,000 per house. With regard to the determination
of rents, this is done annually by the Housing Commission and sanctioned by the Administrator's Council. I
will endeavour to obtain information about the manner in which this will be done for the coming year.
723 Mr VALE to Dr LETTS-'
Last week's Centralian Advocate contained a letter concerning a pastoral property in Central Australia
known as Supplejack Downs. The letter averred that there had been undue delay in processing an application made by' an occupier for a lease under the Crown Land Ordinance and inferred that the Administrator's Council may have been involved in that delay. Can he advise whether this is correct?
ANSWER
I am aware of the contents of the letter which attempted to trace the history of the occupancy of the pastoral
property known as Supplejack Downs and drew attention to the present delays in finalising the matter. As
far as I am aware, this matter has not been officially brought to the Administrator's Council as yet.
724

MrEVERINGHAMtoMrKILGARIFF~

Is he aware of the bank up in service of process and levying of execution in both the supreme and local urts
in Darwin? Although there is a supposed establishment of three bailiffs, there is in fact one bailiff carrying
out the task. If the honourable member is aware of the position, what is going to be done about it?
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ANSWER
This matter has been brought to 'my attention. I am going to the authorities to see what action has been taken
to ensure that the number of bailiffs is brought up to the establishment of three.
725 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr KILGARIFFI am sure that he is well aware that the Australian Legal Aid Office in Darwin is woefully inadequate and
privacy cannot be accorded to clients. What action is being taken to remedy this?
ANSWER
I have personally inspected the offices in the MLC building. I have taken up the matter with Property and Services to endeavour to have more space made available. I have also drawn to the attention of the AttorneyGeneral the present poor conditions for his staff.
726 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr POLLOCKIs that member aware of the statement attributed to the Minister for Repatriation in yesterday's paper that
Medibank claims are taking 8' days to process and does he have any comment on the accuracy ,of this
statement?
ANSWER
The member asked me a question last week about delays in the payment from Medibank and I did institute
some inquiries which are continuing. The state manager for South Australia/Northern Territory of the
Health Insurance Commission advised me last Wednesday that claims made by Territory residents are
being processed within a week of receipt at the Adelaide office. Bulk billing is marginally faster because it is
a cOmputer based process and does not have as much manual handling as a patient claim. The manager
was unable to say how long it was taking for payment of the claims even though they were processed within
a week in Adelaide because payment was transcribed by computer to Canberra and he had no executive
control over the situation there. The secretary of the commission was unable to tell me how long it was taking claims to be paid. He was going to institute inquiries and advise me in four or five days but he has not
advised me as yet. I inquired at the local office of Medibank as to how long it was taking and the lass who
was working there said she had a claim submitted for five weeks and she had notreceived payment. If you
work in the place and you cannot get your claim through under five weeks, it is pretty crook.
727 MrVALEtoMrTUXWORTHIs he aware of a detailed and comprehensive report on the Mereenie aquifer in Central Australia at present
held by the Federal Minister? If so, would he be prepared to make copies of that report available to members of this Assembly?
ANSWER
I advised the house the other day that I am aware of the study being undertaken by Water Resources Branch
for the Minister on the future of the Alice Springs water reticulation. To the best of my knowledge, that
report is not due to be finished until late November early December. However, I will contact the Department concerned and ask whether the report is finished. If it is finished, I will ask whether it can be tabled
and if it is not finished, I will ask that it be tabled when it is complete.
728 Mr EVERINGHAM to Dr LETTSIs the change in the occupancy of the ministry of agricultural portfolio likely to enhance, in the Majority
Leader's opinion, Le"gislative Assembly chances of representation on the Australian Agricultural Council?
ANSWER
I think I can answer that without haying to give it as a matter of opinion which, of course, is outside standing
orders.
Representation of executive members of this Assembly on Commonwealth State ministerial councils was
sQught through the then Minister for Northern Australia Dr Patterson, who strongly supported the case for
this and was successful in respect of most of these bodies in getting executive members the right to attend.
The one in which we have not had any success so far has been the Australian Agricultural Council. Senator
Wriedt, the then Minister for Agriculture, has indicated to me on several occasions that he thought that it
would create a precedent which he was not prepared to do. I know that Dr Patterson has continued to make
representations to Senator Wriedt on this matter and" I believe that, with the change of ministry, our
chances of being represented on that council will be much better.
729 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr KILGARIFFWhat action is being taken to police our coastline and isolated airstrips to prevent illegal importation of drugs
and the introduction of exotic diseases such as foot and mouth disease?
ANSWER
There are actions being taken by the airforce and navy and surveillance of the coast is undertaken to some
degree. I will seek a full statement on the matter.
730 MrsLAWRIEtoMrKILGARIFFIn a recent AM broadcast, it was stated quite clearly that the illegal export of Australian birds was being carried on, by people given a return ticket to Singapore. In return, they strapped these birds in metal canisters
to their bodies and, hidden by their clothes, they smuggled them to Singapore. I ask the honourable member if any particular measures are being taken at Darwin airport to prevent this and, if not, would he
attempt to have measures instituted?
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ANSWER
I am not aware of what action is being taken by the authorities but I know that the authorities are taking the
matter very seriously as can be seen by prosecutions against people who commit this offence throughout
Australia. If this sort of thing is being carried on from Darwin to Singapore, I will have the matter
thoroughly investigated and I will report back to this Assembly.
731 Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREW~
What is the designation and address of the officer in Brisbane or Melbourne to whom Darwin residents
should address queries concerning their electricity accounts?
ANSWER
I will provide it for the member later today.
732 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBLINGWho has overall responsibility for the development occurring in the Railway Dam area? This includes roads,
bulldozing of mangroves with insufficient drainage to allow the mangroves to survive and to have proper
salt water inundation. Various activities are being carried on in the Railway Dam area with no overall attitude towards the proper preservation of the area.
ANSWER
I will seek details from both the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and the Department of Northern
Australia. I am not aware of any leases in that area being vested in local government although I am aware
that some specific claims have been made to the Aboriginal Lands Commission for land close to the Railway Dam area. I will seek further information.
733 MrsLAWRIEtoMrRYANThere has been resealing of the Stuart Highway in the Coonawarra/Berrimah area. Can he advise what grade
of aggregate was used in that resealing, what is the recommended grade of aggregate on such a road and
who is responsible for supervision of the contractor to ensure that the proper grade was used? In explanation, perhaps I should say that in one day there were twenty-six broken windscreens.
MrSPEAKERIt is quite obvious that many questions are being asked, which should be placed on notice. I direct honourable
members' attention to standing orders which outline the procedure. I direct the honourable member to put
that question on notice.
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734 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLlNGI am sure he is aware that on Housing Commission blocks where there are two caravans in many cases there
have been no laundry facilities provided. How is this problem to be overcome?
ANSWER
I am aware of the problem. It has been looked at by both the Accommodation Co-ordination Committee and
the Housing Commission. At this stage I am unable to give her any specific information as to what action has
been taken for the provision of laundry facilities. I will endeavour to obtain further details of their proposed
'
,
action this day and advise her.
735 MrVALEtoMrTUXWORTHThis question is asked on behalf of the honourable member for Elsey. What progress is the Mount Isa Mine
group making with development programs at McArthur River of the silver lead zinc deposits, and what
action is being taken to control fishing in the gulf area around Borroloola?
ANSWER.
Mount Isa Mines has embarked on a $13ni development program this year. Unfortunately, in the last week,
during the developm~nt of the underground wo~kin~s, water has br<;>ken into the mine ~nd the pumps have
been unable to contam the amount of water commg m. Mount Isa Mmes as a result of this has Withdrawn for
the rest of the wet and will be closing the operation there for a complete revaluation of the situation. To the
best of my knowledge the Fisheries Branch have an inspector stationed at Borroloola to try and maintain a
surveillance over the rivers. There is no boat control in that area because the Fisheries Branch only have one
'
boat. It is not possible to do the 1200 miles of the coastline with one boat.
736 Mr EVERINGHAM toMr KILGARIFFI understand that a liquor commission has been set up in the ACT. Will the Northern Territory follow suit?
ANSWER
Legislation has been introduced in the ACT and a liquor commission has been formed. As members know, we
are looking at legislation for a Northern Territory liquor commission and we are hopeful that it will be
introduced early next year. We are studying the ACT report. I think one section of the report says that they
have 24-hounrading. I do not think we will be recommending that to this Legislative Assembly.
737 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr KILGARIFFI understand he has received a delegation from the Northern Territory Chamber ofIndustries regarding the
indebtedness of the Commonwealth of Australia to private persons and contractors in the Territory. Can he
report on the results of his discussions?
ANSWER
I have received a delegation from the executive,members of the Chamber ofIndustries in Darwin. They have
indicated that there is a large amount of money owing up to 30 June 1975, something like $300,000. After
that period there would be much more. It is my intention now to call the various departments together in conference with the Chamber of Industries to see if the matter can be satisfactorily resolved. This conference will
be of benefit to the traders in Darwin because in some cases they possibly are unaware of the various procedures of government financing. A conference between both parties will be beneficial to all.
738 MrROBERTSONtoMrKILGARIFFDoes a similar situation exist ifl.Alice Springs? If so, what can be done to alleviate the problem there?
ANSWER
To some degree the situation is the same in Alice Springs and other places. It is my intention to be in Alice
Springs this weekend and I invite the honourable member, if he receives complaints, to send those people to
see me, I understand that the Chamber ofIndustriesis in Darwin to invite people from the Alice representing
various o~ganisations to attend the conference.
"
739 MrVALEtoMrKILGARIFF- ,
Is it true that local government package deals 'are soon to be made to both Katherine and Tennant Creek?
ANSWER
Package deal offers have already been made to Tennant Creek and Katherine. I think the offer was made some
18 months ago. They asked for further negotiations. Katherine I think rejected the package deal unless the
departmentwas prepared to put in rise and fall clauses. Next weekinTennant Creek, members of the Local
Government Branch of the Department of Northern Australia will meet with the Town Management Board
in Tennant Creek to further negotiate the package deal. I will attend that meeting. In Katherine on Tuesday
there will be further discu~sions between the department and the Town Management Board with possibly an
answer coming from the, department back to the Town Management Board relating to these queries. I will
also be attending those discussions.
740 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCKWhen is it expected that commission will be appointed to conduct the proposed inqniry into the Lottery and
Gaming Ordinance?

a

ANSWER
Inqniries have been carried on siI)ce the last sitting of this Assembly to find a suitable person or persons to conduct the inquiry. Those inquiries are still being made.
741 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCKIs it his intention to introduce legislation regarding the use of poker machines?
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ANSWER
I have no intention of introducing any legislation and I don't know of any legislation in that field that is contemplated. I have not heard any discussion on the matter. I do not feel poker machines are in any way warranted in our community.
742 MrROBERTSONtoMrRYANThis question is addressed to the honourable member in his capacity as Chairman of the' Road Safety Council.
It results from' a matter of concern raised by the honourable member for Elsey. Has the Northern Territory
Road Safety Council looked into the situation with the Lindsay Street proposed intersection in a proposed
new sub-division in Katherine? If so, have they formed an opinion as to the safety of that proposed intersection in its present form?
ANSWER
Mr Speaker, I do not know if the Road Safety Council has been informed of the situation in Lindsay Street.
You yourself made me aware ofthe situation and since you spoke to me earlier this week I have been unable
to get hold of a map of the proposed changes to that particular intersection. I am inclined to a,gree that, since
the subdivision is not yet built and will not be builtfor 3 years, it is an unnecessary change to the intersection
at this stage. I have started discussions with the department. I intend to continue with theSe and also bring it
tothe notice of the Road Safety Council.
ANSWER TO QUESTIQN
743 Mr RYAN (by leave): The honourable member for Nightclilf asked a question concerning the highway out
at Berrimah. I could have answered part of that question myself the other day except for the gradesof the
aggregate used and the recommended grades. The information has been supplied to me. The grade of aggregate used was 12mm to 18mm the recommended grade of aggregate is 14mm to 16mm. The supervision
ofthe contract was undertaken by the Department of Housing and Construction.
The honourable member raised a matter concerning the breaking of glass-this waS part of the question
which I felt I could have answered-that there were a large number of windscreens broken. While the size
of the metal will have some effect on this, the main reason the metal is thrown up is the speed 'of the vehicles. Unfortunately,as I mentioned in a speecli the other day, people in Darwin do not necessarily worry
too much about other people on the road, so a vehicle speeding ill one direction will throw a piece of metal
up and a car going the opposite direction can run into it. The car going in the other direction has to be trav,elling at a fairly reasonable pace to break the glass. While it is unfortunate that we geithis situation occurring with a resealing of the road, it is something we have to put up with; people have jus(got to be a little
more careful until the excess gravel is taken off the side of the road.
744 MrSTEELEtoMrSPEAKERYou would have heard on the radio that the TLC and the Australian Labor Party are going to march on the
Assembly tomorrow. I was wondering if you have had any communications in this regard and whether you
haye prepared the Assembly for such an assault?
"
ANSWER
No answer made.
745 Mr BALLAN1YNE to Mr KILGARIFFIn view of recent drug thefts from the hospital, doctors' surgeries and chemists around Darwin has the incidence of drug charges increased over the last 3 months in Darwin, and do the Northern Territory police,
,"
,
have a drug squad in Darwin to counter this problem?
ANSWER
In this last few months more drugs have been stolen from chemists, and I believe extra precautions have been
taken. I do not know if there has been any increase in people being charged with the use of drugs. I will look
at the matter. There is a drug squad in the Northern Territory and in Darwin, and I will enquire what the
present establishment is; Some time ago I considered the establishment too light, and I would have my
doubts, with the restrictions that have been brought in on staff ceilings in the last 2 months, that there would
bea large number in the squad. twill get further information forthe honourable member.
746 Mrs LAWRIl:l to Mr RYANWhen is itIikely that full facilities will be restored at the Darwin airport for domestic travellers aswell as overseas travellers?
ANSWER
I wish I could give a satisfactory answer but it is almost like the question the honourable member for Arnhem
used to ask every sitting, as to when the road was going to be started again at Berrimah. Well, it has finally
started. But with regard to the airport, the honourable member, like the rest of us, is obviously concerned
with the situation that greets visitors to the town. They walk through the doorway into a place that is falling
down around their ears. The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has let a contract to repair the overseas
section. This has been going on for some weeks although the announcement was ouly made last week. The
contract for repairs to the transit lounge was under way when I inspected the place 5 or 6 weeks ago, and I
assume that it is almost finished. I believe there are proposals to spend about $lm in repairing the facilities
out there. I do not know when this is going to be done. I believe it is being considered by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission but whether or not any firm commitments or plans are being made I do not know.
The Department of Transport certainly do not appear to be particularly interested and We can only keep
pressuring the departments concerned for action and I will continue to do so.
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747 MrsLAWRIEtoMrRYAN~ Does he know if, when the bar facilities are restored, they will be made available to internal passengers, or
restricted to overseas flights? That is the latest rnmour around Darwin.
ANSWER
As a regular visitor to the airport, I can assure the honourable member for Nightcliff that I will be doing
everything possible to see that ordinary passengers get the use of the facilities. I believe that there is a small
bar in the international section. It appears to be a bar but I do not know if it will be used as a bar. This
would mean they have their own facility. I have not heard any rumours that the existing facilities, that the
one which was always used as a general bar, would be only open to international passengers. I certainly
would create as much fuss as possible to see that it is open to the public because they are the majority ofthe
people travelling and they need the sustenance.
748 MrWITHNALLtoMissANDREWIs it necessary that the gas turbine alternator in Darwin be used continuously at the present time? Will the
honourable member agree that the level of noise from this installation is well-nigh unbearable? Will she endeavour to arrange for the machine not to be used unless effective silencers are fitted?
ANSWER
I ask the honourable member to put the question on notice.
ANSWER TO QUESTION
749 Mr KILGARIFF: Yesterday I was asked whether I was aware that there is only one bailiff at present on the
strength of the local courts in Darwin, despite a supposed establishment of 30. The answer is that the Supreme Court uses the services of the sheriff's office and as far as is known there are no problems in this
respect. The local court bailiffs are Commonwealth Police, now Australia Police. Untihhis week there was
onl:y one such officer. As from Monday, there have been 2. There were proposals in the Commonwealth
Police for two officers as bailiffs. It is not known at this time what proposafs for this service have been made
in the Australia Police. Olltside,Darwjn, the services are performed by Northern Territory Police and there
have been recent problems with this service in Alice Springs.
I would just like to make comment on that. Where it says local court bailiffs are Commonwealth Police now
Australia Police, I do not think tjle answer is quite correct. There is no Australia Police Force as there has
been no legislation passed to establish it.
ANSWER TO QUESTION
750 Mr TAMBLING: The honourable member for Nightcliff asked a question relating to the environmental
issues surrounding the railway dam area. I am informed that the Department of Housing and Construction
utilised the area adjacent to the Dinah Beach Rpad for dump purposes up to 30 June, but since that date
there has bew no dumping of a legal nature in that area. The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has
officers investigating the environmental problems that have now been raised by the honourable member
and I hope to provide her with further information within the next few days.
75lA Mr RYAN (by leave): The honourable member for Jingili asked me a question and I did not expect to get
an answer so quickly so I asked him to put it on notice. I think I should give the answer to the Assembly seeing that the department has now provided it. The question referred to the negotiations under way by the
Department of Northern Australia to purchase Connair and asked whether Connair would be operating
that company after that date. The answer that I have got from the Department of Northern Australia says
that the company has offered the airline to the government and the government is actively considering the
offer but no decision has been made.
.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
397A MrBALLANTYNEtoMrTUXWORTHHas the Tourist Board considered tourist promotion for the Nhulunbuy/Gove area during 1975 and, ifso, in
what form will it be promoted?
"
ANSWER
(a) No.
(b) The extent oftourist promotion activities of the Tourist Board is limited by the subsidy provided by the
Government.
(c) Furthermore, to effectively promote tourism in regional areas of tourist potential, requires a full study of
all resources, access, services and the development of an effective marketmg strategy.
(d) A Tourist Development Study of the Northern Territory is expected to be undertaken during the
197611977 financial.year, and such action as is then recommended in the final submission, will be considered for implementation by the Tourist Board.
751 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSWas a meeting between representatives ofNabalco and the then Department of the Northern Territory held
at Gove on 28 June 1974 to discuss pollution and did an officer of the Department of the Northern Territory state at that meeting "that it would be greatly to Nabalco's and the Department's disadvantage if the
public knew the degree of pollution occurring at present"?
ANSWER
(I) A meeting was held at Gove on 28 June 1974 between Nabalco staff and the then Northern Territory Department officers. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss environmental matters in connection with the
operation of the alumina plant and associated works.
Subsequent to the meeting Nabalco agreed to carry out works to improve environment control. In the fifteen
months since the above meeting most of these have been completed satisfactorily. A consultant is presently
engaged by the Company to examine and recommend means of effecting further improvements.
(2) The Department is unable to comment on the second part of this question as details of any discussions at
the above meeting are regarded as confidential.
754 MrPERRONtoMrPOLLOCK1. How many buildings on Aboriginal settlements or reserves belonging to either government or semigovernment organisations have been destroyed by fire in the last ten years?

2. What was the construction cost of these buildings?
3. What was their replacement value?
4. What types of buildings were damaged?
ANSWER
1. Seventeen buildings have been destroyed by fire.

2. The approximate construction cost of these buildings was $214,500.00.
3. Three residences have been repaired at a cost of$9,000.00.
A contract for $334,056.00 was let to rebuild Oenpelli Hospital (not completed).
A contract for $358,200.00 was let to rebuild Umbakumba Infirmary, as a hospital (not completed).
Cost to date for replacing Warrabri School is approximately $508,814.00 including landscaping.
Two schoolrooms at Bamyili were replaced by transportable classrooms costing $63,486.00.
Warrabri Hospital cost approximately $232,352.00 to rebuild (not completed).
Rebuilding and relocating of the Maningrida Sawmill cost approximately $100,000.00 including equipment.
Total cost-approximately $1,605,908.00.
4. Types of buildings damaged were:3
3
4
I
1

Residences
Schools
Aboriginal Houses
Clinic/Stores
Sawmill

I
2
I
1

Aboriginal Single Quarters
Hospitals
Infirmary
Cottage'

755 MrPERRONtoMrPOLLOCKWhat h!lve' been the monthly outpatients attendance figures at the Tennant Creek Hospital over the last 3
years?

"l
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ANSWER
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
Aril
May
June

1972173
1,445
1,339
1,276
1,424
1,340
1,386
1,071
1,320
1,387
1,464
1,839
1,428

1973174
1,620
2,619
2,547
2,016
1,476
1,340
1,276
1,412
1,380
1,457
1,384
1,128

1974175
1,626
1,512
1,069
1,504
1,432
2,514
1,584
1,413
1,171
1,489
1,711
1,868

1975176 ,;
2,438
1,557·
1,795

756 MrPERRONtoMrPOLLOCK1. Do Aborigines in isolated parts of the Territory co-operate with other Territorians in the control and prevention of bush fires?
2. Is it a fact that Aborigines refuse to fight fires unless they are paid overtime?
ANSWER
1. Generally speaking, Aborigines in isolated parts of the Northern Territory co-operate with other Territorians in the control and prevention of bush fires. As is the case with other people in the Northern Territory, it is likely that there are exceptions to this and it is known that some Aborigines have in fact caused
bushfires in the pursuance of their traditional way of life. Wherever possible, this practice is discouraged
and attempts are made to have them understand the environmental dangers inherent in this practice.
2. There are many instances throughout the Northern Territory of Aborigines having taken an important part
in fighting bush and other fires without having sought or been paid overtime. No doubt there are
Aborigines who like some non-Aborigines would expect to be paid overtime. The attitude of these people
would probably be that if there are other workers as against property owners, who receive such remuneration such as grader drivers etc. then they would expect the same sort of conditions.
757 MrPERRONtoMrPOLLOCKDoes the Department of Aboriginal Affairs have an active fire prevention service or regular fire brigade operation on any settlement or Aboriginal reserve?
ANSWER
At present,. the Department of Aboriginal Affairs has no regular fire brigade operating on Settlements or Aboriginal Reserves. However, it is proposed that locally based firefighting teams be trained by the Fire Brigade. This training will be reinforced by regular inspections of Fire Brigade officers who will provide additional training to volunteers.
There is already an auxiliary service manned by volunteers at Bathurst Island (which can service Melvilie
Island ifrequired).
A proposal has been made that a one-bay station be built to serve communities of 500 persons or more. The
planning of these stations is to be carried out jointly by the Chief Fire Officer and officers of the Department
of Housing and Construction.
About 30 Aboriginal communities could warrant need of this training programme. Letters of advice have
been sent to all Aboriginal communities and missions in terms of the type of fire fighting equipment
required.
762 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING1. When was Lot 4967 excised from Lot 265, Nightcliff?
2. For what purposes was it excised, what is its present zoning and is it still under the control of the Corporation of the City of Darwin?
ANSWER
1. Lot 4967 was never excised from Lot 265. It was surveyed as a separate lot for the purpose of a car parking
area. This did not eventuate and the lot was subsequently included in the adjoining reserve.
2. See answer to Part 1 above. Lots 4967, 265,532 and 207 are included in Reserve No. 1243 for the purpose
of the recreation and amusement of the public, proclamation of which appeared in the Northern Territory
Gazette .dated 4.12.1968. The Corporation of the City of Darwin is the trustee as appointed by notice appearing in the Northern Territory Gazette dated 26.2.1969. Darwin Town Plan zoning is Public Recreation
Reserve and Darwin Reconstruction Commission Planning Guideline shows the land as Open Space I.
763 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYANHas consideration been given to the surfacing of the road from Dhupuma College to Gove Airport?
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;

ANSWER
The Depart~ent of Aborigmal Affairs advises that it has not programmed for the surfacing of the road from
Dhupuma College to Gove A i r p o r t . .
765 MrVALEtoMrTUXWORTH:-""
l. Is the Mereenie Basin from which Alice Springs draws its present domestic water supply'adequate for the
town's future needs?
2. Can the Mereenie Basin sustain a small farm area with irrigation in addition to providing an adequate town
supply?
3. What investigations are being made by the Water Resources Branch to locate additional ground water
supplies to assist the resettlement of small farmers and what priorities have been given to this work?
4. Will copies of reports prepared by Water Resources Branch be made available to Members of the Legislative Assembly?
ANSWER
l. The Mereenie Sandstone is but one bed within the Amadeus Basin. The Mereenie Sandstone Aquifer by
itself is an enormous storage containing more water than Alice Springs would be likely to use in 1,000 years.
Although sufficient water will always be available, bX about 1983, when regard is given to economical
pumping costs, pumping from the present bore/ield is likely to be more expensive than the cost of establishmg a new borefield. Assuming a second borefield is established then, these two borefields would be adequate until the year 2,000 when a third borefield could be required. The Mereenie aquifer is able to sup'
port many of these borefields.
2. The Mereenie Sandstone is accessible at points along the lames Range some 60 km south of Alice Springs.
Development of borefields or even single bores along the lames Range might sustain quite large farm
areas. Bores at the lames Range would not affect water storage at the town borefield. The scope for
development at lames Range is under investigation.
3. Water sources better suited to irrigated agriculture than the Mereenie Sandstone aquifer are known. But,
presumably the question concerns farmers working 15 ha or smaller blocks, such as might be suited to horticulture or fruit growing. Since a near town location is preferred by most of these farmers Water Resources
Branch currently is working on an assessment of the availability of water suited to irrigation in the present
farm area or adjacent areas. The work has an immediate prority.
4. Reports of water resources investigation are available for perusal. Howe,ver, not all are in a form suitable'
for public distribution.
766 MrWITHNALLtoMissANDREW1. Is the use of the gas turbine alternator necessary for the supply of electricity in Darwin at the present time?
2. Is the high noise level from the installation normal for this equipment or does the equipment require adjustment?
3. Can silencers be fitted and, ifso, will the use of the equipment be restricted until the silencers are fitted.
ANSWER
l. At present the No. 5 generator (23.5 MW) at Stokes Hill Power Station cannot be utilised due to maintenance and repair of cyclone damage to the, unit's chimney. This means the maximum output of the remaining four sets at the station is 47 MW. As maximum demand to date this year has been 42.3 MW it is necessary, when one of the above units is out of operation or cannot be run to maximum level, to supplement
supply by use of the gas turbine.
2. The noise level of the unit is currently abnormally high as the original silencer has had to be remove<,i due
to metal deterioration.
3. Action is currently being taken for the procurement of anew and improved silencer for the turbine.
The noise pollution problem is recognised and, while the silencer is not fitted, every endeavour is being
made to restrict the use of the gas turbine to occasions when its use is absolutely essential.
768 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrRYAN1. At what Capital City airports throughout Australia is there provision for parking for a period ih excess of24
hours?
2. Why is there no provision at Darwin Airport for parking for a period in exCess of 24 hours and up to seven
days?
ANSWER
l. Adelaide.
2. Space allocated on Darwin airport for civil air operations inadequate for car parking requirements.

.
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771 MrEVERINGHAMtoMissAndrewWhat steps are being taken to bring the Land and Business Agents Ordinance 1974 into operation? This ordinance was passed by the Legislative Council. When is it likely to come into operation?
ANSWER
This particular ordinance has been under review for the last 6 to 8 months and it is impossible to implement it
in the Territory under present circumstances. Discussions have been held with the Real Estate Institute on
several occasions and research is now being carried out into interstate legislatjon which indicates that many
changes have to be made. It is hoped we will bring in new legislation or considerable amendments to the
current ordinance in February.
772' Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCKAt the previous sittings of this Assembly there was some discussion on possible use of the former Frances
Creek mining site as a temporary jail. Has any further discussion ensued on this and, if so, what is the outcome?
ANSWER
It is true that the Frances Creek mining site has been considered and, in fact, it has been inspected by myself
and officers of the Department of Northern Australia including the Administrator anp representatives of
the Prison Officers Association as a possible site for a prison. At this stage, the situation has not advanced
any further. I understand that the former government was seriously considering acquiring the site to use for
something but, whether it ends up as a prison or not, I could not say at this stage. I have my doubts because
I think that the facilities that we planned for Berrimah could serve the Territory quite adequately in the immediate future. No final decision has been made and the area is being kept in mind as a possible site for a
prison farm or training centre.
773 MrsLAWRIEtoMrPOLLOCKThere was an announcement that a fence would be put around Fannie Bay Gaol. How much money has been
authorized to be spent on the so-called rehabilitation in the short term at Fannie Bay and for how long is it
expected that the remnants ofFannie Bay will be used as ajail?
ANSWER
I am unable to say exactly how much money has been allocated because this has been a matter for some conjecture for some weeks. A fence is to be built around Fannie Bay Gaol. It will be gold colorbond. The
material is being assembled at the moment and it is hoped that it will be erected in the immediate future.
Two demountable units have been placed at the jail to be used as offices and a medical centre. Temporary
repairs have been effected to two of the blocks which are fit for use and some repairs are to be effected to the
kitchen and dining area. Originally about $50,000 was spoken of but I think that these repairs will cost
more thim that. Just how long it is to remain there is a matter ofconcern. I have been emphasising that it
should be an absolute minimum period. We have previously heard in this Assembly that it may be for 2
years but I would hope that it would not be for a longer period. It is a matter of planning and the provision
offunds for the facilities at Berrimah which would obviate the need for any use ofF.annie Bay.
774 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBLINGWhen will the remnants of the Rapid Creek Infant School be made safe? There is a drive to make private premises safe but this must be the worst hazard in the entire area?
ANSWER
I believe there is a program within the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and in co-operation with various
government departments to upgrade and made safe all public buildings. I will pursue the specifil;! matter
that the honourable member raises and make information available to her.
"
775 MrEVERINGHAMtoMissANDREWCan she give any explanation for the frequent power cuts in the central city area of Darwin which do not seem
to be connected to normal maintenance and repairs?
"ANSWER
The ESU have considerable difficulty with vandalism around the Darwin area. For example, wire and other
debris has been thrown over power lines causing failures. I cannot give the honourable member the reason
for the power cuts in the centre of the city but vandalism added to the fact that many of the electricity connections around Darwin are of very poor quality at the moment have caused many failures. However, I will
endeavour to provide further information for him this afternoon.
776 MrDONDAStoMrTAMBLINGHow many motor vehicles has the Darwin Reconstruction Commission purchased or leased in the last 6
months?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to obtain the information and make it available to the honourable member.
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777 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrRYANWhat steps are being taken to provide parking space at the Darwin Airport for a period of longer than 4
hours?
ANSWER
I do not know that there are any steps being taken to extend the parking time at the airport. I only became
aware of the fact that there is not 24 hour parking when I was< given a ticket I believe that one of the
reasons that they do not want 24 hour parking is that they consider that the present parking facilities are inadequate and it would cause congestion during the normal day to day flights. I will speak to the people concerned and see ifthere is any possibility of getting 24 hour parking.
.
778 MrDONDAStoMrPOLLOCKIs he <aware of the shortage of nursing staff at Katherine Hospital?
ANSWER
I am aware of the situation there. The Katherine Hospital nursing staff later this month will be reduced from
an authorized stren~th of about 44 down to 26. This is a matter of concern to the Health Department and to
all members. A motIOn was passed at the last sitting of this Assembly expressing concern that the staffing of
hospitals would become critical if something was not done to provide adequate facilities and conditions for
employees. The former minister and the department have been unable to heed the Assembly's advice so far
and, as a result, the situatiori is becoming grave in Katherine and throughout the Territory.
779 MrDONDAStoMissANDREW:When will the Alawa Preschool re~open?
ANSWER
I do not have that information available. However, I will endeavour to provide it by the end of the day.
780 Mr BALLANTYNE to Dr LETTSIn the light of the present election, will steps be taken to streamline the Electoral Office's services for towns
remote from Alice Springs and Darwin in the case of future snap elections?
ANSWER
The honourable member for Nhulunbuy has raised a matter which has troubled members of this Assembly
and interested members of the public over many years: the difficulty in trying to ensure that people in the
remoter parts of Allstralia have the opportunity to vote at elections. This becomes particularly difficult with
elections held at short notice and the out-back mail services simply do not cater fora situation where you
have nominations closing a fortnight before an election and postal votes have 10 be sent out and returned
within a certain time. All that we can really do is continue to bring to the Chief Electoral Officer's notice the
problems that exist and to make suggestions as to how they might be solved. I do not think that the Northern Territory will ever fit neatly into the Australian Electoral Act and Regulations which are designed with
a view to places where mail services are more regular and people are more accessible. We have found out at
past elections over several years that it is quite clear that some hundreds of people do not vote-p~ople who
would like to vote-because they do not receive their postal vote in time or they cannot get it back in time. I
do not know what the full answer is except that we must keep working closely with the electoral officer to
try to improve the system.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE-Wednesday 3 December 1975 .
781 MrKENTISHtoMrTAMBLINGIn view of the fact that some ordinary home builders are paying fees up to $2,000 for architectural and engineering advice before they can commence building, when will the Building Board carry out its own assessment of these things?
ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has been periodically looking at the provisions of the Building Manual. There is an assessing group looking at that particular document at the moment to facilitate the private
sector applications in Darwin. As to the timing of any relaxation of requirements with regard to an engineering certificate, I am unable to give any indication as to when t'!is might happen.
782 Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLiNGHave any citizens in the Darwin area been prosecuted for illegally operating caravan parks?
ANSWER
I ask the honourable member to place the question on notice.
783 MrsLAWRIEtoMrRYANI refer to a bill on the notice paper dealing with the lowering of the time limit for P plates on cars. Has he
referred this legislation to the Road Safety Council and, if so, have they indicated support or any other feeling on the matter?
ANSWER
I have not referred it to the Road Safety Council. I spoke with the police and members of the Transport Planning Branch of the Department of Northern Australia. I am the chairman of the Road Safety Council and
nothing has been said to me about it. The police are quite happy with the bill.
784 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrPOLLOCKDoes the chairman of the Hospital Advisory Board in the Northern Territory require permission before
escorting visitors on inspection tours of hospitals?
ANSWER
I don't know the formalities of the requirements for chairmen of advisory boards before inspecting hospitals:
I would imagine that, as a common courtesy, before an inspection he would communicate with the person
running the place to ensure that it would be convenient. However, I will make some further inquiries and
advise the member.
785 MrTUNGUTALUM to Dr LETTSYou will have heard of the infestation of the oriental fruit fly on Bathurst and Melville Islands. What steps are
being taken to eradicate the flies from these and other affected areas?
ANSWER
This matter is of great importance to the Territory's future potential in things like tropical fruit production. I
do not have the full details as to how the department believes that this pest was introduced to Bathurst and
Melville Islands. The normal way for introdu~tion of such a pest is through infested fruit which leads one to
think that controls on the introduction of fruit from others parts of South East Asi to the: northern coast of
Australia are not as tight as they should be. I will check this matter out with. the department. There had
been hopes that the Northern Territory tropical fruit production could extend to supplying things like mangoes and pineapples to the southern states. The addition of an extra pest such as this to our range would
make that more difficult. On the side of comfort, there are many ecologists who believe that pests such as
this find their own natural limits as the tick appears to have done in Australia. Probably this pest may not be
able to surVive in a more temperate climate. Despite that hope, it is necessary to take strict action for its
detection and eradication. The Department Of Northern Australia Agriculture Branch in conjunction with
the Queensland authorities have imported a considerably quantity of pesticides. At the moment, they are
endeavouring to trace and eradicate any signs of this partictilar pest from Bathurst and Melville Islands. I
will see ifthey have any more up-to-date details and inform the Assembly at a later stage.
786 Mr WITHNALL to Miss ANDREWWhat action has been taken to recover or to assist in the recovery of moneys which were paid by members of
the Darwin community to the organisation known as Seatoun and what steps have been taken for the prosecution of the person, responsible for the fraud?
ANSWER
We have been in touch with the authorities. I will endeavour to provide the information before lunch time.
787 MrVALEtoMissANDREWUnder the new regulations, how are five-year-old children to be enrolled in the new school year?
ANSWER
Last week, the Department of Education issued a new policy on enrolment of children. This has been to some
extent misunderstood by the community. Any child who is 5 years .before the I February 1976 will automatically be admitted to a school. However, any child who reaches the age of 5 after I February must go to
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a pre-school and it is then up to the teacher of the pre-school in consultation with the parents and the
authorities of the local school as to when that child is admitted into grade 1.
788 Mrs LAWRlE to Miss ANDREWUnder what regulation are children required to attend pre-school? She said they must.
ANSWER
It has been a practice that children enter school at the age of 5 years. This is a departmental directive. Children are not required to go to school before the age of6, therefore no school is forced to admit them before
that age. However, they do at 5 and it is departmental policy.
789 MrKENTISHtoMrRYANCan he advise me if plans are in hand to increase the parking space at the Darwin Airport and also the parking area for the light aircraft at the Darwin Airport?
ANSWER
The same question was asked yesterday by the honourable member for Jingili and I think the honourable
member for Arnhem was here yesterday for question time. I did explain that there are problems out there,
as we all know, and that I would be speaking to the Department of Transport to see what is being done. I
did not give any undertaking to give an answer during this session, but I did advise the Assembly that I
would follow it through and see if there was going to be any extension to the car parking area and whether
or not the car parking times would be extended to 24 hours and in excess of24 hours.
790 Mrs LAWRlE to MrTAMBLINGI have asked this question both on notice and without notice at every sittings. What action is being taken to
erect signs making the public aware t\lat the riding of motor vehicles on Darwin's beaches is prohibited?
ANSWER
Following the last occasion that the honourable member add;essed this question to me; I raised the matter
with the Local Government Branch of the Department of Northern Australia who have informed me that
there was not a budget provision at that stage to erect the signs but that they would endeavour to meet the
requirements and see what they could do. I have not followed it up from that date but I will certainly do so.
791 MrDONDAStoMrTAMBLINGIs he able to tell me whether the Darwin Reconstruction Commission has a set plan for the reconstruction of
the northern suburbs and, if there is such a plan, will they make it public?
ANSWER
The honourable member's question is in very general terms and it is rather difficult to give him a specific answer. The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has advertised a general town planning scheme. At this stage
it has not been endorsed formally by the Minister as required under the act. However, it is being used as the
town planning guide and I would draw his attention to it.
'
792 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrRYANI ask this question on behalf of the honourable member for Elsey. When will a motor registration office be
opened in Katherine, and what action has been taken to. eliminate traffic light hazards in Katherine at
Lindsay Street and Cemetery Corner?
ANSWER
The situation with Lindsay Street is that I have approached the departments and pointed out that it is felt that
Lindsay Street intersection should have been left more open at present because the road servicing the subdivision was not really going to be used for several years. I haven't as yet had any further remarks from
them but I will attempt to get a definite answer from them tomorrow as to what plans they have for that
intersection.
I will endeavour to find out about the motor registration office and give an answer tomorrow.
793 Mr EVERINGHAM to Dr LETTSCan he advise what progress has followed the resolution of the Assembly to set up a commission to inquire
into lottery and gaming, and has a commissioner yet been appointed to conduct the inquiry?
ANSWER
A commissioner has not yet been appointed. Approaches have been made to a number of people who were
regarded as suitable to carry out an inquiry such as this. The Attorney-General's Department in Canberra
was unable to assist but a couple of people on the final short list have been approached and we expect to get
confirmation of their availability within the next week or two and that the appointment can proceed in the
near future.
794 Mrs LAWRlE to Mr TAMBLINGI previo\lsly asked the honourable member then responsible when the parole board would become operative
and I was advised that there were no funds in this year's budget to allow it to commence operation. I now
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ask if funds have yet been made available so that the parole board may be formally called together and
'
commence its operations.
ANSWER
I will endeavour to ascertain the information today.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE-Thursday 4 December 1975
795 Mr WITHNALL to Mr SPEAKERCan you inform members of the Assembly when demountable units for office purposes will be made
available?
.
ANSWER
I have received a letter from the Director of Housing and Construction. It says that the supply of the 5 office
accommodation units for the Le~islative Assembly has fallen behind schedule and it is expected that the
units will be one week late arrivmg in Darwin. Depending on the state of the rail road communications
between Adelaide and Darwin, it is now anticipated that the units will be installed by 19 December 1975.
796 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrRYANI direct my question on behalf of the honourable member for Elsey. Is it a fact that mail sorted and ready for
despatch on Friday has to wait in post offices until the following working week commences?
ANSWER
I am unable to answer that question. I suggest that it be put on notice.
797 Mr EVERINGHAM to Dr LETTSHow do public become aware of grievances of elected members made public in adjournment debates in this
Assembly?
ANSWER
Honourable members would be aware that most legislatures produce a daily Hansard, and in fact that used to
be the custom with the legislature until the disruption to the printing services brought about II months ago.
We still produce a daily Hansard but it comes out a few days late. My understanding, in answer to the
honourable member's question, is thatthe Department of Northern Australia receives several copies of this
daily Hansard. They have a particular officer appointed to be a liaison officer with the Legislative Assembly. I think it is Mr George Parker. Part of his duties is to examine the contents of the Hansard, extract comments and criticism directed at various branches and departments, and to forward them to those destinations. How effective this method is I am not sure and I am certain it will be ah improvement when we can
improve the production time schedule of the daily Hansard and probably widen its distribution.
798 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLINGI ask a question on behalf of the honourable member for Elsey. Is it a fact that the new caravan ·Park in
Cameron Street, Katherine will merely be a substitute for the low-level caravan park and will still leave the
town short of accommodation for travellers?
ANSWER
I am unable to give a specific answer to that question. I will endeavour to obtain the information from the
department today.
799 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrRYANI ask another question on behalf of the honourable member for Elsey. When is television likely to be provided
for settlements such as Mataranka which are close to transmitting towers on the microwave link from
Mount Isa to Darwin?
ANSWER
In view of the difficulty in trying to get an answer to that question before we rise, I suggest that the question be
placed on notice so that we can get an accurate and full answer.
800 MrVALEtoMissANDREWMy question without notice is also asked on behalf ofthe honourable member for Elsey. Is there a need for a
search and rescue unit in the police force, and when will the stock squad be reformed?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to obtain those answers today. Otherwise I suggest that the questions be placed on notice.
801 MrEVERINGHAMtoMissANDREWI have a further question on behalf of the honourable member for Elsey. Is there any plan to station a highway
patrol at Daly Waters in line with the recommendations of the McKinna report, in view of the increasing
number of fatalities on the Stuart Highway?
ANSWER
I do not have any information regarding the fatalities in that particular area. Once again, I would suggest that
the question be placed on notice.
802 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLINGCan the honourable member advise me the current position on Home Finance Trustee loans being made
available to persons owning residential property in the primary surge area?
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ANSWER
Members will be aware that the Home Finance Trustee scheme is administered by the Department of Northem Australia. It is therefore under the direct control of the Minister for Northern Australia. Under the previous instructions of the Labor Party ministers, finance is not available in the primary surge zone. I am
aware of a number of submissions through both the Department of Northern Australia and the Darwin
Reconstruction Commission to relax that situation. However, the present Minister for Northern Australia is
hampered inasmuch as he cannot reverse the policy decision during the term of the caretaker government.
The matter I am sure will receive speedy attention after 13 December.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
758 MrsLAWRIEtoDrLETIS(a) Is he aware of the fact that due to Nabalco's operations at Nhulunbuy there has been irreversible damage to Drimmie Arm and extensive damage to Melville Bay?
(b) Ifhe is not aware of the fact,will be appraise himself of it?
(c) If he is aware of the fact, would he advise. this Assembly what measures the Department of Northern
Australia is taking so that there is. no further pollution?
(d) What officers of the Department of Northern Australia are stationed at Nhulunbuy to monitor pollution? If there are any, how long have they been stationed there and what is their status?
ANSWER
The following information was supplied in answer to the Member's question:(a) Technical advice provided by the Department of the Northern Territory indicates that, due to accidental causes, some pollution has occurred. However, it could. not be described as irreversible damage.
(b) See above
.
(c) The Department of the Northern Territory, through its Mines Branch, has had extensive discussions
with Nabalco, resulting in measures being taken by the Company to contain any caustic spillage and to
ensure the security of the red mud ponds. In addition, the Department has four branches charged with
monitoring responsibilities in the area. They are Forestry, Fisheries, Wildlife, Environment and
National Parks Branch, Water Resources Branch, Animal Industry arid Agriculture Branch and Mines
Branch.
Fisheries Section of the Forestry, Fisheries, Wildlife and National Parks Branch monitors caustic
levels in the cooling drain discharge on a twice daily basis, and once a month monitors the magnesium
levels of inshore waters; as well as the condition of mud fauna and the characteristics of mud in the discharge from the red mud ponds. It also checks sea floor sediments.
Water Resources will operate a station that will shortly be constructed for the continuous monitoring
of all effluent discharge. In the meantime it conducts water quality tests on the cooling drain effluent on
amonthly basis.
Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch, per medium of the Mines Inspector, monitors soil and sand
use as well as sand dune erosion.
The Mines Branch, apart from its own mining inspection responsibilities, which include checking on
rehabilitation of mined land, co-ordinates the monitoring duties of the other branches.
(d) Mines Branch has had an Inspector of Mines, who is a Mining Engineer Class 3, engaged on monitoring the whole Gove operation since January 1973. He has been permanently stationed at Gove since
September 1974. This senior officer is responsible for co-ordinating the monitoring activities of all
Branches.
The Fisheries Section monitoring program began in November 1970, conducted from Darwin under
the direction of a Biologist Class 2. Since early 1975 officers of Fisheries have been permanently
~tationed at Gove and one of these, a Technical Officer Class I, has continue~ to conduct the monitormg program.
Both Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch and Water Resources Branch have senior officers available to visit Gove for monitoring purposes on request from the Inspector of Mines. Officers of Water
Resources have been permanently stationed at Gove since eariyl975 and they will operate the monitoring station when completed.

Dc

759 Mrs LAWRIE to
LETTSI. With reference to beach and dune erosion at Wallaby Beach Nhulunbuy, what steps have been taken to
revegetate or otherwise reinforce the Beach end ofthe,Wallaby Beach drain?
2. With reference to the quarry at Drimmie Head (Gove), what steps have been taken to make the walls of
this quarry safe?
ANSWER
The following information was supplied in answer to the Member 's question:~
I. Areas of sand behind the Wallaby Beach dunes were mined during the period of construction of the
Gove plant complex and town. Mining no longer takes place there andthe area is rapidly being restored
by filling with dry industrial waste and replanting with chosen species of vegetation. An additional
replanting was undertaken there late in 1975 to take advantage of the Wet Season rains. Nothing has
been done to reinforce the beachend of the Wallaby Beach stormwater drain as, after careful monitoring, nothing has been found necessary. No erosionof either the dunes or the beach has been observed
and no action to divert the stormwater drain is seen to be necessary at this time.
2. The Drimmie Head quarry was brought into a safe condition during the latter part of 1974 by N abalco.
Under the supervision of the Department of the Northern Territory's resident Inspector of Mines, the
quarry walls were terraced and large rocks were removed as necessary. The quarry is now being used
permanently for swimming and other recreational activities.

761 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIn relation to Melville Bay, has the Australian Government Department of Environment been advised that
.major pollution of the Bay has occurred from pollution from the cooling water drain because attempts to
control and contain spills of highly polluting and expensive effluent at the source have proved at best only
partially successful?
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ANSWER
The following information was supplied in answer to the Member's question:As the Commonwealth Department of Environment has no direct legislatiqn or control on matters of po1-.
lution and as the area is not at present subject to an Environmental Impact Statement under the provisions
of the Environmental Protection (Impact of Proposals ) Legislation 1974-75, that Department has not been
advised oh any matter' relating to the potential pollution ofMelville Bay.
There has been instances of caustic spills in the past and the matter has been receiving priority attention
from both Nabalco and the Department of the Northern Territory. Approximately $400,000 has already
been spent and further plant modifications costing well over $1,000,000 are being examined with a view to
eliminating any further loss of caustic solution to the environment. The modifications are designed to
achieve this by total containment of spent solutions within the treatment plant and tailing dam circuits.
The new dam design allows for all spent caustic solution to be pumped to the treatment plant for re-use to
obtain the full benefit of expensive treatment chemicals. The pumping. lines will be monitored for breaks
using low-pressure sensors and automatic pump cut-outs.
764 MrVALEtoMrPOLLOCKWhat action has been taken or is being pianned for the future in regard to Industrial Health referred to in the
Report on the Requirements of Hospital and Medical Facilities for the Northern Territory?
, ANSWER
The following information is supplied in answer to the Member's question:-

"It is assumed that this question related to the recommendation at paragraph 7.93 of\he Report of the
Industry of the Inquiry into the Northern Territory Health Services prepared for the Legislative Council in
August, 1972.
.
That recommendation related to:
(a) Amendments to the Silicosis and Tuberculosis (Mineworkers & Prospectors) .Ordinance to extend its
provisions to cover pneumoconiosis;
(b) the provisions in the Workmens Compensation Ordinance making 7B fully compensatable; and
(c) the need for adequate legislation for control of dust diseases and compensation for·such diseases.
The Department of Health is not directly concerned with workmen's compensation and these comments
are therefore restricted to the occupational health aspects of the recommendation.
Amendments to the Silicosis and Tuberculosis (Mineworkers and Prospectors) Ordinance extending the
provisions of that Ordinance to all forms of pneumoconiosis were, in fact, approved by the then Minister of
Health and instructions)ssued to. the Legislative Draftsman as long ago as·1970. There were delays in
drafting the amendments, however, and in the meantime our investigations into the need for legislation
covering all occupational dust hazards indicated that little purpose would be serv.ed by the essentially stopgap measures which those amendmeIits represented-particularly as the Federal Government had announced its intention to introduce a national "no-fault" compensation scheme within the near future.
In February, 1974 the Legislative Draftsman WaS asked to disregard the instructions for the amendments
to the Silicosis and Tuberculosis (Mineworkers and Prospectors) Ordinance and forewarned ofthe intention to proceed with more comprehensive legislation covering all occupational dust hazards. Unfortunately, since then, little progress has been made with this proposed new legislation.
This is primarily due to the need to concentrate on legislative proposals ofa more urgent nature, however it
is' also partly due to the need to correlate the legislation to compensation provisions in other legislation and
this has been. made difficult pending final acceptance ofthe national compensation scheme proposal.
The present situation then is proposals for new legislation imposing controls over .occupational dust hazards are being prepared, however because of other demands on our resources and the need to relate the
proposals to the possible basic change in the compensation system, it is unlikely that the proposals will be
finalised for some time. "
770 MrPERRONto MrRYANI. Where does the Darwin Fire Brigade get its self-contained breathing apparatus cylinders recharged?
2. What standard does the air have to meet and how often is it tested?
3. Are there any Government facilities in Darwin where the public can have compressed air anaiysed?
ANSWER
The following information was supplied in answer to the Member's question:I. The Darwin Fire Brigade recharges their own portable breathing apparatus cylinders from three large
cylinders coupled together. The compressed air is obtained from C.I.G.

2. The standard is that set by the Australian Department of Health-mainly water content. The Fire Brigade does not test the quality of the air but accepts c.I.G. products as meeting the Health requirements.
3. There are currently no Government of Commercial facilities in Darwin for the analysis of compressed
air for the public. Samples would be sent south for analysis.
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803 Mr ROBERTSON to MrTUXWORTHAt what stage are plans for the development ofthe proposed new Ayer's Rock Village?
ANSWER
The following information is supplied in answer to the, Member's question:"On 21 August 1975 six selected town planning consultants were engaged by the Department to undertake
the development of preliminary proposals for Ayers Rock Tourist Village.
•
A sub-committee of the Ayers Rock Advisory Committee will be analysing these six preliminary proposals
on 4-6 February 1976 and their recommendation on selection of the final consultant will be considered for
endorsement by the full Ayers Rock Advisory Committee at its next meeting, currently scheduled for 18
February 1976.

It is envisaged that selected town planning consultants will be engaged to undertake the full brief in March
1976 and the final report, including the Environment Impact Statement and Town Planning Scheme
,
should be completed by the end of January 1977."
804 MrROBERTSONtoDrLETTSRecently, a study was undertaken to locate an area near Alice Springs suitable for market gardening. Has this
study been completed, if so, what were the findings; if the study is not yet complete, when is it expected to
be completed, and the results announced?
ANSWER
Thdollowing information is supplied in answer to the Member's question: - .
The Water Resources Branch is engaged on two separate projects aimed at providing water.for irrigated
agriculture at Alice Springs.
, One seeks to prove a supply having the high water quality necessary for horticulture. This market-garden
type activity desirably should be close to markets and the labour supply. The study is not complete. The
final report will not be available until 1977.
The other aims ~t defining an area of suitable soils having access to water aqequate for the irrigation offodder crops. Three possible areas have been examined. A fourth area in the vicinity of J ames Range south of
Alice Springs is on the draft investigation programme for 1976-77. A report would be available mid 1977.
805 MrVALEtoMrRYANThere is a telephone service connected to Iwupataka (Jay Creek):(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

When was this service connected?
At what cost and at whose cost was this service installed?
Since January 1975, on how many occasions has the service been unserviceable?
Is the Telecommunication Commission taking any action to improve the reliability of the service?

ANSWER
The follO\ying information is supplied in answer to the Member's question:(a) The telephone service to Jay Creek was connected on 7.12.74. The cost for the connection of this service was $1,820.00 and the cost was borne by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs.
(b) Since January,1975 the telephone has been unserviceable during the following periods:
5.8.75 to 22.8.75; 21. 10.75 to 12.11.75; 13.12.75 to date.
(c) The Telecommunication Commission has advised that they are doing everything in their power to
improve the reliability of the service, but it is not known when the service will be restored.
806 Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING-

I. Does the Depart~ent of Northern Territory intend proceeding with the Brinkin Sub-division?
2. Has the Department of NorthernTerritory issued a Lease to the developers?
3. Ifso, what area is involved and what are the conditions of such lease?
ANSWER
The following information is supplied in answer to the Member's question:Parts I and 2
After negotiations with the Department and consideration of applications for a Town Lands subdivision
lease advertised on 14 July 1971, the Minister for the NorthernTerritory granted a lease to Hooker Estates
~M~I~
.
Part3
The area of the lease is 188.6 hectares and the conditions are as set out in the brief below(i) The company will use the land only for the purpose for which it was leased, viZ, forthe purpose of subdividing Lot 6247 Town of Nightcliff in accordance with plans and specifications as may be approved
by the Administrator.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
(ii) That it shall complete the works specified below within five years of the commencement of the lease or

for such further period as may be allowed by the Administrator.
(iii) The company shall c o n s t r u c t '

.
- all roads and drainage works within the subdivision in accordance with Plan No. UDlS/36 previously approved by the Administrator
- all water and sewerage reticulation works within the subdivision in accordance with a plan
approved by the Administrator
- a lake on the site delineated in Plan No. UD 15 136 previously approved by the Administrator
- .the lake and the revetment wall and other lake edge treatment which works shall meet structural,
aesthetic and maintenance standards that are satisfactory to the Administrator in all respects
- a bridge and weir at a location approved by the Administrator
- develop parklands, playing fields and lakeside recreation areas on the sites delineated in Plan No.
UD 15/36 previously approved by the Administrator
- and provide a site for a kmdergarten (pre-school) on the location delineated in Plan No. UDlS/36
previously approved by the Administrator.
The lease also Contains conditions regarding the construction of internal roads and parts of external
roads as well as for the handover of the item above to the Commonwealth on completion.

807 MrsLAWRIEtoMrPOLLOCKWith reference to the Renal Dialysis machine located at the Darwin Hospital(a) when was this machine installed atthehospital;
. (b) what was the cost of the acquisition and installation of this machine;
(c) were all costs incurred met by the Commonwealth Department of Health;
(d) how many people have used this machine;
(e) how many people are presently using this machine;
(f) has the Department of Health made the existence of this machine .known to private medical
practitioners?
ANSWER
It should be clarified at the outset that the Renal Dialysis machine located at the Darwin Hospital is a unit
designed for home dialysis and would normally be installed in the home of the patient and would be serviced and the dialysis procedures carried out by the patient and the patient's family.
This home dialysis unit was located at the Darwin Hospital because of special medical circumstances of the
patient concerned. Such patients require a prolonged period oftraining in a major southern hospital before
they are assessed as suitable for home dialysis and it was with great reluctance that the southern hospital
.
concerned agreed to the location of the unit in the Darwin Hospital setting.
Such home dialysis units are provided for the exclusive use of an individual patient.
Specific answers to the questions are(a) The machine was installed at the hospital in August 1974.
(b) The machine was purchased for $4,000.00; installation costs were $1,770.00.
(c) All costs were met by the Commonwealth Department of Health. It should be noted that the provisiOn.
of home dialysis units is heavily subsidised by the Commonwealth Government in the States and solutions used are available under the Pharmaceutical Benefits scheme.
( d) One person has used the machine. This is the principle involved in the provision of the home dialysis
unit.
(e) The machine is not presently in use as the patient for whom it was provided died during the first week
of February 1976.
(f) The existence of the machine was not advised to private medical practitioners as it was provided for
the use of one patient. It is not suitable for use by other patients at the same time.
808 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSIn evidence given by a Mr J. C. McDonnell, Department of Northern Territory to the House Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs onS February 1974, Mr McDonnell mentioned a report compiled by the Department of Northern Territory which he described as an "environmental study on the disposal of red mud
waste from alumina production at Gove".
Would the HOl).ourable Member table a copy of that report in this Assembly?
ANSWER
The following information was supplied in answer to the Member's question:Yes-a copy of the report, which is known as "Gove Land Use-Study of the Conservation AspeCts" by
Professor J. S. Turner, is made available to the Honourable Member. The report may be treated as a public
document.
It is pointed out that according to official records a copy was made available to the Honourable Member as
well as a copy being provided for the Legislative Assembly Library.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE-Tuesday 17 February 1976
827 MrEVERINGHAMtoMissANDREWWhy were children admitted to Wagaman Primary School on 2 February when virtually no repairs had 'been
effected and no telephone installed? When will the school be repaired?
ANSWER
I am advised that the children were admitted to Wagaman School because the department felt it best that
children attend school in theirown area and judged it better for them to remain in one location throughout
the term even with some intitial inconvenience. The structure was proved to be sound and not in any way
dangerous and the principal and staff were willing to open. A grounds contract was unable to be carried out
before the opening of the school because of wet weather. However, the grounds have now been mowed and
are acceptable. The parents are assisting in the establishment of the school through working bees: During
the months from April to September inclusive, there is a proposed program of total restoration and upgrading of the school and preschool. This program may be reviewed, however, subject to government policy.
828 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBLINGMy question concerns the 307 housing loans applications approved. What was the date on which further
approval ceased to be given; in other words, what was the cut-off date after the 307 had been approved?
ANSWER
I am unable to give an answer on the specific date since which approvals have not been granted. The first date
on which it was broughtto my attention was 14 January.
829 MrVALEtoMrRYANWhat happened to the money donated by the Australian waterside workers to the Darwin waterside workers
after the cyclone?
ANSWER
So far as I know, nothing has been done with the money that was donated to the Darwin waterside workers
from the other waterside workers' organisations around the country. I believe an amount in excess of
$100,000 was involved. To my knowledge, no wharfie in Darwin has received any benefit from this fund.
830 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS,

What post-election promises has the member'had from the present Federal Government that the promise of
statehood for this part of Australia in five years will be honoured?

ANSWER
I have a statement prepared to deliver to the Assembly following question time and the answer to the honourable member's question will be in part covered by that statement.
831 MrsLAWRIEtoMrRYANIs it a fact that Commonwealth Railways are intending to close the northern section of the north Australia line
.
from Larrimah to Darwin?
ANSWER
I will attempt to find out the information and clarify the situation in an answer later in these sittings.
832 Mr KENTISH to Mr PERRONCan he advise me concerning the progress of light installation on section 462, Hundred of Strangways,
HumptyDoo?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to get the information during these sittings.
833 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLINGHas the Minister administering the Darwin Reconstruction Act ever approved any scheme pursuant to section
9(1 ) 1)f the act?
ANSWER
No.
834 Mr WITHNALL to MrTAMBLINGWhat proposals for the development and construction of any part of Darwin have been advertised by the
Darwin Reconstruction Commission under section 8 of the Darwin Reconstruction Act?
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ANSWER
I became the Assembly's delegate to the DRC in September but I believe that the information sought by the
honourable member for Port Darwin is that the town planning guidelines and proposals that were prepared by the DRC in the early days of February and March were in fact put up for public planning exhibition and discussion in March, and accepted in, the terms of section 8( I ) of the Darwin Reconstruction Act.
835 Mr KENTISH to Mr PERRONCan you advise me when lights will be established at the intersection ofStuart Highway and Farrell Crescent?
ANSWER
The problem of the lights being installed at the Stuart Highway and Farrell Crescent intersection has been
. one of concern to.me for some time, and I I\ave been endeavouring to get the relevant departments to have
the job executed as soon as possible. The last I heard, some three months ago, was that it was to be done
within a fortnight, that finance had been allocated, that the job had actually been put on a program. The
department seems to express surprise at the moment as to why it has not been done. The fact is that it has
not been done, and this passing the buck, as it were, by some departments doesn't seem to be helping the
situation very much. The corner ofFarrell Crescent and the Stuart Highway is very dangerous at night unlit
and it has never been lit. It has been the scene of many accidents. I will continue my endeavours to have the
lights installed as soon as possible.
836 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSCan he state that the attitude of the last government, that laws governing the Northern'Territory and many
non-federal areas ought to be made in the Federal Parliament, will be reversed by the present government
so that laws for the government of the Northern Territory and non-federal affairs may be made in the
Territory by the elected members of this Assembly and not in Canberra by Ministers who try to gain their
understanding of the people and the problems ofth.e Northern Territory by one-day flying visits.
ANSWER
The honourable member is well aware that I cannot state exactly what any Australian Government or Federal Government will do, nor can I be held to account for their actions, but I can assure him that I will continue to join him, as we have over many years, in exhortation and pressures on the present government to
refrain from legislating in fields which are properly the fields of this legislature. I anticipate that we will
have much more success with the present government than we had with the previous one.
837 Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTSIs it a fact that the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has annouriced his intention to proceed with the Aboriginal
Land Bill in the Federal ~arliament with minor amendments· only, and has the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs expressed the view that laws relating to Aboriginal land rights should be made by the Federal Parliament and not by this Assembly?
ANSWER
Certain '.vords were used in the phrasing of the question and I cannot be quite sure that they were the words
actually used by the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr Viner. I think he did make it public in the early
days of his ministry and during his tour of the Northern Territory that he was anxious to proceed with
Aboriginal land legislation as quickly as possible, and that it was his view at the time that the legislation
would be along similar lines to that proposed by Mr Justice Woodward and framed in legislation by the
Labor Government. How soon the Minister will be able to proceed in the matter and in what form he will
proceed is probably not his choice alone; I would believe that it is a matter that Federal Cabinet will decide.
Although Mr Viner may have certain personal views they will have to be qualified in the light of what his
Cabinet colleagues think.
As to where the legislation will be processed, Cabinet has not yet made any final coinmitment to the best of
my knowledge. Mr Viner did give an indication on his visit to the Northern Territory that his thinking was
that it would be processed, as before, in the Federal Parliament but he did also indicate that he was listening to suggestions and open to suggestions and that he would take those into account. Well, he certainly has
plenty of suggestions since then, from all sides, not only to him but to some of his federal colleagues. I will
still continue to press for the legislation to be made in the Northern Territory and I will press as firmly and
as constantly in that direction as I can. . ,
838 MrVALEtoMrTUXWORTHWhat recent discussions have taken place concerning the propos~d Alice Springs refinery?
ANSWER
Although I have not been included in any discussion, I am aware that the Minister for the Northern Territory
has had discussions with the chairman of Oilmin, Mr Bill Siller, and the chairman of Magellan Petroleum,
Mr Roy Hopkins, in Brisbane of recent weeks to discuss the feasibility of the Alice Springs oil refinery going
ahead. Further to.that, I am aware that, on the Minister's visit to Alice Springs early in February, he visited
the proposed refinery site and had discussions in the town with the Alice Springs Corporation and the
MLAs who are pressing very heavily for this project to go ahead.
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,

839 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGThere has been an ,announcement that $5m worth of capital works will not be now commenced this year
owing to budget cutbacks instituted by the Prime Minister. Will the relevant Executive Member table a precise list of exactly what capital works will be affected and will not now be commenced.
ANSWER
I have not been acquainted with the details of the expenditure cuts; I will endeavour to obtain them and I will
make a submission to the Minister to see if they can be tabled in this House.
840 MrEVERINGHAM to MissANDREWHow many applications under the Trespassers (Temporary Provisions) Ordinance have been instituted
through the magistrates court of Darwin for the eviction of trespassers?
.
ANSWER
I am advised that one case is 'proceeding at the moment and one other case will be commencing on the 18th of
this month.
"

841 Mrs LA WRIE to Miss ANDREWShe will be aware that there was an incident at the Paspalis Drive-in during which a thirteen-year-old boy was
seriously wounded. Have any charges been laid as a result of this incident?
ANSWER
I don't have precise information but I will endeavour to obtain it for the honourable member later today.
842 Mr WITHNALL to Mr POLLOCKHas he any-an~, ifso, what-information as to action taken to secure wage justice to the medical and nursing
staff at the Darwin Hospital? Will he take steps to have the Minister for Health intervene at the highest level
to secure that the hospital staff, who in the interests of humanity are deprived of the strike weapon, be given
at least wage levels equal to those paid in other states.
ANSWER
I can assure him that I have already on many occasions over the last 6 to 9 months taken this matter up with
the Minister for Health and in particular the former Minister for Health who had many thoughts on the
matter but did little. The present Minister for Health has taken the matter up with the highest
authorities-Mrs Lawrie: What has he done?
Mr POLLOCK: I was assured as recently as this morning that the matter is at the moment in the hands of the
Prime Minister who has given directions that the matter be treated with urgency. There is a hearing to be
had before the full bench ofthe Arbitration Commission as a matter ofurgency-Mr Withnall: It does not need to go to the commission.
Mr POLLOCK: . . . and the Prime Minister and the Minister for Industry and Employment are also
negotiating other measures that might be taken outside of the commission to alleviate the situation in areas
other than salaries.
843 Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREWCan the honourable member procure for me the total enrolment at Aboriginal schools in the Northern Territory
for the years 1972-1976 inclusive?
ANSWER
I ask that the question be put on notice please.
844 Mrs LAWRIE tQ MrTAMBLINGWhat is the present status of the unit titles legislation passed through this house after about 10 years of
waiting?
'
ANSWER
I believe the unit titles legislation has been reserved. I have had discussions with departmental officers in the
last couple of days in an attempt to have assent granted to these bills as quickly as possible. I have indicated
my party's stand that, if there are any administrative or procedural amendments that would be required,
we would be happy to process them in this Assembly.
845 MrWITHNALLtoMrTAMBLINGUpon what date was the Strata Titles Ordinance reserved by the Adminstrator?
ANSWER
I am unable to give an answer. However, I was informed this morning that it appeared in the latest Gazette.
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846 Mr MANUELL to MrRYAN- ,
What firm and positive arrangements have been made by the Postal Commission for the conveyance of surface mails into Alice Springs and other centres from southern and eastern states during the present disruption to service transport into the Territory?
ANSWER
I do not have the answer to that question. I will attempt to find out and inform the Assembly at a later stage of
the sittings.
847 Mr KENTISH to Or LETTSIs the police stock squad still in operation? What are the qualifications required for the issue of the cattle
brands in the Northern Territory?
ANSWER
As far as I know, the police stock squad is still in operation, to the limited extent that it ever ~as in operation.
The last information I had was that it was a one man unit and it did not have a bush vehicle. I do not think it
has reached very far and, wide in its effects. I will check that it is still in operation and on the state of its
equipment and activities.
.
,
As far as the issue of brands in the Northern Territory are concerned, the person who applies for a brand has
to be the holder of a suitable portion ofland -a pastoral lease or an agriculturaHease-or have the permission of somebody who does hold such land ~o register and use a brand on that area.
848 Mr WITHNALL to Or LETTSWith respect to order of the day number 4 standing on the order of business for today, the Land Acquisition
Bill of 1975, has he sought from the Government approval for an amendment to the Northern Territory
(Administration) Act so that a bill in the terms of this bill or a similar bill may pass this Assembly?
ANSWER
Orders of the day numbers 3 and 4 are linked together-the Stabilisation of Land Prices Bill and the Land Acquisition Bill. I can foreshadow to the Assembly that itis my intention to seek the withdrawal of this legislation. I do not believe it would be the intention of the present government to proceed with that kind of
legislation that was introduced into the House' of Representatives by the previous government. On that
assumption, I don't see the need for us to have this legislation or to seek an amendment to the Northern
Territory (Administration) Act which would have been required to make-Mr Withnall: I do.
Or LETTS . . . these laws operable. If the honourable member for Port Da'iwin has ~ different view, I
would be happy to discuss the matter with him.
849 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrRYAN'When will work commence on the Newcastle Waters causeway and when will such work be finished?
ANSWER
The Newcastle Waters cau.seway work!s tied in with the second three-year road program for the upgrading of ,
theStuart an~ Barkly HI~hway~. T~ls program has not yet been started. It w~s planned to go ahead about .
Septem~er thiS y;ear and, If that IS stl!l the case, Newcastle Waters causeway will be finished early in 1978. I
would like to pomt ~)Ut t~at I am try~ng to get the program co~mitted earlier if possible. It is fairly difficult
under. the present situation but the Importance of the upgradme; of these particular sections of the Stuart
Highway justifies attempting to get an early commitment for this Job to go ahead.
850 Mr WITHNALL to Mr RYANWhen will t.h.at a~roci~us J?!le of road ?n the other side of the light aircraft entrance at the airport be brought
!o .a con~ltlon.m which It IS usable without the result of broken bones or broken goods carried in vehicles or
IS It the intention of the Department of Works to try for the Guiness Book of Records for the slowest piece
of road construction in the world?
ANSWER
This is the fourth meeting that I have been asked that question. I do not know whether I should stick my neck
out again and say when it is going to be finished. So far as I know, the holdup is due to the non-availability
of the hotmix machine. The road was open for a short period of time; unfortunately, it was not completed
with hotmix. In an attempt to get the road open early, the Department of Construction just used a bitumen
and metal surface. Unfortunately, due tothe amount of moisture, it immediately started to break up. They
closed the road and now they intend to put a surface on it with the hotmix machine which would solve the
problem. I was told about a weekago that this could be exp,ected to be finished in a month.
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851 Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSMy question concerns order of the day number 1, the Territory Parks and Wildlife Conservation Bill 1975.
Has he been able to discuss this legislation with Senator Ivor Greenwood and, if so, has he any indication
whether the legislation would be assented to?
ANSWER
I do not want to pre-empt discussion in debate and information which I will be giving the Assembly when we
come to this item. Discussions have not yet been held with the Minister for the Environment. I have asked
the Minister for the Northern Territory to arrange that discussion as early as possible and'l have separately
written to Senator Greenwood explaining the situation and asking for a discussion to be held. I hope to
have some response in the near future.
852 Mr KENTISH to Mrs LAWRIEHas she made provision for any amendment to her Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Bill concerning the exercising of bitches on heat? This refers to the stipulated one hour in 24 for exercising dogs? There is another
problem that has confronted a person who has had 30 to 40 stray dogs dumped on him; he is wondering if
there would be any exemption for him?
ANSWER
I have had a series of discussions with the Majority Leader and representatives of various canine associations.
We are still in the second reading and I have the right of reply closing the debate in which I intend to answer all his queries.
853 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLINGWhen will the Darwin Community College buildings lying idle since the cyclone be repaired?
ANSWER
I am aware that the rehabilitation of the Darwin Community College is on the financial program of the
Darwin Reconstruction Commission and the major proportion of that work will be carried out in the next
financial year.
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854 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN (by leave): Yesterday a question was asked about the railway fromLarrimah to Darwin. I have
been in touch with the Minister's office and he has denied that there is any intention at this stage to close
down the Australian Railways link from Larrimah to Darwin. There is an in-depth study being done at the
moment by the Railways Commissioq into rail and road transport in the Northern Territory and when this
is completed it will be laid before the Minister. Thus, the rumour had no foundation whatsoever.
855 MrSTEELEtoMrTAMBLlNGIs the executive member aware that it swamp-type bulldozer registered number ZTS-135 was clearing on Lot
1785 Fannie Bay? Did the DRC authorise this action and, ifnot, who owns the bulldozer?
ANSWER
The matter of the bulldozing on this lot at Fannie Bay was brought to my attention yesterday. I sought information from the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and was informed that no authority or permission
was requested of officers of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. The bulldozer is owned by the parks
and maintenance section of the Department of the Northern Territory.
856 MrTUNGUTALUMtoDrLETTSWhat steps are the gov7rnment taking to control noxious weeds such as hyptis on crown land?
ANSWER
The honourable member for Tiwi has asked me a difficult question by making specific reference to hyptis. The
problem of controlling hyptis in the Top End would be something like the problem of controlling white
ants; I think it is going to be with us for a long while to come. However, more generally, the Government
has the responsibility for controlling weeds on crown land. I haven't got any detailed information on their
program at the moment but I will endeavour to obtain it and provide the information to the honourable
member later this sittings.
857 Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK,In line with the priorities placed on completion ofihe mothers' home in the suburb ofTiwi, could \le give any
indication as to when this facility will be operational?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to give an answer later today.
858 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBLlNGMy question cOncerns a report in the NT News that there has been a recommendation from the DRC for coreunits to be placed in an area adjacent to the East Point reserve. Was this an agenda item at the last Commission meeting when the decision was taken?
ANSWER
The last meeting of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission's agenda was a very comprehensive one which
basically centred around the 1976-77 Civil Works Program. The general items of that agenda included an
item with regard to caravan and camping grounds.
859 Mr BALLANTYNE toMr POLLOCKWhat is the present stage of the nursing training school in the Northern Territory, what future plans have
been formulated to streamline the training school and will training schools be set up at all major hospital
centres in the Northern Territo.ry?
ANSWER
Nursing training is currently undertaken only at Darwin Hospital. This 'hospital 'has been approved as a
school of,nursing for general nurses. A course is provided leading to a general nursing certificate and at
present there are some 49 student nurses attending this school.
.
It i~ intended that in April of this year nurses aide training will commence at the Alice Springs Hospital. The
matter of training of nurses in other. areas of that profession is one which is constantly before the department and of concern to myself as facilities such as the new Alice Springs Hospital and the Casuatina Hospital come to fruition. I am certain that nursing training will expand and legislation for this has in fact recently
been processed through this House.
860 MrDONDASto MrTAMBLlNGHas the Darwin Reconstruction Commission considered the alternative of selling the 80 core-units perhaps by
auction at suitable reserve prices immediately for mining companies?
ANSWER
The question suggested a fine alternative to what may be done with these core units. In answer specifically to
his question, the Darwin Reconstruction Commissi9n has not at this stage considered the sale of those units.
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I personally did discuss the matter yesterday with the General Manager, and asked him to look into the
implications of such a proposal.
861 MrDONDAStoMrPERRONHow many electrical inspectors does the ESU have and what is the waiting period for electricity installation?
ANSWER
The current waiting period for electrical connections in Darwin is about 15 days. This is an average period because there are items which receive priority and these tend to throw the program out a little bit as far as connections to domestic premises are concerned. Those type of items are concerned with things like the school
year starting.
.
The current establisl;1ment for in~pectors is II and 9 of these positions are filled. Three positions have only
been filled within the last week or so and those 3 men will have a period of training to go through. I would
like to point out that some of the problems the ESU are experiencing in getting electrical inspectors is the
fact that the salary determinations are below that of the electrical organisations elsewhere in Australia. This
creates some difficulty in getting staff. However, they are permanent positions and conditions such as housing can make the offer a little more attractive. This is not so with linesmen who are also directly involved in
the delays in connecting electricity to houses. The linesman situation is much worse than that of inspectors.
They are considerably short on establishment staff; the positions are day labour positions only, the salaries
are much lower than elsewhere in Australia and there is no public service housing permanently available to
these people. Until something can be done about salaries and conditions, we are going to experience problems for some time.
862 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrRYANDoes he intend to press, at the next Australian transport minister's conference, for the upgrading of the Bruce
and Flinders Highways in Queensland, especially between Rockhampton and Mackay and l;Iughenden
and Clon<;tirry so that the Territory's communications with the east coast can be kept open during the wet
season?
ANSWER
Yes, I intend to take this matter up wherever I can, not only the ATAC conference. There was an announcement made which, I think, is relevant to the question asked by the honourable member for Jingili. On Monday this week, an announcement was made by the Highways Minister in Queensland that they were going
to seal the final sections of the Flinders Highway which will give the Northern Territory a sealed link with
the eastern states. It.is not as yet an all-weather road but with the continued up-grading of the Stuart and
Barkly Highways, which we hope to get under way shortly, together with, I am sure, the up-grading of the
Flinders and Bruce Highways in Queensland, it will eventually give the Territory an all-weather road link. I
will be taking every opportunity I get to press imybody concerned so that this goes ahead as quickly as
possible.
'
863 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGIs he aware that there has been 'a press release stating that the Acting Administrator for the Northern Territory, Mr Dwyer, has laid down ne,w conditions regarding leases? I quote it: "Under these arrangements, all
present lessees of Darwin Town Area leases who have not yet started to build on their land and whose
improvements are incapable of satisfactory restoration, have until April 1977 to commence building. The
lessees will then have 15 months in which to complete building so that the target date for completion of all
private buildings will be I July 1978". Is he aware of this? Ifhe is, and there is no finance, how are people
'
expected to comply with this ridiculous condition?
ANSWER
I am aware of this press release having received one on Monday. I am unable to provide the specific answers
requested by the honourable member. I do share her concern and indicate that there was no consultation
with the Darwin Reconstruction Commission or myself with regard to the timetable proposed in this press
release.
864 Mrs LAWRIE to MrTAMBLINGIn,the light of that reply, would he take this matter up,with the Minister at the earliest possible opportunity,
and would he assure this Assembly that he will appraise the Minister of the difficulties facing the people in
Darwin at the moment?
ANSWER
The answer is yes. I believe some of the reserves sought by the honourable member are inherent in the latter
.
./
parts of that press release. However, I will pursue. the matter fully.
865 Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCKAn Alice Springs group met on 9 February to seek funding for the care of drunks and the establishment of
rehabilitation and remedial centres. Have they approached the breweries, distilleries, and hoteliers on the
assumption that these people sell the poison and should partly finance the cure?
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ANSWER
I don't know if they have done that. In defence of the breweries, I point out that there is a considerable
amount of excise paid by these people to the Government and I suppose it is reasonable that the breweries
expect that some ofthat be used in this f i e l d . '
,
866 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYANMr Speaker I direct this question on behalf of the honourable member for Elsey.
Realising that the first 14 miles from the Stuart Highway to Maranboy is the bottle neck affecting the lives of
2,000 people who live in the area served by the main road, has any representation been made for urgent
action to improve this section to all-weather standard?
ANSWER
I have not made any representation although I believe some representation has been made to the Minister on
this particular matter. I have no doubt that the road in question does cause problems. However, with regard
to any up-grading or repair of that section, it would have to be examined in the light of priorities that now
exist In view of the shortage of money for expenditure on the road program. Certainly, the point is noted
that this area does cause concern to the people there and I will be taking what opportunity I can, particularly at any future rural road conference, to raise the matter as forcefully as possible.
867 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLINGIs he aware of the provisions of the new government's policy on federalism and is he taking steps io arrive at
an approach to the policy on behalf ofthe Territory?
ANSWER
I am aware that the policy is currently being determined by the Government on its new federalism policy.
Through the newly formed consultative committee, I will be pursuing the Northern Territory issues
strongly. I also hope within the next month to make a trip to Canberra to speak with the Treasurer and the
Minister assisting the Prime Minister on federal affairs and with various state treasurers on the i'mplications
of this new federalism policy.
868 Mr WITHNALL to Mr SPEAKERHas your attention been drawn to the front page story on yesterday's Northern Territory News containing
certain allegations in regard to the recent Alice Springs by-election? In the interests of the member concerned and in order to protect the reputation of this Assembly, are you able to initiate action to confirm or
deny these and other allegations which are being made concerning this by-election?
ANSWER
I am aware of the newspaper article and the allegations. I doubt that the Speaker of this Assembly has any
authority in this case but I will make inquiries and report back to the Assembly later today.
869 Mr STEELE to Dr LETTSHas any progress been made in appointing someone to inquire into lottery and gaming legislation and its
administration in'the Northern Territory as a result of the resolution of this Assembly last year?
ANSWER
The matter has been actively pursued by the Administrator's Council ever since the resolution was carried by
the Assembly. The progress was somewhat interrupted by the events surrounding the federal election and
the change of government because it required a government to approach. I now have the authority of the
Administrator and the Administrator's Council to inform the Assembly that persons have been selected for
appointment and will be-appointed subject to the necessary formal arrangements being made through the
office of the Prime Minister. It is hoped that the inquiry can be got underway in the near'future. A person
has been selected to act as secretary to the inquiry and necessary arrangements will be made with the
Attorney-General's Department to, assist if the person appointed to the inquiry deems that desirable.
Present thinking is that the cost of the inquiry will be in the region of$20,000 to $30,000.

ino

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr PERRONCan he inform me when work will be undertaken to get into operation adequate street lighting along Trower
and Rothdale roads?

ANSWER
I have some information relating particularly to Rothdale Road in Jingili. I believe the honourable member's
, question referred to Trower Road as well but I do not have that specifically; I can perhaps follow that
through for him. But as far as Rothdale Road goes, the proposition to install highway-standard street lighting along the median strip in Rothdale Road was put to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission last
November and appeared, I believe, on the 1975-76 DRC works program. To date the Electricity Supply
Undertaking people have not received a design order from the DRC for them to carry on and design the
works completely so the work can be executed. Because of that'it appears the work will not commence in
this financial year.

" QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE-Wednesday 18 February 1976
871 Mr KENTISH to Mr TAMBLINGWill he make representation to obtain additional funds for rural reconstruction? The original allocation is
now exhausted and I understand many applications for this assistance remain undecided through lack of
funds. Can he also ascertain why the Territory's allocation on a comparative basis is so much lower than the
state allocations?
"
ANSWER
In answer to the first part of the question, I will certainly make representations if the honourable member
would like to supply me with full details of the matters where he considers I should make representations to
the Minister. With regard to the second part of the question, I am unable to give an answer as to any
difference in proportions of grants as they are made; I will endeavour to seek full information on this for
him.
872 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBLINGI address a further question concerning the press release to which I alluded earlier. Under the terms of the
Darwin Reconstruction Act, it appears that the Crown has five years in which to rebuild its part of Darwin.
Why is this term not extended to bona fide private residents?
ANSWER
I am u"nable to give the honourable member an answer as I was not privy to any of the deliberations or considerations conc~rned.
.
873 MRDONDAStoMissANDREWWhen will the police receive their i~sue of uniforms? Is it correct that some police have been issued.with army
trousers and shirts as an interim measure? If and when uniforms "are issued, will firm arrangements be made
for members, particularly outside Darwin, to have alterations made to their uniforms?
ANSWER
In the continuing saga of police uniforms, the issue was last year destroyed by Cyclone Tracy. The delay has
been due to a lack of materials. However, part of the uniform has been completed; trousers have been cut
out from the first batch ofinaterial but as yet therei~ no delivery date. It is true that army trousers and shirts
were issued as an interim measure because these were found to be the closest to the police uniform. No firm
arrangements have been made for alterations because uniforms are .made to. measure and should not
require them:
874 MrKENTISHtoDrLETTSCan he give an indication when alterations and renewals and additions to agricultural type leases, which have
been virtually suspendeq by the previous Minister, will again receive normal processing?
ANSWER
I will ask the honourable member to place that question on notice. He has not given me any forewarning on it
otherwise I might have been able to make some enquiries and provide some information for him. The only
light I can throw on it, off the cuff, is that I understand that some of the additions he refers to were in cases
where agricultural leases were judged to be of uneconomic size, and the Crown Lands Ordinance of the
Northern Territory provides for additions to those leases from adjoining crown land, where it is available
anq where it' would bring the lease up to an economic size. We are all aware that there was a complete ad·ministrative freeze on vacant crown land imposed by the previous Government at the time the Woodward
Report was tabled. That freeze was to last until January 1976 and did, in fact, do so. I have heard that in the
last days of the previous Government a further directive was issued to extend the freeze on vacant crown
land further into 1976. If that is so, it would still be the policy governing the activities of the department
until it is changed by the new Government. If the honourable member will place the question on notice, I
will try and find out what exactly the position is and aqvise him in the usual way.
875 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrTAMBLINGThe honourable member will recall the passage through this Chamber last year of the free-beach legislation.
. The implementation of this legislation, whilst not of the first priority, could obviously be carried out without
any great degree of funding being necessary. When will a free area be declared in the Darwin region? Can
he give any indication in what area it will be declared?
ANSWER
I am authorized by the Administrator to indicate that the advice tendered by the Administrator's Council has
now been accepted' and I believe a press statement will be issued later today that a free area will be
declared. The proposed area is that area of Casuarina beach on the Nightcliff side of Sandy Creek through
which the road traffic entry point is-the road that goes behind the Lions Club park and upa mile or so,
roughly in that area. Signs, we hope, will be put up in accordance with the provision of the ordinance as
soon as possible.
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876 Mrs LA WRIE to Mr TAMBLINGIt is well known that work had been done within the DRC on the location of the contentious core units in the
area of Dripstone. Could the honourable member indicate to this Assembly the amount of time and money
spent by the DRC in formulating that recommendation? That was the Dripstone'recommendation.
ANSWER
I do not believe that I could obtain that information without a special request to the General Manager who, in
turn, would have to look at the administrative arrangements made by his staff. Judging from the detailed
submissions that were put before the commission on the actual proposals by very senior staff, I would envisage that it took some considerable time of senior professional staff to prepare that proposal.
877 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr SPEAKERWhilst it is a matter of notorious fact the honourable member for Port Darwin is not partial to water unless it .
is mixed with the most famous product of Scotland, has there been some discrimination against him in that
he hl!-s not been provided with a thermos of water in this Chamber?
ANSWER
I understand the honourable member for Port Darwin likes ice in his water.
878 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGWhat detailed submissions were put to the commission when they were considering the new proposal to
, locate the core-units at East Point?
ANSWER
The answer is none.,
879 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBLIN.GFor how long did the discussions ensue on that particular agenda item which, apparently, was not an agenda
item in its own right?
ANSWER
It would not be proper for me to talk about the timetabling and normal arrangements of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission other than those items which are classified normally as general agenda items. Fortunately for the honourable member, this particular item was considered part of the general agenda of the
last meeting of the Reconstruction Commission. There was considerable debate and discussions. with
regard to the Fannie Bay proposal once the matter was raised. However, it was certainly at a very late stage
of that meeting.
.
,
880 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBLINGIs the honourable member prepared to tell this .House at what time the last Darwin Reconstruction Commission meeting commenced and what time it finished?
ANSWER
The last meeting of the DRe commenced at 9.30 am. There were breaks for lunch and an evening meal and I
think it finished shortly before midnight.
881 MrDONDAStoMrTAMBLINGA contract for $20,900 has been let to lackson and Spring Pty Ltd, Rocklea, Queensland for the transport of
donated timber for cyclone relief. What does the Department of the Northern Territory intend doing with
this timber and is it in Darwin?
ANSWER
I ask him to place the question on notice.
882 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrTAMBLINGWhat amount of insurance was paid to the Commonwealth as a result of claims for damage to Comm~n
wealth housing, whether as owner or mortgagee, as a result of Cyclone Tracy?
ANSWER
I ask him to place the question on notice.
883 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGIs it a 'fact that proposals for the location of core-units at Dripstone were circulated to community groups who
then gave advice to the Commission and this was considered?
ANSWER
I am not aware how many groups were consulted with regard to the proposals of a Dripstone location. I am
aware that, attached to the submission considered by the commission, there was an indication of support
for that,site by the Northern Territory Environment Council.
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884 MrEVERINGHAMtoMissANDREWAt what stage are plans for the extension of the Darwin Community College? Are negotiations being continued to acquire further land in the area of the Brinkin subdivision and, if not, why not?
ANSWER
I believe that(this matter has now left the Darwin Reconstruction Commission; they decided to continue the
original lease arrangements of both the Community College and the Hooker lease. Negotiations could be
opened between the Darwin Community College and representatives of the Hooker Company and I am
advised that an.emergency meeting of the Community College Council will be called in the next week to
discuss those negotiations.
885 MrDONDAStoMissANDREWWhat is the future of the Legal Aid Office in the Northern Territory?
ANSWER
I am advised by the Attorney-General that as yet no decision has been made on this subject. However, there is
a meeting on Friday of state Attorneys-General to discuss the law society scheme, the Legal Aid Office, and
various other state legal assistance schemes.
886 Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREWWould she attempt to obtain and table in this House precise schedules showing the areas and amounts in cutbacks of expenditure to be experienced by the Department of Education for this financial year..
ANSWER
I will attempt to table that information.
887 Mr VALE to Dr LETTSAs the oriental fruit fly has been found to be widespread and apparently well-established in the top of the
Territory, what active and positive measures have been or are being taken to ensure it is not allowed to
spread to the southern areas of the Territory and the rest of Australia. And, for the well-being of the multimillion dollar fruit industry of southern and eastern Australia, does not he think it reasonable that persons
leaving the Top End should be subjected to reasonable checks to ensure fruit and vegetables are not
removed from the quarantine area?
ANSWER
The question of the oriental fruit fly which has been raised in this Chamber before is indeed a very serious one
from the economic point of view for the whole of Australia and for the Northern Territory's future. I will
not go on at any length in answer to this question because it is my intention to make a statement at greater
length, probably on the next sitting day or the day after. But, very briefly, precise steps to restrict the spread
of the fruit fly and to protect the southern part of the Territory and the rest-of Australia are difficult to take
at the moment because we have no real idea of the distribution and spread of this pest. One might put up a
road block, say, at Katherine only to find that a week later the pest was at Elliott. The first most essential
task of any program is to attempt to define the limits of its present spread. That will be given high priority.
It can be done even in the wet season by trapping with some difficulty and at greater expense. Extended
trapping has been arranged on the periphery of the kI).own area and beyond to attempt to better define and
map the limits oft\le pest.
.
.
As far as the second part of the question is concerned, I guess it all depends on the interpretation of the word
"reasonable". What might be reasonable will depend on having a greater knowledge of this pest. One
must take into. account a number of factors including the fact that the fruit being produced in Darwin from
backyard trees and the like at the moment is only a very small percentage of what the backyard grower of
pawpaws, bananas and mangoes would normally be producing. It is probably about 51% of the normal
Darwin situation, so the possibility of an outflow of fruit is accordingly reduced. Some people in some other
states seem to think .that we should have gone direct to a series of road blocks and to the examination of all
baggage at the airport of all passengers leaving Darwin. My personal belief is that those kinds of. extreme
measures are not warranted. Certainly not until we know about this pest, its habits, its distribution and the
nature of the problem.
888 Mr WITHNALL to MrTAMBLINGHow many houses has the DRC handed over So far?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to obtain the answer for the honourable member.
889 Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREWHow many enrolments has the Education Department in Darwin received for school children for the school
year beginning 19761
ANSWER
The total enrolment is 8,681 students, 827 of whom are preschool, 5,407 primary and 2,447 secondary
students.
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890 MrMANUELLtoMrTUXWORTHDoes the AUstralian Atomic Energy Commission currently hold any exploration licences in the Northern Territory? If so, does the Australian Atomic Energy Commission plan to dispose of these licences in accordance
with Deputy Prime Minister's indication that the Atomic Energy Commission will cease exploration activities within the Northern Territory? Thirdly, if the AAEC do plan to dispose of these exploration licences,
how do they plan to relinquish them?
ANSWER
The Atomic Energy Commission does not hold any exploration licences within the Northern Territory. The
exploration activities of the commission have been conducted under section 39 of the Atomic Energy Act
which gives it the right to explore for prescribed substances anywhere in Australia. As it does not hold any
exploration licences, there is no necessity for the Atomic Energy Commission to dispose of them but the
areas they have been operating in within the Northern Territory are still reserved by the Crown. That answer would also answer the third part of the member's question .
. There is also an additional part to that question. The areas that are still under reserve have yet to be disposed
of by the Crown for exploration and discussions are currently being held within the department. The
department is also seeking expressions from the industry on the most satisfactory method ofrelinquishing
the areas from the reserve of the Crown and making the land available for private exploration.
891 MrTUNGUTALUMtoMrPERRONWill he please supply me with details of the systems of raising bonds for the supply ~f electricity in city and,
rural areas around Darwin?
.
ANSWER
The system of raising bonds for the supply of electricity in rural areas, or "guarantee accounts" as they are
c<:\lled by the Department of the Northern Territory, exists because prior to supplying electrical reticulation
to a subdivision, the Department of the Northern Territory wishes to ensure that there will be sufficient
revenue from such a service to make the line viable. What is normally done is that an estimate of the size of
the subdivision is carried out when reticulation is planned and the number of applicants who have applied
for electricity is taken into account. If the costs of the reticulation is over $2,000 per applicant, there is a
request for a bond issued. If the number of applicants in the area means that the cost of reticulation would
be under $2,000 {'er applicant, no bond is raised .. The bond which the honourable member for Tiwi is particularly questiomng is one in the Valhalla Estate and the consumers there are being asked to sign a guarantee of$400 per annum for 5 years. The department is currently looking at the situation, which they consider
unfair in some aspects because consumers who move into the area after those who are already there have
signed bonds, are not subject to any of the provisions of having to pay an extra amount above their consumption should the electricity in the area not be consumed at the rate anticipated. People who move into
an area after the bonds have been signed and electricity is on do not have to provide any guarantee to the
department as to minimum consumption.
892. Mr WITHNALL to MrTAMBLINGI preface my question by reading section 58 of the Darwin Reconstruction Act: "The commission shall, as
soon as practicable after the end of each financial year, prepare and furnish to the Minister a report on the
operations of the commission during that year, together with financial statements in respect of that year in
such forms as the Treasurer approves. The report shall set out all exercise of the powers of the commission
given by the Minister to the commission during the year to which the report relates". Has such a report
been made? Has the Treasurer approved any form for the financial statements? In view of the importance
of the people knowing what has been done by the commission under this extradordiriary act, can we expect
that such a report will be forwarded to th~ Minister to be published in the near future?
ANSWER
I perused a draft copy of the annual report of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission some months ago,
which I believe satisfied all the requirements as to its form and nature. I am not aware of the reasons why it
has not yet been made available, but will endeavour to find out when it is to come off the printing press and
to be made available for the honourable member.
,
893 Mr EVERINGHAM to Mrs LAWRIEI have a question directed to the honourable member for Nightcliffin her capacity as the member in charge of
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Bill 1975. In her second-reading speech, the honourable member
stated, and I quote: "The Administrator has given certain guidelines on the appointment of inspectors and I
can assure honourable members that unreliable and unskilled people will not be liable for appointment".
Can the honourable member indicate where in her bill, or the principal ordinance, this assurance of
guidelines is given?
ANSWER
It is in section 15( I) of the principal ordinance.
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894 Mr VALE to Mrs LAWRIEHer Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Bill 197 5 proposes to make all police officers inspectors under the ordinance. Has she checked this point with the Commissioner of Police to discover whether he sees any
impediment to it? As the police will then be concerned with the bill as a whole, has she had any discussions
with the Commissioner about the bill generally?
ANSWER
I find it a little unusual that these' matters are being raised when the second reading of the bill has not yet
concluded. As I remarked in reply to a question earlier, my main discussions have been with the Majority
Leader. If they checked with him as to what discussions have ensued, then they would be better informed.
895.MrDONDAStoMrPOLLOCKCan he give me any information regarding the fence construction around the Fannie Bay Gaol?
ANSWER
A contract of about $52,000 has been let for the construction. of a fence at Fannie Bay Gaol. The project is
under way, all the footings have been dug and the holes drilled. I was there the other day and I saw that section of the work was com pleted. I am advised that the contractor hopes the work will be completed in 2 or 3
weeks tinie.
896 MrEVERJNGHAMtoMissANDREWCan she advise me whether counsellors have been appointed under the Family Law Act of 1975 to act in the
Northern Territory jurisdiction of the Family Law Court and if not, why not? Is there any indication as to
when they may be appointed?
ANSWER
I am advised by the Attorney-General's Department that no establishment is fixed for the Northern Territory.
The head of counselling for the welfare service and family court has been in touch with the marriage guidance people here. The volume of work has not warranted the employment of an establishment. As in Tasmania, they are having great difficulty in filling any vacancies. In April, 'a workshop will be held with the
marriage guidance council in Darwin by the head of counselling of welfare services and family courts.
Some decisions will emanate from that workshop as to the employment of counsellors.
897 Mr VALE toDr LETTSCan he make a statement on what assistance the beef industry in the Northern Territory can expect towards
debt reconstruction, carry on finance, freight subsidy and cattle price stabilization schemes?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to make a statement available during the course of these sittings.
898 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrRYANI ask this question on behalf of the honourable member for Elsey. Did the causeway across the MacArthur
.
River giving access to Bessie Springs Abattoirs function as planned?
ANSWER
I will attempt to find out the answer.
899 MrWITHNALLtoMrTAMBLINGCan he obtain from the DRC a list of the assistance which it has given to the Australian Government in determining the desirable extent, nature and purposes of the use and development of the Darwin area under sec,
tion 6A of the a c t ? '
ANSWER
I am not aware that such a list exists. However, I will endeavour to seek the information sought by the honourable member from the General Manager of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission.
900 Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW-c
Is it correct that the time for processing applications for incorporation of companies is taking about 3 months
and, if so, why? What is being (jone to shorten the. time being taken?
ANSWER
I can neither confirm nor deny whether these applications are taking 3 months. I will endeavour to give that
information by the end of the day.
90 I Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCKCan he give any information on the appointment of a Director ofCorrecti(:mal Services?
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ANSWER
As from last Monday Mr Jack Larcombe was appointed Acting Director of Correctional Services. The position has been advertised throughout Australia lomd New Zealand and interviews are to be peld shortly. An
Assistant Director Controller of Prisons has also been appointed and he commences duty in Darwin next
Monday. An administrative officer has also been secured for that branch and it is hoped that he will start
within a month.
902 Mr VALE to Dr LETTSIs it the policy of the Northern, Territory Reserves Board to encourage only fauna and flora natives to a particular national park or reserve area? Is it correct that the board has adopted a policy for the Katherine
gorge reserve to remove certain flora and fauna including some baobab trees from that reserve?
ANSWER
I can't be absolutely certain about the present policy of the Reserves Board as far as having non-indigenous
flora and fauna on their reserves. I can tell the honourable member that that was not always so. Indeed, I
did hear a discussion of certain members of the Reserves Board some years ago when they were talking
about introducing some tigers to the old telegraph station at AIice Springs. I hope that what the honourable
member says is generally true. On a national park or reserve of the type that the Reserves Board manages,
there is not a great place, in some cases there is not any place, for introduced species. The areas are set aside
particularly for indigenous fauna and flora.
'
I do not know the answer to the question about the so-called baobab tree. While that is not exactly native to
the Katherine area itself, it certainly is to the Victoria River district, coming as far as the gorge of the Victoria River and extending across into the Kimberleys. In other words, it grows to within a distance ofprobably some lOO miles of Katherine and it probably has more right to be there than some exotic species. I do
not think anybody would quibble much about having a baobab there as a specimen tree. I certainly would
not.
903 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrTUXWORTHFirstly, what was the cost of operation of the Norther~ Territory Tourist Bureau:s interstate~ffices for the last
complete financial year ended 1974-75? What was the actual amount of total sales through these offices for
the same period? Thirdly, what was the actual profit on sales through these offices for that period?
ANSWER
The bureau's office in Sydney had an operating cost of$76,000,Melbourne had an operating cost 0[$85,000,
Adelaide's operating cost was $34,000. Sydney sold $190,000 worth of tickets, Melbourne sold $344,000
worth of tickets and Adelaide sold $115,000 worth of tickets. The commission from Sydney was $13,000,
the commission from Melbourne was $26,000 and from Adelaide $8,000. As the figures indicate, there is a
discrepancy in each office of cost over income of a very large amount of money. The Northern Territory
Tourist Board is most concerned at the costs of running these offices in return for the revenue they receive.
The board is currently re-assessing its position in regard to the present operation and at present deciding
whether they should be in wholesale travel or retail travel.
904 MrDONDAStoMrTAMBLINGWhen will a decision be made to permit persons in the now non-existent surge area to receive loans from the
home finance scheme?
"
ANSWER
I am aware that the Department of Northern Territory and the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and a
number of members of this Assembly have all made separate submissions to the Minister asking for a
relaxation 'of the loan conditions to enable loans to be granted in the primary surge area. I have not yet been
informed as to the Minister's decision or a likely date for the adoption of such a policy.
905 MrsLAWRIEtoMrPOLLOCKThis follows on questions I have asked at each sitting concerning the operation of the Parole Board. Has the
Parole Board yet commended operations? Ifnot, why not and when is it expected that it will be so?
ANSWER
The Parole Board has notgot under way yet. There have been some problems in association with finance. The
secretary of the Parole Board has been appointed. The Secretary is Mr Donnelly who has been appointed
the Controller of Prisons and he will be in Darwin next week" With the appointment also of an acting Director of Correctional Services, we hope that work will be done towards implementing what we desire in this
field of correptional services. I too will be keeping an eye on those moves.
906 MrROBERTSONtoMrRYANThis follows on from discussions I have had with the honourable member for Elsey and I would preface my
question by saying that, as a result of certain innuendoes made by union organisers that the present
Government has instigated an economic review into the North Australia Railway, the public seemed to
have formed the opinion that it is the policy of that Government to abandon the railway. Could he advise
me whether or not it is a fact that the economic survey of the North Australia Railway was commenced on
or about the middle of 1975 by the previous Labor Government?
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ANSWER
I am not aware as yet whether the investigation started by the last Government is still continuing or whether
in fact there has been a new investigation instigated by the present Government. I intend to take the matter
further and approach the federal Minister for Transport and get a full report if possible as to what the exact
.
situation is with regard to the fU1ure ofthe line from Darwin ~o Larrimah.
907 MrVALEtoMissANDREW- Can she given any details concerning the attack last week on the manager ofMontejinni Station?
ANSWER
I do not have any details at the moment but I have asked the Commissioner of Police to forward me further
information which I will present to the House when I receive it.
908 MrDONDAStoMrRYANIs he aware that there are some Taiwanese nationals working in Darwin for a dollar per hour? If this is so,
what can be done about it?
ANSWER
I believe thatthis situation does exist. I was approached by the-vigilance officer of the Waterside Workers
Federation with this information and I intend to follow it up with the firms that have been indicated to me
as utilising Taiwanese labour. I feel it is definitely not a situation that we would encourage in view of the
number of unemployed in our own town. I will, therefore, make investigations and give an answer to this.
909 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrRYANWhen will work commence on the widening of Trower Road between NightcliffRoad and the Rapid Creek
Bridge? The funds for this were allocated in the last budget. .
ANSWER
I am not sure whether, in fact, funds were allocated in the last budget. However, I am sure the job concerned
was on a program to be carried out. I will make enquiries of the Department of Construction, or possibly
the DRC, and find out what has happened with this matter and see if something can be done to repair or fix
up this section of the road which does constitute a traffic hazard.
910 MrBALLANTYNEtoMrTUXWORTHCan he tell me if the copper smelter at Tennant Creek is going to reopen? Ifso, has there been a date fixed for
the opening?
ANSWER
I will have to say that no one can ever be sure whether the smelter will reopen. I can just say that the smelter
closed as a result of increased costs compounded by' a fall in the price of copper. Costs have continued to
increase and it is my understanding that copper will have to return to at least $2,000 per ton before the
smelter will be a viable proposition. It is also my understanding that the projection of copper price in the
next 18 months to 2 years is that it will not obtain that level. The only thing that would force copper back to
a price of $2,000 a ton is a war, and I don't think anybody wants to see a war, although everybody would
like to see the $30m smelter reopen. In short, the answer is, hopefully in 2 years' time. 911 MrWITHNALLtoMrTAMBLINGHas the Australian Government made any determination in relation to the development, construction and
land use in the Darwin area as is provided for in section 6( b ) oftM Act?
ANSWER
Since my membership of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission in September, I am not aware that specific
requirements have been met in accordance with section 6(b).
912 MrDONDAStoMrTAMBLINGIs it a fact that the NT Housing Commission is experiencing problems in obtaining additional staff to assist.in
their rebuilding program?
ANSWER
It is obvious that the Northern Territory Housing Commission is experiencing problems of a similar nature to
those mentioned yesterday by the Majority Leader with regard to staff for the executive members of the
Legislative Assembly. The Northern Territory Housing Commission, I believe, has made probably more
than 8 approaches to the department for a review of its establishment in the last 12 months. It has not had a
satisfactory answer with regard to its increased establishment,particulariy for those additional officers that
it requires to assist in its building program.
913 Mrs LAWRIE to MrTAMBLINGWhat action is being taken to erect signs on public beaches saying that motor vehicle traffic is prohibited?
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ANSWER
I have not been informed.ofthe department's. action in this regard since the last session but we may now be
able to get an opportunity to have these signs erected. They may like to add them to the signs declaring the
free beach. It may be one way that we will get the signwriting done and save the department a bit of money.
914 MrEVERINGHAMto MissANDREWIs it a fact that the Attorney-Genertal's Department has continued to allow the fishing vessel" Mariana " to
rot in Doctor's Gully since the disposal of the appeals against conviction by the persons involved in the
offences which occurred in connection with that vessel well over twelve months ago? Secondly, does the
Attorney-General's Department or the Customs Department have any information as to its value as at the
date of seizure? Thirdly, does either of those departments have any information as to its value today?
Fourthly, do either of those departments have any information as to the cost of the vessel's reinstatement as
at the present time?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to get that information before the end of the sittings for the Honourable Member for Jingili.
915 MrDONDAStoMrPERRONWill all aspects of the electricity supply in the Northern Territory be brought under a single authority to stop
the absurd situation which exists at present with all the different departments involved?
ANSWER
Arrangements were being made iast year to investigate the formation of an electricity supply authority to
cover all aspects of the generation and distribution and charging for electricity in the Northern Territory.
My information is that the investigation was shelved just prior to the last federal elections. I have written to
the Minister for the Northern Territory asking him to arrange for the inquiry to go ahead as soon as possible. The subject of a single electricity authority in the Northern Territory will no doubt be discussed further
when the consultative committee is founded as recommended by the Joint Parliamentary Committee
Report.
916 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrRYANIs he aware of the cuts in air services by TAA and Ansett between Adelaide, Alice Springs and Darwin? If so,
what is he going to do abOut this?
ANSWER
I am not aware that there have been any cuts to scheduled flights to Alice Springs. If this is the case, I will be
making every effort to find out why the cuts were instigated, whether they were justified and, if not, to have
them reinstated immediately.
917 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Alice Springs asked a question about the handling of surface mail
when rail and road transport into the Northern Territory is held up. I have been assured by the District Postal Manager that, under these circumstances, it is the Postal Communication's method to transfer mail to
the airlines. They do not necessarily do this immediately the road closes. Anybody who sends mail by surfacemail is not necessarily in any great hurry for it. They try to assess how long the rail or road system is
going to be cut and, if it looks like it is going to be extended, they do air freight the mail. This is happening
at the moment from both Mt Isa and Adelaide.
918 MrDONDAStoMrPERRONWill he advise the House when new consumer protection legislation will be introduced in accordance with the
1972 select committee report on this subject?
ANSWER
I understand that legislation similar to that existing in other states of Australia has been prepared by the
Prices and Consumer Affairs Department, but I have not seen a copy of the bill as yet. I hope that it will be
available shortly for introduction in this House. The Consumer Protection Council, which exists under
, present legislation, has been pressing for this legislation for some years now and it is probably well overdue.
919 MrsLAWRIEtoMissANDREWWill she attempt to obtain and table in this House, precise details of'the areas and amount of cutbacks in
expenditure to be suffered this financial year by the Attorney-General's Department so far as it relates to
the Northern Territory.
'
ANSWER
I will endeavour to do that.
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920 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBLINGFollowing on a question I asked last week, I asked the cut-off time for approval ofloans under the 6% home
finance scheme. The honourable member advised me that he believed it was about January. Has he more
specific information?
ANSWER
I do not have any additional information. I will endeavour to seek it today.
921 Mr STEELE to Dr LETTSI ask a question on behalf of the honourable member for Elsey. Realising that Northmeat require firm bookings of cattle in mid-April, will carry-on finance be available to enable mustering camps to be organised in
the intervening 6 weeks?
ANSWER
It is beyond my power to give the Assembly an assurance that finance that comes from the Commonweillth
Treasury will be available for any particular purpose within a particular time. I do recognise the need to
which the honourable member for Ludmilla has drawn my attention on your behalf and I will reactivate
requests which I have made to the Australian Government to have a clear announcement made about the
carry-on finance position.
922 Mr MANUELL to MrTAMBLINGIs he aware that the Central Australian Racing Club have received a grant of $75,000 to assist that club in its'
transfer from its existing site north of the township to a site south of the township? Is he also aware that,
despite several applications for settlement of progress payments amounting to $32,000 to date no moneys
have been received? If he is aware of this, can he explain why and what length of delay in receiving future
payments and settlements can be expected by that club?
ANSWER
I am aware of the financial arrangements between the Department of Northern Territory and the Central
Australian Racing Club and that the total amount is in the order of $75,000. I have had representations
made to me with regard to the progress settlements and was informed by the finance officer of the Department that the progressive payments lodged up to 31 January had all been endorsed and had gone to Brisbane for the cheques to be issued. Therefore, they ought to be received by that club very shortly. The
finance officer also informed me that it would be normal to expect delays of 3 to 4 weeks from the time of
receipt of invoicing to the time of the cheque being dispatched to the club if all things are in order.
923 Mrs LAWRIE to MrTAMBLINGHas the Treasurer actually advanced the extra $4.8 million needed to cut the/outstanding approved loan
applications or is the advance only covering month by month progress payments due?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to seek clarification from the Minister with regard to the supply of funds for the Home
Finance Trustee.
.
924 Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREWIs she able to advise me of the position in relation to assent to the Justices Ordinance 1975 which related to the
trial of indictable offences by magistrates with the consent of the accused?
ANSWER
The Justices Ordinance was reserved on 13 August 1975 on advice from the Attorney-General's Department.
Discussion has since been held between the Attorney-General's Department and the Executive Member
for Law to consider problems and to determine whether amendment is necessary and negotiations between
the two departments are taking place.
925 MrMANUELLtoMrPERRONIs he aware that the Alice Springs sewerage ponds are exhibiting seepage, particularly into the swamp at the
foot of the McDonell Range and so endangering the health of the inhabitants dose by?
ANSWER
The sewe~age treatment ponds at Alice Springs are designed to discharge treated efIluent onto the ground
nearby for evaporation. The discharge of efIluent is intermittent so that evaporation occurs before the mosquito breeding cycle is complete. Unfortunately, the weather pattern in Alice Springs over the last 3 or 4
years has been somewhat unusual and evaporation has not occurred as expected. The sewerage system in
Alice Springs is operating as designed but the weather is just not cooperating.
926 MrEVERINGHAMtoMrTAMBLINGCan the honourable member advise me whether an auction of residential and commercial land wiJ(shortly be
held in Darwin and, if so, approximately when?
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ANSWER
I am informed by the Department of the Northern Territory that auctions are proposed both for industrial
land and residentia11and and it is hoped to hold the auctions either in late March or early April. I believe
that at the first auction approximately 100'residentiallots will be offered and that there will be subsequent
auctions before 30 June.
927 Mr BALLANTYNE to Dr LETTSI ask this question on behalf of the Honourable Member for Elsey. What assistance can peanut. growers in the
Katherine District expect this season?
ANSWER
I will need to obtain the information from other sources. I will endeavour to do so rather than ask the honourable member to place the question on notice. I will try to find out the answer and advise him during these
sittings.
928 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGCan he advise when an announcement will be made as to whether or not additional funds ~ill be made this
financial year for the 6% home loan scheme? I am not talking about the $4.8m loans already approved, I
am now talking about loans which have been processed but not yet approved-where applications have
been made.
ANSWER
I have made representation to the Minister but I am not able to give an answer to the honourable member.
929 MrTUNGUTALUM to MrTAMBLINGMy question concerns the Aboriginal camp set up' at Knuckeys Lagoon after the cyclone. Do the camp buildings meet Building Board and DRC.requirements? Is it a fact that the camp is expanding mainly due to
government grants? Has a decision been reached as to whether this will become a permanent settlement or
will another site be chosen? If the Knuckeys Lagoon camp or some ,other site becomes part of the town
plan, what steps will be taken to ensure that all buildings and layout conform to acceptable town plan
standards?
ANSWER
I am aware that certain camp structures have been built since the cyclone but I ,am not able to say whether
they have been built in conformity with Building Board or DRC requirements. I will endeavour to ascertain
what applications for building approvals have been lodged. I am not aware that the camp is expanding
mainly due to government grants. In fact I was not aware in the 1975-76 Budget of any appropriations
either to the DRC or to the Department of Aboriginal Affairs for this particular area. The 1976-77 Budget
is still in the process of being d~termined and I do not know what provision will be made for any expansion.
I believe that whether the site becomes a permanent settlement or not depends largely on an application
that was made to the Interim Aboriginal Lands Commissioner. That matter, I assume, will be in abeyance
until such time as the Aboriginal land legislation question is determined and a determination is finally
made about any land grant in the area. I would assume that all buildings built with government funds
would be designed and checked by the appropriate government authorities and wouldbe in conformity
with building standards.
"
.
930 Mrs LAWRIE to MissANDREWWould she be able to advise later this sittings whether as at this date, 24 February, it is the intention of both
the Department of Education and the Department of Housing and Construction to build a new Nightcliff
Primary School on the present site?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to furnish that information later this sittings.
931 Mr ROBERTSON to Miss ANDREWIs she aware that the third Queen's Counsel to be appointed to the Northern Territory is in fact a Victorian
barrister?
ANSWER
Yes, I am aware that a Mr McLelland has been appointed Her Majesty's Counsel for the Northern Territory.
Unfortunately, there seems to be no one in the Northern Territory who was aware of this prior to the
appointment, which was made by Sir Roden Cutler on 20 January.
932 MrKENTISHtoMrTAMBLINGCan he advise me what legislative actions followed the recommendations ofthe Nimmo Report?
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ANSWER
I have had considerable discussions with officers of the Department of the Northern Territory with regard to
possible amendments to the Town Planning Ordinance, and these discussions are continuing. I hope, at a
later session of the Assembly to be able to introduce legislation that will implement the recommendations
of the Nimmo Report.
933 Mr BALLANTYNE to MrTAMBLINGWhy is Block 3, the building next to this Assembly, vacant and when will it be rehabilitated and occupied?
ANSWER
The information sought by the honourable member will have to be obtained from other sources and I would,
therefore, ask him to place the question on notice; I will then refer it to the Department of Administrative
Services.
934

~r MANUEL to

Dr LETTS-

In view of the substantial damage being done to the soil and earth surface in the Alice Springs area, particularly. the MacDonnell Ranges and including some reserves and pastoral leases; will the Majority Leader
undertake to have reports from appropriate authorities to substantiate my argument that limitations should
be placed on the activities of trail bike riders and other off-road vehicles capable of seriously damaging the
environment and soil conservation in the area discussed?
ANSWER
I accept that question even though I believe that it should more properly have been directed to the Executive
Member for Resource Development who has an established liaison with the soil conservation people in
regard to his portfolio; there is some overlap between his interests and my interests there. The question
referred to reserves and pastoral leases. In the case of reserves, if they include, as I suspect they do, the
reserves under the contr01 of the Northern Territory Reserves Board such as the Simpson's Gap Reserve,
then the matter should be catered for, the authority to control such activities should be there in the form of
the bylaws of the Reserves Board. In the case of pastoral leases, the authority is already present in the
Crown Lands Ordinance and the Soil Conservation Ordinance. If the problem is of a general nature, then I
will draw it to the attention of those authorities so that they may examine it and see whether they can apply
the enforcement powers that they already have. If there are any specific instances that the honourable.
member can bring to my attention, I will also pass them on to the authorities concerned.
935 Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTSI refer to a stock squad action in 'the Finiss River area during the past year where a person was to be charged
with unlawfully branding calves which were not his property. Why was the case withdrawn and who
ordered the withdrawal?
ANSWER
I cannot inform the honourable member on either of those counts. Once again, the question is one that might
more properly have been directed to the Executive Member for Education and Law. I shall make sure that
she receives.a text of the question and see if she can obtain some information from the appropriate
authorities. '
936 MrsLAWRIEtoMrTAMBLINGMy question concerns statements which have been made quite properly concerning a single housing authority
for the Territory. Is such an authority to be set up and will economic rents be charged for the houses?
ANSWER
I believe the question is perhaps a little premature. The consideration with regard to a single housing authority is merely at the discussion stages. The Minister is certainly looking at it with regard to the future activities of the Public Utilities Branch and the Housing Commission of the Northern Territory and.my party is
certainly looking at such legislation. For these reasons, I am unable to give a satisfactory answer to the
honourable rnember at this time.
937 MrSTEELEtoMrSPEAKERCan you inform the Assembly of the result of the Assembly's application to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission for the reservation ofland at Larrakeyah for the purpose of building a future parliament house?
ANSWER
Two letters have been sent to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission on this subject, the first in August last
year, and the latest iri December last year. The latest advice was that the matter was still waiting to be considered and I will be informed in due course.
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938 MrMANUELLtoMrRYANCould he advise whether the present standard of road construction accepted as a minimum in the Alice
Springs region is a 15 year replacement? In v!ew ~fthe change of seasons in the Central Australia region,
could the method of constructlon and the specificatlon standard be upgraded?
ANSWER
I will contact the Department of Construction and attempt to get that information for tomor~ow's sittings.
939 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGMany moons ago,legislation was passed to allow tenants of 5 years standing to purchase their Housing Commission homes. Could he advise of the status of this legislation and whether it is ever likely to receive
assent?
ANSWER
I am unable to give an answer about the specific bill the honourable member refers to which must have been
passed in the previous Legislative Council. I am able to inform her that my party is currently proposing to
introduce legislation for an unrestricted sale of houses to people who have had a qualifying period of five
years. I hope to introduce that legislation at the next sittings of the Assembly and I will certainly have discussions with the honourable member before I do so.
940 MrROBERTSONtoMissANDREWWhat action is being taken by the police in Katherine, following representation by Aboriginal leader, Mr
Smiler Major, that the police were ignoring drunken people making nuisances of themselves in public
places?
ANSWER
I am advised by the Commissioner of Police that there is no record of any written representation having been
made by Mr Smiler Major regarding police ignoring drunken people in Katherine. Two weeks ago, Mr
Smiler Major spoke to Sergeant Gilroy and informed him that he had spoken to an ABC representative in
Katherine. Mr Major said he knew the police were hampered with the lack oflegislation regarding drunkenness, vagrants and moving people on and would have to take the matter up to have the legislation
amended and new legislation passed regarding drunkenness. I am assured by the commissioner that the
police are doing all they can under present legislation.
941 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING (by leave): The honourable member for Port Darwin asked how many houses had been·
handed over by the DRC. I am informed that as at close of business on 23 February 1976, 14 new houses
had been handed over, 8 had been handed over with power connected and there were 6 completed but
awaiting power connection. Of the rebuilding housing program, some 80 houses were satisfactorily
completed, 61 had been handed over with power and 19 were completed but awaiting power connection.
That is a total of94 houses.
942 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: The honourable member for Port Darwin also asked about activities of the Reconstruction
Commission underSection 6 (a) of the Act. I am informed that the commission came into being.with assent
of the Act on 28 February 1975. The commission has determined from 28 February the extent, nature and
purpose of land use and development of the Darwin area in the formulation of planning proposals for the
area of its 40 kilometre responsibility.
943 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: The honourable member for Port Darwin also asked a question relating to the function of
the DRC under section 6 (b) of the Act. I am informed that the commission determines planning proposals
on drawings DRC/32 (a) 75, DRC/32 (2a)175, DRC/32 (3)175 and DRC/32 (3b)175. The scheme was
forwarded to the Minister in 1975 but never ratified.
944' ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW (by leave): A question was asked about the Montejinni incident. I am advised by the Police
Commissioner that, on Tuesday evening 10 February, Mr William Tapp of Killarney Station contacted
Katherine police by radio telephone. He stated that he had been informed by Mr James Robertson,station
hand at Montejinni, that he and another station hand had been threatened by Aborigines at the station and
requested police assistance. Robertson was contacted and he advised that 6 Hooker Creek Aborigines,
three male and three female, had arrived at the station in a drunken condition and threatened to take over
the station and do injury to himself and his companion. Stones were thrown striking Robertson on the
head. The Aborigines claimed to have a firearm but it was not produced. At that time, the Aborigines were
quiet and camping away from the homestead. On 1I February, Sergeant Brooks and Constable Rowe went
to Montejinni to inquire. An Aboriginal, Nugget Robertson, aged 32 years, was arrested for common
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assault and taken to Katherine. Evidence indicates that Nugget Robertson was the cause of the trouble and
the ring leader. There was no evidence that other Aborigines took part in the assault. The Aborigines had
n.o firearms. Nugget Robettson appeared in the court on Friday 14 February. Bail was set and no. plea
taken. The matter has been adjourned until 27 February.
945 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr PERRON (by leave): The honourable member for Arnhem asked if! could advise him regarding the
prosress of the electrical reticulation to residences in Se.ction 462 Hundred of Strangways. I have been
adVised that the Electricity Supply Undertaking have a design order from the DRC to proceed with the
electrical reticulation in this section'. When the design has been completed, a decision will be made as to
whether the ESU.have the resources to do the job themselves or whether it should be put to tender.
946 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Dr LETIS (by leave): The honourable member for Arnhem asked whether I could give an indication when
alter~tions, .re.newals and additio~s to agricultural type leases, which have been virtu~lly susp~nded by the
prevIOus Muilster, will again receive normal processing. I have now received further information from the
Lands Branch. The processing <if applications for lease renewals and alterationsin rural areas are still proceeding normally. As the embargo 01). alienation of vacant Crown land proposed following the former
government's acceptance of the Woodward Report refers specifically to vacant Crown land, the existing
interests or rights of individuals under the Crown Lands Ordinance were not affected by the embargo of
alienation of Crown land. It will be recalled that the press statement in July 1974 by Dr Pattersonindicated
that, despite the downturn in the rural economy of the Northern Territory and especially for beef producers, normal lease administration would continue but special consideration would be given in default
situations depending on circumstances. Thus, there has been no suspension of processing applications, the
subject of the question.
I must say that the answer itself raises new questions in my mind. From my knowledge of the time that some
people have been waiting for progress on applications, if processing of applications is proceeding normally,
it is time that the normality was changed and something a bit abnormal was brought into the system.
947 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr POLLOCK (by leave ):' In reply to a question asked'by the honourable member for Casuarina in relation
to the Tiwi Mothers Home, I have to advise him that this building is still in the hands of the contractors. It
was originally constructed under contract for the Del?artment of Aboriginal Affairs. There are problems
associated with the construction of the building, particularly in relation to the airconditioning, and until
these are rectified, the Department of Construction will not accept the building from the contractors.
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948 MrsLAWRIE to Dr LETTSIs he able to indicate when or if an Administrator is to be appointed to the Northern Territory?
ANSWER
I am able to indicate that an Administrator is to be appointed to th,e Northern Territory. I am unable to indicate when but I can advise her that the matter is under very active consideration.
949 Mr MANUELL to Dr LETTSI ask this question on behalf of the member for Elsey. Will the Primary Industry Branch animal health staff be
rendered inefficient on programs already committed to disease eradication by restrictions on travel?
ANSWER
I ask him to place that ,question on notice.
950 Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCKIn view of the increased numbers to be accommodated at the Fannie Bay Gaol through the closing down of
Gunn Point Prison Farm, does he feel that present security at Fannie Bay Gaol is adequate?
ANSWER
The present security at Fannie Bay is barely adequate. There are, unfortunately, a number of maximum
curity prisoners who should be. m another place in more secure circumstances. There are also quite a large
number of prisoners who would be in the trusted class and would be normally at Gunn Point but unfortunately .that institution is temporarily closed. I should perhaps explain that all prisoners are at the moment
being accommodated at Fannie Bay; they are not being returned to the police cells but are remaining overnight in cell accommodation which is available at Fannie Bay. Extra officers have been rostered on duty at
night for security reasons and, with the completion of the fence around the jail in the next couple of weeks,
the security will be increased. However, the security of other prisoners is a matter of concern. Unfortunately, at the moment, there are no funds to transfer any maximum security prisoners elsewhere. .

se-

951 MrMANUELLtoMrRYANCan he give me any assurance that the commencement of the construction of the bridge over the Todd River
will not be delayed by Government restrictions in expenditure?
ANSWER'
I am unable to give any assurance as to wh\!ther or not that particular job will be affected by the cuts. I have
made some approaches to the department-and the:whole position with the construction of the Todd River
bridge is related to funds. The Department of Construction anticipate that they will be ready to go to tender
by the end ,of March. Under the present situation, whether this will in fact take place, has yet to be ascertained due to the funding position.
952 Mr~LAWRIEtoMrTAMBLINGMy question refers to a question I asked on the first sitting day which was: "Will he ootain and table a precise
account of the capital works cuts to be experienced by.the Department of the Northern Territory". Has he
been able to obtam the information and, if not, when will it become available?
ANSWER
I telexed the Minister with a request along the lines sought on 19 February. I have had no acknowledgment
and therefore I am not in a position to table the information.
953 MrDONDAStoMissANDREWWhen does the Education Department expectto have the Nakara Primary School operational?
ANSWER
The roof has to be removed and replaced because it is unsafe. Nakara is expected to open in early 1977.
954 Mr MANUELL to Dr LETTSI would like to ask this question on behalf of the member for Elsey. Will he investigate the problems being experienced by the Primary Producers Board where some members have received no remuneration for many
months and some new members are unable to travel because of financial restrictions?
ANSWER
I will investigate that. Yesterday, I arranged to have a meeting with the board members next week to discuss a
number of matters of concern to them.
955 MrTUNGUTALUM tp MrTAMBLiNGHow many houses have been built at Snake Bay on Melville Island in the last financial year.
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ANSWER
I will endeavour to obtain some sort of reply for him today.
956 MrDONDAStoMissANDREWIs it true that the Wagaman School is ..yithout a telephone?
ANSWER
Unfortunately, it is true that Wagaman School does not have a telephone. The Education Department did not
see fit to apply for an installation until 30.January of this year although the school was occupied on 2
February. This is a disgusting oversight although I know that there was some doubt as to whether the
school would be occupied. I consider a telephone of great importance to any organisation especially with
children concerned.
957 MrMANUELLtoDrLETTSI ask another question on behalf of the member for Elsey. What are the intentions of the consortium which
propose taking over the Alice Springs Abattoirs and will they be in a position to process all grades of meat?
ANSWER
I ask him to place that question on notice.
958 MrsLAWRIEtoMrPOLLOCKIn previous sittings I asked him if he would table in the Assembly or make public a report on the new jail
which is being presented to the Minister. He undertook to approach the Minister. What was the result of his
approach and does he intend to table the report?
ANSWER
I am unable to recall the member actually asking in the House for the tabling of the report. A report has been
received from the Correctional Facilities Committee and it is with the Minister.
959 MrDONDAS to MiTAMBLINGDoes the Department of the Northern Territory intend re-introducing ihe sale of government homes. to
government employees?
ANSWER
I cannot speak for the Department of the Northern Territory on this matter; it is a matter of policy for the
Minister to determine. However, I can indicate that the Darwin Reconstruction Commission has recommended that the sale scheme for both government and Housing Commission homes be reintroduced
and that the construction status of any home ought not to be a disqualifying factor to any eligible purchaser.
960 MrVALEtoMrRYANCan he advise what steps will be taken by the Post Office to re-establish mail services to isolated areas?
ANSWER
I will contact the department concerned and endeavour to get an answer for the honourable member for
Stuart and pass it on to him as soon as it is available.
961 Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREWCan she tell me whether any moves are being mad~ to ensure that English is made a compulsory subject in all
Northern Territory schools.
ANSWER
I am unable to answer the question. I would have my doubts but I will do some research and I ask him to
place that question on notice.
962 Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCKIn the light of the information supplied to me yesterday by the Executive MemberJor Municipal and Consumer Affairs that nothing can be done about the seepage from the Alice Springs sewerage ponds, can he
assure me that those people in whose charge the ponds are, are concerned and involved in preventing damage to the environment? Can he also assure me .that adequate precautions are being taken to limit health
risks created by the sewerage seepage into the swamp?
ANSWER
In relation to the environment, perhaps the question might be more suitably answered by the Executive Member responsible for that area. This particular problem is in my electorate and also has some concern to me in
relation to the health aspect and other aspects. Frankly, I do not accept that there is seepage from the
, sewerage ponds; there is deliberate overflowing from the sewerage ponds into the swamp and the departments responsible for this seem to be running around in circles to try and get around the situation instead of
tackling the situation properly and getting on with the job of overcoming the deliberate discharge of
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. effiuentinto the pond near Ilpapa. The people in that area do face a serious health risk as a result of this
overflow of sewerage waste. In fact the area is more like an airport with a fleet of Concordes coming in,
with the number of mosquitoes there at the moment.·
.
963 Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTSCan he give me further information on whether a person who received a re~stered brand in the Finniss River
area did in fact qualify as a landholder to have such a brand? If he received the brand with the permission
of another landholder, does the brand section of the AIB currently hold this written permission?
ANSWER
The honourable member for Arnhem did give me some notice that he would be following this matter up and I
have been able to get some information for him. It is rather a tricky situation. As I advised before, in order
for somebody to register a bra!1d on a particular property' or area, the person registering the brand has to
either be the owner of the land or have permission in wntingfrom the owrierofthe land. In this case, the
land concerned is an Aboriginal reserve under me control of the Director of Aboriginal Affairs in the
Northern Territory. Part of the property was to be run by permission by an Aboriginal company as a pastoral exercise and written permission was received from me Director of Aboriginal Affairs for the person
concerned to register this brand; in other words from the landholder to the person who made the application, and the brand section of the Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch does hold a copy of this written permission.
.
964 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCKCan he tell me if there are any funds allocated to the Family Planning Association? If there are, how much
money could be allocated to this association, and are memedicos working in that group paid for their services, along with th~ assistance of nursing stafl?
ANSWER
, I do not know. I a~k that the question be placed on notice.
965 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLINGIs it a fact that the present chairman ofthe DRC has resigned?
ANSWER
I am aware only of a report in yesterday's Australian newspaper, in which it was said that the present chair:.
man of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, Mr Clem Jones, is considering resignation.
966 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Dr LETTS (by leave): I was asked a question on behalf of the member for Elsey about the assistance that
would be available for peanut growers at Katherine. The information I have received is that Animal Indus~
try and Agriculture Branch staff are working in close cooperation with growers to provide an active extension effort and specialised branch machinery is to. be made available to growers on hire. The Primary Producers Board is considerin~ proViding a loan to the NorthernTerritory Producers Cooperative Limited for
the purpose of minor reparrs to processing machinery and for harvest advances on the peanut crop. This
loan has not been for. mally app.roved; it depends on the submission .of a for~al application and further
information on the size and marketing of the crop.
967 ANSWER to QUESTION
DrLETTS (by leave): The second question related to assistance available to the beef industry. The information provided is; firstly, .underthe heading "Carry-on assistance to me beef industry": the Primary Producers Board has approved in excess of 50 applications from producers forcarry-on loans for the 1975-76
financial year, fully committing the allocation. Payment under these loans is progressing and will continue
for me rest of the financial year although in some cases payments cannot be completed until security documents are finalised. The Government has approved in principle the continuation of the Commonwealth"
states carry-on finance scheme for the 1976-77 financia1 year. Details of funds available to the Northern
Territory have still to be decided foltowing discussions between the state governments and the Federal
Government.Underthe heading "Rural reconstruction ", the information is as follows. Several early applications for rural reconstlJlction have been recommended by the Primary Producers BO(lrd for ministerial
approvaJ.1,'hese applications will fully commit the 1975-76 allocation. A further number of applications
have been received and investigation of these is continuing, but at a slow rate because of their complexity.
Priority of the limited board staff resources is being given to consideration of producers' immediate needs
, , for carry-on finance. The present rural reconstruction scheme expires on 30 June 1976 and no decision has
yet been made as to its continuation.
. '
968 ANSWER TO QUESTION .
Dr LETTS (bY leave): I was asked a question in relation to the oriental fruitfly. The information which I pro, vide in relation to that matter is, first of all, under the heading of "MOnitoring ... That is to do ,with the
, establishment of the distribution of the fly in the Northern Territory and Northern Australia. During
, January 1976, the northern island and coastal areas and the Darwin, Daly River, and South Alligator and
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Roper River areas were being trap\?ed ~nd the oriental fruitfly was found at most sites. During February
1976 the trapping programme was mtensified in the original areas and extended south to Tennant Creek,
east to cover the Gulf and Barkly Tableland district and west to Kununurra. Traps have also been forwarded to Alice Springs to set up a survey grid in that area.
The second heading is "Host collection ", which refers to the fruit which the fruitfly might live and breed in. In
order to obtain information on the host range of the oriental fruitfly periodic collections of fruit have been
made in the DarWin area and on Melville Island~ Orientalfruitfly has not to this point in time been reared
from cultivated or commercial fruits and has been ·reared from only one native host, Opilia amentaceae, a
creeper in all forests on Melville Island.
Finally, under "Quaranrlne", which was. one of the main areas of concern in the question the information is
as follows. It was recommep.ded by the Exotic Fruit Fly Working Party (Entomology Committee) and the
Standing Committee on Agriculture-that is a Commonwealth-states body-that there was a need for some
sort of quarantine at the airports of Darwin, Nhulunbuy, Groote Eylandt and Katherine, and on the highways which lead to Queensland, South Australia and Western Australia. Since oriental fruitfly has been
gazetted as a notifiable disease under the Northern Territory Plant Disease Control Ordinance, it is an
offence to take fruit or vegetables which can be infested from areas in which the fly occurs. Reeommel\dations for the implementation of quarantine procedures are currently being investigated. A publicity campai~n,. including the erection ofwarning signs at the airports and the handing out of warning notices with
the Issue of airline tickets, is already in progress.
969 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN (by leave): The honourable member for Nhuluribuy asked a question concerning a cal!seway on
the McArthur River. I mayor may not have the right answer here, Mr Speaker, but I have an answer referrin~ 'to. the culverts installed near the McArthur River Station. I do not know whether this was the area
which was concerned; I believe the question originated from you, Sir. The answer which I received concerns that partiCular causeway. The culverts which were installed before this weather are to a height above
the stream bed of3 metres, and cost a{>proximately $40,000. The river in the area has been known to run to
a depth of about 20 metres. This does mdicate that there is a possibility that flooding is still very likely. I am
not familiar with the area myself, but during this wet season the approaches to the culverts have been
washed out and temporary repairs have been made to restore the access. The Department of the Northern
Territory is being approached to make permanent repairs at a cost of$5,500 and these repairs will be carried out after the wet.
970 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN (by leave): The honourable member for Gillen asked me a question concerning the closure of the
railway and whether or not an investigation had been instigated by the present Government or the last
Government. I can infor.m him that there is no investigation being instigated by the present Government
into the railways.
.
Mr Robertson: Was there one by the previous Government?
Mr RYAN: I have not been able to ascertain that. I think it is more important that it was not done by this
Government.
971 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN (by leave): A question was asked whether Taiwanese nationals were working on fishing vessels in
the harbour. This y.'as, in fact ri~ht; they were employed, unbeknown by a fisherman. However, the
immigration people have been nottfied and have approached the Taiwanese fishermen and told. them they
were unable to work owing to their s.tiltus in the town; Steps have also been taken to ensure that they have
sufficient food on their own vessels; supplies will be made available so that they do not have any excuse for
having to .work to make money to buy food.
972 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN (by leave): Another question from the honourable member for Jingili concerned th~ widening of
. Trower Road to Rapid Creek. This is another area affected by the allocation of funds at present and until
such time we get some clarification as to what the road programme will be, I am unable to give an answer.
973 ANSWER TO QUESTION
MrRYAN(by leave): A question was asked by the honourable member for Alice Springs concerning the
design of roads in Alice Springs. The roads are designed for the traffic that would be expected in 20 years.
They do not design the roads, as was suggested, for a 15-year replacement; the roads are designed to carry
traffic over the next 20 years. The actual design of the road, with regard to the weather does not change.
The main change relative to the weather conditions is in .the drainage, taking into consideration, not so
much. the rainfall over a .period, but just how intense the rain is when it comes. The roads are designed to
handle traffic that would occur over the next 20 years, and the drainage is sorted out by. the amount of
weather that occurs. There could be some variation if the weather continues to maintain its present pattern
in Alice Springs.
.
.
.
.
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974 ANSWER TO QUESTION
MrTAMBLING (by leave): The honourable member for Tiwi sought certain information regarding building
in the Knuckeys Lagoon area in relation to an Aboriginal camp. Further information has been supplied to
me by the DRC with regard to his question whether the buildings at that site meet the DRC or Building
Board requirements. The answer is no. He also asked whether a decision had been reached as to whether
this will be a permanent camp. The informfltion I am given is no. He also sought information as to whether
moneys had been sought for development of this particular area in either the 1975-1976 or 1976-1977
years and again, the answer supplied IS no...
.
975 ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW (by leave): The honourable member for Nighcliff asked whether it was the intention of the
Department of Education and the Treasury to build a new Nightc1iffPrimary School on the present site. I
.am advised by the department that it is their intention to build a new primary school, but whether government finance will permit it in the immediate future is unknown; it is on their 1976-1977 capital works proposal. Had financial restrictions not been imposed recently, work would have gone ahead. I also seek leave
. to table the precise schedule of allocations for the 1975-1976 financial year indicating the cut-backs in
expenditure for education. This schedule was provided for me by the Department of Education.
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QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED BY 5 APRIL· 1976
FROM 17 FEBRUXRy 1976
809

Mr.WITHNALL'to Dr LETTS -

.

\~j

.

1. WilLhe obtain .,from the Department of the Northern Territory a
s~'ry of all correspondence initiated by that department and
any other department relating to the initial proposal to reserve
and the actual reser.vadon of the Prices: Regulation . Ordinance
1975 and the Crown Lands Ordindance (No: 4) 1975 indicating the
'designation of the officers concerned, their section and branch?
. 2. On how many occasions have the presentation copies of Ordinances
been : . lost and when this has happened did the loss :occur in the
Darwin, Brisbane or Canberra. offices of the department?
810

Mrs. LAWRIE to Dr LETTS Further to the answer supplied to question 758 (a)

does the pollution of Metville Bay include a deposit on .the
sea bed of Magnesium Chloride and has this deposit killed off
seabedmarinelife in its vicinity;

(b)

killing of.seabe~. mllririe . life is not irreversible
damage by what means, either natural or through measures to be
.. applied by Nabalco, i.s the marine life .to .bereactivated and
what reasonable measures can be applied;

(c)

did ,the pollution . of.. Melville Bay. take place over a period
of· many months or . years' with' both. Nab-aleQ.·ariJl~tJleDepartment
'. of the Northerh Territory knowfng that i t · was taking- place
and,:. i f so, how can the spillagesbe
described'
as
"accidental"; .

,..

811

i f the

(d)

how. in fact is the Animal Industry and Agricu;Lture Branch
involved in the area i f it only acts "per medium'"of the Mines
Inspector: and

(e)

do the Branches of the Department of the Northern
publish the results of their investigations or are
available to the public at all?

Mrs LAWRI.E to Dr LETTS When will the protective works at Gave be finished
that no further pollution will be possible?

812

Territory
they not

to

the point

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS Futtherto the answer to question 759
(a)

under whose supervision is filling . and restoration
sand.
areas behind'WallabyBeach being done: and .
,
~

L

(b)

~

0\

w~q

.

'~

carried out the work? 1

of min.ed
I

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED BY 5 APRIL 1976,
813

Mrs'LAWRIE to Dr LETTShWhat'effects do the current trave1.nd,work restrictions placed
'onthe:Publf.c ,Service have, on the Department of ,thee Northem
Territory's ability to work at Gove?,
2., Is the, Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch staffed
adequste level to enable it to work effectively at ,Gove?

to an

814Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTSWith further reference to Naba1co's operations at Gove -

816

(a)

has any monitoring of pollution been conducted around the
general area of Drimmie Arm and.Hso by whom and are the
results available;
,

(b)

has the release of effluent combined with the level of mag~
nesiumraised the alkalinity of the sea Water around Drimmie
Arm to a pH above 10;
,

(c)

in view of the estimated s~venty 'years of effective life
of the Naba1co project. have any studies by the various
branches been carried out on the changes in the mangrove vegetatf.on fringing the Arm. or the beds of sea grass located in
the Arm; and
"
,

(d)

have the levels of chromium and lead taken from samples of
red:mud and of fish ,been abnormally high. and. if so what
action does the Department intend taking to reduce. , or,
assisting Naba1co to reduce. the high levels?

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS 1. On what 'occasions have caustic soda spi11ages occurred in
Naba1co's operations, since February 1973?
2. What,was the source and area and estimated volume of eaeh
spillage?
3~-wtier."wasthe

caust1c'soda'depos:ltedf.neaeh case?

4. Wllere dE!PQsition " took place "putside the operatillg pl,~nt.was any
1IlOnitoTing,carriedout" beforeandlor ann~' who '. carr1edout ,the
monitoring, if any, and are the reSUlts available?
5. Has theDionitoringbeencarriad~~t at varying distances from the
discharge"points in, the open Bay?
6. What W8sthe, average,daily di.chargeof caustic soda for
fiscal years 1974 and 1975 and the average daily discharges
the six months ended December ],975?

the
for

7. On what occasions have the security pond gates been opened to
allow ~e1ease of effluent and what was the estimated volume of
each release?
8. Was any monitoring carried out before andlor after each release?

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED BY 5 APRIL 1976
9.

Has the.Department of the Northern Territory advised Nabalco to
strengthen the security pond walls and, if not, how are future
conditions of possible breaching of the security pond walls to
be met, or is it assumed that the recycling of the various solutions and/or mud will reduce the volume of effluent and therefore
reduce the storage holding of the ponds during the wet?

FROM.24 FEBRUARY 1976
817 Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING Has the Darwin Reconstruction Commission furnished to the Australian
Government any and, if so, ,what advice with respect to matters
relating to the expenditure cif public 'and private moneys in and
in connection with development and construction in the Darwin
area?
FROM 31 MARCH 1976
822 Mr

~ALLANTYNE

to Mr TAMBLING -

When will the rehabilitation of Administration Block 3, Mitchell St.
Dilrwin, be completed and when and by whom will i t be occupied'?
824 Mr MtNUELL to Dr LETTS I

re~er

to the consortium Which proposes to take over the Alice
Springs abattoirs and ask: what is their prQgramme for the operation and development of the abattoirs and is it intended to process all gra4es' of meat',?

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
760

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS (a)

How many Environmental Impact Statements have been called for
within the Northern Territory?

(b)

What officers prepare such statements?

(a)

No Environmental Impact Statements have been called for within
the Northern Territory in the terms of the Environmental
Protection (Impact of Proposals)
Act 1974-75 which is
administered by the MiniSter for Environment Housing and
Community Development. Projects with,in the Northern Territory
for which K. 1. S. 's or other environmental studies and reports
have been, or are being, prepared in response to government
policy are·:

ANSWER

Ranger Uranium Mines,
Darwin's Second Powerhouse,
Gove Red Mud Lellses"
MacArthur River Mines Project,
Marrara and MacMi11ans Road Tndustria1 'Sub~divisions
(suspended following Cyclone Tracy),
Darwin's New Town Development (also suspended).
(b)

767

The preparation of Environmental Impact Statements is
the
responsibility' of the proposer of the project requiring a
statement. The preparation of the statements and reports
referred to in '(a) above have involved a wide variety of
. professions 'both within and outside of government service.

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr TUXWORTH What plans does the Water Resources Branch, or any other department,
have to provide water for the 50 000 gallon elevated tank
installed near subdivided freehold Sections 462, 463 and 475
Hundred of Strangways?

ANSWER
The Water Supply Undertaking has no 50.000 gallon elevated tank installed in this area. There are no, immediate plans to provide
reticulated water supply to. these sections.
769

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN Concerning the l,500.sheets of high-quality teak ply wood given
the people of Darwin from the Government and people of Burma (a)

How many of these ply wood sheets have been distributed;

(b)

By whom were they distributed;

(c)

To whom were theydistribut'ed;'

(d)

When were they distributed;

to

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
,(e)
(f)

Where are- the remaining sheets being held; and
To what purpose is .it intended to put the remaining sheets?

ANSWER
(a)

Eight ofa ·total of 1,500 sheets.

(b)

At the request of the Department of· Northern Australi?

(C:)

To Mr A.C. Helberg, an aged- pensioner, to enable him to rep,air
furniture which was damaged in the cyclone.

(d)

Early August 1975.

(e)

Distribution 'of the remaining plywood has been placed,in the
hands of the Corporation of the' City of Darwin.
All 'plyW~od
is stored under cover at the Municipal Depot:
\

(f)

As there is not sufficient plywood to. make a general distrib~t.ion to the people of Darwin,it is intended to allocat;e it to
organisations which will be able' to use 'it in projec~swhich
will benefit the citizens of Darwin.
All requests for plywood
in.response to applications which were called. on 6 June 1975
have been referred to the Corporation. Distribution of plywood
in response to these requests 'has not / yet been made as the
orgl:tnisations concerned, .while they have suitable projects in
mind, havir not yet commenced this work.
An example of the
type of project for which the plyWood will be used will be, the
lining of a feature wall in the Civic Centre on which a plaque
will be mounted, commemorating the gift from the people of
Burma.

!

\

815 Mrs LAWRIE to_Dr LETTS 1. What role is the Department of the Northern Territory adopting,. in
the 'riegotiationspresently -~nde'rway' with the --Aboriginal
communities of Arnhemland for further land to be used' 'for
Nabalco's operation?
2. Is the land in question envisaged
pond 'or as'a security pond?

for

future

use as a red mud

3. ··What areas, including mangroves, . are envisaged fot:
,within the next seyen years_, and what total area
involve?

future, use
does this

ANSWER
1. The Department of the

Northern Territory's role in the.negotiations between-Nabalco and the Aborigines is to ensure that, the
interests of both parties are preserved as far as is consistent
with the overall national interest.

2. A small portion .of the land will be used for the security pond,
but the principal use will be for the disposal of ferro silt.
3. In the next 7 years about 160 hectares will be used .for disposal
of ferro silt, 'none of which will be in the mangroves area. '

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
818

Mr

D01~AS

to Mr TAMBLING -

I refer to the contract of $20,000 for the transport of donated timber by Jackson & Spring Pty. Ltd. of Rocklea from Queensland to
Darwin and ask, what does the Department of the Northern Territory
intend doing with this timber and is it in Darwin?
ANSWER
All the timber donated by the people of Coffs Harbour (190 tons) has
been carried to Darwin at the eXpense of the Federal Government.
It has been deliveredt6 the Corporation of the City of Darwin f9r
distribution and use as the Corporation sees fit.
~he

Corporation advises that it decided to limit the use of the timber toCorpo'ration purposes and public buildings hecause the
timber was of v~rying sizes and there was insufficient for a
general distribution; Use has been deiayed' because of the severe
wet season conditions, but approximately one-third of the timber
has been so used.
'

819 Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING

~

1. Why did the Home Finance Trustee delay approval of the loan
application ofJ.C.S. &M.E. Francis, Lot 4625, Daniels Street,
Ludmi-lra-'submi-tted on 12 November 1975?

2. Why was approval not given?
3. When will approval be granted?
ANSWER
1. The Home Fi~ance Trustee did not unduly 'delay
Mrs J •. c.s.& M.E. Francis's loan.
:

approval

of Mr &

I

2. J.C.S. ",& M.E. Francis of Lot 4625 Daniels :Street, Ludmil1a submitted. an !i~plication on 12th November 1975. The papers were
filed and submitted i:o the appropriate interviewing officer on 13
November' 1975.
While the necessary investigations to determine eligibility were'
being carried out, an announcement was made that all available
f.undsunder the 6% concessional loan scheme had been committed,
and that no ,new :approvals could be given until additional funds
wer.e allocated.
.
'
Mr & Mrs Francis's application was '!!tillprocessed tip to the
. approval stage and submitted to the Home Finance Trustee awaiting
approval.
3. Application by Mr & Mrs Frartcis was approved by the
Trustee on 4 March 1976.
820

Home Finance

Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREW 1.

Is any .section of the pollce force currently investigating allegations made by Mr Clyde 'Reborse of the Finniss River Cattle

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Company that his stock has been interfered with
branding has taken place?
2.

If investigations are being made which 'section
conducting.them?

1.

No.

2.

See Part 1 above.

of

and

illegal

the force

is

ANSWER

821

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCI(·1. What.funds have been allocated to the Family Planning As.sociation
by the Federal Government and how much was made available for'
eXpenditure-in the Territ~ry?
2. Do medical officers and nursing staff assisting' the association
receive payment for their services?

ANSWER'

1. Family 1'lanningAssociations are jointly
Department and SoCial Security Department.

funded

by

Health

Social Security Department - funds the clinical services
. the Association, which is by far the largest component.

o.f·

Health Department provides funds for administrative CQsts,
Health Depart:ment funds for. State and Territory Associations
totalled $183,450 of which $1,164 was for the Northern Territory
Association. Expenditure so far this financial year totals $970.
$250.000 was allocated to the Australian Federation of Family
Planning Association. Of this amount $10.950 was earmarked for
the Northern, TerHtory. The actual sum expended by the Australian
Federation in the Northern Territory will not be available until
audited accounts are received after the end of the financial year.
In additwn to direct grants by Health Department, additional
funds were made available in the form of'Health Programme grants
totalling $885.913 for State and Territory Associations.
The
Northern Territory" s allocation from this. sum was $12 680.
$24,794 was made available f()rexpenditure
Territory,as per details 'above.
2. Medical and nursing 'staff are paid
attending clinics.
823

on

a

in

sessional

the

Northern

basis

when

Mr ,MANUELL toDr 'LETTS _.
Will the disease eradication programmes to which the Animal Industry
and 'Agriculture Branch is already committed be adversely affect.ed
by restrictions on staff travel and; i f so. to what extent?

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ANSWER
The '1;uberculosis and Brucellosis.Eradication Programmes of the Animal
IndUstry and Agriculture Branch of the Department of the Northern
Territory have been relatively unaffected by restrictions on staff
travel to the present time. . This is because stock movements and
musterings .are at their uSl,lal s'easonal low point.
Once the normal dry season movements and musterings increase markedly
from April onwards, staff travel will increase.
In addition
requests for new whole-herd T.B. control 'programmes are being
. received. Funds for travel to service both these programmes are
expected to be adequate.
.
976

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr POLLOCK -

1. At what stage of construction is the sewerage scheme at Papunya?
2. When is it anticipated it will be completed?
3. ,What are the reasons for delay in completing' the scheme?

4. Are some constrlicticinprojeets'at'present under' construction at
Papunya - for example, hospital anl1 'houses .. designed to' utilise·
the sewerage system before they can be put into uS.e?
ANSWER
. 1. Work completed includes' reticulation, pump station and lagoons.
StUr-outstanditlg f:s.pipeworks.~atlagoons, anfl commissic:m:Irigo-f_
complete system. .
.

2. It is anticipated that work will be completed by July 1976.
3. Failure of a contractor resulted in cancelling of the contract
and the need to make alternative arrangements.
4. It is expected the sewerage system will be
completion of the hospitaL
977

Mr

~OBERTSON

the following houses being

con~

itco type homes

b) .b:rick homes. similar to present Department of
and
c)

prior.to

to Mr POLLOCK -

1. At what stage o~ completion are
structed at Papunya a)

operational

NT design:

,Dowsett '~ontract?

2. When are the houses expected to be completed?
3, Are·thehouses designed with individual septic
connection to the sewerage ,scheme 'at Papunya?

tanks,

or. fo-r

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON .NOTICE
ANSWER
1. a. Atco type .homes for Department of Education are complete.
b. Brick Department of N.T. design houses are' 90% complete.
c. Dowsett Homes
Company has b'een placed under receivership.
At the time of failure of the contractor 4 residences were
95% complete, .2 residences were 50% complete.
2. a. Atco now complete.
b. Estimate late April.
c; Estimate 6 months to complete work,from acceptance of tender.
3. The sewerage system is for the collection of septic tal;1k effluent
by a reticulation system.
Theiefore houses are designed with
individual septic tanks which will be connected .to sewerage
system.
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Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREw 978

Can the honourable member advise me whether it is a fact that in'
schools run by the Department of Education in Darwin children
will be left unattended by their teachers for a period of 2
hours?
ANSWER
Schoolchildren will not be left unattended.
Each principal has
ensured that a skeleton staff will be there so that adequate
supervision will be availabie, for any children who attend school
whilst teachers are out on strike.
979

Mr DONDAS to Dr LETTS Is the Majority Leader ,able to give any indication as to when the
Minister for the Northern Territory will appoint an Administrator for the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
I regret that I am unable to provide a satisfactory answer. When
an Administrator of the Northern Territory is appointed, I presume the announcement will be made by the Minister for the Northern Territory. I understand that considerable progress has
been made in the matter, to the point of selection, and it is at
the stage 'now where formal rati,fication is probably all that is
needed. In view of this, I expect that there will be an announcement within a few days; but I did hold expectations of that
sort earlier which were not realised.
'
980

Mr STEELE to Dr LETTS Is the Majority Leader aware that the opening of the Katherine
'Meat Works has been postponed from late April to June?

ANSWER
I have not heard any definite announcement to this effect from the
meatworks management but there are strong and fairly a:uthoritative rumours to that effect circulating in the 'Top End. I
believe. that there is still some doubt on the opening of the
works. This is extremely bad news for an industry that is already in critical circumstances and I am hopeful that tomorrow's
sitting day may present another opportunity for some debate on
the state of the beef industry and I, can' provide whatever
information is available to me at that time.
981

Mr VALE toMr RYAN Can he advise when and where the next Rural Road
be held?

Conference will

.l\NSWER
The date for the next Rural Road Conference cannot
such time as the programmes are known.

be set until
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982

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr SPEAKER 'Last week I received a telegram advising this Assembly would reconvene on Tuesday. On Monday morning, I heard on the ABC that
the sittings had been postponed till this day and I received
that advice late Monday. Why was the ABC advised of the change
of date before the members of this Assembly or at least this
member?

ANSWER
I have had some forewarning of this question.
On SaturdaY'afternoon, the 27th, the Whip of the Majority Party rang me and requested that the Assembiy meeting be postponed till l-lednesday
from the original meeting date of Tuesday,because he was unable
to guarantee' that all Country-Liberal Party members could be
pr~sent due to
the shortness of the notice of the special meeting and because of airline interruptions. Unwillingly, I agreed
that it was a reasonable request.
However, as Mr Clerk is not
on the phone, I was unable to contact him until Monday at 8 30
am and he sent telegrams out immediately. Perhaps the delay of
the honourable member receiving her notice of the change of ' date
of the meeting should be brought to the notice of the honourable
Executive Member for Transport and Secondary Industry in his
capacity as being responsible for PMG matters.
However, I do
apologise for my indiscretion in allowing the media access to
the information before a'1l honourable members had been notified.
983

Mr WITHNALL 'to Mr TAMBLING Is he aware of any proposal or discussion relating to the introduction of a bill to increase stamp duty?

ANSWER
I ani,not aware of any
duty.
984

proposals or

discussions to increase stamp

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN Can he advise when the rail
Augusta will be reopened?

line between Alice

Springs and Port

ANSWER
I do not have that information at the moment but will endeavour to
find out later today and have the answer for the honourable member tomorrow.
985

Mr EVERINGHAM to Hr

RYA~

-

Can he advise me why, in view of the, delays of up to and over 3
months, in many instances, in telephone connections in the
Darwin area and throughout the Territory generally, private
subcontractors should notbe able to install telephone equipment
at the subscriber's expense and to PMG specifications?

~UESTIONS'

W,]THOUT' N0TTeE, - Wednesday 31 Ma:rch 119.16,

ANSWER
I did' haNe' prior knowledge of' this, question and' contac,ted' the
'Te'lecom Australia manager in Darwin., 'It is not; the- g~neral'
practice of that department to, ha:v:e p,rt'll:ate: con1lrac,toI'S :Lnsta!!
their equipment.
The on:Ly t:Lme that th:Ls happens is in the
ins,taJJlat:Lon of special telephone systems - such as PABX, et,c
which, are ins,talled by the manufacturer or, the subcontractor and
supervised' by the, PMG., L agree, with, the honourable member for
J±ngci!!i that perhaps it would; be a way of overc,oming the
probIT!eni~
but at, the moment the Telecom people do not intend,
us;Lng privat,e contractors', at this stage to, try to catch up on
the, backlog of' telephone installations.
This applies to the
whole, of Aus,tralta.
9,86'

Mr WITHNALL, to Dr LETTS I adllness thb question

to the' Majority' Lead,er on, hehalf of the
member' fo,r Elsey.
Will the honourable member investigate the
possibility of est,abl-tshing, a, canning factory in the Northern
Terri'tory for the purpose of assistance to the beef industry and
to' suppiLy a demand from countries to the north of us for canned
food;?,

ANSWER
Yes", I will make- inqu:Lries through, and with the depa,rtment to see
what ad\lantages such a cannery woul!1' offer to,the Northern
territory;. Some hono,urable memb,ers will know that the' question
of canneri,es' is, one, that has; been, aliive and rad:sed over many
years, now. It, is probablly, s,omethtng like 15 years ago since, the
Fede,ral Government, and Depa,rtment of Territories, as it was then
known:, made, a s:l1.te' a:v:a:Llab'le for a cannery near Darwin. That
site was never taken up. Stnc'e then, the matter has, been raised
and, pursued; on a, number of occasions" particula,rl!y by the former
membe'!' for Jingili ,in the Legislative Council. The department
does, make ,periodic investiga,tions into,the feasibility of such
proJect; ;r will che,ck on the lat,est views and convey them to, the
honour,ab]),e member.
'

a:

987

Mr KENTISH; to Dr LETTS Is tt a fact that although, the No:rthernTerritory has 4 •.5 per cent
0,£ the Aus.t.ral!ian cattle p.opulation, ttreceived onLy 1.5 pe,r
cent of carry-on finance and 0',.,0'01:8: per cent of rural reconstruction finane,e? Was this because the states matched Commonwealth financial. assis;ta~ce and the NOr.thern Territory, having
no: Tre'asury' of :lits own" was unab])e' to provide funds" or is thils.
the rewalJ1.d for be-;ling; a,fe.dera,l responsib1:l!ity'?

A'NSWER

r

canno.t vouclL for the' aecuracy of the f:Lgures. used by t.he honourable, member f,orAwhem b,ut I can say, that the, amoun,t ailllo.cat.ed
by the Commonweali.th Gov~rnment to the NOl'.thern '1lerritory fQ.r
rut'al r.econstruclzion pu~o,s:es was"
on a, pro' rata basis: .. which..
ev:er, way you, lO,Qk at it - ];owe'r.· than the: amount. allocated; to. the'
'var:!ious,: s,ta,tes;..
The r.eas.onfoT thd:s:lis probably the se,eond
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suggestion advanced by the honourable member, that we are a
federal responsibility and we have not got the protection of
state powers and.the extra muscle which a state has in these
matters.
It is not tne first time we have suffered from this kind of situation.
Some honourable members who have been connected with
agriculture may well remember that, over a long period, some 20
years, when the Commonwealth. Government disbursed money to the
states for what they called the "Commonwealth Extension Services
Grant" which provided special advisory services for the benefit
of .farming throughout Australia, this territory received not one
cent out of approximately $7m or' $8m, which was given per year to
the other states for
this
purpose',
As a consequence,
agricultural extension services of the Northern Territory are in
a run· down and decrepit condition, far below anything which
exists in the states, Until we make progress in the direction
of responsible self governmentwe·are going to suffer the kind
of disadvantages which are represented by the ,low allocation of
funds to rural reconstruction and other cases which we have seen
in the past.
988

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN I ask this question on behalf of the member for Elsey ~
Is it a
fact that Borroloola has an airmail service from Darwin and Mt
Isa and does Gulf Transport convey mail etc, in excess of what
can be carried by air to Borroloola each week from Darwin?

ANSWER
I do not have that information available, I will attempt to
it out later today and advise the Assembly,
989

find

Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING How much of the budget of about $lOOm has been committed by the
Darwin Reconstruction Commission and has there been a decision
made that no further money wili be committed this financial
year?

ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission budget figure
for 1975-76
was of the order of $98m. It has been necessary for the Reconstruction Commission to approach the Government for an increase
in that cash amount to increase the figure to $llOm to meet all
present contractual requirements of the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission •. In fact, the whole $llOm now appropriated will be
paid out by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission.
990

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr SPEAKER You would be. aware that the Assembly is without a photograph copying machine. Is i t intended that the facilities provided by the
Assembly in future will include such a machine?
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ANSWER:
You probably are aware that a photocopier was part of the equipment of the Legislative Council. I consider it to be a fundamental piece of equipment of t,he Assembly. Unfortunately. the
machine used by the Council is now beyond repair' and funds have
been sought from Treasury to provide a new one. In recent weeks
I have had'a communication from ,the Treasury querying the need
for these funds and I have protested most strongly at the intention of the Treasury to exclude these funds,
991

Mr MANUELL to Miss ANDREW Is it a fact that the Northern Territory Apprenticeship Board has
insufficient funds to permit day release in A1ice Springs and
Darwin Community Colleges and that some tr?de classes are having
to attend block releases interstate? If the answer to these
questions is yes, what is the p1an- for funding in the future and does the appropriation plan include proposals for day release
for recognised trades?

ANSWER
The Northern Territory Apprenticeship Board does not have sufficient funds as it received a further~appropriation of funds last
October. The Darwin Community College -arranged the courses,
Problems have been experienc~d with regard to staff 'and a large
apprenticeship increase of:jOO per cent to the normal annual intake. ' The Apprenticeship Board does not consider that Treasury
would pass the travelling expenses of pupils to attend day releases. Pupils do attend biock releases interstate and will do
so in the future as there are no facilities, here for some
trades.
I have taken up this matter with the Minister for
Education and lam awaiting an answer.
992

Mrs

~WRIE

to Dr LETTS -

My question concerns the Cattle Price Stabi1ization Ordinance 1975
w\lich is of some interest to the member for E1sey. This Ordinance was passed in April 1975 and reserved on 26 August 1975.
I believe members have had advice from the Acting Administrator
that questions of basic policy will need to be resolved in
discussions between Federal Government departments and the
Assembly before further progress will be possible with respect
to the question of assent.
I ask i f these discussions have
started, are ensuing' and, in fact, what is the general status of
that legislation?
'
ANSWER

i,

Taking the last part of the question first, the legislation is
largely one for the industry itself as well. as the Government.
In order to make the schemewoik. there has to be a certain number of known participants ~ho are willing to go along with that
form of assistance. ' At meetings of the Catt1emens Association
and the Cattle Producers Council in recent times
the indications have ,been that the priorities which the industry accords
,to assistance tak~ the form of a better system of carry-on
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finance as an, urg!'!nt requirement., both, in the. terms of !:he cei,lings' of the loan, and the, renewal of loan' conditions. They also
stress attention to debt. reconstruction, and the' need for con"
stant press.ure on' the government' to give. consideration to: some
kind' of freight assistanc.e. The, industry would nnd; these forms
of' assistance of greater advantage than the implementation of
the beef cattle price' stabilbation scheme at this stage.. At
the time the: 1egisl:ation was framed, the economic situation of
the indus.try' was considerably ,different. By the time the' l:egislation, could: have. been, commenced, the price of 6c or 7c perpound' of beef had sunk to a level which virtually made the
scheme unworkable in' the form in which it was passed here. It
has been: generally agreed in discussions with the officers of
the department and the minister that.. for the scheme to become
workable' again', there would have to be a substantial increase in
the level of the base'. price' of beef towards the cost of productiOn, probably' somethi:ngin the' order of LSc or l6c a pound. At
this moment, we do, not have' a firm indication of what the
starting price for beef this year wilL be or even whether there
wilL be one in the event of, the Katherine Meat Works not opening'. The matter is still under consideration but the views of
the industry have, been taken into account in discussion and
these lean towards other forms of assistance at this time.
993

Mr DONDAS toMr l'OLLOCK In view of the Federal Government's intention to ban all cigarette
advertising on electronic, media is he abl!:! to give me any indication when the. ban will take effect in the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
My understanding is that the proposals will be operative from 1
September this'year and will apply throughout Australia. It has
been pointed out that a ban on this form of advertising on
electronic, media which the. FederaL Government does control is
discriminatory against other forms, of media. advertising. This
is a matterwhlLch wil1 be further discussed at the conference of
the State and Commonweal:th Ministers of Health in June' in
Adelaide.
I hope to be represented at that meeting and, these
matters will be further discussed then.
994

Mr EVERINGHAMto Miss ANDREWCan she .advise me whether it is in fact correct that the. AttorneyGeneral of Australia will be visit,ing the Northern Territory
during the month of ApriL and, if so, will arrangements be made
for members of the Assembly to meet him?

ANSWER

The Attorney-General: does plan, to v'±s,it Darwin' between. April
21
and April 23 and I have asked hdis private secretary and the
Attorney-General's Department in, Dal1Win i f time can be i made
available shortly after his arrival for'members of'the Assembly
to speak with him.
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995 . Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK -

I have a press release for the Northern Territory dated 17 July
1974: "The Minister for· the Northern Territory Dr Rex Patterson
today said steps were being taken to set up a Liquor Commission
in the Northern Territory.
Dr Patterson. said·it was expected
that the Liquor Commission would be appointed and in operation
in the near future."
We know what has happened to Dr Rex
Patterson_, but could the honourable member tell. me what has
happened to the Liquor Commission?
ANSWER
The words of the former Minister were all well and good but to
provide a Liquor Commission you must have legislation. Since he
made those statements, he was in a position to assist by
providing the necessary manpower to 'draft legislation for this
Assembly. However, nothing further eventuated. In the last few
months, more work has been done on this matter and there is
presently before the Executive 'a submission on the complete review of the Licensing Ordinance, including the establishment of
a Liquor Commission.
I hope that, within the not too.distant
future, we will have the green light from the Executive and
sufficient draftsmen to prepare this legislation.
996

Mr MANUELL to Mr TAMBLING Is he aware
ma4e to
days? If
are to be

Df a transfer of funds in excess of $100.000
being
the Central Australian Aboriginal Congress in recent
so, can he give me any indication on what these funds
used for?

ANSWER
I am not aware of the transfer of funds of this proportion.
would ask that the honourable·member place this question
notice.
997

I
on

Mr·DONDAS to Miss ANDREW How much money is allocated by the Federal Governme~t to operate
the. Australian-Legal Aid Office in the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
I would ask that the question be placed on notice.
998

Mr VALE to Dr LETTS Can he advise the'southernmost-region of the Northern Territory in
which the oriental. fruit fly has been detected?

ANSWER
The oriental fruit fly seems to be proceeding on its merry way and
every meeting I am able to give a progress report. It has now
been discovered at Newcastle Waters and that is the southernmost
limit of its range. Traps have been set along the Victoria
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Highway' out as far as Timber Creek and further west and also
along the Barkly Highway towards Mt Isa. The collections from
these districts have not yet been processed. The work is going
on all the time and the Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch
keeps me closely informed about what is happening.
The views, of the entomologists are that they may be getting somewhere near the limit of this pest's range at the present time in
the Northern Territory.
However, they cannot be sure of that
for a while yet.
I might mention that I have had notification
from the Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch that there are
some flaws in the Plant Diseases Ordinance of the Northern
Territory which may need to be corrected in order to cope with
situations which might arise for some greater activity on the
quarantinefrorit.
Following discussions," I will probably be
introducing legislation on that matter in the near future.
999

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN Myquestion refers to the Motor Vehicles Ordinance 1975 which was
given urgency when introduced by the member for Jingili. It
appears that advice has been received from the Acting Administrator that it has been reserved as it became apparent that
objections raised by Treasury and the Underwriters Association
warranted detailed consideration and considerable progress has
been made towards the drafting of legislation to replace this
ordinance.
Has he been involved with discussions with the
relevant department and/or any other organisation as to the
drafting of legislation to supersede'the ordinance? If so, can
he give an indication as to when it is likely to be introduced
and if urgency will be sought?

ANSWER
In 'reading a report from the Acting Administrator, I was a bit
concerned with' the words "considerable progress".
I do not
really feel that there has been "considerable progress" made. I
have been involved in discussions with the Department of the
Northern Territory Transport Planning Branch. There is a paper
which has been referred to the insurance organisation and an
attempt will be made to come up with satisfactory legislation.
I am presently waiting for a meeting to be arranged between the
officers of 'the Department of the Northern Territory, the
insurance companies and myself to try, to implement some satisfactory legislation. There are many problems ,invcilved in the
framing of an ordinance which will cover this particular problem
particularly those events which have taken place in the past
where companies have in fact gone broke. I hope that legislation will be introduced in the latter half of this year.
1000

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN In view of the fact that the Majority Leader advised this House a
few moments ago that the oriental fruit fly has penetrated as
far south as Newcastle Waters, can he advise me:if it" .'too, is
held up by the flooded causeway in that area?
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.ANSWER

I cannot answer this although I would like to take the credit for
it if our road is in fact holding· it up.' It would be the only
good thing that has happended at Newcastle Waters this year, so
far.
1001

Mr KENTISH to Mr RYAN I refer
to the half mile of the Stuart Highway from the airport
gates to Bombing Road, which has been under construction since
1974, about 18 months altogether. Is there a possibility that
this road will be available to the public some time during this
year?

ANSWER
It is just that I should be asked that question once more because
I can positively say, in view.of the fact that the contractors
have been working on the road since last Saturday, that unless
something unforeseen happens within the next week or so. that
road win definitely be opened.
I hope this is the iast time I
will have to answer a question about that piece of road.
1002

Mr ROBERTSON to MissANDREW Is it a fact that an employer, of an apprentice cannot terminate
the employment of an apprentice on the ground that the employer
is no longer able to pay wages? Is it also a fact that an employer must physically close down the business and not re-enter
that business in order to be relieved of responsibility to the
apprentice?
If the answer to those two questions is no, would
she please make sure that the officers of the Apprenticeship
Board are'aware of it?

ANSWER
I was given some forewarning of this question and I contacted the
Acting Chairman of the Apprenticeship Board this morning; He
advised me that the answer is, in fact, no. Indeed, at the
moment we have several apprentices from Brisbane up here seeking
employment because they are no long~r in the employment of the
person to' whom they were originally indentured.
I will ensure
that members of the board are aware of this.
1003

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS Has there. been any case in which the oriental fruit fly has found
to have 'actually infested fruit in the No'rthern Territory?

ANSWER
To the best of my knowledge, every case.of identification has been
made from flies caught in fly traps. I know of no case in which
the fly has been recovered from infested fruit. J. alii pr~tt~,,,.~.,.o<,
certain, of that information' in relation to what' I might call
domestic fruit anyway, fruit grown in gardens. I am not quite
so' sure in relation to native fruit. There is a pretty strong
.<. . . . .,
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suggestion amongst the entomologists that the fly is not
behaving as. pathogenically as it does in a place such as Hawaii,
where it has been a major pest of the fruit industry. and there
is no evidence, I believe, as yet to suggest that it is behaving
'in this kind of way in the Top End of the Northern.Territory.
This is an area which will require considerable further investigation which may take some time. I will check on the answer and
inform the honourable member precisely,

1004

Mr DONDAS to MrTAMBLINGIs the Darwin Reconstruction Commission preparing to call tenders
for construction of new homes in the next financial year?

ANSWER

I am not aware that the 1976-77 budget has yet been finalised.
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission ·has put forward its estimates and requirements and they certainly included proposals for
the construction of new homes, for the repair and maintenance of
damaged homes, and for a large proportion of rebuilt homes on
existing decks to be reinstated. It would be foolish of me to
predict what the contracts will be because they will be totally
dependent on the 1976-77 budget and the honourable member will
be aware from the report in yesterday's newspaper that the
General Manager of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission is in
Canberra today having discussions with Treasury with regard to
the .1976-77 program.

1005

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING My question concerns the caravans bought by the Australian Government for use as temporary accommodation
I believe this matter
is being handled by the Department of the Northern Territory.
Can the honourable member advise the number of caravans presently being held in the store yards and not being used at all, the
number of caravans on site but not yet connected, and the reason
for. these caravans not being utilised given the present housing
shortage?

ANSWER

Mr Speaker, I do not have that information 'readily available.
will seek it and mak~ it available to the honourable member,

1006

I

Mr MANUELL to Miss ANDREW What is the proposed opening date of the Braitling Primary School
in Alice Springs, and is it planned to accommodate the students
from the Ross Park School, while the Ross ~ark School is being
revamped in the Braitling Primary School?
Is there also a
proposal to commence upgrading the Ross Park School immediately
those students vacate the Ross Park School?
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ANSWER
I am advised, that the Education Department is taking over Braitling Primary, School at the end of this year arid hopefully the
opening date will be February 1977. that is at the start of the
1977 school year. Yes, students from Ross Park School will be
accommodated at the Braitling Primary School if the Ross Park
School is revamped; this, is dependent on whether money is available. Regarding the proposal to commence upgrading the Ross
Park Primary School immediately, this is of cou!,se dependent
both on funds'and the quick letting of the contract,
1007

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Is the honourable member aware of, or has he had any discussions
on, the removal of subsidised rent on Austalian Government
Public Service Homes in the Northern Territory; that is, ,the
introduction of economic rent?

ANSWER
I have not been acquainted with any studies in this regard,
I
will certainly make inquiries of the Department of the Northern
Territory to find out if there are any departmental reports or
studies going on and make the information available to the
honourable member.
1008

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING Is it true that the Department of the Northern Territory, are
charging full rent to government employees for accommodation
which is substandard because of cyclone damage?

ANSWER
No, it is not true to say that full rent is being charged on substandard dwellings, The manner in which the department determines the rent of, buildings in Darwin at the moment is that in
residential housing there are several categories, I believe,
three, each with a maximum rent, which is charged depending on
the assessed status of that particular building, A very poorly
constructed, lack of facilities type of home attracts a maximum
rent of $10 a week; the inbetween home where the electricity and
linings are in the building but perhaps not up to full standard
has an inbetween figure, Where a house has been restored to
pre-cyclone st~ndard or is a new home, then the maximum rent
charged at the moment is 10 per cent of salary with a'maximum of
$25 a week. From discussions with departmental officers, I have
learned that there have been cases where incorrect assessments
of the building's status have taken place! however, these have
always been adjusted, when brought to the attention of the
appropriate authorities,
1009

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr POLLOCK It ha,s come to my attention that the ,Department of Health may Well
be charging pensioners who are in-patients of the Darwin ~os-
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pita1 if they elect to continue to avail themselves of the
services of their own doctors. As I recall the position, an
undertaking was given to this House by the honourable 'member on
behalf of the department, before the time of the introduction of
the Medibank charging legislation that we approved last year t
that expectant mothers and 'pensioners would be permitted to
retain the services of their own doctors in the hospital without
any daily bed charge beip.g,made. In fact I understand that they,
are being charged $20 per day.
Is it a fact that old age
pensioners are being charged for the occupation of a bed whilst
under treatment in the Darwin Hospital and wishing to retain the
services of their private doctor?
, ANSWER
This ,is a matter which has been going on for some considerable
t,ime, as the member for Jingi1i has mentioned, and was the subject of some considerable negotiation between members of this
Assembly and the Department of Health at the time that legislation to implement the Medibank system in the Territory was
passed by this Assembly.' The situation in relation to the
pensioners is that the Department of Health agreed for pensioners to ,be treated free of charge, without the $20 per day
being ,imposed on them by ,their own' private doctor, on the
understanding of course that the ,doctor entered into an agreement with the hospital in relation to payment; that is, that the
doctors would be paid by the hospital on a sessional basis. The
doctors, at the time of these negotiations, said that they would
rather treat the patient at no charge, than enter into an
agreement. Some have entered into an agreement but others have
declined to enter into an agreement, and in consequence it is
possible that some pensioners who are being treated by their own
doctor, do.ctors who want to charge the pensioners the fee and
who are' not prepared to enter into an agreement with the
Department of Health, could be paying the $20 a day bed charge.
1010 'Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREW Section is
Is it true' that the Births and Deaths Registration
short staffed,and is it also true that it takes as long as one
, month for a person to obtain a certified copy of his or her
birth certificate?
ANSWER
Yes, it is true that the office issuing birth, death and other
registration certificates is very short staffed. It is taking 3
to 4 weeks to obtain a certified copy of a birth certificate.
However" I am assured that this position is improving.
The
problem is that only one staff member is available to handle
birth, dea~1l ana marriage certificates.
1011

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr POLLOCK Is it not
a
fact
that he conveyed
to this House an
,unconditional undertaking by the Director of:Hea1th that charges
would not be. ievied against old age pensioners in hospital under
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Medibank using their own private medical practitioners?
ANSWER
I do not concede that it is a fact that it was
an unequivocal
acceptance of that proposal. The acceptance of the proposal has
always been on the basis that the doctors would accept a fee:
They are declining to do so.
1012

Hr BALLANTYNE .to Mr RYAN Is he aware that there was some $400,000 appropriated for resurfacing the road from Gove airport to Yirrka1a Mission? Have
tenders been called for this road in recent times? Have any
tenders been received and, in the light of the economy at the
present moment, will this appropriation remain?

ANSWER
However, I would say that, if
I do not have any exact details.
the tenders had not been called prior to the decision being made
that no further work be committed, I would assume that the job
,has in fact been deferred. Iwi11 check with the department
concerned and find out the status of that particular contract
when the decision was taken to stop all further contracts.
1013

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
On his recent trip
to Canberra
has the Federal Government
given him any indication. as to whether the Darwin Reconstruction
Act will be repealed before its term is due to exp~re?

ANSWER
I have received no information relating to the
possible early
termination date of the 'Darwin Reconstruction Commission but I
am aware that it is under review.
1014

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING My question refers to the free area.
He made a statement I believe at the last sittings that such an area would be declared.
I ask him when such an ,area would be gazetted so that objections
can be received, considered and the. area can proceed?

ANSWER
I am surprised that the gazettal has not yet taken place. From
the information that was made available to me to use at the 1as.t
session of the Assembly by the Acting Administrator, I would
have hoped that by now the gazetta1 would have taken place. I
will follow this matter up with the Clerk of the Administrator's
Council to find out why there is a delay.
1015

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON When will
Darwin get
the Nudity Ordinance?

an area for nude bathing

as provided in
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ANSWER
I do have some information relating to this question. There are
several problems "yhich have arisen in relation to getting a free
beach for Darwin. The ordinance states that all boundaries of
the proposed free beach' area shall have signs erected defining
the area during a period,when objections can be lodged. This
includes the seaward boundary. Advice from,Crown Law indicates
that the signs should have fine details defining the boundaries
including the various degrees of the compass as one sees in ,
applications for mining leases and the like.
The signs must
also be visible from any point around the boundaries of the area
to be declared. Current estimates to have the required signs
made, printed and installed is around $5,000, and that excluded
the problem of the sign at ,the low water mark which will
obviously be under water for most of the time,
To further complicate the issue, the High Court has recently decided that some
doubt exists as to the validity of'state-type legislation which
relates to any area projecting into the sea, Crown Law have
some reservations on that aspect,
In the light of these
problems, unfortunately we cannot give an assurance as to exactly when Darwin will hav~ a free beach area,
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1016 Mr MANUELL to Miss ANDREW Is she aware that the A1ice Springs Community College this year
does not cater for the plumbing trade even though it did last
year? If so, can'she advise if it is a fact tltat this year no
plumbing trade is available in A1ice Springs because the Darwin
C~mmunity College claimed the plumbing trades tutor to avoid
breaking staff ceilings?
Further, is she aware that plumbing
trade apprentices this year have to travel to and from Brisbane
for 8 week block releases?
ANSWER
It is a fact that the Alice Springs Community College 'does not
cater for the plumbing trade this year. In 1975, following the
cyclone, the Darwin lecturer in plumbing was transferred to
A1ice Springs Community College. Block release courses catering
for all, Northern Territory apprentices in plumbing were offered.
The arrangement was temporary and unsatisfactory' because the
workshop facilities in Alice ,Springs were inadequate for the
teaching of the plumbing trade and there was only one lecturer
available at A1ice Springs to teach either 40 hours per week of
plumbing or 40 hours per week of carpentery and j~inery.
The reason that no plumbing trade is available this year is that
the plumbing lecturer on transfer to the A1ice Springs Community
College for 1975 was recalled to Darwin in 1976. As a result of
this" no course is offered.
The facilities 'are inadequate
whereas the Darwin Community College has excellent facilities.
The number of plumbing trade apprentices in A1ice Springs, 7;
does not warrant the cost of duplicating facilities in that
centre.
The college has had only 2 plumbing lecturers on
establishment both assigned to Darwin by agreement when allocation of the total college establishment was made. Block release
courses in plumbing which would have catered for all Northern
Territory apprentices were not offered at Darwin Community
College because of the great time commitment which the DarWin
Community College cannot cope with along with other commitments
in the plumbing trade.
In answer to the third part of t~e question, plumbing trade
apprentices for all Northern Territory ~entres except Darwin
travel to Brisbane for 7 ,weeks for full-time block courses.
There are 7 plumbing apprentices from A1ice Springs, 4 from
other centres going tp Yeronga Technical College.
It costs
about the same amount per apprentice to send 'an out-of-town
apprentice to either Brisbane or Darwin for 'a block course;
dearer air fares to Brisbane are compensated for by cheaper
accommodation rates there. The costs are met by the Department
of Education, through the Northern Territory Apprenticeship
Board. Of the apprentices scheduled to train interstate this
year~ about half could be trained at Darwin ,Community College if
they were able to appoint additional lecturing staff required to
mount the block courses. Regarding the college staff, ceiling,
it is 214 for 1975-76, 16 positions of those were allocated to
Alice Springs Community College but the ceiling was reduced to
190 on 2 February 1976. The Alice Springs Community College
still has its full complement of 16,
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING -

I refer to the cut of $lOm in the Northern Territory Housing
Commission's pres~nt budget. Could the honourable member advise
whether this cut is affecting only Housing Commission projects
in Darwin or does'it affect ,other projects in other centres and
can he advise any details?
ANSWER
The cut that the honourable member refers to is the balance of the·
unauthorised or uncommitted works program. It is in effect the'
commitment value that has not yet been agreed to for the Housing
Commission's work.
The cash component of that I believe is in
, the order of $lm required in this financial year.
In the
figures that I gave the House yesterday.' I indicated, that there
.was a net increase of . $4. 3m in the budget appropriations to the
Department of 'the Northern Territory administration capital
works. That increase was made up of a, total increase to the
Department of, the Northern Territory's appropriations for the
year of $9.9m, which included the $5.5m for the Home Finance
Trustee, and a reduction in the department's estimates for the
year of $5.6m therefore producing a net increase of $4'.3m. I am
not aware of the detail of how those figures were arrived at. I
believe that the department, as a result of these decisions
which were made earlier this week, will now be relaying to its
various branches and statutory authorities what their program is
for the balance of this year. I am also aware that the chairman
of the Northern Territory Housing Commission has an appointment
this morning in Canberra with the Minister for the Northern
Territory to discuss the commission's program for the balance of
this year.
1018

Mr EVEKINGHAM to Mr RYAN Is it a fact that the Telecommunications Commission charges a subscriber whQ has only a 2-line telephone exchange more for a
local call than a subscriber, who has a 4~line telephone.
exchange?

ANSWER
I have asked the appropriate officer with Telecom Australia and he
assures me that they do not charge any more; the standard charge
is 9c.
1019

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH Can he ,advise me what the shareholding is of major mining companies holding uranium interests in the Northern Territory 'and what
Australian shareholding is .the Austral:l.an Government seeking in
companies mining uranium and will these companies currently
operating comply with these requirements?

ANSWER
We have, 4 major companies operatin'g in the uranium province 'in
ArnhemLand, the Peko-Ez cOillbination is, Peko 93 per cent Aust-
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ra1ian owned, and the Ez component 92 per cent Australian owned.
Noranda, which is a totally overseas controlled company have
indicated that they are willing to release 50 or 51 per cent of
the equity in their operations ~o Australian investors. I'anContinental, which is a consortium of companies involving Australian interests in getting <oil is between 60 and 70 per cent
Australian owned, and they too are prepared to increase the
Australian equity if this is necessary.
Queensland Mines is 85
per cent Australian owned and the Australian company Kath1een
Investments which holds 50 per cent of the shares in Queensland
Mines is itself 21 per cent foreign owned. This in turn reduces
the Australian equity of the whole project to about 70 per cent.
In reply to the second part of the question, there is no doubt
that the Australian content in any mining operation can never be
enough, and in fact the ultimate. that we would like to achieve
is 100 per cent but this is not always possible.
It is my
understanding, that the Australian Government will be looking for'
as much Australian content as the market can stand,and the Australian investor can afford to put up. To my knowledge, none of
the companies operating in
the uranium province will be
prejudiced in their operations.
loio

Mr DONDAS to Mr RYAN In light of the rece.nt' announcement by the DRC that the j)arwin
Airport would
undergo
minor surgery, when will the bar
facilities be made available to the public?

ANSWER
I have it on fairly good authority that the Department of Transport and the concessionaire of the bar out at the airport have
made arrangements by 'which the concessionaire will repair the
ceilings and fixtures of the bar and,the Department will .repair
the floor. I believe that these repairs are well under way and
it is hoped that the bar will be opened around 1 May.
-1021

Mr KENTISH to Mr PERRON I refer to the town of Katherine which has a pound with no poundkeeper or dog catcher. When is it likely that one will be
appointed?

ANSWER
I heard a report that a private individual in Katherine had gone
to the trouble of catching stray dogs on hiS property and
delivering them to the local pound only to have them beat him
home again. It seemed rather an unusua.l situation. Unfortunately, current legislation does not allow for a registrar of dogs
to delegate his authority and all police officers are ex-otficl.O
registrars of dogs.
However, it is obvious that none of these
people are going to go out irito the street personally and act as
dog catchers as part of their duties and they cannot delegate
this authority. The department is currently looking at legislation with a view to <proposing an amendment that will allow a
registrar of dogs. to delegate his authority to go out into the
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street and catch the dogs and put them into pound at Katherine.
The department is also considering a total review of "the
ordinance which does need updating.
In the light of these
proposals,I cannot give any assurance as to the pari:icui'ardate
when Katherine will get an official dog catcher.

1022

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN

~

Is he aware of rumours circulating about proposed increases in
rail freights of up to 40 per cent into the central AUstralian
region? If he is aware of the rumour, istllere any truth in it?
ANSWER
I am aware of the rumour. I have not had a chance as yet to check
out whether there is any substance in it.

1023

Mr, TUNGUTALUM to Dr LETTS

~

What steps are being taken to control hyptis and
land in the Northern Territory?

cyder on crown

ANSWER
The situation is far from satisfactory.
In fact in the whole of
the noxious weed exercise in the Northern Territory, the Department of the Northern Territory and the ,Animal Industry and
Agriculture Branch is hopelessly uridergeared and' has been for
many years to have any real effect in this matter, either on
crown land or private land. They have been working for years as
a one-man-band with inadequate funds and they are unable to
provide even asatisfaci:ory advisory service to private land
holders, let alone have any real impact on the incidence of
weeds' 'such as hyptis and cyder on crown land. It is a matter
that does need improvement • If the Legislative Assembly had any
final aU,thorityand power ,with regard to agricultural functions,
it would give some early attention to this matter.

1024

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr TAMBLING Is he able to provide any
savings grant scheme?

details of

the Government's new

home

ANSWER
I believe comprehensive details of this scheme were tabled yesterday in the Senate. I only have scant information that has been
relayed to me in a discussion with 'Senator Kilgariff.
The
interesting point that I have is that a $2,000 full grant will
be made available ,for first homes and it is interesting to note
that it will also now be available to single people and with no
age limit. It will be backdated to 1 January and it will be
based on a $1 grant for every $3 saved providing those savings
are held in an acceptable form., I believe there is also some
arrangement where people 'have saved other amounts in shorter
terms, that is, perhaps if there was a $4,000 savings in 2 years
then a grant ,of $1,333 would be made available. The scheme that
has been carried on for a number of years has helped some
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350,000 young Australians and up to last year a total amount of
$167m had been made available.
Tbe Federal Govermnent.'s new
scheme will provide benefits 3 t.fm.es gJ:'eater than that p.rovided
by ,the previous scheme and it: J is: ,currently estimat.ed that it
wiM cost the Government in, the' ollcler of $90m peX' anJlmn. When I
receive the comprehenSive detai1s., ,I will be: in" a position to
make them available' to honourable members.

1025

Hr Ev-ERINGHAMtoHr

T~LING-

Is he aware of any unsatisfactory sales activities in the Northern
Territory by a Queensland real estate company called Rural Cooperative Development Society LimIted?
ANSWER
I am aware of what could be termed unsatisfactory sales activity
if you take "unsatisfactory" to mean that the people have lost
their dough. I had representations from some 5 peopleapproximately a month ago 'with regard to the sales activities of tbis
company in the Northern Territory., I contacted the Queensland
Treas,urer, Sir Gordon Chalk. and'sought additional information.
He has advised me that '2 companies are involve.cl. the Rural Cooperative Development Society Limited ancl' Condamine Country
Estates p·ty. Limited. He haS advised me that both companies are
presently in liquidation' and are 2' of a number of companies
which are the subject of a sPEl,cial iJlvestigation by' Hr J.
MacCrossen QC who, is appointed bytbe honourable W.E. KJ!ox,
Minister for Justice and Attorney-General pursuant to the CompaJlies Act in Queensland. An interim report has 1;leen submitted
by the liquidators and this 'report indicates that there is a
deficiency in funds of Rural Co-operative Development Limited of
over $lm. Condamine Country Estates Pty. Limited is alleged to
be hopelessly insolvent. The minister has also advised that
Rural Co-operative appears to have no assets and
although
Condamine Country Estates has real estate assets at Millmerran
these assets are subject to a mortgage to a building society and
t.he compaJlY has substantial creditors. The full extent of 'the
activities' of these companies wi.ll be known once the special
investigation has been completed and more detailed information'
will become available at that stage.
1026

Mr'WITHNALL to Mr POLLOCK Is he able to report to the ,Assembly the present position concerning the battle which the medi.cal officers and nurses at the
Darwin Hospital have 'been carrying on for months now to have
'their salaries raised to those appropriate in other parts of
Australia?

ANSWER
In relitioJl to nurses first, the Royal Australian Nursing Federation's case in relation to their claims for improved wages and
cOJlditions, is presently proceeding before a Deputy Arb;i.trator,
Mr Watson. ,MX' Watson took evidence iJl Darwin between 16 and 19 '
Ml:\rch and,iJl AliceSprings between 22 and 25 March. The caSe .is
continuing and there will. be further hearings in Melbourne where
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a decision is expected later this month or early in May. With
respect to medical officers, I am advised that the full bench of
the ArbitratiQn Commission 'on Tuesday commenced hearings and
there was a change' of ground by the Medical Officers \Asso-'
eiation. ,In consequence of that, "the matter was referred back
to a public service arbitrator, Mr Taylor, in relation to a time
table. In cOnsequence to further discussion yesterday and some
difference of opinion, I bel:i.eve, as to procedures and SQ forth,
the matter has been returned to the full bench'for..hearing this
morning. This matter is proceeding at the' moment, but I would
advise the honourable member and the House that the Medical
Officers Association has, in recent weeks, and particularly at
this current hearing, changed its ground, considerably and this
is complicating the processing of the case, However, it is in
hand and it is hoped. that an early decision will be reached
because, as the honourable member and others are aware, it is
quite imperative to the medical service of
the Northern
Territory that this matter is resolved and we are able to,
recruit and keep in the Territory medical service the medical
officer$ that we need.
1027

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr TUXWORTH Has the Northern Territory Tourist Board found a replacement for·
the'recently r·esignedboardmember from . Nhulunbuy? If so, will
the replacement be from among the citizens of Nhulunbuy?
If
not, when will the replacement be'made7

ANSWER
I would say that the Northern Territory Government Tourist Board
has a.policy of maintaining representation from every centre
wherever it is possible, As a result of the resignation of
'Mr Baxter from Nhulunbuy recently, investigations are now in
hand as to who maybe a suitable successor to him.
I am not
aware of the exact date on which any. appointment. will be made,
but I can assure the honourable member that it will be as soon
as possible •.
1028

Mt VALE to Mr RYANCan he advise what the present position
ment and reconstruction of theStuart
hills north of Alice Springs and
Stuart Highway between Smith. Street
Springs?

is concerning the realignHighway through the foot.
the reconstruction of the
and Woods Terrace in Alice

ANSWER
The situation' with regard to the realignment and upgrading of the
road through Alice Springs remains the same as it did
I think
I have answered questions with regard to other sections of the
highway which are not contained in the'upgrading, The second
3-year program· as I think everybody is aware, never had funds'
made available after it was approved by the Federal Government
last October and it ls presently amongst the jobs which are
deferred. Hopefully, money will be made available in the next
financial year to go ahead with the job. I could say that the
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planning ,for the A1ice Springs hill section of the road has been
done and it, is well up on priprity so should money become available to proceed with the second 3-year program to upgrade the,
i ' Stuart Highway and Bark1y ,Highway"
the Alice "Springs 'hill will
" ,get, top priority. With regard to. the section of road in Alice
Springs, I alll unable to answer that question,:I 'will attempt to
get the information and pass it on' to the honourable member
after these sittings.
1028A ANSWER TO QUESTION Mr RYAN (by leave) ,: ,The. honourable member for Stuart asked me a
question yesterday about the 'railway, between Port, Augusta and
A1ice Springs. I have been advised that the rail line will be
opened on 5 April.
1029

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS Who is carrying out the duties of Administrator
Administrator is in Canberra?

while the Acting

ANSWER
I do not know who the
shall endeavour to
later today.
1030

actual person is who is doi,ng this but I
find out and 'advise the honourable member

Mr MANUELL to Dr LETTS Is he aware of the progress of the plans to purchase the
Springs abattoir by a southern consortium?

A1ice

ANSWER
I

1031

am

aware that some negotiations are taking place and, having had
an indication from the honourable member that he might ask this
question, I have endeavoured to find out whether any information
is available that could be made 'known publicly,
I have not
been able to get any such information as yet, but I believe that
I may be able to get some during the course of the day and, if
so, I'wi1l pass it on to him.

Mrs LAWRIE,to Mr POLLOCKIn his official capacity, has he had consultations recently with
either the Northern or Central Land Councils regarding . the
proposed Aboriginal 1and,rights legislation and, i f so
is, he
prepared to state the views of those councils?

ANSWER
My consultations with these bodies has only been in relation to
the Aboriginal land delegation committee from this Assembly last
year.
In recent times I have not spoken with these bodies
directly or discussed the matters with them at all.
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1032' Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON -

Is it true that water service connections were free until 3D March
19761 Is so. 'd,id the department administering wate·r c'onnections
advise·the'public that.the·water service ,connections wel1e to be
no longer free· as of 3.0 March· 19'76 and' tha1tafeeof $6 would be'
charged as of 31 March 19;76.1 Uthe public was notaqVlsed. why
not?
ANSWER
The situation is. nO.t ent:i:relyas outlined by the honourable member'
for Casuarina. The situation basically has not changed from 31
March. The situat:l.on is that block owners whohad'meters removed' either as a result of damage during the cyclone or as a
result of' damage during the clean-up of Darwin program can have
reconnection at virtually any time free of charge. But if the
block concerned did not have water connected to it prior to the
cyclone or if the water was disconnected at; the owner's request
for any reason whatso.ever. then a normal connection fee of $6
applies. That situation for the moment and for the foreseeable
future will remain as such.
10'33

MrEVER1NGHAM to Mr POLLOCK1 have a further question following , up on my question yesterday
morning when he . advised that certain pensioner patients we·re
being charged $20 a day in the Darwin Hospital, I preface my
question to him by reading an extract from Hansard of Thursday
19 June 197'5 where he said: "All patients will be provided with
free hospital care but patients who elect to be treated by a
private doctor of their choice will be ·charged the prescribed
amount for' their accommodation and maintenance and will be
nursed in the intermediate beds. Maternity patients are to be
exempt from the provision. They will be nursed in standard beds
and they will be able to continue under the care of the private
doctor of their cho.ice." .Further on: "1 am also assured by the
Department of. Health. by Dr·Gurd. the Director. that pensioners
are to be treated in the Northern Territory hospitals on the
same basis as maternity cases even though this is not provided
for in black and white here."
Is it not a fact' that the
executive member conveyed to this House an undertaking by the
Director of Health that charges would not be levied against
pensioners in the Darwin Hospital who preferred to use the
private doctor of their choice?

ANSWER
The situation in relation to maternity cases and pensioners is
exactly the· same.
As I ,related to the House yesterday, pensioners can be treated at the Darwin Hospital by their private
doctor at no bed cost to them provided the private doctor enters
an agreement with the hospital.
The situation is exactly the
same for:maternity cases.
This is part of the .who1e Medibank
scheme in Australia which. at that time. we had to accept.
Maternity Cases that go to hospital can be treated by their
,.private practitioner but that private doctor must have entered
an agreement with the hospital in relation to the payment of his
fees.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING What plans have the Darwiri Reconstruction COllDllission in hand to
provide additional caravan parks in the Darwin area and does the
DRC intend that. these caravan parks be constructed to at least
the standard provided in the Caravans Ordinance? If not. why"
not?

ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction COllDllission has turned its attention to
caravan parks continually at every meeting, The recent actions
have been. to encourage private developers t,o establish new caravan parks. With regard to stand.ards, there is apparently a
see whether the', Queensland and, in
survey going on to
particular, \the Townsville code, would be adaptable as suitable
standards for convenants on any new caravan park leases, That
is not yet completed and it is' being looked at in association
with the Caravan Parks Ordinance to ensure that adequate
standards are maintained. I believe that the Northern Territory
Housing ,CollDllission has
also
indicated
to
the
Darwin
Reconstruction Commission that it is keen to receive a grant of
land to establish a caravan park, The Darwin City Corporation
has also indicated that it is interested in extending the
facilities at its Mindil Beach caravan park,
I foresee
continuing problems witl1regard to caravan parks in the Darwin
area because of the fact that over 3,000 caravans have come into
Darwin since the cyclone and, as home sites are rehabilitated.
it is natural that these caravans. particularly those people who
wish to use
them as permanent· dwellings, will look 'for
alternative sites. I do ,not ,see any easy answers, I think it
has got to be a matter of
co-operation between
the
Reconstruction Commission, private enterprise, the Government
and local government.
1035

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW Can she

advise me whether the present inadequate. buildings at
are to be upgraded or whether, in
fact. the mooted new school will go ahead?

~ightc1iff Primary School

ANSWER
Yesterday afternoon. we were visited by a building supervisor from
the Department of Education and he advise4 us that repairs will
be effected illDllediate1y to the current buildings .that make up
Nightcliff Primary School. He did quote a figure of over
$200.000 worth of repairs .that are needed illDllediate1y, He said
that a new ~choo1' for Nightc1iff was on the drawing boards and
work would be cOllDllenced on it probably in the 1977-78 financial
year.
1036

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING As it is obvious that a new Nightc1iff Primary School has been
r.ecollDllended by the Department, is' he able to advise at this
stage whether or not the Darwin Reconstruction Commission has
accepted that advice and recollDllended that the new school be
built?
.
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ANSWER

It is not proper for me to indicate fully the preliminary details
of figures with regard to, •. forwardbudget. planning.
.1 am pre.pared to say that the matter of the Nightcliff . Primary School "
has been brought before the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and
the ,comments indicated by the executive member for Education and
Law with regard to the repair requirements of the school have
been carefully considered and put forward. With regard to the
establishment of a new school, there has been a degree of
controversy between the Education Department advis.ers and the
technical staff of the· Darwin Reconstruction Commission and I am
not aware that there has yet been any resolution between those 2
bodies.
I have, however, noted .the comment of. the Executive
Member for.Education and Law that the Education Department would
like to see it commenced in the 1977-78 financial year.
1037

Mr DONDAS to Mr TUXWORTH Could he give details to the House of activities planned by the
Darwin Tourist Promotion Association for its "Back to Darwin
Week 1978"1

ANSWER
The Darwin Tou~ist Promotion Association has embarked' on a very
aggressive and most enlightened program to encourage tourists
back into Darwin in the year 1978. To do this. i t has centred
its activities on people who were formerly, in Darwin before the
cyclone and those who had a very active part in the reconstruction and the clean-up of Darwin after the cyclone. The Tourist
Promotion Association will be encouraging social groups such as
the CWA and other womens' organisations, Apex. Lions Clubs. the
various church organisations, Greek,
Italian
and Chinese
communities to visit Darwin during this period in 1978 in the
month of May. This will coincide with the school holidays in
all States.
With this, the Tourist Promotion Association is
working hand in hand with industry to have caravan tours,
package tours with both airlines and bus companies and with aero
clubs and many other companies.
One other aspect that the Tourist Promotion Association is very
keen to encourage is a strong participation on the part of the
armed' forces. The armed. forces playe,d a tremendous role in the
clean-up of Darwin and there would undoubtedly be many people
who worked at that time who would like to come back to see the
improvement. Of course, all armed forces displays are of great
public interest and attraction. The Tourist Promotion Association is'now working towards encou,raging industry, particularly
the airline and motel industry, to· reduce their prices for
package tours so that the overall cost _.of returning to Darwin
will be within the reach of southern citizens.
1038

Mr MANUELL to Miss ANDREW I am led to believe there are some policemen who have been noted
on duty without weari.ng numbers and I ask whether in fact it is .
intended that policemen will have numbers on their new uniforms?
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ANSWER

It was felt by the Commissioner of Police that the uniforms should
be >top priority and must be got 'to the 'Territory as ,soori as
possible.
I.t was, discovered that, these un;lfoX)DS did ,not ,have
'numbers on tltem. Rather than send them back and start all ov~r
again,'he decided that he,would allow the policemen to be issued
uniforms without numbers.
Mr Tuxworth:

What happened to the old ones?

Miss ANDREW:
old.

They fell

off the old uniforms because they were so'

It seems unlikely that the practice of wearing numbers will be resumed. However, no definite decision has been taken.
1039

Mr'ROBERTSON to Miss ANDREW Is she able to ' advise if it is, planned to re-establish the disbanded Special Branch of the Northern Territory Police Force?

ANSWER
>The Special Branch was disbanded when Senator Murphy,was AttorneyGeneral. It was operating under an old charter and it had the
right to look into industrial matters and communism and other
bogies.
It was replaced about 4 months later by a Crimes
Intelligence Section dealing with the criminal aspect especially
and almost al matters concerned with the Special Branch. It is
still 'in operation.
1040

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN (by leav~): The honourable member for Nhulunbuy yesterday
asked me a question concerning airmail services to Borroloola.
I have been in touch,with the District Postal Manager and he has
informed me that there is an airmail service from Darwin. There
is no airmail service from Mount Isa. Gulf Transport no longer
carries excess
mail; they apparently" did in the past. So
currently, Borroloola'has one mail service. the airmail service
from Darwin.
'
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING (by leave): The honourable member for,Nightcliff asked for details in connection with unused caravans in Darwin. I
am advised by the, Department of the Northern 'Territory that
there are 63 caravans in store.
About 20 of these require
repair.
There are 31 caravans sited
and awaiting power
connection.
There are 13 demountables awaiting the connection
of services. The department has also, advised that all the units
in' store are earmarked for the Housing Commission although the
Department of the Northern Territory has a right to them if
required.
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Mr BALLANTYNE to'Mr TAMBLING When will the rehabilitation of Adniinistrat.ion Block 3, Mitchell St.,
Darwin, be completedaild when and by whom will it be occupied?

FROM 1 JUNE 1976
ll20A Mr'MANUELL to Mr RYAN -

1121

1.

Is the honourable member 'aw'are that the Australian National Railway will. not offer new leases in the Alice Springs Rail reserve
for commercial purposes pending their decision as to the location
of the new railway reserve and associated comrnercialsidings; and
is he further aware that when this decision has been made the site
will be subject to ,an environmental impact study?

2.

Does he concede that this whole proj ect may take 10 years to complete and, if so, would he ask the Australian National Railway
Commissioner to offer alternatives to the present negative attitude to' permit some badly needed commercial growth in Alice Springs
now and w.ithin the next 10 years?

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN In view of the fact that the ABC is to be subject to cutbacks and within the NT this may be 'reflected by demands to rationalise radio
programmes w~uld he be' prepared to recommend that the program
"Col Chuck Chunder" be removed from broadcast programs?

1122

·Mrs LAWRIE to Mr' RYAN 1.

What was the cost 1974-75 and 1975-76
gram for the North Australia Railways?

of

the

re-sleepering pro-

2.

What was the cost of post-Cyclone Tracy benefits to employees of
the North Australia Railways including R & R fares, R &R paid
leave, hard living allowances, lost time whilst on railway pay, but
in productive work for the North Australia Rail~ays?

3.

What is the cost to date of
the North Australia Railways?

post-Cyclone Tracy'repairwork for

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NarrCE
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Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS 1.

Will he obtain from the Department of the Northern Territory a summary of all correspondence initiated by that department and any
other department relating to the initial proposal to reserve and
the actual reservation of the Prices Regulation Ordinance 1975 and
the Crown Lands' Ordinance (No. 4) 1975 ipdicating the, designation
of the officers concerned, their section and branch? '
'

2.

On how many occasions have the presentation copies of Ordinances
been lost and when this has happened did ,the loss occur in the
Darwin, Brisbane or Canberra offices of the department.

1.

Recommendations for reservation pursuant to section 4V of the
Northern Territory (Administration) Act of the, Prices Regulation
Ordinance, 19}5 and the Crown Lands Ordinance (No. 4) 1975 have.
been made for the following reasons:

ANSWER

a)

The Department of the Northern Territory considers a distinct
probability exists that significant disadvantages concerning
both administration and general policy will arise 'in relation to the procedure proposed to be established by the
Prices Regulation Ordinance 1975.
Time is required for an
examination of the full implications of the legislation and
for the consideration of alternatives.

b)' Legal advice was provided to the Department to the effect
that the Crown Lands Ordinance (No. 4) 1975 was required to
be reserved pursuant 'to section 4W (a) of the Northern Territory (Administration) Act as it is an Ordinance "dealing with
thegtariting or disposal of lands of the Crown or of the
Commonwealth" within the meaning of that section.
The disclosure of the designation, section and, branch of Departmental officers concerned in these matters would necessarily
involve an identification of particular officers. The Department
elects not to disclose ,that information.

8+0

2.

This part of the answer, refers only to the post-cyclone period.
During this period, one presentation copy of an Ordinance has been
lost, namely the Local Government (Extension of Services) Ordinance
1975, which was subsequently totally superseded and r'endered nugatory by the Local Government (Post Cyclone Elections) Ordinance
1975. I t is assumed that the presentation copy of this Ordinance
was mislaid in the Darwin office of the Department.

Mrs

LA~mIE

to Dr LETTS -

Further to the answers supplied to question 758 a)

does the pollution of Me1vil1e Bay include a deposit on the sea
bed of Magnesium Chloride and has this deposit killed off seabed
marine life in its vicinity;

b)

if the killing of seabed marine life is not irreversible damage
by what means, either natural or through measures to' be applied
by Naba1co, is the marine life to be reactivated and what reas-,
onab1e measures'can be applied;

ANSWERS 'TO QUESTIONS ON NOI'ICE
c)

did the pollution of Melville Bay take place over a period of
many months 'or years with both Nabalco and the Department of the
Northern Territory knowing that it was taking place and, if so,
how can the spillages be described as "accidental";

d)

how in fact is the Anima.1 Industry and Agriculture Branch 'involved
in the area if it only acts "per medium" of the Mines Inspector;
and

e)

do the Branches of the Department of the Northern Territory publish the results of their investigations or are they not available to the public at all?

a)

No.
The deposit is magnesium hydroxide which is
Seabed vegetation is killed due to lack of oxygen
blanket effect;

b)

Seabed marine
precipitate;

c)

Accidental spillages occur due to plant malfunction, pipeline
breakage, etc.
The frequency of accidental spillages has lessened considerably with experience gained in operating the plant;

d)

Through its specialist officers reporting results of monitoring
and investigations to the Inspector of Mines who exercises his
powers under the Mines' Regulation Ordinance to require the Company to take any necessary action;

e)

Some' reports are published and made available
others are purely internal reports necessary
the , normal administrative functions.

ANSWER

811

life

will

return

as

sea

not poisonous.
caused by the

currents

disperse

the

to the public,
for undertaking

Mrs LAt-1RIE to Dr LETTS When will the protective works at Govebe finished to the
no further pollution will be possible? .

point

that

ANSWER
It is not possible for pollution to· be eliminated entirely but when
all the measures presently being: undertaken are completed it
will
be reduced to a neglibigle amount.
812

Mrs LAt-1RIE to Dr LETTS Further tO,the answer to question 759 a)

under whose supervision is filling and restoration of mined sand
areas behind Wallaby Beach being done; and

b)

who carries out the work?

a)

The resident

b)

Nabalco.

ANSWER
~nspector

.of Mines; and

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
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Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS 1.

What effects do the current travel and work restrictions placed
on the 'Public Service have on' the Department of the Northern
Territory's aQi1ity ~o work at Gove?

2.

Is the Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch staffed to an adequate level to enable it to work effectively at, Gove?

ANSWER
1. . None ..

2.
814

Yes.

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS With further reference.to

~aba1co's

operations at Gove -

a)

has any monitoring of pollution been conducted around the general
area of Drimmie Arm and, if so, by whom and are the results
available;

b)

has the release of effluent combined with the level of magnesium
raised the alkalinity of the sea water around Drimmie Arm to a
pH above 10;
•

c)

in view of the estimated seventy years of effective life of the
Naba1co project, have any studies by the various branches been
carried out on the changes in the_ mangrove vegetation fringing
the Arm, or the beds of sea grass located in the Arm; and

d)

have the levels of chromium'and lead taken from samples .of red
mud and of fish been abnormally high, and, if so, What action
does the Department intend
taking
to reduce, or assisting
Nabalco to reduce, the high levels?

a)

Yes," by the
available;

b)

For seawaters of ' the world, pH ranges from 7.5 to 8.4. The maximum pH recorded at Drimmie Arm during monitoring. has been 7.8;

c)

Studies by infra-red photography have been carried
tation of the area;

d)

Samples of red' mud analysed by the Department of the Northern,
Territory do nt show high levels of the heavy metals. Fish
samples have not been analysed by Department of' the Northern
Territory.

ANSWER

815

Department of the Northern Territory.

MrsLAWRIE'to Dr LETTS

Results

out

of

are

vege-

~.

1.

What role is the Department of the Northern. Territory,adopting in
the negotiations presently underway with the ·Aboriginal communities of Arnhem1and for further land to be used for Naba1co's
°llerations?

2.

Is the land in question envisaged
pond or as a security pond?

for

future

use

as

a

red mud

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
3.

What' areas,
within the
volve?

1.

,The Department of the Northern Territory's role in the negotiations between Nabalco and the Aborigines is to ensure that the
interests of both parties are preserved as ;far as is consistent
with the overall national interest.

2.

A small portion of the land will be used for the security pond,
but the 'principal use will be for the disposal of ferro silt.

3.

In -the next 7 years about 160 hectares will be used for disposal
of, f~rro silt, none of which will be in the mangroves area.

including mangroves; are envisaged for future use
next seven years and what total area does this in-

ANSWER

816

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS occurred

in

1.

On what occasions have caustic soda spillages
Nabalco's operations, since February 1973?

2.

What was
age?

3.

Where was the caustic soda deposited in each case?

4.

Where deposition took place outside the operating plant, was
monitoring carried' out before and/or after, who carried out
monitoring,' if any, arid are the'results available?

5.

Has the monitoring 'been carried out at varying distances from the
discharge points in the open B~y?

6.

What was the average daily discharge of caustic soda for the,fiscal years 1974 and 1975 and the average daily discharge for the
six months ended December 1975?

}.

On what occasions have the security/ pond gates been opened to
allow release of effluent and what was the estimated volume of
each release?

8.

Was'any monitoring carried out before and/or·after each release?

9.

Has the Department of the Northern Territory advised Nabalco to
strengthen ,the. security pond walls and, if not, how are future
conditions of possible breaching of the security pond walls to
be met, or is it assumed that the recycling of the various solutions and/or mud will reduce the volume of effluent and therefore
reduce the storage holding of the ponds during the wet?

the

source

and area and estimated volume of each spill-

any
the

ANSWER
1. & 2. ,There is insufficient documented record to answer this part
of the question as the spillages have been accidental and, occurred'
at irregular intervals. The,volume varied from a few litres to
hundreds of' litres.
3.

Near the outlet of' the cooling water drain,.

4.

Monitoring is

carried out by the Department of the Northern Terri-

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

tory at 19 stations in Melville Bay at varying distances from the
cooling water drain.

817

5.

Yes.

6.

Measurement of this is not feasible.

7.

On the occasion of very heavy rain causing an increase in the volume of wster in the ponds. Volumes of water were large.

8.

Yes.

9.

Releas'es from th~ security pond are made at the discretion
No.
and under the superVl.Sl.on of the Inspector of Mines. Recycling
of liquor from the new ponds will commence shortly. The security pond will then only be used as a fail-safe system.

Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING Has

the Darwin Reconstruction Commission furnished to the Australian
Government any and, if so, what advice with respect to matters
relating to the expenditure of public and private moneys in and
in connection with development and construction in the Darwin
area?

ANSWER
Yes. A programme budget was produced from the beginning of the
Commission in May 1975 for a five year programme.
This was unacceptable to the Minister and was reduced towards the end of
1975 to a three year budget with an annual expenditure basis.
The present basis is an annual budget covering 1975/76 and 19'76/77
and 1977/78., Programme budgeting is now part of the process to~
wards implementation of construction.
In the preparation of Budget Estimates and from time to time the
Australian Government through the Minister is kept' advised of all
activities pertaining to expenditure in both the Public and Private Sectors. The DRC maintains a co-ordinating role to ensure
that resource utilisation is related to priority needs of development and reconstruction.
The, Commission has co-ordinated the expenditure of Government ,instrumentalities in carrying out works in Health, Education and basic
services and ,is reflected in the expenditure of individual Gov,ernment Departments on their projects.
821

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK 1.

What funds have been allocated to
by the Federal Government and how
expenditure in the Territory?

the Family Planning Association
much was made available for

2.

Do medical officers and nursing staff assisting the association
receive payment for their services?

1.

Family Planning Associations are jointly funded by
ment and Social Security'Department.

ANSWER
Health

Depart-

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NaI'rCE
Social Security Department funds the clinical services of the
Association, which is by far the largest component.
Health Department

provide~

funds for administrative costs.

Health Department funds for State and Territory Associations totalled $183,450 of which $1,164 was for the Northern Territory
Association. Expenditure so far this financial year-totals $970.
$250,000 was allocated to the Australian Federation of Family
Planning Associations. Of this amount $10,950 was earmarked for
the Northern Territory. The actual sum expended by the Australian Federation in the Northern -Territory will not be available
until audited accounts are received after the end of the finan~
cial year.
In addition to direct grants by Health Department, additional
funds were made available in the form of Health Programme grants
The
totalling $885,913 for State and Territory Associations.
Northern Territory's allocation from this sum was $12,680.

2.
824

$24,794 was made available for expenditure
tory as per details above.

in

Medical and nursing
attending clinics.

a

staff

are

paid

on

the Northern Terrisessional basis when

Mr MANUELLto Dr LETTS I

refer to the consortium which proposes to take over the Alice
Springs abattoirs and ask: what is their programme for the operation and development of the abattoirs and is it intended to process all grades of meat?

ANSWER
Al~hougb

the Victorian interests which' are currently involved in
bidding for the purchase of a majority shareholding in Alice
Springs Abattoirs P/L have discussed with the Department of the
Northern Territory the possibility of upgrading the facilities
of
the abattoir to export standard, to providing
for
an increased
throughput and the possibility of adding boning and canning facilities, -there has yet been no specific proposal put forward
for
consideration by Territory authroities.

976

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr POLLOCK 1.

At what stage of" construction is the sewerage scheme at Papunya?

2.

When is it anticipated it will be completed?

3.

What are the reasons for delay in completing the scheme?

4.

Are some construction projects at present under .construction at
Papunya - for eXample, hospital and houses -- designed to _ utilise
the sewerage system before they can be put into use?

1.

Work completed includes reticulation, pump station and lagoons.
Still outstanding is pipe works at lagoons and commissioning of
complete system.

ANSWER

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NarrCE
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2.

It is anticipated that work will be completed by July 1976.

3.

Failure of a contractor resulted in cancelling
and .the need to make alternative arrangements.

4.

It is expected the sewerage system will
completion of the.hospita1.

be

of

the contract

operational

prior

to

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr POLLOCK 1.

At what stage of completion
structed at Papunya a)

Atco type homes.

b)

Brick homes similar
Territory de~ign.

c)

Dowsett contract.

to

are the following houses being con-

present

Department

of the Northern

2.

When are the houses expected to be completed?

3.

Are the houses designed with individual septic tanks, 'or
connection to the sewerage scheme at Papunya?

1.

.a)

ATCO type h()mes for Department of Education are complete.

b)

Brick Department of the Northern Territory design
90% complete.

c)

Dowsett·Homes---Company has been placed under receivership.
At the time of failure of the contractor 4 residences were
95% complete, 2 residences were 5.0% complete.

for

ANSWER'

2. ,a)

houses

are

ATCOnow complete

b)

Estimate late April

c)

Estimate 6 months to complete work from acceptance of tender.

3._ The sewerage system 'is for the collection of septic tank effluent
by a reticulation ·system. Therefore houses are .designed with
individual spetic tanks which will be connected to sewerage
system.
1042

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr RYAN

~

When is it intended to complete th~ junction where the Shoal Bay road
meets the new section of theStuart Highway?
AN:SWER
The construction of the junction is expected to be
1976.
1043

completed

in

July

Mr VALE to Mr TAMBLING Lease"
I refer to notice entitled "Notice o.f Intention to Determine
being- sent out from a delegate of the Administratpr to Darwin town

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOl'rCE
area leaseholders and ask

~

(a)

was be or any other Executive,Member consulted prior to a decision being made to send out the notices;

(b)

were the notice sent out at the direction of the Minister
as a result of adecisiort by a senior public servant;

(c)

is it the \lsual practice in the Territory for senior public
servants to take this kind of action without consulting either
the Minister or the Executive Member responsible in the AsseIilblyfor land administration matters;

(d)

will he ensure that in discussions on the transfer of executive powers the attention of the Minister is drawn to the need,
for the Executive of the Majority Party to play a part in de- '
cision, making on land administration matters?

or.

~SWER

The allswer' to part (a) of this question is "No" and to part (d)
is
"Yes"~ I add the following further information supplied by the
Department.
(a)

Notices ~ssued by tIle Delegate of the Administrator on Darwin Town Area Leases since February 1976 follow the requirement in t~e Ordinance to administer leases in this manner.
In the early post cyclone period Dr Patterson, the then Minister"
suspended lease default action for' obvious reasons.
After an appraisal of the overall Darwin reconstruction program in February 1976, the Minister for the' Northern. Territory personally approved of the resumption of Darwin lease
administration and as the press statement of 16 February. indicated"authorised . the Acting, Administrator to
announce
arrangements for the granting of sufficient time for compliance with lease, conditions". The Minister and Administrator merely took a decision to
continue to exercise their
powers under existing legislation~

(b)

The notices resulted from the Minister's decision to resume
lease adndnistration in Darwin and were despatched some time
subsequent.to the ,Minister's written approval to this action
in early February 1976.

(c}It is not the usual practice for senior public servants in the
field of land administration to usurp the powers of the Administrator or the Minister. This particular decision was made
by the Minister after he had been consulted on the matter and
the Administrator, who holds these powers under the Ordinance
and was authorised to proceed by the Minister.
(d)

The Minister's attention has been drawn to the timetable for
the transfer of Executive powers to the Assembly at a recent
Consultative Committee meeting including those involving land.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE - Tuesday 25 May 1976
1044

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS Has any decision been taken yet on the Katherine meatworks,
,whether it will in fact open for killing this year?

as to

ANSWER
The short answer to the honourable member's question is no, as far as
I am aware; no decision has yet been taken. Negotiations are continuing constantly and continuously between the principal parties
involved ,in reaching a decision on this matter; that is to say,'
the Northmeat company, the people interested in the Wyndham Meat,works, and the Govern,ment itself
they are the three principal
interests. I understand and I hope that they are getting closer
to a firm decision so that the people will know. To the best of
my knowledge that decision may be expected within the next'week
or so.
1045

Mr DONDAS to Mt TUXWORTH Is it a fact that records needed for day to day, operation of the
Mines Branch are still located in the Department of the Northern
Territory in Brisbane?

ANSWER
To the best of my knowledge, the registration and administration section of the 'branch which had been transferred to Brisbane has been
progressively transferring back to Darwin in the last 6 months.
The industry, the department, the Mines Branch and myself have made
representations to the Minister asking that this be expedited because it is, 'most important to the day to day operation of the industry that the filing and registration system of the branch be kept
in a central point to it.
1046

Mr DONDAS to Dr LETTS
At a previous meeting of the Assembly, the Majority Leader indicated
that he had sought a meeting with representatives of the Department of the Environment to clarify the present Government's policy
on national parks and wildlife, and to ascertain its reaction to
the Territory parks and wildlife legislation. Has such a meeting
been ~eld and~,if so, what was the outcome?

ANSWER
I can provide some information in answer, to that question and, speaking generally, . the news is good. Some 3 to 4 weeks ago I was able
to have a, discussion with the Minister for the Environment, Senator
Greenwood, and the Minister for the Northern Territory, Mr Adermann.
That discussion proved quite,fruitful and indicated to me that it
is clearly the Government's policy that they not only recognise a
place for Northern Territory legislation, but also the administration of at least a great part of the wildlife and parks services
being conducted within the Northern Territory. Regretfully, Seriator Greenwood suffered a severe illness shortly after this meeting
and I am sure that all members would join with me in expressing
their concern over the unfortunate happening because Senator Greenwood is a man of great use to the Government ~nda man who had considerable sympathy for the Northern Territory.
Since then, I have
had two rounds of discussions with senior officers of his depart-

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NarrCE

,
Social Security Department funds the clinical services of the
Association, which is by far the largest component.

Health Department provides funds ,for administrative costs.
Health Department funds for State and Territory Associations totalled $183,450 of which $1,164 was for the Northern Territory
Association. Expenditure so far this ,financial year totals $970.
$250,000 was allocated to the Australian Federation of Family
Planning Associations. Of this amount $19,950 was earmarked for
the Northern Territory. The actual sum expended by the Australian Federation in the Northern Territory will not be available
until audited accounts are received after the end of the financial year.
In addition to direct grants by Health Department, additional
funds were made available in the form of Health Programme grants
totalling $885,913 for State and Territory Associations.
The
Northern Territory's allocation from this sum was $12,680.
$24,794 was made available for expenditure' in
tory as per details above.
2.
824

Medical and nursing
attending clinics. -

staff

are

paid

on

a

the Northern Terrisessional basis when

Mr MANU ELL to Dr LETTS I

refer to the consortium which proposes to take over the Alice
Springs abattoirs and ask:' what is their programme for the operation and, development of the abattoirs and is it intend,ed to process all grades of meat?

ANSWER
Although the Victorian interests which are currently involved in
bidding for the purchase of a majority shareholding in Alice
Springs Abattoirs P/L have discussed with the Department of the
Northern Territory the possibility of upgrading the facilities
of
the abattoir to export standard, to providing
for
an increased
throughput and the' possibility of adding boning and canning facilities, there has yet been no specific proposal put forward
for
consideration by Territory authroities.
976,

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr POLLOCK1.

At what stage of construction is the sewerage scheme at Papunya?

2.

When is it anticipated it will be completed?

3.

What'are the reasons for delay in completing the sche~e?

4.

Are some cons,truction projects at present under construction at
Papunya - for example, hospital and houses ~ designed to utilise
the sewerage system before they can be put into use?

1.

Work completed, includes reticulation, pump station and lagoons.
Still outstanding is pipe works at lagoons and commissioning of
complete system.

ANSWER
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2.

It is anticipated that work will be completed by July 1976.

3.

Failure of a contractor resulted in cancelling
and the need to make alternative arrangements.

4;

It is expected the sewerage system will
completion of the hospital.

be

of

the contract

operational

prior

to

Mr ROBERTSON,to Mr POLLOCKAt what stage of completion
structed atPapunya -

1.

a)

Atco type homes.

b)

Brick homes similar
Territory de~ign.

c)

Dowsett contract.

to

are the following houses being con-

present

Department

of the Northern

2.

When are the houses expected to be completed?

3.

Are the, houses designed with individual septic tanks,
connection to the sewerage scheme at Papunya?

1.

a)

ATCO type homes for Department ,of Education are complete.

b)

Brick Department of the Northern Territory design
90% complete.

c)

Dowsett Homes
Company has been placed under receivership.
At the time of failure of the contractor 4 residences were
95% complete, 2 residences were 50% complete.

or

for

ANSWER

2 •. a)

houses

are

ATCO now complete

,b)

Estimate late April

c)

Estimate 6 months to complete work from acceptance of tender.

3._ The sewerage system is for the collection of septic tank effluent
by ~ reticulation system. Therefore ho~ses are designed with
individual spetic tanks which will be connected to sewerage
system.
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Mr TUNGUTALUMto Mr RYAN When is it intended to complete the junction where the Shoal Bay road
meets the new section of the Stdart Highway? '

ANSWER
Th~'

construction of the junction is expected to be
1976.
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completed

in

July

Mr VALE to Mr TAMBLING I refer to notice entitled "Notice of Intention to Determine
Lease"
being sent out from a delegate of the Admini~trator to Darwin town
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area leaseholders and ask (a)

was he or any other Executive,MeIilber consulted prior to a decision being made to send but the notices;

(b)

were the notice sent out at the direction of the Minister
as a result of a decision by a senior public servant;

(c)

is it the usual practice in the Territory for senior public
servants to take this kind of action without consulting either
the Minister or the Executive Member responsible in the Assembly for land administration matters;

,(d)

will he ensure that in discussions on the transfer of executive powers the attention of the Minister is drawn to the need
for the Executive of the Majority Party to play a part in decision making on land administration matters?

o,r

M'lSWER

The answer- to part (a) of this question is "No" and to part (d)
is
"Yes". I add the following further information supplied by the
'Department.
(a)

Notices, issue4 by the Delegate of the Administrator on Darwin Town Area Leases since February 1976 follow the requirement in the Ordinance' to administer leases in this manner.
In the early post cyclone period 'Dr Patterson, the then Minister, suspended lease default action for obvious, reasons.
After 'an appraisal of the overall Darwin reconstruction program in February 1976, the Minister for the Northern ,Territory personally approved of the resumption of Darwin lease
administration and as the press statement of 16 February indica:ted "authorised. the Acting .Administrator to
announce
arrangements for the granting of sufficient time for compliance with lease conditions". The Minister and Administrator merely took a decision to
continue to exercise their
powers under existing legislation.

(b)

The notices resulted from the Minister's decision to resume
lease administration in Darwin and were despatched some time
subsequent to the Minister's written approval to this action
in early February 1976.

(c)

It is not the usual practice for senior public 's'ervants in the
field of ,land administration to usurp the powers of the Administrator or the Minister. This particular decision was made
by the Minister after he had been consulted on the matter and
the Administrator, who holds these powers under the Ordinance
and was authorised to proceed by the-Minister.

(d)

The Minister's attention has been drawn to the timetable for
the transfer of Executive powers to the Assembly at a recent
Consultative Committee meeting including those involving land.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS Has any decision been taken yet on the Katherine meatworks,
whether it will in fact. open for killing this year?

as to

ANSWER
The short answer to the honourable member's question is no, as far as
I am aware; no decision has yet 'been taken., Negotiations are continuing constantly and continuously between the principal parties
involved in reaching a decision on this matter; that is to say,
the Northmeat company, the people interested in the Wyndham Meatworks', 'and the Government itself
they are the three principal
interests. I understand and I hope that they are getting closer
to a firm decision so that the people will know. To the best of
my knowledge that decision may be expected within the next week
or so.
1045

Mr DONDAS to Mr TUXWORTH Is it a fact that records needed for day to day operation of the
Mines Branch are still located in the Department of the Northern
Territory in Brisbane?

ANSWER
To the best of my knowledge, the registration and administration section of the branch which had been transferred to Brisbane has been
progressively transferring back to Darwin in the last 6 months.
The industry, the department, the Mines Branch and myself have made
representations to the Minister asking that this be expedited because it is' most important to the day to day operation of the industry that the filing and registration system of. the branch be kept
in a 'central point to it.
1046

Mr·DONDAS to Dr LETTS At a previous meeting of the Assembly, the Majority Leader indicated
that he had sought a meeting with representatives of' the Department of "the Environment.to·clarify the present Government's po11cy
on national parks and wildlife, and to ascertain its reaction to
the Territory parks and wildlife legislation. Has such a meeting
been held and, if so, what was the outcome?

ANSWER
I can provide some information in answer to that queE;tion and, speaking gerier~lly, 'the 'news is good. Some 3 to 4 weeks ago I was able
to' have a' discussion with the Minister for the Environment, Senator
Greenwood, and the Minister for the Northern Territory, Mr Adermann.
That discussion proved quite fruitful and indicated' to me that it
is clearly the Government's policy that they not only recognise a
place for Northern Territory legislation, but also the administration of at least a great part of the wildlife and parks services
being conducted within the Northern Territory. Regretfully, Senator Greenwood suffered a severe illness shortly after this me,eting
and I am sure that all members would join with me in expressing
their concern over the unfortunate happening because Senator Greenwood is
man of great use to the Government and a man who had.considerable sympathy for the Northern Territory.
Since then, I have
had two rounds of discussions with senior officers of his depart-

a

'I .

. "
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the concessionaire of the bar that the airport had made arrangements by which the concessionaire will repair the ceilings and fixtures of the bar and the department will repair the floor. I believe that these repairs are well under way and it is hoped that
the bar will be open around May 1st. 11 • My question is, which May
- 1976 or 1977?
ANSWER
The information that I was given, of course, was in good faith and I'
believe that the operation of restoring . the bar is almost completed.
Obviously their assessment of the job w~s out by some
weeks, but I would assume that it will.be finished shortly.
1061

Mr EVERINGHAM. td Miss ANDREW Honourable members may recall that, with their old uniforms, the
Northern Territory Police Force always displayed a distinctive
badge on which. there was a number. I have noticed that, with the
new uniforms, ·this practice of wearing a number badge has been
discontinued. Will badges be coming back with the new uniforms or
not?

ANSWER
Following questions at the. last sittings, I have had discussions with
the ~ommissioner of Police on the subject of numbers. It is not
intended that the wearing of numbers will be re-introduced. One of
,the main reasons is that the uniforms would have to be returned in
order for buttonholes to'be put in the shirts. But apart from that,
one state has already dropped the wearing of numbers as a policy
decision and the Commissioner has decided to do the same in the Northe.rnTerritory .
1062

Mr VALE to Hr RYAN Can'he advise when and where the next Rural Roads Conference will be
held? It should be noted that .this is the third time I have asked,
him. •

ANSWER
This could be the third time I answer him, but still without a definite venue or date.
I did ask the department last week whether
they had received any advice on the next Rural Roads Conference
and to date' there has been no decision made.
1063

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr PERRON How manY complaints' were lodged in 1975 with the Consumer Protection
Council and how many of these complaints were considered by the
Council to have some just~fication?

ANSWER
I do have some information.qn this matter. The figures that I have relate specifically to the financial year 1974/75. The total number
of complaints received and acted upon during 1974/75 was 323.
Two
thirds of these complaints were represented by 3 specific classes
of complaints: 28.5% related to the automotive industry, and. motor
cars, 19.8% related to building services and insurance and 18.3%
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related to home appliances. As for justification of the complaints
received, this is rather a difficult area and no specific statistics are kept on this matter. It is estimated that 90% of all complaints received are justified.
A number of these are considered
justified on~mora1 grounds only where present legislation does not
provide redress: Settlement of such cases is usually negotiated
on the basis of good will and ~eputation.
The existing Consumer
Protection Council Ordinance gives the council an investig?tive
function only to seek redress for aggrieved consumers.
I point out
that many complaints cannot readily be expressed in dollars and
cents because they are settled on various other grounds such as
warranty matters and goodwj.11.
In quite a, number of cases the
complainant
is advised to take legal action or to see Legal Aid
and there is no specific follow through to see if the complainant
actually did receive redress in the long run. The estimated amount
of negotiated redress during the particular year was in the order
of $45,000.
1064

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON Is there likely to be any decision from the Darwin City Council or the
Department of the Northern Territory regarding a refund or rebate
of charges such as rates and sewerage due to the destruction of
pro~erty by' Cyclone Tracy and the fact that people have been unable
to occupy premises for which they are paying service rates?

ANSWER
I
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am not complet'ely sure that I have the question clear. The subject
of _cyclone damage since December 1974 has resulted in considerable
investigation by the Department of the Northern Territory, and figures are still being compiled and investigations being made.
It
is a very long and complicated job to, assess some of the insurance
'claims to be negotiated with the Australian Government as a result
·of damage to all services - electricity, "water and sewerage - and
,~, these mat-ters are
subject to 'investigation.
As for specific re~"
bates in these areas, honourable members will recall there was a
moratorium on water at least after the cyclone. There was a period of months for which it is not intended to levy charges against
the community at all.' Electricity accounts have been delayed for
a considerable period of time and some are only just 'beginning to
come out now. The Department is sending out a note saying that
accounts are late and ,sometimes' people are getting up to three
accounts in the one envelope.
There is a notice included with
these bills stating that they do not have to all be paid within
the fourteen days or the electricity will be cut off; That situation relates' to the very latest bill but people can claim an extended period of time to pay the backlog. If any members of the
public feel that they have legitimate complaints that they were
not on their premises for any particular period of time or there
were squatters on their' premises after the' cyclone for a long
period of time who may have been using electricity, I feel sure,
that, if they go to the Department of the Northern Territory and
file a claim, it will be gympathetica11y heard because the department appreciates that people were in a variety of situations
and many of them were out of Darwin for a long' period of time.'
If' the honourable member wants 'any further answer than that, I
will be happy to speak to her and obtain 'information.

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN I

ask

this

question of the honourable member in view of the sort

of
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nebulous relationship that he appears to have with the Australian
Broadcasting Commission.
We have heard recently - particularly
on the national news of the ABC
of the large budgetary cuts
that are proposed for the Commission, and I just wondered, as a
sidelight on this, whether the Executive Member could advise me
whether with the axing by the tHC of the evergreen serial "Blue
Hills" the Fraser Government could now be regarded as a government of reform?
ANSWER
I
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think the answer to that question. would be a
interpretation.

matter

for

personal

Mr MANUELL to Mr PERRON I should perhaps address the question to the Executive Member for
Finance and Community Development, but in his absence I hope that
the honourable member can deal with it.
I preface this question
by saying that I have nothing against. the departed. However, is
the honourable member aware that the main South Road from Alice
Springs, the only access from the south for all visitors and
tourists, is now graced by the appendage of a large area of land
immediately adjacent to the western side of this South Road and
enclosed by an unsightly cyclone fence? Is the Executive Member
aware that the land referred to is to be used as a cemetery, that
the fence surrounding this land is man-proof, and that the contractors who have erected it have made the fence so that it will
not stop people getting· in but simply stop those who want to get
out? Will the Executive Member undertake to explain to this House
why the town planner in· his wis.dom had to choose a' site alongside
the main S~uth Road on which to site. a new and depressing patch
for the departed when there are plenty of preferable alternatives
out of sight, away from this main road?

ANSWER
The honour.able member was right that the matte'r would normally be
handled by the Executive Member for Finance and Community Development as ·it is obviously a matter of town planning. I will have a
talk to our' town planners and ask what the situation is regarding
having a cemetery right alongside a main road.
It could seem to
be a bit unusual. I wonder if the area referred to is within the
Alice Springs town plan. If it was, it would no doubt have be~n
on display for some months and open to all sorts of objections by
any individual.
If it is not in th~ town plan, then admittedly
it could be a decision made by a department without having to go
on public display. I will endeavour to seek more i~formation for
the honourable member and supply it to the Executive Member for
Finance and Community Development to answer him later these sittings.

1067

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN We heard on the news yesterday morning that the "Darwin Trader" may
be taken off the run from the east coast.
We. saw in yes'terday's
paper that the Australian National Line's general manager denied
this.
I wonder whether the. honourable Executive Member can tell
us which of these stories is correct?
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ANSWER

I

hope the second story' is correct, the one given by ANL. I have
sent a telegram to the Minister for Transport, Mr Nixon, asking
for information, relating to the statement made on the ABC news
yesterday morning. I hope possibly to have an answer today.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCK Could he advise what holding security facilities
for children from the present day until 1978
Bay Gaol?

will be available
other than Fannie

ANSWER
In relation to juvenile holding facilities between now and when the
projected items on the works program are completed, hopefully by
the end of this year or January next 'year at the latest facilities will be completed in Alice Springs.
Palmerston House Darwin
will be available; however, the security of that place is generally quite inadequate in that it is practically no more secure than
a normal home.
This leaves us with the situation whereby juveniles who are required to be held in security for the protection of
the community as a whole must be sent to institutions such as Fannie
Bay Gaol.
There has been some concern in recent weeks about juveniles being ,held
at institutions such as Fannie Bay Gaol but they are being 'held because they have committed serious offences'not trivial ones. Of the
children at Alice Springs, two aged 14 years are charged with car~
nally knowing a female mentally defective person and there are
further charges pending. Other prisoners under sentence at Alice
Springs include one male aged 16 years who is there for a breaking
and entering, stealing, illegal use of motor vehicles; he is serving 2 months on that. Another aged 15 years is there for stealing,
illegal use of a motor vehicle and a further charge of stealing and
a further charge of illegal use 'of a motor vehicle, a further
charge of stealing and one of malicious damange. Nearly all of
them are there for actual illegal use and assults with an offensive, weapon. Generally. the' children who are being held in these
institutions are being held there for serious offences.
1069

Mr VALE to Mr PERRON Can he advise how many nominations have been received' ,for the Town
Management Board elections in Katherine and Tennant Creek on 19
June this year and how many of those nominees are currently mem~
bers of the Town Management Board?

ANSWER
The Town Management Boards in Katherine and Tennant Creek consist of
4 nominated,members and 5 elected members at this stage. Nominationshave actually closed for Katherine and there are 7 people
nominated for the election.
There are no current members of the
Katherine Town Management Board standing for election again. In
Tennant Creek, there have been 11 nominations received, 3 of those
being members who are currently serving on the Town Management
Board. I believe that by not standing for re~electionmembers of
the Katherine Town Management Board are protesting at the 'lack of
progress made towards local government over the past 2 years. I
hope that the Department of the Northern Territory takes note of
that protest and .increases attempts to negotiate an
acceptable
form of interim local government for Katherine and Tannant Creek.
1070

Mr STEELE to Mr POLLOCK Under the new arrangements that concern

Medibank,

is

he

able during
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this session to make a statement in relation to alterations in
charges'and any other matters that might affect the health sittia, tion in the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
I have been pursuing this matter for the last few days but to get
hold of the Minister for Health and have a good yarn to find out
exactly what is going on has proven rather difficult.
However, I
understand that there will be an approach made, in line with all
other states in Australia, to have medical charges for intermediate
patients in the Territory doubled from $20 to $40~ This will be
a matter of course which will have to receive consideration when
the approach is received.
1071

Mr MANUELL to Mr PERRON I ask this question on ,behalf of the honourable member for Elsey.
Are bread prices fixed, by the Price Controller on home delivery or
shop delivery?

ANSWER
Brel}d prices are normally fixed by the Price Controller having regard
to both home deliveries and shop deliveries. My recollection is
that in' Darwin at least the difference', between one and the other
is lc per loaf of bread. So consideration is taken of both home
deliveries and shop deliveries of bread by the Price Controller.
1072

Mr BALLANTYNE to' Mr POLLOCK -'
Why is it that Medibank does not payout air fares from Gove to Darwin return for surgery patients referred by Gove Hospital to Darwin private specialists, who in turn use the facilities at the
Darwin Hospital on a sessional basis.

ANSWER
The Department of Health'meets the cost of tra:nsferring patients from
hospital to hospital.- Outpatient costs, including ,referrals, are
the responsibility of the patient. If a person is evacuated to a
hospital on the authority of an aerial medical doctor, then t,he
department meets the cost of the evacuation fare. The Department
of, Health specialists visit Gove and inland hospitals generally' in
accordance with the demand as related to the level, of referral.
Surgeons, however, make regular monthly visits to NhulunbuY-Gove.
If in an attending doctor's'opinion an outpatient was in such a
condition that immediate specialist attention was necessary, the
patient would be, admitted to a hospital technically and transferred
on a hospital to a hospital basis. Departmental doctors would only
refer patients to private specialists at the patient's request. In
cases where the base hospital did not have a specialist in the,discipline concerned and such a specialist was available in the private field, then the hospital would engage the specialist on sessional fees. For example, in Darwin, neurosurgery is one area where
this is done ,extensively.
1073

Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING Can

the honourable member take some action to ensure that s'ome assistance is supplied to the Darwin City Council in cleaning up the
beaches, which are now in a condition little short of disgraceful?
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ANSWER
I will make representation on behalf of the honourable member for Port
Darwin and advise' him of what assistance is available to the Corporation of'the City of Darwin.

1074

Mr KENTISH to Mr PERRON Is it, a fact that only one meter reader for electricity meters is employed in the Darwin area, that a lot of folk are up to 6 months
behind awaiting an electricity bill, including people with substantial consumption who should' be read monthly, and that some
folk have not received a bill for 12 months or more?

ANSWER
I would have to seek some advice from the department, particularly in
relation to the number of meter readers currently in Darwin; I
had understood that it was certainly more than one but I will
check the information further for him this day. On the subject of
accounts, it is a fact that 'many Darwin people have not received
accounts since Cyclone Tracy in December 1974. These accounts are
being processed by the department as fast as they can and are being sent out. Often they are in the form of 3 separate accounts
when they do go out, and there is a note included which indicates
that the 3 accounts do not have to be paid immediately.
Only the
most recent account is due for payment within the usual 14 days
and the' other accounts can be paid over a s~bsequent period of
time. I will seek further information on the number of meter
readers for the honourable member and let him know this day.

1075

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK Is he able to tell me why the Block 8 cafeteria was closed and can
he also tell me when it will reopen?

ANSWER
The honourable member referred to this yesterday in the adjournment
debate and I indicated that I had received a letter actually on
Monday from' the Department of the Northern Territory concerning
the Block 8 cafeteria following ,approaches I had made.
I am advis~
ed that the delay in repairing and reopening the cafeteria has been
brought about because the original contract for the construction of
the building has not been completed. The Department of Construction has been advised legally that it would be imprudent to commence
repairs prior to the building being handed over from the builders.
That department has prepared estimates for the repairs for sub,mission to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission immediately the
building contract is complete, and is currently looking at alternative types of finish for the floor area. The floors got wet during the cyclone and in many areas have buckled. It is now hoped
that the cafeteria will be op'erational by the end of this calendar year. In the interim, the Darwin Reconstruction Commission is
using the dining area for its building advisory service subject to
the following conditions:
(a)

That maintenance and
access to the area.

(b)

That

the

repair

contractors

have

complete

Darwin, Reconstruction Commission, occupancy

will
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cease automatically
ready for reopening.
1076

When

the

cafeteria is

repaired

and

Mr DONDAS to MrPOLLOCK He has not answered my question about the reason why it was closed in
the first place.
-

ANSWER
I recall from previous -correspondence that the
of unsafe working conditions.
1077

area was closed because

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Miss ANDREW Has the Garden Point Police Station been notified in the Government
Gazette? If not, can she tell me why not?

ANSWER
The Garden Point Police Station does appear in the Police Gazette and
there are two constables there, one in an acting senior capacity.
I do not know whether or not it is necessary to note police stations in the Government Gazette.
I will endeavour to obtain that
information before the end of the day.
1078

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN Will- he
Civil
76?

table in this Assembly precise details of the cuts to the
Works Program in the Territory's budget for the year 1975-

ANSWER
I am not aware that there is any particular document outlining the
cuts in detail, however, Iwill lI\ake inquiries through my colleague, the Executive Member for Finance and Community Development,
to see if the document is available.
1079

Mr KENTISH to Mr TAMBLING Can he inform me why there is such a great delay in making available
an adequate area of' land ,for recreation purposes for the people
resident in Darwin rural leases?

ANSWER
Through my membership of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, I am
aware that there have been extensive discussions and cons1,1ltations
with a number of groups in the rural area associated with Darwin
for the setting aside of a block of land, for recreation purposes.
I believe a commission decision' has been made and I will find out
why i t has not yet been implemented.
1080

Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREW Children from the Wagaman Scho'ol are now being taken by bus to Tiwi
School while the Wagaman School is being repaired.
Is it true
that vandals-have been active in the Wagaman School, will the contracts be let for the repairing of the school and will the grounds
be maintained?
'
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ANSWER
Unfortunately, it is true that the Wagaman School building since it
was vacated a fortnight ago has been extensively vandalised.
Vandals broke a 'very heavy chain lock and distributed blue 'dye throughout the building, and other rubbish as well. Since then, there has
been virtually no security in the school.
I am advised by the
department that the contract will be let within 3 weeks and that
contrary to, rumour the grounds will be maintained.
1081

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
Has

~

he considered the abolition of water metering and the ' striking
of a basic water rate?
If he has, what is his policy on the
matter for the Darwin area?

ANSWER
I wish that members of the executive had the authority to seriously
determine policy ori this aspect. I have given some thought, following representation from certain gardening groups in Darwin, to the
possibility of eliminating water meters and charging a flat rate of
water or a graduated scale of water charges f~r everyone. I ha,ve
also had brief discussions with the relevant department on this
matter. I have a paper on the subject which 1 would be pleased to
let the honourable member for Nightcliff have.
It indicates that
the suggestion has been studied by various water authorities
throug~out
Australia and that it is regarded as not being a very
good proposition, the main reason being the fact that once people
are not charged for any excess 'water the amount of water that is
consumed increases astronomically. Unlike electricity, where the
more you use the cheaper it gets, the more you wate~, the more
expensive it gets. It is just a'fact of operation and this is one
of the reasons why my policy wou~d be 'for not eliminating water
meters in Darwin in lieu of the current system.
1082

Mr VALE to Mr TfiXwORTH
Can he advise when copies of Royal Commission's report on petroleum
released last week in Federal Parliament will be made available
to members of this Assembly? Also, can he advise what recommendations that report made concerning projects presently pending in the
Northern Territory?

ANSWER
lam aware that the report was tabled in the Federal House last week
and I have asked officers of the Mines Branch of the Department
of the Northern Territory to try to procure for every member of
this Assembly a copy of this report.
I have no knowledge ,as to
whether th~re, is any specific reference to any proposed oil or
gas developments in the Northern Territory in the report.
1083

Mr ROBERTSON to Dr LETTS I have a question on behalf of the member for Elsey. Is the Majority ,Leader aware of an article in the Northern Territory News of
6 May wherein the Minister for the Northern Territory is reported
to have criticised pastoralists who, he said, were unwise enough
to go deeply'into debt? Does the Majority Leader share that view?
If not, is the Minister receiving accurate advice from his department?
'
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ANSWER
I
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am not aware of the article that the ho~ourable member refers to
and I cannot vouch for the accuracy of the allegation that the
Minister used those words.
I certainly would not share the view
that in the main pastoralists went into 'debt unwisely, I pelieve
that the debt situation in which the majority of them find themselves was due to circumstances beyond their control
i~ter
national marketing forces,. and forces throughout Australia in
other primary industries, in wheat and in sheep, which resulted
in a diversification and build up of cattle numbers in those
areas. There was no' forecast by the authorities such as the
Australian Meat Board or the Bureau of Economics that 'a sudden
depression would come about in the beef industry in 1975.' I do
not think that such a contention could be substantiated.
In
general, I find that the advice which I have knowledge of 'that
goes to the Minister for the Northern Territory
from
this
department is sound and well-researched.
But there are human
failings everywhere and that would not be the case in,all matters.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Is

he intending to table in this House details of the cuts in the
Department of the Northern Territory program for 1975-76?

ANSWE~

I do not have the specific cuts for the Department of the Northern
Territory in a form which I could table in this House. However,
I would refer the honourable member to the action of the Federal
Treasurer in the House of Representatives on 28 April 1976 when he
,presented 2 bills and circulated a statement.
The 2 bills were the
Appropriation Bill No. 3 for 1975-76 which appropriated a 'sum out
of consolidated revenue additional to sums appropriated in the
Appropriation Act No. 1, also Appropriation Bill No. 4 1975-76 to
appropriate a sum additional to the Appropriation Act No. 2. The
statement circulated by the ,Treasurer on that date was a statement
of savings expected in the annual appropriations made by both
Appropriation Bill No. 1 and No. 2. In those documents there are
details of all Treasury requirements for additional funds by headings and also the, savings expected in each department by headings ..
1085

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr SPEAKER I refer to the report of the select committee appointed to inquire into the refurnishing of this Chamber which you tabled yesterday. I
see that members will shortly be issued with identification passes.
What motivated the issuing of identification passes and for what
purpose are they to ,be used? Surely everyone knows who the members
are?

ANSWER
As the report has been noted, the honourable member will have the
opportunity to discuss this matter. However, if the member does
wish to pursue the matter, the need for identffication for
honourable members who are away from the Territory has been b:r:ought
up
very often. All 6ther parliamentarians have gold passes etc, 'and,
this is a Roor man's gold pass. I hope that satisfies the
honourable member.
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Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS Can

he advise me if th~ Northern Territory Stock Squad is presently
equipped' for action and service or'is he presently still engaged as
a receptionist behind the desk at the police station?

ANSWER
I am not aware that the position has changed since I last answered a
question for the honourable member for Arnhem at the last sittings.
I will check on the present position" and advise him at a later
hour.

1087

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN Can he tell me if the construction of the new road to Yirrkala from
Melville Bay highway will commence this year? It was appropriated
last year and should have commenced this ,year.

~SWER

I

do not have the answer to that question. However, I should be able
to get it from the Department of Construction and supply the answer
to the honourable member during these sittings.
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Mr VALE to Mr RYAN Can he advise when the lessees of Goonda1100 station will get an access
road or at least an open grade to their property? Can he advise
where Goonda1100 is?

ANSWER
The rO,ad was on the program to be completed, however, this was one of'
the roads affected by the recent deferrals.
I have spoken to the
department and they say that the job has' gone back into the hat and
will have to, take its turn.
I do not intend to let it rest here
because I think the open grade should be done with all haste by
the Department of Construction.
1089

Mr WITHNALL to Or LETTS Has there been consultation by the Federal Government with any Executive Member of this Assembly on the terms of the Aboriginal Land
Bill?

ANSWER
I have had a number of consultations and discussions to formulate With
the Minister for the Northern Territory a view on this matter'. We
also have had discussions with both the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs, Mr Viner, and the Minister for the Northern Territory.
There was a full day's discussion between them and the Executive
Member for Finance and Community Development and myself. To that
extent, the executive has been consulted in the formulation of the
terms of the Aboriginal Land BilL
1090

Mr

~ONDAS

In

light of a statement made by the ABC on the radio this morning, is
it true ",that legislation for Aboriginal land rights has already
been' introduced into the House of Representatives?
'

t6 Dr LETTS -

ANSWER
1'0 the best of my belief that statement made on'the ABC National News
this morning is untrue. As I heard the statement, it said that
legislation has been introduced into the Federal House of Representatives. All inquiries that I have been able to make this morning
and my general knowledge of the situation leaves me to. believe that
that is in fact untrue. I Believe that what I say is correct and I
still say' that it is untrue. It shows a' lack of responsibility on
the part of the Australian Broadcasting,Commission to use such an
item in those terms as its lead item on this morning's national
news. Any criticism I make to the ABC is no reflection on the local
office of that organisation because I have found them very fair and
cooperative in reporting. I should add that I had a telephone call
from one of the reporters of AM at 7.00 o'clock this morning and his
first question was whether I read 'this morning's Age and Australian.
I can assure honourable members that the reporter, if he is a fair
samp1~ of what they have on their current affairs program, got in
reply what I believe he deserved.
r,'

1091

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW As

most honourable members would be aware, Rapid Creek

School

in

my
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electorate has not exactly been the ,most pampered of Darwin schools
since the cyclone, or before, and I just wondered whether she, could
advise me whether any steps have been taken recently, or will be
taken shortly,' to get the school back into a civilised condition?
ANSymR
The Rapid Creek Primary School has been restored to a stage where all
the school facilities are operational. Further restoration, largely
of a cosmetic nature, will be effected shortly to bring the rooms
back to the pre-cyclone condition. No structural upgrading will be
carried out at this, stage because major extensions and alterations
are planned.
Upgrading of the playing fields has not
been
programmed within the DRC works program so far, but because of
extensive changes to upgrading of primary school buildings, some
such work may be possible when the DRC program is finalised.
1092

Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS Can the honourable' member advise me how, many of the members of the NACC
inquiry committee are also members or officers of the' NACC inquiring
about themselves,?

ANSWER
I cannot answer that question with any accuracy but I think perhaps he
should have directed it to the Executive Member for Social Affairs.
If the Executive Member, for Social Affairs can add anything to that
answer, I suggest that he be given the o~portunity to do so~
Mr POLLOCK: My understanding at the moment is that 2 members of the 4
are members of the NACC.
The committee of inquiry was here in Darwin on Tuesday for a short time. Only 3, members of that board of
inquiry were present, including the chairman of the NACCas the
delegate of the NACC on the board of inquiry. One other member of
the ,board of inquiry, who was absent, I understand ,is also a member
of theNACC.
1093

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS My

question concerns that subject of great beauty, swill feeding t9
pigs. Could he tell me what the present position is in the Territory" whether the abolition of swill feeding is to' be enforced, and
has the Cattlemen's Association been approached?

ANSWER
This matter has been under discussion now seriously for well over a
year, and the proposition. was put to a meeting of the Cattle Producers Council in Alice Springs, I_thin~, about a year ago. I was
present and also the then Direc'tor of the Animal Industry and
Agriculture Branch was present. The views of various people were
canvassed and I must say that my view was not entirely in conformity with that of Mr Hart.. The Cattle Producers Council did not
take a very firm line one way or the other; the matter was more or
less left, open. Since then, I 'have not had an official approach to
introduce such legislation but I have heard that I will be receiv,ing such an approach.
Certain other ,·states have already enacted
such legislation and in certain states there is considerable oppo,sition to ,the state government proceeding ~vith it in the complete
ban 'form: which was proposed.
I do not know what the outcome of
those debates will be.
I have not had an official approach from
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the department yet with draft legislation to be introduced here.
1094

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Hr TAMBLING I understand that there is now in existence a'town plan for the new
Jabiru regional centre~ Is it ,therefore appropriate that the town
plan be displayed for the public scrutiny and comment?

ANSWER
My

1095

uriderstandirig is that the Jabiru planning is still at a workshop
stage.
I have seen documentation of proposed plans but I do not
believe they have yet ·received the endorsement of the Town Planning Board and therefore are not at the stage where puolic scrutiny
or display can be 'arranged.
However, r will discuss the matter
further with the Department of the Northern Territory to ascertain
what their~timetable is for displaying any such town plan.

Mr MANUELL to MrRYAN I would, like to ask a question in relation to rolling stock purchased
by the North Australia Railways for carrying iron ore from Frances
Creek. How many railway hoppers are presently owned by the North
Australia Railways and what is their value, and how many locomotives were purchased by the North Australia Railways to haul iron
ore from Frances Creek to Darwin and what is their value?

ANSWER
Originally there were 157 rail hopp'~rs purchased for thetransportation of iron ore at a cost of $i5,000 each. There are only 152
suitable for operation at the moment and they are worth $2.25m.
Nine locomotives were originally purchased to haul these waggons
and they cost $0.25m each. I am not quite sure how many of these
units are 'redundant as .a re'sult of cessation of work at Frances
Creek and, if the Governme.nt goes ahead with its present decision,
they ,will all be redundant.
1096

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW Have the Northern Territory Police made a study similar to .that done
by the ·South Australian Police on the econom{cs of using aircraft
rather than road vehicles for bush trips 'and what new police
station will be opened this year in the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
A study was commenced in August. 1974 for a 3 to 5 year period to
collect data to enable an assessmerit of the economics of aircraft as
against vehicles for the bush trips. Preliminary figures indicate
that the savings are much in line with those in the South Australia
survey. As to the s~cond part of the question regarding the police
stations, I believe that. possibly 2 new stations will be opened this
year, one at Herinannsburg and one at Port Keats.
1097.

Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREW Is she aware of any active drug squad in Darwin and the Territory generally and, i f so, has it had the effect of reducing the drug crimes
in the Territory?
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ANSWER
There is a drug squad operating in the Northern Territory. As far as
their influence on drug trafficking is concerned, it would be very
difficult to de~ermine but I will endeavour to give him the details
perhaps next week.
1098

MrEVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLING Are anY plans being made to relieve traffic congestion during peak
hours on Bagot Road by provision of alternative access to and froin
the city to the northern suburbs?

ANSWER
I am aware that a number of things are being done. Short term phasing
of the traffic lights to give them priority on inward moving in the
morning and outward moving in the evening is currently being looked
at and a number.of investigations are being conducted by the Darwin
Reconstru.ction Commission with regard to alternative access routes.
The Frances Bay arterial link has been discussed on a number of
occasions. I am aware that it is still subject to further investi~
gat ion and.I do not anticipate that it will.come up ~n the next
financial year's works program.
1099

Mr DONDAS to Hiss ANDREW Is the Executive Member able to tell me what cuts in staff ceilings and
expenditure the Darwin Community College is likely to have this coming year?

ANSWER
.In the current expenditure there have' been no significant cuts. 'The
only reduction has resulted from the staff ceiling. I believe the
ceiling is about 205 at the moment.
The Chairman,of ,the Community
College arid the Principal of the Community College are still in
Canberra having discussions with the Minister for Education endeavouring to get a raise on these staff ceilings. In the capital works
there has been no expenditure cuts at this stage and this .morning
workshop extensions to the order of $225,000 were approved. At this
stage, there is no deferral, it.is just ·that the fundS are very
slow in coming through.
1100

Hr TUNGUTALUM to Mr POLLOCK Bamyili Aboriginal community is making great progress with the tourism
sector. Is this an indication of benefits .of close cooperation between Aboriginals and Europeans?

ANSWER
Part of the general policies of the. previous Liberal-Country Party governmentwere to develop Aborig.inal managed associations which would
operate housing associations, commercial
undertakings, stores,
garages, market gardens, piggeries and so forth.
Self-management
was encouraged at a rate at which the Aboriginal .people themselves
wanted it. Although I have not been to Bamyili in recent times, and
regrettably I·was·not invited to their function last week that the
Minister attended, my understanding is that there
is
close
cooperation between Europeans and Aboriginal people there.
The
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Aboriginals do realise that they can use the European people to
assist in the development of their project and are
progressing
towards self-management and a healthy environment to live in.
1101

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING Is 'he ,able to indicate when (the Government will reintroduce the home
saie scheme policy for government employees?

ANSWER
I am not able to so indicate. I have made a submission to the minister
in an endeavour to establish ground rules at an early date to give
public servants an indication of when the Government's home ioan
scheme will be reintroduced.
1102

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mt RYAN My question relates to the amendments to the Motor Vehicle Ordinance
which was passed early last year to provide indemnification through
the nominal defendant for a person who held compulsory third party
insurance wi th insurers who had gone broke.
There was some
tion or an alternative proposal on' this legislation, as it has not
yet been assented to, coming to us in a report from his Honour the
Acting Administrator, to yourself, Sir, earlier this year. I am not
sure whether ,that report was entirely accurate in all' respects but
I wonder if the Executive Member could tell us whether anything has
yet got as far as his desk on this now 18 month's old piece of
legislatien?

men-

ANSWER
There have been discussions between myself and
the
department
concerned. These were initiated some months ago and a paper was
prepared in which the new proposals were outlined. I asked
the
department'to send a copy of these proposals to the insurance
companies. The proposals have been accepted in principle by the
insurance companies but,as a certain amount of insurance company
money will be held by the nominal defendant for the purpose of
paying third party claims, we have gone back to the insurance
companies an<;l said, "You accept the proposals but we would like you
to tell us how you feel it should be operated to give you access to
this money, to put it on short call'so that it can be effectively
used but still'kept in your hands.". I am waiting for word from the
insurance companies and, as soon as this ,is available, I am going to
suggest that we have another meeting with the insurance companies
involved and try to come up with lasting instructions.
1103

Mr VALE to MissANDREW My question concerns the new school of the' air
Springs. Can she advise when tenders will be
supply of radio equipment to that new building?

building in Alice
called and let for

ANSWER
I believe tha,t advertisements have been drafted at the moment and that
tenders will be called before the end of the financial year.
1104

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW Could she advise

the

Assembly

whether

she

was consulted before the
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Commissioner took his decision
of identification?

that

police would not wear any form

ANSWER
I was not consulted before this decision was
discussed the matter with the Commissioner.
1105

taken, however, I have

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN Can

he tell me what effect will Government economies have on the
in the Northern Territory?

ABC

ANSWER
I do not know what the actual effects will be. I know that a week or
two ago there was an intention not to have a local filming unit.
Pressur~ was put
on from various directions and this decision was
changed.. I could ,make inquiries to see if I can find out what
specific effect these cuts will have on the ABC and answer. the'
. honourable member next week.
1106

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREWWhen was the Darwin jury roll last revised and when
bring women onto jury panels?

is

it proposed to

ANSWER
'The current roll was last revised in November 1973. Legislation was
passed through this Assembly which included the right for women to
be on the jury roll unless they specifically asked not to be or they
had the same right· of withdrawal as men do. Some 2 years later we
have had no women appearing on juries in Darwin. The situation is
little different in Alice, Springs where, in the last Supreme Court
sittings, for the first time women sat on the jury. The matter is
the responsibility of the Sheriff and I am advised by the AttorneyGeneral's Department that the reason it has not been updated was
because of the cyclone and the lack of staff. However, I have made
strong representation to the Attorney-General asking fOr his assistance and the immediate updating of this roll so that women can be
included.

1107

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING Is he able to tell me how long it takes for the Home Finance Trustee
to process an application for the home loan to approval stage?

ANSWER
For non-complicated applications where all conditions' are met within a
few days of lodgement of, the original application, the current time
for approval is 6 to 1 weeks. The Home Finance Trustee has now
approved in excess of 500 loans and the staff of that office is
currently 21 persons. "Delay is largely caused by the sheer volume
of 'work that has to be handled by the staff of the Home Finance
Trustee because not only are . they now' processing applications but
they must attend to the necessary administration (If the SOO-odd
loans that have currently been approved and are naturally in the
course of administration.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING

~

Is he aware that, following approval, the time lag,for awa1ting first
progress payment is approximately 5 weeks?,
This has the effect of
having many builders teetering on the brink.
If he is aware of
this, has he made approaches for an increase in the staff?
ANSWER
A number of particular instances of delay in the processing of progress
payments have been brought to my attention. On each occasion I have
approached the Secretary of, the Department of the ,Northern Territory
to see what can be done. It is often found that a number of the
claims being processed are not clear and straightforward because of,
the building supervisory assessments
are in 'conflict
with the
actual progress paymeritrequested. Therefore, the staff initial~has
to resolve that problem and it is further complicated because the
Finance Branch is located in Brisbane. The Secretary is attempting
to solve the problem but I do not know when the member is going to
be given any joy.

1109

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr POLLOCK Is it a fact that a child with a long history of tonsillitis and under
a private surgeon requiring an operation 'by that surgeon for the
removal of tonsils cannot at the present time have this operation
at the Darwiri Hospital in the foreseeable future?,

ANSWER
I am unaware of the specific case to which the honourable
member
refers. The general situation in answer to his question is no.
In.
fact, some 16 tonsillectomies and adenoidectomies have been performed so far this month. However, I would wish to define 2 groups
of'
surgical patients. Firstly, there are those who are clinically urgend and 'who are admitted without delay for their surgical procedures.
Secondly, patients who are not clinically urgent are listed for surgery when beds are available. This is the largest group.
Availability of beds depends on adequate numbers of trained sisters
to
staff the w a r d s . '
.

1110

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH Can he advise what protection pastoralists in
have received this.year against bushfires?

the Northern Territory

ANSWER
To the best of my knowledge the Bush Fires Control Board will be making
every endeavour to extend, to the people of the Northern Territory,
particularly the pastoral cQmmunity the same level of bushfire control that they have extended in the past. In relation to the financial side of it, I was advised by officers of the Department of the
Northern Territory at the time the budget was presented that the sum
of $30,000 which had been shown in the Bush Fires Control Board's
,vote to emergency bushfire control was nominal and that in fact
Treasury would provide funds from an open-ended vote to ensure adequate bushfire control, also that so long as officers of the Bush
Fires Control Board had the phy.sical capacity to control fires they
would not be inhibited by the lack of funds.
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Mr' BALLANTYNE to Mr TUXWORTH'Recently on a TV show a well known Australian mining magnate made a
statement claiming that nuclear energy was safe and clean. Is this
so?

ANSWER
I did not see the program to which the honourable member refers and I
have no knowledge of which aspects of the use of uranium to which he
refers. In any case I would not want to say anything'that will preempt the findings of Mr Justice Fox's inquiry, and I would ask that
the question be placed on notice.
1112

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON Is he able to tell me how long it takes for an electricity connection
to take place?

ANSWER
I will assume that the question is directed to the situation in Darwin
and I am pleased to report that there are currently 11 inspectors
working with the Electricity Supply Department at the moment. In
the case of an electrician's completion notice and a consumer's
application ,for electricity being lodged together, and if it is
found that the job has in actual fact been completed, electricity
would be connected in around about 8 days at the present time.
Occasionally, it appears that there are some electricians who claim
that the department is holding them up when in actual fact they have
not lodged the completion form that the 'electrician has to lodge.
This tends to throw a bad light on the department as far as the consumer is concerned, when in actual fact an electrician might be buy.,ing time for himself. In some:'other cases delays are caused when it
is found that the job.is not a new connection but a change-over from
thE! .existing temporary service that was installed after the cyclone.
In these cases a different, crew is required as the job involves more
men, including an inspector, and often the consumer's electrician as
well. In those cases there has to be a certain amount of electrical
equipment dismantled as well as installed again.
ll12A ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr PERRON: On the question of electricity I would just like to supply
a little bit more information in ·answer to a question put to me on
Tuesday by the member for Arnhem. I 'advise that there are currently
4 meter readers working in Darwin at the present time. One of them
is only temporary 'and is assisting in the backlog of work and the
normal crew will be 3 meter readers.
1113

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW Honourable members may be aware that to register the cheapest sort of
private company costs at least $61 and the fees on occasions run
into many hundreds of dollars. In order to register these companies
- and it takes about 3 months for the worthy officials to process
the registration - one is required to use forms prescribed under the
Companies Regulations. I ask the Executive Member when adequate
supplies of these ·forms· will be made available, as they are not at
present adequate?
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ANSWER
The Companies Office is under no legislative responsibility to provide these forms. However, in supplying a service to their clients
they have done so in the past. At the moment , with economy cuts,
no money is available for the printing of' these forms.
In the
foreseeable future ,they ,will not be supplied by that office.
1114

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLING Can the honourable member advise when the 'Home Finance Trustee will
be permitted to set up and operate his own bank account in Darwin
to relieve the hardship that this is causing in many cases?

ANSWER
The issue raised by the honourable member is such that at, the moment,
under legislation, the Home' Finance Trustee is required to operate
from a trust' fund established by the Treasurer; and therefore it
would require legislative amendment to set up a local bank account
for the Home Finance Trustee. I will be happy to discuss the matter
raised by the honourable member further with him, and investigate
all aspects of this and report at a later stage.
1115

Mr STEELE t<;> Dr ,LETTS Has he received representation from citizens of the Northern Territory
and Western, Australia concerning an incident which occurred on
Bililuna Station in Western Australia? ~fuat action does he propose
to take?

ANSWER
I have received a telegram. I have 'not got it with me at the moment,
but it was I think from over 30 people who represent centres and
stations, both in the Kimberleys and the Victoria River District,
about an incident which occurred in Western Australia at Bililuna
Station. The telegram suggested that there was sOl)le inequity in
'the application of the law and brought this to my attention. I
believe that the matter the incident referred to, may be still
under or, be, still before the court or going to come before the
court again and therefore I do not intend to comment any further
on it. But as it is in Western Australia it is outside Northern
Terdtory's legal jurisdiction and I will bring the representation
to the notice of the Western Australian Attorney-General.
1116

Mr MANU ELL to Mr RYAN,If in fact there are cut-backs to apply to the ABC next year and it
may mean rationalisation of ABC programs in the Northern Territory,
would the Executive Member be prepared to recommend to the ABC the
removal of the program, "Colonel Chuck Chunder" from the Northern
Territory service?

ANSWER
I would prefer the ,question to be put on notice.
1117

Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREW Can she

tell

me if there has been ,a review of school isolation a1low-
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ances for the year
that formula?'

1977?

If

so,

what changes have been made to

ANSWER
To the best of my knowledge, there has not been a review of childrenin-isolation allowances this year. A new Senate committee on education, science and the arts is, I think, currently touring Australia accepting submissions and investigating the problems of children
who live in isolation as regards education. I am hoping that they
will return to the Territory and that as a result of their·findings,
which I believe must be tabled before the end of this year, a considerable increase in the allowances for children in isolation will
be brought forward.
1118

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING (by leave): ·The honourable member for Alice Springs asked
a question about town planning issues' relating to the cemetery
being built near the main road in Alice Springs. I am informed by
the Department of the Northern Territory that intensive
investigations were made for suitable land near Alice Springs.
Competing
land use needs 'had to.be taken ini:o consideration and also the soil
had to be right. If chemicals in the soil are not right, decay'
takes place either too quickly or too slowly. There was a joint
. decision by the Department of the Northern Territory, the Town.
Planning Board and the AliceSprings Corporation. Aboriginal people
and the funeral parlour people were consulted; the Aboriginals were
consulted through the Department of Aboriginal Affairs and the
decision was made approximately 3 years ago.
The cemetery was an
amendment to the Alice Springs Town Plan and was on display for 3
months in the Lands Branch Office and a copy was also held by the
Alice Springs Corporation.

1119

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Dr LETTS (by leave): The honourable member for Arnhem asked whether
the NT Stock Squad was actively engaged in duties or still at the
reception desk at police headquarters.
The information I have
obtained was that' 1 member of the stock squad was performing
duties at the CIB inquiry counter at the police headquarters building becaus'e of a temporary physical incapacity. He was now returned
to the sto.ck squad.

1120

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW (by leave): I wish to inform the member for Tiwi thai: as
I assured him yesterday, concerning the police station at Garden
Point, notice has been placed in the Police Gazette. Thereiisnno
requirement for notification in any' other gazette.
If his question was intended to relate to the gazettal of the premises as a
police prison, the answer is no.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN Will he attempt to obtain and table in this House the volume of freight
brought to Darwin by government departments in the last 3 years and
also details of its method of transportation?

ANSWER
I will attempt to obtain that information.
1124

Mrs LAWRIE to MrRYAN'Will he obtain from the Minister and table in this House the figures
and the rationale,on which the decision was made to close the
North Australia Railway?

ANSWER
I will attempt to get the information.
1125

Mr VALE to Mr PERRON Can he supply any details on the$l.lm deferral of local government
projects for the Nor.thern Territory?

ANSWER
Owing to restrictions placed on Commonwealth expenditure for 1976-77,
some proj ects proposed by both the Corporation of the City of
Darwin and the Corporation of the Municipality of Alice Springs
have had to be deferred.
The main projects which had been proposed for next financial year and for which funds will not be
"available are as follows:
in Darwin, "the
northern
suburbs
swimming pool complex of $300,000 and also ~tage two of the
Winnellie Road reconstruction; in Alice Springs, the construction
of the Alice Springs Civic Centre of $0.5m and the construction of
the Alice Springs municipal depot at $300,000.
Owing to some
special circumstances which have arisen, the Alice Springs municipal depot is still under review but it is unlikely that funds will
be available for it to pro~eed in 1976-77. Some deferral of projects proposed under the dollar for dollar subsidy will also be
necessary.
However, the identification of individual projects
which will not proceed in 1976-77 will be a matter for discussion
between the respective corporations and the Department of the
Northern Territory. Operational subsidies paid to both corporations will remain untouched.
1126

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH Has .the Australian Atomic Energy Commission withdrawn from the Northern Territory exploration scene and', if so, how much will we
save in this financial year, and' will this money be transferred
to the Northern Territory Mines Branch to continue basic mapping
and research?

ANSWER
From the best of my knowledge the Atomic, Energy Commission has not
withdrawn totally from the Northern Territory exploration scene,
and that in fact the small cell of the force that was,previously
here will remain until the end of this dry season to complete a pro-
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ject that it had underway and which is well worth completing in
view of the amount of money that has already been expended upon it.
I believe further that any withdrawal this financial year will result in a saving of b~tween $0.8m and $0.9m to the Atomic Energy
Commission. I have made an approach to the Minister for National
Resources that, this money and some 10 geologists be transferred to
the Northern Territory Mines Branch to continue basic mapping and
any other geological work that needs to be done.
1127

Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS Can he advise me where funding for
Development comes from and the
What are the names of the current
ci1 of Social Development?

the Regional Council of Social
annual amount of such grants?
officers of the Regional Coun-

ANSWER
I ask him to place the question on notice.
1128

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN Can

he advise whether the reconstruction of the Stuart Highway
through the foothills into A1ice Springs will proceed as planned
this year?

ANSWER
I am unable to,answer that question as there is still no word from the
Government' as to the implementation of the 'second 3-year road program to upgrade the Stuart and Bark1y Highways. The A1ice Springs
hills area was to receive priority when the program begins but at
the moment no information has been given as to when this is likely
to begin. I hope it comes through shortly.
i129

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH When did the Ayers Rock Advisory Committee last meet and when is it
meeting again?
At what stage is the development planned for the
new Ayers Rock village, and will the Government's financial restrictions impose a delay on this development?

ANSWER
The Ayers Rock Advisory Committee last met on 30 October and at that
meeting' the committee assessed a panel of names of people who
would be suitable consultants to carry out the proj ect; They
further appointed especially a sub-committee to receive and assess
applications from these consultants.
At present, the situation is
held up because of the Government's financial attitudes towards
the hiring of consultants. An application is currently before
the Minister for the Northern Territory, Mr Adermann, and the
Treasurer.
As soon as funds have been approved for the appointment of' the consultants to continue with the plans for the
developing of the village, the chairman of the Ayers Rock Advisory Committee will call a meeting forthwith.
1130

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS In view of the Prime Minister's promise to turn on the lights, when
will the right honourable gentleman reach for the switch that will
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disperse some of the gloom in the cattle industry?
ANSWER
I can assure the honourable member that the Prime Minister and the
Government are reaching for the switch.
It' is only just a matter
now of when the circuit will be completed.
The question of the
difficulties of primary industry and the support needed for the
North was discussed with the Prime Minister, only last Saturday.
I
understand that progress is being made in an examination of a number of suggestions put forward by the Cattle Producers Council
'and other parties.
I hope that an announcement on some of these
will be heard in the near future.
1131

Mr ROBERTSON to Miss ANDREW In the knowledge that she has not, nor will she ever have, any control
over the Commonwealth Police Force about whom the question is concerned, would she inquire into and inform the House w~ether or
not it is a fact that Commonwealth Police Officers are being given
economy leave fares in lieu of first class, contrary to their
awards and conditions of service'; Commonwealth officers were enticed to serve in the A,lice Springs area by false promises of
fully furnished and equipped housing; Commonwealth officers are
only paid a car allowance between A1ice Springs township and the
Joint Defence Space Resear<;h facility i f they' also carry 2 other
officers as passengers and does this practice in many cases involve a net loss to the car owner because of increased insurance
rates on that vehicle? Would she. also obtain a copy of the Commonwealth Police Officers' Determination and conditions of service and
table the same in this House?
Mr SPEAKER:

1132

I direct that the question be placed on notice.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN In the light of the statements which appeared in the press l~st
night wherein he noted that the Minister had based his decision
to close the railway on departmental advice, would he consider
setting up a select committee of members of this Assembly to examine the !9"orth Australia Railway and its viability arid ask the
Minister'for a stay of execution pending the report of that committee so i t can give further advice to the Minister?

ANSWER
This may be a possibility, however, I would have to discuss
other members of the Executive and report our decision
Assembly.
1133

Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREW.

it wi,th
to the

~

Last year, there was appropriation made for some five police boats.
Will consideration be.given to purchasing a police boat for Gove
this year and, if not, will she take the matter up urgently with
the Commissioner?
ANSWER
I shall make representation to the Commissioner on the subject of 'the
supply of the police boat for Gove.
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Mr KENTISH to Mr RYAN -

1134

When will repairs be effected to the domestic
Darwin airport?

airport

facilities

at

ANSWER
At

the last sittihgs, I did advise that cosmet~c repairs to the terminal building were to be effected. To date, that has not started,
however, I have spoken to the DRC and, have been advised that tenders have closed and they should be announcing the successful
tenderer within the next week or two.

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK -

1135

I refer to the Aboriginal advisory body that was set up some time
ago to advise the Administrator on local Aboriginal affairs.
Is
this body still functional a,ld" if not, why not?
ANSWER
To

the best' of my knowledge, this body is not functional.
I do not
know the reason why but I will endeavour to find out if there are
any basic reasons behind the non-activity of this committee and
advise the House later.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCK -

1136

What facilities are presently available ,for the holding of female
prisoners in Darwin and what facilities are expected to be available in the near future?
, .. ANSWER
Some facilities are from time to time available at: Fannie Bay for the
temporary holding of female prisoners. However,the pra~tice is at
the moment to transfer female prisoners from Darwin to Alice
Springs where facilities are , available.
Consideration is being
given to improving the former female block at the Fannie Bay Gaol
,to make it habitable and this is still being considered. However,
at this stage, we do not want to spend a lot of money at Fannie Bay
because we have no intention of that facility being able to linger
longer.
1137

ANSWER TO QUESTION
. Dr LETTS (by leave): I wish to answer a question asked by the honourable member for Nightcliff last week.
She asked about the intention with regard to the Secretary of the Department of the Northern
Territory residing in Darwin. The information I have received 'is
that it is the intention of the Secretary of the Department of the
Northern Territory, Mr R.S. Livingston,' to move to Darwin when
accommodation can be made available. It should be noted, however,
that at 'the present stage of constitutional development in the Northern Territory, the occupant of this position must spend considerable time in the national capital. It may be of interest to note
that Mr Livingston has visited Darwin on 8 separate occasions since
the beginning of the year.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW (by leave): I wish to answer a question by the honourable
member for Nightcliff. She asked if it was possible for me to table
a 'detailed and accurate statement of the deferrals and exPenditure
in the field of education for the 1975-76 year. I am advised by the
Department of Education that it is not responsible for cash expenditure on specific capital works projects. Expenditure, and hence
deferrals of expenditure, are controlled by the Department of Construction an~ the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. The department
suggests that the~' honourable member for Nightc1iff redirect her
question to the Executive Member for Finance and ,Community Development.
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Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN Can the honourable member advise me whether he· has given anyeonsideration to the appointment of a commission of inquiry into overall Northern Territory :transport needs?

ANSWER
As a result of the l)onourablemember for Nightcliff's question yesterday concerning the, possibility of a select committee of this Assembly to look into . the North Australia Railway decision. we had discussions within the' party and it wa:s felt that it would be more
appropriate and possibly more all-encompassing if we asked the Federal Government to conduct a Royal Commission into the complete
transport system and problems Which exist in the Northern Terti~
tory. In view of this. I am ,foreshadowing that tomorrow I will
move that this Assembly ask the. Federal': Governtilertt to conduct a
Royal Commissio!\,., into transport' in 'the:,: Northern Territory.··' We
will also be requesting that the decision. to close the railway be
put off. until this Royal Commission is able to give its findings.
The. honourable 'member for Nightcliff did ask me whether, I would be
able to table papers giving the figures showing the reasons why
the NAR had to be closed down. I regret that I will be unable to
officially table these papers in this Assembly.
1140

Mr MANUELI. to Dr LETTS ~therine

Is

he able to indicate whether the
this year and. ifs(); 'whe!l?
And
heart by the Federal Government
for the beef industry?

meatworks, will Clpen
also. is there any change in
'in relation to carry-on finance

I

believe that honourable members would "have heard the announcement
last night and again this "morning about the opening of the Katherine meatworks.
The announcement emanated from the companies
concerned. and I understand it to be a correct statement of the
position that. following on the Federal Government's conditional
agreelllent to vary the terms of repayment of the. debt owed to them
by Northmeat. an arrangement has been entered into between Norwest
Abattoirs. theWyndham people. and Northmeat to reopen the Katherine meatworks under the management (if Norwest.

ANSWER

It

is proP9sed that it' 'wfii be openea '; in July. I cannot give the
honourable member the eXact date but from previous discussions
with the riteatworks people· it would take about one'month from the
time of ':reachiugtliedecision to open· to get it Qperational again.
so I hope that that would mean very early .in July • This will make
a significanteontribu-tion.to, beef producers, in the Northern Territory.piu7#tularlYin the northern half of the Territory.
, -

I

"

,"

..

•

•

>-

have ~~me a~i:hbriti"lTe information that there has been an approval
for a considerable extension of .the carry-on finance scheme. It
is someth~ng in the order' of $600.000. I am trying to get confirmation of this from the office of the Minister for the Northern
Territory today; I have an arrangement to speak to him at lunch
time on the telephone and I may be able to confirm the situation
there this afternoon for the honourable member.
These 2 decisions
taken together. i f the second one is correct. will be of major significance, to the viability of the beef industry of the Northern
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Territo.ry in 1976,
1141

Mr STEELE to. Dr LETTS Fo.llo.wing o.n his remarks co.ncerning the Katherine meatwo.rks, is he
able to. info.rm the Ho.use that the credits due to. the Katherine
meat.wo.rks will still apply during this killing seaso.n?

ANSWER
Even tho.ugh a meatwo.rks do.es no.t o.pen
I understand that they will.
o.r o.perate it still has an entitlement to. the credit allo.cated to.
it at· ,the start o.f the year. I believe that in the case o.f the
Darwin meatwo.rks, which will no.t be . o.pening this year, its credits
still ho.ld a:nd in fact have been transferred by so.me arrangement
to. No.rwest.
I trust that 'the Katherine credit will still apply
in the case o.f Katherine.
Indeed I do. no.t believe they wo.uld be
o.pening if this was no.t so., o.therwise they wo.uld have difficulty
in dispo.sing o.f their meat to. the no.rmal expo.rt o.utlet, the
American trade.
1142

Mr STEELE to. Mr SPEAKER I refer to. an article in the NT News yesterday co.ncerning an unnamed
member o.f the ALP executive calling fo.r your resignatio.n, .sir.
Can yo.u tell us yo.ur intentio.ns?

ANSWER
At this stage, I have
man's .advice.

no.intentio.ns

o.f taking the ho.no.urable gentle-

-----TL43Mr VALE to. Mr. TAMBLING
Can he advise what type o.f lease will be o.ffered to. the Central Australian Racing Club fo.r their new site' presently under co.nstructio.n-o.n
the Stuart Highway so.uth o.f Alice Springs?
ANSWER
I

1144

am advised that a special purpo.se lease is pro.po.sed fo.r the race
club and that it is currently befo.re the Minister fo.r appro.val.
Co.nditio.ns attaching to. the lease will be that public facilities
o.ught to. be co.nstructed to. cater fo.r at least 500 peo.ple and that
·bo.undaries sho.uld be fenced within a perio.d o.f 2. years and firefighting _ equipment installed to. the satisfactio.n o.f the Administrato.r. Plans fo.r all develo.pment will be subject-to. the appro.val
o.f the Urban Develo.pment Branch and it wi~l be a requirement o.f the
club to. co.nduct 10 race meetings per year.

Mr BALLANTYNE to. Mr RYAN Is

there a _maintenance pro.gram fo.r the" 92 Co.mmonwealth ho.uses at
Nhulunbuy? If no.t, will a plan be implemented in the future and
will the ho.no.urable meinber seek to. have all. ho.uses installed with
airco.nditio.ning. in the fo.rthco.ming budget appro.priatio.n?

I

wo.uld ask that. the hono.urable
questio.n o.n nO,tice so. that the
into. the matter.

ANSWER
member fo.r
appro.priate

Nhulunbuy place the
department can lo.o.k
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING He is no doubt aware thaf certain homes now owned by the Department
of' the Northern Territory - I say now because some of them were
previously owned by public servants and reverted to the Commonwealth - are being restored only to their pre-cyclone condition,
with no strengthening and no cyclone proofing at all, apparently
under a direction from the DRC. Could he advise this House of
the rationale for this decision and also if legal opinion has
been sought in the event of another blow and those houses disintegrating would adjoining people have
a claim against the'
Commonwealth for this peculiar action?

ANSWER
My understanding is that where minor repairs are being made to Commonwealth properties then ,the full cyclone ,code provisions are not
applicable. However, where any major work is being undertaken, it
is to meet the full requirements of the building code. I will investigate the question further and provide the member with a more
comprehensive answer to this question.
The issue of legality of claims has I believe been raised on a number of occasions and my understanding is that there is no case
for claim. ,It
not
only would
apply
to
the'
government sector for restored buildings that are in a substahdard state
but you must also take into account that a number of private sector houses have also been restored without the full cyclone proofing.
1146

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Miss ANDREW What are the police doing' about the hooligans who hang about terrorising people at Knuckeys Lagoon and Railway Dam?

ANSWER
I do not know but I will endeavour to find out.
1147

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN Of the recorded '$2.5m loss attributed to the North Australia Railway
'last year, what percentage was attributable to Cyclone Tracy reconstruction?'

ANSWER
I would ask that the honourable m~mber place the ,question on notice.
In doing so, I would like to point out that, over the last week,
I have had several pages of questions concerning the closure of
the North Australia Rai~way and requesting information which is
very difficult to get quickly . . The answers have to be got from
various departments; theyca)lnot all be answered by the railways.
I have to do this inquiring myself and I regret that I have been
unable to get the time to sit down at the telephone for about 2
hours and ring all the people necessary. I ask the member to put
the question on notice and I will also attempt at some time
today
to get some answers to other questions which have been asked. Those
that I am ,unable to get answers for I will see that the answers are
transmitted to members after the sittings.
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Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH Can, he advis/a . What progress is being
their 'McArthur RiverdevelopmEmt?

made

by

Mount

Isa Min,es with

ANSWER
.To the"best of my 'knowledge Mount Isa Mines is still proceeding with
its plan of development.
The most recent news I had of i t · was
some 6 to S- .weeks ago when the company went to Borroloola and
McArthur River and took a papier mache model of the proposed
development to explain to Aboriginals' living in the area just
what the development would look like on local terrain, how much
land use would be' involved and Where this land lay in relation to
Abbriginai sites in the area. This manoeuvre was taken at the
initiative of the company in conjunction with the Northern Limd
Council and to the best of my knowledge it was a very successful
exercise in that it tnade the Aboriginals more aware of the company's intent. I think the long term planning for the project will
continue and to the best of my knowledge it is going to take some
10 years before the project comes on the scene.

1149

Mr KENTISH to.Mr POLLOCKI

preface my question by referring to a statement on infant mortality among Aboriginals in the Northern Territory released recently
by the Health Department.
1.. ··Would lie ask the Health· Departinentto

provide the ntimber of
,births and infa"llt deaths of Aboriginal males and females for
each year from 1968, or any such earlier date on which similar records were maintained by the Health Department?

2.

Would he ask the Health Department to indica,te why it has
provided a single index for each . of the several years rather
than a 5-year-moving average which it is understood could·
statistically be a more reliable guide to such figures?

3.

What' has been the 5-year moving average from the
the Health Department first maintained such records?

time

when

ANSWER
I have already asked the Health Department to provide me with those
statistics and they are, I believe, being prepared at the moment.
I should be able to advise the member later today or .tomorrow of
the figures.
1150

Mr DONDASto Mr POLLOCK The Nightcliff Community Health ten,tre . is working out of a room at
the Nightcliff High School.
What arrangements has the Health
Department in hand to re-establish the centre and provide it with
the proper facilities?

ANSWER
This problem of the Nightcliff Health Centre has been one of concern
to the department for some time and they have made arrangements
to lease premises in Phoenix Street.
However, these premises require partitioning and associated work and about 3 monthsagb I
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quire partitioning and associated work and about 3 months ago I
made representations to the Department of Administrative Services
to finally come good with the funding required for that work.
'That funding has been made available by the Treasurer _ I think
about 2 months ago now - and each >week the Department of Construction has been assuring the Department of Health that the work will
be finished in 4 weeks. However, as of yesterday, the situation
was still the same as it was several weeks ago
the work will be
finished in 4 weeks. The department is applying continual pressure but unfortunately it is out of their hands at the moment.
They are very an~ious to get into these new premises because the
present facilities at the Night cliff High School are far from
satisfactory.
1151

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK . Can he tell me if there is any indication when the Full Bench.will
make a decision on professional health officers' salaries?

ANSWER
This is a continuing saga.,inrelation to the salaries for profess.,.
ional officers in the Department of Health. The situation as I
understand at the moment is that Mr Justice Coleman, who has been
a delegate of the Full Bench hearing submissions, has reported to
the Full Bench and they are to sit again on 22 June.
However, it
is not> certain just when they will hand down a final decision.
It is hoped that it may be late in Jun~ - that is, later this month
- but there will be nothing before 22 June unfortunately.
1152

Mr VALE to Mr PERRON This question is asked on behalf of the member for Elsey.
advise when meters will be installed in taxis in Katherine?

Can he

ANSWER
I understand that regulations are being drafted under the Motor Vehicles Ordinance to provide for meters to be installed in taxis in
Katherine, Tennant Creek and Nhulunbuy. The regulations have to be
considered by the Administrator's Council. Although I have' not been
given a time for their presentation to the Administrator's Council,
I am told that it is expected that it will not be long. We> can expect taxi meters in these areas in the near future.
1153

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW My

question concerns her Native and Historical Objects and Areas
Preservation Bill !;Ierial 107. Having listened with interest to
the second>reading speech and read the bill, I realise that the
bill does not 'in fact do what was intended or implied in the
speech. as it does not relate to areas.
Is it the honourable
member's intention to amend the bill ata later date to
relate it
to areas or is it the intention to proceed with the bill in its
present· form and introduce other legislation dealing with areas?

ANSWER
The honourable member for Nightcliff is quite right. In the original discussions, it was planned to include areas, however,
it has
been since discovered that this is a very
complex piece of
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legislation because of the various types of leases and legis lat:ion concerning land. My intention will be to continue with the
legislation as it stands at the moment assuming passage at the
next sittings and, at a later date, introduce legislation which
Will then cover areas.
1154

Mr STEELE to Miss ANDREW I

have had representations from 18 mothers concerning the half
yearly intake at the Ludmilla School. Will there be no half
yearly intake this year or is she able to provide some other
information?

The

Education Department this year has adopted a policy whereby
children once they have reached the age of about 4 go to preschool and this is considered the commencement of their primary
schooling. Once children have enrolled in a pre-school, they
have commenced, their formal schooling and they continue in accord-'
ancewith the policy of a-particular school; There is no mid-year
intake as such anymore because this policy involves a continuous
flow of children from the pre-school to grade 1 or preparatory
stages. The children who have entered grade 1 at this stage of the
year will not normally proceed to year 2 until the 1978 year. Therefore,children entering year 1 later than this year will not be
disadvantaged. The problems at Ludmilla are mainly in terms of
staffing and actual accommodation.
The flow will be 'facilitated
as soon as possible, however, it must be clearly understood that the
children are in fact at school by virtue of the fact that they are
in pre-school and they will be flowing up through the system at their own rate of readiness.

ANSWER

1155

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK What assistance will the Department of Aboriginal Affairs give to
the Warramunga Pabulu Housing Association in obtaining accommodation for the fringe dwellers in Tennant Creek?

ANSWER
TheMinister for' Aboriginal Affairs has made an announcement that
only funds for the Northern Territory housing associations that
are needed to meet their legal, obligations ,will be provided until
such'time asa full review of the system which has been applied in
recent times in relation to housing association has been - made.
However, there are problems like those at Tennant Creek where a
great deal of money seems to have been expended and very little
housing has been provided and fringe dwellers are continuing to be
disadvantaged. This matter is being investigated by the department
at the moment and perhaps I might be able to' give some further advice later._
1156

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN What level of wages and salaries was incurred by the North Australia
Railway last year and of -that amount what savings will be made by
retrenchments with the closure of the line?

ANSWER
I would ask him to place that question on notice.
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Mr STEELE to Miss ANDREW Complaints have been received about trail bike riding from citizens
in my electorate around the Ludmilla area and I' ask a series of
questions. Under what section of the ordinance can the police
act? Does the ordinance need strengthening?
Is it a manpower
problem? What is the solution?

ANSWER
The area under question is under the control of the Aboriginal Land
Council and as such is private property.
No power is conferred
'on the police force to enter upon private property under these
circumstances to prevent such a nuisance.
There is no particular
ordinance, however, I believe that legislation concerning trail
'bike riding is under some consideration by
the Majority Party.
It is not a manpower problem; it is really a legal problem. 'I
am
advised by' the police that the solution is for the Legislative
Assembly to determine the official attitude to trail.bikes· on
, private and unalienated Crown land and pass appropriate legislation if necessary.
1158

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK Has he seen press reports recently, that health ministers are to con~
sider the introduction of limitation of smoking in restaurants at
the next meeting of state health ministers in Adelaide?
Will the
Executive Member be attending that mee,ting and what attitude will
he adopt?

ANSWER
I

1159

did read that article actually and I have not got a smoker's cough
as I am a non smoker.
Hopefully, I will be attending and the
attitude I will be taking will be one of reason. I do appreciate
the fact that some people do appreciate having a smoke after or
during their meal and tho~e pleasures should be perhaps enjoyed
by those pers·ons.
However, as a non smoker and as a large section of the community are non smokers, I feel that frequently
smokers in restaurants and other places show a general lack of
consideration for persons who do not smoke.
Perhaps there is
some need for smokers in restaurants to give more consideration
to non smokers.

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING Are there any commercial development proposals
the DRC at the moment for Casuarina?

being

considered by

ANSWER
I am aware that the staff, at 'the DRC are ~urrently looking at the
planning proposals for the Casuarina area and they do include
I believe the paper on this matter will
commer~ial developments.
be coming before the next meeting of the DRC.
1160

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN What steps has he been taking in the last few days to ensure that
people being displaced from their work by the closure of the NAR
are· going to be found work in Darwin or at least in the Northern
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Territory?
Can he let us have any further information as to the
future of the ANL shipping fun from the east coast to Darwin and
what is happening about the early implementation of the next 3
year road program for the Northern Territory?
ANSWER
During the discussions that I had with the Minister for Transport
last Friday, I did stress the need for urgent consideration that
people displaced by the decision should be given every assistance to
find suitable employment within the public service for those who
wish to stay in the, Northern Territory. I might add that they have
been offered jobs south.- that was an undertald1;lg that the Minister
made
but I pointed out to him that many of these p'eople are
long-term rerritory residents and as such have no interest whatsoever in getting a job in Port Augusta. I feel that he has recognised, this need and he assured me last night that he was looking
into this matter quite seriously and I am hopeful that he can come
up with a solution to the problem. I have been having discussions
with the unions concerned and I will be sending a telegram to the
Minister putting forward areas that the unions feel are important
with 'regard to replacement, housing, possible compensation for
people who have to move elsew'here etc. They will also look at the
problem of long service leave whereby they may, come up with a pro
rata settlement for people who wish to leave the public service.
With regard to ANL, we have possibly deferred -a decision.
The Minister has, asked ANt to review the situation. The loss last year
was something like $13m or perhaps that is their expected loss
this year. He has asked them to have a look at the situation and
he was going to possibly make a decision baseli on what they told
him., He was under the impression that we do not utilise fully
the Darwin Trader.
I made it quite clear to him that I believe
that he was getting wrong advice on that matter because to my
knowledge the Darwin Trader, i f i t has not been fully utilised,
over the last 12 months, has almost been fully utilised. It is a
fact that the next Darwin Trader due in is full and, in fact,
freight has been refused because the ship can take no more loading.
The Minister took this information coupled with the fact that we are
losing the railway. I pointed out that there was no chance of
'having a satisfactory road system without some supplementary transport from the sea. I feel that I have impressed upon the Minister
the need to retain that service. I also mentioned that, in view -of
the fact that the road would be used more with the railway' being
closed, it is about time that the Government made a decision to
implement the second 3 year road program and get rid of the problems of which we are all too well aware - ~ewcastle Creek, Alice
Springs hills, Adelaide River, Pine Creek etc.
In view of their
decision, they must quickly implement this road program.
He agreed
that that was important and. he was g~ing to look at that.' He did
make the point that it is not his responsibility to look after the
roads in the Northern Territory and that it was the Minister for
the Northern Territory's job. I agreed with him but I pointed
out that he, as a Cabinet Minister, could possibly influence decisions in the Cabinet. I also spoke to the Minister for the Nor. thern Territory' last night and, mentioned the same points to him
regarding loss of jobs and the 3 year road program.
I am quite
sure that they are well aware of the serious effect that the
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decision to close the railway has caused; I am hopeful that they
will be able to act upon it and keep the hardship that may be
suffered by people affected by the closure down to a minimum.
1161

Mr WITHNALL to Mr POLLOCK I refer to his statement in this Chamber when he introduced the Radiographers,Bill relating to the use of x-ray equipment by chiro~
practors and ask him 'whether the statement he made then had the
support of the Director of Health?
I also ask him if he will obtain and table in this Assembly, before the bill is fur,ther con-'
sidered, a statement of the conditions which the Director of Health
would impose under clause 19(2) of the bill?

ANSWER
I
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am not quite sure which section the honourable member, is referring
to but I feel that the sections which he is referring to are sections which have been initiated through the Majority, Party and
not by the Department of Health. I will get from the Director of
Health his opinion and considerations and endeavour to have them
tabled.

Mr KENTISH to Mr RYAN In view of the fact that'the northern rail track is reported to
poor condition, is there any move to keep the roadmaster and
ssary personnel and gangs engaged to p'ut the track into good
and to maintain it in good order ~uring the period that the
way is not functioning?
'

be in
nece-'
order
rail-

ANSWER
Because we have been concentrating, up until now anyhow, on trying
to convince ,the Government that it would be better to keep the
railway open, I have' not made any - inquiries as to what their
plans are for the maintenance of the railway. The statement made
by the Minister was I that they were not closing it but it had been
"mothballed", and quite obviously that is a fact that some form
of maintenance would have to be kept up so that the rail would be
in a satisfactory condition to open should the nee,d arise in the
future.
I assume that
the department would be making some
announcement about this part of the operation, qut I will make
inquiries of the Minister to find out what plans they do have for
the maintenance of the facilities.
1163

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK When will the children's creche be ready for operation at the Gove
Hospital and will this centre be staffed? If so, will the staff
be full time employees?

ANSWER
I ask that the, question be placed on notice.
1164

Mr MANUELL to Mr TUXWORTH Are metal producers within the Northern Territory subject to price
And
control by the Prices, Justification Tribunal?
If so, why?
do these controls apply to exports?
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.ANSWER

I

have a part answer to the question. I wili endeavour
complete answer and reply some time-today.

to

get

the
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Mr VALE to Mr

TAMBLING-

Can he answer a question concerning a caravan park site auctioned at
Borro1oo1a 2 years ago and which has not been developed?
Will it
be forfeited or another site made available by auction?
. ANSWER

Some information was provided with regard to the caravan site and the
conditions of lease that were taken up at auction to yourself, Mr
Speaker, some months ago. That position has not altered. I have
sought in recent days information from the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs to ascertain what the wishes of the community that took up
the lease at that auction are, and what their initial proposals are.
As soon as this information is available, I will pass it on.
1166

Mrs LAWRIEto Mr TAMBLINGI am aware that he is intending to ask for a Royal Commission into
transport problems in the Territory.
Has he had an indication
from the Australian Government or any of its Ministers as to whether
this will be agreed to by them?

ANSWER

No,
1167

I have not had an indication from any members of the Federal Governmentas to whether or not a Royal Commission would be acceptable.

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK The Prime' Minister, Mr Ma1co1m Fraser, has stated that there will be a
conference for state and federal ministers to discuss the new hospital arrangements under Medibank.
Has the Executive Member for
Social Affairs been invited to atte~d the conference on June 11?

ANSWER

Yes, I have been invited by the Victorian Minister for Health to attend
the meeting in Melbourne next Friday. It is a meeting initiated by
him. I was also invit~d to attend a meeting today in 'Melbourne of
departmental heads as a preliminary' to next week's meeting, but unfortunately as the Assembly is sitting I am unable to attend.
1168

MrMANUELL to Dr LETTS My question is asked on behalf of the member for E1sey. Is it economic
for buffalo meat to be sold for 23 cents per pound in Adelaide and
why should there not be a profitable trade in beef at 75 cents per
pound in the United States?

ANSWER

I do not know that 23 cents per pound for buffalo beef in Adelaide is
in fact the price but I would imagine at 23 cents per pound buffalo
beef should be profitable, bearing in mind that buffalo beef is sold
for two distinct purposes. The question did not indicate which use
we are talking about; it is sold both as pet food and also for human
consumption.' I do .understand also that an even higher price range
has been offered for buffalo beef in Australia this year and is being taken advantage of by several operators for export overseas' to
both north America and Europe as game food. In that regard, it is
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in the same classification as deer meat which is exported regularly
and annually from New Zealand to European and other markets. It
commands a premium price because of the fact that it has the label
of game attached to it.
Logically" we might argue that being game
and being field killed is a disadvantage rather than an advantage
but that is a consumer preference over which we have no influence.
As far as the market price for peef in America is concerned, I believe
I have already answered that question earlier in this session.
I
referred to the .effect of international market and trade situations
on the price of normal export beef in Australia. I do not think I
have anything further to add to that answer.
1169

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW On 17 June 1975 the honourable member tabled a. paper entit1ed,IIThe
Katherine Project 1969-73" which was programmed to adapt the schooling process in the interests of Aboriginal students in Northern
Territory schools. Could she advise me what benefit this report
has had?

ANSWER
I do recall tabling that paper and in fact I am very familiar with the
Katherine project having worked very closely to it for a period of
time. However, I request that the question be placed on notice because the answer requires some degree of research.
1170

.Mr MANUELL to Mr TUXWORTH Are there any plans at this stage by the owners of the'Warrego smelter
to .re-open the smelting plant and, if so; when?

ANSWER
In reply I would offer the information that was published by the board
of directors of Peko Mines in the last 2 weeks. The directors have
assessed the possibility of entering the international copper market again with the product of blister copper and they anticipate
that if the continue,d price rises in copper continue at the present
rate for the next 24 months, they will be able to get back into the
market in July 1978. However, before the smelter and the mining
of copper can begin, the company will be committed to 21 months'
work and modification on the smelter at a total cost of some $7.8m.
To go ahead with these plans, the company will have to ,decide in
the next 3 months whether it wishes to enter the market again in
July 1978 so that the modifications can be completed by that time.
1171

Mr DONDAS to Mr

POL~OCK

-

When will the mothers' home in Tiwi be opened?
ANSWER
I

cannot tell the honourable member when it will be opened.
This
matter was raised some time ago and there were some structural
problems in relation to the handover of the building which was
originally commissioned by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs.
In the latter times, the Department of Aboriginal Affairs decided
it did not require the, building and would hand the building over
to the D~pattment of Health.
The latest situation is that the
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Department 'of Health has decided that they do not want the building and it will go back to the Department of Aboriginal Affairs. I
am' still purf/uing the matter.

1172

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLING My question concerns about 100 houses of a prefabricated type of const:ruction which are being constructed' around the town for the' Darwin
Reconstruction Commission. I understand about 20 of these houses
have been completed and a number of them have been offered to public
servants as accommodation and 'have been turned down. I understand
also that it is possible that these houses,being unacceptable to
pulic servants, may be offered to the Housing Commission. If the
houses are unacceptable to the Housing Commission as well, what is
to be their fate?

ANSWER
I assume the honourable member is referring to the 100 homes being
built for'the Darwin Recdnstruction Commission by the Department of
Construction's day labour team. I also have heard that public servants' are opting for the more desirable, more expensive and larger
homes coming from the other contracts 'arranged by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. This is an internal matter within the Department of the Northern Territory with regard to the housing allocation, and people do have an optiQn op,en to them. It may be rather
interesting to see when a different form of rental is charged or if
the Government's home sale scheme is' r,e-introduced, whether those
same public servants will opt ,for the more ivory castle type of
home. It will be interesting to see'if they then perhaps elect to
take a home which costs less ,and therefore is not of the same
standard as_in some of the other contracts.
I am aware that initial discussions have taken place with the Housing
Commission to see if the Northern Territory Housing Commission is
interested in having a number of these homes added to their stock
of homes available. I do not know what action the Housing Commission is'proposing. I would feel that they ought to ask for a
fairer spread of the market just as the public servants are doing.

1173

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING In Katherine, there are 14 adults with 16 dependent children who have
been in Katherine for 18 months and who have recently been advised - ,
these are public servants - that the date of their priority has nothing to do with their appointments as permanent public servants to
the public service but to their arrival in Katherine.
They have
just been advised that in fact they are not conSidered to be on the
Katherine staff. They are still considered to be attached to Darwin which, is a long way to travel to and fro from work. I ask the
honourable membei;' what is the present situation regar.ding these
people; ate they ,to be housed in Katherine and on what priority?

ANSWER
After the, cyclone, a number of staff were sent to Katherine to allevi, ate the housing problems in Darwin. They were told that they would
be there for at least 12 months, with the promise that at the end of
that period they would have the option of remaining there indefinitely or returning 'to Darwin as soon as accommodation became 'available. Location of some staff permanently in Katherine had been un-
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der consideration for several years, an inhibiting factor earlier
being the shortage of housing in Katherine. After 12 months the sitation was reviewed and staff had by then decided whether to remain
or return to Darwin. The staff positions are regarded by' the branch
as very suitable for permanent transfer to Katherine and a formal
request for this has just been made. In addition, a request has been
made to transfer the position of an Engineer Class 2 to Katherine to
manage the group and carry out the functions of a district engineer.
He has also requested a house. After being on the housing list for
some months and under every e~ectation of obtaining houses, from the
first allocation to be made, the firstS officers were told by the
District Officer late on Friday 28 May that they had been removed
from the list by the Establishments' Branch in Brisban~~ They were
also told that 20 houses were to be allocated from the 18 June, ,that
there would be no more houses for 2 years, and that there would be
no more meetings of, the:rDC befbre the 18 June. However, following
.tlierepresentations of the member for Elsey arid myself to the department, this matter has been reviewed
it ha.s been a matter of
a series of quick phone calls between Darwin and Brisbane -and I
am pleased to advise that while no houses will be allocated before
25 June, by that date the' Water Resources staff should be back on
the list.
1174

Mr VALE ,to Mr RYAN Can he advise whether quality of ABC TV reception
economies with the micro-wave ,link?

is

affected

by ABC

ANSWER
I ask that the question be placed on notice.
1175

Mr KENTISH to Dr tETTS Can he advise me i f there are plans on hand for e~anding the strength
of the Stock Squad which I understand-is a one",:,man·squad at present,
it may be doubled, and does he know how the squad is currently en~
gaged?

ANSWER
I

1176

did answer a question. from the honourable member for Arnhem last
week on this which indicated that a member of the Stock Squad who
has been on other duties, desk duties, because of physical incapacity had returned to his normal duties in the Stock Squad. Just
what those duties are, I am not too sure - we do'not see a great
deal 'of evidence of the Stock Squad operating out of Darwin. ~re
viously they have indicated that because of the shortage of .staff
they were to operate essentially ,in response to complaints from the
public rather. than on a general patrol type of basis. I believe
that would still be the arrangement. However, the honourable member will be aware of a notice on the notice paper concerning the
'strength of the Police Force; and I imagine that the question of
the establishment of various sections, including the Stock Squad,
may be canvassed th~re and that the Executive Member for Education
and Law may have some information that she can pass on to the honourable· member for Arnhem.

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON Does the Government intend to introduce off-peak electricity charges?
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ANSWER
I know of no proposal to introduce off-peak electricity charges in the
Northern Territory at this time. I think this question may have
arisen as a result of a recent advertisement on television in Darwin whereby a hot water system is being advertised as, advising customers that they can save considerable money on off-peak electricity
rates.
I would suspect that the advertisement does in actual fact
represent misleading advertising and, as such, I will bring the
matter to the attention of the Consumers Protection Council.

1177

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr RYAN Edmund Road opposite Skewes' store at Humpty
Could he' advise when the work will start?

Doo

needs

rebuilding.

ANSWER
I ask him to place the question on notice.

1178

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREWWould she table in this Assembly a detailed and accurate' statement of
the reduction of expenditure in operational areas of education in
the 1975-76 year?

ANSWER
I will endeavour to do so.

1179

Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS What plans or projects are at present
cattle from Darwin?

in 'hand

for the export of live

ANSWER
I cannot give the honourable 'member any precise information. I ask
the honourable member, if he intends to ask a question without
notice where it is necessary for any Executive Member to obtain
information from another place, he should at 'least give some
indication if he wishes to get the question answered at the sitting. I ask him to place the question on notice.
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Mr VALE toMrPERRON I ask this question on behalf of the member for Elsey.
As the
Borroloola Inn is reverting to a general store and withdrawing its
shower and toilet facilities from public use, will the Government
provide toilet and shower for the public?

ANSWER
I

have heard 'that the Borroloola Store is intending xo cancel or withdraw its innkeeper's licence.
If it does, the owner will not be
obliged any longer to provide shower and toilet facilities that the
public can use. I am not aware of any proposals by the Government
to build public conveniences in Borroloola at this stage, and I do
not know if any representations 'have been made to the Government
on this line, suggesting that the Government should build them. Until such time as some.proposal is put forward, I cannot supply any
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further information as to a date that such facilities might be
structed.

1181

con-

Mr KENTISH to Mr PERRON My question concerns street lighting at.' a point in his electorate.
Previously I have asked about this position and since asking I find
that magnificent lights have been erected'nearby at the weighbridge
at Winnellie, at Showgrounds Road. But can he tell me when lights
will be placed at the entrance of Farrell Crescent which is used by
hundreds of people?

ANSWER
The problem in regard to lights' at Farrell Crescent has been one that
has bothered me for some considerable time;
I am running out of
things that lcan do to impress upon the transport planning people
exactly how serious the inatter is as far as a light at the corner
of Farrell Crescent is concerned.
It is a situation a few miles
out of Darwin along the highway where there are no particular significant land points, and when one is travelling at night it is
very difficult to' pick up the corner of Farrell CreScent. It is
an area used by quite a lot of people; ther.e is the caravan park
nearby and caravan park people are often fairly new to town and
are not completely familiar with the area and it has caused a great
deal of near misses and quite a few serious accidents on that corner.
I have repeatedly asked the Government to have this light
installed there to illuminate the intersection and, whilst promises
'have been made continually, absolutely nothing appears to have been
done. As the honourable member for Arnhem has said, the public
weighbridge has a beautiful set of lights but it is. very rarely if
ever.. used at tl,:Lght. The Showground Road ha::; a lovelY light over :it
as well and it is used once ,a ye'ar for about 4 days. But the one
that is nearby that is used constantly by many residents has ~ust
been ignored it appears.
1182

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING He has told us that the Katherine people have been reinstated on the
housing list. My question is what is their date of priority? Is
it their .arrival in Katherine, their appointment to the Commonwealth Public Service or the date the decision to reinstate them
was made?

ANSWER
'My understanding is that people' on the housing 'list have a priority
established from the day they first establish that priority in the
Northern Territory. I will check that this is the case for those
people that are now being relocated. in Katherine.
1183

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW '(by leave): The honourable member for Tiwi asked what
the police were doing about the hooligans terrorising people at
Knuckeys Lagoon and the Railway Dam. I am advised by the Police
Department that there has-been no disturbances reported at either
locality since October 197.5. The last disturbance reported at Railway Dam was on 17 July 1975 and the last ,disturbance
at
Knuckeys
Lagoon on' 2 October last year. Police patrols cover both areas I
am assured in the normal course of their patrol duties.
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Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr TAMBLING I have been coming over to Darwin for a number of months now and during that time I have noticed. ~hat Blocks 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 have
shocking surroundings. Would he find out if there is any move afoot
to restore the sprinkler system and to be~utify these buildings by
grassing and planting of trees? If that move is afoot, when will it
commence?

ANSWER
I
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am aware o,f proposals to totally reinstate and restore the blocks
mentioned by the honourable member and the surrounds. I do not
know the specific date of commencement; I have seen figures which
would indicate that the major expenditure on this item will take.
place in the next financial year, 1976-77.
I will purs~e these
.specific issues raised.

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr POLLOCK When was the last meeting
decisions have been made
the council and by whom?

of the Child Welfare Council held and what
in regard to the . continued operation of

ANSWER
lam not sure when the last meeting of the Child Welfare Council was
held bu.t i t was approximately 18 months, ago. The council would not
meet because at that stage there was a lack of a quorum and consideration.of appointments was deferred. The whole matter of the council is being reviewed by the Department of the Northern Territory
Social Development Branch with a view' to providing a better child
care s~rvice for the whole . coinmunity.
This work is proceeding at
the moment and I am hopeful that in the near future something to
the advantage of all will come forward.

1186

Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS I noticed that a number of tenders are out for the taking of buffalo
off Crown land. In section 22 of the tender form, there is a
matter of the disposal of offal; it is to be burned or buried on
site of the kill or alternatively disposed of somewhere.
This is
way out bush, I would presume. Can he inform me whether' at the
time of' the shooting of the 3,000 buffalo on Woolwongaj the department concerned buried or burned all the animals and what
action does the AIB or other department take to dispose of the
bodies of the hundreds of buffaloes that are bogged at the end of
each dry season?

ANSWER
The reduction in strength of buffaloes on the Woolwonga Reserve was
after my time and I am not familiar with the details of disposal
of carcasses or ,0fHll'there. As far. as I am aware, there are no
special measures taken to dispose of animals which die naturally
through bogging and malnutrition on the coastal plains region at
the end of our dry seasons.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: I seek leave
to a question asked of

to have incorporated in Hansard an answer
me yesterday by the honourable member for

Nightcliff with regard to structural upgrading of reconstruction
works.
She did refer to this answer in the adjournment debate
yesterday.
Leave granted.
~e BuiZding Manual pequipes that. whepe a pesidence
is mope
than 50 pep cent damaged. the whoZe structuPe lIYi n be bpought up to
cyclone pesistant standapds.
Whepe the damage is less than 50 pep
, cent. the manual pequipes that the new wopk is accopding to the
pequipements of the code. i.e. to cyclone pesistant standapds. and
the balance of the pesidence requipes no jUPther up(]pading wopk.
Howevep. the commission advises theppivate sectop as to how it can
upgpade the pemaining 50 pep cent at no (]peat expense.

The type of advice that lIYill be given to the ppivate sec top
lIYiU. in fact:, be caPPied out in the pubUc sec toP. 'i. e. whepe a
house is, damaged' and}n the' opinion of engineeps needs some
s,tructuml upgmding, thisllYiZl happen.

Thepe has been in the past; a ,ppo~ofwatepppoofing an,d tidy.,.
ing up of govei'1'm1ent 1>esidences as et stage'l, which was to be foltOwed 1;>y Zatep upgmding. Howevep. apppoximately a month ago the
depaptment was dipected to caY'l'yout the pestopation and upgpading
ofpesidenees in one stage in lieu of two. The commission 'isaUJaPe
that this dipection has in some instances not been cappied thpough
and the commission has acquiped the sepvices of a structural engineep to, ensure that this wopk is carned out.
In essence the Geneml Manage!' beUeves that the Gove1'rl1l1ent
must do taUs own homes those, things it advises the pnvate sec top
to cappY out.
At the last ~PWin Ciiiz?ns' Council meeting, a question was
asked of the Genepal Managep, similaP to the above. in pespect of
defence. homes and the council was given the assurance that those
homes lIYiU also be structuraUy up(]paded.
1190

ANSWER TO QUESTION
MrTUXWORTH (by leave)': I was asked yesterday whether the activities
of mineral exporters' in the Northern Territory were subject to the
provisions of the Prices Justification Tribunal and the information
I have received is that the three exporters in the Northern Territory, Peko, Nabalco and Gemco are not cotrolled by the Prices JustificationT~ibunal because their prices are set
by the department
controlling exports in Canberra. However, while Gemco has both internal and external activities, the internal activities are subject
to the control of the Pri,ces Justification Tribunal, and the tribunal watches very carefully that .Gemco does not rip off its parent
company BHP.
In relation to its export activities, it is encouraged to ,rip off as many people as it can as often as it can.

1191

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN (by leave) :
This concerns the date of the next Rural Roads
Conference. Honourable members are anticipating that I might have
good news for them, however,' the department has been unable to set
a date for the next Rural Roads Conference. They had hoped it could
possibly be held in July but the have not been able to prepare anything for July so at the moment the next Rural Roads Conference is,
up in the air.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

.1l20A Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN 1.

Is the honourable. Member aware that th~ Australian Natiohal Railway
will not offer new leases in the Alice Springs Rail reserve for
commercial purposes pending their decision as to the location of
the new railway reserve and associated commercial sidings; and is
he further aware that when this decision has been made the site
will be subject to an environmental impact study?

2.

Does he concede that this whole project may take 10 years to complete and, if so, would he ask ,the Australian National Railway
Commissioner to o~fer alternatives to the present negative attitude to permit some badly needed commercia~ growth 'in Alice Springs
,now and within the next 10 years?

ANSWER
1.

In 1974 Messrs. Ashton & Wilson, Transportation and Urban Planners
were commissioned to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement on
four proposed sites for standard gauge rail terminal facilities at
Alice Springs.
The scope of the statement followed guidelines
recommended by the Department of Environment and Conservation. The
Consultants report was released for public comment on 31. 7 .75 and
intere~ted parties were required to submit their comments in writing
to the Department of Environment and Conservation, Canberra, by
1. 9. 75.
Consideration of the replies by the Department of Environ-'
ment, Housing and Community Development and related investigations
are still proceeding.
Until finality is reached on the question of
terminal location, 'which is expected in six months, Australian National Railways are not entering into any new lease arrangements in
the Alice Springs area.

2.

The original construction plan provided for the Tarcoola-Alice
Springs Railway to be substantially completed within five years of
commencing earthworks.
The actual period of construction could be
extended as a result of the Government's policy of restricted capital expenditure and, its appointment of a Review Committee to
examine the construction standards and costs' of this project.

1121, Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN In view of the fact that the ABC is to be subjected to cutbacks and
within theNT this may be reflected by demands to rationalise radio
programmes would he be prepared to recommend that the programme '''Col
Chuck Chunder" be removed from broadcast programmes?
ANSWER
No.
I do not believe that I am competent to determine the relative
merits of particular ABC programmes, nor do I believe that other members of the Legislative Assembly have this competence.
It is also
my belief that personal prejudices should not replace objective asses-,
ment.
,1122 Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN 1.

What was the cost, 1974;"75 and 1975-76 of the re-sleepering programme
for the North Australian Railways?

2. .What was the cost of POst-Cyclone Tracy benefits to employees of the
North Australia Railways including R & R fares, R & R paid leave,
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hard living allowances, lost time whilst on railway pay, but
productive work for the North Australian Railways?

not in

3.

What is the cost to date of post~Cyclone Tracy repair work for the
North Australia Railways?

1.

North Australia. Railway re-sleepering eXpenditure:

ANSWER

1974/75
1975/76

1192

$435,000
$190,000

2.

Post cyclone Tracy payments to North Australia Railway employees
for rest and recreation leave, fares, hard living allowances etc.
$152,000.

3.

Post cyclone Tracy repair costs $449,000.

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK REGIONAL COUNCIL OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
1.

Can he advise me from where comes
the annual amount fo, such funds?

2.

What are ,the names cif
of Social Developmenf?

the

the funding of this Council and

current' offices of the Regional Council

ANSWER
1.

Funding for Regional Co~il of Social Development is by allocation
of funds by the Australian Government and is administered by the
Department of Social Security.
'
,
Each Regional Council receives $40,000 per annum for social planning
and administrative costs and to enable the Council to provide welfare informa.tion'within the region.
Council also receives $12,000 per
annum for the employment of a
Community Development Officer, but this may be varied.

2.

The current officers of the
ment:
Senator Robertson,
Mrs. N. Polishuk,
Mr. J. Lawrie,

Regional

Council

for

Social Develop-

Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer

1193 Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN 1.

Is there a maintenance program operating for the Commonwealth houses
at Nhulunbuy and ,if not, will a plan be implemented in the near
future?

2.

Will he seek to have all' the 'houses ,fitted with air conditioning
units in this year's budget appropriation?

1.

There is a cyclical maintenance progr,am operating at Nhulunbuy.

ANSWER
It
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is expected that $7,000 will be avaiiab1e for
minor maintenance funds are also available.
2.

1195

1976/77.

Urgent

It is not intended as a general rule that Departmental dwellings at
Nhu1unbuy be airconditioned.
They are fitted with ceiling fans and
the window treatment permits good ventilation.

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN Out of the $2.5m1oss recorded by the North Australia Railway last financial year, what was the amount of money spent specifically on reconstruction necessitated by cyclone damage?

ANSWER
No actual reconstruction work carried out.
Efforts were directed towards the repair of damaged buildings to render them habitable and to
enable staff to' resume normal living and working conditions.
The
costs involved are reflected in the answer to question no. 1122(3).
1196

Mr MANUELLto Mr RYAN What funds were expended on salaries and wages by the North Australia
Railway in the 1975-76 financial year and what savings will result
from retrenchment of staff and employees with the suspension of the
railway's operations?

ANSWER
1.

North Australia salary and wages expenditure in 1975/76

2.

$2,100,000.

Estimated salary and wages savings to the North Australia Railway
section 'in '1976/77 following cessation of rail traffic is $1'mi11ion.
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Mr STEELE to Dr LETTS Mr Isaacs said on . radio yesterday that executive mebers attended conferences at the taxpayers' expense for little or no return to the
Territory. Perhaps the Majority Leader could answer that?

ANSWER
. I presume that the spokesman for the ALP was referring to Commonwealth
and state ministers councils which executive members of this Assembly
have been attending for the past 12 months. I regard the attendance.
of our executive members at these councils as the most important
development in our progress towards greater political responsibility
for· the Northern Territory. It is at these meetings that policies are
made for the whole of Australia and individual regions.
I was at two such meetings last week. One was the Australian Agricultural Council. There was a move made by the states at that Australian Agricultural Council meeting to impose a complete baggage
search for passengers leaving the Darwin Airport as part of a program
to control the spread of fruit fly in Australia.
The proposal was
not based on logical local knowledge and I successfully averted it.
At a subsequent meeting of the environment ministers heid late last
week, there was a'proposa1 that other parts of Australia .inc1uding
the Northern Territory should follow the lead that New. South Wales
and Victoria have given in bringing regulations to reduce the lead
content of petrol.. This matter is causing concern in inner city
areas in Sydney and Melbourne. The effect of bringing in suchregu1ations in the T~rritory would have been to increase the price of
petrol to the consumer' of several cents a gallon and it would have
achieved no useful purpose at this time as far as environmental control was concerned. By argument at that meeting, I was able to avert;
that imposition on Territory people at this time.
I am sure that other Executive Members could illustrate the value to
Territorians of their participation in these councils and I regard it
as a break through. At the last council, I actually attended in the
place of the Minister for the Northern Territory and that is the first
time that that has been achieved.
1201

Mr MANUELLto MrRYAN -"
Is

he aware of the report in the Adelaide Advertiser of Wednesday 4
August which suggested possible deferral of the continuing works on
the Tarcoo1a to Alice Springs standard. guage railway link? Can he
say whether' the Federal Minister for Transport has indicated to him
the Government' s intention to continue with planned works?

ANSWER
I did not see the particular. article mentioned by the member for Alice
Springs.' However, I had sent a telegram to the Minister for Transport as a result of the rumours which' have been bandied around the
town. In his answer, he said "A review into construction standard!?
and cost of this/ proj ect ~nnounced by the Treasurer late in May is
nearing completion. In the meantime. work is continuing on the project and a major contract was recently let for construction of earth
works, bridges and culverts from Robin Rise to Mah1er Bore. It is
not intended to stop work on the proj ect and no decision to' slow
down the work has been made.

/
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Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING Is he in a position
Trustee?

to state clearly the'position with the Home Finance

ANSWER
Members will be aware that over the past 2 days the Minister for the
Northern Territory has been in Darwin reviewing the situation that
has' received considerable press comment over the last 2 weeks. The
Minister has issued a statement this morning, and I feel it would
clarify the position best 'if I read that statement:

The Ministe~ fo~ the No~thern Te~~tor-y,M~ Evan Ader.mann~ held
talks ove~ the past wo days UJith the Maste~ Builde~s Assoaiation,
the Chambe~ of Indust~es'and No~thern Te~~tbr-y ~ep~esentatives of
DarWin banke~s. These' talks we~e a~~anged'by the No~thern Territory
Exeautive Membe~ fo~ Finanae and Community Development, Mr Grant
'rambling. The Ministe~ also. had separate talks with the chair.mari of
the Reaons~tion Commission, the .chairman of the No~thern Territo~y
Housing Commission and the Home Finanae T!'Ustee.
The Minister' also
met with ~ep~esentatives of the ACOAat their request;
Mr Ader.mann said that a v~iety of issues we~e aanvassed in the
aourse of the talks but the single main matte~ l<klS the Home Finanae
T!'Ustee aonaessional home loimsaheme; The Minister said this saheme
. obviously enjoyed the fullsuppo~tofthe Federal Government, the
Legislative Assetribly and all seatiori:s of the D~n aommunity. Mr
Adermannexplained that his ~eaent p~essstatement on thi.s subjeat
was designed to dX'OJJJ,attention·to the appropriation. provision of
$11.5m fo~ 1976/77 an inareasein exaess of 26% ove~ the expenditure
of last year.· He aZfJO'indicated .that, if present trends aontinue,
this aash alloaation bXJUld be exaeeded and he had instruated his
depa~tment to p~epare, as a matte~ of urgenay, proposals whiah would
aahieve the most equitable distribution of available funds fo~
No~thern Territor-y housing.
Moreove~,' the statement· also reiterated
the (;ove~ent's ale~ aommitment that thesaheme would aontinue and
eligible bo~~owe~s could utilise funds ad.vanaed unde~ the saheme at
any time .up to 31 Deaetriber 1980.

If additional funds'We~e wanted to finanae the home loan saheme
this finanaial ye~ the~e would need to be some ~edistribution of the
total funds alloaation fo~the . ~eaon8truatiori of DaMn.
In the
aourse of the talks this week, it was made quite dear that the Government's aompleteintegr'ity in its,statement that the highest prior~
ity 1i!Ould aontinue to be . given to the ~eaonstruation of D~n was
ver-yiv.ident in the p~ovision of' $17;3. 2m an, inarease of $39m o~ 30%
oVe~ aatual expenditure last year.

Additio~l assistanae'providedto

the .No~thern

Te!Tito~y's hard

p~essed. beef' industry,., the needs. . of .the' ailing tourist industry, and
the urgenay of ai7Jilwo~k outside iJ~n meant that no money aould be
taken f~om those, oJhe~ a~eas bfthe Te~~to~y.

Answe~ing his antias Mr Adermannsaid that any ~ealloaation aould
no.t be i''esponsibly done afte~ only:one month of the finanaialyea~
had elapsed and most of, the' funds we~e untouched. Additionally, not
until allappliaationBwe~e ~eaeivea by 31 Deaembe~ thiS ye~. aould
anyone assess the final aasn ~equi~ement of t?he fund this ye~ and
fo~ subsequent years.
This will p~ovide~eliable statistias on whiah
deaisions aould be taken and these would be taken well befo~e aash
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fUnds were depleted. Then and only then could he be satisfied that
it 7JX)uld be' most equitable to . undertake some redistribution of funds giving fUU consideration to the whole range in each sector of
housing requirements in Darwin.
MP Adermann said that the situation would be kept under close review and, if events required some adJ'ustment of existing cash appropriations, this would be done quickly and and announced publicly.
The Minister said he welcomed the opportunity to meet with so many
representatives of the local corronunity and he found the exchange of
views both rewarding and stimulating. Some positive suggestions. were
advanced and he was prepared to consider these carefully andJ if necessary, .discuss them with his ministerial coUeagues in Canberra.
I can only say that, in the talks in which I participated, I found the
Minister most cooperative and receptive to the submissions made by
politicians and by the community 1ead~rs.
'I am confident that the
statement he has now made stresses the point· quite adequately that
there will be redistribution if necessary between the public and
private sectors in Darwin· and that therefore the confidence should
be restored .fu11y to those people who feel they are still under
threat.
1203

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN Is he aware of the form of inquiry into the Northern Territory transport needs being undertaken by the Bureau of Transport Economics and
does he agree that this inquiry isa satisfactory alternative' to the
Royal Commission requested by this Assembly?

ANSWER
I have been in touch With the Department of Transport 011 ,this matter
and I am waiting further information from them at which time I expect
to make a statement to the House.
1204·

Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING Can he confirm that the sewer line in Doctors ~u11y is and' has been for
some time broken just, beyond the low tide marks so that raw sewage
is discharged a matter of feet from the e<Jge of the water at low
spring tide~? If he can confi~ the facts, what steps have been and
Will be taken to ave~t the threat to health which is posed by this
situation?

ANSWER
I am not in a position to ·confirm the information sought by the Honour~
able Member • I would ask that he _plac~ the question on not.ice to .the
E~ecutive Member for Municipal and Consumer Affairs.
1205

Mr DONDASto Mr RYAN Is

there any ,truth;iIi the rUmour that· the bus services' in
area are to be curtailed?

the

DarWin

.ANSWER
I was ,in touch with the '. Department of the Northern Territory concerning
bus· services :several days ago on a matter relating to another area. 1
have arranged to have discussionsWi th them. At. this stage no decis~
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ion has been made to curtail any of the bus services in the Darwin
area. I will be discussing these matters with the department, bear~
in mind that the Darwin bus services do run at a rather large deficit. I dei not expect any decision, will be made without thorough
discussions between the parties concerned.

1206

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr, TAMBLING I address my question without notice to the honourableJIiember for Finance and, Community Development in his, capacity as a member of the
Darwin Reconstruction Commission.
I have a letter from the Minister for the Northern Territory dated 19
May 1976 stating clearly and unequivocally that the 2 facilities to be,
provided for juvenile delinquents are on the works program for 197677 and that they should be available in 1978. Can the honourable
member confirm that these 2 facilities are indeed on the works pro-,
gram for1976-77?

ANSWER
The consideration' with regard to the civil works program and the Darwin
Reconstruction Commission will be announced publicly' next Tuesday
night in the' annual budget.
From my recollection of the preliminary
budget talks of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, I am of the
understanding that both facilit!eswere on the estimates submitted at
that time. I will pursue this matter ,further and make additional'
information available'to the honourable member.
1207

Mr STEELE to Miss ANDREW Is it true that the Darwin "Gun-Club has been closed down for - 3 months!
what is the reason for the closure; and when can we expect the gun
club to be reoperied?

ANSWER
whilst I normally would answer questions on the subject of sport-and
recreation, the honour,able Majority Leader, because of his long
association with the rifle club, which is the club to which I think
the member for Ludmilla alludes, has been more directly involved in
this issue.
Dr LETTS: The Darwin Rifle Club is suffering this problem.
It is a'
matter" I believe, of some foolishness that from time to time the
Army in Darwin; which has the responsib;i.lity for the ,rifle range,
decides, when it has a change of personnel or something of this sort,
that there are safety problems at the Darwin Rifle Club and seeks to
bring, about - its closure.' This is not the first time that this has
happened r' the -,' club was closed _about 4 years a,gobut -only for a short
period ,of 3ar 4w\,!eks, until the Minister for the Army looked into it
and satisfiedhimselfthatthe,re was no substance in the complaint
that-theAriny had ,made. It 'has been threatened on various other
occasions during the past 10 or l5ye;lrsand now we are at the stage
where, for some 3 or, 4 ,months, ,the main range has been closed to
shooting, depriving the public of Darwiri of an important and constructiverecreat:lonalfaciHty. The :reason appears' to be that the
Army requires some kind' of a man-proof "safety fence to be" constructed
around the range, ,this would make the situation quite differerit to
a:nywhereelse ,irit\ustra1ia, the'reare virtually no rifle ranges that
require a complete,'man~p,roof safety fence. There are safety pre~
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cautions laid down and exercised by 'rifle clubs which adequately
prevent accidents from nappening,
The. Darwin Rifle Club has been
very assiduous in observing these procedures and, of course, has had
an accident-free record over the past 20 years or so, I believe that
the step taken by the Army locally was extreme; I have maqe representations to the Minister for Defence and the Minister for the Northern
Territory, I hope that the situation can be corrected in the near
future.
1208

Mr WITaNALL to Mr POLLOCK Has the Department of Health taken counts of E coli at various points
in the Darwin Harbour during the last 12 months and, if so will he
have the results of such counts over the last 12 months tabled in
this Assembly?

ANSWER
Yes, I understand that the Department of Health has these counts taken
at various places within the Darwin Harbour and I will endeavour to
have the information made available for him,
1209

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING What has happened to the proposal the Northern Territory Housing Commission had ·to establish a permanent caravan park in Darwin to the
value of$1.Sni?

ANSWER
I .am not acquainted.with the statistical information that the honourable member for Casuarina obviously has, I am aware that the Northern Territory Housing Comniission has requested. a site for the establishment of a caravan park from· the Darwin Reconstruction Commission.
I am also aware that the Darwin City Corporation has indicated a sim~
ilar interest and that .the Reconstruction Commission has invited
interested
public tenderers also to indicate development
type
.proposals should several blocks at Leanyer, in Vanderlin Drive, be
made 'available for the establishment of caravan parks,
When those
development proposals have been considered by the Darwin: Reconstruction Commission, t~e' Housing'Commission's proposal will be considered at the same t i m e . '
,
1210

Mr. KENTISH to Miss ANDREW Can the honourable member inform me if Pidgin English, politely called
Creole, is taught as the first language at some Northern: Territory
schools, and whether. the disease is spreading?

ANSWER
I
1211

believe that Creole Is taught at Bamyili,
the Territory at tlie moment,

Tliat is the only place

in

Mr VALE to Dr LETTS A'press report in yesterday'~ NT .News concerning a conference held in
Sydney on :).and rights states that this 4ssembly had opposed any form
ofla.nd rights bill and that Country P;irty and National Party bodies'
. in other states had supported this attitude,
Is this report the
,true stance taken by this' Assembly and the majority party?
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ANSWER
No.
The conference'referred to in the NT News was an anonymous con_
ference as far as the report was concerned; it did not, say who
organised it or sponsored it or was present at the conference, and I
am not sure who was involved there. The statement is.not' true and
it is an unwarranted slur on this legislature which was one of the
first legislatures in Aus tr'a1ia , going back to the days of the Legis1ative Council, to move by a committee and subsequently by legislation towards setting up Aborigina11and rights legislation, and in
fact did' set up such legislation as far back as 1968. We have
repeatedly tried in the more recent times of this Assembly to get to
the heart of what is the best form of land rights legislation for
Aboriginals in theN~rthern Territory a'{ld are continuing to do so.
As far as the,party in the Territory is concerned, there is a public
document available - which .I would be happy to send to the organisers
of this conference if I am able to establish their identity - which
states the ,policy quite clearly,. It is that Aboriginal land tenure
in the Northern Territory be granted under Territory legislation with
the Federal Government bringing in complementary legislation to
guarantee our laws, that land designated as reserved land - including
Hermannsburg, Santa Teresa and Da1y 'River leases
be declared as
inalienable Aboriginal land under perpetual t~t1e, that Aboriginal
landowners apply direct .to,the Government for the title to their land
a'!ld receive a title. to their land direct from Government, that a
council be established,supported by ,advisers, to assist Aboriginal
1andho1ders on any matters on wh:ich they may require advice and
assistance,that Aboriginal 1andholders may determine who may enter
'the,ir 'land - and it goes on to cieve10p the policy in some further
detail. I t is quite clear to ,all, members of this Assembly that we
have a verykeenandcontinu·ing·interest in seeing that Aboriginals
,do get land justice. We b,elieve that this Assembly has a role to
play in this matter and the policy of the majority party is consistent with that stand. '
~212

Mr WITHNALLto Dr LETTS Is i t a, fact that'public servants who were transferred to Brisbane
after the cyclone ,have been placed on the housing list with the same
priority point system as those public servants who have put up with
crude and'uncomfortab1e condttions in Darwin, since the cyclone? Will
he agree that the Gover,nm~Iit should, recognise that the people who
stayed deserve better treatment, and will he se~k amendment of the
points system to give them some priority over those who have enjoyed,
far better conditions in Brisbane for the last 20 months? '

ANSWER
I,amnQt s\lrewhether the first part of the question i s a fact and I
will need to establish that first., I will inquire into the points'
rais~d by the honourable member in his question and provide a
compre";"
hensiveanswer,laterinthes e'sittings.
1213

Mr MANUELLt6 Mis~'ANDREWis ita ,fact, that the Australia,nLegal Aid Office in Alice Springs is
openly cOfupetingwith private ~olicitors in that town?
Is i t true'
that when the Aus,tralian Legal Aid ,Office commenced operation in
A:\.ice .springs the chief officer' outlined toprlvatepractitioners
that up to 50% of briefs received by that office were to be passed
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to private practitioners? Is. it a fact 'that this policy is now. discontinued and the Australian Legal Aid. Office is handling all its
own briefs to the detriment of existing private piactitionersin
Alice Springs?
ANSWER
I

~214

am not prepared to answer that question .now. r wi11.endeavour ,to
find out facts and figures about the situation and report them later
in the Assembly •

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS I iiSk this question .onbehalf of the honourable member for E1sey. At
the last sittings I asked the honourable member when somebody would
reach for the switch to turn the lights on for the cattle industry.
Since then the Katherine meatworks ,has opened and the Minister has
made an announcement that $600,000 carry-on finance has been made
available. Can the honourable member say Whether any of 'this money
has actually reached the pockets of any cattlemen?

The short answer to the question. I believe, is no. But to leave it
at' that would. not be a, fair statement dftheposition. " The Cattlemen' 5 Association of North Austialia, indeed 'the Northern Territory
Cattle Producers' Council. put upa ,4~pointprdgram to the ,Government
'earlier this year in which, they sought the opening of the Katherine
meatwQrks :
they sought.s01l!e ",assistance "with freight. they sought
additional money £,qr carry":'on finance and they sought some money for
'reconstruction funding. Th,e first ,3 of those points have in fact
been dealt with by the Government.
The meatworks has been opened,
The question omitted to refer to the fact that ,a freight assistance
scheme
,has been established for the Northern Territory and an
additional swn for carry.,.onfinance has been appropriated.
Funds
have been made available to producers from earlier appropriations, in
relation to that $600,000. :,the ,funds are available. There are a
nwnber of applications in hand from pro,ducers; 50f these have a1ready been approve~ and are in _the final stages of the money being
advanced.
This should tak,e place within the next ,week or so a1low,ing for the, fact that, the final claims have to go down to Brisbane
"for cheques to be drawn and this sort of thing. But there is no
problem other than'the normal time, taken to process an application
in the primary ,Producers Board to meet the requirements for carry-on
finance. 'll1e money is there and available.
1215

Mr .STEELE to MrRYAN The Exectitive Member is probably, aware of the senseless slaughter and
maiming of, pedestrians taking place along the main, thoroughfares
around Darwin and, Task, him i f he would urgently exhort the Departnient.ofthe Northern Teiritoryto get stop lights estabiished dnthe
, main thoroughfares , such as the, Stuart Highway at StuartPark, .the 2
"pedestrian' crossings ,on 'Bagoi' Road and the p,edestrian,.crossingon
Trower Road? '
'

ANSWER
"

,

tagree-i.mo'lehe~rted1Y with the honourable

member for' Ludmilla,T\lis
p<trtictiliir problem has, beeri;raisedbythe Northern Territory Road'
Safety Council 'and in fact ,I brought the -matter up at the last meet ..
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ing. I cannot say - that the possibility of installing stop lights
was received ~nanimously because I think we also must realise that
the installation of lights can create havoc with the flow of
traffic, and that is a serious problem on Bagot Road. Whilst I agree
that something has to be done with the pedestrian crossings, whether
it is practical to put in stop lights, I do not know, but the matter
is being looked at and, hopefully, we can come up with a satisfact.
ory solution.

1216

'Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS,In' view of the fact that the Government has some millions invested in
the Katherine meatworks, would the terms of rationalisation betWeen
Northmeat, Northwest and the Government be made public?

ANSWER
I do not know whether it is possible to 'make public the terms of the
agreement between Northwest', Northmeatand the Government,
As, the
Government has a large stake, as the honourable member has said, in
the future of the Katherine meatworks, I imagine that they would in
a responsible way have had some conditions applying to the opening
of the works~ If that information is available, I will seek it and
produce it in the Assembly during these sittings,

1217

Mr STEELEto

~iss

ANDREW -

This question concerns' the' subject

I mentioned in the previous questMember for Transport, Will it assist the problem of pedestrians being run over on main thoroughfares if there are
police,patrols at pedestrian ~rossings, 'anc;l would there have to be
can -intake of more, policemen toc,ater",for this ,need?

-~--~----iob.~-fO---the'-Execut1.ve

ANSWER
The police-are hampered in performing their duties as far as patrols
are concerned, and certainly most other of their duties around ,the
Territory, as'a result of the ceilings which have been imposed, A
,new group of recruits will be going into their training in early
September, but that is really only putting' bandaids on the prpblem
and certainly not solving it, Bagot Road would have more police
cars going up and down it per day than probably any' other road' in
Darwin be,cause the Traffic Division is at Casuarina and there is
general commuting between' the northern suburbs and the central city
area as a ,result of the day-to~day businessby'the,patrols, I am
certain that i f the police could afford the luxury of a patro'l per
pedestrian' crossing the number of deaths and injuries would drop,
but 1,1llfortunately that is a bit of a pipe dream and the police are
to becommended,because they are doing their best at'~he moment,

1218

Mr BALLANTYNE tOMr POLLOCK The Country Women's Association at Groote Eylandt and others have
'"expressed concern' at, the 1ack of a full-,time doctor in the community.
What,act:l,oil is the Departmerit of Health taking to remedy this situa";
don?

ANSWER
The Department of Health is concerned about the absence of a full.time
doctor at Groote , Eylandt,
There' has been a bit of an impasse in
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relation to the matter for some time, The situation has been advertised on a number of occasions but to date they have not been able
to gain an applicant for the position, The recent increase in salaries may assist in'recruiting somebody in the near futtire~ but. in
themearitimea doctor 'at Gove is making regular visits. to Groote
Eylandt and of course the aerial medical plane at Gove can commute,
There is a difficulty over flying at night time and this does. cause
some problems,. It is tbe earnest desire of the Department of Health
to have a full-time doctor at Groote Eylandt but a medical practitioner who is prepared to operate in isolation like that is not easy
to find. Unfortunately, at the moment, the department is in a bit
of a bind.
'
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Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK My question concerns a propo~al to purchase a Nomad.aircraft for the
Northern Territory Aero Medical Service,' In view of the recent fatal
air crash and other crashes concerning this Nomad aircraft will he
use his position to seek a review of the decision to purchase this
particular type of aircraft?

ANSWER
It is true that there .has recently been a fatal air crash involving
the Nomad aircraft. It would be improper of me, to go into the ramifications of that because an inquiry is being conducted and the aircraft was on an experimental flight. The problem; of replacement of
the aerial, medical planes is twofold in that the present Dove aircraft have been in service 'for' a long time and have to be retired;
The service will lose' one of the aircraft in November and another
one about April-May next year, depending on its flying hours, I believe is Nomad aircraft are to go into service in about November this
year. At the moment, that program is firm, However, I have sought
further information today and hopefully later in the sittings I might
be able to tell the honourable member a little more,
1220

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS

~

In view of the undertaking given by the Minister for the Northern Territory on taking office that his- permanent head' would reside in the
Northern Territory, when is it expected that Mr Livingston will
reside permanently in the Territory?

ANSWER
I am unable to satisfy her with
her that the permanent head
accommodation in Darwin and
track of a flat which could
honourable member may have a
reasonabie time if everything
1221

Mr MANUELL to

~r

a firm date in this matter, I can tell
is following energetically inquiries for
I heard yesterday that he was on the
be in the electorate of Nightcliff, The
new vote in her electorate within a
goes according to plan,

POLLOCK -

Is he awar:e of the concern expressed by residents in Tennant Creek and
Alice Springs at the·lackof orthodontist services? What action is
being taken by the Department of Health to institute' orthodontist
services?
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ANSWER
I
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am aware of the concern that has been expressed, At present, the
department has recruited' a second orthodontist for the Territory.
'rhus, there are now two orthodontists for the Territory, ,both domi-'
ciled in Darwin. The' department has also applied through the necessary channels for the creation of a position of orthodontist;in
Alice Springs. Should this' posit;i.on be made available and a person
recruited, he would service both Alice Springs and TennantCreek on
a regula:r basis.
I have written to' the Minister of Health', about the
concern of the people in Tennant Creek and Alice Springs of the
absence of this service on a full-time basis. I am hopeful that he
and the department can successfully 'argue with the Public Service
Boa:rd on the need for that_appointment.
'

Dr DONDAS to Mr PERRON The honourable ,member was reported in the press last week as being concerned about the activities of a Darwin building company. Can he
supply details of his concern?

ANSWER
The organisation I was speaking of was c a firm called Bako Building
Constt;'uctions 0, The firm' has been registered with the Companies
Office in Darwin since- last November and it was recently learned
that partnersinyolv~d have left the Northern Territory, leaving
behind numerous creditots and al'l;'o a ntimber of people 'who, have paid
depos:l.tsto have their housesteconst;ructed.
Unfortunately, the
total amoQIlt ,involved is not known at this stage,
-However, there is
evidence to show that it is many thousands of dollarS andinvestigations into the activities"'of-the two 'partners involved are continuing. That is all the information I can supply to the House at this
stage.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING When, is it expected that the, Government home sale scheme for public
service housing will be reintroduced~, Will he give an undertaking
that the 'ftill details of any such' scheme will be discussed in this
Assembly? Can he advise if' he has been privy to any discussions with
the department as'to the details of the scheme?

ANSWER
I am awaret,hat the'Minister for the Northern Territory called for a
departmental review of the Government homes' rental and sales situa..
tion in the Northern Territory. He was to expect that report some
time in August;
I have not been involved personally in ,any dis"cussions ,with regard ' to 'the. scheme but I will certainly pursue the
details of the scheme and seek to maKe, the information aval1.able.
1224, Mr, VALE toMrPOt1..0CK My question, concerns the' supply, of water to the Yuendumu population
north west of,AliceSprings.
Is, he,awatethat one bore '0tlly supplies
this, populatiqn ' ,()f-l,290 ,1?eople? ' In fa.ct" provisionshiv,ebeen made
,by the DepartriientofAbodginatAff~drs 1:0 evacuate the entire community this sUllUllershould that bore fail.
Will he undertake' to
arrange with'tpedepartment alternative and backup supplies of
water
for 'emergency-use?
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ANSWER
I do know that water at Yuendumu ,has, been a long-standing problem but
I have been out there twice in the last three weeks'and no concern
was expressed to me whilst I was there.
However, I will undertake
to go to the department and see what plans they do have in hand for
an adequate supply of water.
1225

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW I have been told that the high schools in the northern suburbs, Casua-,
rina and Nightc1iff, expect to have an overflow next year. What
steps are being taken, if any, to establish the Dripstone High
School or a high school in that area?

ANSWER
Building of the Dripstone High School is at the moment not planned tocommence before July 197,7, which ,would mean that the school would
not be ready until 1979: Representations have been made by parentteacher groups and myself, and indeed the Northern Territory Branch
of the Department of Education, strongly supporting an earlier
commencement date for Drips tone High School in light of the overflow
situation at Nightc1iff and Casuarina. However, it is unlikely to be
commenced before,Juiy 1977.
'
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Mr MANU ELL to Mr RYAN, Is he aware that the chief test pilot who met hiS untimely death in
the Nomad incident the other day had experienced on two previous
occasions jamming of the elevator controls on, the aircraft?
I was
wondering whether the Executive Member 'could ascertain the reasons
for these incidents and provide the House with the information before
,the House rises.

ANSWER
Quite obviously the sort of informatiOn the, honourable member for Alice
Springs is after would be subject to some sort of investigation by
the Department of Transport.' I would therefore be completely at
their mercY,as to access to this information. Certainly I could not
give any guarantee that I would be able to get the information and
whether or not, if I could get hold of the information, it would be
during these sittings.
However, as I will be. in 'touch with the
department and the Minister on other matters, I will seek to get this
information.
1227

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW ,

,

Very recently I,noticeda press release or state~ent by the AttorneyGeneral, Mr Ellicott QC, indicating that the Commonwealth Government
would now be 'proceeding, with the setting up of a, Commonwealth
Superior Court. Would 'there be any benefits irtthe proposed court,
of which I have very little detail, f~r the Northern Territory?
ANSWER
Like the honourable member for Jingi1i,I have very little detail ,so I
am really unable ,to answer,his question, However, to givehini some
reassurance, the reason I have very little detail, in spite of
undertakings given to me by the Attorney-General t,hatthe matter
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would be discussed with representation from the Northern Territory,
this press statement suddenly appeared in interstate papers, not
even local papers, that such a court was to be established, There
is a possibility that the Attorney-General may be arriving in Darwin
later this week and I am awaiting confirmation of that, If this is
the case and he does appear, ,lengthy discussions will take place
between himself and interested parties as to the matter, However, if
he is unable to come to the Northern Territory, I have been assured
of some 'preview of the legislation and discussions with him before
it proceeds.
1228

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN Can he now advise the
ference will be held?

House

when and where the next Rural Roads Con-

ANSWER
The advice that I have from the Department ,of the Northern Territory
is 'that, subject to possible monetary restrictions, the conference
is hoped to be held in September in Katherine,
1229

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING Can he, advise i f
Darwin this year?

there Will be another residential land auction

in

ANSWER
I am: unaware of any further proposals to hold a Government land auction
in Darwin this year. From my understanding of the number of avai1able residential sites,-'I would be extremely doubtful that such an
auction could be held. '
1230

Mr MANUELL to'Mr ruxwORTH Is

he aware of any continuing negotiations between the Mage11an Oil
group of companies and the Government in relation, to the establishment of an oil refinery in A1ice Springs and, Hso have there been
any further developments towards the establishment of that refinery?

'ANSWER
I am aware that the company and the Department of National Resources in,
Canberra have held discussions 'over the past six to eight weeks to
overcome problems of well-head price for their product and the
distribution of the product from the Mereenie fields and ,the Palm
Valley fields at Alice, Springs.
The last information I had was
several days ago from the Department of National Resources who 'said
that there are no problems, so, far as the Government is concerned holding back the development of . the refinery. It is now a ,matter of pure
economic's as to whether the company can go ahead,
1231

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON Can he advise me when the street; lighting, in the northern suburbs area
will be restored - to ,be more specific, in Jingili, Moil, Wagaman,
A1awa, Nakara, Wanguri and Tiwi?
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ANSWER
I have made some inquiries relating to, the upgrading of street lighting in'the northern suburbs. The situation has been quite unsatisfactory.
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has a sizeable budget
to be spent on upgrading the street lighting in Darwin this financial
year and I understand that the major roads have a high priority in
that spending.
I hope to have a more detailed statement to present
to the House later ,on in the week relating to priorities in the upgrading of street lighting in the northern suburbs,
1232

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLING The honourable Executive Member indicated that so far as he was aware
no further auctions of land by the Government could be expected in
Darwin for the rest of this year and I would therefore ask him
whether he or the Government is doing anything to encourage the L.J.
Hooker Development Corporation to get on with the subdivision of the
Brinkin area which has been held up now for the last 5 or 6 years.

ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has taken an active line in pursuing with the Department of the Northern Territory discussions with
the Hooker Corporation for the recommencement of their lease development. I am aware that the Chairman of the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission has made personal representations to the Hooker Corporation and I believe that we should see the fruits of their efforts in
the near future.
1233

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK At the sittings held on 24 February I directed a question without
notice to the Executive Member regarding the Tiwi ~others' Home. At
that time he replied that the various authorities were experiencing
construction problems mainly in airconditioning. Would the honourable member please tell me what the situation is regarding the Tiwi
Mothers' Home as the airconditioning should have been repaired by
,now.

ANSWER
I can teil the honourable member quite a deal a,bout the Tiwi Mothers'
Home and I refer him to pages 403 and 404 of Hansard for Thursday 3
June 1976 which details what has ,happened at the Tiwi Mothers' Home.
My understanding ,now is that it should be operational as a hostel
run by Aboriginal Hostels Limited.
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Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN Honourable members Will recall that at the last sittings of this
Assembly we were somewhat concerned at the regrettable closure of
the North Australia Railway. The Executive Member for Transport then
indicated to us that,he held some hopes that the taking of the
''Darwin Trader" off tpe shipping route from the east coast to ,Darwin
might be averted;-there were rumOurs at that time that we were also
to loose our one sea link to the east coast.
I'would like to ask the
honourable member whether he can give this House any definite
assurance as to the retention of the "Darwin Trader" on the shipping
route from Sydney and Brisbane.

ANSWER
Rumours have persisted on this particular shipping run. I do not know
where the rumours are coming from. We have had the Shadow Minister
for Transport state that the ship is definitely going to be taken
'off the run. However, irrespectivE! of what these people seem to
think is going to happen, the Minister for Transport told me that
there has been'no decision whatsoever made to take the "Darwin Trad.
er" off the run, and that any decision affecting east coast shipping
will be made after, the inquiry which is being conducted by the
Bureau of Transport Economics,onwhich, as I said yesterday, I 'hope
to make a statement later in these sittings. The situation at
present is that the Minister for Transport has said that the "Darwin
Trader" will be' retained, pending this inquiry. Just for the record,
from my own personal point of view- I believe I could be considered
in some quarters to be sticking my neck out - I do not consider that
the Government would lea.vethe Northern Territory without a shipping
service from the east coast.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING What is the state of the strata titles legislation which was passed
through this House some time ago and when is it likely that it will be
commenced?

ANSWER
Amongst the ordinances ,awaiting action are the Unit Titles Ordinance,
the Real Property Ordinance and the Freehold Titles Ordinance and I
have been advised thatrecolIuiu~ndations for assent are in motion'. That
is an official advice from the Department of the Northern Territory
on 6 August. I have had discussions with officers of the Department
of the Northern Territory with regard to tl1e early commencement of
this ordinance and I know that they are in the process of preparing
the regulations that are required and the administrative system that
has to 'be ,established in the Lands Branch, the Registrar-General's
office and a ntimber of other gqvernment departments. I have seen a
list of, bureaucratic desk passing that ,the ,applications will have to
flow through and I hope to be able, to influence some rationalisation
0:1; that in the next few weeks. I have been informed that it is hoped
that the regulations will be presented to this Assembly at the Oct.
ober session and I know that members from the commercial groups that
have made' representation to the Secretary of the Department of the
Northern ,Territory ,have been informed that it is hoped to see the
legislation commence shortly thereafter.
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Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK My question is on behalf of the honourable member for E1sey. Does the
Acoustics Laboratory in the Darwin Hospital cater for all sections
of the. community or do people other than pensioners and Aborigimi1s
have to travel interstate for the fitting of hearing aids?

ANSWER
There are some administrative difficulties in relation to the provision
of hearing aids to persons other than pensioners and children.
This
matter is one which I have been pursuing in recent weeks 'and r 'hope
that, before the end of this current sittings, I ,should be able to
gi,ve the House a full reply on the matter.
1237

Mr DONDAS to Mr SPEAKERAre you in a position to give information regarding the Assembly's
application to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission for land at
Larrakeyah to be used for a new parliament house?

ANSWER
I
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have had some fair warning of this question.
The Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs has confirmed that the site sought for a new'
parliament house at E11iot Point on the Larrakeyah Peninsula is outside the .Aborigina11and claim area and that he has no objection to
the use of the land for any other purpose •. However, the site . in
question is still part ofa defence reserve and. I have written to
the Minister for Defence asking' which parts of the reserve not
required by his department' will be excised from the reserve and
when. Ori assent of these details, it will then be possible for the
Darwin Reconstruction Commission to proceed with initial siting
investigations.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING When is it expected that Housing Commission homes sales will recommence
and has he any indication as to whether the Housing Co~ssion intends to sell partially destroyed homes i f the would-be purchaser can
satisfy the commission that ,he can rebuild· them in a sat~sfactory
manner?

ANSWER
At the last session of this As s'emb1y , I advised that the Maj ority Party
has prepared draft legislation to enable the Northern Territory
Housing Commission to institute a riew home sales scheme. The Commonwealth Government and the state governments are currently 1;"enegotiat':"
ing the terms and conditions that, apply to the ,sale of housing
commission homes Australia-wide.' New rules have to be established
with regard to the low interest funds that are 'made available to
housing commissions.. and any subsequent sale of houses are naturally
affected by the availability of this finance. I have discussed the
matter with both the Minister for the Northern 'Territory and the
Minister for Environment, Housing and Cotnmunity Development.
The
'Minister forEnvironment,Housing and Community Development has
promised a reply, by next Monday with regard to the implications of·
my draft bill and hopefully I will then be in a posi tion . either to
introduce it or to anriouncethe, areas il), which amendmerit will be
necessary.
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With regard to the sale of homes in a substandard condition, I have
discussed this with the Chairman of the Housing Commission and I
know that commission proposes to look at thisarter the legislation
has been agreed to. There are implications here because most of the
home purchasers will be buying the homes with considerable mortgages
to the Housing C01lilllission and, if the properties were sold in a substandard state, there could be equity problems and subsequent covenants required to get them up to some form of cyclone proof standard.
However, the commission is receptive to looking at the idea and they
have promised that they will give it thorough investigation.
1239

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr TAMBLING Is it a fact that certain people renting housing accommodation from the
Department of the Northern Territory at the l3pmile have been asked
for large amounts of back rent even though the officers of the department have previously advised that the rent would only be charged from
dates after tenancy agreements were finalised?

ANSWER
I am aware of one instance where a large account has been rendered for
back rent with regard to a property previously occupied by a person
even before the cyclone, taking the levy for rent back to July 1975,
even though the notification for that rent was not issued till April
1976.
The tenants were under the impression that departmental
officers had stated that their rent would become due from the date of
notification and are therefore embarrassed by the sizeable accounts
they have received. I have discussed this matter with officers of the
Department of the Northern Territory and have been advised that it
will be necessary for the back rent to be paid. However, they have
indicated that the Finance-Branch of the department would be prepared
to discuss suitable terms and conditions for the repayment -of those
funds.
1240

Mr VALE to Mr PERRON Can he advise when water
school at Tea Tree?

and

electricity

will

be connected to the

ANSWER
The upgrading of power and water_ supplies at Tea Tree was deferred
from the 1975-76 wQrks program during the cut-back period. Funds
will be made available this year and the water supply is expected to
be completed by the end of next year. Permanent electricity should
be connected to the school at Tea Tree - ~ I believe the question is
mainly concerned with the school itself - before- the'commencement of
the 1977 school year. In light of the fact that the new school at
Tea Tree is due for completion later this year and, -may in actual
fact take pupils this year, funds have been made available to install
temporary water supply and temporary power to the school as
soon as it opens. The temporary water supply would be available to
the town later as an emergency fire fighting facility.

a
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Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK Is it_a fact that no resident psychiatrist 'is in attendance at the
Alice Springs Hospital at present nor has there been one this year
and, if so, what steps are being taken to make provision for a
psychiatrist resident at the Alice Springs Hospital?
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ANSWER
It

1242

is correct that there is no resident psychiatrist at the Alice
Springs Hospital at the present time. Arrangements have been made
by the Department of Health to have a visiting psychiatric service
from Adelaide on about three days a month. This is a , temporary
measure but the' department has been able to gain a position in the
establishment for a psychiatrist and also an understudy and it is
endeavouring to recruit persons for those positions.
They are not
easy to get but', when they are available, they will be engaged.

Mr WITHNALL to Miss ANDREW I bring to the honourable member's notice the existence of a noisy,
riotous and disruptive camping group on Kahlin beach and I ask if
she will take steps to see that there are regular police patrols
with a view to keeping the peace in this area?

ANSWER
I shall draw it to the attention of the Commissioner,
1243

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING How many sited vacant caravans does the Northern Territory Housing
Commission and the Department of the Northern Territory have and
also is he able to tell me how many caravans do they have in their
various stores?

ANSWER
I will seek the information
member.
1244

and

make

it

available, to the honourable

Mrs LAWRIE to MissANDREW Could she advise why some 'students at Casuarina High School have been
told to sit as, external students for the matriculation examination?

ANSWER
I am unable' to answer that question at the moment; I will obtain the
information later in the day.
1245' Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS Is he aware that a further case of alleged illegal branding of cattle
has occurred in the Finniss River Station and the Wagait Reserve
area and can he advise me if there are any positive' steps being
taken to establish a fenced boundary between these two areas or does
any other solution to ~he,problem exist?
ANSWER
I

am aware that there are some allegations concerning misuse of brands
in the Wagait area but whether it is actually illegal or not has not
been established and it would, probably take a court case to establish it. It should be borne in mind that at least one Aboriginal
group who have been carrying out certain activities with buffalo on
the Wagait Reserve, have a brand registered for that area,
This
Wagait problem has been with us for many years and I have spoken on
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it in this chamber on many occasions. As far as trying to reach a
solution to the prob~em, it is a very complicated matter. There
are
several cattle stations adjoining the reserve which claim to have an
interest in livestock on the reserve and no doubt some of the popula-'
tions of unbranded cattle on that reserve emanated from those adjoining stations. There is a large herd of buffalo also throughout the reserve and there are 3 Aboriginal groups now who lay claim to some part
of the reserve.
The situation is not unlike that which occurred on the Daly River
several years ago when there was a conflict between Aboriginal
groups with rights on the Daly Reserve', and Tipperary and Elizabeth
Downs Station. That situation was resolved that time by a meeting
chaired by the Department of the Northern Territory between the
interested parties and
their legal advisers and agreement was'
reached and it was set down on paper. It seems that the same kind
of treatment is needed in this case which is even slightly more
complicated because the boundary between the reserve and Finniss
River Station is the Finniss River for quite a length of that boundary. This river is agreed by all parties to be unfenceable. Therefore some adjustment to the boundary either by agreement or by some
means would be necessary to get a satisfactory resolution of the'
problem.
I can inform' the Assembly, that a meeting of interested
parties took place on Monday this week at the initiative of a 'police
sergeant who has someresponsibilities!n th~s area. My understanding
,of that meeting was that the Department of the Northern Territory and
the lands administration did not take a sufficient role in that meet~
ing by chairing it and bringing the parties together and
trying to
find a positive solution. I believe that the department needs to do
mdre :tn this regard and I will be using my best efforts see that they
continue with these negotiations, that the department
does take its
proper role and that a sa'tisiactory conclusion is reached.
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Mr VALE to Dr LETTS Can he tell the Assembly whether at the recen~ meeting of federal and
state ministers for Primary .Industry rural reconstruction was discussed and, if so, what was the outcome of these discussions?

ANSWER
The recent meeting of the Austr.alian Agricultural Council of Commonwealth and State Ministers threw no new light on the rural reconstruction finance situation.
AS'I mentioned in an answer to a
question yesterday, this is the one point of the 4 main points
raised by the Cattlemen's Association which has not yet been satisfactorily resolved. The position briefly is. that rural- reconstruction finance,which is a particular segment of the financial support
area has beenee;tahlished at levels which will apply up until the
end of this calendar year. As far as the states are concerned. I
understand that those levelsa.re. satisfactory. It is only in the
case of' the Northern Territory where I believe that the level is
not
'satisfactory. We'will: not know exactly what the final level of asSistance will be until after the Budget, so we will know as of .Wednesday
next week .. what the final figure for rural reconstruction is.
Then we
will know for sure whether it. is unsatisfactory. but I .envisage that
interested people will have to continue pressing the
GOvernment for
additionalfup.ds .to,make sure that all the ne.eds are covered.
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Mr WITHNALL to Miss ANDREW In view of many complaints about delays experienced in the Territory by
members of the public in having legal services rendered without undue
delay, can the honourable member say to whom any official complaints
should be directed?

,ANSWER
The Attorney-General.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING Can he indicate to me the policy that the Department of the Northern
Territory ,will adopt to dispose of the caravans that are no longer
required for' temporary accommodation?

ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission have requested information of the
Department of the Northern Territory, as the client -department, to advisewhat its continuing requirement is for the necessity to maintain
transient or temporary type accommodation for Darwin. ' It is
hoped
that the Department of the Northern. Territory, either at the next DRC
meeting orth~ onefollowing,will be in a positioI). to advise its continuing requirementwlth regard to demountables and caravans. At that
stage the DRC will advise the Minister on ,future
implications about
ownership of 'these assets.
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MrBALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK Has there been any discussion on charging Aboriginals on settlements
for electricity and water rates, taking into consideration, that a
form of revenue could be forthcoming knowing that the majority are
now on awarq wages?

ANSWER
The manner of charging all persons living on Aborfginal reserves for
service charges SUch as water and electricity has been under consideration by the Government for some time.
This matter goes back
some 18 months ago and was' under quite active consideration before
the change of government.
The whole niatter is still unresolved,
There are many problems as to the reliability of the supply and in
Darwin at Bagot and in Alice Springs at Amoonguna. European staff
members are at present charged for electricity from the town supplies.
The matter is being considered.
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Mr ROBERTSON to Mr TAMBLING I refer to the Town' Planning Board's revised plans in respect of the
Araluen residential subdivision.
Is he aware' that there is widespread and angrily expressed dissatisfaction to that plan by the
people of Alice ,Springs, its community leaders and by the committee
of the Araluen Foundation. for Arts, and Cultural Conservatlon? If
he
is so aware, what is his present personal policy to that subdivisional
proposal? . Will he give an undertaking that the Administrator's Council will not deal with the matter until he personally has
discussed
the,matter with the people of Alice Springs?
'
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ANSWER
I am aware that there is considerable electoral and community response
to the proposals at the Ara1uen area.
I have received representation in this regard.
It is not proper for me to talk about
the course of action that. wi11.be taken by the Administrator's
Council but I can assure the honourable member that I will be
speaking with leaders in the A1ice Springs community myself and
pursuing the matter further before final decisions are taken.
1251

Mr WITHNALL to Mr POLLOCK I bring to the honourable member's attention the existence of an unauthorised camping area on the old golf course at East Point and
the
complete inadequacy of the 2 toilets there to service the people who
are there. Will the Government, including the Department of Health,
take steps to protect the public from any disease which such
overcrowding may create?

ANSWER
Another term for this particular place other than
"unauthorised
camping ground" is a temporary caravan park initiated through
other
channels in Darwin.
The Department of Health is extremely concerned
about the matter. The director has had
Government
representatives
there and expressed his concern. At times,.I do think that that concern in certain areas falls on deaf ears but it is a matter which is
under constant review by the department. It is taking all . action it
can.to cover the matter.
1252

Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREW Are there any plans for
Roper River Settlement?

the

establishment of a police station on the

ANSWER
I am unable to answer that question.
information later in the day.
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I .wi11

endeavour

to

obtain the

MrMANUELL to Mr TUXWORTH Is

it
Alice
would
posed

a fact that the proposed establishment of an oil refinery in
Springs and the associated oil field development from which it
be supplied is delayed pending the clarification of the pro-.
AboriginaL land xights legislation? .

ANSWER
Yes, this is one of the inhibiting factors in the development in the
Magellal:l oil. refinery and oil and.' gas field, and it depends entirely
on whether the Aborigina1'Land .Bill provisions will have a retrospective effect oh existing mining titles in the Northern Territory.
This ifil yet to be decided by Federal Cabinet.
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Mr DONDAS to MrRYAN What steps are bei,ngtaken to upgrade the repair to the Casuarina
Station?

Fire
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ANSWER
About 6 months ago, an amount' of $8,000 was spent to tidy up the Casu.
arina Fire Station and I have been advised by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission that they expect to let a contract for the rehabilitation of the Casuarina Fire Station towards the end of September, I
believe the amount of money involved is about $80,000,
1255

Mr'VALE to Mr PERRONCan he advise when another date has been set that all premises, in Kathetine are to be connected to sewerage and, if so, what is that date?

ANSWER
There has been no particular date set when all premises in Katherine
should be connected to the sewerage system.
The situation as it
applies generally throughout the Territory is that, when an area is
sewered, the blocks serviced by the main trunks from then on are
charged sewerage rates.
Persons having septic systems at that time
can continue to maintain their septic systems until such time as the
Department of Health declares that the system has been overloaded or
is unhealthy in any way.
The Department of Health can condemn a
septic system with an order which is issued under the Sewerage
Regulations that a person must connect to the sewerage system and
that order specifies the particular time - usually 6 months or so that -that, connection must be made.
1256

MrDONDAS to Mr TAMBLINGHow many loans have the Home Finance Trustee approved to the end of
July? What is the total value of those app~ovals? How many loans
does the Home Finance Trustee have yet to approve and, what is the
waiting time for a loan to be approved?

ANSWER
As at the end of July, 603 loans had been approved, with a commitment
value of just over $18m. As at 6 August, there were 449 applications
on hand and not yet t,o the approval stage,' With regard to the time
delay for approval, the current. time from the stage when all requirements have been lodged with the Home Finance Trustee to the date of
approval is between 4 to 5 weeks,
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Mr VALE to Mr RYAN Can he advise us of the ,legal requirement for taxi drivers and passengers to wear seat belts and also has the taxi driver the right to en·
force passengers to wear seat belts?

ANSWER
I am not too, sure how I should answer this question. There appears to
be some- sort of problem with regard to making a legal statement or a
legal opinion contrary to Standing Orders.
I will speak to the honourable member for Stuart later.
1258

Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREW Is

it true that children from Moil Primary School will be
attend that school till the middle'of next year?

unable

to -
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ANSWER
I believe that Moi1 School has to be upgraded to meet cyclone requirements and, in fact, the roof has to come off and certain other repairs have to take place. I believe that in the last 3 weeks of this
year the lower classes in the school will be using classrooms at
Wagaman School and' ,that for the first term of next year grades 3 to
7 will be bus sed daily to Nakara School.
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Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH Honourable members may be aware that the Premier of South Australia, Mr
Don Duns tan , whilst he adopts a strong conservationist' attitude is
nevertheless a man with a shrewd business sense. I understand that he
has been approaching overseas cartels wi th a view to finandng the
establishment in,South Australia of a uranium enrichment plant. What
is being done to ensure that any uranium enrichment plant is established in the Northern Territory to treat Northern Territory uranium?
If we are to suffer as some would call it the rape of our resources
we might as well get all the benefits of the violation,

ANSWER
Honourable members would be aware that earlier this year the Minister
for National Resources, MrAnthony, asked private enterprise in Aust~
ralia to make bids for the treatment of the uranium oxide into the
stage of uranium h~xof1uorideso that the benefit of processing this
product could be kept ,in Australia. I am aware that the Premier of
South Au~traliahasbeen making overtures so that this enrichment
plant may be placed in his state. Inquiries that I have made would
indicate that any such proc,essing plant would require enormous amounts
of electricity, up to 500 'megawatts, for its operation and that such
a plant would most likely be situated adjacent to a coal field or an
enormous oil and gas reserve, neither of which we seem to have in the
Northern Territory. It would appear that Queensland and Western Australia would be in the front running.
The decision on where it will
be put is entirely up to the Federal Government. Unless the economics of the situation 'indicate that the Northern Territory could provide the enormous amount of electricity required at the right price,
there would be little likelihc;>od of our getting sU,ch a facility in
the Territory.
'
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Mr VALE to Mr RYAN What steps are being taken to provide . reasonable
isolated areas in the Northern Territory?

radio

reception

to

ANSWER
Over the last 12 or 18 months, I have received quite a lot of information concerning the installation of 200 kilowatt shortwavetransmitters for the ABC. I wrote to Senator Bishop when he was the Minister and received conflicting answers about the location and the
actual whereabouts of the transmitters. So~e people seemed to think
they were already in Australia and ·the Minister said that they had
not arrived. I made a similar representation to the present Minister
who has advised me that they have not been delivered as yet but they.
should be delivered shortly.
They have not decided where these transmitters ·will be installed. The
original idea was to install them. on Cox Peninsula but Cox Peninsula
has been a bit of a dead duck since the cyclone although they would
be operational if somebody gaye them some aerials. That is a matter
I have also taken up with the Minister. They are not too sure that
they could use Cox Peninsula and I have heard that the possibility is
that one could ·be placed in Darwin to look after the northern area
and another one in Alice Springs.
With the installation of these
particular transmitters, the local ABC programs should be beamed ·to
all parts of the Northern Territory and I am quite hopeful that this
Will· be undertaken in the near future, although there has been a lot
of. procrastination to date.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCK Is it a fact that the lady dealing with adoption procedures.in the Northern Territory on behalf of the relevant department is presently
based in Adelaide? If. so, when is she expected to return to the Northern Territory?
Does her residence in Adelaide place an unfair
burden on people wishing to adopt children in the Northern Territory? .

ANSWER
The statements which the honourable member for Nightcliff has made are
news to me as my understanding is that adoptions are basically
handled here in Darwin, and from my· association with the department
this has been the case.
There is· an ·officer of the department here
in Darwin ~ I will not name her
handling these matters because I
have been assisting her in some ways.
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Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING .Is it true that the.DRC has rejected offers from private people to use
private land as temporary caravan parks? If so, how many offers have
been rejected and on what basis have they been ·rejected? Also, what
is ·the cost ·difference between establishing temporary caravan parks
on public land such as the Tiwi Oval and the old East Point Golf
Course and private allotments of the same size? If the answer to my
first question is no, wili he immediately make representations to the
DRC. to advertise urgently·that the DRC is prepared to look at offers
from .the private sector to alleviate the problein of inl?ufficient.sites
for caravans?
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ANSWER
I have had forewarning of the question but have not been able to obtain the total information sought by the honourable member for Ludmi11a. However, I, am in a position to give him an indication of some
facts that may be 'of ,assistan~e to him.
The only areas of private
land that have been considered by the 'Darwin Reconstruction Commission for use as temporary caravan parks are sites that were raised by
commissioners at a meeting, private land such as, the Sea Breeze Hotel,
the Fannie Bay Hotel and similar sites. I am not aware of any applications by private residential owners to the Reconstruction Commission to use their own sites for temporary caravan parks, However I
will have this matter investigated and advise the honourable member
further.
1263

Mr MANUELL to Miss ANDREW Is it a fact that the construction of the new school at Tea Tree
represents a gross departmental error in that the capacity provided
by the new school far exceeds the need of students in the foreseeable future? What plans, i f any, exist to utilise the facility beyond what is needed for schooling purposes?

ANSWER
I will seek further information regarding this question and
House at a later date.
1264

inform

the

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr,POLLOCK Recently there has been quite a deal of controversy, as all honourable
members would be aware, -Tii're1ation to proposed changes' to the Medibank system.
I ask the honourable Executive Member whether he has
any infqrmation which may be·of benefit to people in the Territory in
relation to the proposed new Medibank system for the Territory?

ANSWER
The matter of Medibank for the No'rthern Territory is a relatively
simple matter as is, I believe, the whole new arrangement, All persons in the Northern Territory are covered by Medibank 'until such
times as they decide, for 'personal or economical reasons, that they
want to opt Qut and join a private fund or join the Medibank private
scheme. Later today, I am .hopeful of introducing legislation which
will amend the Hospital and Medical Services Ordinance to accommodate
the new provisions of Medibank as they will affect the Northern Territory. Basically, as I said, all persons will be covered under the,
standard Medibank. coverage which is the 2.5% tax levy on persons up
to $300 for a married couple or $150 for a single person, This will
entitle all persons to·freemedica1 attention in hospitals as a
standard patient; they will be able to receive free treatment by a
doctor at a government hospital or,. if they attend a private practitioner" 85% of the' set fee for medical services provided·by a doctor.
If, of course,a doctor bulk-bills, they do not really have to pay
anything. . If how,ever a pers,on decides he wants to be treated in
hospital by a private practitioner or wants intermediate or private
ward facilities provided by those doctors, they will then need to
take out private insurance either through the Medibank scheme or with
a private insurance company, whichever they chose. There will be a
charge made against those persons through their funds for an intermediate coverage of $40 per day for a hospital bed or $60 for .private,
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In addition" for persons who are insured but are treated as standard
patients in a hospital, there will, be a $20 a, day charge made against
their fund.
It also has been proposed that persons who have taken out private insurance who attend at gover~ment hospitals or clinics be charged $5 per
day a visit.
However, I have made representations to the Minister to
have this particular fee not proceeded'with in the Northern Territory.
He has made certain recommendations to the Prime Minister and I am
quite confident that that fee will not be imposed in the Northern
Territory.
1265

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK How will Medibank affect 2 income families?

ANSWER
I
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thought I had covered that but I will make it quite clear ,that under
Medibank no family can pay more than $300 for a standard coverage.
For 2 income families, there is a limit of $300, for a single person
$150. It can be less than $300 depending on your income. Of course,
a 2 income family would be above $300 in the 2.5% levy but $300 is
the limit.

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK Does the department intend to proceed with the purchase of the Nomad
aircraft and, if so, when is the first delivery expected? Is he also
aware of press reports that the individual cost of this aircraft is
now in the order of $0.5m?

ANSWER
I am unaware of press reports in relation to the cost structure of the
aircraft. The Government has decided that it will buy the Nomad'
aircraft for the Department of Health and this much against the
grain of the department, I might add. It has fought this tooth and
nail but unfortunately Cabinet has decided on 2'occasions that the
Department of Health Aerial Medical Service in the Northern Territory will have the Nomad aircraft and at this stage that is what the
decision is.
It is a decision which has been imposed upon the
department.
In relation to the delivery,I am advised that the
delivery of the aircraft is now indefinite in view of recent events
and the department is taking appropriate measures to ensure that aircraft are available for ,the continuance of the, service. As I ,mentioned the' other day, some of the Dove aircraft which are in service
at the moment are due to be retired later this year - November, I
think, one and about April-May for another - because they will be
just out of hours and beyond economic reconditioning; the department
is looking around and seeing what other aircraft it can either hire
or lease to ensure that the service' is properly and adeCfuately maintained.
1267

'Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS Has the Australian Government completed the task of cooperating with
the Indonesian Government in eradicating foot and mouth disease on
the island,of Bali?
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ANSWER
I
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understand that the problem of foot and mouth disease in the Bali
area.has been overcome but I will check the facts with my departmentaL advisers and confirm that to the honourable member later in
the sittings.

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN Is he aware that in the last week the South Australian Government is
reputed to have received a grant from the Federal Government of $2Om
for nat.ional highway development including upgrading of the Stuart
Highway? If so is the honourable member aware of what proportion of
that $2Om does the South Australian Government intend placing towards
the Stuart Highway development?

ANSWER
I
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have been in touch with the Federal Minister for Transport on this
matter and this morning received a call from the secretary of the
department and he.advised me. that the money had been granted to South
Australia.
However, unfortunately for the Northern Territory, the
amount of money contained in the grant relating to the Stuart Highway
is only for maintenance, so it appears. that this financial year nothing will be done for. the improvement of the'Stuart Highway south of
the border.
He also added that' there has been some investigation into the possible route of the new road when and if it finally startsl
there are several options as to which course the road will follow.
One is through the defence . base' at Woomera; this would cut about 60
miles off the length of the road which would be a quite significant
saving in money. Howev~r~the analysing of these ,options is now
under way and, hopefully, they will decide. where the road can go and
then possibly some money will be made available, hopefully in the
next financial year, to enable them to begin the construction of that
road to bring it up to an all-weather highway.

Mr STEELE to Mr RYAN .When will the dirt heaps at the 2i-mile depot be shifted?
commenced and, if so, when will it be completed?

Has the work

ANSWER
This inquiry has'been placed, upon me apart from the question that the
honourable membe~ for Ludmilla has aSked.
Several weeks ago I had a
letter from some·people asking me the same question and I contacted
the.DRC .and was advised that they were going to cease stockpiling of
,material. I did notice that within the next week that trucks were
still dumping material there. I will take the matter up again with
,the DRC. I did speak to them about the fact that they were still
dumping material there and there seems to be a little bit of confusion as' to exactly what 'is going to take place out there.
But I
think it is important that it ceases to be used as a dump because
quite obviously the dust and rubbish that is being blown onto the
people living just behind the 2~ile depot is rather inconvenient.
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Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr PERRON Could i t .be advantageous for Katherine and Tennant Cteekto engage
their own local government experts arid advise the Department of the
Northern Territory of the terms and conditions under" which these
towns would accept. local government?
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ANSWER
I believe that the question related' to 'the town ,management boards in
Katherine and Tennant Creek engaging, their own consultants although
the words "town management board" were not used. No doubt it would be
advantageous if the town management boards did engage a consultant to
advise them on the aspects of local government in those small centres.
However, the constitution of the town management boards under the
ordinance forbids them from engaging anyone at all because they have
no financial.status whatsoever. The boards are purely advisory boards
to the Administrator and cannot engage any staff whatsoever. They
have no budget at all.
I believe that the Government would be responsive to an application
from either of the town management boards to supply an expert on
local government to advise on any questions pertaining to the transfer of local authority to the area. It is a matter, for negotiation
·between the town management boards and the Government and I think
that the Government would recognise its re,sponsibility to give every
ass:!.s,tance possible to the boards and to answer any questions they
would have as to the effect of any proposals that they might put
forward.
1271

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW At

present, there is only one person engaged in serving process and
executing process and warrants out of the Supreme Court and local
courts of Darwin.
When will appointments of up to 4 bailiffs be
made to the Supreme Court and local courts?

ANSWER
Whilst the department is most concerned with the matter, I am unable to
give any definite dates.
1272

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK Is it correct, as indicated in the NT News, that it is the action of
this Assembly that ,has put the future of the regional councils in
doubt?

ANSWER
Quite definitely nO.
The future role of the regional councils in the
Australian Assistance Plan was' put in doubt some couple of months ago
when the Minister for Social 'Security announced that the Commonwealth
would no longer fund these organisations beyond the 30 June 1977. In
consequence, the states and the Territory have to decide what future
role these organisations have to play in the community. ·If anything,
. it is the setting up of ,the select committee which will possibly
secure the future of these organisations, rather than wipe them. off
the books.
I think that in some ways yesterday's reports were.
inaccurate, inaccurately presented at least to the public, and that
aspect of, our decision has been lost in a mire of other big letters.
1273

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK I ask a series of questions relating to a reply to a question in 1974
which is going back a way. I refer to an 'intention by the then Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. tppurchase an Aboriginal interest in the
Perkins Shipping and Mining Corporation. Can the honourable member
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inform me if this interest has been purchased and to what extent;
whether the services as a result have been improved; whether the
Darwin terminal is improved and .1anding facilities at outstatioris have
been improved; and how many Aboriginal people are employed on the
barge side of the, enterprise?
The Minister said that he felt the
concept of a partnership ·in ,which skilled non-Aboriginals provide
expertise in the early stages of such projects should guarantee their
success. .Can the honour~b1e member advise me whether the Aboriginals
have assumed full control by now of all operations and, i f not, why
not?
ANSWER
The situation is at the moment, as I understand it, that a holding company, known as the Arnhem Transport Company which is Aborigina10wned,
has a 75 per cent interest in the Perkins Company ~ the full title
eludes my memory.
With relation to the upgrading of facilities and
so forth, I do not know what has happened in relation to the Darwin
wharf area but with relation to Aboriginal communities and settlements I believe that a program to upgrade these facilities is suffering from financial restraints. The Department of Aboriginal Affairs
has prepared a program, but apart from the planning stages of that
program at this stage ·nothing material has arisen to improve the
facilities at outstations.
There are 5 Aboriginal persons employed
.in the company; 2 as apprentice mechanics, 2 deck boys and 1 plant
operator. Beyond that at this stage I am unable to provide the mem_
ber with further information.
'
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Mr VALE to Miss 'ANDREW My question concerns yester4ay's press report concerning trouble at
Rabbit Flat. Can she ad~i;e' i f she has any further information concerning what caused the police to be flown out to that remote area?

ANSWER
I ,am sorry, I have been unable to get any further information other
than what has come over the press.
However, I am liaising with the
Commissioner and I hope to be able to provide the information later
in the day.
1275

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr RYAN Edmund Road opposite Skewes' store at'Humpty Doo needs rebuilding,
the work started on this road and, if not, why not?

Has

ANSWER
I have been in touch with the department about Edmund Road. I was asked thisquesticin by' the honourable member for Tiwi I think at the
last'sittings and I thought I had obtained an answer. I spoke to
'the Department of Construction and they advised me that the road was
damagedrilt1:1er badly during the wet arid some maintenance .had taken
place already; this is relating to grading the road to fill in the
holes' left, from vehicles, that were bogged. There has been some
patching done on the more serious areas after the grading and further
general patching andmaintenarice of the road is exp'ected to: begin in
about another month.'
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Mr EVERINGHAM to,Mr TUXWORTH This question follows on a question I asked of the honourable member
yesterday. He said that it would be unlikely that the Northern Territory would see the'setting up of a uranium enrichment plant here to
process uranium, if it is in fact mined in the Northern Territory,
because of a likely shortage of power to run such a plant which
apparently requires' huge reserves of electricity. Has any consideration been 'given by him or by the Mines or Resources Branch to the
establishment of an ,atomic' power station, not only to operate the
uranium enrichment plant but to supply the requirements of Darwin for
the future, particularly when consideration is now apparently being
given'to a coal-fired power station on Quarantine Island in East Arm?

ANSWER
The concept of an atomic power station has been considered in some
quarters but it is highly unlikely that it could operate in an area
and environment such as Darwin because an atomic power station as
such would turn out much more power than the whole of the Northern
Territory and a uranium processing plant could consume, and it would
not be economic from that point of view.
The economics relating to
setting 'up a processing plant here will' not be a decision of ourselves or the Atomic ,Energy Commission but primarily of business; it
is a matter of whether you take 500,000 tons of coal to Darwin to
treat 3,000 tons, of uranium oxide or take 3,060 tons of uranium 'oxide
to the coal basin, and it is highly probable that the latter would be
the most attractive procedure.
1277

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN Will he direct me to that .part of the law which will exp.1ain whether it
is the responsibility of a taxi driver to ensure that his passengers
wear seat belts?·
'

ANSWER
I
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will direct him tq that part of the law; it is
Speaker, in the ordinance.

in

the

library,

Mr

MrKENTISH to Mr PERRONFora considerable time, I have asked questions about the erection of
a light on the Stuart Highway at the entrance to Farrell Crescent and
I was pleased that on the last sitting day in June to notice that a
lamp had been erected on a pole. When is the lamp likely to be lit
or activat'ed?'

ANSWER
I will
1279

see~

the information and supply an answer during these sittings,

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr.LETTS Has the honourable member any idea if and when his National ParkS and
Wildlife Ordinance passed through this Assembly will receive assent?

ANSWER
The nearest I could get to that would be in the near future, The Minister ,for the Environment wasfn Darwin recently and disc~ssions 'Were
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held with him by 2 of our executive members. I subsequently 'saw him
in Sydney.
There,appears to be no conflict as far as the Department
of Environment is concerned between our ordinance and the national
act to prevent the commencement of this ordinance,
There are some
Treasury and financial considerations which will have ,to be finalised
ih. discussion. 1. would hope ,that it 'will be assented to and commenced in the near future.
1280

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN There is a shortage of police in the Territory. Has the Motor Vehicle
Registry ,considered setting up a motor vehicles registration branch
at Nhu1unbuy to relieve the police work in that area?

ANSWER
I

do not know whether it has been considered; I will find
adyise the Assembly in the sittings,

out

and

1281 - 1284 See Questions on Notice
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Mr,EVERINGHAM to Mr POLLOCK ,Has his attention been' drawn to the remarks of the honourable Mr Justice Foster in the Supreme'Court concerning the lack of physchiatric
services at Mice Springs?

ANSWER
I dia hear the remarks of the Judge of the Supreme Court., ,As I did
mention yesterday,. the Department of Rea1th has made application, to
the Public Service Boar'cf 'for a position of psychiatrist at Alice
Springs, This application was made last month. There is a position
of psychiatric registrar at A1ice Springs but this is vacant at the
'moment. I am advised that it is difficult to fill that position with":
out the more senior position of psychiatrist being filled at the hospital.
The psychiatric registrar position arose because a person
from Me1bo~rne University did 'come to Alice Springs for 12 months
,during a training period but it is quite difficult to get him replaced without the more senior position being available. The absence
of these services at Alice Springs is causing the department some
concern and it is hopeful ,of having the position created and filled,
1286

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Can he advise me whether the two juvenile facilities promised by
'Minister are in fact on the capital works program for 1976-77?

the

ANSWER
Design wo~kis in progress for the repair and construction of Essington
House' for use as a juvenile training facility,
Furt~er study is
being carried out 'in, conjunction with the Department of the Northern
Terr:I;toryin relation to the juvenile security centre and provision
has been made :in the works program for 1976-77 for both of these
workS.
I would also indicate that the Deputy Secretary of the
'Department of the Northern Territory has indicated in the DRC that
there may possibly need to be some review,of the actual ,use to which,
Essington House 'is put.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Can he advise if the Deputy Secretary in his position with the DRC is
aware that I have a firm undertaking from the Minister for the Northern Territory that the two juvenile facilities. one at ,Berrimah and
one at Anu1a or Wu1agi, will be commenced? There was no suggestion
that Essington House wa,s to ,be reconstructed for the purpose which
it served so poorly.

ANSWER
There is no way in the world that I would endeavour to speak for Mr
Dwyer.
However, I will bring the honourable member's remarks to his
attention.
1288Mr MANUELL to Mr PERRON Are the bylaw making powers under the Local Government Ordinance defective in their present form and, secondly, has the Municipality, of
Alice Springs any right to the claim. that it is unable to adopt any
'bylaws under this' ordinance?
ANSWER
The section of the Local Government Ordinance relating to bylaw making
powers requires considerable consolidation and refinement of expression to ensure that bylaws are valid and suitable to the needs of any
council concerned. Officers of the Department of the Northern Territory in conjunction with the Corporation of t.he City of Darwin and
the Municipality of Alice Springs are investigating various proposals
for revision of this section of the ordinance. The corporation in
A1ice Springs' claim that they' cannot introduce any bylaws under the
ordinance is incorrect. Although there are no model bylaws set' out
in the current Local Government Ordinance, any bylaw proposed by a
corporation will be checked by Crown Law to ensure that it is within'
the powers and consistent'with the ordinance and any other ordinance
in the Northern Territory.
1289

Mr DONPAS to Mr

POLLOC~

-

Is he able to indicate when the Block 8 cafeteria will be opened?
ANSWER
I am losing
out.
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faith

that

it

ever

will be but I will endeavour to,firid

Mr EVERINGHAM toMr RYAN The hQnourabtemember may have heard reports some few days ago that
the, Minister for Defence had issued an edict requiring the use for
defence purposes of the present Darwin Airport terminal area within
5 years.
Are planning steps now being taken to provide an a1ternative civilian terminal adjacent to the Darwin Airport?

ANSWER
I

do not know exactly what is happeriing. I know that it has been
planned for some time to establish a new terminal at another point
on the airfield. The information reported in the media was that,
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the Air Force will require the present terminal area. I would like
to add that where the terminal is situated at the moment is pretty
unsatisfactory because it is cramped up. I do not know where they
plan to shift it; there have been seve.ralsuggestions as to where it
might be put but I assume that this will happen in due course.
1291

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH What development has taken place in
lease?

the

MOunt Isa Mines McArthur River

ANSWER
To the best of my knowledge, there has been no further progress on
those leases and there is not likely to be any until MOunt Isa Mines
gets title to its grounds.
1292

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr

POLLOCK (by leave): The honourable member for Port Darwin asked a
question the other day in relation to Eco1i counts at Doctors Gully.
The detailed information of counts taken weekly from 22 January 1975
to 30 June 1976 is available and I ask that the answer to the question be incorporated in Hansard.

Leave granted.

BACTERIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF WATER : 1975/76
DVCTORS·GULLY
3 Deaember
10 Deaember
17 Deaember
24 Deaember (nil repo:i't J.
31,Deaember (nil report)
7 Januq.ry
14 January
21 Jan'U(JK'Y
28 January
,4 February
11 Feb'1'Ui:a>y
18 February
25 February,
3 Marah
10 M:lrah
17 Marah
24 M:lrah
31 M:lrah
7 April
14 April
21 April
28 April
5 May
12 May
1.9 May
26 May
2 Ju'yte,
9 June
16 June

CoUforms
/100 mt
2,000
2,500
1,400
650
170
27,000
430
280
960
290
28,000
3,600
440
4,500
400
380
40
280
160
560
4
300
720
370
350 ,
900
300
~

Faeaa l Strep.
/100 ml

Faeaal CoU
/100 ml

380
430
280

240
100
650

130
180
2,800
150
70
154
630
2,800
1,100
70
170
580
1,160
8
nit
2
130
10
70
620
66
20
96
110

210
140
500
80
50
150
250
1.400
170
20
tmta
30
60
14
90
140
58
0
42
110
66
42
160
50
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23 June
30 June

60
24

52
14

1.100
186

tmtc = too many to count
nit = not tested
BACTERIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF WATER : 1975
DOCTORS GULLY

Coliforms
/100 ml

22 January 1975
5 February
12 February
. 19 February
27 February
5 March
12 March
19 March
2 April
9 April
16 April
24 April
30 April
7 May
14 May
21 May
28 May
4 June
11 June
18 June
25 June
2 July
9 July
16 July
23 July
30 July
6 August
13 August
20 August
27 August
3 September
10 September
17 September
24 September
1 October
8 October
15 october
6 Qovember
12 November
19 November
26 November

320
250
900
640
50
180
3.400
500
560
800
770
110
140
110
110
80
94
40
420
92
108
2
150
990
28
100
280
150
90
0
94
20
220

26
150
2.000
42
310
20
140
8

Faecal Strep.
/100 ml .

Faecal Coli
/10Oml

70
650
250
180
0
90
1.000
80
88
160
90
26
16
32
12
76
10
0
24
36
40
8
18
200
4
8
120
130
130
8
34
230
200
120
54
300
560

2.000

14
14
0
48
6
190
10
32
2.000
36
80
14
28

14
26
12

Bacteriological Quality of Recreational Waters
Faecal coliform level
(organisms /100 ml)

150
70
30
140
0
70
760
8
90
280
28
32
22
10
16
10
16
0
60
28
28
2
48
32
28
10

2

Temp.

3~C

320 C
3}C
2 C

3~C

3 C
2f C

3~C

29 C

2~C

2(fC
3 C

2~lf C
3 C
2lc

2~C

26 C

2~C
2 C

.2f.c

2~C
2~C
2 C
2~C
2C
2 C

26.~C

26.

C

2~lf C

2 C
2f C

27.~C

2} C
2 C

2~C
3~C
3 C
3~C

·3 C

C
3(f C
3

*

Classification
Heavily polluted. water objectionable
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200 - 2,000
50 200
50

*
1293

Distinct pollution
Slight pollution
Satisfactory water

modified from "A compilation of Australian Water Quality Criteria"
Australian Water Resources Council Technical Paper No, 7.

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr

PERRON -(by leave) : The honourable member for Port Darwin asked i f I
could confirm that the outfa11 at Docfors Gully was in fact damaged
and in a most unsatisfactory condition and what steps would be taken
to avert any threat to health. The restoration of Doctors Gully outfall .is included in the Darwin Reconstruction Commission's 1976-77
works program; an amount of -$400,000 has been authorised and the
project is to replace sections of the outfa11 which had been damaged
by ships' anchors during cyclone Tracy.

1294

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN (by leave): I wish to answer a question asked by the honour~
able member for A1ice Springs concerning the recent air crash of the
Nomad.
Whilst I was speaking to the Secretary of the Department of
Transport this morning I-mentioned to him that I had been asked this
question and he advised'me that the aircraft was an experimental
aircraft. It did not relate particularly to the aircraft which are
being delivered in Darwin.
He told me that they are presently investigating the causes of the crash. He did not intend to advise me
specially when -the investigation was completed but when _it is compieted, the findings will be released to the press.

INDEX TO QUESTIONS
10 August 1976 - 12 August 1976

Aboriginal land rights (Vale) 1211
Aboriginal settlements, electricity
and water rates (Ballantyne) 1249
Adoption procedures (Lawrie) 1261
Alice Springs - bylaw-making powers (Manuell) 1288
hospital, psychiatrist (Manuell) 1241
judge's remarks on psychiatric ser~
vice (Everingham) 1285
legal aid office- (Manuell) 1213
oil refinery (Manuell) 1230, 1253
orthodondist (Manuell) 1221
railway reserve (Manuell) l120A
Araluen subdivision (Robertson) 1250
Atomic power station (Everingham) 1276
Bailiffs for Darwin courts (Everingham)
1271
Bako Building Constructions (Dondas)
1222
Bali, foot and mouth disease (Kentish)
1267
Block 8 cafeteria (Dondas) 1289
Branding, illegal (Kentish) 1245
Brinkin subdivision (Everingham) 1232
Bus services (Dondas) 1205
Bylaw-making powers (Manuell) 1288
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Department of NT (Dondas) 1243, 1248
Caravan parks on private land (Steele)
1262
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(Withnall) 1214
Casuarina fire station (Dondas) 1254
Casuarina High School, external matric
students (Lawrie) 1244
"Colonel Chuck Ch under" (Manuell) 1121
Commonwealth Superior Court (Everingham) 1227
'
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Darwin Airport (Everingham) 1290
Darwin Harbour (see E coli counts)
Darwin Hospital acoustic laboratory
(Manuell) 1236
Darwi~ Rifle Club (Steele) 1207
"Darwin Trader" (Everingham) 1234
Depot at 2+ mile, dirt heaps (Stee-le)
1269
Doctors Gully sewer (Withnall) 1204,
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,Dripstone High School (Everingham) 1225
East Point caravan park (Withnall) 1251
E coli counts (Withnall) 1208, 1292
Edmund Road, Humpty Doo (Tungutalum)
1275
Executive Members and conferences
(Steele) 1200
Farrell Crescent, light (Kentish) 1278
Government homes sales scheme (Lawrie)
1223
Groote Eylandt, lack of doctor (Bal-

lantyne) 1;;'18
Home Finance Trustee (Steele) 1202;
(Dondas) 1256
Housing Commission caravans (Dondas) 1243
home sales (Lawrie) 1238
proposed caravan park (Dondas) 1209
Juvenile offenders, facilities (Lawrie)
1206, 1286, 1287
'
Kahlin Beach, noisy campers (Withnall)
1242
Katherine local government (Ballantyne) 1270
meatworks (Lawrie) 1216
sewerage (Vale) 1255
Land auction (Dondas) 1229
Legal delays (With naIl) 1247
McArthur River, Mount Isa Mines (Vale)
1291
Medibank (Everingham) 1264; (Dondas)
1265
Moil Primary SchOOl (Dondas) 1258
National Parks and Wildlife Ordinance,
assent (Lawrie) 1279
Nhulunbuy Commonwealth houses-maintenance
(Ballantyne) 1193
motor vehicle registration branch
(Ballantyne) 1280
Nomad aircraft (Vale) 1219, 1266;
(Manuell) 1226, 1294
North Australia Railway -'
resleepering (Lawrie) 1122
loss last year (Manuell) 1195
salaries and wages (Manuell) 1196
Parliament house {Dondas) 1237
Pedestrian crossings (Steele) 1217
Perk ins Shipping and Mining Co (Kentish) 1273
Pidgin English (see Creole)
Public servants from Brisbane (Withnall) 1212
Rabbit Flat trouble (Vale) 1274
Radio reception in isolated areas
(Vale) 1260
Regional Councils for Social Development (Kentish) 1192; (Vale) 1272
Rent at l3-mile (Tungutalum) 1239
Roper River, police station (Kentish)
1252
Rural construction (Vale),1246
Rural Roads Confe-rence (Vale) 1228
Secretary of department, residence in
. NT (Lawrie )1220
"Stop" lights (Steele) 1215, 1217
Strata titles legislation (Lawrie) ,
1235
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(Dondas) 1231
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Stuart Highway (Manuell) 1268
Tarcoola-Alice Springs rail link (Manuell) 1201
Taxis, seat belts (Vale) 1257, 1277
Tea Tree School (Vale) 1240; (Manuell)
1263
Tennant Creek orthodondist (Manuell) 1221

local government (Ballantyne) 1270
Tiwi Mothers Home (Dondas) 1233
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Wagait Reserve, illegal branding
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THE QUESTION PAPER

Questions are printed in numerical order

An index to questions appears at the end of Part 11

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED BY 19 AUGUST 1976
FROM 31 MARCH 1976
. -. ,
,~,

822

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr TAMBLING When will the rehabilitation of Administration Block 3, Mitchell St.,
Darwin, be completed and when and by whom will it be occupied?

FROM 10 AUGUST 1976
1194

1197

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK 1.

When will the children's creche be ready for occupancy at Gove hospital?

2.

Will this centre
full time?

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW 1.

As at 30 June 1975 and 1976, how many members
attached to the CIB Inquiry Section at (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

1198

be staffed and, if so, will the staff be employed

were

physically

Darwin
Alice Springs
Katherine
Tennant Creek, and
Nhulunbuy?

2.

What support sections are available. to the CIB,' such as breaking,
consorting and drug squads and how many members does each of these
squads have?

3.

Are any of these squads in the CIB to be expanded in the coming
six months and, if so, by how many additional members and what new
positions are proposed?

Mr VALE to Mr TAMBLING How many square miles of the Territory are taken up by:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

1199

wildlife sanctuaries;
unalienated Crown Land;
commonages;
national parks; and
fauna reserves?

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW - .
Is the Stock Squad of the NT Police presently functional?
How many members are there in the squad?
What vehicles are attached to the squad?
How many horses are attached to the squad?
How many cases has the squad investigated
1976 to 30 June 1976?

in the

period

1

How many kilometres has the squad travelled in the same period?

January

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED BY 19 AUGUST 1976
How many nights have members of the squad spent
in the same period?

away from home on duty

How many pastoral properties in the:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Darwin Gulf District;
Victoria River District;
Bark1y District; and
A1ice Springs District

has the squad visited in the past 12 months?
FROM 17 AUGUST 1976
1281

1284

Mr WITHNALL to Mr PERRON 1.

Can he confirm that the sewer line in Doctors Gully is, and has
been for some time, broken just beyond the low tide mark and at
low tide raw sewage is discharged a matter of feet from the edge
of the water?

2.

What steps have been and will
health posed by the sewage?

be taken to

avert

the threat

to

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING How many people, not residents of Darwin at the 24th December
have received the Home Finance Trustee 6% loan?

1974,

QUESTIONS
1295
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Mr MANUELL to Mr TUXWORTH What progress has been made to date on' the
Rock tourist village project?

development

of

the

Ayers

ANSWER
The committee that is investigating the development of the Ayers Rock
village had a meeting 2 weeks ago and, at that meeting. it was
advised that it is unlikely that any funds will be available for consultants to continue with the proposal and that other measures will
have to be considered if the. village is ever to be developed.
1296

Mr STEELE to Mr PERRON Is it a fact that the Ludmilla dump is burning underground? Recognising the implications should someone fall through the crust and be
injured, will he consult with the corporation on an urgent basis to
rectify the problem?

ANSWER
I

1297

have no knowledge that the dump at Ludmilla is burning underground.
However, I will take the matter up with the local corporation and
see whether some action can be taken to rectify the problem.

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING What is the
Ordinance?

situation

regarding

the

declared

area under the Nudity

ANSWER
I am informed that the regulations have been signed, that notification
of the making of these regulations will appear in a special Gazette
tomorrow and the area will be effective if the honourable, membershould choose to use it from 12.01 this evening.
1298

Mr STEELE. to Mr TAMBLING -'
How much money has been allocated to the reconstruction of Fenton
Flats on the Stuart Highway? Have contracts been let? When will the
work commence? When will the work be completed? What are the pen~
alty clauses if the contractor fails to complete on time?

ANSWER
I am informed·that $549,914 has been allocated for the reconstruction
of Fenton Flats. The contracts have been let, work wil1.c,ommence on
approximately 30 August and they are due to be completed on 21 July
1977 •
With regard to a penalty clause, there i s a clause that
allows for penalty at the rate of $25 per flat per week.
1299

Mr DONDAS.to Mr POLLOCK What juvenile detention centres are currently available in Darwin?
What staff .is· on hand at theae facil:l,ties and what measures are being
taken.to improve staffing at the facilities?

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE - Tuesday 17 August 1976
ANSWER
There are 2 juvenile detention facilities currently available in Darwin.
Pa1merston House for boys and Dundas House for girls, Dundas House
being opened only at the beginning of last week. As to the staffing
situation at both these estab1,ishments, I' am unable to advise the
member exactly what staff is available; however, I do know that it
is insufficient in the opinion of the branch. The Social Development
Department is rather hampered in staff by the ceilings which have
be~n imposed on the department and in fact is one of
the departments
suffering most from these ceilings.
The whole social welfare area
is quite short of staff. The department is unable to replace people
who leave or people who were away at the time these ceilings were
imposed, and the department is making representation to have these
staff levels raised.
1300

Mr EVERINGHAMto Mr POLLOCK My question relates to the matter of Essington House, or what was
Essington House,' which is presently being used by the Marrara
Connnunity creche. I support the remarks made in this House last week
by the honourable member for Nightc1iff when she said that the bureaucrats were going to have their way and reconstruct this place and use
it as a detention c,entre rather than permitting it to remain as a
connnunity creche. If the bureaucrats are going to rebuild Essington
House and use it as a juvenile detention centre, what alternative
provision is being made to house the northern suburbs Marrara' Connnunity creche?

ANSWER
Firstly, I hope that Essington House is not rebuilt that we have something in its stead. However, 'the arrangements are that with the
people who are using the remaining section of Essington House at the
moment, such as the Marrara creche, in their arrangement of occupancy,
it is a condition that 6 months' notice must be given by the department for them to quit if the building is required for departmental
purposes. I am advised that this notice is at present being given
to the organisations, who are using the creche but it is not necessarily certain that at the end of 6 months that occupancy will be
required.
The period may extend considerably beyond the 6 months
but the department is taki~g a safeguard action by giving 6 months
notice now, regrettably.
1301

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN This question is asked on behalf of the member for E1sey. Has the
Road Safety Council inspected Cemetery Corner in Katherine and, i f
so, what recommendations did it make?

ANSWER
The Road Safety Council has inspected the particular corner. I assume
'this is the corner at which a fatality occurred within the last few
days. It is ,my intention to,bring the matter up at. the next meeting
of ' the Road Safety Council.
1302

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK Can he advise me if there is any progress in the quest
doctor at Groote Ey1andt?

for

a

resident
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ANSWER
I am advised that the Department of Health has recruited a doctor for
appointment at Groote Eylandt. He will be going to Gove on Wednesday
and, after about a fortnight of relief duty at Gove, he will be going
to Groote Eylandt. In a little over a fortnight, there will be a
resident doctor at Groete Eylandt.
1303

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Following statements last week that it is likely that one of the juvenile centres is to be deleted from the capital works program, has this
decision been discussed and approved by the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission?

ANSWER
My understanding of the decisions taken in the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission is that 2 centres are placed on the forward estimates
which should appear in the budget papers this evening.
I would like
to refresh my memory on the actual motions of the Reconstruction
Commission and advise the honourable member for Nightcliff further
with regard to decisions that have been taken on these 2 facilities.
1304

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Dr LETTS Will the Councils and Associations Bill of the Federal Parliament have
any effect on the Local Government Ordinance?

ANSWER
It is my belief that the Councils and Associations Bill would have a
considerable effect on· the future of local government in the Northern
Territory, particularly in the smaller centres.
It would cut across
what should be the proper role of the Local Government Ordinance of
other legislation which we have under consideration at the moment
to deal specifically with the growth of forms of local government in
more remote and smaller communities. It is quite clear that, under
the provisions of the federal bill, a jural system of local government could develop i~ the Northern Territory.
The position could
arise where, on the edge of some of the towns in the Territory, a
separate incorporated body for Aboriginal people could be developed
with its own system of garbage collection and services quite separate
from the other nearby community. The kind of misgivings which we
have are shared by other state governments and I understand .that the
state governments of Queensland and Western Australia in particular
have made their misgivings and objections known to the Federal Gov_
ernment. I regret ,to say that the reactions we have had so far from
the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs indicate a very inflexible attitude to this particular matter as with various other matters we have
brought to his attention from time to time.
1305

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN Is he aware of
I ask this question on behalf of the member for Elsey.
the difficulties Barcar Holdings is having getting the Giles Street
subdivision in Katherine sealed?
Is he also aware that this is because the subdivision is 5 months ahead of schedule, and will he
investigate· allegations of incompetence against Barcar Holdings made
by the Katherine branch of the Australian Labor Party in the "Katherine Informer" of 13 August of this year?
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ANSWER
I am not aware of the problem. I will however take the matter up with
Spraypave and also the Department of Construction in ,an endeavour to
find out, why, if they have in fact finished the preliminaries. they
cannot get the sealing of th~ road carried out,
1306

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN Has there been any further progress in relation, to the planning or
struction of a small boat facility in Darwin Harbour?

con.

ANSWER
$101,000 was made available'for the upgrading of the particular facility. Members may be aware of a rock groin which now exists i.n
Frances Bay. This of course is not satisfactory as it is almost underwater at high tide.
The $101,000 will be spent in upgrading the
groin and in fact this work, if it has not already started, is vitually ready to go ahead.
1307

Mr,MANUELL to Mr TUXWORTH Is

he aware that water pressure in some areas of Alice Springs has
diminished ,to a trickle and that in some areas some sprinklers will
not work at all during the day? What is the cause of this shortage
and has any contingency plan been considered to prevent a restriction
of water supply this year in Alice Springs?

ANSWER
The Department of Works has 'aavised me through the Water Resources
Branch that some difficulties have been experienced in the Gillen
area while maintenance was being carried out on the $7m tank. Parts
of the east side in particular and the race course area have suffered
from reduced pressure at certain times of the day due to heavy demand
and it is planned by the Department of Works to upgrade and augment
the existing supply in these areas in conjunction with the' development of the Sadadeen Subdivision. Measures for improving the overall
water supply in general will in fact be carried out as a result of
expenditure in this year's Budget and the criteria whether restrictions will continue depends 'on the availability of finance to complete
the equipping of 5 bores in the Mereenie area, the severity of the
summer and the rate at which Works can carry out what needs to be
done.
1308

Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREW Is she aware that the Northern Territory Teachers Federation has banned
the use of stage It of the Katherine Hostel acconunodation for teachers
in 1977?

ANSWER
Yes, I am aware of this. Onlrthis morning. I received a letter from
the, Northern Territory Teachers Federation advising me that this
action was takelfbecause the executive bel:ieves that, in 1977 • there
will be superior alternative acconunodation' available in stage I and
III of the hostel and unused single officer flats at the_Katherine
_~ __l!()spita1.
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1309

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN Is he aware of a report prepared by the Department of Construction concerning certain construction problems with the Yirara College and
BradshawSchool in Alice Springs and will this report be made available to the public?

ANDWER

I am not aware of any ~uch report. However, I will make inquiries and
give to the House any information which I may be able to get.
1310

Mr DONDAS to Mr RYAN Is he able to tell me anything with regard to the reflectorized licence
plates?

ANSWER
The Department of the Northern Territory Transport Planning Division
have several vehicles fitted with reflectorized licence plates of
various colours. The purpose of this is to establish which colours
stand up to the climate and are least affected by being covered with
dust, rubbish and mud. Once having established this, there will be a
move towards picking suitable colours for the new Northern Territory
reflectorized plates and passing the neces'sary legislation to have
them fitted to the vehicles. I would assume that this will take place
some time in the first half of the next year.
1311

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Is he yet able to advise the terms and conditions upon which the sale of
government· homes will be re-introduced in the Darwin area? .

ANSWER
I am not able to provide that information. I have sought urgent information of the Minister yesterday and I hopefully will be able to pro~
vide it within the next few days.
1312

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON Is the Trade Practices Act being enforced in the Northern Territory and
has the Trade Practices Commission got an office in Darwin?

ANSWER
Following a visit to the Northern Territory earlier this year of an
official of the Trade Practices Commission in Canberra, arrangements
have been made for the Prices and Consumer Affairs branch of the
Department of the Northern Territory to take over. some of the aspects
of policing the Trade Practices Act.
Matters to be handled by the
Consumer Affairs Branch here are the consumer protection provisions
under part 5 of the act and also the restrictive trade practices"
provisions of the act.
Although an officer. of the commission will
not be stationed. in Darwin permanently at this stage, an officer ·from
the commission's Brisbane office will inake occasional trips to'Darwin
throughout the year and specific trips if there are any matters that
warrant his attention.
As far as the Alice Springs area is
concerned, it will be serviced by the Trades Practices Commission
Adelaide office.
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1313

Mr VALE TO Mr POLLOCK When will pensioners' homes in
connected to sewerage?

Katherine

occupied

by

Aborigines

be

ANSWER
I will endeavour to find the information and advise the House,
1314

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Dr LETTS I refer to the statement in the Northern Territory News of 16 August
headed "Nomination called for land trust posts".
Could the Majority
Leader inform me why this nomination has been called before the bill
is finally passed in the Commonwealth Parliament?
Why does the bill
provide for freehold title to be held by a land trust representing
large areas and not by the traditional owners according to Aboriginal
laws?
My third question .is about land councils,
This is the
whiteman's idea of giving us land rights,
We might be able to make
it work if we are given a land council in the bill for Bathurst and
Melville Islands.
Would he tell me why only one land council has
been made for the north of the Northern Territory and why a land
council will not be made for Bathurst and Melville Islands in the
bill?

ANSWER
The first question related to the inviting of applications for membership of land trusts.
Like the honourable member for Tiwi, I can
only 'guess at the reason,
I have not any information as from the
Minister or the Federal Government as to why it has been done,
I
would have some concern about the cal~lng of the applications at this
stage because we have passed on to the Government and the Minister
for Aboriginal Affairs the concern which some citizens of Arnhem Land
in particular have expressed to us about the setting up of land trusts
in the form that the bill before the Federal Parliament proposes,
It
has been pointed out to us, and we have pointed this out to the
Minister, that to set up what separate trusts for the Arnhem Land
mainland the Arnhem Land islands is contrary to the reality of the
situation in so far as most of the people who have land on the
islands also have an interest or traditional claim to land on the
mainland, and they are-being split in half,·
More than that, there are problems, which goes on to his second question, about the size of these trusts in so far as they include the
whole of the Arnhem Land islands except Bathurst and Melville Islands
and within that trust there will be a number of separate language and
descent groups, and the same of course with the large mainland area of
47,000 square miles.
Aboriginal people have expressed ,misgivings
about this which was passed onto the Minister,
Therefore I am surprised and disappointed I suppose in a way, that he is calling applic~
at ions fot trusts for the scheduled areas, apparently not being prepared to give consideration ·to any variation in the original design,
I suppose in favour of the Government one might argue that they can
consider it prti4ent to have names available in case the bill passes in
its present form, but against that I would argue that in doing this
they are raising expectations from Aboriginal people who might submit
their names towards these trusts and then they may not be realised in
the final judgment which is made on the legislation,
The Federal
Government continues to act unilaterally in matters such as this and
payTittle regard to their frequent stated policy of close collab-
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oration and consultation with the Northern Territory people.
On the third question, that with regard to land councils, the proposed
legislation of course does make provision for more than the 2 original
land councils to be set up, and I would advise the honourable member
for Tiwi that the information that we have received in going around
and in material which is being forwarded to us from Aboriginal groups
is that certainly in the northern half of the Territory there is a
very strong possibility that a number of individual land councils
would be created or would be applied for probably the BathurstMelville Island area, the Groote Eylandt area and north and northeastern Arnhem Land.
Under the present design of legislation, it
seems likely that, within a short period of time, instead of having
one land council in the north we could very well be faced with a
number of separate administrations - anything up to 5 or 6 - within
the first year or 2.

1315 Mr WITHNALL to Mr PERRON Has he noticed that the Darwin water supply has been frequently fouled
lately with a substance· which is probably algae resulting in a revolting scum forming on the water and an associated taste and odour? What
is the cause of this condition and what is being done about it?
ANSWER
I am aware of the problems that the honourable member for Port Darwin
has alluded to. I do not know the actual cause although I have heard
it rumoured that it is the result of some process that kills algae in
pipelines and the result is the dead algae in the glass. I will endeavour to find out the reason and table it in this House later on in
these sittings.

1316

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW When will .there be a special school re-established in Darwin as there
waspre-Tracy? I am aware that some schools are taking a limited number of children but it is not sufficient to cater for all the children
needing special education in Darwin.

ANS~R

There have been some problems about the re-establishment of a special
school because one of the Ludmilla preschools is in actual fact occupying the building. Several schools such as Rapid Creek, Ludmilla,
Wanguri, Alawa and Millner, all have children in their Care who would
normally be at special schools.' This is probably not such a bad
thing because there are certain advantages for disadvantaged 'children
in being with normal children.
However, a decision has been taken
to rebuild a special school and it will be done as soon as possible.
No date has been mentioned.
'

1317

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK Is it the responsibility of the Social Development Branch of the Department of the Northern Territory to provide funds for the burial of
destitute persons in cemeteries within the Northern Territory? I
refer particularly to Katherine.
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ANSWER
It is the respo.nsibility o.f the So.cial Develo.pment Branch to. pay the
burial Co.sts o.f destitute perso.ns, At Katherine, the department has
a co.ntract with the lo.cal undertaker, Ho.wever, pr o.blems did arise
there fo.llo.wing the impo.siti9n o.f grave o.pening fees by the lo.cal
cemetery trust.
The c~etery trust wanted the undertakers to. pay
. this fee and the undertaker wo.uld no.t pay because it was no.t co.vered
by ~is co.ntract,
In o.ther centres, the cemetery trust send the
acco.unt to. the department but in Katherine they did not want to. do. it
this way. The matter has since been reso.lved and there sho.uld be no.
further pro.blems.
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Mr BALLANTYNE to.Mr TAMBLING When will o.ccupied ho.uses at Tindal be weatherpro.o.fed?
pro.vements are planned?

What other im-

ANSWER
Mr Speaker, as yo.u are well aware, the pro.blems at Tindal are very complex because o.f the o.wnership status o.f the buildings there and the
confusio.n that arises between the Department of the Northern Territory assuming o.ccupancy o.f a number o.f these buildings fo.llowing the·
cyclo.ne and the Department o.f Defence ho.lding vested interests. I
do. no.t have the specific informatio.n so.ught in the questio.n, I believe it sho.uld be available in the Budget papers this evening and
will seek further informatio.n·in answer to. the question,
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Mr MANU ELL to. Mr TUXWORTH Is he aware that the ring ·seal fo.r the high capacity sto.rage tank in
Alice Springs has failed fo.r the third time in successio.n and is
Still in a state o.f desrepair, rendering the pressure useless? What
steps are being taken to. rectify the pro.blem, and is it a fact that
the design of the ring seal was made by the Department of Wo.rks and
was in fact experimental at the time of design?

ANSWER
The answer to the first part o.f the questio.n is very simple, Advice received fro.m the Department of. Wo.rks is that the ring seal has in fact
been repaired and has been repaired fo.r some perio.d. In answer to the
second part o.f the questio.n, the department advises that
the design
was carried o.ut by co.nsult·ing engineers ret·ained by the' Department o.f
Housing and Co.nstructio.n and in fact the present design being used is
co.mmo.nlyput to. use in .So.uthAustralia and isno.t an experiment by any
means.
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Mr. EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN Are there imy mo.re taxi licences issued in Darwin no.w than there were
;;IS at 24 December 19747
Secondly,ar:e there any plans to:lssue any
more taxi o.r hire-car li·cences; and, further, does .theRegistrar o.f
Motor Vehicles co.nduct rando.m ro.adwo.rthines$ .check$ o.n taxis; i f he
.does no.t, is he planning to. do. so.?

ANSWER
At present tQere are 55 taxi .lic·ences and 28 hire-car licences held in
Darwin. This is thesatile number as existed prior to. the cyclo.ne, The
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Registrar has had no representations asking for any extra licences to
be issued so at present there is no "intention to do so
The second
question was relating to random inspections of taxicabs and hire cars,
Currently they are subject to a 6-month1y inspection at the Motor
Vehicle Registry, and in addition to this one of the chief inspectors
does from time to time make random checks of vehicles on ranks and at
home.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr RYAN How many weekly flights "has Qantas had operating in and out of Darwin?
Is Qantas coping with the present rate of passenger traffic and what
is the situation likely to be during the school holidays?

ANSWER
There are currently 2 flights through Darwin scheduled by Qantas. Generally speaking, these 2 flights do handle the normal traffic that
comes through Darwin.
However, some people seem to think that we
could do with extra flights, particularly to Hong Kong because we do
not have a direct flight to Hong Kong, At present, the bookings for
December are full which means that anybody who wants to leave Darwin
directly for overseas during December and they do not have a ticket
at the moment, they will be unable to go. Last year, a similar situ
ation existed but we were able to prevail on Qantas to "give us a few
extra flights through Darwin mainly because we said that people would
be keen to get out of "Darwin the first year after the cyclone. This
same situation exists this year to a certain degree although I do not
know whether we will get the same amount of sympathy from Qantas.
However, I intend to send a telegram to Sir Lennox Hewitt and the Minp
ister for Transport to ask if extra flights can be put through Darwin
at Christmas.
I believe other airlines are keen to come through
Darwin but are unable to do so because Qantas vetoes" that particular
move.
I will ask, if Qantascannot handle the traffic, why other
airlines could not be given the opportunity to pick up passengers in
Darwin and also create a little bit of opposition for Qantas.
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Mr TUNGUTALUM to Miss ANDREW Bathurst Is1and.has a population of 1,200 to
police station be built on Bathurst Island?
program, if not, when will it be programmed?

1,400.
Is it

When will the
in the 1976/77

ANSWER
The police department have put a proposal to the Department of the
Northern Territory for the Bathurst Island police station to go on the
1976/77 design A list. If this proposal is accepted, the building
would not be commenced before the beginning of the next" financial
year.
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Mr

EV~RINGHAM

to Mr RYAN -

Is he aware of damage to property and inconvenience to persons being
caused by the parking of vehicles by patrons of the Marrara Hotel in
Seabdght Crescent, Jingi1i, and has he any plans to remedy the situation?
ANSWER
I am not aware of the problem that the

honourable

member

for

Jingi1i
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points out.
Mr Everingham:

I told you about it.

I wrote you a letter too.

Mr RYAN: He just made a comment that he has told me, in which case, Mr
Speaker, I must admit that I. had forgotten and I certainly cannot
remember receiving a letter, as he interjected. However, I will make
a point of having a word with him and see if we can do something to
solve the problem if it exists.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Dr LETTS (by leave):
The honourable member for Arnhem asked me last
:week: "Has the Australian, Government co-operated with the Indonesians
in eradicating foot and mouth disease in Bali?"
I did hazard an
op1n10n on the situation at the time, but I can now tell him that the
Department of the Northern Territory advises that the Australian
Government has co-operated with the Indonesian Government in an eradication program.
The Chief Veterinary Officer of the Northern Territory Spent several months in Bali, assisting in the vaccination of
the disease and the disease is now regarded as being under control.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr

TAMBLING (by leave): The honourable member for Ludmilla asked a
question in relation to temporary caravan parks being developed by
private people' on private land. I am supplied with the following
information:

These applications were not supported after considering site
location and the lack of existing service facilities. The cost
differenee in establishing a'temporary caravan park on private
land as opposed to public land is rrrinimal.
The cost is, of
course, reduced where there are showers and toilets already in
existence.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW (by leave): The honourable member for Stuart asked me a
question concerning the Rabbit Flat Roadhouse incident. I will make
all this information available, Mr Speaker, to the honourable member,
because I do not want to bore you all with reading a blow-by-blow
description. However, a group of Aborigines arrived at Rabbit Flat
about 8pm on Tuesday 10 August. They intended to' stay overnight and
then continue to Balgo Mission next day.
During the.evening, Mr
Farrens was forced to sto'p the sale of liquor due to disorderly behaviour. At 2 am an Aborigine was discovered inside the security
area at the rear of the premises, a scuffle followed the discovery
and Nelson was injured. Following this, the Aborigines ,threw stones
at the roadhouse and Farrens barricaded himself inside. The Aborigines were eventually quietened by the Aboriginal elders who had
taken control of the situation prior to' the arrival of the police.
~olice were called as a result of a call at .about 4 am which Farrens
made to the Bureau of Meteorology and he advised them that his premises were under siege and he. was on his own. He was also most concerned about the Aborigine, later known as Mr Nelson, who was injured.
He then contacted the bureau at 5.55 am and advised them that he was
expecting some further action at daylight. However, this did not take
place.
There was some damage done to the building amounting. to several hundred dollars. However, Nelson will not be charged; I am advised that some other minor charges have been made.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr POLLOCK (by leave): The honourable member for Nightc1iff asked about
adoption services and the availability of an officer for adoption in
the Northern Territory. In the Northern Territory, there are 2 officers handling adoptions, one is based in Darwin and the other in
A1ice Springs. It is quite impractical to operate the adoption ordinance with officers resident interstate.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr POLLOCK (by leave): I was asked by the honourable member for Alice
Springs about services provided by the accoustics laboratory at the
Darwin Hospital.
In reply to that question, I will read an extract
from a submission from the Commonwealth Department of Health to the
Senate Standing Committee on Social Welfare earlier this year:

(i)
hearing services - hearing aids and audiological services are provided to children under the age of 2l years, pensioners and their dependants~ repatriation beneficiaries,
Commonwealth employees~ compensation claimants, Commonwealth
Department of Social Security rehabilitation clients, Aboriginals under the care of the Northern Territory Administration.
(ii)
hearing conservation and noise annoyance - advice and
assistance to Commonwealth GOvernment departments and defence
services in hearing conservation measures and noise problems
affecting the community from defence services and Commonwealth
activities~ and
(iii)

loan of audio meters to sahool medical services.
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Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK What progress, if any, has been made towards the introduction
formed liquor legislation within the Northern Territory?

of

re-

ANSWER
The reform of liquor legislation for the Northern Territory has been a
matter which I have been looking into since assuming this position,
The very limited staff which is available to me hinders proper development of the proposed ,reforms, Draft working papers of the principles of the liquor ordinance and also papers in relation to alcohol
and drug dependency have been prepared and approved by the executive.
However, at this stage, there is no staff available to the executive
to develop these policy documents to the stage where drafting instructions can be satisfactorily given to draftsmen to prepare the legislation. Approaches have been made to the Minister to have staff made
available to the executive to carry out this work and negotiations in
that regard are going on. I am hopeful that he will concede to our
request and that, in the foreseeable future, we will be in a position
to have these drafting instructions ready and the legislation prepared.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW Can she advise me of the membership of the technical committee of the
Emergency Services Organisation and if a decision has been taken to
designate Nightc1iff High School as a primary shelter?
If this
decision was taken, what consultation was there with the Department
of Education and more importantly with the staff of the high school
and their board membership?

ANSWER
I

am advised that membership of the technical committee comprises a
representative of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, representation from the Department of Construction, representation from the
Education Department, representation from the Department· of the Northern Territory inc1uding'a member of the emergency services organisation, and some other as yet undetermined people who have qualifications in engineering and designing.

I am advised by the Department of Education that a technical committee
has investigated the most suitable areas for cyclone shelters in the
D,arwin region. Mr A1an Ritchie, the senior education adviser on
school buildings, is the Education Department representative on this
committee. On the basis of evidence received, Nightc1iff High School
was selected as a primary impact shelter by the emergency committee,
As yet no structua1 alterations have been made although some are
planned.
These include replacement of ground floor windows on the
southern side with armoured glass, strengthening the window frames as
necessary.
Solid screens may be placed on the pillars outside the
ground floor windows on the northern side to protect both windows and
walls. Mr Ritchie and other members of the technical committee have
discussed the matter with the principal of the Nightc1iff High School
who is the executive officer on the board of management,
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Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING Is it a fact that there is a gerry building on Lot 2911 in Fannie Bay?
I do not think that the executive member will be able to answer it at
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this stage but could he inform me a bit later?

ANSWER
I think this question should be placed on the notice paper,
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Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN I

ask" this question on behalf of the member for Elsey, Do newly
licensed motor vehicle drivers receive booklets on the rules of the
road and do they have to pass a written examination before receiving
their licence?

ANSWER
I know that booklets are available,
These are normally given to any
person who is going to sit for the written exam, In answer to the
second part of the question, there is a written exam. One of the
reasons behind this question related to the possibility of people not
being able to write the language. I am not too sure on this particular aspect although I believe there is a certain amount of leeway
given. The main point is that whoever is going for the licence must
understand and be able to recognise the various signs and know exactly what the rules of the road are. I do not know if the testing
people enforce the written test as strictly as we might imagine, I
think they use their discretion in certain cases,
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Mr KENTISH to "Dr LETTS Can he advise
Territory?

me when a rural bank will be established in the Northern

ANSWER
I cannot give the honourable member for Arnhem any prediction of an
exact date for the establishment of a rural bank or even any certainty that one will Cbe established. All that I can tell him at this
stage is that a senior officer of the Department of the Northern
Territory has been in Darwin for the last 2 or 3 weeks with the
specific task of investigating the present functions of the Primary
Producers Board, futur"e needs and the reconstruction of the legislation on primary production, Arising" out of this review, the
chances are that something towards a rural bank situation will emerge,
The officer concerned 'is working in elose contact" with me and the
PP Board and with producers' organisations, I hope that we will have
his recommendations available within the ,next month or so and, from
that, we will be able to take some more positive steps towards the
objective which the honourable member for Arnhem has suggested is
desirable.
1334

Mrs LAWRIEto Mr TAMBLINGCan he yet advise me'liS to the"terms and conditions on which the sale
of government homes will be recommenced in the Darwin area?

ANSWER
I have had neither" an acknowledgement .nor a reply" on the information
sought from the Minister in this regard,
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Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr TAMBLING This is a follow up to a question I asked some months ago, Could he
tell me what stage the landscaping to blocks 6, 7 and 8 opposite has
reached? Is there a finishing date to this work?
If so, what is
that date?

ANSWER
I am sure the honourable member for Nhulunbuy has .noticed the progress
that has taken place in the area surrounding these particular blocks
with regard to landscaping. I have not got a termination date at my
fingertips. However, I will seek it for him.
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Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr POLLOCK I have noticed with some concern the incidence of hepatitis in the
Northern Territory and in Darwin in particular. I wonder if he can
state, as a reasonable medical probability, whether the establishment
of the temporary caravan park proposed to be set up in the northern
suburbs is likely to lead to a greater incidence of hepatitis?

ANSWER
It is true that the incidence of hepatitis in the Darwin area has in
recent months been increasing at an alarming rate and causing the
Department of Health concern. In the 12 months to July last year to
June this year, there were 155 cases in the northern' region; and in
the first 6 months of this year, there were 104 cases, This is a
considerable number of cases for the region,
I do not know that temporary caravan parks in the norther~ suburbs
would necessarily increase the incidence of the illness if these
caravan parks are constructed to a standa~d which effectively caters
for the health needs of the community.
It is camps which are in
existence, such as at East Point, with totally inadequate facilities
for the number of people that are there, that give rise to a threat
of increase and outbreak of hepatitis, There are such problems there
that there is cause for concern that this disease might become even
more active.
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Mr VALE to Mr RYAN Has the radio telephone exchange in Katherine been adversely affected
by Telecom Australia's austerity drive?

ANSWER
I would be surprised if it had not; everything else
up, however, and find out if this is the case,
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Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS

ha~,

I will check

,~

Can he indicate whether funds for rural reconstruction
either directly or indirectly in the 1976-1977 Budget?

are

included

ANSWER
The question anticipates some comments which I will be making later in
the day on this subject, The short answer I think is, . that yes, funds
for rural reconstruction are included in the 1976-1977 Budget for the
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whole of Australia and for the Northern Territory, In the case of
the Northern Territory, the funds, I believe, are quite inadequate,
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Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS Can he say why all export abat~oirs have now to be built to the standard specified for the US market?
Will he make representations with
the view to the acceptance by' the Department of Primary Industries of
a lesser standard so that Northern Territory beef producers may take
advantage of eastern markets?

ANSWER
Once an abattoir is licensed.for export, then it is licensed for export
to any country whether it be Russia, Japan or North America, to name
3 of our principal markets,
However, the United States market f£r
outweighs in quantity all the other markets put together; The import
certificates for the United States require that the works be licensed
not only under the Australian licences but under United States licences. It follows that the policy has been adopted to have export meatworks come up to this standard, However, some works do not seek an
export licence. I think Meneling is a case in point and there are a
works around Australia which do not have
number of other provincial
to comply to the full extent with the United States standards even
though in most respects those standards are quite reasonable and
pretty close to what the community at large would now expect to be
the standards of sanitation and meat hygiene under which meat 'would
be processed.
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Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK Are the health authorities taking any steps to reduce the two year
waiting period for dental appointments in Alice Springs?

ANSWER
At Alice Springs, there is an approved establishment of a dental superintendent and two dental officers,
The existing staff is a dental
superintendent, who is presently on leave, and 3 dental officers
along with 4 positions for dental therapists with 4 persons occupying
those positions. The establishment at the moment is fully met. There
is a considerable waiting list, for dental services at Alice Springs,
That is a matter of concern but I am unable to answer the member
further.
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Mr MANUELL to Mr TUXWORTH
I

would like to ask this question following a reply yesterday in relation to the ring seal in the Alice Springs high pressure reserve tank,
Is the ring seal design that was used in ·this tank the same as that
used by the South Australian Engineering and Water Supply Department?
If it was the same, has the Engineering and Water Supply Department in
South Australia experienced' the same rate of failure as that which
has been experienced by the tank in Alice Springs and, if so, why was
the same design used?

ANSWER
I would have to get the information from the department and . from the
water supply authority in South Australia. I will endeavour to do so
this sitting.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING How many people are actually working on processing the 6% concessional
home loan through the Home Finance Trustee's Office?

ANSWER
There are 16 people engaged in the task.
1343

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH Can he supply me with any details, if any, of incentives to mining and
oil companies announced last night in the budget and what effect will
this have on the Northern Territory exploration?

ANSWER
I will answer that later in the sittings,
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Is it a fact that people who were owner occupiers pre-cyclone and who
have no children are being told they can only apply for the $15,000
loan?

ANSWER
This is the first occasion that this matter has been brought to my
attention.
I am not aware of any people who are owner occupiers who
would under my understanding not meet the eligibility criteria for
the full 6% loan concession scheme. . I will certainly take the
matter up with the Home Finance Trustee and advise the member further,
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Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK Does he have any information
tives Ordinance?

regarding the review of the Mental Defec-

ANSWER
Drafting instructions for a Mental Defectives Bill have been issued
some 6 weeks ago.
I am now awaiting the bill from the draftsman, I
was hopeful that it would be here at thi$ session but, as it is
rather a complex matter, it will not be ready until the October
session.
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Mr VALE to Mr TAMBLING Can he advise. what the Majority Party's proposed action is concerning
the Northern Territory Housing Commission homes sales scheme?

ANSWER
Members will recall that at the last sitting of this Assembly, on the
last day, I indicated that the Majority Party had prepared draft
legislation to enable the reintroduction of a homes sales scheme for
the Northern Territory Housing Commission.
That draft legislation
had been prepared by myself in consultation and conjunction with the
Northern Territory· Housing Commission. It was necessary for me to
refer it to the Government for consideration of a number of the
principles.
I indicated at that time that the states and the Commonwealth were
currently reviewing the arrangements that applied to the financial
aspects of the 4% funding for housing commissions throughout Australia; those principles of course are applied to the Northern Territory
Housing Commission just as much as they are in the states,
In the month between our meetings, I have referred this legislation to
both the Minister for the Northern Territory and to the Secretary of
the Department of Environment, Housing and Community Development. I
have received advice from both the Minister for the Northern Territory
and the department, that there are several - bugs, if you like - in
the legislation that I have had drafted that still need further review.
The Minister for the Northern Territory said in his reply:

However, there are some fundamental, financial, aspects in the
biZZ which have not yet been fuZZy assessed, and undoubtedZy
PreZiminary discussions have
Treasury will, need to be consuZted.
been held with the Housing Commission and I wouZd see it as desirabZe that areas of concern be r-esoZved initiany between the commission, my department and the Treasury. I am awar-e of the urgency
and my depar-tment wiZl be continuing these discussions to resoZye
any anomaUes which could affect the operation of the scheme.
I
see it as desirabZe that an obstacZes be cZeared pr-ior- to the
enactment of ZegisZation which couZd give effect to a home saZes
scheme, but I wilZZeave to your judgment the question of when a
biZZ shouZd be introduced.
In the reply I received from the Department of Environment, Housing and
Community Development they also raised several specific matters of my
proposed bill, and as this has only come to hand in the last week, I
have not had the opportuni ty to discuss it fully wi th the draf tsman
or with my legislative advisers.
It is therefore not myihtention to
introduce a bill at this sitting.
However, ~ am hopeful and confident, and it is certainly the intention of the Majority Party, to
introduce a new scheme at the next sittings.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS Is he aware that jenny .crabs are being sold in large numbers in Darwin?
If he is aware, is it his intentions to limit their taking and sale
as is done in Queensland?
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ANSWER
I was not aware of this situation until just now. I will inquire into
the matter and take advice from the Fisheries Branch to see whether
some form of control is needed. I am not personally aware of the
life cycle of the crab as far ~s reproduction is concerned. We know
that other female crustacea. for example prawns, have a huge rate of
egg laying of something like' 20.0.,0.0.0. eggs for each female per year,
Therefore, there has never been any requirement to try to draw the
line between male and female in the case of that particular group of
crustacea but it maybe a different situation in the crab world, I
will certainly look into it and, i f necessary, see that action is
taken.
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Mr MANUELL to Mr TUXWORTH All members are aware of the appropriation statement yesterday presented in the budget papers.
Does he feel that the staff salaries and
Tourist Bureau expenses as stated which approximate $490.,0.0.0. to earn
an estimated commission income of $85,0.0.0. is a reasonable economic
proposition? If he does feel that that is the case, what action can
be taken to improve, the revenue earning capacity of the Tourist
Board in the future?

ANSWER
I indicated yesterday that the amount of money consumed by the Tourist
Bo~rd to collect $85,0.0.0.
in commissions was not satisfactory and the
board itself is concerned about this. It is not my position to di,rect the board in what they should be doing but I believe that they
would welcome an inquiry into the internal activities of the board
to determine whether the board""·shou1d be involved in retailing of
travel at all or whether the board should be involved in wholesaling
of travel and servicing the industry.
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Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW Can she advise if any attempt is being made to introduce app'renticeships for boners and butchers in the meatworks and abattoirs of the
Northern Territory?

, ANSWER
Not to my knowledge. ' I ask the honourable member for Stuart to place
this question on notice.
1350.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Can he yet advise as to the terms and conditions of the proposed reintroduc,tion of" the government:' home sales scheme?

ANSWER
I presume the honourable member would be aware, that ,there has been no
variation to the scheme in Northern Territory centres other' than Darwin and that at the moment the terms and conditions do apply outside
of Darwin. The only current situation being he1.d in abeyance is the
actual Darwin situation.
I am advised that no final recommendation
has yet been made to the Minister in regard to the terms and, conditions for the reintroduction ,of a government home sales scheme in Darwin. I am aware that the Department of the Northern Territory is
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working on this advice and investigations are continuing. They have
indicated to the Minister that the details of the report should be
available to him by some time in August, and I was informed this
morning it should be by the end of August. However, I would then presume that, in the normal course of events, the determination of any
new policy would probably take some time, and I cannot therefore give
a date on which the new policies may be determined.
In the telex which I referred to in answer to a previous question about
the Housing Commission, the Minister has stated to me: "The introduction of sale schemes, including those for public servants, is a
very complex issue. In principle, I agree that it is desirable for
some avenues to be opened to enable tenants to buy houses and have no
objection in principle to differential interest structures which may
have to be adopted".
I believe there are also other complex issues in centres outside Darwin;
for example, in Katherine, the current cost of building a government
home is now exceeding $40,000 per house but this has not reflected in
the market value which in that town is something in the middle
20,000s for the unit. I believe this is posing a problem to the
people who are carrying out the investigations in the report that
they will present to the Minister.
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Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK I address this question on behalf of the member for Elsey. Is it a
fact that neither the Arts Council for the Northern Territory nor
Browns Mart are eligible for financial assistance under the Community
Grants Scheme? Has the Arts Council of the Northern Territory financial liquidity of $100,000?

ANSWER
My advice is that, under community activities and the allocation of
money by the Regional Grants Committee, the Arts Council and Browns
Mart are not eligible. However, they are eligible under other schemes
which may be provided by the department. I do not know what financial
liquidity the Arts Council has but the department advises me that at
the time of receiving application for a grant the Arts Council did
provide a balance sheet with quite a healthy financial liquidity,
However, I have not examined the balance sheet and I would not like
to comment further.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr SPEAKER Have you received a reply from the Minister for the Northern Territory
regarding his approval for our delegate to attend a Commonwealth
Parliamentary conference to be held in Mauritius later on this year?

ANSWER
I sent a telegram to the Minister on Thursday last;
a reply.
1353

I have not received

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Has the Darwin Reconstruction Commission board approved the apparent
change in program which will allow the reconstruction of Essington
House as a multi-use facility including security?
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ANSWER
I did indicate in question time the other. day that I wished to restudy
the minutes of the Reconstruction Commission meetings with regard to
this particular aspect. In my reappraisal of those minutes and looking. at the budget papers, I noted that there is provision for 2 facilities, one in Darwin and one in Malak. I presume the one in Darwin
was for the original proposal presented to the commission for a new
facility at Berrimah.
There has been discussion with regard to the
utilisation of Essington House and whether an aSSessment should be
made
of what additional facilities might be needed. In fact, the
paper considering this at the Reconstruction Commission was deferred
for further consideration. I am not aware that any further consideration has taken place by ,the commission.
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Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH This question is asked on. behalf of the honourable member for Elsey.
Can he advise the reason for the delay in granting mining leases to
Mt Isa Mines at McArthur River?

ANSWER
I
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believe that the l2-year saga of issuing these leases is about to
come to an end this month. In fact, the letter of agreement between
the Government and the company is being signed and the Minister will
issue the leases this month.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Is he aware that the Deputy Secretary of the Department of the Northern Territory issued a press release saying that the decision had
been taken and that Essington House was to be reconstructed? If he
is aware of this statement, can he give me an assurance that that
statement is not a fait acompli until approval is given by the DRC?

ANSWER
Again, as I indicated several days ago, there is no way that I would
speak for Mr Dwyer and I am not aware of the totality of his actions.
I am not aware of the particular press 'statement that the honourable
member refers to. However,. I do agree that any decision with regard
to a capital work or civil work project in Darwin is the total prerogative of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission,
1356

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN My question concerns the sealing of Stuart Highway. Is he aware that,
in the budget announcement the night before last, th~ section of
Stuart Highway in the township of Alice Springs from Smith Street to
Stuart Highway foothills Will be sealed while that section from Shell
Corner to Smith Street has .. been apparently forgotten?
Will he seek
to have this decision revi.ewed?

ANSWER
.I will seek to . have that decision reviewed,
1357

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN Will he obtain and 't'able' in this House a structural report on the Nightcliff High School, bearing 'rnIiiIiid that it apparently has been desig-
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nated as a primary shelter and there is a school of thought abroad in
the community which understands that this schoo1·has not been given a
very good rating as far as structural integrity is concerned come
another good high wind?
ANSWER
I will attempt to get that information.
1358

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK Is he able to give me any information as to when Gunn
will be reopened?

Point Prison Farm

ANSWER
The Gunn Point Prison Farm, hopefully, will be opening in about one
month's time or towards the end of September. The problem at the
moment is that the Department of Construction has some upgrading work
to do there, including the installation of some of the core units for
staff accommodation. If the department is able to have this work
completed by mid-September then the department should be in a position to have the Gunn Point Prison Farm open then. Some 15 new staff
have been recruited and will commence duties on 30 August; this will
bring the staff level of the prison service up to a level which will
allow operation of both the Fannie Bay Gaol and the Gunn Point Prison
Farm. An additional recruiting drive is anticipated before the end
of this current calendar year which will further increase staff
levels and , hopefully, allow further expansion of prison service
activities.
1359

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr TUXWORTH Could he advise me the view of the Minister for Tourism on the promotion of tourism in Aboriginal communities?

ANSWER
I would like to say that broadly it is the policy ·of this Party and I
believe of the Government generally to promote tourism anywhere and
everywhere, and in particular within Aboriginal communities, but the
prime problem that we have had in establishing tourism in the Northern Territory has been with the people themselves, that the people
are more reluctant to establish tourism than the Government.
1360

Mr MANU ELL to Mr TAMBLING Have any plans been made by the Town Planning Board to accommodate the
interests of off-road trail bike riding activities conducted in A1ice
Springs by the Junior Motor Cycle Club?

ANSWER
I am informed that plans for such a facility are not the responsibility
of the Town Planning Board but rather of the Department of the Northern Territory. I will take the matter further with the Department of
the Northern Territory to find out what submissions they have had
from the junior motor cyclists with regard to the issue of any special
purpose lease and if necessary I will relay this information to the
member for A1ice Springs,
It may be in the best interests of that
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community that he organise a round-table
persons in Alice Springs if there is
further.
1361

conference with interested
need for this to be pursued

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON Is it his intention, before the next general municipal council election in Darwin to amend the legislation to permit the reintroduction
of the ward system for that election and subsequent elections?

ANSWER
The answer to that question is yes. The Majority Party does believe
in the ward system for local government in Darwin and we will certainly be taking steps to ensure that that system does apply to the
next general election in the municipality of Darwin.
1362

Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREW Can she inform me of the progress of the Stock Squad in respect to the
Finniss River Wagait Reserve matter or in respect to other inquiries?

ANSWER
I

1363

cannot give any information in reference to those two particular
issues that the honourable member has asked me
However, I would ask
that the question be placed on notice.

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW Could she, before the end of this sitting, obtain and table in this
House the membership of the Churchill Fellowship Trust Committee, by
whom they were appointed and their length of tenure?

ANSWER
I will endeavour to do so.
1364

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK What facilities are the Department of the
training of prison officers?

NT

going

to provide for the

ANSWER
The matter of training for prison officers is under active consideration by the Correctional Services Branch and, with the recruitment
of an administrative officer in recent months, this program is being
developed. The honourable member might be aware that about 2 months
ago in an intake of only 4 officers for the first time an induction
course was held. It is intended that all future officers on joining
the service will partake of an induction course.
Admittedly, at the
moment, it is of only a week but it is intended to develop this
course. It is also "intended to develop and promote an in-training
service and training for officers but this depends on facilities
which might be made available "to the service in relation to staff
and other activities.
1365

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH Is

he aware of a recent press statement by the Governor of South
Australia, Sir Mark Oliphant, that Australia should mine and market
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its uranium resource before it becomes a non-resource and, if so, was
the Executive Member able to bring this statement to the attention of
Mr Justice Fox?
ANSWER
I am aware of the statement to which the honourable member for Jingili
alludes and I do believe that the statement was quite correct in saying that the resource we now have will be very quickly become a nonresource as the world is finding enormous amounts of uranium in a
very short time at the moment simply because the world has been forced to look much harder for it.
As to the-part of the question that relates to me bringing this-to Mr
Justice Fox's attention, I would not have thought that it was my
position to do that as it would not have bearing on the -environmental' part of the inquiry which is what Mr Justice Fox is inquiring
into.
1366

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Dr LETTS (by leave): The honourable member for Port Darwin asked me a
question relating to public servants being transferred, to Darwin from
Brisbane and'their place on the housing list in relation to those who
remained here since the cyclone.
The informa,tion I have obtained is
as follows.
The points system as it stands was formulated by the
subcommittee of the interdepartmental committee - how about that!on housing allocations, which body endorsed the recommendation,
The,
subcommittee included, as well as representatives of various departments and the Public Service Inspector, the secretary of the Council
of Australian Government Employee Organisations.
The subject of the
officers transferred to, Brisbane was discussed at some length and the
committee considered that. as many of these officers were reluctant
to go to Brisbane, irrespective of their living conditions and did
not go of their own choice, they should not be disadvantaged on their
return.
Officers transferred to Brisbane and those remaining in
Darwin receive one point for' each month they were in or eligible for
departmental housing prior to the cyclone and 2 points per month
post-cyclone.
Officers' subsequently recruited to Brisbane-based
positions receive only ,1 point per month.

1367

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Dr LETTS (by leave): The honourable member'for Nightcliff asked me a
question concerning the details ,of the financial arrangements itnd
conditions applying ,to Katherine meatworks between the Government.
Northmeat_ and the Northwest Development; Corporation.
I have not got
very much information which would satisfy heron this but I ,w1ll give
her_ what I have.
The details of financial arrangements and"conditions applying ,to Katherine meatworks between the Government, Northern
Meat EXportersPtyLtdand Northwest Development'Corporation Ltd,are
'conHdential between" the paitiesconcerned.
However, it has been
announced, that the Government has given favourable consideration to a
request by Northern Meat Exporters Pty Ltd- to vary the repayment
schedule of the G,overnment' s loan of $1. 4m.
This decision enabled
the company to operate 'the Katherine meatworks under
joint venture
arrangement with the Northwest Developinent _Corporation Ltd the managing company for the Wyndham' abattoir.
Since 1 June 1976 the
Katherine meatworks has been managed by Northwest Developm~nt Corporation.
'The current industrial dispute at Katherine meatworks is
causing considerable concern, disruptions in the killing operations

a
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can only aggravate the a1ready'serious financial, situation of
End cattle producers.
1368

the Top

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING (by leave): 'The honourable member for Nhu1unbuy asked a
question with regard to the waterproofing of houses atTinda1,I am
informed that the department will be double roofing, weather proofing
,20 additional houses at ,Tinda1 before the wet" season,
This number
will' cater for' the maXimum number of public servants that will be
housed at Tinda1 during the coming wet,

1369

ANSWER.TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING (by leave): The honourable member for Nhu1unbuy also asked
me a question with regard to when landscaping would be completed in
the area adjacent to Blocks 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8,
I am informed that it
is expected that work will be completed in November 1976,

1370

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr PERRON(by leave}:' - The honourable ,member for Port Darwin asked me
what the cause of the scum matter floating in Darwin water these days
is, and What was being done about it.
The answer is that the algae
in our water originates from the Darwin River damJ it is killed by
chlorine treatment - at the 19-mi1e process and after that treatment 'it
turns white.
I am advised the algae is not at all harmful and has
,no bac'teria1 risk. -When it is expected to stop is rather an awkward
question.
There is work being done to try to establish why the
'Darwin River dam is breeding this particular type of algae but it
appears the case mayb,e that it, will only stop when something like
$5m is allocated for a treatment plant and ,$O.5m per year is allocated to operate it.
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FROM 10 AUGUST 1976
1197

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW 1.

As at 30 June 1975 and 1976, how many
attached to the CIB Inquiry Section at (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

1199

members

were

physically

Darwin
Alice Springs
Katherine
Tennant Creek, and
Nhulunbuy?

2.

What support sections are available to the CIB, such as breaking,
consorting and drug squads and how many members does each of these
squads have?

3.

Are any of these squads in the CIB to be expanded in the. coming six
months and, if so, by how many additional members and what new
positions are proposed?

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW Is the Stock Squad of the NT Police presently functional?
How many members are there in the squad?
What vehicles are attached to the squad?
How many horses are attached to the squad?
How many cases has the
to 30 June 1976?

squad investigated in the period 1 January 1976

How many kilometres has the squad travelled in the same period?
How many nights have members of
in the same period?

the squad spent away from home on duty

How many pastoral properties in the:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Darwin Gulf District;
Victoria River District;
Barkly District; and
Alice Springs District

has the squad visited in the past 12 months?
1375

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON 1.

What is the cost of supplying and installing a water meter on a
residential· block in Darwin and how much has been spent for this
purpose in the last eighteen mont.hs?

2.

What is spent annually on the maintenance of
win?

3.

How many water meter readers are employed in Darwin and what
their .total annual wages and allowances?

4.

What are the other annual administrative costs
for the collection of excess water charges?

water

meters in Darare

to the Government
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5.

6.
1376

1377

What revenue is derived annually from excess
win on (a)

residential blocks; and

(b)

parks and recreation areas
tion of the City of Darwin?

water charges in Dar-

under the control of the Corpora-

What proportion of the total revenue from the supply of water is
represented by the amount collected for excess water charges?

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING 1.

Has the attention of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission been
drawn to any instances of "jerry-building", in particular the
structure in the course of erection on block 2911 Fannie Bay?

2.

Was a "stop work" notice issued by the building Board
of the structure on block 2911?

3.

Has the connection of water, installation of a toilet and shower
room and the connection of electricity to the block been carried
out since the issue of the "stop work" notice?

4.

Were these services provided in conformity with the relevant
regulations and the work carried out by licensed tradesmen?

5.

Is it the intention of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission to
prosecute the owner of the block for any violations of the Building Code perpetrated in the last three months?

in

respect

Mr VALE to Dr LETTS 1.

How many T.B. tests were performed in the Northern Territory by
private veterinarians and how many by Government veterinarians
during the last three financial years?

2.

How many brucellosis tests were performed by the A.I. & A. Branch
of the Department of the Northern Territory during the same period?

3.

What are the
& A. Branch?

4.

What was the salary a11ocatio.i of the Branch for eradication programmes for each of the last three financial years?

per kilometre running costs for vehicles of the A.I,

FROM 12 OCTOBER 1976
1481

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK 1.

What is the
ities?

role

of

the

Community Adviser in Aboriginal Commun-

2.

What qualifications and experience are looked for
ing appointments to these positions?

3.

What guidelines have been laid down by the Department for Community Advisers in the discharge of their duties?

4.

Are regular assessments made of the
Community Advisers?

effectiveness

in

of

those

seek-

the work of
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5.

What criteria
are they made?

are

used in making these assessments and

6.

Could an overall assessment
Advisers since 1973?

by

whom

be provided of the work of Community

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN Are there any figures available for the number of vehicles which have
traversed the following roads during the past three years and, if
so, what are they?

1483

1484

(a)

Yuendumu Road from the Stuart Highway turnoff to Yuendumu;

(b)

Ayers Rock Road from the Erldunda turnoff;

(c)

Plenty River Highway;

(d)

Sandover Highway,

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN 1.

What was the cost of sealing each of the stages of the Stuart
Highway from Alice Springs to the South Australian border (excluding bridgeworks), and the mileage of each stage?

2.

What is the name and
was the cost of each?

3.

Has there been a contract let
or estimate completed - for the
sealing of the Stuart Highway south of the South Australian border
to Pimba, and does it include the bridgeworks in that section?

4.

Has there been any traffic count between Port Augusta and
Springs; if so, with what results?

location

of

each of the bridges, and what

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK What was the total quantity, and the value, of liquor sold (a)

in the Alice Springs district; and

(b)

in the Tennant Creek district,

during the last three financial years?

Alice

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
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Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr TAMBLING When will the rehabilitation of Administration Block 3, Mitchell
Street, Darwin be completed and when and by whom will it be occupied?

ANSWER
Rehabilitation of Block 3 is completed and occupation by the Public
Service Inspectors Office and the Attorney-Genera1's Department
commenced in June 1976.
1194

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK 1.

When will the children's creche be
hospital?

2.

Will this centre
full time?

ready

for

occupancy

at

Gove

be staffed and, if so, will the staff be employed

ANSWER
Although the building is now ready for occupancy its use has been reviewed. The nursing situation at Gove Hospital has improved and the
commercially-operated Kiddie Kare Creche has extended its hours and
this is expected to meet the need from prospective nursing staff.
The building can be used for storage of drugs and other medical
supplies and so provide improved warehousing and stores accounting
for this particular rang~.
1198

Mr VALE to Mr TAMBLING How many square miles of the Territory are taken up by (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

wildlife sanctuaries;
unalienated Crown land;
commonages;
national parks; and
fauna reserves?

ANSWER
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

18,967
97,300
510
818
176

wildlife sanctuaries
Unalienated Crown land
commonages
national parks
fauna reserves

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.

miles
miles (approx.)
miles
miles
miles

117,771 sq. miles
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Mr WITHNALL to Mr PERRON
1.

Can he confirm that the sewer line in Doctors Gully is, and has
been for some time, broken just beyond the low tide mark and at
low tide raw sewage is discharged a matter of feet from the edge
of the water?

2.

What steps have been and will
health posed by the sewage?

be

taken to avert the threat to

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
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Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK How many juveniles in the age groups and for the periods shown were
committed to the A1ice Springs gaol during the years 1973, 1974,
1975 and in the period 1 January to 30 June 1976?
Age groups

Periods

under 12 years
12 - 13 years
13 - 14 years
14 - 15 years
15 - 16 years
16 - 17 years

less
1 to
1 to
1 to
2 to

than 1 month
6 months
12 months
2 yealJ:'s
5 years

How were the offences for which the juveniles were gaoled categorized?
ANSWER
In order to prevent duplication the
following periods.

data

has

Less than one month
One month to six months
Six months to twelve months
Twelve months to two years
During the 1973 Year
Under
12 to
13 to
14 to

12
13
14
15

years
years
years
years

less than one month
less than one month
one to six months
two to five years
15 to 16 years less than one month
one to six months
16 to 17 years 'less than one month
six to twelve months

Nil
Nil
3
5
3
1
16
6
1
1

During the 1974 Year
Under
12 to
13 to
14 to

12
13
14
15

years
years
years
years

15 to 16 years
16 to 17 years

less than one month
less than one month
one to six months
six to twelve months
less than one month
one to six months
two to five years
less than one month
one to six months

Nil
Nil
2
7
2
1
11
4
1
5
2

During the 1975 Year
Under 12 years
12 to 13 years
13 to 14 years

less than one month
less than one month
one to six months
less than one month
one to six months

1
5
2
6
7

been

supplied

for the
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15 to 16 years

less than one month
one to six months
six to twelve months
16 to 17 years less than one month
one to six months
two to five years

10
7
1
7
8

1

During the 1976 Year
Under 12 years
12 to 13 years
13 to 14 years
14 to 15 years
15 to 16 years
16 to 17 years

less than one month
one to six months
one to six months
lesE than one month
one to six months
less than one month
one to six months
six to twelve months

Nil
Nil
7
1
1
2
3
6
5
1

However, it should be noted many of the juveniles were convicted of
multiple offences and thus a distribution of the offence categories
would be relatively meaningless without considering each individual's conviction record.
The categories or types of offences for which juveniles were imprisoned are listed as follows:Use Motor Vehicle Without Consent
Drive Without Licence
Drive Under Influence
Illegal Use of Motor Vehicle
Interfere with Motor Vehicle
Drive in Dangerous Manner
Rape
Carnal Knowledge
Carnal Knowledge of Female Mental Defective
Aid and Abet Carnal Knowledge
Aid and Abet Rape
Attempt Sexual Intercourse Without Consent
Aid and Abet Sexual Intercourse Without Consent
'Indecent Assault on a Female
Aid and Abet Indecent Assault on a Female
Malicious Damage
Break and Enter and Steal
Attempt Break and Enter
Stealing
Unlawful Possession
Indecent Language
Assault Police
Resist Police
Escape Custody
Found on Premises Without Lawful Excuse
Breach of Bond
Give False Name to Police
Break and Enter with Intent to Steal
Aggravated Assault
Unlawfully Use a Horse
Fail to Give Name and Address to Police
Murder
Arson
Fqrge and Utter
Forge with Intent to Defraud
Fight in a Public Place

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
ANSWER

1282

1.

Yes.

2.

Restoration of the Doctors Gully Outfall is included in the Darwin
Reconstruction Commission'.s· 1976/77 Works Program. An amourit of
$400,000 has been authorised. The project is to replace sections
of the Outfall damaged by ships' anchors during Cyclone Tracy.

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW Are police trackers to be issued with replacement uniforms as required?
If so, (a)
(b)

When were they last issued?
When will they be next issued?

ANSWER
1.
1282

Police trackers are not issued with uniforms.

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW (a)

When is the next intake of NT Police recruits?

(b)

What number of recruits is expected?

(a)

13 September 1976

(b)

A maximum of 40

ANSWER

1284

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING How many people, not residents of Darwin at the
have received the Home Finance Trustee 6% loan?

24th

December 1974,

ANSWER
No loans have been made to persons who were not permanent residents
Darwin at 24 December, 1974.
1371

of

Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREW 1.

What progress has the Stock Squad made in its investigation of
alleged branding of Finniss River and the Waugait Reserve cattle?

2.

Is the squad currently carrying out any other
if so, what results have been achieved?

1.

The investigation has been ·completed. On 13 August, 1976 a meeting was attended by all interested parties and the Government
Departments involved and an agreement was reached.
This agreement
is now being implemented.

2.

Yes.

investigations

and,

ANSWER

No results at this stage as inquiries are continuing.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE-
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Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW Is any attempt being made to introduce apprenticeships for boners and
butchers in the meatworks and abattoirs of the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
A 4 year apprenticeship is available for Butcher/Slaughterman which
includes such skills as boning. Related apprenticeships available
areBbutcherSsmallgoods (4 years) and Butcher/Shopman (3 years).
1374

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK What are the criteria for the distribution, and who determines the
amounts of money allocated to racing clubs in the Northern Territory
from the revenue of the Betting Control Board?

ANSWER
Distribution of such moneys is determined by the Administrator's Council after considering Betting Control Board recommendations, pursuant to Section 94 KD of the Lottery and Gaming Ordinance.
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Mr VALE to Dr LETTS There was a recent public announcement to the effect that the Queensland Government had approved a plan for a national scheme to fix a
minimum price for beef. Can the Majority Leader inform the Assembly what effect this will have on Northern T~rritory beef producers?

ANSWER
I

cannot at this time indicate to the Assembly or to the cattle industry of the Northern Territory what effect this scheme will have on
our producers. Honourable members will be aware that for some time,
over the past 12 or 18 months, a number of efforts have been made
around Australia to produce price support schemes for beef. Western
Australia has a localised scheme which only relates to domestic
production; so does Tasmania; and this Assembly some time ago passed
a Beef Price Stabilisation Bill which has' not received assent. The
Queensland Government set up a special committee, I think about 5 or
6 months ago, to look at something which might have national application.
That committee has reported to the Queensland Government
and the Queensland Government has accepted the plan put forward. I
have received advice from the Queensland Minister for Agriculture
that the plan has been submitted to the Austr,alian Agricultural
Council which is the Commonwealth-State ministers' body and which
would need to agree on any uniform or standard plan for the whole of
Australia. A special meeting of the Australian Agricultural Council
has been called for Friday of this week; I have been invited to
attend and. hope to do so •.

I have. seen a copy of the Queensland plan and it deals mainly with the
principles. A copy was available to a meeting of the Cattle Producers Council in Darwin last weekend which I attended and that
council came to the conclusion that there was insufficient detailed
information to enable them to understand just how it would affect
producers in various parts of the Northern Territory and they are
seeking more information. I believe that this is probably what the
Australian Agricultural Council will do also, try to seek some more
information on this matter before making a decision on it. At the
same time the Cattle Producers Council is writing to the Commonwealth Government indicating that if there is going to be any delay
or doubt about the implementation of a national scheme the Minister
,for the Northern Territory be asked to re-examine the question of
ac'tivating the Territory scheme which we processed in legislation
some 8 or 9 months ago.
1379

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Has his executive assumed responsibility for the Housing Commission?
Can he yet indicate if, when and how the sale of Housing Commission
homes is to recommence in the Darwin area; and can he also indicate
the terms and conditions for the sale of Government homes in the
same area?

ANSWER
The honourable member will recall that at the last meeting of the
Assembly I indicated that the Majority Party had under consideration
draft pr9Posa1s for the reintroduction of a homes sales scheme for
the Northern Territory Housing Commission. I have, in the intervening period, pursued the necessary ,policy discussions with Government
with relation to the terms and conditions of this particular scheme
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and I hope at this session to be able to introduce that legislation.
The original proposals in draft form do require amendment and
will
require additional effort in the next 2 weeks, but hopefully next
week I will be in a position to take that one step further.
With regard to the reintroduction of Government employee homes, I am
aware that a report has been submitted through the Department of the
Northern Territory to the Minister, but I am not yet aware of any of
the details or when the implementation will take place.
1380

Mr DONDAS to Dr LETTS Will he make a statement in the Assembly on the proposed transfer of
executive functions to amplify the earlier press releases and answer
some of the queries raised by the media and the public?

ANSWER
Yes, it is my intention to make such a statement and I hope to be able
to do so tomorrow or Thursday. This will provide an opportunity for
further discussion in the Assembly should members so desire.
On

a couple of particular matters, it has.been drawn to my attention
that rumours have been circulating among some levels of the public
service that personnel involved in the transfers will be dispossessed of their departmental housing and forced to go on a Housing Commission waiting list. This is quite untrue. Transfers will have no
affect on their current housing situation or entitlements.

I would also briefly like to refer to an editorial yesterday in the
Northern Territory News, a portion of which read as follows: "Dr
Letts would have been advised to seriously discuss a new Northern
Territory Public Service Ordinance with the public service unions before it was drafted". Drafting of the new Northern Territory Public
Service Ordinance has not yet commenced.
Discussions have been held
with the public service unions. Last week with the Minister, representives of the 3 unions, the ACOA, The Fourth Division Officers Association, and the POA, we sat down and discussed some of the principles which would need to be included in any rewrite of the ordinance. Subsequently I had quite lengthy discussions with the secretary of the ACOA and I provided him with all the information which I
have had up till now from the Public Service Board adviser on redrafting of the ordinance.
So the ACOA secretary at this stage
knows as much about the intentions as I do. It is intended, through
the cooperation and courtesy of the Attorney-General that special
draftsmen will arrive in Darwin next weekend and will be put solely
onto the job of getting out the first redraft of the Northern Territory Public Service Ordinance and when that is available it will be
discussed with the unions in depth before we proceed to final drafting and before we have a bill for introduction in this Assembly.
1381

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS It

has been announced, I believe with his consent, that Commonwealth
public servants transferring to the new Northern Territory Public
Service will retain their right of advancement through the Commonwealth Public Service. If that information is correct and if that is
the intention of the proposed legislation, will the same right of
promotion within the Commonwealth Public Service be extended to
people who are already in the Northern Territory Public Service?
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ANSWER
I am not in a position to answer any detailed questions on the form of
the Public Service Ordinance and' the rights entailed therein at this
stage nor will I be able to do so until I have at least a preliminary drafting. Questions on particular aspects remain to be answered
but will be fully considered before anything is finalised here. The
models Which we have looked at with the unions for the preservation
of entitlements are already with us. The changes in the Postmaster
General's Department when the postal service was set up, the changes
when the Australian Electoral Office was set up, provide models for
the retention of the rights of Australian Public Servants when they
move to a new authority, such as the one which is proposed for the
Northern Territory.'
1382

Mr VALE to Mr ,TAMBLING Is he aware that at the public auction for land in Alice Springs last
week, the shopping complex designed to service the new Racecourse
West subdivision was turned in through lack of bids. Could he advise
how the reserve price was determined, if it was a fair price and, if
not, will some review be made to re-offer this block again so that
the development of the block can take place at an early dat'e?

ANSWER
I
1383

have been informed of the auction last week in Alice
ask that the question be placed on notice.

Springs

but

I

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING What arrangements have the DRC
coming wet?

made

for

the

make-safe program in the

ANSWER
A program for the clean-up and making safe of domestic and commercial
buildings is currently being arranged jointly between the Darwin Re';'
construction Commission and the Corporation of the City of Darwin.
Details of this program will be announced in the very near future.
1384

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS In discussions

with

the Commonwealth Government as to the new CommonTerritory
relationship. would he press to have
accepted by the Commonwealth a convention that at least such ordinances as those related to the activities to be controlled by the
local Executive would receive assent according to the recommendation
of the Northern Territory Executive Council without the-intervention
of the Department of the Northern Territory, the Minister or the
Governor-General and, if he did have such discussions and make such
points, what was the answer made by the Commonwealth Government?
wealth~Northern

ANSWER
I

have not specifically pressed this particular point in recent discussions with representatives of the Commonwealth Government, It is
a point which is made in the Joint Parliamentary Committee Report on
the Northern Territory and there is a general acceptance of that report by the Government although it will be necessary at times to receive specific decisions on certain aspects of that report.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING Is it true that the DRC have aborted their plans to install a temporary
caravan park on Tiwi oval?

ANSWER
A special caravan park committee was set up by the Chairman of the Dar~
win Reconstruction Commission. It has consulted and received representations from the community on the proposal to establish a temporary caravan park on the Tiwi oval. The deliberation of that' committee was that the proposal for the Tiwi oval be abandoned and, at
the last meeting of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, this
recommendation was endorsed by the commission.
1386

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr PERRON Can he advise me whether high tension wires are to be strung down the
centre of Rothda1e Road between Jingi1i and Moi1 using existing concrete power pylons and new iron 'power pylons, to replace those blown
away in Cyclone Tracy?

ANSWER
It is proposed to proceed with a new lattice steel narrow based tower
system for all except two concrete power poles which are still existing and undamaged near one of the sub-stations.
1387

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW As the benevolent Australian Government has in
delay the building of Dripstone High School
advise how the overcrowding in high schools is
year?
Is it to be done by way of zoning or, if
be introduced?
'

its wisdom decided to
for a year, could she
to be met in the 1977
not, what system will

ANSWER'
The subject of overcrowding in secondary schools in Darwin is currently
under review by the Department of Education both locally and in Canberra and I hope to be able to advise the honourable member for
Nightc1iff later in this sittings as to developments.
1388

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN My question concerns the Department of Construction's 2 year time limit
to rectify temporary internal falling tiles'at the Bradshaw School in
A1ice Springs.
After a 2 year wait, what ,steps will' be taken and
when by the department to effect permanent repairs?

ANSWER
I will endeavour to get the information from the Department of Construction and pass that on to him in thesesittings.
1389

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLING The honourable member may be aware of recent census figures, which indicated that Darwin's population as at 30 June 1976 was very close
to pre-cyc1one levels.
He may also be aware of statements by the
Chief Town Planner of the Department of the Northern Territory, Mr
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Terry Brooks, to a Public Works Committee hearing on the Sanderson
subdivision in 1973 that blocks would be required at Darwin East for
sale to persons wishing to build homes in the Darwin area by 1977.
Are there now plans to proceed with the development of Darwin East?
ANSWER
I have seen the census figures referred to by the honourable member.
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has not taken any action with
regard to the sub divisional activities to be pursued in the Darwin
East area. However, consideration is being given to necessary extension in the Sanderson area and I would hope that that would form
part of the civil works program for the 1977/78 year. I will keep
the honourable member informed of these developments.

1390

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING I refer the executive member to an advertisement published in the NT
News of 23 September 1976 by the Department of Construction. The
tender closed on 19 October 1976 and the tender number was TD 703
for the supply of 3 only 4-berth sleeping caravans in Darwin and
Alice Springs. Why is there this waste of taxpayers' money in view
of the vast number of caravans that are available at the two-and-ahalf mile depot?

ANSWER
My attention has been drawn to the calling of tenders for the supply
of 3 caravans by the Department of Construction.
I am informed that
these are special vans used in construction and road work camps
throughout the Northern Territory.
They are frequently towed over
very rough terrain and this includes deeply corrugated surfaces.
These vans must be. as robust as possible and have high ground clearance. They will have a welded steel frame, aluminium external cladding and heavy duty cross brace chassis -etc.

1391

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING Can he provide any information about the construction activities of
the Northern Territory Housing Commission in Darwin since Cyclone
Tracy?
Is any information available with regard to the tender
prices now being received for new homes?

ANSWER
The latest information that I have been supplied by the Northern Territory Housing Commission is very pleasing with regard to damaged
homes. Contracts have been let for some 266 houses and of these 108
have been completely restored and handed over. With regard to new
housing, contracts have been let for 661 houses of which 282 have
been handed over to date. The Housing Commission has also informed
me of an interesting development with regard to the tendering
homes are now costing some $5,000 to $7,000 less than the initial
tenders that were received in the hectic period following the cyclone.

1392

Mr KENTISH to Mr RYAN Can he advise me when an ordinance for. the control of electrical contracts to bring them into line or into closer uniformity with southern states is likely to be brought into this chamber?
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ANSWER
Theproposals for this legislation are being considered by the Majority Party at the moment. I am not too sure when it is likely to be
presented in the House, but as soon as I get this information, or as
soon as I am able to get the necessary approval through from the
party, this legislation will proceed. I wduld anticipate it to be
early next year.
1393

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr RYAN Could he advise me the situation that Connair presents at the moment?

ANSWER
That could be answered very simply in one word
hopeless. There does
not appear to be any satisfactory action taking place with regard to
the Connair dispute. I have spoken to the Minister's office this
morning.
Mr Peter Nixon met with the pilots on the weekend in an
attempt to try to solve the problem of the national airlines overflying Alice Springs.
I do not believe it was all that fruitful; it
still seems to be a standoff situation. The Minister is in a position where he cannot intervene terribly strongly at the moment. The
sitUation with Connair itself I believe that it is a perfect example
of people going to extremes to get a result, with the result that
nothing is happening. In fact from day to day it is getting worse.
I will be trying to talk to the Minister again today to find out what
the'Government intends to do regarding Connair, because it is quite
obvious to everybody who lives in the - Northern Territory, and particularly to those people who are serviced by that airline, that we
just cannot afford to sit back and see the airline go out of business even though there has been some suggestion in some quarters
that other airlines can possibly handle the job. I think Connair is
something that has been with the Territory a long time and I would
certainly be loath to see the organisation and the service which
that airline has given to the Territory disappear for good. Hopefully, the Federal Government can intervene and take action which
will either support the airline or certainly make it satisfactory
for somebody else to give the same sort of service.
1393

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK Why was the Darwin Regional Council van impounded and by whom?

ANSWER
I

1394

understand the van owned by the Darwin Regional Council for Social
Development was seized by customs officers. I am not acquainted with
the full reasons because that is a matter within their hands and I
think it improper to discuss the matter here.

Mr KENTISH to' Mr POLLOCK Does the Health Department maintain figures of the incidence of venereal disease in the various Aboriginal communities in the Northern
Territory? Are these figures at such a level· as to be a concern to
the department? Could the department provide a table. showing the
location, number and ages of those suffering from VD together with
figures of the incidence over the past 2 years and what special
meanS have been taken and are being developed by the department to
reduce the incidence of VD in these cOlnmunities?
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ANSWER
T
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will answer one part of that question now and the other parts later.
The spread of the disease is a matter of concern to the department,
and anyone involved in the community. This legislature has tried to
assist by passing legislation in recent months. With regard to the
other parts of the question, I will endeavour to have the information later in this sittings.

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK Is

he aware of a recent TV program in Alice Springs in which a doctor
of the Centralian Aboriginal Congress claimed that the Department of
Health did not employ any Aboriginals in providing health care. Is
this in fact the case?

ANSWER
I am aware of the television program which was shown in AliceSprings
the other week and I believe it was shown here in Darwin last week.
I was quite disturbed by some of the statements which were made by
a doctor employed by the Central Australian Aboriginal Congress. His
statement that the Department of Health does not employ any Aboriginal persons is a complete misrepresentation of facts. In the community health services in central Australia, in the areas apart from
the town itself, some 39 Aboriginal persons and some 27 European
persons are employed in providing health care in rural areas of central Australia. Aboriginal persons are employed as health workers,
hospital assistants, traditional healers and there is a fully train~
ed Aboriginal nursing sister. In fact, there are more Aboriginal
persons employed in providing health services to the
rural community in central Australia than Europeans. Other statements in that
program were also inaccurate.
1396

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN I ask this question on behalf of the member for Elsey.
Is he aware
that the operator of the Mataranka telephone exchange with 15 subscribers receives $43 each week for 60 hours work?

ANSWER
I am aware that the operator receives that remuneration because I
heard on a news item yesterday that the gentleman said that he was
going on strike.
1397

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
I asked question 1159 on 2 June 1976. This referred to the commercial
development proposals by the DRC for the Casuarina area, The executive member s.tated that a paper on this subject would be coming up
Was the subject discussed and, i f
at the next meeting of the DRC.
so, what are the proposals?

ANSWER
The town planning aspects of commercial development in the Casuarina
area 'have been considered by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission
and are still under consideration.
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Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW Has any decision yet been made concerning
Northern Territory Arts Council?

a

financial

grant

to the

ANSWER
In spite of assurances by the Minister for the Northern Territory that
a decision would be reached as soon as possible, I understand that
no announcement has yet been made. I called the Minister for the
Northern Territory and his permanent head this morning but I was unable to contact either of them and no-one in their office seemed to
have any answers.

1399

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW In relation to a newspaper report that I read recently regarding the
sale of the Taiwanese fishing boat by the Commonwealth Government
for. ,$6,000 and its catch for $1, 000, can she inform me whether the
Attorney-General's Department handled that sale?

ANSWER
No.

1400

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON I refer to a question I have asked on notice, number 1375, which
appears on today's Question Paper.
I would like to see if I can
hurry this information along as I am very interested in speaking to
i t in the adjournment of this Assembly sittings.

ANSWER
The question from the honourable member for Casuarina is obviously
asking for some quite detailed information and involves a considerable amount of research. I have had a talk with the department about
when the answer will be forthcoming; it involves some research in
the Department of Construction and in the Finance and Personnel
Branches of the Department of the Northern Territory as well and I
am informed that the complete information will not be available unTil . about 22 October. However,
I hope to conduct some research of
my own during these sittings and make a statement on the water situation in Darwin later on during the sittings.

1401

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN I seem to recall 6 weeks or 2 months ago some statement being made by
either the Federal Minister for Transport or the honourable Executive Member to the effect that a departmental inquiry or committee
of inquiry would be set up to investigate all aspects of Northern
Territory transport. What has happened to this committee?

ANSWER
The people that will be conducting the inquiry will be arr1v1ng in
Darwin within the next couple of days. They will be in the Territory
for several weeks.
Initially, I believe, they felt that a quick
,trip, to Darwin would provide them with the information necessary to
come up with the answers to all our transport problems. I only
have
that information second-hand but I believe that, after some ex-
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planation was given to them
by an officer of the Department of
the NT, the message came across loud and clear that they are going
to have to spend 'more than just a few 'days in Darwin. They have
responded by advising that they will be visiting all the major centres in the, Northern Territory. I have been working closely with the
Transport Planning Branch of the Department of the NT who are coordinating the exercise and I have passed on the names of organisations and individuals which have been given to me by groups and
members of the Assembly.
These names have been forwarded by the
department to the Bureau of Transport Economics and I believe letters should now have been sent out'to all the people who are interested throughout the Northern Territory and hopefully the bureau
will speak to all these people. I have asked that, wherever possible, people submit a written submission so that the bureau can
take
this with them to make sure that their memories stay fresh. Hopefully,
with the right information fed to it, the bureau can come up with the
proper answers that are going to solve our problems.
I
anticipate,
from the discussions that I have had and the information that has been
passed on to me that the report should be completed around about
the
end of the'year.
1402

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN Can he advise whether it is the Minister's intention to delay any
decision on the Darwin Trader until that particular committee has
presented a report to him or will the decision be made, as was
originally planned, by his own departmental committee; which I
understand has recently reported to him?

ANSWER
I have spoken to the Minister on half a dozen occasions regarding the
possibile withdrawal of the Darwin Trader from the run. Quite obviously the ANL line has not been operating satisfactorily and I believe the Minister has made it clear that he wants them to reduce
the loss. I cannot understand the honourable member for Nightcliff's
comment about his department but I guess she means that the shipping
line has requested that the Darwin Trader be taken off the run. So
far as I know, there has not been any recommendation to the
Minister
to take the Darwin Trader off the run. The Minister has advised
me
that the Darwin Trader will be retained and that any decision relating to its withdrawal, or anything to do with transport in the Northern Territory whereby the Federal Government has to make a decision,
will be after the inquiry. I do not necessarily see that as
meaning
ing that immediately the report is brought down the Minister is going
to say, "All right we will now take the Darwin Trader off," I do not
feel that that is the attitude that he has. I certainly made it quite
clear to him that if he takes the Darwin Trader off us he is going to
have a fight on his hands. I think the Minister appreciates the fact
that we need the Darwin Trader; however, he is reserving any judgments
that he has or directions that he is going to make until he has a look
at ,the inquiry report.
1403

Mr WITHNALL to Mr POLLOCK From what places in Doctors Gully are samples of sea water drawn for
the purpose of assessing the degree of pollution.of the harbour by
raw sewage discharged in the vicinity?
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ANSWER
I
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will endeavour to find out at what exact localities
ments are taken and advise the honourable member.

these

measure""

Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREW Have the law enforcement authorities been able to locate or name the
organisation in Darwin which assists in illegal radio operation with
communist Fretilin forces in East Timor? If so, what is the organisation concerned?

ANSWER
I will endeavour to advise the honourable member later in the sittings.
1405

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH Further to my question of the honourable Executive Member for Education and Law a short time ago regarding the Taiwanese fishing boat,
can he advise me whether any department or branch which liaises with
him handled the sale of that vessel?

ANSWER
To my knowledge, the Navy, the Depariment' of Customs, the AttorneyGeneral's Department, the Department of the Northern Territory, the
Department of Transport and the Department of Primary Industry all
had a vested interest in this operation. Which minister actually
was
responsible for effecting the sale I do not know, but I will endeavour
to find out and clear up the mystery.
1406

Mr STEELE to Mr RYAN Has he any plans or any talks going with the Minister for Transport
concerning the rolling stock at the railway and the sheds? Are there
any plans to lease them out to sporting bodies or what plans are
available for people to find out about?

ANSWER
I have not had any discussions with the Minister concerning the Darwin
facilities that belong to the railways. I have written to the Minister, but I have not received an answer as yet, concerning problems
that exist in Katherine and we have asked that some of the facilities down there be used. I have not made any approaches in Darwin at
this stage because I am waiting until the run-down has been completed. Then, an approach could be made through the Department of
the NT to the Railways as to whether or not the facilities could be
made available. I certainly expect that i f the ~ailways are not going to use them, they would want to make sure that they are made
available to the rest of the community.
1407

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN A week or so ago I was held up for 10 minutes at the Salonika crossing
whilst shunting went on. I would like to ask the honourable Executive
member if perhaps the railway is not going into mothballs after all?
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ANSWER
I would like to ask the honourable member to let me forget about the
North Australia Railways.
That particular comment does concern me
because one of the bright things that came out of this whole operation was that I was attending a function one night and I was getting
a bit of treatment from the compere about the problems I had with the
North Australia Railways and some kind soul in the audience called
out, "He is all right, he is the man who made Salonika crossing
safe". That has not even come to fruition as yet.

1408

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING Does he have the current statistics for the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission's rebuilding program and is he also able to tell me how
many of the new houses are waiting electricity connections?

ANSWER
I do have the latest statistics of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission's housing program and they are as follows: 2,060 houses have been
authorised of which 1,922 have commenced. These are of the order of
1,635 new homes, 121 rebuilds and 166 repairs. Of the 1,922 commenced, 830 have been completed and, as the honourable member asked, 109
are still awaiting power connection. With regard to flats under construction by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, authorisation has
been issued for 179 of which 93 are to be new flats and 86 repairs,
Of these, the entire 179 have commenced and at this stage 51 have
been completed.

1409

Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREW Can she advise me if she has any knowledge of arrangements for increased housing for school teaching staff at Alyangula, Groot Eylandt?

ANSWER
No, I have no knowledge of the houses approved for Alyangula, However,
I will endeavour to inform the honourable member later in the day,

1410

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK Is it a fact that patients evacuated from isolated areas by the Royal
Flying Doctor Service have to pay for this cost themselves and are
not covered by the Medibank levy? If this is in fact the case, will
some decision be taken to review it?

ANSWER
Evacuations which are made by the Aerial Medical Service in the Northern Territory or the Royal Flying Doctor Service in Alice Springs
are, as I understand it, basically free, except where claims are
made against workers compensation or third party insurance, if there
is a recoverable claim then the organisation makes a claim against
the insurance companies. Persons who use the service are othzrwise
at liberty to contribute towards the cost'if they wish to as a gesture or otherwise, but the services are generally funded from Commonwealth funds and contributions made by the public and I don't see
really how Medibank gets into the evacuation side of it
If the
Royal Flying Doctor Service in Alice Springs had its own medical
officer who travelled around the countryside and consulted, then
that medical officer would be able to claim for those consultations
under Medibank.
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Mr TUNGUTALUM to Dr LETTS Federal Parliament has appointed David Hay to report on all the money
spent on Aboriginal Affairs. Could the Majority Leader advise me
when this report will be made available?

ANSWER
I am not in a position to advise the honourable member for Tiwi when,
or even if, this report will be made available publicly, I did see
an answer to a question in the Federal Hansard recently, a-question
of a similar type directed to Senator Webster. In his answer Senator
Webster pointed out that the investigation and the report is an internal intradepartmental one and there is no commitment to make the
report public. That would be a decision by the Prime Minister in
Cabinet and, as far as I am aware, no such decision has been made.
1412

Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING Is it a fact that the Darwin Reconstruction Commission ordered the construction of 200 concrete and steel air-raid cyclone shelters from
the manufacturers in Darwin and that they were made, and presumably
paid for, at about a cost of $700 each and all except 8 are now to
be scrapped?

ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission did purchase a number of cyclone
shelters which have been made available for some considerable time
to the public if they wish to purchase them. I believe that only 2
such shelters have been purchased. I am not aware of the statistical
information or the financial considerations of this particular contract but I will obtain it for the honourable member.
1413

Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREW Recently in the Gove Peninsula there was a rescue of 2 Aboriginal
children. During that rescue by the police, it was found that they
needed a police boat. Has any further attempt been made to purchase
a boat so urgently needed in this area for the Nhulunbuy police?

ANSWER
Further attempts have been made. I have had discussions personally
with the Minister for the Northern Territory, Mr Adermann. and with
the permanent head, Mr Livingston, and have just completed a submission on the provision of a boat suitable for the waters around
Nhulunbuy.
1414

Mr VALE to Dr LETTS There was a meeting of the CPC in Darwin last weekend and the question
was asked Whether cattlemen were happy with the Governmentts attitude tow.ards the industry generally, towards education, communication, employment opportunities for Aboriginals, rural reconstruction
etc.

ANSWER
I find the question somewhat naive. I wonder whether the person sponsoring the question and the person presenting the question have ever
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found a primary industry organisation that has been happy with the
Government.
Certainly in my 40-odd years of association with primary industry and its organisation I have never found a state of
happiness in relation to the government of the day. A number of
matters were considered. I do not remember all the points offhand
that the honourable member mentioned, but in relation to education,
the cattle producers of the Northern Territory are extremely unhappy
about ,the inadequate allowance for isolated children to attend
schools and to have the same benefits as people who live in town or
urban areas in the Northern Territory and the rest of Australia. And
they are unhappy about certain discriminatory aspects of isolated
children assistance. As far as rural reconstruction is concerned,
they are still unhappy about that. As I have reported in this Assembly before, the funds provided for rural reconstruction during the
past 18 months, both during the life of this Government and the
previous government, are quite .inadequate, something like 10 per
cent of the need, and further representations have been made on that.
I think that probably on all the points the honourable member mentioned representations are going forward to the Federal Government
to indicate a continuing degree of dissatisfaction with the way that
the Territory is being assisted and helped through its critical time.
If the honourable member will give me the details of his question I
will try to provide him with a more specific answer.
1415

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLING Can he advise me when it is hoped to issue a
the Darwin district as far down as Noonamah?

developmental

plan for

ANSWER
There has been considerable work
by the planning section of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission in conjunction with the Department of
the Northern Territory for an implementation of a new Darwin town
plan and for the rural area adjacent. This matter however is' frustrated by the lack of suitable legislation and it is the Majority
Party's intention to work towards a new planning and development
ordinance. This is a detailed and comprehensive task but it has been
given high priority by the Majority Party and I hope, either later
this year or early next year, to introduc.e that new ordinance. At
that time I would see the implementation of a suitable plan in the
area adjacent to Darwin.
1416

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLING Does the Darwin Reconstruction Commission have any attitude on the
involvement with the Reconstruction Commission or the Department of
of
the Northern Territory with private developers in the development
the 32 square mile acquisition area?

ANSWER
As I mentioned earlier, there are no current proposals for development
in the Darwin East area specifically. With regard to the utilization
of private developers for subdivision work in Darwin, members will
be aware that the Hooker group of companies do hold a development
lease over the Brinkin area adjacent to Darwin and in the area
further out from the Darwin East area, land holding is to a large
extent freehold and will require development by private developers.
It would be my hope that, once the new planning and development
ordinance is implemented, we will see considerable development by
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private developers in that area and
encouragement by the Majority Party.
1417

certainly

they

will

be

given

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr TAMBLING My

question concerns the proposed Ara1uen subdivision. I again remind
the honourable gentleman that there are over 1,300 objections to
that proposal lodged by the people of A1ice Springs. What is the
present position regarding the proposed subdivision?

ANSWER
The consideration- of the Ara1uen town. planning issue is currently before the Administrator's Council, and will be resolved by that council in due course. The Administrator's Council is considering holding a meeting in A1ice Springs in the near future and I would anticipate that such a meeting would certainly give the council the
opportunity to look further at the proposal.
1418

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN On

12 August, I asked the honourable executive member: "Because of the
shortage of police in the Territory, has a motor vehicle registration branch been considered for the area of Nhu1unbuy". I ask again
whether a registration branch will be set up at Nhu1unbuy police
station?

ANSWER
I believe that I gave him an answer to this although I cannot recall the
actual details of the answer. However, I will have a talk with the
honourable member and see--if I can recall the information that I
supplied him.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Can he make any further statement on the cemmencement of the strata
titles or unit titles legislation? I understand that we are waiting
for regulations te be drafted.

ANSWER
I hepe later this day te be able to inform the henourable member for
Nightcliff .of the stage which the preparatien of regulations
has
reached.
The legislative .officer advising the Executive is at this
moment attending a meeting about the matter.
1420

Mr STEELE to Mr RYAN I refer the henourable member to the dirt heaps .out at the two-and-ahalf mile depet. We have been premised for many menths that these
dirt heaps will be removed. Will the dirt heaps be removed and when?

ANSWER
You may recall that this questien has been asked previously. I made
approaches to the DRC and was advised that it was the intention .of
the department to discontinue the use .of the depot as a sterage area
for varieus kinds .of read making material. Nething teok place and in
fact the situation seemed te continue pretty much as normal. I have
been in touch with the asseciate directer .of the Department .of Construction who has respensibility fer these dumps and he has advised
me that the Department .of Construction has made a decision not to
utilise this area any further. Hewever, it will be seme time befere
the dirt heaps that are there are depleted. They have no intentien of
bringing in any new material so the residents of Ludmilla can expect
to have this preblem alleviated.
1421

Mrs LAWRIE te Miss ANDREW I remind her that a bill was passed as a matter of urgency to allew
insurance payments te people whe were due these payments by companies
which had beceme insolvent. The legislatien passed unanimously and
was never assented te. I have asked ab .out it at every sittings and I
ask if she can advise as te whether other legislatien is to be intreduced as this matter is causing great hardship te a number .of peeple?

ANSWER
The matter is now under review.
1422

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK An additienal $2Sm is te be allocated te Aberiginal
advise in which areas this meney will be spent.

affairs.

Can he

ANSWER
I

did note the announcement made yesterday in parliament by the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr Viner, that an additienal $2Sm has
been allocated for Aboriginal spending in Australia. I centacted his
.office last evening but unfertunately he is unable to give a breakup
.of that amount of money or say how much will be ceming to the Northern Territory and en what the money. will be spent. Hewever, he was
able te tell me that the meney will be spent in 3 areas: Aboriginal
housing, Aboriginal employment and Aboriginal enterprises, I weuld
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hope a good deal of it will come to the Northern Territory to continue the many housing projects and block developments which have been
initiated over recent years.
1423

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK Does any table under Medibank provide for dental benefits and do private
health funds provide for dental coverage?

ANSWER
At this stage, no table under Medibank private or any of the Medibank
schemes provides for dental coverage. There are some private funds
which do provide for dental coverage. However, members of the public
should be warned that this applies to dental treatment by private
practitioners only. If you take out a medical benefit table including
dental coverage you go to a clinic operated by the Department of
Health, then you cannot claim t~at benefit. It is a ridiculous scheme.
Mr VALE to Dr LETTS -

1424

Last October, he indicated that the delay of 3 weeks in the processing
of final payments of carry-on finance to cattlmen was quite unwarranted. Is he aware that, in October 1976, the delay has been
extended to between 4 to 5 weeks?
ANSWER
No.
1425

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK What is the situation regarding the new gaol at Berrimah?

~SWER

. I understand that the Minister has given instructions to the Department
of Construction to go ahead with detailed planning for the new gaol
at Berrimah. An environmental impact statement has been prepared in
relation to the site. This has been presented to the DRC and the DRC
has referred it to the Department of Environment for necessary processing by that department. I am still quite hopeful that work on the
new prison at Berrimah will commence at the beginning of the next
financial year at the latest.
1426

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK Is it anticipated that the new gaol at Berrimah will be built with
labour or union labour?

hard

~SWER

I think it will be a combination of both. It is hoped that
the initial structures of the prison and so forth will be built under contract but as much work as possible, including such items as the perimeter fence and associated light work that will be available in the
confines of the prison grounds and perhaps some work in relation to
the sewage treatment plant, might be able to be effected. by prison
labour. This is a matter which is being considered by those responsible for the planning of the new.prison.
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1427

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr POLLOCK When is the report of the committee set up by the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs to inquire into the future of the National Aboriginal Consultative Committee expected to be available?

MS~R

My understanding was that the report of the committee set up to inquire
into the NACC was to be available in late August or at the end of
September; I am not sure which month. At the moment I do not know
what the situation is in relation to the report. However, I will make
an inquiry with the Minister's office and endeavour to advise the
member later in this sitting.
1428

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN As a result of the resignation of the Mataranka exchange operator, what
action has been taken to install an automatic telephone system at
Mataranka?

.ANSWER
I do not have the information available. I will approach the Telecommunications Department to find out what information they can give me
and I will pass it on to the Assembly in these sittings.
1429

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW Can she advise what plans are in hand for the construction
school centre in the new Racecourse Subdivision?

of

a pre-

ANSWER
No, I cannot advise what plans are under way at the moment. However, I
will endeavour to obtain the information for the honourable member
today.
1430

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss

A~IDREW

-

Is she aware that the reply she gave me, I think at the last sittings,
concerning the rebuilding of Nightcliff Primary School is no longer
valid and that the projected plans for that building have apParently
been scrapped because of cost? Can she, as .a matter of urgency, discuss with the,Education Department and the DRC all moves necessary to
ensure that the school is rebuilt on schedule?
MS~R

Yes, Mr Speaker, I was aware that the plans to rebuild Nightcliff
Primary School had been changed somewhere along the line. I had discussed the matter with the Minister for Education, Senator Carrick,
who has asked me to prepare a paper for him.
1431

Mr DONDAS to Mr TUXWORTH Who went on a recent tourist promotion trip to the southern states?
What was the result of the trip, and who paid for the expenses of the
accompanying people?
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ANSWER
The recent trip inaugurated by the Tourist Bureau to send Northern
Territory tourist i~dustry and Tourist Board representatives to the
southern states consisted of the Chairman of the Katherine Tourist
Promotion Association, Mrs Sylvia Wolf; a member of the Tourist
Board representing Alice Springs region, Mr Len Kelly; the member of
the Tourist Board from the Darwin area and representing the Darwin
Tourist Promotion Association, Mr Fred McCue; the Darwin Manager of
the Northern Territory Government Tourist Bureau Office, Mr Ron Balch,
and both myself and the Chairman of the Board, Mr Reg Harris, met
with the contingent in Sydney and Melbourne.
The activities of the promotion tour involved a one day visit to Perth,
Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane. In Perth, the board members and tourist industry representatives consulted with 60 people from 25 different travel agencies. In Melbourne, they consulted with 102 people
from 36 different travel agencies. In Sydney,. 49 people attended 2
seminars involving 22 travel agencies.
And in Brisbane, 70 people
attended 3 seminars and they represented 29 travel agencies.
The functions that the board conducted were very simply an audio-visual
presentation of Northern Territory destinations and facilities. Most
interest was shown by the agencies in the southern states of the
amount and quality of accommodation that is available in the Territory.
They were very keen to know the exact position of Ayers Rock
facilities and they showed great enthusiasm for the tours of Katherine
Gorge.
The third part of the question was "who paid?". The trip was sponsored
by Ansett, who provided the air fares. The Territorian Motel Group
provided the accommodation, Avis provided the transport in the respective cities and the individuals gave their time.
1432

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK Has the recruitment of medical officers in the Northern Territory been
made easier by the recent increase in salaries and, if so, has the
Darwin Hospital now reached its full complement of medical officers
and others? Has the Gove Hospital been considered also and will they
have their full complement in the next few months?

ANSWER
I am unable to answer the question in detail at this stage. However, I
am told that the recent increases in salaries and conditions for medical offic.ers has made it a lot easier for the department to recruit
staff. It is hoped that, at the beginning of the next calendar year,
the staffing situation will be greatly relieved. There will be a number of new medical practitioners joining the service and this will
alleviate the situation at Darwin and at other centres in the Territory. If I can get some more information for the member later in the
session, I will.
1433

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS Does he have further information about the prospect of introducing a
licence for abattoirs of less than full export standard who already
export to countries overseas other than the United States?
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ANSWER
I did broach this matter with the Minister for Primary Industry during
a recent meeting I had with him in my electorate and he undertook to
have a look at the matter. I will be seeing the Minister again on Friday this week and I will check with him whether any progress has been
made in this consideration.
1434

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS Can he advise the likely date of appointment of a commissioner or commissioners to conduct the proposed inquiry into the Lottery and Gaming
Ordinance?

ANSWER
I am not in a position to make an announcement which I believe will come
from the Administrator in the near future as to the commencement of
the inquiry initiated by this Assembly some 12 months ago. I can inform the Assembly that everything is now known except the commencement
date. The commissioners have been approached, have agreed to participate and will be available in the near future. The exact starting time
has not yet been fixed and as soon as that is known I believe the Administrator will make an announcement.
1435

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS Will he take up urgently with the Minister the matter of establishing a
contributing superannuation scheme for members of this Assembly on the
general lines of the scheme operating in Federal Parliament?

ANSWER
The matter has already been taken up with the Minister. The member for
Finance and Community Development has been handling this and he may
be able to give the honourable member further information on the
matter.
1436

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCK I refer to statements made from time to time in this House concerning a
review of the liquor ordinance and a liquor commission. Can he give
any indication as to when this will take place?

ANSWER
As I have reported to the House before, the executive has approved
basic principles and guidelines for that legislation. We have asked
the Minister to provide staff to assist us in preparing the detailed
papers necessary to prepare drafting instructions but that assistance
has not been forthcoming. Until it is, we are just not in a position
to go ahead and effect the reform to that law that we want. Only 2
days ago, I telegraphed the Minister's office asking what he is doing
about our request to provide staff to assist us in preparing drafting
instructions for that legislation. When those instructions are prepared, the next problem will probably be the drafting.
1437

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN My

question relates to the Northern Territory bus service operating in
Darwin. I have been somewhat concerned by the lack of patronage of
this bus service - oh no, I have not been using my leather pass too
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much and I certainly have not seen the Majority Leader riding down to
the 11 mile on it either. But the bus service seems to operate on
rather inconvenient routes for its patrons and also not always at convenient times. I ask the Executive Member whether he is taking any
steps to reschedule and re-route the bus service so as to make it more
attractive to its patrons?
ANSWER
The situation with bus services in Darwin is that nobody seems to be
able to come up with the right answers to satisfy everybody. The bus
'services are running on a fairly high subsidy and I have been having
discussions with the department about the rationalisation of the bus
services. The department is looking at the possibility of trying to
rationalise the service. The main problem, as mentioned by the honourable member for Jingili, is that the services are not patronised
to a great extent and, while this does form an excuse to curtail the
service, consideration does have to be given to those people who have
no other means of transport. I will be having some further discussions with the department and I would expect within the next week or
so that they will be making an announcement on some changes to some
of the routes in Darwin to try to rationalise the service.

1438

Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING It seems to be clearly the legal position that members of this Assembly
are not covered by any workers compensation prov1s10ns at all. Would
the honourable member look into this matter and see if something can
be done?

ANSWER
The matter of superannuation and disablement benefits for members of
this Assembly has been raised in discussion with the Minister for the
Northern Territory. He has sought from me a submission for presentation to Senator Withers, the Minister for Administrative Services. who
has control of the Remuneration Tribunal and who will actively pursue
the matter on our behalf.

1439

Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS Can he advise me who is the person responsible for making the recent
reallocation of positions in the top ranks of the Department of the
Northern Territory due to the absence of Mr Dwyer?

ANSWER
The answer to that question. I believe, would be the permanent head of
the Northern Territory. He would have the job of selecting his acting
deputy in the absence of Mr Dwyer.

1440

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN Can he advise if and when the National Highway ,Corridor Study Team for
the Barkly region will be visiting Alice Springs?

ANSWER
I cannot give the honourable member for Stuart an answer on the Barkly
area corridor investigation that is taking place. I will attempt to
find out. The Department of Construction should be able to supply me
with this information and I will pass it on to him at a later day in
these sittings.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Can he advise when the Darwin Reconstruction Commission gave approval
for the extension of the Mindil Beach caravan park northward, extensions which are being carried out by the Corporation of the City of
Darwin? Has the commission a policy which he can make public on the
alienation of foreshore areas "for any purpose?

ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has no authority over areas of
land that are vested in the care and control of the Corporation of
the City of Darwin. It would therefore not be in its charter to have
directed the corporation with regard to the reserve at Mindil Beach
and the action that i t has taken with regard to the northern or seafront extension to that caravan park. As a member of the commission,
I raised the matter, and the environmental representations that had
been made to me, at a meeting of the commission; however, the commission did not pursue the matter and it was left in the hands of the
Mayor and the corporation to take whatever action they considered fit.
With regard to foreshores in the Darwin area there is a program between
the commission and the corporation where they are cooperating on foreshore improvements and erosion measures and the DRC is also looking
at tosse beaches that are outside the corporation's present control.
1442

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Is it a fact that that area has not been gazetted and passed over to
the control of the Corporation of the City of Darwin?

ANSWER
I do not have information with regard to the boundaries of any reserves
in that particular area. However, I will seek it for the honourable
member.
1443

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON What organisation sponsored the training course for union shop stewards
recently conducted at the Darwin Community College?

ANSWER
The organisation which sponsored that recent training course was the
Australian Council for Trade Union Training. It is a part of an authority which was set up in 1975 by the Labor Government and has been
quite active in the Northern Territory setting up an interim local
council to get various people who would be allowed to attend training
courses under the Trade Union Training Authority scheme. It is expected that some time in the future regulations will be formulated to
that act in the Federal Parliament formally setting up a Northern
Territory Trade Union Training Council which will consist of various
representatives from trade unions in the Northern Territory. Its
function will be to both conduct courses within the Northern Territory for unionists and also to select unionists who will be allowed
to attend federal courses at the Clyde Cameron Union Training centre
at A1buryWadonga.
1444

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING "How many loans has the Home Finance Trustee approved to date? How many
applications for loans are awaiting approval?
What is the current
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waiting time for such a loan? Can he confirm that the cut-off date
for persons wishing to apply for the 6% concessional loan will be 31
December 1976?

Taking the last part of that question first, I can confirm that the cutoff date is 31 December 1976, as has been announced in a number of
ministerial statements. I do not have the statistical information
sought by the honourable member but I will seek it and make it available to him at this sittings.
1445

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Dr LETTS Could he advise me when the report by David Hay on Aboriginal Land
Rights (Northern Territory) Bill will be available?

ANSWER
I attempted to answer that question yesterday for the honourable member
for Tiwi but since yesterday further information on the availability
of this report is available. I ask the Executive Member for Social
Affairs if he would look into the matter for us and perhaps he is in
a better position to answer the question than I am.
1446

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Is he aware that, where people own land in the surge area and were not
able to build for some 15 months and have bought property in a higher
area, they cannot get the Home Finance Trustee loan until such time
as the land in the surge area is sold? You cannot sell it on the
open market and there is no money for acquisition by the Government.
If he is aware of this ridiculous position, has he made any approach
to the Minister to have it rectified?

. A number of. cases where people have subsequently built on alternative
sites have been considered by the Home Finance Trustee. I am aware
that in the initial stages of approval of loans by the Home Finance
Trustee, a number of loans were made available with just book entry
adjustments made for the value of the other property. I was informed
recently, however, that there is now a policy where valuations and
sales are being reviewed. I do not have the up-to-date information on
this but I will seek it and make it available.
1447

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr POLLOCK Is he considering the introduction of legislation for the legalisation
of poker machines in the Northern Territory?

The matter of poker·machines has been rearing its head rather frequently
in recent weeks and there have been press reports and comments and so
forth from people. Somebody seems to have it in his head that the
executive and myself have decided that we are hell-bent on introducing poker machines into the Northern Territory in the near future. I
can assure the public that the matter has not been discussed by the
Majority ·Party or the executive and I personally have no intention of
introducing any legislation to legalise poker machines. People who
have an interest in this might well get their case together, and make
submission to the inquiry which is to be carried out into the general
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lottery and gaming provisions of the law for the Northern Territory.
1448

Mr EVERINGHAM to MrPOLLOCK Can he tell me whether the incidence of treatment of persons using hard
drugs such as heroin and so on by the Department of Health in the
Northern Territory has increased in the last 12 months?

ANSWER
I

1449

am advised that hard drug addicts are rarely seen in the Territory in
government hospitals outside of Darwin and most of those at the Darwin
Hospital are treated at outpatients. The -incidence runs at about 7
patients per week in the wet season but rises sharply during the dry
to the point where 95 patients received treatment in September 1976.
Most of those patients are transients and the majority are already on
treatment commenced elsewhere.

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH Can he tell me which department handled the
ing boat recently for $6,OOO?

sale of the Taiwanese fish-

ANSWER
The Minister responsible for the sale of the Taiwanese trawler for
$6,000 was the Minister for Primary Industries, Mr Sinclair.
1450

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr RYAN Has he studied the Law Reform Commission's report on alcohol, drugs and
driving and, if so, when does he expect to take legislative action to
correct the problems inherent in our breathaliser legislation?

ANSWER
I received a copy of the report mentioned by the honourable member for
Gillen and I am studying it. After reading the report, I will have
discussions with Crown Law and the department and hopefully we can
look at introducing legislation to solve some of the problems that
exist in the Territory law with regard to the breathaliser.
1451

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH Was there any assessment of value of the fishing boat in question and
the catch, which I understand was sold for $1,000, obtained by the
department or any branch, agency or authority of the Commonwealth
Government before the sale of this vessel?

ANSWER
I will endeavour to provide an answer during these sittings.
1452

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW: The member for Arnhem asked a question about the law enforcement authorities being able to identify or name the organisation in Darwin which persists in illegal radio operations with communist Fretilin forces in East Timor. I am advised by the Northern
Territory police that, in liaison with the licensing section of the
Postal and Telecommunications Commission, on Monday 27 September 1976,
they identified 2 persons who were
operattng an unlicensed trans-
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ceiver from the mainland. The persons were Andrew Phi11ip Waterhouse
of Epping, New South Wales and Stanis1aus Da Si1va who gave the same
address as Waterhouse. It is believed the unlicensed transceiver was
used to communicate with persons in Timor.
1453

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW: The member for Arnhem also asked about the A1yangu1a Area
School. The provision of teacher accommodation in A1yangu1a is the
responsibility of the Department of the Northern Territory who have
advised that they have programmed tenders to be called for t~e construction of 4 houses at A1yangu1a for government employees in the
1976-77 financial year. However, both departments are aware of the
current accommodation problems and officers from the Department of
the Northern Territory Administrative Division have planned a visit
in a few days time to investigate the teacher housing situation.

1454

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: The honourable member for Port Darwin asked a question
with regard to cyclone shelters held by the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission. The commission purchased 212 concrete pipe shelters with
steel doors. Twenty of the pipes were used and the remaining 192 have
been offered to the public for sale at a cost of $447 each.

1455

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr POLLOCK: The honourable member for Port Darwin asked in what places
in Doctors Gully samples of sea water are being taken to assess the
level of sewage pollution. I am advised that the laboratory tests are
carried out on foreshore samples taken at various states of the tide
in approximately 1 foot of water off the foreshore adjacent to Doctors
Gully.

1456

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Stuart asked a question about repairs to Bradshaw Primary School. The Department of Construction has
advised me that they 'intend to carry out these repairs over the
Christmas holidays.
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1457

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING Is there any truth in the rumour that the Area 4 office of the Darwin
Reconstruction Commission at Bradshaw Terrace Casuarina is going to
close?

~S~R

There is no truth in the rumour.
1458

Mr

BALL~TYNE

to Miss

~REW

-

What assistance will be available to parents in isolated areas to give
their children access to appropriate schools?
ANS~R

I am advised that for basic boarding there is an increase of $150 and
$500 will be available. The maximum additional boarding allowance will
be $450, over and above the $500. The correspondence basic of $200
will remain the same. The correspondence reimbursement will be a
maximum of $300, that is a rise of $150, and short term boarding
will be $15 a 'week an increase of $5 a week.
1459

Mr VALE to Mr

RY~

Who will be
Springs?

-

paying

for

the

repairs to the Bradshaw School in A1ice

ANS~R

I do not know for sure. I do not, think the Education Department will be
expected to pay for the repairs. However, I will have this confirmed
by the Department of Construction and advise the honourable member
later in these sittings.
1460

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING When will the next residential land auction be held in Darwin?

ANSWER
I ask the honourable member to place the question on notice •.
1461

Mr VALE to Miss

~REW

-

What increases will become effective in 1977 for the Aboriginal Secondary Education Grants Scheme and will a means test apply?
~S~R

A'means test will not apply in 1977 but one is being considered. Living
allowances for junior grades will be $308 per annum, and that is an
increase from $240.
Living allowances for senior grades $440 per
annum.
Books and clothing allowances will be $250 per annum.
A
personal allowance for junior grades will be $1.50 per week and personal allowance for senior grades will be $3 per week. A boarding allowance for a boarding school will be $1,450 maximum, an increase
of
approximately $200. Hostel allowance will be $28 per week and private
$20 per week.
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1462

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK When will the Block 8 cafeteria be reopened?

ANSWER
I am unable to enlighten the honourable member any further than I have
on previous occasions, I have written to the officer in charge of
the Department of Administrative Services in recent days and asked
what is going on but as yet I have not had a reply. I will advise the
member in due course.
1463

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN What is the latest development in the Connair dispute?

ANSWER
I had some discussions last night with the Minister for Transport, Peter
Nixon, and Senator Ki1gariff in Canberra. There did not appear to be
any major developments then except that the situation seemed to be
getting worse. I rang again this morning and spoke to Senator Kilgariff who met with the Transport Minister at 1 am this morning and he
feels quite confident that the proposed extension of the strike over
the weekend by the national airlines will not go ahead.
He is also
confident that there can be arranged a meeting between Connair and the
pilots on the weekend with the Transport Minister as the mediator.
Hopefully, out of these discussions, the Government will give an indication that it is prepared to support the airline so that it can continue to run until such time that the interdepartmental committee has
completed its investigation into the airline. If one can believe the
reports, the chairman insists that he cannot run the airline on the
same basis as before and the pilots have agreed to go back to work
providing the
status quo remains. Senator Kilgariff is quite confident that the extension of the strike can be averted and if the Government intervenes the airline can be assisted and operated until such
time as the interdepartmental committee comes along with its findings.
1464

Mr STEELE to Dr LETTS What action can be taken to overcome the restrictive effects of quotas
laid down by the AMIEU to limit the export of live cattle from the
NT? Does he agree that the greater use of the live cattle market can
help overcome the glut of cattle in the Northern Territory which is
having a number of serious consequences here?

ANSWER
Answering the second part of the question first, I do 'agree that the
greater use of the live cattle market could help to overcome the glut
in the cattle industry here. The effect of the overstocking is being
masked to some extent by the good seasons we have had. However,
should the current dry season be extended and there be a delayed wet
or a light wet this year, the effect of that overstocking will become
obvious in a very dramatic and pronounced way. The more cattle we can
get rid of at th:l.s stage, particularly breeding cattle which
is
surplus to requirements, the better it will be for the industry.
To overcome the restrictive effects of the quotas established by the
Australian Meat Industry Employees Union, the meatworks themselves
have to agree that there are cattle surplus to requirements and that
could not be normally killed through the meatworks. I believe that
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the meatworks recognise clearly that we have got more cattle than
they can put through in the current circumstances. This needs to be
done and probably a figure set of 20,000 or 25,000 head or whatever is
regarded as surplus to the meatworks requirements. The second thing
that needs to be done is to have a direct negotiation with the executive of the AIMEU, which would have to be done in Brisbane or Sydney
because they have not got a branch up here, in order to get them to
adopt a reasonable and logical approach to the situation, in a similar
way to that which the Western Australian branch has with regard to the
export of livestock from Western Australia. I believe that this could
be done; I do not accept the 'view that they are totally unreasonable
men. In fact, I would be prepared to offer my services along with
somebody from the cattle industry like Mr Bill DeVoss' to have discussions with the AIMEU officers with this object in mind. This should be
done as soon as possible and efforts made to reactivate the live
cattle trade' which, while it does
have
its difficulties and
complications, could make a useful contribution to our
industry
at
present.

1465

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW Can she advise when the new School of the Air building in Alice Springs,
presently under construction, will be opened and occupied?

ANSWER
I understand that the expected completion date is December of this year,
1976, and that the building will be occupied in early 1977. However,
this is subject to the arrival and installation of the transmitting
equipment.

1466

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN My

question relates to what is commonly known as the "Northumberland"
amendment to the Motor Vehicles Ordinance relating to the provision
that was passed by this House in November 1974 to afford relief to
persons who held compulsory third party insurance with companies
which had become defunct or had defaulted through insolvency.
I am
holding a letter from a solicitor in this town who advises that a
judgment of $5,097.25, plus costs, was obtained against a person insured with the Northumberland on 15 November 1974. The judgment has
not since that date been satisfied and, that so far as this firm can
see, the only relief for their client now to be obtained is to take
enforcement, Which I presume means bankruptcy proceedings against the
defendant personally. This piece of legislation has been held in
abeyance, awaiting Administrator's assent, for almost 2 years, and I
ask the Executive Member what is going to be done to get assent to
this legislation within the very near future?

ANSWER
I do not think that this legislation will ever receive assent,
Mr Everingham:

Why did the Government approve it then?

Mr RYAN: I do not know why the Government approved it. All that I know
is that the Government has had second thoughts on the implications of
that legislation in as much as they are not prepared to foot the bill.
I think .that is to put it simply.
We therefore have a situation
whereby people Who have been affected by insurance companies going
broke are not left with a great deal of hope. The new legislation that
I hope to introduce is still being prepared. However, I am having
a
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certain amount of lack of success with the provisions that the honourable member for Jingili and those people affected by the insurance
companies that have gone out of business I"ould like to see. The Gov·ernment still is not prepared to accept the cost, and
the insurance
companies, quite obviously, are not too happy to accept
losses that
were incurred by another company which is now out of business.
I do not know what the answer is. I have had correspondence myself from
various law firms around the town virtually along the same lines, although that is the first one I have seen whereby a decision has been
made and somebody was unable to pay up,
There are some much larger
claims floating around which are going to cause various hardships to
the people concerned. I certainly do not have any quick answer. We
have no authority in the matter. Any retrospectivity that will be involved in the legislation that I hope to present will have to be
either approved by the Government, inasmuch as they are prepared to
accept some responsibility because they initially okayed the companies
going into business, or accepted by the insurance companies. I cannot
see them doing this. They are prepared to contribute to a fund in the
future to cover any companies that go out of business hut I think we
are going to have a very difficult job in convincing them that they
have got to look after the people that have already been affected.
1467

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING Can the Executive Member advise me what the Housing Commission's intentions are regarding the concrete houses that were part of a contract
interrupted by Cyclone Tracy? The houses I talk about are situated on
Trower Road between Ellengowan Drive and Bradshaw Terrace.

ANSWER
I am aware that a problem exists with regard to some 20 houses that were
subject to a contract at the day of the cyclone. Ten of these houses
were delayed for initial consideration with regard to rebuilding because of the 1975 early town planning constraints placed
upon
that
area by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. That would not give encouragement to the commission in the early days to plan or
consider
any sort of rebuilding program. This procrastination in turn was further aggravated when the contractor for the erection of those
buildings dissolved his partnership and therefore there had to be a negotiation out of the contract with the Housing Commission
with consequential insurance problems. There now exists the further problem that
engineering design must be modified on the plans of these buildings to
ensure that their standards, particularly as to roofing, meet the new
cyclone code. It is the intention of the Northern
Territory Housing
Commission to restore these buildings. However, it is unlikely
that
work will be commenced until the 1977/78 financial year.
1468

Mr VALE to

M~

RYAN -

This question concerns a statement made at the Roads Conference in Katherine
recently
which indicated that road works on the
Pine
Creek/Cullen River Road may not go ahead this financial year. If this
is so, could the Executive Member use his influence to hav'~ that money
diverted to the Stuart Highway through the foothills north of Alice.
Springs?
ANSWER
It is pleasing to see the concern expressed by a member from the centre
for a northern electorate. This section of road is on the program this
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year and, in fact, does make up the m:ljority of the money which has
been made available in cash for the u;;g""UIlg. That particular job, I
think, has been allocated somewhere in the vicinity of $400,000 cash.
However, the argument still exists as to whether the road should bypass Cullen Creek to the extent that has been planned. The federal
members have been pursuing the matter with the Hinister ,"or the Northern Territory. If the decision is made to once again have a look at
the situation, this would mean that J.t would have to go b:lck to the
Parliamentary Works Committee because the hearings that were conducted
last year into the second 3-year road program by the Parliamentary
Works Committee decided that the arguments put up by the people from
Pine Creek would not justify the re-routing of the road closer to Pine
Creek. The only thing that has changed since then is the closure of
the railway and of course this puts a bit of extra pressure on Pine
Creek. I personally feel that the matter should be reconsidered and
we are concerned that if it is reconsidered it would mean a setback on
that particular contract of somewhere in the vicinity of 6 months
which would mean that it would be impossible to spend the $400,000
cash allocated to that particular project. At that particular meeting,
a wish was expressed that if a decision was made to have a look at the
possibility that the road might pass closer to Pine Creek that the
cash that is available be transferred to another contract and I hope
that this is what would happen. But I have not heard anything further on the matter regarding the Pine Creek diversion. I will be
contacting, most probably Senator Kilgariff because he is in close
cahoots with the Minister for the Northern Territory to see if there
is likely to be a decision on this matter.
1469

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr POLLOCK I have been told that the report on Aboriginal housing associations has
been released in Federal Parliament. Can the honourable member advise
how much money has been allocated?

ANSWER
The situation is that the report compiled by Mr Hay on government services provided by finance from the Department of Aboriginal Affairs
was tabled in the House of Representatives and the Senate op Tuesday.
Copies of that report are on their way here to Darwin now and hopefully I will have one later today or tomorrow. The report itself I believe is fairly general.
In relation to money, the Minister made an
announcement on Tuesday afternoon in the House that $25m extra would
be available for Aboriginal Affairs for Australia and, as I reported
to the House I think it was yesterday, this money is for Aboriginal
housing, employment and enterprise. Just what the break-up of that
money is as far as the Territory is concerned I do not know at this
stage but as soon as that information is available I will advise the
member.
1470

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON He has indicated that major highway street lighting is going to be upgraded and restored this financial year. Can he tell me if the section between the Casuarina shopping centre and Ellengowan Drive is going to be included in that?

ANSWER
My understanding is that the amount of money which has been allocated
for upgrading of street lighting in Darwin and the resources that are
available to execute work in the Darwin area are such that the portion
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roads that the honourable member refers to will not
for this coming financial year. Depending on financonsiderations, it may not even be in the program
financial year.

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr TAMBLING Has he had any reaction from the public regarding the present extensions
to the caravan park at Mindil Beach and has the public been informed
that the work going on there will destroy the environment of the beach
front?
What plans are in hand to beautify that area after this work
is carried out?

ANSWER
The area under development at the moment is under the care and control
of the Corporation of the City of Darwin. The extension of the beach
front side of the Mindil Beach caravan park is being undertaken by the
corporation and I believe has received considerable publicity within
the last month. I have received electoral representation from a number of people who are concerned about the environmental· aspects of the
extension on the beach side of the park and I have made these known to
the mayor and the corporation.
1472

Mr DONDAS to Mr TUXWORTH What does the Northern Territory Tourist Bureau intend to do with their
property in Smith Street? Are they going to redevelop it or leave it?

ANSWER
My understanding is that the bureau intends to redevelop the property
but it is subject to budgetary considerations.
I will confirm that
later in this session today.
1473

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr POLLOCK ·When is it anticipated that the new Alice Springs hospital wil.l be completed and commissioned? Will staff establishment levels at the hospital be sufficient to service the hospital?

ANSWER
It is anticipated that the new Alice Springs hospital will be completed
and handed over between 1 and 15 December. this year. It is uncertain
at this stage whether the Department of Health will actually commission the hospital and have it in use before .Christmas or leave it till
after the Christmas period and have it in operation in early January.
It is a matter of concern that the present staff ceilings and staff
establishment lev .. ls that are imposed on the health service in the
Territory are going to prove of some difficulty to the department in
fully staffing the new hospital. Staff ceilings will also affect the
32 bed ward at Katherine that is expected to be in operation before
Christmas and the 4 additional wards at the Darwin Hospital which are
expected to be in operation before Christmas.
To staff all these
facilities within the staff ceilings at the moment is going to be
difficult. I have taken the matter up with the Minister for Health
and the Prime Minister, and we are hopeful that staff ceilings can be
raised to such a level as to allow full staffing of all those facilities that I have mentioned as they come on stream.
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Mr KENTISH to Mr RYAN Can he give me any information about the planning or consideration of a
bridge on the Roper River downstream from its junction with the Wilton
River?

ANSWER
I

1475

have not heard of any proposal for the bridging of this particular
section of the Roper River. In any discussions I had at the recent
Roads Conference the matter was not raised. However, I will speak to
the Transport Planning Branch of the Department of the Northern Territory to see if they have any long term plans with regard to the bridging of the Roper and will supply that information to the honourable
member for Arnhem later in the sittings.

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN I have another question about this Northumberland Insurance amendment.
Is the Executive Member aware, and has he brought it to the attention
of the Australian Government, that legislation of similar affect to
the legislation passed in this House; to relieve persons in the default position, has been passed in the states of South Australia and
Queensland and, I believe, in other Australian states? Is he aware
that an estimate of $250,000 compiled from information obtained from
legal firms in the Northern Territory as to the total cost to it of
honouring this legislation was provided to the Australian Government
in early 1975?
And is he aware that the responsible member of the
responsible department approved the legislation before it was passed
in this House? If the honourable member is not aware of any of these
matters, will he undertake to bring them to the attention of the
department?

ANSWER
I was aware that legislation has been> passed in some of the states to
cover this provision. I am not aware whether or not there was any
retrospectivity attached to the legislation. Maybe the honourable
member for Jingili could inform me later on.
I will have discussion
with the member for Jingili and get some more details from him and
will make an approach to the department on the matter.
1476

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW I

refer to an article in today's "STAR" which alleges that in the Miss
Australia Quest on the> panel of judges was a detective who quizzed
the girls on their knowledge of marihuana, whether> they had smoked it,
whether they knew anyone who haft and, apparently, whether they could
name the people who had. Is this a fact? Was it with the knowledge
and consent of the Commissioner of Police that this person was on the
panel asking these questions and could she also advise as to who chose
the panel?

ANSWER
I will ask the Commissioner.
1477

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: The honourable member for Casuarina asked several questions relating to statistical information on the 6 per cent concessional loan scheme of the Home Finance Trustee. I am advised that 703
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loans have been approved since the commencement of this scheme. There
are 440 loans still awaiting approval or which have been notified as
lodgements for possible future loans. A great majority of these are
still awaiting further information from the applicant and a large number have indicated that they are not interested in taking up the loan
until after December 1976; in fact, some have indicated that their
intention is not to take up the loan until as late as 1980.
The honourable member also asked what was the current waiting time for
an application to receive approval once all information had been
lodged. I am advised that the current waiting period is 2 months, although a staff interviewing position was filled last wF'k and the
Home Finance Trustee now expects the period of waiting to be reduced.

1478

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW: The honourable-member for Stuart asked me yesterday about
the new preschool at the Racecourse Subdivision in Alice Springs. I
am advised by the department that the Racecourse Subdivision is
presently serviced by the Teppa Hill preschool. The department has included a new preschool to be built on the Braitling Primary School
site in its 1976-77 design list. The project will be included in the
department 1977-78 draft program proposal. It is expected that the
project will be approved and construction will commence during 1977-78
financial year. I am also advised that, as an interim measure, the
infants section of the Braitling School will be used as a preschool
in 1977.

1479

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr POLLOCK: The honourable member for Nhulunbuy asked a question about
the medical staff situation as the result of recent increases in
wages. I am advised that the recruitment period from the time of
placement of an advertisement is initiated through to the actual
arrival of the doctor in the Territory such that it is at this stage
too early to give a firm indication of the effect of recent salary
increases.
However, present indications are that recruitment of
hospital doctors is improving and we should have a full complement of
doctors in our hospitals at the beginning of 1977.
However, the
prospect for the recruitment of district medical officers is not as
bright.

1480

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr POLLOCK: The honourable member for Arnhem asked several questions on
Tuesday in relation to venereal disease.
I am advised that the
Department of Health maintains confidential registers of venereal
disease notification in each region and staffs the statistical unit in
Darwin which collates monthly and annual figures on venereal disease.
The department has been concerned about the prevalence of venereal
disease for several years and it is currently one of the priority
field programs. The high record incidence of syphilis in the Northern
Territory is particularly explained because of the concentrated case
detection carried out over the past two years.
Tables setting out
details of venereal disease notifications are available and I will
advise the member of those.
For his information, in the 3 regions of the department in the
Territory
for 1975-76 gonorrhoea notifications totalled in the
northern region 319, east Arnhem region 1, southern region 196; syphilis in northern region 254, in the east Arnhem region 7 and
in
the
southern region 309. ~he incidence of syphilis particularly in
the
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the centre is far higher than would be expected. However, the laboratory tests used to diagnose syphilis cannot distinguish bet'ween venereal and non-venereal sections. It is likely that a considerable proportion of cases in central Al'stralia are of the non-venereal type.
Current departmental activities to reduce the problem include standard
diagnostic measures in all Northern Territory hospitals, standardised
therapy throughout the Northern Territory, use of rural health staff
to trace and offer treatment to contacts of known cases,
preparation
of educational material in selected Aboriginal languages and incorporation of venereal disease into the curriculum of the Aboriginal health
workers training program.
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Mr ROBERTSON toMr TAMBLING Is. he able to inform the Assembly when. the unit titles legislation,
previously passed in this place, is' likely to receive assent and be
brought into operation?

ANSWER
Action has been proceeding on 'the implementation of legislation for
strata titles. Regulations will be made to cover the necessary fee.
structures in the very near future. The Department of the Northern
Territory has put all guns in motion and, hopefully; the ordinance
will be commenced and operation of strata titles in the Northern
Territory will commence on 1 November 1976.

1486

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING Can he advise why the original specifications for the reroofing of the
assembly area of NightcliffPrimary School has been altered by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission so that there will be now no roofing
of the general assembly area and consequently children will be wet
right throughout the wet season? I understand this was done by the
DRC against the advice of the Education Department and everyone else
concerned.
'

ANSWER
The issue raised by the honourable member is one of a· technical
nature that has not been referred to the commission itself. However,
I will seek the information sought by the honourable member today,

1487

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW What plans does the Education Department have for a special school
class to take care of the children who should be going to high school
but have special learning difficulties?

ANSWER
These children are placed in ordinary classes to a large extent. I am
advised by the department that the provision of educational facilities for moderately and severely handicapped children of secondary
school age is under review. The department has been corresponding
with the Handicapped Persons Association in an attempt to negotiate
the use of certain facilities available at the Coconut Grove Centre
for a secondary age moderately to severely handicapped children's
class. Officers of the department are meeting with the association
on 11 October, which I believe was yesterday, to discuss alternatives.
Should appropriate facilities be available, the department will
attempt to provide a suitably qualified teacher to cater for the
needs of the secondary age handicapped children in Darwin. I only
hope that these moves come about quickly and we get some action because the situation at the moment is somewhat disastrous.

1488

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH Can he advise if water restrictions are to aply in Alice Springs this
year and, if so, how severe will they be?

ANSWER
It is not
year.

proposed

to

introduce

restrictions

in Alice Springs this
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Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREW Is the Darwin Community College being involved
garding the Brinkin Subdivision?

in

the negotiations re-

ANSWER
No.
I have a copy of a letter sent to the Chairman of the Community
College Council from the Minister for the Northern Territory on 5
October advising that he felt it was unnecessary for the college to
be concerned at this time and that their interests were being cared
for by the Department of the Northern Territory.
1490

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING My question concerns a press release from the Darwin Cyclone Relief
Trust which I believe he tabled. I refer to the balance of the
Mayor's Trust Fund for the restoration of community recreation and
cultural facilities for the people of Darwin. Is it a fact that this
amounts to some hundreds of thousands of dollars and can he advise
the precise amount?

ANSWER
The information was contained in a press statement that was distributed for the information of members but I do not believe it has been
tabled. I believe that reports of the Trust Fund, as required by the
trust deed will be tabled in the Federal Parliament, this Assembly and
the Corporation of the City of Darwin, and will contain full details
of all disbursements made by that Trust Fund. It would be proper to
seek the detailed information sought by the honourable member from
the chairman· of the fund.
1491

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK What is the establishment number of health inspectors in the Northern
Territory at each working base? What is the present strength of
health inspectors at each working base? If the operative strength
is below establishment, what reasons are given for the situation?
How many resignations from the health inspection section have there
been in the past 2 years in the Darwin area in particular?

ANSWER
I have had prior advice of this question. The previous establishments,
including senior staff, is as follows: Gove 3, Katherine 1, Tennant
Creek 1, Alice Springs 7, Darwin 12 - a.total of 24 health inspectors for the Territory. The number of health inspectors actually employed on 7 October was:
Gove 2, Katherine 1, TennantCreek 1, Alice
Springs 4, Darwin 5 - a total of 13. Recruitment and retention has
been difficult, particularly in Darwin over the past 2 years. Recently, there has been a good response to advertisements and it is hoped
to make a further 4 appointments shortly. From July 1974 to July
1976, there have been 8 resignations in the Northern Territory including 6 from Darwin and there have been 4 transfers from the health
inspection section.
1492

Mr DONDAS to Dr LETTS Has any progress been made in resolving the problem between the Army
and the Rifle Club so that the sport of range shooting may commence?
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ANSWER
Yes, there has been some progress. Following representations I made
to the Minister for Defence, I received a letter a couple of days
ago from him advising formally that the Army has no further requirement for the range. I understand it is now up to the Department of
the Northern Territory to spring off its backside to get the piece
of land back from the Army and to make it available to the Rifle
Club, at least for temporary use on an occupational licence whilst
negotiations take place for a more permanent site for the long term
future.
1493

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCK I must assume that he is aware that some people are recelvlng a letter
from Crown Law saying that they have been instructed to institute
legal proceedings against them for the recovery of charges due for
rents for Wacol Hostel to which people were evacuated immediately
after the cyclone, Some of these people have very little prospect of
being able to pay without severe hardship, Would it not be better
and more proper to have this met by the Cyclone Tracy Relief Trust
Fund? There are adequate funds there. Would he take steps to ensure
that this is done?

ANSWER
I

1494

do not know very much about the matter; I have had no real personal
approaches about it. I do understand that there have.-been letters from whom I do not know - sent to some people who are said to be in
arrears for costs incurred after the cyclone at some hostels at various places throughout the Commonwealth. As far as getting the funds
from the Relief Trust Fund is concerned, I believe that has been virtually wound up now, so there is no prospect of getting funds from
there. However, I will see what I can find out.

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW Has the Department of Education yet decided to resume teachers'
ences at Batche10r?

confer-

ANSWER
I was speaking to one of the officers only this morning on this matter.
It seems that in-service conferences will be recommenced, using the
Batche10r education exhibit, almost immediately on the same basis as
was used in 1973/74. Up until now there has been a shortage of finance. The committee has recently reviewed the situation and this is
their decision, to recommence the in-service conferences.
1495

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING I refer to a press release regarding lot 3744 in Darwin, The press release implied that the handing over of that portion to a youth hostels committee was a fait accompli. I ask him, in his capacity as a
member of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, if that is a fact and
if he is aware that other groups applied for that land, with deve1-'
opment plans, a long while before the Youth Hostels Association did?

ANSWER
I am aware of press reports relating to the proposed allocation of a
.b10ck of land for the Youth Hostels Association. I am not aware that
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any matter relating to it has been referred to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission.
1496

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON What is the cost of one mile of the cable
lighting?

normally

used

for

street

ANSWER
The cost of the electrical conductor
ately $180 per kilometre.
1497

for

street lighting is approxim-

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW Is she aware that a group of people calling themselves the Children of
God have been handing pamphlets and treatises to children on high
school precincts in Darwin and can she advise if the school principals are aware of this?

ANSWER
I will endeavour to get some information to the honourable member
today.
1498

Mr VALE to Dr LETTS

later

~

Following his visit to Sydney to attend the Agricultural Council last
week, can he advise when the council is expected to make a decision
concerning a national beef price stabilisation scheme?

ANSWER
I do not expect a decision to be made in under 12 months. The Agricultural Council eXpressed great interest in the idea of a stabilisation
scheme they have had actually 2 schemes submitted to them, a Queensland scheme and a Victorian scheme. They have referred the matter to
a standing committee on agriculture and this will take some time.
The working party's analysis and report will not be available until
mid-autumn next year. Even if the decision was to go ahead, by the
time the producers had been approached in some kind of poll and the
necessary legislation made, I do not believe that such a national
'scheme could possibly be established during the 1977 year. Thus, it
would have no effect either this year or next year as far as the
Territory is concerned and, in the light of that, the department has
been asked to re-examine the scheme repr~sented in the bill which we
passed in this Assembly last year to see whether, with some changes
in the mathematics to take account of current beef prices, there is
any possibility of activating that particular proposal.
1499

Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREW What is the role of adult education advisers in Aboriginal communities?

ANSWER
The principal of a school in an Aboriginal community has responsibilities for the educational development of all members of the community
and, Where possible, an adult educator is attached to the staff to
work specifically with the adults.
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Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN I was told recently by passengers on the "Darwin Duchess", the passenger ferry between Darwin and Mandorah. that passengers from that boat
participated in the rescue of certain people from an upturned small
craft in Darwin Harbour. One of the persons being rescued was a young
child under 2 years of age and there appeared to be no life jackets
worn by any of these people or present in the upturned boat.
Does
the Northern Territory Port Authority have any persons policing the
provisions of safety equipment in pleasure craft?

ANSWER
I am unable to answer the question at the
approach the Port Authority for information.
1501

moment. However, I will

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN I would like to ask a question about the Radio Australia transmitter
which I visited recently. At what stage is the rehabilitation of the
Radio Australia transmitter station at Cox Peninsula? When will this
very important service recommence transmission and who is responsib1e for the money appropriation for the rehabilitation, the DRC or
Te1ecom?

ANSWER
The bulk of the installation has been rehabilitated. However, there are
no aerials. There is part of a wharf over there. The main problem is
that there are no aerials. I have written to the Minister for Posts
and Telecommunications and I have also sent him a couple of telegrams.
I also had some correspondence with the previous government's m1n1ster. He advised me that there was an investigation into Cox Peninsula, as to whether or not it would be appropriate to leave the installation in that particular location in view of the damage caused
by the cyclone. I did point out to the present minister, when I mentioned the previous minister's correspondence, that it does not seem
to matter much where in the north of Australia they put the installation; it has to be in the top end of Australia and the top end of
Australia, unless it is away from the coast - and this is unsatisfactory - is subject to cyclones. I venture to say that in the east
and west coastal regions it would be more likely to be subject to
cyclone damage. The technical people have also told me that the
particular location at Cox Peninsula is the best location in the
northern part of Australia. Should the installation be rehabilitated,
and I have heard rumours that it would be although the report of the
inquiry should be out in about 2 weeks time - I had some advice from
the Minister's office last week to this effect, I would assume that
any money for the rehabilitation will come from the Department of
Posts and Telecommunications.
1502

Mrs'LAWRIE to Miss ANDREWCould she also ascertain if it is a fact that people known as the
Children of God have been travelling on the free school bus service
and importuning children? For her information, I believe their
spiritual leader is a man called David who claims some direct
decent.

ANSWER
Could I remind the honourable, member

for

Nightc1iff that my responsi-
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bility is education and law?
No, I was not aware that they were
travelling on the buses. I shall seek to find out who their divine
leader, David, is.
1503

Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREW How many single police officers were required by the Commissioner of
Police to move their residence to the new police barracks at Alice
Springs when the building was occupied last year? How many of those
officers have been paid the allowance provided for in clauses 93 and
94 of the PATTD, No. 12, in force at the time?
If any officer has
not been paid the allowance, why not?

ANSWER
I believe that 8 police officers were required to remove their redidences. None have been paid allowances, Only one officer has applied
and this claim is currently being processed.
1504

Mr STEELE to Miss ANDREW Is it a fact that 16 schools in the Northern Territory have a teacher
shortage?
Is it also a fact that there are unemployed teachers
available in other states of Australia who refuse to come to the
Northern T~rritory? What steps can the honourable member take to
alleviate the teacher shortage problem?

I could not say whether there are 16 schools short-staffed in the
Northern Territory or one. However, I will endeavour to find out. I
think the Northern Territory at the moment, whilst there are a few
shortages, is fairly evenly balanced; in fact Alice Springs is, if
anything, overstaffed while Darwin is fairly stable. I am sure there
are unemployed teachers down south who do not wish to come to the
Territory. I guess they do not want to go to Antarctica or southeast Asia either. As to what I can do about it, there has just been
a recruitment campaign down south and it was discovered that people
in promotion positions were not generally interested in coming to the
Northern Territory. This is providing the department with some difficulties; however, I shall make further representations to the Minister.
1505

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK Is

he aware of the trouble at Docker River last week? If so, can he
advise the amount of damage sustained by .the recently opened health
centre at that settlement?

I am aware that there was some incident at Docker River last week or in
recent weeks. Some damage was done to the health centre at that
community. At this stage I am unable to advise the member further
but I hope to do so later.
1506

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING I

advise him that block 7619, Nightcliff was sold at a public auction
on·behalf of the Government of Australia. Is he aware that this is
well in the primary surge zone? Has the Darwin Reconstruction Comm,
ission now a policy of allowing the Government to resell primary
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surge blocks they have acquired because
else build on them?

they

would

not

let

anyone

ANSWER
The honourable member's question seeks information that I cannot give
without reference and I ask that she place it on notice.
1507

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN Is he aware that
private letter box holders in Alice Springs have
recently been notified that, with the relocation of the new post
office, those holders will be required to change the letter box
numbers and this will cost quite an amount of money? If so, will he
undertake to have this decision reversed?

ANSWER
I am aware of the situation; I have in front of me a copy of a letter
which was sent to the box holders in Alice Springs. I will make some
inquLrLes within the department and see if it is possible to retain
the same numbers and overcome the problem. The cost that the honourable member for Stuart has referred to is the cost that would be imposed on those people with letter heads and pre-addressed stationery.
1508

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW Last week I asked her when legislation would be reintroduced covering
such people as the Northumberland Insurance Company and I believe
that the honourable member from Jingili made some excellent remarks
in this context at a later time. Her reply then was that the matter
was under review. Can she now give me any idea when this legislation will be introduced?

ANSWER
No.
1509

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr TUXWORTH Some time ago, he gave the House information on world copper prices
necessary to make the Tennant, Creek smelter viable. Is he able to
advise the current position and give any indication when that smelter may reopen?

ANSWER
The height recently obtained on the world copper market was $1,520 per
ton but it has slipped down to about $1,200 a ton which is not a
viable price for the Peko Mining operation to function in Tennant
Creek. The company anticipated that the price would slump at this
time and'they do not anticipate that it will go back to the $1,600
to $2,000 a ton before next July, and that would be the earliest
that they would be able to open the smelter. For the company to be
sure to open the smelter in July 1978, they would need to start moving approximately 400 - 600 people back in January. If they misinterpret the market and the price does not rise they will go through
the hoop for quite a few million.
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1510

Mr DONDAS to Mr SPEAKER What steps are being taken to protect the members in the press box
from the constant attack by mosquitoes up there? If nothing is being
done, will he undertake to supply them with a tin of .Mortein?

ANSWER
I give the honourable member that undertaking.
1511

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH Further to my questions last week relating to the sale - or perhaps the
giving away - of the Taiwanese fishing boat recently for $6,000, can
he advise if there was any valuation or assessment of the value of
the boat and catch obtained by the responsible department before
sale?

ANSWER
The Department
tion.
1512

of Primary Industries has r,ot yet provided that informa-

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON What steps are being taken to bring
nance 1974 into operation?

the

Land and Business Agents Ordi-

ANSWER
The Land and Business Agents Ordinance has been under review because it
is inadequate in its present form. Some time ago, the Executive completed its recommendations and forwarded them to the draftsman. The
severe shortage of draftsmen in the Northern Territory is holding up
this bill.
1513

Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREW Could she tell the House if music is part of the curriculum in Northern Territory schools and, if so, will it be introduced to all
schools and at all levels in 1977?

ANSWER
I am sure that the department would be delighted if they could provide
music as part of the curriculum in every school in the Northern Territory but, unfortunately, there is an .Australia-wide shortage of
music teachers.
1514

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW: I was asked a question by the honourable member for Nightcliff about an article that appeared in the "Star" concerning a
detective questioning girls about marihuana. I am unable to determine
whether or not this was a fact because the organisation was a private one. She also asked: "Was it with the knowledge and consent of
the Commissioner of Police that this person was on the panel asking
these questions?"
I am advised that the person concerned was on
recreation leave and he had this leave with the knowledge and consent of the Commissioner of Police but in fact was acting in a private capacity by being on the panel. I was also asked if I could advise who chose the panel. I. spoke with the organisers but they have
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refused the information.
1515

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: I was asked questions by the honourable member for Nightcliff and Nhulunbuy concerning the caravan park area at Mindil Beach
owned by the city corporation. The following information has been
supplied to me. The area is within reserve number 1018 which was reserved for the purpose of the Corporation of the City of Darwin in
relation to recreation and amusement by proclamation appearing in
Commonwealth Gazette number 57 dated 17 September 1959 and the Nor:"
thern Territory Gazette number 42 dated 30 September 1959. On 15
September 1972, the Administrator gave a direction pursuant to section 103B of the Crown Lands Ordinance that part of the land included
in reserve number 1018, including the area referred to by the member
for Nightcliff, be managed, regulated and controlled by the Corporation of the City of Darwin by operating of the bylaws of the mun~c~
pality of Darwin. This information relates to the area of the reserve
and not the lot which specifically relates to the caravan park.

1516

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Nhulunbuy asked me a question relating to whether a motor registry would be built in Nhulunbuy, The answer to a question without notice answered this. I have asked for a
copy to be sent to me and I will pass this onto the honourable member.

1517

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Stuart asked who would pay for repairs to the Bradshaw School and I advised him that I felt that the
Education Department would not have to pay for them. I have been in
touch with the Department of Construction and they have advised me
that discussions are taking place presently between them and the contractor. If the contractor accepts the responsibility, the repairs
will be done without any cost to any department. If there is some
contribution necessary by the Australian Government I would assume
that- the Department of Education could possibly be asked to contribute because the Department of Construction does not have its own
funding.

1518

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Arnhem asked whether any action or
planning was being undertaken for a bridge on th~ Roper River. The
possibility of bridging the Roper River has been examined in the
past and a later study of the area suggested a crossing near the
Roper Settlement.
However, no suggestions or plans at present
_ exist for the bridging of the Roper River.
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1519

Mr STEELE to Miss ANDREW Is it a fact that Mr Ralph Hayes, the station manager of Wave Hill Station, was recently assaulted by an Aboriginal employee?
If this is
true, was the person who made the assault charged with that offence?
Is it also true that Mr Ralph Hayes J.P., the same station manager,
wrote to Inspector Wyatt of the Katherine Police Station asking if the
Northern Territory police could attend the Negri race meeting held
last week in Western Australia and that Inspector Wyatt denied police
representation to the race meeting on the grounds of staff shortage?
Is it true that, because of no Terri.tory representation from the
police force between 20 and 30 Northern Territory Aboriginals assaulted 7 stockmen from Wave Hill Station with sticks and stones and knives
and that vehicles were damaged by this assault?
Is it a fact that
additional police representation is needed at the Wave Hill Settlement to maintain law and order?

ANSWER
I will endeavour to obtain the information for the honourable member. I
could answer this in part but I think it would be preferable if I left
it until I had the full facts.
1520

Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS How many primary producers have been considered as ineligible for carryon finance?
Is this because their viability is measured against
current or ruling meatworks' prices?

ANSWER
I ask him to place the question on notice.
1521

Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREW Is it true that Browns Mart is to close down because its seating is not
considered adequate by the fire brigade?

ANSWER
I understand that the city corporation is not in a position to issue a
licence after 31 December unless permanent seating is fixed in Browns
Mart. I understand they are not allowed to issue a licence until such
time as a permit from the fire brigade is received and the current
permit lasts only until the end of the year. I believe that the
trustees are endeavouring to launch a fund-raising campaign in order
to meet with the proposals of the Chief Fire Officer.
1522

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH Can he advise what steps the Government is taking to service the tourist
traffic carried on the Connair service between Cairns and Mount Isa
and is it proposed that this route will remain a third level airline
operation?

ANSWER
The tourist industry has been concerned for some time at the lack of
continuity in the Cairns-Alice Springs air connection, particularly
because of the American tourist market that orientates around Cairns
and the Alice Springs tourist promotion people are keen to tap it.
The Department of Transport and the industry have been holding
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consultation for some time and, notwithstanding the Connair strike.
the Heron and DC3 connection which has been operating on a weekly
basis for some years now will be replaced immediately
by Ansett and
TAA Fokker Friendships which will start on a fortnightly basis. Early
in 1977, DC9s will be introduced to the A1ice Springs-Cairns run.
1523

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING My question concerns the roofing of the assembly area of Nightc1iff
Primary School. In his reply to my question yesterday, the Executive
Member advised that the work currently planned for Nightc1iff Primary
School was part of a staged program and a roof over the assembly area
was to be provided, the roof to be completed by the end of January
1977. Is the Executive Member aware that the roofing of the assembly
area was omitted by an addendum to the contract just let for the
re-roofing of some areas? The contractor was advised, having tendered
for it, that it was to be deleted. If this is so, is a separate
contract to be let for that area? If so when, and why not now rather
than the end of January?

ANSWER
The information that I provided in reply to the honourable member '
yesterday was supplied to me by officers of the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission. My understanding is that the item is to be added to any
contract that might be currently in existence and it is to be
completed by the end of January 1977, not let in January 1977.
1524

Mr VALE to Dr LETTS Can he advise when an ordinance passed by this Assembly to amend the
Encouragement of Primary Production Ordinance will receive assent?

ANSWER
I ask the honourable member to place that question on notice.
1525

Mr ROBERTSON to Miss ANDREW My

question follows from that very disturbing answer she gave the
honourable member for Casuarina in respect of Browns Mart. Is this
House to take it that the theatres of the Alice Springs Youth Centre,
the A1ice Springs Memorial club, the Totem theatre, and every other
theatre probably in the Northern Territory, is going to be closed as
a result of this jumped-up new rule about chairs having to be fixed in
all theatres in the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
I understand that the fixing of the chairs is peculiar to the Browns
Mart situation and I am not aware that this applies to every other
hall in the Northern Territory.
1526

Mr KENTISH to Mr PERRON On behalf of the Member for Tiwi, I ask when the rubbish dump will be
established in the Humpty Doo area, on Section 360, as proposed?

ANSWER
I do not have that information at the moment. I will endeavour to seek
it and advise the honourable member during the day.
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1527

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON What is the installation cost of a pole used to support street lighting?

ANSWER
The cost involved in this type of operation varies but. as a general
rule a figure of $300 should,be taken to include the cost of the pole
and the erection thereof.
1528

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr POLLOCK Is he aware of the hardships being caused to people because workers'
compensation payments are not indexed? It he is aware, will he take
steps to amend the ordinance accordingly?

ANSWER
Workers' compensation is not my responsibility.
1529

Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS Is he aware of cattlemen who are eligible for neither carry-on finance
nor unemployment benefits? If so, how are these unfortunate people
existing?

ANSWER
I ask him to place that question on notice.
1530

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON I

re-direct my earlier question about workers' compensation
Executive Member for Municipal and Consumer Affairs.

to

the

ANSWER
The Workmens Compensation Ordinance and
the benefits under that
ordinance have been the subject of a committee of review.
It has
recently handed down its report but I have not had time to study it
closely. The committee consisted of
various representatives form
employer groups, unions and government. I will endeavour to find out
if the matter that the honourable member has raised has been covered
by that committee.
1531

Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREW How do the recent increased allowances for isolated children compare
with increased school allowances to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders under the ABSEC scheme?

ANSWER
I ask him to place the question on notice.
1532

Mr KENTISH to Mr RYAN In view of the steady build up'of residents in the area, when will the
bus service to Humpty Doo be reinstated?
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ANSWER
I

1533

am unable to tell the honourable member for Arnhem when the bus
service to Humpty Doo is likely to be reinstated. I have had some
approaches from the people living in the area. I intend to talk to "the
department on the matter and I doubt if I will be able to give
an
answer this sittings. However, I will pass on to him any information
that I can get from the department.

Mr BALLANTYNE to Dr LETTS Has there been a feasibility study made in the Northern Territory for
the use of the Northern Territory rivers to load and transport live
cattle for export?

ANSWER
I ask him to place the question on notice.
1534

Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREW Will the Nakara School be ready for the 1977 school year?

ANSWER
I will endeavour to get the information for the honourable member today,
1535

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN Can the honourable member advise me whether he has had discussions
recently with the Federal Minister for Transport in relation to the
present position in the Connair dispute and, if so, what the position
is?

ANSWER
I have not had any discussions with the Federal Transport Minister since
last week. As we all know, a meeting took place on Monday between the
company, the pilots and the Federal Minister, I think everybody was
hopeful that some agreement would come out of that meeting. In the
press yesterday we were told that there are some doubts about this.
Late last night I received a phone call from Senator Ki1gariff asking
whether or not I had spoken to the pilots recently and I said not
since Monday when I was unable to get any further information because
the meeting had not been held. I spoke to one of the pilots this
morning and it would appear that the problem is still some way from
being solved. I also believe that the answer to the proposals put by
the chairman of Connair will be handed to the Minister today. Ido not
know exactly what the contents of that letter are but I"have asked for
a copy to be given to me as soon as possible so that I know exactly
what it contains. However, I feel that the pilots are going to reject
the proposals made at the meeting and this could put us back to square
one. That is about all I can give honourable members on the strike at
the moment. Hopefully, later today I may have some more information
concerning the problem and I will pass it on to the House.
1536

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW Is she yet able to advise how the overcrowding problems in Darwin
secondary schools are to be overcome next year and the following year
as Dripstone High School is not going ahead?
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ANSWER
No.
1537

Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREW Has the Arts Council of the Northern Territory received news of further
funding following the failure to receive money 'from the 1976-77
Budget?

ANSWER
They have; a letter was received yesterday by the chairman of the Arts
Council. I understand that the Minister for the Northern Territory has
offered $10,000 to be forwarded as soon as possible, He has also mentioned that if the Arts Council can forward accounts etc another
$10,000 may be available to cover their losses. I would just like to
point out, of course, that the figure of $32,000 forwarded by the Arts
Council would be much more realistic. They are going to be placed in
an embarrassing position.
1538

Mr DONDAS to Mr RYAN When will work commence on rebuilding the Casuarina Fire Station?

ANSWER
I was under the impression that tenders had been called and let for the
repair of the Casuarina station. I will check and answer him later on
today.
1539

Mr KENTISH to Mr RYAN I refer to Newcastle Waters causeway whidh has caused great difficulty
in the last 3 wet seasons. Will there be any relief this wet season or
are the authorities hoping that a drought will intervene?

ANSWER
The honourable member for Arnhem could have hit the nail on the head
when he said the authorities may be hoping for a drought to
intervene. If there is a drought, I hope it can extend over another 2 to 3
wet seasons because that will be the time needed to fix the Newcastle
Creek causeway. I am in two minds whether we should be asking for a
relief by way ofa drought because this would enable our southern·
colleagues to say that it is not urgent after all, because it has not
gone out this wet. If we do have another strong wet this season, it
will keep the matter highlighted. I will leave it up to other members
to decide which they would like to happen.
1540

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH I preface my question by pointing out to you, Mr Speaker, that I have
already asked it twice - I think even 3 times - at this sittings so
far, and that I have not yet received an answer form the honourable
member. It is my belief that his department is prevaricating in the
matter, and I would like him to assure his department that, if it is,
I will keep pursuing the matter until I worry the information out of
them one way or another. The question is: Was any
valuation or
assessment of value of the Taiwanese fishing boat recently sold for
$6,000 obtained by the Department of Primary Industries or any other agency before the boat was sold?
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ANSWER
With regret, I can only say that the honourable member's assessment,
that the department is prevaricating, may be correct; they have not
yet provided me with the information.
1541

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN Can the Executive Member tell me whether any resolution has yet
reached in relation to the Mataranka Telecom dispute?

been

ANSWER
I do not know. I did advise the House yesterday that as a result of a
telegram which I received from the Mataranka Progress Association. I
contacted the Minister's office. At this point I think I should add
that in the press last night there were some criticisms of various
Executive Members. I do not know whether my name was included in the
original press release from the Mataranka people and it was fortunate
I think that my name seems to have been edited out of the press report
last night, which is quite strange considering that I have what little
responsibility there is in the, communications side of the operation.
Since I was the only' one to receive a telegram the other members I
guess could be excused for not taking action. After speaking with the
Minister's office and requesting that they take some fairly urgent
action, later on in the day I spoke to the state manager of Telecom
who looks after South Australia and the Northern Territory - that was
an hour after I had sent the telegram and spoken to the Minister's
office - and he had received a communication from the Minister asking
for details of the matter. So hopefully these details would have been
given to the Minister. I have asked that the Minister use
his
influence, little though it may be, with regard to the commission, to
try to get them to increase the remuneration to the operator so that
the exchange can continue to operate until such times as an automatic
exchange can be installed.
1542

Mr ROBERTSON to Dr LETTS Our pastoralists have been the victims of fires, particularly around
their watering points and bores. Are they eligible to make application
for drought relief? If not, will he seek to have the guidelines altered?

ANSWER
I do not believe that there is any decision on the eligibility of
pastoralists affected by bush fires. In fact, I do not think
the
question has been put to any responsible authority. The member for
Resource Development may know something else about it but drought
relief comes in two forms. The first is a local Northern Territory
scheme which is brought in .from time to time in response to drought.
This only extends during the period of that particular drought and, if
another drought occurs later, then the scheme has to be restarted. The
other form of drought assistance is the Drought Bond Scheme and I do
not believe that the situation would apply in that case. That is a
Commonwealth administered scheme rather than a Territory scheme. I do
not believe the guidelines would provide for this and I doubt whether
there would be much chance of getting those guidelines altered
quickly. However, if there is a case for special relief for bush fire
affected'people, and relief has been given in the past for drought,
flood and natural catastrophes, then I believe that a case should
be submitted as soon as possible to the Department of
the Northern
Territory.
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1543

Mr KENTISH to Mr RYAN Is he aware of any outlying settlements that are in desperate or difficult circumstances due to the Connair pilots' strike and, if so, what
action is being taken to provide relief for them?

ANSWER
I do not have any details to hand but I do believe that some areas are
having problems with communications 'because of the Connair strike.
Some of the charter companies are attempting to take stop-gap action
to try to alleviate the problem. I am unaware just exactly how effectively the other air people are in fact handling the problem.

1544

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDREW: The honourable member for Nightcliff asked me about a certain group of people commonly known as the Children of God and whether
they had been handing out pamphlets to school children on high school
grounds and whether the headmasters were aware of this. I am advised
by the department that the principals of the 3 secondary schools in
Darwin contacted yesterday all ~dvised that they were unaware of the
presence of the Children of God or any similar groups on their
grounds. No teachers, students or parents had reported their presence
nor have any requests been received from any such groups seeking
access to students. The principal of Darwin High School had been
advised of the alleged situation by the honourable member but he has
been unable to find any evidence of its occurrence.
The
second
question was whether the Children of God were travelling on school
bus runs. The high school principals advise that they have had no reports and no drivers have reported any such incidents. I am unable to
answer the third part of the question concerning the gentleman
known
as "David".

1545

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr POLLOCK:
The honourable member for Stuart asked about damage
incurred at the Docker River Health Centre. I am advised that the
Docker River Health Centre and staff accommodation units were completed but not commissioned in September at a cost of $485,000.
There was an unusually large number of Aboriginals assembled at Docker
River for the purpose of initiation ceremonies. Heavy rain in the area
gave reason for visiting Aboriginals ,to seek shelter and the health
centre was occupied for about 4 days. Damage estimated by the
Department of Construction at about $1,000 was caused to windows, doors
and walls.

1546

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: The honourable member for Nightcliff asked a question concerning press statements of Youth Hostels Association of Australia
about the granting of a lease of land in Fannie Bay. I would advise
that the Darwin Reconstruction Commission has not had such an application placed before it. However, there is an investigation being done
by the Urban and Town Planning Branch of the Department of the Northern Territory with a view to allocating land to Youth Hostels Association of Australia. The site has not yet been allocated and there are
no other known claims on the land. There are no official records and
the public plan shows that the land in the vicinity of the site under
investigation to be crown land with no indication whatsoever of any
previous allocation.
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1547

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr

TAMBLING:

The

honourable member also asked a question

about

lot

7619 in the town of Nightcliff and whether it had been allocated for
sale although it was a property in the primary surge zone. I am' advised that this is a government lot and the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission does not determine the selection of land to be sold by the
Department of the Northern Territory. The commission resolved last
year that people should not be prevented from building or rebuilding
in surge zones if they wish to do so.
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Medibank and aerial evacuation charges
(Vale) 1410
Mindil Beach caravan park extension
(Lawrie) 1441, 1442, 1515; (Ballantyne) 1471

Miss Australia Quest, marihuana questions (Lawrie) 1476, 1514
Music in school curricula (Ballantyne)
1513
Nakara School (Dondas) 1534
Negri race meeting (Steele) 1519
Newcastle Waters causeway (Kentish)
1539
Nightcliff Primary School assembly area reroofing (Lawrie)
1486, 1523
rebuilding (Lawrie) 1430
North Australia Railway (Everingham)
1407
"Northumberland" amendment (Everingham) 1466, 1475; (Lawrie) 1508
Nhulunbuy - see Gove
Overcrowding in high schools (Lawrie)
1536
Pine Creek - Cullen River roadworks
(Vale) 1468
Poker machine legislation (Everingham)
1447
Police officers, move to Alice Springs
barracks (Dondas) 1503
Police recruits, new intake (Lawrie)
1283
Police trackers, uniforms (Lawrie)
1282
Press gallery mosquitoes (Dondas) 1510
Public servants, retention of rights
(Lawrie) 1381
Radio Australia transmitter, Cox Peninsula (Ballantyne) 1501
Railway rolling stock and sheds (Steele)
1406
Rifle Club range (Dondas) 1492
Roper River, proposed bridge (Kentish)
1474, 1518
Rothdale Road, high tension wires
(Everingham) 1386
Shop stewards, training course at Communlty College (Dondas) 1443
Small Craft Regulations, policing
(Evetingham) 1500
Special learning difficulties, high
school students (Everingham) 1487
Stock. squad investigations (K8ntish)
1371
Strata titles legislation (Lawrie)
1419; (Robertson) 1485
Street lighting, cost of cable (Dondas)
1496; cost of pole (Dondas) 1527
Superannuation scheme for Assembly
members (Withnall) 1435
Surge zone, sale of b~ocks (Lawrie)
1506, 1547
Taiwanese fishing boat, sale (Everingham) 1399, 1405, 1449, 1451, 1511,
1540

INDEX TO QUESTIONS
Teacher shortage (Steele) 1504
Tennant Creek copper smelter {Robertson) 1509
Tiwi oval caravan park (Dondas) 1385
Tourist Bureau, Smith Street property
(Dondas) 1472
Tourist promotion trip to southern
states (Doridas) 1431
Transport inquiry (Everingham) 1401
Unit titles - see Strata titles
Venereal disease (Kentish) 1394, 1480
Wacol Hostel, rent recovery (Lawrie)
1493

Wagait Reserve, illegal branding (Kentish) 1371
Water meters and charges (Dondas) 1400
Wave Hill Station, assault on manager
(Steele) 1519
Wildlife sanctuaries and national
parks etc (Vale) 1198
Workers compensation for Assembly
members (Withnall) 1438
Workers compensation indexation
(Lawrie) 1528, 1530
Youth Hostels Association and lot
3744 (Lawrie) 1495, 1546

PART II

THE QUESTION PAPER

Questions are printed in numerical order

An index to questions appears at the end of Part 11

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED BY 21 DECEMBER 1976
FROM 17 NOVEMBER 1976
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Mr BALLAN'lYNE to Dr tE'ITS
Has there been a feasibility study made in the Northern Territory for
the use of the Northern TerritorY rivers to load and transport live
cattle for export?

FROM 7 DECEMBER 1976
1625

Mr MANU ELL to Dr LETTS
What is necessary to raise
ence standard?

1626

the ·A1ice

Springs Abattoirs to export lic-

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK
Has a water filter been fitted at the departmental residence of the
Director of Health in Darwin and. if so. was the filter installed at
departmental expense and hoW much did it cost?

FROM 21 DECEMBER 1976
1628

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK
Could you please advise the following in respect of -

1629

(1)

Central Australian Aboriginal Medical Service;

(2)

Central Australian Aboriginal Legal Aid Service;

(3)

Central Australian Aborigines Congress;

(4)

Aboriginal Hostels Ltd. A1ice Springs -

(a)

The number of persons employed;

(b)

Titles
fits;

(c)

Who is responsible for the hiring
ees;

(d)

Are the orgainisations' financial records and expenditure subj ect to any audit requirements. if so what;

(e)

Are vehicle records and logbooks kept?

and

remuneration received. and other employment
and

bene-

firing of their employ-

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
1.

Can he advise the name of the contractor company in charge of the
construction of the Timber Creek Police Station?

2.

Is it true that this company is having financial difficulties?

3.

Is the construction of the Timber Creek Po1ic Station on schedule
in keeping with the requirements of the Department of Construction?

4.

If not. what are the problems and why the delays?

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
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Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW
1.

As at 30 June 1975 and 1976, how many
attached to the CIB Inquiry Section at (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

members

were

physically

Darwin
Alice Springs
Katherine
Tennant Creek, and
Nhu1unbuy?

2.

What support sections are available to the CIB, such as breaking,
consorting and drug squads and how many members does each of these
sq uads have?

3.

Are any of these squads in the CIB to be expanded in the coming
six months and, if so, by how many additional members and what new
positions are proposed?

ANSWER
1975
1.

(a)
(b)

1976

17

20

+ (Women Police 7)

+ (Women Police 7)

7

7

+ (Women Police 2)

+ (Women Police 2)

(c)

1

1

(d)

1

1

(e)

1

1

Owing to the accommodation problem in Darwin after 25/12/75 necessity required that members be assigned to temporary duties in other
areas as follows:
30/6/75
(a)

14

+ (Women Police 2)
(b)

12

+ (Women Police 2)

(c)

1

(d)

2

(e)

1

The physical strength as at 30/6/76 was as follows:
(a)

18

+ (Women Police 4)
(b)'

7

+ (Women Police 2)

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOl'ICE

2.

,3.

(c)

1

(d)

1

(e)

1

The Criminal Investigation Branch has the full-support of all sections of the Northern Territory Police Service. The establishment
of No. 1 Division, 'c' District consists of the l.

Criminal Investigation Branch - 20 members

2.'

Criminal Intelligence Section - 3 members

3.

Drug Squad - 2 members

4.

Stock Squad - 2 members

No.
Nil.
The establishment of 'c' District is continually under review but
any increases are dictated by Government policy and availability of
finance.

,1199

Mr VALE to Miss ANDRElV
1.

Is' the Stock Squad of the NT Police presently functional?

2.

How many members are there in the squad?

3.

What vehicles are attached to the squad?

4. How many horses are attached to the squad?
5.

How many cases has the squad
1976 to 30 June 1976?

6.

How many kilometres has the squad travelled in the same period?

7.

How many nights have members of the squad spent away from
duty in the same period?

8.

How many pastoral p,roperties in the (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

investigated

in

the period 1 January

home

on

Darwin Gulf District;
Victoria River District;
Bark1y District; and
Alice Springs District

has the squad visited in the past 12 months?
ANSWER

1.

Yes.

2.

2.

3.

Nil. The squad members have access to the 'C'District and General Duties ('D' District) motor vehicle pool.
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4.

Nil. If horses are required they would be obtained on a hire basis.

5.

4.

6.

1100.

7.

3.

8.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

5
Nil
Nil
Nil

The squad is only required to attend other Police Districts when an
inquiry is beyond the resources of local police.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
1.

What is the cost of supplying and installing a water meter on a
residential block in Darwin and how much has been spent for this
purpose in the last eighteen months?

2.

What is spent anually on the maintenance of water meters in Darwin?

3.

How many water meter readers are employed
their total annual wages and allowances?

4.

What are the other annual administrat ive costs to the Government
for the collection of excess water charges?

5.

What revenue is derived annually
win on -

from

in Darwin and what are

excess water charges in Dar-

(a)

residential'blocks; and

(b)

parks and recreation areas under the control of the Corporation of the City of Darwin?

6.

What proportion of the total revenue from the supply of water is
represented by the amount collected for excess water charges?

1.

The cost of supplying and installing a water meter on a residential
block in Darwin is $40.00, divided equally between the cost of the
meter and the installation cost. In recent years supply and installation costs have been as follows:

ANSWER

1972/73 $39,736
1973/74 $40,855
1974/75 $15,327
1975/76 $76,759
The above figures do not include cyclone damage replacement costs,
however in 1976 abnormal costs were incurred in replacing damaged
meters on construction sites.
2.

The annual cost for maintenance
$25,000.

of

water meters in Darwin is about

3.

One permanent water meter reader (Clerical Assistant Grade 2) is
employed in Darwin while the water inspector (Clerical Assistant

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Grade 4) carries out monthly check reads on large constnllers for
part of his time. For six weeks of the year an additional three
readers are required (Water Inspector and two clerical assistants
grade 2) . Total salary' payments are about $14,000 per annum. A proportion of this cost is applicable to meter reading outside Darwin.
4.

No records are maintained of other administrative costs for the
collection of excess water charges {n isolation from water and sewerage billing costs.
The administrative costs for staff involved' directly in billing for
all water and sewerage charges is $35,000 and the proportion for
water accounts is approximately $20,000.
Fifty percent of water accounts involve an excess charge calculation and this is estimated to require 25% of the ·time taken to produce an account. Approximate other administrative costs in the
collection of excess charges is therefore $2,500.

5.

(a) No recent statistics are available for excess water charges
applicable to residential blocks only. Based on the distribution of
charges in the charge year 1971/72, the latest year comprehensive
statistics were extracted, the following estimates have been made
for total excess charges, all consumers and excess charges residential blocks only.
Charge Year

1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77

Estimated Excess
Charges Residential
Blocks Only

Estimated Total
Excess Charges

$57,500
67,500
88,000
124,000
NIL
148,000

$439,000
515,000
670,000
788,000
(Cyclone Disaster Regulations applied)
942,000

The above figures for excess charges on residential blocks do not
include charges applica'ble to flats, domestic residences on business premises or domestic premises on Defence property.
(b) Excess water charges for parks and recreation areas controlled
by the Corporation of the City of Darwin have been:
1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75

$20,500
28,500
38,000
40,000

These include the two
Caravan Park.
6.

swimming

pools

and the Mindil Beach

Estimated excess water charge expressed as a percentage
water revenue in Darwin and the Northern Territory is (a)
(b)
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public

Darwin
Northern Territory

of

total

68%
68%

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
1.

Has

the

attention

of

the Darwin Reconstruction

Commission

been

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
drawn to any instances of "jerry-building", in particular,
structure in the course of erection on block 2911 Fannie Bay?

the

2.

WaS a "s top work" notice issued by the Building Board in respect of
the structure on block 2911?

3.

Has the connection of water, installation of a toilet and shower
room and the connection of electricity to the block been carried
out since the issue of the "stop work" notice?

4.

Were these services provided in conformity with the relevant regulations and the work carried out by licensed tradesmen?

5.

Is it the intention of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission to
prosecute the owner of the block for any violations of the Building
Code perpetrated in the last three months?

1.

Yes, the attention of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission has been
drawn to instances of "j erry building" including the structure on
iot 2911 Conigrave Street, Fannie Bay.

2.

Yes, a Stop Work Notice was issued 'on August 20, 1976. An inspect-.
ion on September 29, 1976 showed that the notice had not been complied with and the Darwin Reconstruction Commission was informed.

ANSWER

3 •. Water supply, sewerage and drainage connections existed prior to
the issue of the Stop Work Notice. (The water connection was made
by the Department of Construction on August 19, 1976.)
A temporary electricity connection was made on September 28, 1976
following the receipt of a completion notice on September 16, 1976.
A toilet and shower room was installed after the Stop Work Notice.
4.

Yes, the services were provided in conformity with the relevant
regulations and the work carried out by licensed tradesmen.
The premises were inspected by the Department of Health who
sider power, water and drainage satisfactory.

5.

con-

The Darwin Reconstruction Commission proposes to review the matter
in November and if the position is still unsatisfactory the Commission will prosecute under Section 15 of the Darwin Reconstruction
Act.
The occupier of the lot now has a caravan on the site and has undertaken to remove the unsafe parts of the structure,
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Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH
I refer to the Taiwanese fishing boat and
$6,000 and $1,000 respectively and ask -

its

catch sold recently for

(a)

which government department handled the sale;

(b)

was any valuation or assessment of value of the boat and catch
obtained by the department;

(c)

did the department advert·ise or otherwise offer the boat and/or
catch for sale either by auction, tender or private treaty;
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(d)

how many offers to purchase or approaches with a view to purchase did the department receive;

(e)

what was the amount of each offer received;

(f)

When, how and by whom was the decision
for $6,000 and the catch for $1,000;

(g)

was the sale for cash or on terms and, if
fore the boat was released;

(h)

if the sale was on terms, what were the terms;

(i)

what was the cost to the government for arresting, escorting and
detaining the vessel?

made to sell the vessel
cash, was it paid be-

ANSWER
1.

Attorney-General's Department did not handle the sale, it was handled by the Department of Primary Industries.

2.

The valuation was carried out by officers of the Department
Primary Industries on the valuation of the vessel and the catch.

3.

The department did not advertise the vessel or the catch
either by auction, tender or private treaty.

4.

Only one offer was received to purchase the vessel.

5. & 6. The value
for the catch.
7. & 8.

9.

10.

1549

of

the

for

of

sale,

offer was $6,000 for the vessel and $1,000

The vessel was sold for cash before the boat was released.

Not applicable.
Because some 9 Government departments and agencies were involved in
the arres t, apprehension, court procedures ,storage, wharfage and
disposal of the vessel, it is impossible to give any correct cost
incurred by the Government.

Mr BALLANlYNE to Miss ANDREW
How do the recent increased allowances for isolated children compare
with increased school allowances to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders under the ABSEG" scheme?

ANSWER
A.B.S.E.G
1977

Living Allowances - junior grades
Living Allowances - senior grades
Books and clothing allowance
Plus, for students in the two senior grades
boarding for the first time or involved in
a change of school after initial enrolment
Personal allowances - junior grades
Personal allowances - senior grades
Boarding allowances -

$440 pa
440 pa
250 pa
50 pa
1.50 pw
3,00 pw
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Boarding schools
Hostels
Private

$1450 (max.)
28 pw
20 pw

ASSISTANCE FOR ISOLATED CHILDREN

J2J.1.
Basic Boarding
Additional boarding (max.)
Correspondence (basic)
Correspondence reimbursement (max.)
Second home - 1 child
- 2 chiidren
- +3 children
Short term boarding
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$500
450
200
300
500

925
1275
15 pw

Mr VALE to Mr TAMBLING
Is he aware that, at the public auction of land in Alice Springs at the
end of September, the shopping complex designed to ,service the new
Racecourse West subdivision was passed in through lack of bids? How
was the reserve price determined and will this price' be reviewed in
order that the block can be re-offered with some hope of a sale
eventuating and the development of the block taking place at an early
date.

ANSWER
The shopsite, Lot 4583 Town of Alice Springs, was passed in at the land
sale held on 30 September 1976,
The reserve price of $84,620 for Lot 4583 was the, cost of servicing the
lot and is in accordance with the formula for determining the reserve
price of commercial land approved by the Minister,
The department is at present making preparations for the release of industrial land in Alice Springs. The target date for this sale is Januar, 1977 and it is proposed to offer Lot 4583 again at that, time at
the same reserve price.
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Mr VALE to Dr LETTS
When will the ordinance passed by the Assembly on 27/5/76 to amend tbe
Encouragement of Primary Production Ordinance receive ass'ent?

ANSWER
The Encouragement of Primary Production Ordinance 1976 which was passed,
by the Legislative Assembly on 27 May 1976, was reserved by the Administrator on 30 September 1976, and now awaits the Governor-General's pleasure.
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Mr DONDAS ,to Miss ANDREW
How many persons have been convicted for drug offences
in the last two years and in each case (a)
Cb)
Cc)
Cd)

in the Territory

what was the name of the person convicted;
what was the date of conviction;
what was the drug involved; and
who was the Magistrate who presided at the hearing?

'.-:-
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_:t:

ANSWER

: i..).<:

298.

,(x', December

;l~

(a)

-.

.

,in

(b)

1974

f

~1.

30 November 1976).

is not our p'Jhcy to 'divulge this information.

Refer Appendix "A".

(c) ,Cannabis
, ,',,~HeroiR .
L.S.D.'
.JforphineJ.
Dangerous Drugs)":,
Hashish Oil

272
11
10
1
1"
1

S.T.P.
'Cd)

2

Not available from our records.
-t.

DRUG TYPE
LSD

"

Cannabis

"
"
"
11

"

"
"
"
Heroin
Cannabis

"

"
Heroin
Cannabis'

"

"

11'

I!
I!

I!
I!
I!

Cannabis LSD

"

"

11

11

Cannabis

"

LSD
Cannabis ,.,',
11

.....

Appendix 'A'

"'.

DATE OF COIIIXl.:ICTIOIII

DRUG TYPE

DATE OF COIIIVICTIOIII

3/12/74
3/12/74
2/12/74'
3/12/74
5/12/74
5/12/74
9/12/74
12/12/74
24/12/74
12/12/74
13/12/74
14/11/74
23/12/74
10/02/75
20/02/75
14/03/75
12/03/75
21/03/75
26/03/75
26/03/75
26/03/75
26/03/75
26/03/75
26/03/"hi
3/04/75,
12/P6/75
3/04/75
11/0$/75
11/04/75
29/04/75
23/04/T5
23/04/1'5
17/04/75
17/04/75
17/04/75
'8/05/15 '
8/05/75
8/05/75
17/07/7fi
15/05/'m-

Cannabis

11/07/75
9/06/75
26/06/75
13/06/75
13/06/75
20/06/75
10/06/75
27/06/75
27/06/75
17/06/75
17/06/75
1/07/75
18/09/75
27/06/75
27/06/75
27/06/15,
3/07/75
:;1i,07!15
28/08/75
3/07/75
7/07/75
8/07/75
11/07/75
18/12/75
13/08/75
28/07/75
13/08/75
18/08/75
18/08/75
18/08/75
20/08/75
20/08/75
28/08/75
28/08/75
20/08/75
8109/75
27/08/75
27/08/75
25/08/75
28/08/75

"
11

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"

"

Dangerous Drugs
C,annabis LSD
Cannabis
Heroin, Hash Oil
Cannabis

"

Morphine
Cannabis
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DRUG TYPE

DATE OF CONVICTION

DRUG TYPE

DATE OF CONVICTION

Cannabis

28/08/75
28/08/75
11/08/75
25/08/75
12/09/75
19/09/75
19/09/75
19/09/75
23/09/75
30/09/75
29/09/75
1/10/75
3/10/75
29/09/75
26/09/75
22/09/75
3/10/75
8/10/75
14/10/75
8/10/75
16/10/75
20/10/75
20/10/75
21/10/75
21/10/75
21/10/75
21/10/75
21/10/75
17/03/75
20/10/75
11/11/75
20/10/75
18/11/75
7/10/75
7/10/75
10/11/75
12/11/75
17/11/75
1/12/75
26/11/75
1/12/75
1/12/75
1/12/75
1/12/75
5/12/75
1/12/75
8/12/75
3/12/75
24/12/75
6/01/76
6/01/76
6/01/76
6/01/76
22/12/75
18/12/75
17/12/75
13/02/76
20/01/76
15/02/76
10/06/76

Cannabis

27/01/76
27/01/76
2/02/76
27/01/76
2/02/76
8/02/76
27/01/76
6/05/76
29/01/76
15/01/76
13/02/76
13/02/76
19/02/76
24/02/76
23/02/76
23/02/76
9/02/76
3/03/76
26/02/76
5/03/76
25/03/76
10/03/76
17/03/76
22/03/76
24/03/76
30/03/76
29/03/76
29/03/76
29/03/76
29/03/76
22/02/76
2/04/76
5/03/76
5/03/76
5/03/76
7/04/76
1/04/76
9/08/76
9/08/76
9/08/76
9/08/76
9/04/76
9/04/76
9/04/76
22/04/76
13/04/76
13/04/76
2/11/76
14/04/76
21/04/76
3/05/76
3/05/76
3/05/76
13/05/76
13/05/76
11/05/76
29/04/76
28/05/76
5/05/76
12/05/76

11
11
11

Heroin
Cannabis
11
11

Heroin
Cannabis
11
11
11
11

Heroin
Cannabis

11
11
11

"
"11
11

"11
11
11
11

"
11
11
11
11

"
"
"11
11

"11
"11
11
11
11

,'"
'11
11
11

"
"
"11

11

LSD
Cannabis
11
11
11
11
11
11

Cannabis LSD
Cannabis
11
11
11
11
11

"11
11
11
11
11
11
.11
11
11
11

"
"

11
11
11

11
11
11
11

"
11
11

LSD
Cannabis
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
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DRUG TYPE
Cannab:i,s

"
"
"
11

Heroin
Cannabis

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"11
"

"
11

"

"
11
11
11
11

S.T.P.
Cannabis
11
11
11

"11
.11

"
11
11

11
11

"
11

"11
11
11
11
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DATE OF CONVICTION
10/05/76
25/05/76
11/05/76
14/05/76
31/05/76
2/07/76
2/07/76
28/05/76
1/06/76
10/06/76
22/06/76
23/06/76
22/06/76
8/07/76
29/06/76
29/06/76
29/06/76
29/06/76
.5/07/76
5/07/76
5/07/76
5/07/76
21/06/76
6/07/76
i6/07/76
16/07/76
11/08/76
7/07/76
7/07/76
7/07/76
14/07/76
26/07/76
22/07/76
22/07/76
22/07/76
27/07/76
27/07/76
11/08/76
27/07/76
22/07/76 .
4/08/76
3/08/76
13/08/76
17/08/76
17/08/76
9/09/76

DRUG TYP&
Cannabis
11·

"
"

"
"
"
"
11

"i.
.""
"

"
"
."

"
11

It
11

"

11
11
11
11
.11

Cannabis STP
Cannabis
11
11'
.11

"
"

Heroin
11

11

:"
11

Cannabis .'
.i
11
11
11'
11

DATE OF CONVICTION
6/08/76
20/08/76
20/08/76
20/08/76
20/08/76
24/08/76
20/08/76
20/08/76
24/08/76
28/10/76
28/10/76
28/10/76
25/08/76
15/09/76
15/09/76
30/08/76
'30/08/76
13/09/76
. 31/08/76
2/09/76
3/09/76
16/11/76
7/09/76
29/09/76
13/09/76
16/09/76
16/09/76
16/09/76
5/10/76
15/09/76
20/09/76
20/09/76
15/11/76 .
28/10/76
25/10/76
13/11/76
19/11/76,
13/11/76
10/11/76
10/11/76
4/11/76
.4/:U/76
12/11/76
12/11/76
24/11/76.
24/11/76

Mrs LAWRIE toMr POLLOCK
How many Aboriginal. people on settlements and reserves are in receipt
of unemployment benefits through the Department of Social Security?
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ANSWER
There were 63 payments of unemployment benefit
on settlements and reserves as at 8/11/76.
1627

being made

to persons

Mr WITHNALL to Mr RYAN
What is the reason for the
Ordinance No. 76 of 1972?

failure

to

commence the

Motor

Vehicles

ANSWER
When the Motor Vehicles Ordinance No. 76 of 1972 was passed by
the
Legislative Council it was thought that Licence and Registration records at the Motor Vehicle Registry would be placed on computer within
a short period of time. Several complications arose precluding this
. and it is only now that the records have been computerised.
The Ordinance provided for the prescription of all M.V.R. forms in Regulations rather than in the body of the Principal Ordinance. As computerisation meant a change in design of some of these forms, commencement of the Ordinance was delayed pending redesign.
The Legislative Draftsman is in the final stages of drawing up Regulations to give effect to the Ordinance and· it is expected
that
commencement will eventuate within the next few weeks.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Would he make a statement to
electricity to consumers?

this

House regarding the future supply of

ANSWER
I hope to make a statement on the electricity supply in
during these sittings.
1631

Darwin later on

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
Because of the expected power cuts through the coming months, would it
be possible for the Electricity Supply Undertaking to broadcast on the
local radio stations the expected duration of the cuts and the areas
in which they expect them to occur?

ANSWER
It is not always possible to determine how long a power cut will be. It
sometimes takes a certain period of time to establish exactly where
the fault has occurred. It has been the practice in the past that,
when information is given out and cannot be adhered to for one reason
or another, it seems to aggravate the public somewhat. I will undertake to have a talk with. the electricity supply people and see if we
cannot organise some more efficient method of public notification than
exists at present.
1632

Mr STEELE to Mr RYAN
The honourable Executive Member is aware of the awful congestion and
traffic problems at Darwin airport, particularly on a Friday night
when several aircraft have to discharge and load passengers. Will he
take steps to have a plan prepared that will allow for the quick dispersal of passengers and vehicles from the airport, and will he, in
the preparation of that plan, consult with the Minister for Defence
regarding the desirability of obtaining a one-way outlet for traffic
through the RAAF base?

ANSWER
I

1633

am aware of the problem that exists at the airport, particularly on
Friday nights. It does occur during some of the day flights when more
than one aircraft arrives. I do not know whether I will be able to
have a plan prepared because the organisation of the airport comes
under two Commonwealth departments. The whole area is on a defence
base, so the overall controllers would be the Defence Department.
However, I think the airport itself comes under the control of the
Department of Transport. I will undertake to write to the Minister
for Transport .and ask him i f he could get his department to look at
th~ problem with a view to
trying to overcome some of the congestion
that occurs at the airport.

Mr VALE to Mr TAMBLING
Can he advise when the Valuer-General will next visit Alice Springs
to value homes occupied by government employees who wish to purchase
those homes 'Z
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ANSWER
I have been informed by an officer of the Valuer-GeneralIs Department
that an officer will be in Alice Springs in the week commencing Monday 6 December.
1634

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
If Housing Commission tenants had applied to buy their Housing Commission homes prior to Cyclone Tracy,are they eligible to participate in
the six per cent home loan finance scheme?

ANSWER
I understand that the terms of eligibility for the Home Finance Trustee
~ix
per cent concessional loan scheme do include provisions for
people who had established negotiation to purchase at the day of the
cyclone with the scheme for the sale of government homes to public
servants or had established a commitment of sale with the Northern
Territory Housing Commission. I will. have the matter checked further
and advise the honourable member.
1635

Mr VALE to Hr POLLOCK
Can he advise if the position of Executive Director with theCentralian
Aboriginal Congress, a position which was recently filled, was advertised? Under what circumstances were the applicants interviewed and
by whom?

ANSWER
I do not know. I do not recall seeing any advertisement of thesituation and news of the appointment came as quite a surprise. I will
·endeavour to ascertain the information if the organisation· will provide it.
1636

Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS
I refer to the two remaining pilot farms on the Adelaide River. Can the
honourable member inform me what is the current position of the leaseholders after -7 years of negotiation with federal governments?

ANSHER
What I know of the present position is as follows. The Minister for the
Northerl1 Territory has established
wait for it - an interdepartmental committee to attempt to finalise the settlement with the pilot
farmers at upper Adelaide River. An officer of the Department of the
Northern Territory rang me yesterday to indicate that the interdepartmental committee will be visiting the Northern Territory on or
about 20 December. They have asked to see me, and no doubt other
people, and I understand that they have been asked to compile a report
which will be the basis of a submission to Cabinet some time about
January or February next year. That is the present state of the business. I would add by way of comment that I believe that this particular case is one of the darkest blots on the escutcheon of Canberra
administration which I have come across in my time here. It is absolutely appalling that these two families have to go through yet another Christmas after, as the honourable member for Arnhem has indicated, about 7 years of uncertainty, not knowing what the future holds
for them. I know it is a complicated and difficult matter and the situation is somewhat different in respect of the two farmers, but no-
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body can tell me that after 7 years of consideration we really require
another interdepartmental committee and that somebody cannot make a
fair equable and just decision in this matter. I am appalled by information that I have to give to this Assembly.
1637

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
Why has the Ombudsman Ordinance not been assented to? Has he had any
discussions and, if so, what, with Commonwealth ministers on the subject of an ombudsman for the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
The Northern Territory Ombudsman Ordinance, to use its nickname, has
not been assented to because the Federal Government, in particular
the Federal Government before this one, believed that the right thing
to do was to establish a Commonwealth ombudsman service with a branch
of that service to look after the interests of the Northern Territory
people. I did draw attention to the argument that most of the public
servants in the Northern Territory are Commonwealth public servants
and'therefore it is appropriate for the Commonwealth agency established for this purpose to look at such complaints. I do not accept
the validity of that argument or the actions which the Commonwealth
has taken. I can only say that, as the new Northern Territory Public
Service comes into existence and expands" any case which formerly
existed for having our complaints for Northern Territory people put
before a Canberra based ombudsman will soon disappear. I have made
this point of view known to the Minister for the Northern Territory
and I would hope that some sort of local appeal will be instituted as
soon as possible in the Northern Territory.
1638

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
This is a question that I have asked for the past 6 months. Can he yet
indicate when the sale of Government homes will recommence in the
Darwin area and upon what terms and conditions?

ANSWER
As I have repeatedly replied to the honoura1>le member for Nightc1iff for
the last 6 months, I have again referred this matter to the Minister for the Northern Territory and to the Department of the Northern
Territory. I understand that the settlement of the details is bogged
somewhere between the senior officers of the Department of the Northern Territory and the Department of Treasury. I am unable to provide
an answer to her question.
1639

Mr MANU ELL to Mr RYAN
Can he advise this Assembly of the determination by the Department of
Transport for resiting of the railway marshalling yards and passenger
terminal in A1ice Springs? If not, when does he expect to be in a
position to advise this Assembly of a new railway site?

ANSWER
I do not have any information relating to the proposed new site. I will
contact the Minister fo.r, Transport and ask what the situation is.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT
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Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS
When is it likely that commissioners
the Lottery and Gaming Ordinance?

will

be appointed to inquire into

I cannot tell the honourable member when this information will be available. She asked a similar question at the last meeting and I indicated
that I believed that the appointment was pending. I pointed out that
it would be the Administrator's privilege to make the announcement
when the information was available. I understand the matter has advanced a little since I gave that answer. Once again, I referred the
matter this morning to the Canberra administration. This is another
situation where what should be the simplest of procedures is being
impeded because more than one department is involved down there. I
rang Canberra this morning and I believe that we are very close to
getting the reply which the honourable member for Nightcliff seeks.
I hope that we may get it during these sittings.
1641

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW
Can she advise the last date of the Police Commissioner's visit to
stations outside of Darwin? When does the Police Commissioner again
propose to visit those areas?

ANSWER
I

1642

understand that the Police Commissioner last visited Alice Springs at
the end of May 1975. Other stations were visited during October 1974.
It is anticipated that he will be making a tour of as many stations
as possible outside of Darwin early in the New Year.

Mr MANUELL to Mr TUXWORTH
Have petroleum leases and applications lodged by Magellan Petroleum and
Oilmin for areas within the Amadeus Basin been granted? Is it a fact
that the companies concerned have lodged writs against the Australian
Government and the Administrator of the Northern Territory for failing
to issue these leases?

ANS~R

As yet there have been no leases issued for the areas to which the member alludes and it is my understanding that an action between the
principals of the exploration licence areas and the Government has
begun.
1643

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW
Is it a fact that two new police motor bikes are in storage in Alice
Springs? How many police bikes are in service in Alice Springs? How
many police officers are attached to the Traffic Section in Alice
Springs?

ANSWER
I did have some warning of this question. I understand that two police
motor cycles are held in storage in Alice Springs to replace the two
existing motor cycles currently in use. The motor cycles in use are
due for replacement during February 1977 and the authorised establishment of motor bikes, I suppose, is only two. The authorised strength
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of the Alice Springs
eight constables.
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Traffic Section is one second class sergeant and

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN
It

was reported yesterday in the press that he did nothing to help
settle the firemen's recent dispute. Is that report in fact true?

ANSWER
In

answering this question, I intend to go into a little detail to put
the record straight. It was reported yesterday that a couple of gentlemen involved in the activities of a couple of unions stated that,
apart from the fact that I have all the hallmarks of an adolescent I do not know whether to take that as a compliment or not. "He has
acted in a very irresponsible manner and has made no attempt to solve
the dispute." This was stated by Mr Bonson the secretary of the Firefighters Association. On Thursday 25 November at 10 o'clock in the
morning, I rang Mr Bonson . and told him that I was going away at 1.30
and asked if there was anything that I could do to have the dispute
solved. After a couple of hours on the telephone to Mr Bonson and the
Assistant Secretary of the Department of the NT, I was able to arrange
a meeting for 1.30 that afternoon in the office of the First Assistant Secretary. I left this city and from Mt Isa I rang the First
Assistant Secretary at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. He informed me that
the firemen did not turn up for the meeting. I thought this was rather
strange because Mr Bonson had indicated that he was going to attend
that .meeting and, from the discussions that I had had with both of
the gentlemen concerned, I felt that the strike could have been fixed
up there and then.

Before I sit down, I would just like to dwell a bit on this irresponsibility. The irresponsibility was on the part of the union because it
cost the men in the Northern Territory Fire Brigade somewhere in the
vicinity of $40,000 in wages. If they had taken my advice and
guidance back on the 25th, they might have saved about $30,000 of
that. I will leave it to this House to decide who is irresponsible.
1645

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS
Are there regulations drafted under the new Public Service Bill and, if
so, when will they be made available to honourable members? In relation to clause 28(2) dealing with the filling of vacancies, could he
advise to what class of person that refers?

ANSWER
Draft regulations have been prepared. They are to be regarded as a
working draft at this stage, to be used for comments and constructive criticism and will undoubtedly be subject to amendment. They
have been prepared, they are now available and I will see that the
honourable member for Nightc1iff and the honourable member for Port
Darwin get a set this morning.
I will have a look at the section to which the honourable member refers
in .the second part of her question and provide advice later this day.
1646

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr POLLOCK
Was on 8 May 1975 an application taken out in the Alice Springs Children's Court by a welfare officer of that town for a declaration that
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an illegitimate Aboriginal child, Freddy, be deemed a neglected
child? Was the application served on the child's mother on the same
day? Was the child's mother at the time of such service in the A1ice
Springs Hospital with a broken leg? Was legal aid made available to
the mother? Was the application heard in the Central Australian
Children's Court on 9 May, the following day~ without the mother being present? Was the welfare officer in charge of the application
aware that the mother was in hospital? Was the Crown Law Office or
Legal Aid Service involved in the application? Was the Children's
Court told that the child's mother was in hospital? Was the child
declared neglected and given to some European parents for adoption?
Was the mother's consent to adoption obtained? Finally, did the lack
of the mother's consent lead to a great and apparently expensive
legal battle and disruption of the lives of the foster parents?

ANSWER
I

was given warning of this question and
advice. on the answers. I hope that I will
to ·the honourable member.

I

be

have received certain
able to reply suitably

I am advised that the mother of Freddy - just as

background to answering the question - has been known to the Welfare Branch and Social
Development Branch for quite a period, for at least 8 years, during
which time she has abandoned all 4 of her children. I believe 3 of
them have become wards of the state - wards of the Director of Social
Welfare in the Northern Terri tory. The child Freddy is a specific
case of a child who, despite continual medical attention over 6 months
and counselling of the mother, was, in the opinion of the examining
doctor, in danger of dying from malnutrition as a result of neglect.
It was the opinion of the doctor that the child would only thrive if
given foster care. The charge of neglect arose from police finding
the child abandoned outside the A1ice Springs Hotel. It was the fifth
.time in a period of some 6 months of the life of the child that it had
been found abandoned or had been returned to hospital. So the answer
to the first part of the question is yes.

On the second part of the question, I am unable to advise the honourable
member.
The third part of the question was, "At that time was the child's mother in the Alice Springs Hospital?" The answer is yes.
"Was legal aid made available to the mother?" I do not know.
"Was the application made in the
mother present?" Yes.

Children's

Court on 9 May without the

The·we1fare officer did know that the mother was in hospital.
"Were the Crown Law Office or the Aboriginal Aid Service involved
the application at the time?" No.
"Was the Children's
not !mow.

Court

in

told that the mother was in hospital?" I do

Mr Everingham: Why?
Mr POLLOCK: Because I was not there at the time. Nobody seems to know
here and I am unable to find out.
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"Was the child declared neglected and given to some European foster
parents for adoption?" The child was declared neglected. He was finally placed with European foster parents for fostering. I believe
that 18 months later the foster parents applied to adopt the child.
Prior to placing the child with the European foster parents, inquiries were made to see if one of the mother's relatives would be prepared to foster the child and care for it. These inquiries were made
without success.
"Was the mother's consent for adoption obtained?" No. Attempts were
made to find the mother, and it appeared to officers trying to find
her that she had gone bush and was deliberately evading conta~t: with
the Welfare Branch.
In relation to whether the lack of the mother's consent led to a great
and apparently expensive legal battle, the application to dispense
with consent was made by the foster ?arents. I do not know whether
it involved them in great expense. Under the Adoption Ordinance, the
judge, on application, can dispense with' consent in certain cases.
One of the grounds to justify this application for the dispensing of
consent is where the parent has neglected the child. Perhaps it needs
to be pointed out that, during the period of fostering, some 18 months
or more, the natural mother did not come near the child.

1647

Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREW
Will plans for the proposed high school at Nhulunbuy be made public and,
if so, when?

ANSWER
I do not know whether the plans are yet available; I certainly have not
seen them if they are. I am sure they will be made available to the
public when the department has the plans.

1648

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
Can he advise whether or not it is a fact that work on the bridge
presently under construction' over Chinaman's Creek in Alice Springs
has been suspended because of the water table level and because the
Department of Construction made an error in the survey of the location
of the bridge and positioned it too close to the old railway line?

ANSWER
I believe that construction has been halted on the bridge. I will check
with the Department of Construction to confirm whether the honourable
member for Stuart's claims about the incorrect location of the bridge
are correct.

1649

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH
At the last sittings and the sittings before tha~, I asked the honourable member certain questions regarding a Taiwanese fishing boat. Can
he tell me whether the department concerned made an assessment of
value of the Taiwanese fishing boat and, if so, what was that assessment?
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ANSWER
The Department of Primary Industry have advised me that, in these cases,
they do not have an official assessment made by boating experts on
the value of these vessels. They rely mainly on the purchase price
paid for the vessel as a measure for estimating its value. With regard to the vessel that the honourable member referred to, the vessel
was unable to be brought into Australia because of our ship building
regulations. The only value that the boat had was the value that the
owner was prepared to pay for it - $6,000.
1650

Mr VALE to Mr SPEAKER
Are you aware that the Parliamentary Record number 14 has pages 23 to
47 bound upside down again? This has occurred on previous occasions.
Will this matter be referred to the Government Printer?

ANSWER
I am not aware of this fault. I
Committee.
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will

take

it up with the Publications

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK
Does the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs intend to visit the Northern
Territory this month? What centres will the Minister be visiting if
he does tour the Territory?

ANSWER
I have heard on the grapevine that the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs
is visiting the Northern Territory during this month. However, like
most ministers visiting the Territory, he has not extended the courtesy of advising members where he might be from time to time so we
have an opportunity to discuss local problems with him. I do not know
when he might be here.
1652

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS
When will the regulations under the Northern Territory Public Service
Ordinance be tabled in this House and open for debate?

ANSWER
According to the normal practice of making subordinate legislation, the
regulations will be finally formulated after the final form of the
principal ordinance is known. The regulations will then be submitted
to the Administrator in Council and then will come to this Assembly.
If the ordinance is passed at the current sittings. then the regulations should be available at the next sittings in their final form,
subject to examination by the Subordinate Legislation Committee.
1653

Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREW
When will the decision be given to recognise public holidays for the
Northern Territory Police Force, Christmas and New Year holidays?

ANSWER
That is a question we would
give a bit of background,

all
the

like to know the answer to. Just to
Police Association put in a log of
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claims for all sorts of assorted de terminations on 21 June of this
year. They still have no reply and a young gentleman from the Industrial Affairs Branch of the Department of the Northern Territory told
the Police Association the other day that if it got to the point of
the Arbitra1 Tribunal the Department of the Northern Territory would
not be ready to put their case before the judge because they had not
had time to prepare it. It has been with them since 21 June and I
think that a certain gentleman within the Department of the Northern
Territory should pull up his socks and get moving.
1654

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN
The honourable executive member will recall that at the last sittings I
asked
certain questions regarding the Northumberland Insurance Company and its demise, and the possible - in fact probable - bankruptcy
of persons who have been sued and thought they were indemnified by the
Northumberland Insurance Company. I am now asking the honourable
Executive member, in view of the fact that the Government apparently
does not propose to underwrite companies that it authorises
pursuant
to the Motor Vehicles Ordinance, and that therefore such authorisation
is absolutely worthless, does the Government propose to continue with
the system of authorised third party insurers?

ANSWER
I understand that the Government is going to continue with authorised
insurers; I have had no instructions to amend the ordinance. However,
I think the honourable member for Jingi1i has a good point and, as I
have said before in answer to questions concerning Northumberland Insurance, it is a sad situation where people in good faith take out insurance then find that when the insurance company goes through the
hoop they are left holding the bag. The Government has expressed a
desire to keep out of the whole af fair; they do not appear to be
interested in helping to foot the bill and, as I explained before,
neither do the insurance companies. I intend talking to the member
for Jingi1i because I believe this is an extremely important matter
and hopefully we can come up with something and ask the Government to
give some assistance. Unfortunately, we do not have any real power in
this area and we can only ask the Government if they would be of some
assistance.
1655

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN
Is the honourable executive member aware of a recent press statement,
reputed· to be attributable to the Federal Minister for Transport,
stating that there would only be need for a review of the present
railway line from A1ice Springs to Maree, in terms of repositioning
a siding north of Tarcoo1a, if Lake Eyre South was to overflow and
inhibit railway traffic between Maree and A1ice Springs? Has the
honourable member ·taken any steps to inquire as to whether Lake Eyre
South is likely to overflow in this coming wet season and, if it is
not, whether this means that we can expect the Central Australian
Railway to remain open from Maree to A1ice Springs?

ANSWER
With regard to
ents made by
am not aware
fill up this
up and if it

the C~ntra1 Australian Railway, I believe that the commthe honourable member for Alice Springs are correct. I
at this stage whether or not they expect Lake Eyre to
year. I do not know whether or not it is going to fill
is going to cause a problem. I hope that it does not. I
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will have a look at the matter and see i f I can find out ~xactly what
is in mind. When we took the problem up with the Minister for Trans~
port when he was up here, we asked him what was going to be done with
the new railway line, and he was of the opinion that it would be best
to proceed at least to the border before any decision was made to set
up a staging station there. However, if the line does go under water,
maybe there will not be any alternative but to bring the staging station down quite some way into South Australia which would be completely unsatisfactory for Alice Springs and tourism. We will have to
wait and see what happens with Lake Eyre.
1656

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK
Is the honourable member aware that the Yirrkala Dhanbul Association
proposes to build a council chamber at Yirrkala?
If so, has he any
idea of the cost of such a building, and when is it likely to be commenced?

ANSWER
I
1657

do not know but I will endeavour to find out and advise, the
later on in the week.

House

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr PERRON
What is the number of unemployed at present in Australia and the number of unemployed in the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
Figures supplied to me by the Department of Employment and Industrial
Relations indicate that as at 6 December, 272,518 persons were registered as unemployed in Australia and 1985 of them in the Northern
Territory.
1658

Mr DONDAS to Mr TUXWORTH
When will the Northern Territory
Darwin?

Tourist

Bureau

be

re-established in

ANSWER
The honourable member may be referring to the Northern Territory Government Tourist Bureau Head Office which is currently sited in Alice
Springs. The bureau is still operating in Darwin as a sales office
but there is no immediate plan to return the Northern Territory Government Tourist Bureau Head Office to Darwin. However, I believe that
it should return to Darwin as soon as it is financially and practically possible.
1659

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH
How many people is it estimated that the uranium mining industry will
employ in the Northern Territory, firs tly, in the construction phase
and later in the mining and processing phase?

ANSWER
I have had forewarning of this question and I have been unable to
ascertain figures relating to any development by Pancontinental and
Narartda on their respective projects. However, the proposed develop-
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ment of Jabiru in the construction stage would involve a work-force
of some 600 to 800 men for a period of 3 years and subsequently drop
to 250 to maintain the operation. The development of the Queensland
Mines operation at Narba1ek would' involve a construction force of some
300 to 400 men for two and a half years and subsequently drop to
about 180 men to maintain the operation.
1660

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr RYAN
How many fire officers are there in the Northern Territory fire service
and how many, under the new bill, ar.e. senior. officers and ·where are
they?

ANSWER
There are 16 officers in the Northern Territory Fire Brigade. I am not
quite sure where they are all located atid lam unaware of .thenumber
of senior fire fighters or their locat;:tQIt. I will get this. information and relay it to the honourable meml:ler.. later in these si"ttings.
1661

Mr EVERlNGHAM to Mr RYAN
At the last sittings, I asked him certain questions regarding a lease
that had been granted in Darw~n some years ago for the purpose of
establishing a marina. Has' he any answers to those 4 or 5 questions?

ANSWER
I

1662

rang the Assistant Secretary concerned with land this morning and he
informed me that an answer is in fact in the system somewhere. I asked him if he could possibly get it out of the system and up to the
Assembly so that I can give the honourable member an answer so that
he may have a happy and worry free Christmas.

Mr DONDAS to Miss ANDREW
. What measures has she taken to reintroduce vagrancy laws for the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
The Police and Police Uffences Ordinance is currently under review with
the idea of replacing it·with 2 separate ordinances. The matter of
vagrancy no doubt will be raised during the preparation of these
bills.
1663

Mr EVERlNGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH
question at the last sittings 'regarding the government'~em
ber on the Tourist Board sacking himself from the' board by not a.t.tending 3 consecutive meetings. The honourable executive member was' .going
to find out why this happened. I would like to·know why.

I asked a

ANsWER
I

have sought from the Chairman of the. rourist Board in writing, the
reasons for the non-appearance of the government member at the meetirigs. As yet, I have not received a reply but I assure' the honourable
member that I will do everything in my power to see that he' gets the
information.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Dr LETTS: The honourable member for Nightc1iff asked a question earlier
and I am now able to answer it. Clause 28(2) of the bill is related
to the draft Regulation 4 which indicates that for the purposes of
section 28(2) of the ordinance a vacancy with a designation of superintendent or above in the police force may be filled by an appointment, transfer or promotion made by the Executive Member. That is
the Executive Member as distinct from the Chief Executive Officer as
the principal ordinance states in most cases. This is similar to the
present provisions applying in the police force except that we have
raised the ante from sergeant first class where it now stands to
positions of superintendent and above. There may be from time to
time other classes of employees who could come under prescription by
regulation but, at the moment, I have no others in mind.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Can he give any explanation for' the frequent power cuts in the central
city area? These do not seem to be connected to normal maintenance
repairs.

ANSWER
The central city area has been subject to power cuts whenever the electricity supply has to rotate power cuts resulting from generation
failure or from failure in the transmission system. Since the number
5 generator at Stokes Hill has been out of action, the gas turbine
at Snell Street has been operating for about 12 hours a day. This
generator has shut down several times lately as a result of low oil
pressure. The city area is also affected by lightning strikes down
the track. Since the cyclone in 1974, 'the electrical transmission
system has not had the usual capacity to isolate power failures to
one area. Therefore, although it may not be raining in Darwin, there
could be an electrical strike down at the 20 mile.or 30 mile, which
will put the Darwin city area out as well.
1666

Mr EVERINGHAM to Dr LETTS
I

preface my question by remarking that, since this Assembly was elected in October 1974, we have seen in Darwin a cyclone of immense
magnitude which resulted in an almost complete turnover in the population. We have seen in Darwin new areas developed as a result of
that cyclone and, in Alice Springs and other Territory .centres, we
have seen shifts in population by reason of new subdivisions being
developed. I can think of 2 residential areas in Alice Springs which
exist now and which did not exist in October 1974. What steps have
been taken which might lead to a redistribution of electorates before the next election for this Assembly?

ANSWER
I am aware that some citizens of Darwin and the Northern Territory have
written to the Minister for the Northern Territory suggesting that
this question of population balance and possible redistribution be
looked at. I did receive a copy of a letter which a group of citizens in the Howard Springs area of the electorate of Tiwi had
written, pointing out that there had been a significant growth of
population in that area. We are all aware of the development of the
new suburbs of Anu1a and Walagi on the eastern side of the Sanderson
electorate. Having this. in mind, I have already discussed with the
Minister for the Northern Territory, the almost certain need to have
a redistribution. A census was taken this year which provides some
basis for an electoral redistribution committee to work from plus
other information which they would need. I pointed' these matters out
to the Minister and he gave me an assurance that machinery would be
set in motion to do so. I now propose to write to the Minister formally as Majority Leader later this week and ask for confirmation that
the redistribution question will be officially examined .and for some
idea of the timetable which he may have in mind, probably starting
early· next year, to make sure the necessary machinery is set up and
the work carried out so that the people who are already members of
the legislature or who have an interest in perhaps nominating before
the next election may be aware, well in advance, of what the new
boundaries might be.
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Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN
Can he offer me any explanation as to why subscribers making telephone
calls from Darwin to interstate areas on STD cannot enjoy the benefit of the recipient of the call being able to identify the call as
an STD call by identification pips?

ANSWER

I

believe the pips were not reintroduced after the cyclone. I am not
aware of any reason why they should continue to be excluded from our
STD calls. I will contact the local Telecom man today and see if we
····\:an get some answer which may further enlighten us on that particular item.
1668

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS
Is it a fact that wildlife rangers have been instructed not to shoot
feral animals even if they be in such fragile areas as Cannon Hill
and that as a result of this instruction, the land is being severely
disturbed? If it is a fact,· can the honourable Majority Leader
advise what steps he will take to correct this?

ANSWER

I am not aware of whether it is a fact that such instructions have been
issued but I will make inquiries from the Chief Inspector of Wildlife and the head of the branch in which his section is located to
determine the nature of any such instructions which have been issued.
I can imagine that in that partic~lar arm nf government it is a very
sensitive question at the moment because there has been a good deal
of publication given to the fact that there was a shoot-out of
cattle south of the Daly River some weeks ago. That matter has become the subject of a dispute and is still as yet unresolved as I
understand it. I will find out what directions have been issued and
if the directions are not sensible, if there has been an over-reaction, then naturally I will use what influence I can at this stage to
bring about a more sensible policy, bearing in mind that hopefully
after the 1st of January I will be able to have a much greater say
in that policy. It does appear, from my knowledge of the subject, that
there is some ambiguity or confusion possibly· existing between 2
areas of legislation on the statute books of the Territory. One is
in respect of the Crown Land Ordinance which refers to ownership of
cattle on vacant· crown land areas and refers to the apparent or reputed owner of such cattle as establishing ownership; and then there
is the Wildlife Conservation and Control Ordinance, shortly to become
the Territory Parks and Wildlife Conservation Ordinance which has
references to feral animals. The question of the definition of exactly what is feral· and what is domesticated may need clarification in
our legislation. If that is so, I undertake to take the matter up
and to achieve necessary amendments to the legislation.
1669

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Does the Price Controller, in determining the price of bread, take into account power failures which cause loss to production and·waste
for the manufacturer?

ANSWER
The current price

of

bread

in. Darwin does not contain any contingency
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for loss by the manufacturer as a result of power failures. The
Price Controller can allow for recovery of a loss sustained from
However, the loss would have to be documented and
power failure.
proven. I am advised that an application for a price increase on
these grounds would not be entertained unless a substantial sum was
involved.
1670

Mr MANUELL to Mr" RYAN
Is .it a fact that private iridividuals who engage in private export
activities overseas, and if they are successful in gaining an export
sale, upon their' return may apply to the Department of Overseas
Trade for reimbursement of a percentage of their fare costs for
their overseas travel?

ANSWER
I am not awl,ire of the answer to the honourable member's question. I
• thinic. ltis g~:tri:g to take some time to get an answer and therefore
ask hiI!l to put the question on notice.
1671

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Dr LETTS
Can he advise me whether it is proposed that the Tiwi Land Council in
addition to the Northern and Central Land Councils will be set up
at the commencement of the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act? Can he find out and inform me what arrangement will be
made for local descent groups to seek title to the land when the
Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act commences? Can he
advise me how many Aboriginal groups, and from what location, have
requested the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs to approve theapplication .to set up a local land council?

ANSWER
I am aware that the provisional Tiwi Land Council has made a request to
the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs to be set up as a separate body
on the commencement of the federal Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern
Territory) Act. According to that legislation, the decision as to
whether a new land council other than the original 2 proposed in the
legislation is left to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. I am
unable to advise what is in the Minister's mind at the moment or
what decision he is likely to come to, but I will either personally
or through my colleague, the Executive Member for Social Affairs,
endeavour to find out what the policy might be. I believe somebody
said yesterday the Minister is coming to the Northern Territory in
the near future. I know that is so because, although he may not have
cont .acted some other people, he did at least contact me and invite
me to dinner. Thus, I have the opportunity to put that, and certain
other questions, to the Minister and, as soon as "I have some information, I will inform the honourable member.
The honourable member asked about local descent groups seeking title
to their oWn lands when the act commences ... I have not .had many consultations or discussions on the latest amendments which have been
brought in since the bill was originally introduced in June. As I
understand the present amendments which have been carried by the
House of Representatives, it is made clearer and probably somewhat
easier for new trusts to be set up from the large existing trust
which will be created by the bill in the first instance. I understand that the amendments will provide for separate trusts to be set
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up out of,the ,original larger trust somewhat more easily and without
any ambiguity about it as there was previously. So I think that the
amendments will make that easier, and I think that those amendments
should be brought to the notice of the Aboriginal communities so that
descent groups and clan groups who would wish to have their own title
realised will know that the opportunity to do so is now in the
legislation. I envisage that there will be quite a large number of
groups who would like to take advantage of that opportunity.
Apart from the information I have already given about the Tiwi Land
Council, on the third part of the question, I am unable to inform
the' honourable member how many other groups there might be and in
what location they reside. I have requested the Minister to approve
applications to set up further land councils. I will endeavour to
find out that information as soon as possible and convey it to the
honourable member. If I cannot find out the full information during
the course of these sittings, I will give it to him as soon as it is
available.

1672

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW
Is

she aware that the Police Commissioner has apparently issued instruction to his officers that they are to under no circumstances
discuss police problems or personal problems concerning their homes
etc with the members of this Assembly? If this instruction was given,
why?

ANSWER
I am not aware that this
cannot give any reason.
1673

instruction

has

been issued and therefore I

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN
What steps have been taken to upgrade
prior to the wet season, and has an
roa'ds in recent times?

the Yirrkala and Dhupuma Roads
inspection been made of these

ANSWER
I
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believe that it is generally the practice to grade these roads just
prior to the wet season. However, I will contact the Department of
Construction and see if I can confirm that that in fact will be the
case this year.

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLUCK
In view of the Federal Government's media bart on cigarette advertising,
can he tell me why Darwin cinemas are able to do so during inter, mission?

ANSWER
I
understand there are
cigarettes,
that is why.
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no

controls

over

cinema

advertising

of

Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREW '
Can the honourable member advise me if there is'any movement or prospect of movement concerning the Katherine Rural College?
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ANSWER
I understand that the Katherine Rural College has been deferred for this
year, but has been by no means taken off the books. It .will possibly
be put on in the next financial year.
1676

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
Has the Department of the Northern Territory formulated any policy with
regard to the sale of caravans and demountables that are no longer
required by them for temporary' accolllIllodation?

ANSWER
As is often the case, I am unaware of what goes on in the Department of
the Northern Territory. As far as the Darwin Reconstruction COlllIllission is concerned, I can assure him that at this stage there has been
no consideration by the cOlllIllission with regard to a recolllIllendation
for a policy for either the disposal or ultimate use of either the
caravans or demountables. The cOlllIllission has sought information from
the various interested departments and organisations or bodies, such
as the Houstng COlllIllission, in a hope to prepare recolllIllendations on
such a policy.
1677

Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREW
Has the Director of Education· reached a policy decision concerning the
employment or re-employment of persons with previous specified convictions?

ANSWER
It is the role of the COlllIllissioner of the COlllIllonwealth Teaching Service
to set policy guidelines in so far as they are beyond legislation
and I am not aware that he has done so. If the honourable member for
Arnhem could place the question on notice, we could perhaps learn
something more about it.
1678

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
I refer to a press report of the Chairman of
ion, Mr Clem Jones, visiting the Stokes
sequently making some rather disparaging
his official capacity, both his visit
and, if so, with the knowledge and consent

the Reconstruct~on CommissHill Power Station and subremarks. Was this done in
and his subsequent remarks,
of the other cOlllIllissioners?

ANSWER
At the last meeting of the Darwin Reconstruction COlllIllission, brief mention was made of the problems that were being encountered in a number
of the operational areas attaching to the electricity supply in Darwin. I cannot recall any specific motions that ,resulted from that. I
would not see it as being inconsistent that the Chairman of the Darwin Reconstruction COlllIllission in his own right, by occupying that
office, could make inspections of any undertaking which the Darwin
Reconstruction COlllIllission has a functional role as part of its
responsibility. I believe that any action of the chairman has probably resulted from a visit that he has initiated at his own goodwill.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK
What facilities are there available for holding female prisoners at
Fannie Bay Gaol or -are they still being transferred to Alice Springs
Gaol?

ANSWER
At
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Fannie Bay Gaol, the facilities for female prisoners have been upgraded and generally rebuilt and are much the same as- they were
prior to the cyclone. The female prisoners are being housed in the
best accommodation that is available at Fannie Bay Gao1.It is Travelodge conditions compared to what other prisoners at Fannie-Bay are
being housed in. It is recognised that the facilities are not Travelodge facilities; The female cell block at Fannie Bay has been rehabilitated and is in use.

Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS
I refer to the Mailath Report. On page 33 it is stated that a rural
reconstruction scheme will commence on 1 December 1977. What will
primary producers do in the intervening 12 months?

ANSWER
I must confess that the honourable member for Arnhem isa little ahead
of me in his study of the Mailath Report which is to be in any case
debated in this Assembly a bit later on. I do not think that Mr
Mailath, in the context of the report, which is one of making and giving advice and making recommendations to _people to consider and possibly accept, can say that there is going to be a rural reconstruction scheme or body that is going to come into operation in December
1977. I think that is a matter still to be decided. In the meantime,
the normal - or should I say abnormal - arrangements as far as they
apply to the Northern Territory prevail. The Commonwealth and state
ministers responsible for agricultural matters met some 6 or 7 weeks
ago to examine the rural reconstruction needs for the whole of Australia and they came to arrangements and agreements as between the
Commonwealth and the states as to what was required - what forms of
assistance, how much money. That is pretty much cut and dried now and
people in the states know where they are going in the future. We, as
usual, still are not at that happy stage because our leads have to
be put to the - Commonwealth Government and the Commonwealth Treasury
separately. They have been put to the Minister for the Northern Territory by the Primary Producers Board which has collected the information from Territory pastoralists and their organisations. I understand that the submission from the Minister has either gone to the
Cabinet or is about to do so and we should expect a decision on what
will apply during the next 12 months in the very near future. I make
the point, though, that our case is always considered separately to
that of the states and this puts us at a time disadvantage whenever
any of these decisions are made.
1681

MrDONDAS toMr POLLOCK
Can the Executive Member advise me to the latest situation regarding
-the Tiwi Mother's Home and can he also tell me if it is being fully
utilised?
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ANSWER
No.
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Mr MANUELL to Mr TAMBLING
I preface my question by saying tha~ I understand that, following the
cyclone in Darwin, the Department of the Northern Territory undertook the purchase of a number of trail caravans from within the Nor..,
thern Territory and without. I suspect that the bulk of the caravans
may have been supplied
by suppliers outside the Territory. In view
of the number of purchases made and the apparent need now to dispose
of some of these caravans, is it the policy of the Department of the
Northern Territory to dispose of these caravans by auction within the
Northern Territory alone, even though the suppliers of caravans within the Northern Territory did not participate in the original sale?
If so, is it their intention to continue to do so, thereby jeopardising the economic viability of the caravan, dealers within the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
The honourable member for Alice Springs was apparently inattentive
when I was answering a former question in which I supplied the information that I was not aware of any policies of the Department of
the Northern Territory at this stage and nor had the Darwin Reconstruction Commission, at this stage, even considered any .recommendations.
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Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREW
Has she received an answer from the Minister for the Northern Territory
regarding the recent submission by the East Arnhem Teachers Federation asking for approval for the single' teachers to use Commonwealth
houses in Nhulunbuy on a rental basis in the light of the inadequate
single accommodation as supplied for the long-term residents at the
Commonwealth Hostel in Nhulunbuy?

ANSWER
I have only had acknowledgement of receipt of my representation.

1684

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK
Is it true that both juvenile detention centres are short staffed and,
if so, has the Executive Member made representation to the Minister
for Social Welfare to have the situation rectified?

ANSWER
The situation is that there are no juvenile detention centres in Darwin or anywhere in the Northern Territory at the moment. All juveniles who are required to be held in detention are unfortunately being held in gaols. There are some homes, they are not detention
centres necessarily, they are homes for children who may be made
wards of the department or the director. It is acknowledged that
there is some staff shortage, but there is generally in the whole
social development branch an extreme staff shortage as a result of
the staff ceiling situation. With the opening in February or March
next year of the juvenile detention centre in Alice Springs, this
situation is going to be further aggravated. Appropriate representations are being made.
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Mr ROBERTSON to Mr POLLOCK
I preface my question by saying that previously in this House I asked
the honourable member as to the date of the opening of the Alice
Springs Hospital and a question relating to its staff position. If I
recall, the answer for the first question was quite satisfactory in
that the hospital was hoped to be opened by the end of this year. I
also recall that the answer to the second question relating to staff
gave some cause for concern. Is the honourable member now able to
tell the House when the Alice Springs Hospital will open, indeed
whether it will open as a whole with all departments operating simultaneously? And what is the current staff position with that proposed
new hospital?

ANSWER
The out-patients department and other. sections of the Alice Springs
Hospital began to become operational as from last Sunday. I understand that this week patients are being moved into the hospital generally and the hospital basically should be fully operational by the
end of this week. However, it is a 280-bed hospital and the former
hospital had a capacity of less than 200. There are, therefore, large
sections of the hospital whIch are virtually closed and not in operation, partly because of the lack of patients which is perhaps fortunate. Also of greater concern is that, because of the lack of staff,
it is just not practical to open sections of the hospital which may
need to be in operation. I have again, in the last fortnight, written
to the Prime Minister pointing out the situation in relation to the
staff but again there is some committee which deals with staff ceilings and that committee unfortunately is looking at the mathematics
of staff ceilings rather than the practical side.
1686

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN
Will the feasibility corridor study be made through Arnhem Land and,
if so, will the Aboriginal communities be advised in advance of any
such study?

ANSWER
I assume the honourable member for Nhulunbuy is referring to a corridor study for a road. Whether or not we will have a road through
Arnhem Land is certainly in extreme doubt as far as I am concerned. I
do not know of any
intention to hold a corridor study into a highway across Arnhem Land. If this did come about, I am sure that the
Aboriginals would be amongst the first to know because the Department
of Aboriginal Affairs holds the key to any development of roads in
the Arnhem Land area. I certainly do not know of any proposal at this
stage.
Last year at the Rural Road Conference, I asked a similar question. I
asked -whether or ·not they were going to upgrade the road, and the
question was redirected to the officer representing the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs. They did not seem to have any strong ideas on the
matter so I am not too hopeful that we are going to see a road a~ross
to the eastern side of Arnhem Land for some years to come.
1687

Mr DONpAS to Mr RYAN
Has the contract for the rehabilitation of the Casuarina Fire Station
been let yet? If so, when is the work likely to commence?
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ANSWER
The contract has not been let. The tender has been approved and I
expect that a contract would be let within the next week. I am not
aware as to when it would actually be started but I would assume it
would be fairly soon after the actual letting of the contract.
1688

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW
My

question relates to the questions that I asked the Executive Member
for Soda 1 Affairs yesterday relating to the Aboriginal child Freddy.
When answering my question, he chose to fly in the face of several
findings of fact made in a case in the Northern Territory Supreme
Court and also chose apparently not to answer certain other questions because, his department was not strictly responsible for those
areas.

Mr

SPEAKER:
Would you get around to asking the question please,
ourable member.

hon-

Mr EVERINGHAM: Certainly, Mr Speaker. Was legal aid made available to
the mother of the child? Was the Crown Law Officer or the Aboriginal
Legal Aid Service involved in the application at all? Was the
Children's Court told the child's mother was in hospital?
ANSWER
I will endeavour to find answers to those questions for the honourable
member and report to the House later in the day.
1689

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK
I refer to a speech in Canberra on November 17 on the Aboriginal Councils and Associations Bill. Mr Calder said: "This bill, it is hoped.
will give Northern Territory Aboriginals the ability to practise
their laws and tradi tions on their own land in their own manner."
Can the honourable member tell me if he is aware that this condition
has not existed previously throughout most of the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
I do not believe that there has been any law in the Northern Territory
that has prevented Aboriginal people from carrying out their practices and customs in any part of the Territory or any part of their
reserves or other areas of land which they may traverse. Whether it
is their land or not is perhaps a key to the answer there. As far as I
am concerned, I do not think there is any law that stops Aboriginal
people from performing their culture anywhere in the Territory at any
time.
1690

Mr DONDAS to Mr RYAN
Has the honourable member any assurance from the Department of the
Northern Territory that disputes between a certain barge operator in
Darwin and 'the Port Authority over compensation of lease arrangements
will be resolved before the Port Authority is placed under the control of this Assembly?

ANSWER
I believe that the department is doing everything possible to resolve
the dispute that has existed for some years. I did ask the Minis ter
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whether he felt that this could be achieved by the transfer as I feel
it is something that should be resolved before the transfer of the
Port Authority takes place. The Minister advised me that everything
possible would be done to achieve this.

1691

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Can he yet advise us when the sale of Government homes will recommence
in the Darwin area and the terms and conditions? If he cannot, can
he give any indication as to when he will be able to?

ANSWER
As I have indicated before, I share the concern of· the honourable member for Nightcliff but the isues surrounding both the sale of Government homes to government employees and the terms and conditions
of sale of homes to eligible Housing Commission tenants have not been
resolved. I am aware that the proposals in both these instances have
been with the senior officers of the Department of the NT for some
months and I have received no cooperation in getting the answers. I
made further representations yesterday as a result of her question.
I. am unable to give her any joy.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Stuart asked a question concerning
the bridge under construction at Chinaman's Creek. There has been a
delay because of a problem in excavating for the new bridge. The
excavation is fairly close to the existing railway bridge and the
Railways expressed some concern that this excavation may undermine
their foundations. The Department of Construction has had discussions with the Railways and I believe that they are almost ready to
start construction again. They have.made some changes to their original design and strengthened the road bridge foundations which should
maintain the strength of the railway bridge.

1693

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Gillen asked a question concerning
the number of officers and senior firefighters in the Fire Brigade
and their locations. In fact, there are 15 officers. I was under the
impression that there were 16, including the Chief Fire Officer.
There are 15 officers including the Chief Fire Officer. There could
possibly be another one in a short time anyway with the reviews
currently being undertaken, but the present strength of the officers
is 15, Perhaps the honourable member for Nightcliff could relay that
information back to her informant. Their location is: 1 in Alice
Springs, 1 in Tennant Creek, 1 in Katherine and 12 in Darwin. Senior
firefighters: 4 in Alice Springs, 3 in Katherine, 3 in Tennant
Creek
and 11 in Darwin giving a total of 21.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Jingili asked a question concerning
the marina. There was a lease granted for a marina and multi-storey
building in the Doctor's Gully area. This, however, has been surrendered. Preliminary details for a proposal for a marina have been
lodged with the department for examination and subsequent advice as
to ways and means of bringing such a project into existence. However,
this advice has not been compiled.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Given the expected rise in housing costs due to the devaluation of the
Australian dollar, would he support a move to the Minister for the
Northern Territory and through him to Treasury for an increase of
the ceiling of the Home Finance Trustee $42,000 6% loan?

ANSWER
I
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intimated in an answer to a question yesterday that the Darwin Reconstruction Commission in looking at its program was taking into
account the effects of devaluation on the costs of home building in
Darwin and the subs.equent effects that devaluation would have on the
capital works program both for housing and other projects of the
Darwin Reconstruction Commission. I do believe that it would be
consistent with that policy to ask the Minister to review the ceiling that was applied to the Home Firtance Trustee loans in Darwin
which were to help the private sector. The ceiling figure of $42,000
was originally struck on the basis of what similar contracts were
costing for building of homes in Darwin by the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission. I will certainly make a submission to the Minister and
ask him to review the scheme in light of the actions also being
taken by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Can he yet advise this House when the sale of government homes scheme
will be reintroduced in Darwin and its terms and conditions?

ANSWER
Since question time yesterday morning, I have received a letter from
the Minister with regard to the government home sale scheme. It
basically referred to a submission made' to the Minister by the honourable member for Ludmi11a. In his reply to the honourable member
for Ludmi11a, the Minister has stated that his department has been
working intensively on this issue for some time and has now reached
the position where it is necessary only for financial aspects including interest rates to be approved by the Government. The Minister has further stated that, until these negotiations are concluded, he would prefer not to make a statement other than to say that
he appreciates the advantages of housing policies which place home
ownership within the grasp of the community and at the same time
have the effect of building up a stable workforce. I do not have the
specific information sought by the member for Nightcliff but I will
certainly be endeavouring to obtain it as quickly as possible.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr

~BLING

I regard his answer as reasonable if the honourable member was able
to inform me that he was having conIidentia1 discussions with the
Minister but was not free to disclose the information. It appears
that is not takirtg place. Hasn't the Minister announced that, as a
matter of policy, there is to be in the near future a single housing
authority in Darwin and, if that is a fact, would it not be logical
for the Executive Member responsible to be involved in the discussions as to the reintroduction of the sale of government homes scheme
in Darwin?

QUF.s~TONS
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ANSWER
The policies relating to a single housing authority for the Northern
Territory have long been established as a policy of the Majority
Party in this Assembly. At a number of functions in Darwin, I am
aware that the Minister for the Northern Territory has referred to
the possibility of a single housing authority. I believe from my own
discussions with him that he has accepted that this is one of the
policies that ought to be looked at very carefully, particularly in
light of the possible earlier termination of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. I believe that, in the early stages of 1977, it
would be appropriate for the Minister and myself to pursue the policies relating to a single housing authority. I do agree with the
member for Nightc1iff that any policy at the moment which relates to
the sale of government homes should be carefully reviewed in light
of the future policies that are to be proposed. I would hope'that
the Minister will give me the courtesy of looking at the proposed
scheme relating to the sale of government homes.
1698

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
My question refers to his Housing Bill which would allow the sale of
Northern Territory Housing Commission homes to approved tenants
after 5 year's tenancy. Can he advise whether Treasury has yet given
him an indication that they support this legislation or require
amendments so that it can go through this House today and be brought
into operation?

ANSWER
As I have indicated to the honourable member on a number of occasions,
I am very disappointed at the tardy manner in which officers of the
Department of the Northern Territory have processed the details of
this particular bill. I have not yet received any advice, confirmation or information of the details of that bill. I have been informed by a senior officer of the Department of the Northern Territory
that it is under active consideration, both by senior officers of
that department and Treasury. I have no information which will enable me to proceed with the bill today.
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Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
Has the honourable member seen the report that 300 tonnes of kangaroo
meat are to be exported to Asian markets as pet meat? Can he say
whether such a market could be made available for buffalo, donkey
and horse pet meat produced in the Northern Territory, and will he
take the matter up with the appropriate Minister?

ANSWER
I have not seen the report mentioned by the honourable member for Port
Darwin. I am aware that there has been a change in the Australian
Government's policy in relation to kangaroo products, including
meat; there was a complete ban on these items a couple of years ago.
This has now been modified, and in conformity with the state and
Commonwealth discusslons and agreements on management methods for
kangaroo popu1ations, countries which accept the management and conservation methods which Australia uses are able to negotiate the import of meat. I do.not know which particular market the honourable
member is referring to.
Mr Withna11:

Japan was the one I meant,
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Dr LETTS: For any pet meat market which is available overseas and to
which kangaroo meat is eligible to go, donkey, horse or buffalo meat
would certainly be comparable and an adequate substitute. I will
have a look at the matter in the light of the information that the
honourable member has brought up here and see whether anything can
be done to provide some incentiv·e and encouragement to those who are
engaged in existing industries in those fields, rather than break
into a new industry which we have not got in the Northern Territory
at the moment, namely the kangaroo meat industry.
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Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK
The Executive Member has been accused of making an inaccurate statement that an Aboriginal child, Freddy, had been abandoned 5 times by
his mother. Did he make such a statement?

ANSWER
I did hear a report on the news that I had made a statement that an
Aboriginal child, Freddy, had been abandoned 5 times by its mother.
On reading Hansard, I find that I said that it was the fifth time
in a period of some 6 months in the life of the child that it had
been found abandoned or had been returned to hospital. I think that
that is quite a different story to the report that apparently has
caused some reaction from the legal officer attached to the Aboriginal Legal Aid Service in A1ice Springs, It is unfortunate that
he has not checked everything and has gone off half-cocked, as he
usually does.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW
Following the presentation of a petition from the students of Nightcliff and Casuarina High Schools in this Assembly last session, can
she advise me if she has advised the Minister of their concern and
if the building of Drips tone High School has received a higher
priority than it presently enjoys in the capital works program?

ANSWER
I have conveyed the message of the petition presented by the honourable member for Nightc1iff. However, whilst people in the Northern
Territory have made representations in every possible way to both
the Minister for the Northern Territory and the Minister for Education, I am unaware of the actual priority in their minds of
Dripstone High School on the current capital works system.
1702

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr PERRON
Is there any scheme to educate under-privileged people and the Aboriginal people on the role of Consumer Protection Council and how to
get help from them? If not, would he ensure that such a scheme is
started?

ANSWER
I
1703

will undertake to look into the matter that he has raised this
ing and see what can be done.

morn-

Mr BALLANTYNE to Miss ANDREW
How much money is spent in the Territory on bilingual programs for
Aboriginal people and has the Education Department given considera-

QUESTIONS WTTHOUT NOTICE - Thursday 9 December 1976
tion to furthering the bilingual program in the Territory
ethnic groups and Australians.

for

other

I ask him to place that question on notice.
1704

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Nhu1unbuy asked yesterday about
the grading of the Yirrka1a Road. Apparently the road was graded 10
weeks ago and should be graded again in approximately 4 weeks time.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NarICE 1705
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Mr ROBERTSON to Mr POLLOCK
Press reports have indicated that the St John Ambulance is introducing
a subscription scheme for its services in the Darwin area. Could he
inform the Assembly whether or not such a scheme will apply to areas
outside of Darwin?

ANSWER
The subscription service for the St John Ambulance will be operative
for the Darwin area or the Top End only. St John Ambulance has taken
over all ambulance services in the Darwin and Top End area and from 1
Janua~ will be effecting charges. Subscriptions paid to the St John
Ambulance service in the Top End will have effect throughout Australia for members who pay the subscription. In other Territory centres,
the present system will operate. No charges are made for services
provided by the Commonwealth Department of Health.
1706

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Is he yet in a position to indicate when the Government home sales
scheme will reconunence and the terms and conditions of that scheme?

ANSWER
Since the honourable
ember, I have made
and the Department
f or the honourable
1707

member last asked that question on Tuesday 7 Decdaily representations to both the Minister's office
of the Northern Territory. I do not have an answer
member.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Has Treasu~ approval - or any other approval necesary- been given
for the passage of the legislation before us to enable the sale of
Housing Commission homes to recommence?

ANSWER
This matter is related to the former question. I understand that the
discussions that .are taking place are between officers of the Depart.;..
ment .of the Northern Territory and officers of the Department of the
Treasury. There has been no indication at this stage with regard to
the issues that need resolution before the bill before this House can
proceed.
1708

Mr EVERINGHAM to Dr LETTS
Is it a fact that the authorities were taken completely unawares, as
some press reports would indicate, by the arrival in the 1at few
days of a Vietnamese motor boat with a number of Vietnamese refugees
on board?

ANSWER
The impression which I gained when first hearing some of the ,press re.ports does not accord with the official version of the incident.
According to the officiaJ information that I have received,at 3pm on
Saturday a Ma1ay-type boat was reported in Darwin Harbour a mile and
a half off North-West Channel Rock. A message stated that it appeared
to have refugees on board. The boat was then tied up at Storm Buoy as
directed, and a sergeant from the Darwin Police Station, along with
representatives of Customs, Immigration and Health, carried out the
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normal checks on that vessel. The vessel was intercepted before it
became in contact with land and the normal checks were carried out.
1709

Mr VALE to Dr LETTS
My question concerns the outbreak of fruit fly in Alice Springs. Has
the fruit fly been identified, what plans are in hand to eradicate
the fly, and is it a fact that no legislation exists to prohibit the
entry of fruit into the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
The Mediterranean Fruit Fly has been positively identified in the Alice
Springs area. The extent and severity of the outbreak is not yet
known. Immediate action is being taken to contain and eradicate the
pest which is ranked amongst the world's 6 most damaging fruit flies.
The only other part of Australia in which it has hitherto been known
has been the south-western part of Western Australia. I understand
that it is proposed immediately to undertake ground treatment using
baits and spraying techniques similar to those techniques used for
Oriental Fruit Fly in Darwin in the past using a mixture of an
attractant and a pesticide. It is at the same time proposed to
undertake an intensive trapping campaign to survey the extent of distribution of the beast. It is intended to invoke the Northern Territory
Plant Diseases Control Ordinance to gazette Mediterranean Fruit Fly as
a notifiable pest and to
declare an area within a 50 kilometre
radius of Alice Springs as a quarantine area and, as a follow up
action, to extend the survey work to outlying missions and settlements and communities from the South Australian border to Tennant
Creek. In order to do this it will be necessary to use additional
manpower to that which is already available. Nothing I understand is
known at this stage about the source of the outbreak, which way it
came in. One would guess that it most likely came from the Western
Australian area, in which case it could have come in either from
South Australia in host fruit or possibly even State shipping around
to Darwin and down from here. Amongst the characteristics of this
fruit fly that are known or believed to be true is that is does not
readily co-exist with Oriental Fruit Fly, but it is a serious pest
and all necessary steps are being taken.
In the Plant Diseases Ordinance, as it stands at the moment, there are
powers to prevent, introduction of plant material to the Northern
Territory. Fruit for human consumption normally has an exemption from
the certification required for other plant material; however, if a
fruit is known to be infested or if the disease is declared under the
ordinance, then additional steps can be taken. We will examine the
legislation to make sure that it is sufficient and, if it is not,
corrective action will be taken. I believe that under the legislation
that alreadY'exists there are very strong powers for quarantine and
for declaration of this as a notifiable disease and for appropriate
action to be taken. I will report to the Assembly from time to time
on any further developments in this outbreak.
, J

to

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN
An announcement this week in the "Australian" says: "The Federal Government has slashed its spending this financial year by $25Om". Has
the honourable menber's advice been sought at any level as to what
part of the capital works program or any other area under his control
could be cut with the least effect in the Territory?
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ANSWER
My a.dvice was not sought as to what cuts were to be made in Northern
Territory capital works expenditure. I have made my own inquiries
since the announcement of the saving of $2SOm and I have been unable
to establish whether there have been any cuts to anything in the
Northern Territory.
1711

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
What steps have there been taken tc. ;l~£·ist the residents of Anula and
Wu1agi in the flooding that occurs evcq time it rains in that Drea?
Perhaps the honourable member could buy them a pair of boots.

ANSWER
I

1712

am aware that the Chairman of the Darwin Reconstructioo Commission
flew into Darwin yesterday and I rlo n.ot know if he has the same
capabilities as the honeurable memhcr for Sanderson whe often dees
play Santa C1aus. Perhaps :1 pair .of boots per family may be the
immediate answer. It is agreed that the pesition is untenable with
regard te a number of preperties in the Sanders en area. This is caused largely because .of the new development and the fact that vegetation and the normal suburban gardening has not yet commenced to assist
with the storm water drains. I have been informed that the General
Manager .of the Darwin Recenstructien Cemmissien has visited the sites
concerned over the past few weeks and has issued directions te previde fer drainage where required.

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK,
Has he heard whether the Public Service Board have made a decision en
another erthodentist for the Territery? Knowing that the service is
very
peor in the Territory at the mement, will other steps be made
to try to increase this essential service?

ANSWER
I de not know whether the Public Service Beard has approved the appeintment of a further orthodontist to the Nerthern Territery. The heneurable member may pe aware that the Department .of Health has made submissiORS te the Public Service Board in a number of areas to provide
increased specialist services such as erthedentists to centres .out·
side of Darwin. However, the Public Service Beard has net been pa'.ticu1ar1y receptive te applications from the department which 'c
course is hindering the general health ceverage .of the Territery.
1713

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr TUXWORTH
Is he aware .of reperts that Taiwanese fishing crews have actually landed en the Australian ceast for the purpose of resupply and foraging'i
If se, what information can he supply to the Assembly en this matter?

ANSWER
I have ~eard reports alleging that foreign fishermen de camp on our
coast and run pig and chicken farms to service their fleets. I have
been unable to get any documented evidence from the various departments. If the question is placed en notice, I will endeaveur te obtain from Immigration and Custems an explicit,answer to the questien.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Miss .A,NDREW
Is she able to advise whether the scheduled building of Dripstone High
School. has been brought forward as requested by so many sections of
this community?

ANSWER
No.
1715

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr RYAN
Could he advise me. whether the owner of Lot B of Section 290 Hundred of
Bagot at Howard Springs intends to build an engineering workshop 150
feet long on the block mentioned?

ANSWER
I
1716

do not think that I will have time today to get an answer for the
honourable member. I therefore ask him to put the question on notice.

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK
. Is it a fact that the Acting Area Adviser at Nhu1unbuy issues liquor
permits for Arnhem on personal request, and without reference to town
councils?

ANSWER
Mr Speaker, I do not know the answer to the question. I know that the
Area Community Adviser at Nhu1unbuy issues the permits for the Arnhem
Land area but I do not know how he goes about consultation. If he does
not consult the community councils, that is quite disturbing and not
in keeping with the policy being espoused by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs. I will take the matter up with the department and
advise the member personally later.
1717

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK
I refer to the recent increase in child endowment payments, which to
some settlements brought an extra $100,000 a year. Has there been any
monitoring to see what effect this extra money has or how i t is being
expended in these areas?

ANSWER
I am unable to advise the honourable 'member on this matter. If he
put the question on notice, ana:nswerwill be obtained.

would
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QUF...BTIONS NOT ANSHEPED BY 15 MARCH 1977

FROM 17 NOVEMBER 1976
1550

Mr BALLANlYNE to Dr LE'ITS
Has there been a feasibility study made in the Northern Territory for
the use of the ,Northern Territory rivers to load and transport live
cattle for export?

FROM 7 DECEMBER 1976
1626

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK
Has a water filter been fitted at the departmental residence of the
Director of Health in Darwin and, if so, was the filter installed at
departmental expense and how much did it cost?

FROM 21 DECEMBER 1976
1628 ' Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK
Could you please advise the following in respect of -

(1)

Central Australian Aboriginal Medical Service;

(2)

Central Australian Aboriginal Legal Aid Service;

(3)

Central Australian Aborigines Congress;

(4)

Aboriginal Hostels Ltd, Alice Springs -

(a)

The number of persons employed;

"(b)

1629

Ti tles and remuneration
fits;

receive,d,
the

and

other employment bene-

(c)

h'ho is responsible for
ees;

hiting and firing of their employ-

(d)

Are the organisations' financial records and expenditure
ject to any audit requirements, if so what;

(e)

Are vehicle records and logbooks kept?

sub-

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
1.

Can he advise the name of the contractor company in charge of the
construction of the Timber Creek Police Station?

2.

Is it true that this company is having financial difficulties?

3.

Is the construction
ule in keeping with
struction?

4.

If not, what are the problems and why the delays?

of the Timber Creek Police Station on schedthe requirements of the Department of Con-

FROM 1 MARCH 1977
1720

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr PERRON
1.

Is there an emergency power supply provided for the ABC television
transmitter in Darwin?

QW....3TIONS Nor ANSWERED BY 15 rrlA..l1CH 1977
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2.

If so, what is the nature of the emergency supply?

3.

Is the Postal Institute of the Northern Territory Social Club situated adjacent to the ABC television transmitter in Darwin?

4.

Who or what is the registered lessee of the land on which the
Postal Institute of the Northern Territory Social Club is situated?

5.

Is the Postal Institute of the Northern Territory Social Club provided with an alternative supply of electric pm,er to the normal
Darwin reticulated power supply?

6.

If so, what is the source of the alternative power supply?

7.

If the alternative power supply is not provided by the club itself
was its provision to the club authorised by the supplier?

8.

If not, what then is the basis
are levied for the supply?

9.

Was there on 5 January 1977 a strike by Public Servants which necessitated the shut down of the normal Darwin power ,s~pply?

10.

Was on 5 January 1977 the Postal Institute of the Northern Territory Social Club supplied with power from an alternative source?

11.

If so, who authorised the supply of power on that day?

12.

What charges were made
supply was authorised?

13.

Is it the policy of the Australian Broadcast~g CommisSion or the
Post Master General's Department to permit use of their euergency
power supply by outside bodies?

14.

If not, why was this exception made?

of the supply? If so, what charges

for the supply,of power on that day, if the

Mr STEELE to Miss ANDREW
How many persons were breathalyser tested in the Territory in 1976 and
what was the blood alcohol concentration in each case?

1723

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN
I refer to the 1,500 sheets of high-quality teak ply wood given to the
people of Darwin from the Government and people of Burma and ask (a)

how many of these ply wood sheets have been distributed;

(b)

by Whom were they distributed;

(c)

to whom were they distributed;

(d)

when were they distributed;

(e)

how many remain in stock;

(f)

where are the remaining sheets being held; and

(g)

to what purpose is it intended to put the remaining sheets?

1724

Mrs LAHRIE to Dr LETTS
I refer to the Aboriginal DevelopTIent Foundation and ask 1.

2.

Ca)

how many members does it have:

Ch)

do members of this foundation meet and, if so, how often;

Cc)

are .elections held ,and, if se,

(d)

are financial statements issued and, if so, to whom?

~vhen;

and

ts this foundation holding $100,000 received from various sources
since Cyclone Tracy and, if so, what audit checks are made on the
funds received?

FROM 15 MARCII 1977
1810

Hr lHTHNALL to Dr LETTS
1.

From whom or where did the Department of Aboriginal Affairs obtain
or purchase the galvanised iron with which they built the shed oon
the Maranboy commonage near the creek adjacent to Bamyili settlement?

2.

Can he confirm that this iron was removed from a number of
ings on mining leases at Maranboy?

3.

In view of the answer given by a Mr Lovegrove on 25 July 1974 to
the etfect that road-building material possibly came from an area
of land over which there were mineral leases, authorising the mining of tin, will the Department of Aboriginal Affairs undertake the
expense of cleaning out the shaft since, as a result of the removal of this gravel from the collar, there has been dumped into the
shaft, a large quantity of gravel which makes i t necessary for considerable work to be done,before the shaft can be worked again?

build-

ANSWEP.5 TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
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Mr MANUELL to Dr LETIS
What is necessary
licence standard?

to

raise the Alice Springs

Abattoirs

to

export

ANSWER
The administration of export abattoirs falls within the province of the
Department of Primary Industry and an on-site inspection of the prem'ises by personnel of that department would be necessary to determine
precise alterations and additions necessary to upgrade to export licence standards. From general knowledge only these alterations would
be extensive. involve considerable capital outlay and, as a consequence, necessitate a greatly increased throughput to recoup that
outlay.
1718

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Hr RYAN
Is it the intention of the owner to build an engineering workshop measuring 150 feet long on his property
Lot V of Lot B of Section 240
in the Hundred of Bagot?

ANSWER
It is the intention of the owners of Lot V Section 290 Hundred of Bagot
to build an engineering workshop on that land. The approximate dimensions of the proposed building are 115 feet by 52 feet. A permit to
construct the building was issued on 19 October 1976.
1719

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK
Has any attempt been made to monitor the effects of the increased cash
flow on the economy, the work force, liquor consumption, and possible
improvement in living standards as a result of the recent increases
in Family Allowance payments. which provide additional funds of up to
$100,000 per year to some larger Aboriginal settlements?

ANSWER
So far as the Department of Aboriginal Affairs in the Northern Territory is c6ncernep the short answer to this question is "no". ,
The department has from time to time made an examination of the total
inflow of money to some Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory and attempted to assess the use to which it is put and the advantages, and disadvantages which may have resulted to the communities concerned. It has been able to get some idea of the amount of
money per capita flowing into these communities and to ascertain the
percentage which appears to be utilised on such things as food.
clothing, payment for accommodation and services, and the amount used
on what might be termed as luxuries, such as entertainment, liquor,
other luxury foodstuffs, motor cars.
This sort of examination has not been carried out in respect of all
maj or Aboriginal communities and in those places which have been
examined the use of the Family Allowances component of total income
has not been separated.
The department in the Northern Territory does not have a Research
Branch and therefore any examination which has been undertaken has
lacked the expertise of properly qualified researchers and the sort
of methodolo~f and longevity which would disclose long term benefits
and disadvantages.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOrrCE
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Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
What action has the Government taken or does the Government propose to
take with respect to the implementation of the Else Mitchell Report
in so far as that report applies to .urban land?

ANSWER
An. inter-departmental committee compr~s~ng representatives of the
Department of Administrative Services, Capital Territory, Northern
Territory, Attorney-General's, Prime Minister and Cabinet, Treasury
and Environment, Housing and Community Development, was established
early in 1976 to consider the final report: of the Commission of
Enquiry into Land Tenures. The Australian Taxation Office, the National Capital Development Commission and the Department of Transp?rt
were also involved.
A number of meetings were held during last year and a further meeting
was held on 3 February of this year.
The final
shortly.

report

of

the

inter-departmental

committee

is expected

QW~TIONS
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Mr EVERINGRAM to Mr TAMBLING
Is it intended, and if so
homes scheme in Darv."i.'n?

when, to

reintrodu~e

the sale of government

ANSHER
This morni~g the Administrator mentioned that a bill for a sale of
homes scheme for the Housing Commission would be again presented to
this Assembly and I have just given notice of that bill. In the
negotiations to finalise the details for the scheme, I have been
mindful that we would also like to see a s:::bem€' introduced to enable
public servants to purchase their homes in Darwin. I have been advised by the Minister for the Northern Territory
that he has ins tructed his department to align the terms and conditions uf the sale
of government homes scheme as closely as. possible to that of the
Housing Commission. I have been advised by officers of the Department
of the Northern Territory that they are working to that nbj~ctive .::Inn,
hopefully, following the reintroduction of rh" Housing Commission
s~heme, a scheme will be introduced for the sale of government homes.
1726

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
Can he advise this Assembly if houses that are ont fully repaired will
be included in the terms of the sale of those homes to public servants?

ANSWER
I am unable to provide any information with regard to the availability
of substandard housing.
1727

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Why is airconditionillg in government offices left on overnight and at
weekends when power is being rationed in the Darwin area?

ANSWER
The airconditioning in government owned office blocks was turned off
during day and night during recent major generation failures at
Stokes Hill powerhouse. However, when load shedding is necessary as
a result of a short term generation failure, it is usually 'impractical to c,all in personnel after hours or on weekends to turn off <iirconditioning as the fault may be corrected before such action is
taken. Therefore, it is considered that the action would be rather
un~.arranted.
'
1728

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK
Can he indicate when a Beef Industry Conference is likely to be held in
the Northern Territory and where such a conference will be held?

ANSWER
There are arrangementa being made for a Beef Industry Conference to be
held in the Northern Territory. It is anticip;lted that the conference
will be held in Alice Springs on 23 April, possibly continl1ing on to
24 April. The Commonwealth Hinister for PrimiH'~' Industry, Hr Sinclair,
has indicated that he will be endeavourin8 tc attend on those dates

QUESTIONS WI'IHOUT NOTICE - Tuesday 1 March 1977
and also the Northern Territory Cattle Producers Council is planning
to have its annual general meeting the day before in Alice Springs.
1729

Mr KENTISH to Mr TUXWORTH
Can he explain why persons brought into hospital at Health Department
expense from remote areas are repatriated in different ways? Some are
returned to their homes on travel warrants, while others are told to
find their own way home at their own expense.

ANSWER
I will seek the information and supply
1730

it later in the sittings.

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAl'1BLING
Why has the Department of the Northern Territory refused to allow persons on the housing list to move into homes which are completed but
which have not been connected to the electricity supply because of
an industrial dispute?

ANSWER
The houses in question have not been handed over to the Department of
the Northern Territory and therefore cannot be allocated to persons
on the government housing list.
1731

Mr

V ALE

to Mr POLLOCK

Can he advise how many beef producers have availed themselves of carryon loans this financial year? Are sufficient funds remaining to satisfy anticipated demands until June this year? Will funds be available for this scheme to continue after 1 July this year?
ANSweR
I am advised that 29 producers have, been allocated assistance under the
1976-77 carry-on loan scheme. The Primary Producers Board has sufficient applications under consideration for next week's board meeting
to probably exhaust funds available to this scheme. No decision has
been made to provide funds for the Territory for the continuation of
assistance beyond 30 June at this stage. However, one will be pursuing the matter t.O ensure that sufficient funds are available for
the Primary Producers Board to effectively
assist cattle producers
who are facing difficult times.
1732

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLING
We have heard quite a bit in the media lately, about the Home Finance
Trustee loans, their scope and availability. Does he propose to make
any representations to increase the maximum amount of the loans from
$15,0007

ANSWER
The Majority Parry intends to seek an increase from $15,000 to $20,000
for the Home Finance Trustee Loan Scheme at the moment and a further
increase to $25,000 in a subsequent financial year. In making that
statement, I would also draw members' attention to the fact that the
Home Finance Trustee does draw his funds from the loan market and
loans currently available within that market. He would always have to
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be careful that any increase in the limits of funds does not then
restrict then the numbers of people that may be eligible to receive
such loans.
1733

Mr BALLAN!YNE to Mr PERRON
When will the report on the Aboriginal
and, if it becomes available shortly,
Assembly?

live- iIl. colleges be available
will it be tabled in this

ANSWER
The report is in the final stages of being compiled and I will.undertake to seek from the department the date on which the report will be
available and see if I can get a copy for the honourable member.
1734

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS
Is it the intention of the Majority Party to require those people having Cabinet status to declare their interests in commercial and/or
shareholdings within the Northern Territory and within Australia? If
so, on what terms and conditions?

ANSWER
The short answer is no. I do not have any intention of asking the Cabinet Members to do this. However, I am quite prepared to have the
item listed as one for Cabinet discussion and see what the view of the
Cabinet is on it. My personal opinion has been for a long time that
this is a grossly exaggerated situation and one in which it is impossible in many cases to get an accurate definition as to how far
interests extend. When you take family interests, husband and wife
interests, partnership interests etc into account, how do you. find
what an individual member I s interest is?· That is largely my personal
vieW' but I would be quite happy to have it discussed by the Cabinet
and the member might like to ask me the question at some subsequent
time.
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Mr MANUEU to Mr POLLOCK
I

have read in the Centralian Advocate about the sale of the Alice
Springs Abattoirs to a company called Wal.es Meat Exporters. I would
like to ask him whether in fact the shares owned by shareholders of
the Alice

Springs

Abattoirs

have

in

fact

been purchased 'by Wales··~

Meat Exporters? If they have been purchased by that company, is it
the intention of that company to raise the Alice Springs Abattoirs to
an export licence standard and, if so, td what export licence standard? Has it indicated at this stage what export contracts it has
negotiated? If the reports in the Centralian. Advocate that it has
sufficient work contracts substantiating the export 'of beef from
Central Australia are correct, what prov~s~ons has it made to
accommodate the additional workforce that will ,be necessary to sustain that manufacture?
Mr

SPEAKER: The honourable Cabinet Member for Resources may require
time to write these questions down. I do suggest that questions like
this should be put on notice.

Hr POLLOCK:
honourabl~

morrCM'.

I am unable to provide all the information required of the
member but· I shall endeavour to make a full answer to-
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Mr VALE to Mr POLLO<X
Can he advise the present status of the fruit fly eradication campaign,
how successful it is and if any indication can be given as to when the
embargo on the movement of fruit and vegetables out of that prohibited area in Alice Springs will be lifted?

ANSWER
There has been an outbreak of Mediterranean F'ruit Fly in the Alice
Springs district and a quarantine zone has been declared in respect
of the area. During the month of February, as a result of a campaign
conducted by the Animal Industry and Agricultural Branch, only one
fruit fly of the species was detected - on 14 February. It is hoped
that the present campaign will continue for at least another 4 to 6
weeks depending on the discovery of any more flies. If there are no
more f lies discovered in the next 4 weeks, the campaign will be
scaled down to a degree and a trapping program continued. There is
no indication at this stage when the ban on the export of fruit and
vegetables from the Alice Springs area may be lifted. One could not
expect that it will be in the foreseeable future - that is, within
the next 12 months
and this is a matter for concern. Over recent
years, a large amount of citrus fruit has been exported from Alice
Springs to Darwin and people in Darwin will be deprived of that
supply unless some fumigation arrangements can be made. It looks as
if that will be remote.
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Mr EVERINGH.AM to Miss ANDRm
Is it a fact that telephone conversations going into and coming out
from police stations and Police Headquarters in Darwin are taped and,
if. this is the case., by what authority and for what reason?

ANS\~ER

I KnCM'. that the telephone calls going chrough th" &15555 numbe" are
taped. This matter was investigated last year and I am sure that the
appropriate authorities have been procured by the Northern Territory
Po lice under the terms of Telecom arrangement.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW
Many things have changed since the last sittings of this Assembly;
Cabinet Members are now aCCEPting Cabinet responsibility. Is it her
intention to continue to persist in the situation whereby Police
Of ficers are not easily identified - that is, they wear neitheridentification number nor name?

ANSHER
The matter is under reviSY.
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Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
My question concerns the budget allocation for work on the road west of
Alice Springs to Jay Creek. Can he advise whether in fact that entire
road section is to be bulldozed or whether the existing bitumen road
is to be only widened?
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ANSWER
I would ask that the (j"estion be placed on notice.
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Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
Prior to Christmas 1974, there was a service available to the members
of the Legislative Assembly whereby ordinances were available to each
member. He will be aware that, due to the cyclone, nearly all of
those volumes have disappeared. Has he at" anyone on his behalf taken
any steps to secure that printed copies of ordinances will be available to each member of the Legislative Assembly? If he has not done
so, will he take such steps that are available to him immediately,
so that me~~ers can at least be able to have within their offices a
copy of the laws of the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
I have a somewhat different recollectton and interpretation of the situation before the cyclone than the one the honourable member has
suggested. In the 10 years that I have been associated with the
legislature, I have never known an up~to-date copy of the ordinances
of the Northern Territory being available to every member, and I do
not believe that has ever been the situation.
Mr Withnall: Every member had the books.
Dr LETTS: The full range of fully up-dated ordinances are available,
as far as I am aware, only in 2 places - in a set of drawers in this
Chamber and also in the library of the Northern Territory Legislative
Assembly. Other than that, people had to look after their own ordinances as best they could. This should be the situation. I under"stand, Mr Speaker, that this is actually more in your province than
mine. Following the cyclone and in the reconstruction period, I did
have a number of discussions with the Clerk and we did set about
tryin£,

~~

;2t sets e.stablis~e:i in strategic

?laces

a~~

avail.:lle

members as reference documents. I will check as to how that
ti'on has developed and I will advise the honourable member
The situation is not as he put it as far as I know.
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to

situa
later.

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
Will he provide me with further information if I assure him that my
question was directed to the possession by each member of the
Legislative Council prior to the elections in 1974 of a copy of the
laws of the Northern Territory up to 1960, together with annual volumes from 1961 to 1966. Those were presented to each member and were
then understood to be his personal property. Ordinarily, each
member
kept them within his office and they were very regularly used by each
member. Since the cyclone those volumes' have disappeared, and I ask
the honourable member what steps he will take to replace the material
which was available to every elected member before the cyclone?

ANSWER
The honourable memer's question in its amended and more precise form
is now clearer to me. Once again, I think the, honourable member for
Port Darwin should know that this was a service provided by the office of the Speaker and the Clerk of this legislature to the people
concerned, and ,I believe that that would still be the case; it was a
service provided by the office of the Speaker. However, I will make
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representation's to Mr Speaker,
ber's request can be met.
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sir,

and

see if the honourable mem-

Mr MANUELL to Hr RYAN
Did he recently attend an ATAC conference in Hobart and, if so, in
what status did he attend the conference; was it delegat'e or observer status?

ANS~IER

I attended a meeting of the Australian Transport Advisory
Hobart on Friday in the esteemed position of observer.
1743

Council in

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW
Since we last met, she has assumed many responsibilities which are
rightfully the province of this Assembly. Having regard to that, is
it the honourable member's intention to introduce legislation bringing back vagrancy laws in the Northern Territory or is it her intention to agree with the repeal of these dreadful former provisions?

ANSWER
The Police and Police Offences Ordinance is currently under review and,
amongst other questions, the question of vagrancy is being considered by the relevant committee.
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Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN
At the Hobart ATAC conference, was there any indication that the Federal Government would be appropriating funds to the South Australian
Government to be put towards the redevelopment and upgrading of the
Stuart Highway south of Alice Springs to Port Augusta?

ANSHER
At

the conference the Federal Minister made available the 1977-78 road
fund figures to all the states and it is now common knowledge; it
has been released to the press. The South Australian Government is
receiving about S18m for national highway development in South Australia. Through the Chairman of ATAC, who was the Federal Minister for
Transport, I asked the Transport Minister for
South Australia
whether there were sufficient funds to start upgrading the Stuart
Highway in South Australia and he informed me that there would be no
way that they would be spending money on upgrading the Stuart Highway. So it does' appear that the upgrading of the Stuart Highwa~ could
be delayed although I think that the Minister for Transport in South
Australia was also playing a little bit of politics, knowing full
well that we are very keen to seethe Stuart Highway upgraded. He
would expect that we will lobby the Federal Government to ensure that
South Australia will get sufficient funds. I believe that they
are
going to do a short stretch of road between Pimba and Port Augusta,
about l 30 kilometres. I understand that that is in' fact going to be
done next year so that is really the start of the upgrading of the
highway.

I mentioned" at a private meeting
shortly after the meeting, that
the South Australian highways
the Government could look at

with the Federal Transport Minister,
I was concerned with the funding of
and expressed the desire that possibly
extending further funds to South Aust-
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ralia so that they can continue to upgrade the highway. It is very
difficult to assess exactly what will happen because I think. the
South Australian Government will be playing politics on this particu
lar is~ue.
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Mr VALE to Mr PERRON
Is he aware of the present overcrowding in the Connnunity College at
Alice Springs? Are there any plans or proposals under way to expand
the facilities of that college and when?

ANSVlER
There is an interim committee being set up in the Northern Territory
called the Technical and Further Education Council. It is being set
up by the Minister for Education, Senator Carrick. One of its tasks
is to look at the role of the Connnunity College in Alice Springs and
its future. I will endeavour to give a complete answer to the honourable member at a later date.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW
I

refer to the answer she gave to my previous question regarding the
reintroduction or not of the law regarding vagrancy in the Northern
Territory; she stated that this p'articular aspect was being reviewed
by the relevant committee. I am aware that she now alone has cabinet
responsibility for this area and I ask her what this relevant commi ttee is?

ANSWER
Whils t I might be the Cabinet Member for Law, I do not have expertise
in all the areas of law and administration that is required and, as
with most other people with responsibilities in various areas, there
are tertain advisers who take the first look at changes in legislati0~

and

0ff~r

their

advice. That is

indee~

the

st2;e

which

any

proposed' change to the Police and Police Offences Ordinance is at. I
think my answer was satisfactory.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW
I asked who the committee was and I have received no reply. I repeat my
question, who are the members comprising, to use her own phrase, "the
relevant committee"?

ANSWER
I consider this committee to be a committee of my own personal advisers
who have been chosen for their expertise. It ~s not a statutory authority and I see no need to discuss names.
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Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING
What advance has been made with proposals for obtaining something in
the nature of Commonwealth employee's compensation for members of
this Assembly and also for contributory pensions for members?

ANSWER
I am aware that submissions have been made to the Minister for the
Northern Territory in this regard, both by your office, Mr Speaker,
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,and by th~ Majority Farty, as part of the overall review that must be
made by the Remuneration Tribunal. I can indicate that members of the
Majority Party have certainly made known their views to the Minister
that this matter has been dragging on for too long and has been tardily handled by the Con~onwealth Government.
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Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH
Can he advise what proposals are underway by the Health Department and
the Department of the Northern Territory in Alice Springs to utilise
the sewerage water for irrigation and on what date that may take
place? Are there any proposals to suspend the sending of the $105,000
allocated in this year's Budget for the provision of another sewerage
pond?

ANSWER
The Health Department would only be one agency involved in the utilization of waters from the sewerage ponds and it would be acting .in an
advisory capacity. The question could be redirected to, the honourale
Cabinet Member for Transport and Secondary Industry as this project
would fall under his jurisdiction.
1750

Mr BALLANlYNE.t 0 Miss ANDREW
What is the
program?

Aboriginal education content in the police recruit training

ANSWER,
This has recently been increased. There are approximately 24 hours involved now in the initial 16 week period of training. About 4 hours
are spent on health and education, about 10 hours on anthropology,
about 10 hours on Aboriginal conununities and 2 hours are taken up
in examination. There are courses available as a part of in'-service
training. At the retention course undergone by police officers at the
cnd of their first year, there is a further 6 to S hours spent: in
general education regarding the Aboriginal conununities.
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Mr ROBERTSON to Mr RYAN
The question of the honourable member for Stuart seems to have fallen
on deaf ears in the end. I wonder if the Cabinet Member for Transport
and Secondary Industry might answer that question bearing in mind
that the Civil Works Program for the Northern Territory in 1976/77
actually had detailed that amount of $105,000.,

ANSWER
The question related to the Civil Works Program and, as spokesman for
Works, I have an answer. An item of $105,000 "Tas put aside for the
building of a new sewerage pond. However, due to the changed Department of Health requirements, funds not expended on the additional pond
will be put towards an irrigation system currently under investigation by the Department of the Northern Territory and the Department
of Health.
1752

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
I preface my question by reading an answer he gave
notice. I asked the honourable member what action

to a question on
the Conunonwealth
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Government had taken with respect to the Else-Mitchell Report
dealt with uIban Lmd tenure. I received the ,following ansT.o/er:

as

it

"&'1 in terdepartmental commi ttee comprising representatives of the
Departments 0 f Administrative Seryices, Capital Terr itory, Northern
Territory, AttorneY-General, Prime Minister and Cabinet, Treasury and
Environment, Housing and Community Development, was established early
in 1976 to consider the final report of the Commission of Inquiry
into land tenures. The Australian Taxation Office, the National
Capital Development Commission and the Department of Transport were
also involved, A number of meetings were held during last year and a
further meeting was held on 3 February this year."

Will the honourable member obtain an answer from the Commonwealth Govermrent as to why it wa.s necessary for interdepartmental committees
to consider a report of acknowledged experts such as Mr Rae Else-Mitchell and the other 2 members who sat with him? Why, i f there was a
need f or some interdepartmental committee, has nothing been done since
the report was tabled, and is it considered necessary that Alice in
Wonderland· should be appointed as an additional member?
ANffio/'ER
The question reminds me somewhat of the previous questions which were
asked about sewerage. Normally, on rece~v~ng a reply in a question
from the department in the terms which he has read out, I would send
it back for re-treatment. However, I thought that the opportunity was
too good to miss to have such an answer recorded in Hansard for our
great-great-grandchildren to look back on the state of the Territory
in pra~ent times. I intend to frame my copy of the answer alongside
a photo I have on my wall of a boar pig.
I will take on board t.he further questions asked by the honourable member for Port Darwin and endeavour to supply him with information in
respect to those questions.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW
Upon what terms and conditions and at what times
in urban areas armed?

are

uniformed

police

ANSWER
I will obtain that information
idea but I am not sure.
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for

the

honourable member. I have an

Mr EVERINGlAM to Mr POLLOCK
Some honourable members and yourself, Mr Sp.eaker, might remember the
long saga that I had last year with the then honourable Executive Member for Resource Development in relation to the sale of a $6,000 Taiwanese, or some sort of oriental fishing boat, back to its owners.
Now it appears to have turned up again in Port Darwin, once again having been arrested by th,e naval authorities. What I am seeking to obtain from the honouralte Cabinet Member is an assurance to this House
that the vessel will not again be sold to its previous owners.

ANSWER
Regrettably I am not in a position to give a direction as to what might
happen to this fishing boat. The wish expressed by the honourable
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member that the boat not be sold back to its former owners or any
other owners under any conditions has been transmitted to the Minis ter responsible. One would hope that he will concur with our wishes.
1755

Mr

BALL~N1YNE

to Miss

A~~REW

This is a follow-up to a que~tion which I asked in December last year.
Could she tell me if we are going to get a police boat at Nhulunbuy,
and when? Are we going to get one, will it be equipped for oceangoing or jUst bay work, and will the police be liaising with other
areas such as Groote Eylandt and Elcho Island?
ANSWER
Perhaps the honourable member for Nhulunbuy could make representations
to a certain company involved in this area. He could see the Cabinet
Member for Resources regarding a certain boat in the harbour. On the
subject of the provision of a boat for Nhulunbuy, I understand that
it is planned to provide one this year; it depends on the estimates
and the success in getting a certain amount of money for equipment of
the Police Force.
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Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK
I redirect the question pertaining to sewerage farms in' Alice Springs
too the Cabinet Member for Resources. I think that the proposal is
bogged dwn somewhere in the Health Department of the NT. I seek
assurance from the Cabinet Member for Resources to get it pushed out
the end of the line so that the water can possibly be utilised, rather than having the unnecessary expenditure of $105,000 of taxpayers I
money .

ANSWER
My

1757

principal interest in this matter of course is that it is in my
electorate and I have raised the matter in debates in this Assembly
from time to time. All I can do in answer to the honuuraole member's
question is to assure him that I will be doing everything to ensure
that the matter is finalised, and finalised satisfactorily and quickly.

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK
Last year, when he was Executive Melllber for Social Affairs, I
a question several times regarding the Block 8 cafeteria. I
asking the same question for 18 months now and now that he
over the resources portfolio, maybe h~ can give this House
taking that the Block 8 cafeteria will open very shortly?

asked him
have been
has taken
an under_

ANSWER
I do not think that this is a matter which falls into my present portfolio. I am not sure where the matter stands at the moment, apart from
the fact that the Block 8 cafeteria of course is not operating and is
not open, and there is no sign of it opening. The honourable member
would be perhaps better advised to make a direct approach to the
department responsible to see if something can be got going.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBUNG
Having in mind the fact that he bears some responsibility for both hous-

QU-~TIONS
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ing and representation on the Darwin Reconstruction Cotmnission, can he
advise this Assembly of the arrangeinents made for officers of the Reconstruction Cotmnission who presently occupy Government housing and
the DRC, presumably at the end of this year?
ANSWER
I am aware that the Minister for the Northern Territory will be making
the announcement that the Darwin Reconstruction Commission is to wind
up on 31 December. The Minister is mindful of the emploment and associated conditions of all employees of the Darwin Reconstruction Comm'ission and is currently undertaking a series of arrangements to ensure
that employment and other condicions are satisfactorilv met.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS
When is it expected that the permanent head of the Department of tl)e
Northern Territory will reside permanentl:y in the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
My understanding is that he spends approximately SO% of his time in Canberra and 50% of his time in Darwin. He'has residences in both those
centres and I suppose he could claim either address as far as the
electoral roll or other identificatio~ of place of residence is concerned. I believe that it is not his intention to take up full time
residence in the Northern Territory because of commitments in parliamentary and other duties to his Minister in Canberra. He expects to
divide his time between those 2 centres.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
Can he please advise how many loans in the Northern Territory have been
approved over the last 5 years by the Home Finance Trustee for the
$15,000 loan, and is there an estimate of how many loans there are
likely to be approv~d in 1977?

ANSWER
A number of loans have been
last 5 years in response
endaryears: in 1972 73
1975, 31; 1976, 194. On
which are being submitted
loans will be approved in
1761

granted by the Home Finance Trustee over the
to applications received. In the last 5 calloans were approved; 1973, 102; 1974, 106;
previous trends, and from the applications
at the moment, it is estimated that 200
1977.

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK
Can he give any indication of
Northern Territory in 1977?

the

outlook

for the beef market in the

ANSWER
The Animal Industry and' Agricultural Branch have given me some advice
on this matter. They tell me that the outlook for beef in 1977 accord7
ing to the Australian Meat Board as at 4 February is that the, world
beef market has grown stronger than at any time since world prices
commenced the downturn in late 1973. The major ,reasons for this
assessment are briefly: the cattle price cycles in North America and
Europe will level off and turn upward; the EEC will change its import
control system from jumelage to one of variable levels and its officials are forecasting increased opportunities for importers in 1977;
the eCQnomies of the United States of America, Canada and Japan are
continuing their gradual recovery and there should be corresponding
improvements in demands in these countries; the devaluation in November increased the abilitv of the Anstral:i.an exporters to take advantage of the greater 'number of inquiries by prospective overseas buyersj
and cattle populations in America and EEC have declined substantially
and are continuing to do so. The American herd has dropped from l30m
to l22m. The f,ollowing represents the Board's current assessment of
likely export levels and should not be interpreted as a precise forecast but indications are that the Australian beef and veal exports in
1,000 tonnes of boneless equivalent to United States of America in
1976, 268; 1977, 288; Canada 51, 23j Japan 71, 75; EEC 13, 20; USSR
14 to 70; Eastern European 15 to 50; other destinations 134 to 130;
canned beef and veal 33 to 35; in total, an increase from 599,000 to
691,000 tonnes boneless equivalent.
Also this morning, a market note for livestock and meat published weekly by the Australian Meat Board gave a further indication of pros~
pects of a greater flow of beef to Egypt. There are encouraging signs
that there is an increasing amount of export markets for the Australian beef industry. I would be cautious in any forecast 'of any overnight outstanding increases. I think that' the prospects are a bit
brigh ter than they were in the last 12 months.
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Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
How many residential lots of land are currently available in Darwin and
what are the proportions of government and private ownership?
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ANSWER
A survey has just been completed by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission
which identifies that there are 11,097 residential sites in Darwin.
Of these,' 10,677 are for house lots and the remaining 420 are for
sites containing flats. The statistics relating to flats, where there
are 420 sites, indicate that the sites would accommodate approximately
3,000 housing units or flats.
1 763

Mr VALE to Mr RY AN
What construction standards
causeway?

will be observed with the work on Newcastle

ANSWER
The question asked by the honourable member for Stuart is as a result
of a rumour I.hich is persisting that the standards for the bridge
works proposed at Newcastle Creek will not be sufficient to carry
heavy transport. In fact, the standards of the bridge works there
are in accordance with the National Highway Standard. The Stuart
HigbNay is a national higbNay and the bridge work, I can assure members, will be of the highest standard possible. Maybe one of the
reasons for the concern is that a couple of the bridges that were
built under the first 3-year road program were not built to this particular standard and we do have some problems at the moment: the Taylor Creek bridge approaches were washed a'l-Jay last week. I would like
to point out to honourable members that under the first 3-year road
program, which has now been completed - we are now in the s,econd 3year program - the Stuart Highway was not designated a national highway and the bridges were built on 50-year flood levels. However, this
does not apply to the present situati9n and any bridges now constructed on the Stuart and Barkly Highways will be to national highway
standard and I think we will see a great improvement over the situation that exists at present. Finally, I am hopeful that the contracts
f~r the
upgrading and _bridginz cf the ~ey;rcastle Creek ~\~ill be let
wi thin t he next week or so.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
What speech therapy is available for children
in the Northern Territory?·

in

the

education system

ANSWER
I
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will endeavour to find out that information and reply to the
able member later.

honour-

Mr EVERINCRAM to Mr PERRON
My question concerns the proposed Dripstone High School. Since the exam
results came out for matriculation last year, it may now be apparent
that we should perhaps have more technical colleges and fewer high
schools. When is it proposed to call tenders for the Dripstone High
School?

ANSWER
An application has been forwarded to the Government to obtain approval
to go to tender on the Dripstone High School in April of this year
with the view to commenCing construction in June of this year. At
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this time, word
undertake to find
ber.
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has
out

not been received fro~ the Government. I will
the latest information for the honourable mem-

Mr KENTISH to Mr PERRON
Why is no education officer available at the Darwin gaol?

ANSWER
Applications have been invited for the position of teacher in charge at
the Da twin gaol. However, no sui table applications have been received
by the department. The Depart~e'!1t of Education is endeavouring to fill
the position as soon as possible.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr T lu'1BLING
\.Jhat is the, current interest rate charged by the'Home Finance Trustee
for additional $15,000 loans and what are the total borrowings of
the Home Finance Trustee for the addition'al home scheme and at whatrate of interest has this money been secured and what additional monies will be required to fund the scheme at the end of 19777

ANSWER
The Home Finance Trustee must ensure that his lending rate of interest.
is in line with his borrowing rate of interest. The trustee has been
able to establish his new rate at 10% with a 1% reduction for payment
on or before the due date making an effective 9% interest rate. The
rate of 9% effective on loans approved by the Home Finance Trustee
was established only after considering outstanding loans and estimated loans to June 1977 and future borrowings at 9.5%. It is not anticipated that a further review of interest rates will be undertaken before 30 June 1977.
Hirh regflrd to the total borrololings of the scheme. and ~.t lihat n,t~ "f
interest, this had been secured, total borrowings at the last available date - several weeks ago
were of the order of $4 .15m at an
effective overall repayment interest rate by the Home Financ.e Trustee
of 8.42%. Additional monies have been secured with regard to meeting
. the present commitments of the Home Finance Trustee. These additional
monies were rais ed at 9.5% interes t rate and this in turn 'raises the
trustee's effective repayment rate to 8.58%. It is anticipated that a
further $3m will be needed to finance the scheme in 1977-78 based on
the applications and the indicated figures that I gave in answer to
an earlier question. The borrowing o.f this additional $3m will raise
the repayment interest rate to 8.93% if funds can be secured at 9.5%.
1768Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr RYAN
I

asked him on Tuesday 21 December 1976 if the owner of lot B of section 290 Hundred of Bagot at Howard Springs intends to build an engineering workshop 150 feet' long on the block mentioned. Could he
please give me an answer on that question.

ANSHER
I am not too sure whethe.r I asked him to put that question on notice. I
do believe that I have seen an answer to that question from the
department. I will check and advise him, but I feel sure that the
question has been answered.
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Hr VALE to Mr RYAN
Has the $30,000 allocated
study yet been provided?

L, the last budget for a tourist development

ANSWER
I presume that
way.
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the

mon~ has been allocated because the study is under

hlr ,MANUELL to Mr P OLLOex
Has the sale of the Alice Springs Abattoirs to Wales Meat Exporters had
any effect on the supply of beef to the local domestic market in the
Northern Territory?

ANSWER
I

can give some advice in re.1ation to that matter. First, I will answer
some of the questions that the"honourable me!!1be~ asked on tiTe general
subject yesterday. He asked whether it is a fact that the shares owned by shareholders to the Alice Springs Abattoirs have been purchased
by Wales Meat Exporters. I am advised that the Alice Springs Abattoirs
has been sold to Wales Meat Exporters. It is the intention of that
company to convert the abattoirs to export standard and I am told
that there is intense construction and renovation activity at the
moment at the abattoirs to bring it up to export standard. It will be
raised to the Department of Primary Industry standard which is based
on American requirements for meat. I am told that the abattoirs at
this stage considers it does have markets and, although I have not
been advised officially, I am told that they are looking at the prospect of processing some 70,000 head per annum through the works. This
would be a considerable nulli>er of cattle and perhaps more than what
would be turned off in Central Australia itself.

'Hz a.lsC'. 22!(ed ~'lhethe:- ::,'!."cvision v.T(~~ ~etDg r.1ade to acc('Jrrt!Tloda::e t~e t ..'or~
force. I am told that work has already started on staff quarters in
the abattoirs area and one would imagine that the company would have
other interests in town in securing accommodation Jhrough the normal
channels .

In relation to the local market, these renovations have resulted in the
abattoirs ceasing to kill and local domestic suppliers are restricted
a t the moment. This is causing some cO.ncern. The department is endeavouring to arrange a meeting of all the butchers concerned. It was unsuccessful on Friday and again on Monday but they are hopeful that a
meeting can be arranged so that adequate arrangements can be made to
maintain a supply of meat to the domestic market in the Territory.
At the moment, quite a deal of meat is being .imported to the Territory. This is causing concern because Territory officials are not
satisfied with some of the inspection standards at the abattoirs at
which this meat is being killed.
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Mr STEELE to Mr TAHBLING
The Cabinet Member replied to a question concerning the number of residential blocks currently available in DanJln. \·lhat is the proportion
of government and private ownership? Is information available concerning the reconstruction status or housing units in Darwin and does
this ~nformation give details of the number of sites on which no work
has been done?
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ANSWER
I
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apologise to the honourable member for not giving the full answer to
the question and the information he sought. Of the 10,677 house lots
in Darwin,S ,268 are owned by the private sector. The Government has
3,072, the Department of Defence 552, the Australian Broadcasting
Commiss ion and the Aus tralian Ra ilway shave 85 and the Northern
Territory Housing Commission, 1,700. The Government has 5 sites for
flats and members will recognise that they are rather large and the
Housing Cotrimission has 7 whereas the private sector has 408. With regard to the reconstruction status, the survey that has just been completed by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission gives comprehensive
details with regard to the number of houses that have been rebuilt or
new homes that have been built, homes that are currently being rebuilt, homes on which temporary repairs have been carried o'ut or perhaps the building was restored as it was precyclone. It also gives
further information relating to sites where no work has been done or
where perhaps the sites are just clear. In the private sector, there
are 715 sites identified as having no work done and a further 474
that are clear sites. In the Goverrnnent sector, there are 652 sites
where either no work has been done or the sites are clear and available. Similarly, there are statistics availale for each of the other
categories and I will be pleased to make these available t!o all honourable members.

Hr VALE toMrRYAN
Can he advise when the unsealed northern section of the street known as
Norman Janes Street and in fact now renamed Price Street in Alice
Springs is goingl=o be sealed? If i t is not to be sealed, what work
will be carried out immediately?

ANSHER
This particular section of road is used by residents of Alice Springs
to by-pass a secticn or che ScuarL i',ighway. In~s section or the Scual."c
Highway will be under construction shortly and the honourable member
for St uart i's concerned that the extra traffic on that particular
section of gravel road will cause it to deteriorate. We have made
approaches to the Department and asked for that particular section of
road to be sealed. There are some difficulties, however, because the
land on which the road is built belongs to the Railways and while the
Railways are not particularly active in the Northern Territory there
are still certain provisions which have to be looked at before another department can carry out roadworks on the Railway property. I
am still liaising with the Department of the Northern Territory on the
matter. They are going to do some gravelling of the road which will
improve it slightly but, "lith the assistance of the honourable member
for Stuart, I will continue to press for the road to be sealed even
if this mean:; the granting of a lease to the Department of the Northern Territory for the land on which the road is built. The amount of
money involved is not significant and I f eel sure that, providing we
keep the nose to the grindstone, we will get a satisfactory result.

1774

~1r

ROBER'ISON to Mr RYAN

Is it a fact that the 2 major airlines are proposing to charge the same
air fares on the Sydney-Alice Springs-Sydney direct route as are now
being charged for the circuitouS route via Adelaide and Melbourne? If
so, what is his attitude to/such a fare structure, does he think it
justified and, i f not, what is he doing about it?
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ANSHER
Last week I spent several days in Alice Springs and this particular
matter was brought to my attention, that the pricing of the dj.rect
flight from Alice Springs to Sydney was going to be the same as the
longer flight through Adelaide. As far as I am concerned, that is
absolutely ridiculous, pa.ticularly from a tourism point of view. If
we are going to attract people from Sydney, which is the place where
mest overseas tourists arrive in Australia, obviously we have got to
be able to offer them a satisfactory rate on a flight. I took the
matter up with the Hinist:er for Transport in Hobart on Friday; he
agreed with me that there should be some reduction in the cost and
has asked me to remind him of the matter. I also on the way back
happened to cross paths with the managing director of TAA, and I
mentioned to him that we considered that it was ridiculous that they
should charge the same price for a di.ect flight from Alice Springs
to Sydney, that I had taken the matter up with the Minister for
Transport, that he had agreed with me and that I would be making
further application to the Minister to intervene. I also intend to
contact the airlines and bring the matter up.
A similar situation existed I believe in the direct flight between
Alice Springs and Cairns. I believe that the airl.ines made a single
approach and, with a certain amount of pushing and shoving, they did
reduce the fare to something which is now considered reasonable. I
hope we can achieve 'the same result if we speak with the airlines on
this particular flight.
1775

Mr KENTISH to Miss ANDREH
\,That action, if any, has been taken in respect to a number of my constituents at Galiwinku in Arnhem Land who threatened an aeroplane
and a pilot wi th spears?

ANSWER
I do noe have the information immediately available. I will obtain it
for the honourable member before the end of this sittings.
1776

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
How did the Home Finance Trustee secure the finance for the additional
home loan scheme, and what effect will the increase in the loan limit
ceiling - to say $20,000 or $25,000
have on the operation of the
scheme?

ANSHER
Honourable members might be aware from the HO.me Loans Ordinance, that
the Trustee may accept an advance made to him by a bank or a body
corporate, an institution 'or person approved by the Minister. The
Home Finance Trustee competes with other building societies in the
money market to secure finance for the scheme's contirruance. However,
if funds cannot be secured from private lending institutions, he does
have recourse, as alas t resort, to Tr eas ury for loans at the going
rate of interest at the banks to building societies. No funds are
appropriated to the Home Finance Trustee under the Appropriation Bill
for this scheme. In the past, the trustee has been able to ask the
Treasury to seek Loan Council approval on his behalf for his borrm.lers. However, in 1977-78, he must present a borrowing program to the
Loan Council. This is because it is estimated that $3m
that is,
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200 loans at $15,000 each - will be rEl:juired. Constraint on the amount
of borrmd.ng the trustee will be able to undertake in 1977-78, will
be subject to Loan Council approval to his program, the availability
of funds for the loan market, the amount of funds TreasUry are will.
ing to advance him, and the going rate of the banks I interest to
building societies.
In consequence of an increase in the loan limit from $15,000 to $20,000
or $25,000, as has recently been called for - and, I might mention,
endorsed by the Hajority Party as a necessary policy initiative - it
would have to he borne in mind that it would be necessarv for the
trustee to make a bid for further funds from those already ~stimated
for; that is, the $3m in the coming financial year. At the present
r ate of i nteres t charged by banks to building societies of 9.5%, further borrowings by the Home Finance Trustee in 1977-78 beyond his
estimate may result in a further. increase in the interest rate on his
1 endi. ngs.
1777

Hr s

LAl~RIE

to Mr TUX.JORTH

With the proposed opening of Casuarina Hospital, is it intended that
that hospital will be a training hospital for nurses and will Darwin
Hospital continue to be such a hospital?
ANSWER
My understanding is that the Casuarina Hospital will become a training
hospital, and not just for nurses aides but for the complete nursing
course. As to whether similar functions will continue at th~ present
Darwin Hospital, I will ascertain that information and reply at a
later date.
1778

Mr MANUELL to Hr RY AN
T refer tC' the anS'.-Jer to thl? auestion ]:Il?fore last fr()~ t~(' hO'1ourabJ e
member for Stuart. I take on 'board the remarks he made to that question about the washing away of the approaches to the Taylor Creek
Bridge but I would like to ask the honourable member i f there is any
truth in the rumour that the bridge itself has shifted in its foundations since the most recent floods?

ANSWER
This matter was raised in Alice Springs. I was there the day that the
washout occurred, and I heard secondhand that a police sergeant had
spoken to somebody who in turn spoke to me. 'The story was that the'
approaches to the bridge had washed away and that the bridge proper
had moved. It seemed unlikely to me, but anything is possible, so I
rang the Department of Construction in Darwin and spoke to one of the
engineers. I was unable to get onto the person that I had asked for
but the engineer that I spoke to was aware of the p.oblem. They were
still awaiting full reports from the area. \fuen I said that the
approaches were washed away, he said, "That I s right, they have been
washed away approximately 100 metres from the end of the bridge and
about 1 metre deep". This was a bit unfortunate because they had been
about to let a contract for the strengthening of the approaches. May
be somebody would like to ask me why the approaches were not made
strong in the first p lace and I might guess a t an answer. Ivllen I mentioned the fact that the bridge had moved, he thought that it would
be extremely unlikely and suggested that that particular bridge is
built 0 n a corner ,i t I~ould have a certain amotmt of camber. I have
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not spoken to anybody since then to confirm or da~y whether he was
ri.ght or not, but he did suggest that the bridge would be built on
an ang~e if it was built on a corner and, with the approachE?s washed
av.' ay , to anybody standing back having a look it would appear that
the bridge had tilted to one side. I have not confirmed this suggestion, I may do so to try to clarify the situation.
177 9

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Will he take the necessary steps to have the building covenants on residential blocks extended from 1 year to 2 years?

ANSWER
It is the policy of the Majority Party to have the times for
with covenants on residential blocks extended to requiring
ment within 2 years and completion of the dwelling within
2 years after the sale of blocks by the Government.
approaching the Federal Government in the near future in
this matter tc see if we can have this policy implemented.

complying
commencea further
I will be
regard to

17 80Mr BALLAN1YNE to Mr TUXHORTH
Could he tell me if there is a shortage of anaesthetists in the Territory? If there is, can he tell us what the intention of the Health
Department is to bring into the Territory more people qualified in
this work?
ANSWER
Yes, there has been and it appears there will always be a shortage of
such professionals as anaesthetists, orthodontists, dentists, paediatricians and other people who work in very specialised fields. The
Department of Health accepts this as a fact of life and has a continuing program of recruitment going on but it rarely sees the occas.
ion that meets the demand.
1781

MrEVERINGHAM to Mr PERRON
Honourable menbers may have heard this morning a news' report to the
effect that the Fourth Division Officers' Association has voted to
continue its bans on overtime and the like which have been affecting,
life in Darwin recer:ttly. Are the continuation of these bans likely to
lead to any further power cuts being imposed on the citizenry of Darwin and, if so, what recommendation, if any, has the honourable Cabinet Member to offer to the Minister for the Northern Territory, or
other responsible authority, to see that this intolerable situation
will not continue?

ANSWER
If there are people who can come up with the answer how to stop intoler_
able si tu'ations continuing, I am sure they "are going "to be very wel.
come in this country. However, being more specific in regard to the
question, I understand that there are members of the Fourth Division
Officer's Association in the powerhouse itself and I will undertake
to find out whether, if they went on an overtime ban, they are in a
position to restrict the power supply to Darwin. I will advise the
honourable meuber on the next sitting day.
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Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW
On December 8 last year, I asked the then Executive Member for Law
whether she was aware that the Police Commissioner had apparently
issued instructions to his officers that they were under no circumstances to discuss police problems or personal problems concerning
their homes etc with members of this Assembly. The Executive Member
replied that she was not aware that this instruction had been issued
and therefore could not give any reason. Is she now 'aware of any such
instruction ,and, if so, will she table a copy of it in this Assembly?

ANSWER
No such instruction as such has been given. The Commissioner did issue
a communiqu~, ntmlber 2 'of 1977, and I will read it to you. It is regarding communications with members of the Legislative Assembly. "In
order that tl)e best possible information may be supplied to the Executive Member for Law and other politicians, it is essential that
the answers to questions asked by those persons be supplied through
headquarters. Members are directed that they are not to provide any
information under such circumstances except as outlined. Any member
approached is to note the question respect"fully and formally reply
that the answer will be supplied from headquarters. Reports setting
out details of the request and all relevant information are to be
immediately forwarded through the usual channels to the Commissioner
of Police for a reply."
This is in line with the policy of other government departments where
the director or permanent head usually signs the information that is
supplied to any elected member or anyone else for that matter. It is
an administrative matter so that the person who is responsible can
keep his finger on the pulse of his department or orgal1.isation. The
Commissioner did not intend in any way to deprive the police from
r~aising their personal problems with
member:,. There seems to have
especi ally
in the southern region, and the Commissioner will issue a further
communique pointing out that this relates only to mat t er s concerning
the po li ce force and t he work the police do.
1783

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
When will the No. 5 generator at the power station be in service?

ANSWER
The infamous No. 5 generator at Stokes Hill power station is expected
to be brought back on line in about the middle of March.
1784

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TUXWORTH
Is he aware that the Nightcliff Dental Clinic is offering to students
of primary schools in the area a dental therapy service but the
department is refUSing to supply any means of transport? If he is
aware of this,'would he take all steps to correct it?

ANSWER
I

am not aware of this problem. I am aHare that no such ferry service
is available to the other communities of the Territory but I ,>'ill endeavour to follow it up with the Director of Health and see ,,,hether
it can be resolved.
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Mr MAl'lUELL to Mr PERRON
Is it a fact that there is no uniformity of curriOllum amongst senior
and juni(,r schools in the Northern Territory and, if so, ~Thy not?
Can he advise me if the Northern Territory Director of Education has
control over the curriculum standards of these schools'!

ANSWER
I believe 'that I should seek detailed information from the Department
of Education and present it in this House at a later date.
1786

Mr HANUELL to Mr POLLOCK
Is this year's allocation to the Northern Territory of export tonnage
of beef to United States markets more or less than last year? With
the purchase of the Alice Springs Abat,toir, will any export contract
that that abattoir gains in the near future with the United States
affect present allocations of tonnages to existing Top End abattoirs?

ANSWER
I am unable to answer the question because I do not have the figures
with me. One would hope that the, allocation of any additional quota
to the proposed Alice, Springs export abattoir would not affect the
existing operators in the Territory. I will endeavour to find more
information and provide it to the member during this session.
1787

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK
Will he examine the archaic covenants attached to the many rural holdings in the Northern Territory with a view to initiating replacement
of the present land title restrictions with incentive 'covenants for
investment and improved production efficiency?

ANSWER
Yes.
1788

Hr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
Will ,future Housing C01l!Illission policy include
of units by use of strata title?

the constr1:lction and sale

ANSWER
There is no present intention of the Northern Territory Housing Commission to be involved in strata titles.
1789

Hr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
Is it a fact that the homes sales scheme for Corrrnonwealth public servants will not be reintroduced until the final form of the proposed
single housing authority is kncwn?

ANS\olER
I indicated clearly yesterday that the Minister for the Northern Territory in determinir.g the tents and conditions for the sale of government homes was 0 f the op inion that it should be reintroduced on lines
similar to those proposed by the Majority Party in its reintroduction
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of a Housing Commission home sales scheme. I believe that there is no
constraint for the government to wait until such time as there is a
single housing authority.
1790

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Hr RYAN
Has the finishing and sealing of l.fuite.Tood Road and the stabilising or
sealing of Hillier Road, which is the bus circuit to the new school,
been placed on the estimates for 1977-78?

ANSWER
I do not have that information available. I will get it and advise the
honourable member for Tiwi later on in these sittings.
1791

Mr WlTHNALL to Mr RYAN
Can he confirm that there was a fire
morning?

at

Fire Brigade Headquarters this

ANSWER
I cannot confirm whether there was a fire at Fire Brigade Headquarters.
I will endeavour to find out if in {act it took place. If there was a
fire at Fire Brigade Headquarters, I am quite sure that the Fire
Brigade of the Northern Territory would have handled the situation
admirably.
1792

Mr KENTISH to Mr RY AN
Would he investigate the pos'sibility of installing traffic lights to
function during peak hours at the Berrimah crossroads or stationing a
traffic policeman there at peak hours?

ANSWER
I am not aware of any plans to put traffic lights at the Berrimah crossing, nor am I aware of any intentions to put a traffic policeman out
'there. However, I will make some inquiries and firrl out what the intentions are. I realise that there are some problems out there during peak traffic times and I will try to establish what the plans are
for that crossing.
1793

Mrs LAWRlE to Mr RYAN
When \,Till the reconstruction of Trower Road between
and Rapid Creek Road commence?

"Crystal

Corner"

ANSWER
The recons truction of that section of road is under the control of the
municipal council.
Mrs Lawrie: Are you sure?
Mr RYAN: Yes, I am sure that the repairs and upgrading of that section
of road are to be undertaken by the council. I do not know whether the
honourable Cabinet ~ember for Finance and Local Government could add
anything to that. I believe it: was originally on this year's program
but I have an idea that it may have been postponed until next year. I
will try to confirm that later on.

QUES':'IONS
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Mr DONDAS to Hr T AMBLING
We are aware that the DRC is to cease operation in December
is to be the fate 0 f the Ci tizens' Advisory Co uncil?

1977. Wbat

ANSWER
I would hope that the fate of the Darwin Citizens' Council will be the
same as the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and it will fade out on
the same date.
1795

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Is funding to be made available to shift the speedway to another location to allow the release of that land for other purposes?

ANSWER
The issue of relocation of the speedway is a complicated matter because
the current Speed;.;ay Association only has permissive occupancy of an
area that is a city corporation reserve. The Darwin Reconstruction
Commission, as part of its planning proposal, has been trying to
locate a suitable alternative site for the relocation of the speedway.
Several have been looked at in detail, including sites behind Coona_
warra and sites at the far end of the airport adjacent to Hc~lillans
Road in the Berriman area. I am not aware that the final stages of
any agreement have been reached and I am aware that the Minister will
also have to be involved with regard to the allocation of any funds
for the acquisition of the considerable capital improvements that
have been made by the Speedway Association on the present site.
1796

Hr STEELE to Mr RYAN
I draw his attention to the state of the road between Wave Hill and the
Hooker Creek settlement. Could he see that the road is immediately
graded so that d eve:lDpment materials can get in and cattle from the
pastoral projects get out?

ANSWER
I will contact the Department of the Northern Territory which has the
responsibility for looking after these roads and see if something can
be done.
1797

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN
Is

the Registrar of Motor Vehicles continuing his investigation into
alternative coloured nullber plates for use in the Northern· Territory?
Is there any comment that the honourable Cabiae.t Member can give to
this House at this stage?

ANS\olER
The Registrar is not conducting any further investigations into the
matter. Last year they did fit number plates of various colours to
. vehicles in DarHin to test their durability. The next step will be, I
would aSS1:une, for the Hajority Party to examine the various colours
that have been suggested and come up with a proposed ne" colour for
Northern Territory nullber plates. I anticipate that I will be bringing it before Cabinet some time this year.
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Mr" VALE to Mr P OLLOCK
This questior. is asked on behalf of the member for Elsey. Can the Cabinet Member advise if Northern Territory abattoirs will this year
announce a predetermined price for cattle so that producers can
arrange cattle musters and transportation well in advance of the
cattle season, and will 'he seek this cooperation from the abattoirs?
Is it also a fact that Northern Territory abattoirs sell on a forward
market?

ANSWER
I do not know what the abattoirs are going to do this season in relation to their pricing structure or how they are going to go about' it.
I will certainly take the matter up with them. As far as selling on a
forward market, we have heard i t said that the Alice Springs Export
Abattoir has not got any markets yet, so I do not know how they are
going to set a price. It is principally' a commercial decision for
them as to whether they set their prices in advance or whether they
set the price as the season goes on. No doubt if they set a certain
price and the market took a sharp upturn, the cattle producers
would want to see the prices rise, so it is a dog-chasing-its-tail
Situation. I will take the matter, up with the abattoirs and see if
some advice can be given to producers.
I 79 9

Mr VALE to Mr P OLLOCK
Will he summarise the results of the 1976
in the beef industry. and say whether the
tion?

disease
results

eradication program
were up to expecta-

ANSWER
I

1800

did have some advice of this question, but unfortunately all the information to ad8:juately ans·.;er the quest-ion is not a'vailable fror;,
the department as yet. I will provide a full answer to the honourable
member on the next sitting day.

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETIS
Is it the in tention to in troduce legislation to control the p est control industry, which is flourishing in Darwin, to control the use of
pestiCides and provide minimum standards of safety for people operating in that industl:)'?

ANSWER
Legislation of the type mentioned by the honourable member for Nightcliff is on our legislative program. It has been cleared as legislation necessary to be introduced, along with something like 90 other
items. It has been necessary, because of the volume of legislation
that needs attention, to give these various priorities and I am not
quite certain where this particular piece stands on that priority
list. As always, we are very much hampered by drafting facilities and
when the Premier of Western Australia' contacted me some weeks ago,
before the election, and offered resources, I did give him some indication that an area in which Ive would prooably appreciate some help
would be parliam2ntary and legislative drafting. I hope to be able to
roHew that matter up ~Tith him now that the results of the election
a re kno\,,·n. Subject to d rafting cons traints, we would hope to make
some progress with such legislation this year.,
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Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS
I have asked this same question for about 5 years now. Is it ~he intention to introduce controls on the use of antibiotics in stock feeds
in the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
.I believe that some legislation in respect of quality of stock feeds is
also on the list, but I do not think it_ has a very high priority and
it is unlikely, with the drafting bottlenecks that exist, that it
would be introduced this year.
1802

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr TUXWORTH
Will the inaugural meeting of the Northern Territory
ittee on.Social Welfare take place today?

Consultative Comm-

ANSWER
Senator Guilfoyle, Chairman of the Northern Territory Consultative Commi ttee on Social Welfare, has already convened the meeting in Block 8.
It started at 10 o'clock and it will continue throughout the day .. I
do not have any advice on the items on the agenda that tvill be dis_
cussed at the meeting.
1803

ANSWER TO QUESTION
MrPERRON: The honourable member for Nightcliff asked me what speech
therapy is available for children in the education system in the
Northern Territory. The Department of Health has recently acquired
the services of 2 speech therapists who will be available for consultation by children in the Northern Territory. Further, the Department
of Education is in the process of advertising 3 further vacancies for
speech therapists.

Mr PERRON: The honourable member for Jingili asked me a question relating to the continuing overtime bans by the Fourth Division Officers'
Association and I undertook to find out if this would affect power
supplies in Darwin. I am advised that, although there are a considerable number of members of the Fourth Division Officers' Association
on the turbine floor at the powerhouse, the overtime bans were not
extended to the powerhouse. As a result, we do not expect any power
disruptions from that quarter.
1805

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Miss ANDRENl: The honourab le member for Ar.nhem as ked me what act ion had·
taken place following the threatening of an aircraft and pilot with
spears at Galiwinku. In fact, I am advised that the constituents at
Galiwinku did not have any spears. There a re no police charges proposed against the persons involved in this incident because police
inquiries do not show that any weapon was used·. I understand that
what is described as a strong verbal protest was made to the pilot
by an Elcho Islander that charter aircraft operators should not be
allowed to bring liquor onto the island.
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Hiss ANDREW: Tne l">onourable member· for Nightc1iff asked about the
terms and condition> under which the police in urban areas are
armed. I would advise that the police draw firearms at the discretion and.direction of the officer in charge of the station to which
they are attached - that is, Jhe officer in charge of the station
and not the officer in charge of the shift. During day and evening
shifts firearm;; are ·to be concealed when carried. Concealment of firearms does not ~.pply to members whilst on money escort duty.

1807

ANSWER TO QUES TI ON
Miss ANDR&': For the further information of the member for Nhulunbuy,
the boat that is hoped to be ordered, providing sufficient funds are
available, is a sixteen foot dinghy with a 35 horsepower motor and
trailer.

1808

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TUXHORTH: The member for Arnhem asked whether there was any explanation as to why persons brought into hospital at Health Department
expen>e from remote areas were repatriated in different ways, some
at their own expense and some at the expense of the Commonwealth. I
have been advised by the Department of Health that the evacuation of
a patient is at public expense but the entitlement to repatriation
is based on the means test. If the former patient's income is below a
certain figure, the person is repatriated at public expense.
Other
persons pay their own fares.

1809

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Hr TU},."WORTH: The honourable member for Nightcliff asked: "With the
proposed opening of the Casuarina Hospital is it intended that that
~!.'·.::--ital ~·.~ill ~;:.;. :: r!"ai~~r=s "'~_lt!'e
fC1r r-ur~€s! ar..2 t.·:ill I>lT'':''ir. Hospital continue to be such a hospital?". I indicated that it l.Jas my
understanding that Casuarina would become a training hospital for
nurses. I have received further information. to suggest that the Darwin Hospital training facilities should be used for training Aboriginal Health workers. However, no firm decision has been made on
this aspect.
Mrs Lawrie: What about Casuarina, will i-t be a training hospital?
Mr TUXWORTH: Yes.

~:u.c.STIm;s
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HITI-J:OG'T NOTICE - Tuesday 15 March 1977

Mrs LAWRIE to Hr TAMBLING
Can you give a firm date as to the introduction of the sale of government homes in the Darwin, area and advise of the terms and conditions
of that scheme?

ANS\.J'ER
The policy with regard to the reintroduction of a sale of government
homes in the Darwin area rests entirely with the Minister for the
Northern Territory. In answer to a similar question las~ week, I did
indicate that the Minister was keen to reintroduce the scheme as
quickly as possible on terms and conditions broadly similar to those
currently before this House in the sale of homes to Housing Commission
tenants.
1812

Mr VALE to Mr TAHBLING
Does the Government intend to satisfy local
disposing of the remaining Tindal homes?

needs

for

housing before

ANSWER
The situation with regard to Katherine housing is that the Department of
the Northern Territory is responsible for the construction and mana~
gement of homes for government servants in Kacherine and the Northern
Territory Housing Commission looks after the general community. Both
the department and the Housing Commission regularly survey the needs
and are aware of the housing requirements of that community. The remnant of houses at Tindal which was formerly a RAAF base are the property of the Department of Administrative Services. That department
is seeking to sell and dispose of the old housing at Tindal.
1813

Mr STEELE to Hr TAMBLING
Is it a fact that the Darwin Reconstruction COl!Ullission has agreed ,to a
r.1o.r~na ~::-oposal an~, if so, what is c.he
location and woo are the owners of the land?

ANSWER
There has been considerable press coverage to date with regard to certain town planning proposals considered at a meeting of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission some months ago. A particular developer sought
endorsement for the site which would be best described as the northern
end of Mindil Beach,the area adjacent to Darwin High School. The commission and the Town Planning Board have agreed in principle that the
site would be suitable. However, the owners of the land are the
Department of Education, which owns the areas ,that approach the cliffs
on the Darwin High School side, and the Corporation of the City of
Darwin which has a reserve over part of the flat land at the base.
There has been considerable liaison betvleen the corporation and the
planning authority to look more carefully at the issue and to continue the arrangements to facilitate the development of a marina in
that area.
1814

Hr STEELE to Hr PERRON
I,f it is a fact that the marina proposal ~-:ill take in high school land,
would he have this matter looked at very closely on the basis that
there is not enough land available for those facilities there and make
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sure that the interes ts of the school are safeguardedf
ANSWER
I will.keep a particular eye on the application to take land from an
educational facility in the Northern Territory for other use and try
to ensure that the educational use is protected.
1815

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
I

ask a question on behalf of the member for Elsey. Has he sought advice as to 'whether the administration of the Aboriginal Land Rights
(Northern Territory) Act 1976 and the proposed supporting legislation
constitute a breach of the Racial Discrimination Act 1975? If he has
sought such advice, what were the terms of that advice?

ANSI.J'ER
I have not sought advice myself. I have brought the matter to the attention of both the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and the Minister for
the Northern Territory and informed them of the comments made by the
member for Port Darwin in the second reading debate on the complementary legislation in the earlier sittings of this Assembly. I believe
that further advice from the Attorney-General' s Department will be
sought by both those ministers and that the Minister for the Northern
Territory will advise me of the outcome.
1816

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr TUXWORTH
Advertisements have appeared in newspapers recently calling for organisations concerned with the advancement of cultural ,sporting and recreational facilities in the Northern Territory to apply for grants
under the community grant scheme. As it has been the practice to make
grants to organisations involved in so~ial service type activities,
has there bee~ 2 change of ~oli~y i~ that direction?

ANSWER
The omission in the advertisement of any reference to organisations that
perform social functions in the community' has been brought to my
attention from many quarters of the Northern Territory. I would like
to say, without any reservation at all, that there has been no change
in policy, It is the wish of the Majority Party to assist any organisation which contributes in any way aj: all. The last thing that this
party would like to see is any erosion of the existing contribution
that these organisations get.
1817

Hrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
We are all aware that the Darwin Reconstruction Commission is closing
down its operations in the Territory and I believe some technical and
advisory staff have been given notice and are leaving. In view of
this, is the public relations department of the DRC to be the last
part of that organisation disbanded and will it remain on the payroll
until the bitter end?

I am aware, as is the honourable member, that the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission .is to terminate its activities on 31 December. \·:ith regard
tc the admir,istrative arrangements that must be made to ensure a sat-
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isfactory transition to other departments and to the co~unity generally, it will be important that most government departments have a
direct liaison with regard to the technical and other fields. I have
not seen anv details as to how the administrative arrangements will be
made. I would hope that some of the public relations staff,at least,
will remain until the bitter end, whether or not it would be the full
department I do not know but I will certainly seek further information
for the honourable member.
1818

Mr STEELE to Mr RYAN
Does the operation of the Tender Board include obtaining a full financial appraisal of those companies and persons applying for a tender?
Does the Tender Board require from tendering companies a list of the
details of company directors? Is the Tender Board a fixed group of
people and what are the qualifications of the board manbers? Is it a
fact that a company owned approximately 75% by the Government recently lost a government contract?

ANSWER
I do not have an answer to the first 3 parts of the question. To the
last part, I do have an answer which is yes. A company which is 75%
owned by the Government did los e a contract recently. I will get answers to the other parts of the question and advise the honourable
member later this sittings.
1819

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
I refer to an announcement that agreement has bee71 reached "between the
CommoUYlealth and the states on the preparation of a Fe'deral Companies
Ac t applying thr.oughout the COImnonwealth of Australia to be administered by a joint administration on which the Commonwealth and the
states would be represented. rask whether he or any other member of
his administration has been consulted on this matter or in the matter
of Territory participation in the joint adlnlnistration or the new
federal act:. lithe answer is no,'ii1ill he j,ress stronglY a claim that
the Territory should be accorded full participation upon the same
basis as the states1

ANS1.J'ER
No approach has been made to me in this matter and I believe that no
approach has been made to the Cabinet Member with responsibilities
in the field of law. I think the answer is probably no" and that being so I will follow up the claims of the Northern Territory along
the lines suggested by .the honourable member for Port Darwin. To get
confirmation of the situation I suggest that the first part of the
question at least might be redirected to the Cabinet Member for Law.
1820

Mr WITHNALL to Miss ANDREW
I

redirect
Law.

the

first

part

of the question to the Cabinet Member for

ANSWER
The answer is no. This matter was brought to my attention after a visit
by myself, the Hajority Leader and the Deputy Hajority Leader last
week. I have had discussions with the Hinister, Hr Roward, and there
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was a meeting on 11 Harch to which the Territory was not invited. I
asked why .. They said that the ACT was not invited either·so I pointed
out that there I,-as a grave difference between the state of constitutional development in the 2 territories. I understand that Mr Roward
will contact me this afternoon to discuss the matter.
1821

Mr BALLAl\'TYNE to Mr TUlfwORTH
When will the rebuilding of the Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern
Terri tory commence and on what site will it be relocated? Is he aware
that the statutory body has stored most of its very valuable artifact
collections since the cyclone? In fact, the only exhibits that r' know
of are the art works.

ANSWER
I am aware of the difficulty that the MU$eums Board is having in storing its artifacts and other items of interest. In answer to the first
part of the question, the rebuilding of a museum in this city has not
been one of the first priorities of the DRC and understandably so. At
the moment; it has been held up by the allocation of land. In a recent communication I had with the Chairman of the 'DRC concerning the
allocation of land so that budget provisions could be made for a
museum in. future, he advised me that the matte.r is being looked at,
as it has been for· the past 2 years.
1822

Mr

KEl\~ISH

to Mr TUXWORTH

Has he any knowledge of a move to revive the annual Darwin Eisteddfod
and has there been any support from the DRC in that direction?
ANSWER
The answer to both questions is

no.

I

have:1o knowledge in either in-

st(::lce.
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MrV ALE to Mr RYAN
Will the report compiled by the Bureau of Transport
Northern Territory freight and transport problems be
to the public?

Eco~omics

made

on the
available

ANSWER
When I attended the ATAC conference in Hobart several weeks ago, I did
ask the Transport Minister about the current situation regarding
that report. I have followed it up with a telegram this morning asking him if he could advise me when he expects the report to be tabled in the Federal Parliament.
1824

Hr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLIN:;
In view of the apparent desire of the honourable member for Kightcliff
has displayed in her earlier question to boost unemployment in Darwin by dismissing the ,entire public relations staff of the'DRC and
the apparent desire of the honourable member for Arnhem to have the
meinbers of the DRC sing for their supper, I ask I.,hether there are
any plans in hand for the absorption amongst existing departments of
members of the DRC staff?
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ANSWER
A number of the staff of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission are Australian public servancs and have been either seconded or appointed to
positions within the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. They will naturally have the right to transfer back into the Australian Public
Service. ,nth regard to people who were employed from outside the
public service, I am aware that the ~finister for the Northern Territory has instructed that the full employment implications of all
people employed should be carefully looked at and, wherever possible, they should be appointed' to positions that may be available in
various departments. The Northern Territory Public Service would
also be keen to look at the particular abilities and availabilities
of certain staff of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission.
1825

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
What is the position regarding an amendment to the Local
Ordinance to ensure that bylaws made by the council are
enforceab le?

Government
valid and

ANSWER
Discussions have taken place between officers of the Finance and Local
Government Department and the Corporation of the City of Darwin and
tentative drafts have been prepared for examination by both the Darwin and Alice Springs Corporations. If the drafts are accepted by
the corporations and the Northern Territory Cab:inet, they will be
processed and amendments introduced into this Assembly.
1826

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr RYAN
Has a tender been let for road work from Larapinta Drive between Alice
Springs and Jay Creek? If so, what is the nature of the work, who is
the successful tenderer and what is ,the cost of that work? Has any
decision bee" made on upgrading the Standley Chasm Road between Jay
Creel<. and Scandley Chasm'?

ANSWER
A tender has been let for the roadworks on Larapinta Drive between
Alice Springs and Jay Creek. Concerning the second part of the question, I have been informed that a press release has gone to the federal member for his information and to pass on to the press. I was unable to get that information and it cannot be release to anyone else;
he has been designated to make the release. The upgrading of the particular section between Jay Creek turnoff to the major creek crossing about a kilometre from the chasm itself, is on next year's draft
program.
1827

Mr WITHNALL to Mr TUXWORTH
Is he aware that the double-storey flats in Mitchell Street, previously
occupied by the Fire Brigade, are now occupied by some 50 people who
have no authority to be there? Is he aware that there is no water connected to the premises and these people are defecating in the yard of
the premises? Is he aware also that the Department of Health has
steadfastly refused to do anything about it, that the police have refused to do anything about it and that every person in the administration of the Northern Territory who has been approached has refused to
admit that it is his responsibility? Since it clearly is the honour-
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able member's responsibility, what is he going to do about it?
ANSWER
The first thing that comes to mind would be to collect some rent. I am
not aware of any of the claims made by the honourable member. I will
look at the problem and report back again in this sitting as to what
action should be taken and can be taken.
1828

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK
Can he advise if a beef carcase classification chain is
in the upgrading of the Alice Springs abattoir?

to be installed

ANSWER
A beef carcase classification chain which is proposed to be experimented with at other abattoirs throughout Australia will not be installed
at the Alice Springs abattoirs during the upgrading project. This is
perhaps unfortunate in some respects. I have spoken to the Department
of Primary Industry and they advise that some 16 chains are to be installed on an experimental basiS at abattoirs throughout Australia, in
all the mainland states but non,e in the Northern Territory or Tasmania. Originally, there were to be 16 to be installed' costing some
$25.000 each; however, with devaluation, the funds will only-now
allow the purchase of 13 so the chances of getting one are remote.
In fact, the department advis,es that it will not be possible and
therefore a chain will not be installed at Alice Springs.
1829

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr PERRON
I understand that the preliminary report of the Electricity Connnission
of Inquiry has been delivered to the Minister for the Northern Territory and I was wondering whether the honourable Cabinet Member would
find it possible t~ t2~le a ~cpy ~~ ~113t report in t~is HG~se at his
earliest convenience?

ANSWER
The minister concerned is actually the Minister for Construction. I
have been' in touch with the Minister's office since he has received
the report and have asked if he would be able to let me have a copy
of the interim report for tabling in this House, He has advised that,
as this report is not the final report and as the connnittee has
still to complete its investigations. in order that the committee's
further investigations will not be prejudiced, the Minister had decided not to make this interim report public. The committee members
will be returning to Darwin during April and the Minister expects to
receive the final report by the end of May. That report will be made
public.
1830

Hrs LAWRIE to Miss

ANDRE\~

\fuen is it expected, if at all, that uniformed
identified either by number or by name?
ANShTER
The

~anner

is under review.

police

will

again

be
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Mr MANUEIJ.. to Mr RYAN
Has the Cabinet Member, following representations made ear l.~er to the
Federal Hinister for Transport, received any advice from that Federal
Minister as to the restructuring of fare costs between Alice Springs
and Sydney?

ANSWER
I

1832

have not received any further notification from the Minister for
Transport. I have, however, spoken to senior employees of one of the
airlines and explained the problem to them. The initial reaction was
that they would do something about it and I intend to follow that up
and ensure that they do in fact have a look at thefare structure between Alice Springs and Sydney. I took the trouble to measure the distances and work out the approximate mileage, and there is a difference of approximately 300 kilometres going through Adelaide to Sydney rather than direct from Alice Springs to Sydney, so there is a
fairly significant distance plus tbe inconvenience of having to land
and take off one extra time. I bope tbat the companies concerned will
take tbe necessary action. I intend to follow it up to see that they
do.

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr RYAN
action has the Department of Construction taken over the past 2
years to complete the Dowsett houses at Papunya and Areyonga? When
will work be effected to complete construction?

~~at

ANSWER
I have been in touch witb the Department of Construction. Unfortunately,
they were unable to give me the ans,ver before the Assembly sat this
morning b ut I bope that I will have ita ft er lunch.
1833

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
Can he advise this Assembly the outcome of a conference held in Adelaide
last week concerning the need to upgrade the Stuart Highway to South
Australia?

ANSWER
The conference held in Adelaide on Saturday was reasonably successful.
There was quite a large roll-up of people who were interested. There
were the members of ,the Chamber of Commerce including the president
and vice-president from Alice Springs, the federal members, Mr Calder
and Senator Kilgariff. There were also representatives from industry
and the pastoral industry in South Australia as well as opposition
members of the South Australian Parliament. The question of the road
into the Northern Territory was discussed at some length and something which I think in the Northern Territory we have been aware of
for some time was confirmed, that the road is a very important link
to the Territory. I think South Australians are at last coming to
realise that the road link is an important link to them, particularly
to their industry. I think they realise now that because of the sealing of the road from Queensland and the subsequent use of that road by
a large number of truck operators their business with the Northern
Territory has been reduced.
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The day before the meeting, I.went to see the Ninister for Transport in
South Australia to ask him what the current situation is regarding
any future work on the highway. I may ·hffiTe mentioned at the last sittings that, with the road funds as they are this yea. . . , most states
are extremely unhappy with the amount of money being given for the upgrading of roads in Australia, and South Australia W<iS amongst them.
The Minister informed me that, in view of the fact that they have had
insufficfent funds granted to th~m this year, there is a very strong
possibility that they will reduce the amount of work that they were
going to do next year, which was to seal a section of road between
Port Augusta and Pimba. It is quite likely ,according to' the Minister,
that this will even be taken off the program in South Australia next
year, 'which means that the Stuart Highway is going backwards instead
of forwards. That is one of the reasons I proposed that motion to be
debated tomorrow. I am hoping that South Australia will also keep the
pressure on. The purpose of this meeting also was to ensure that the
federal members interested will also, in the form of submissions which
have been asked for from all people intere~ted, be putting the pressure on the Federal Government to make funds available.
1834

Mr MANUEU to Mr RYAN
Has he had any indication from the Federal Minister responsible for the
Australian Boradcasting Commission or Telecom about the connection of
Alice Springs with the microwave link? When can Alice Springs expect
to be connected with that link and receive and enjoy current television programs as enjoyed by other states?

ANSWER
I do not have any information as to when that is likely to happen -but I
will attempt to find out and advise the honourable member for Alice
Springs later in the sittings.
1835

(Number not used)

1836

Mr STEELE to Mr PERRON
Are new primary schools for
system?

Darwin being designed for the 3-tier school

ANSWER
The answer to that question is no. Preliminary investigations in Darwin
are now being conducted in all sections of the community to determine
whether or not such an arrangement as the 3-tier school system best
suits Darwin's needs.
.
1837

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr POtLOCK
Recently, Canada, the United States, Russia and, to a lesser ~tent,
Japan, unilaterally declared 200 mile prohibited fishing zones off
their coasts. Now that countries such as Japan, Korea and FOrIDasa
have been chased out of coastal t~aters off Russia, Alaska, Canada and
the Dni ted States will the Federal Government take any action to
counter what will obviously become a massive move-by all those fishing countries to fish in waters off the Australian coast and seriously deplete our fisheries reserves?
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ANSWER
The matter of the 200-mile limit has bee,n of some contention throughout
the world for some time, My understanding is that the Commonwealth
Government I s attitude has been not to take unilateral action but
rather to get a consensus and to act in concert with an internationally defined agreement. He have been waiting and no action internationally has been agreed upon. I understand that the countries of the
South Pacific region had a conference in Suva last year and resolved
that if the forthcoming Law of the Sea Convention did not make a
decision on the matter, then all countries in the South Pacific region would act in concert to implement the 200-mile sea limit. This is
the situation at the moment, If the next conference on the law of the
sea does not agree on the matter, then the countries of the South
Pacific will act in concert and implement the 200-mile limit.
1838

Mr DONDAS to Mr TUXWORTH
What facilities will there
the training of nurses?

be

available at the Casuarina Hospital for

ANSI-lER
I have had further advice from the Department of Health concerning
training schemes for nurses. It is intended that a school of general
nursing and a school of midwifery nursing will be established at the
Casuarina Hospital. Students from the school of general nursing will
spend time in both Casuarina and Darwin Hospitals whilst gaining
clinical experienc~. I have also another comment to make about the
possible use of the Alice Springs Hospital as a training centre: the
department is still of the opinion that it will remain as, a major
school for training nursing ,aides, in the future.
1839

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
I

ask this question en behalf of the honourable member for Elsey. Is he
aware of ha':G3hip ;'",ing -:.aused to residents in the Victoria River
district by the failure of the Government to provide reasonable
access over the King River on the Victoria Highway?

ANSI-lER
I am aware of the problems that exist on the Victoria Highway with regard to the King River bridge. I believe that the King River bridge is
not on the program for upgrading and I have found out that, while the
Victoria Highway is being designated a national highway, there is some
proposed corridor study to establish where the road is going to run as
a national highway. This is news to me and if it is in fact true it
would appear that we have once again seen the abuse of a corridor
study being thrown up which as far as I am concerned only holds up the
upgrading of any highway. In fact, I think that might be a problem we
will strike with the Barkly Highway. 'So things do not look all that
good out on the Victoria Highway. But we will keep pressing and hope
that we will get something done to upgrade the bridge as well as many
of the other trouble spots which occur in the Northern Territory road
system.

Q~~TIONS
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Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLINS
Is the honourable member 'aware or the proposal to rezone lot 4589 Freshwater Road, Jingili? This is presently held under an agricultural
lease and to what use does the applicant for rezoning intend to put
the land? Are there any obj ections to the proposal and, if so, how
many?

ANSWER
I

1841

am aware of an application by a proposed developer of the site in
Freshwater Road. I believe the applicant isa sporting association
whichwould like to use the lease for both recreational and clubhouse
facilities. It has been advertised and objections have been invited.
I have not yet seen any resubmission of the proposal with any objections.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Is he aware that Lands Branch is sending out letters to holders of Darwin town leases who have residentia~ leases and who presently have
caravans on those blocks advising them that the leases wiil be forfeited unless they move the caravans within 28 days? I am seeking to
know whether there was any liaison between Lands Branch and the DRC
before this action was taken.

ANSWER
I am aware that there has been consultation with the Danlin Reconstruction Commission and the Corporation of the City of Darwin with regard
to a number of very unsatisfactory caravan tenancies, if I can call
them that, on residential allotments in Darwin and that the matter is
currently under review. I am not surprised that the Lands Branch may
have taken action where these unsatisfactory situations have been
;Li.;;;ilighted. I ·. . -0...:13
.

bc

keel.

~o

lea.::Tl

Cl ar.y sit'u.;...tlor,s wht!rE: the:

honourable member may belieVe>. that the Lands
erally rather than looking at specific cases.
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Branch has acted gen-

Mr VALE to Mr TAMBLING
This question is asked on behalf of the honourable member for Barkly.
Can he advise what the position is regarding the removal of kerbside
petrol pumps in Tennant Creek?

ANSWER
For some time the petrol bowsers in Tennant Creek, where there are a
number of them still on footpaths, has been a very lively topic in
that community. The Town 'Management Board and the Department of the
Northern Territory were actively involved in it. My department has
been looking very carefully at this over the last couple of months and
we have now reached an agreement with the Department of the Northern
Territory that any action will be deferred until an auction for a
future service station site has taken place. In addition, an extension
to the existing service station site will be permitted to allow rebuilding.and installation of the pumps in an acceptable location.
1843

Hr HANUELL to M~ TA!1BLIl-C
Have tenders yet been called for
the Todd River in Alice Springs

the construction of the bridge over
and, if so, when do tenders close?
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When is it expected that work will commence on che contract and does
he have any idea of the completion date of that bridge?
AN S\-lE R

I ask him to place that question on notice.

lR44

Mr FVEI'TNCHAl-l to '{iss

ANDRE~!

lly "uestion is of Darticular relevance

because late last· year we saw
the passa<ie of the Counter Disaster 0rdinance~ Is the honourable Cahinet Memher aware of che stress that l.tas caused to residents of low
lying property along Rapid Creek last night by flooding, and the
further distress which may he expecte.d later today when the tide
~omes
in? If so, what steps have. been taken to alleviate this distress'! Are accommodation centres being made ready if these are to be
needed and are sandbags to be placed in position to attempt to mitigate damage to the houses?

ANSWER
Yes, I am aware of the flooding danger at Rapid Creek. The Director of
Emergency Services and members of his department and representatives
of the Police Force are currently out in the area conducting a survey as to what is best to do. I will report to the House the results
of that survey later in the day.
1845

Mrs LlIHRIE to Mr TAMBLING
A report relating to the Cyclone Tracy Relief Trust Fund

was tabled in
the Federal 'House last month. Why has that report not been tabled in
this' House?

ANSWER
I believe the report referred to by the honourable member was a routine
monthly report or several of them that were tabled in the Federal
House. I will seek to obtain a copy and have it tabled.
1846

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Is he able to tell me when the
of the Dripstone High School?-

contract is to be let for the building

ANSWER
I

1847

have constantly, over the past few months, sought information from
the Darwin Reconstruction Commission as to the progress with the
plans to construct the Dripstone High School. During the first week
of this sitting I answered a question to the effect that the Government had not as yet replied to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission's requests for permission to go to tender before the end of the
financial ye.ar. I believe the situati.on may still be the same at the
moment. However, I \-,ill undl!rtake to get t~le information today and
supply it to the honourable member.

Hr EVERINGHAN to Mr PERRON
Hp. has no doubt seen news reports

recently in relation to the Land and
Business Agents Ordinance which was passed through the Legislative
Council in 1974. Why has the ordinance not yet come into effect?

ANSWER
The Land and Business Agents Ordinance has been with the drafting office for some considerable time awaiting modifications so that it
could be brought into effect. The ordinance as it was passed through
the then Legislative Council left much to be desired. The structure

\
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of the board which, was to be set up was quite unsatisfactory. It
seems that there had been insufficient consultation with the government departments who would have responsibility for administering the
ordinance at the time that ,the ordinance was being drafted and passed through the House. I have done an extensive amount of work on the
ordinance and made recommendations to the people who write up drafting instructions. The bill is bogged along with many others in the
system because we are faced with a shortage of drafting facilities.
The Majority Party is as anxious as the Northern Territory Real
Estate Institute is to get this ordinance into effect so that there
is some control, particularly over the trust account activities of
real estate agents in the Northern Territory.

1848

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
Is he aware that in Alice Springs there are no scaffolding inspectors
and that fees are apparently being collected for the inspection of
building scaffoldings? Will he undertake to have either a building
scaffolding inspector appointed immediately or to have those inspection fees suspended?

ANSWER
I have an answer somewhere here on my desk. It would appear it has been
misplaced. I am afraid I will have to find the answer and relay it
to the honourable member as soon as I can.

1849

Mr KENTISH to Mr PERRON
Are Aboriginal children required
way as white children are?

by

law

to attend school in the same

ANSWER
Yes, the Education Ordinance in the Northern Territory does not differentiate between Aboriginal children and non-Aboriginal children, so
in

fact

I t.::1iers!:.:.:uc A!.1original

chi::'ci:=e:;.

sre:

lega::i.ly

obli6ed

to

attend school.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Can he give any indication as to the fate of the demountable units
purchased by the DRC for use by the Department of the Northern Territory? When is it expected that vacated units will be disposed of and
has the method of disposal been decided, will it be by auction or by
what method?

ANSWER
I am aware that the demountables are the property of the Government. A
number of them were purchased by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and a number of them were purchased prior to funds being made
available to the Darwin Reconstruction Commisiion. The commission has
currently under review a recommendation to go to the Minister on how
the demountables ought to be disposed of and the Minister for the
Northern Territory has also instructed his department to ascertain
what community interests are expressed in this; for eKample, should
a number of the demountable toilet and facility blocks be made available to the city corporation, should service clubs and community
organisations such as Old Timers Homes - not necessarily in Darwin have access to them. I am aware that the ~'~inister has commissioned a
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study of the implications of making the money available to community
groups and the terms and conditions that Treasury would find acceptable.

1851

Mr DONDAS to Hr TUXWORTH
Why has the new wingof the Katherine Hospital not been used?

ANSWER
I will obtain the information for the honourable member,.

1852

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLING
Can he advise whether it is a fact that, as early a~ 1974, plans were
designed for the augmentation of the sewerage system at Rapid Creek
and. if that is a fact, why has the contract not been let before today?

ANSWER
The design of the sewerage requirements for Rapid Creek was carried
out in 1974. Cyclone Tracy had a major impact on the Darwin community late in that year and, as a result, a large proportion of the
area was naturally affected by what became known as the surge area.
Further, there were insufficient funds in the i974-75 works program
for the contract to go ahead. I am now advised that the job will go
to tender on Thursday 17 March.

1853

Mr DONDAS to Hr TAMBLING
I

ask this question on behalf of the member for Elsey. Has Treasury
made a decision on the request for surplus transportable buildings
for the Old Timers Home in r~therine?

ANSWER
This matter is relat ed to the study that the Hinister for the Northern
Territory has commissioned with regard to the use and financial implications of making demountables available to community org~nisa
tions. I am not aware that Treasury has finalised the terms and conditions under which such units can be transferred to community organisations.

1854

Hr BALLANTYNE to Hiss ANDREW
On

1 Harch, I asked a question about the police boat at Nhulunbuy and
the Cabinet Member gave me an answer with which I was not too happy.
Is the 16 \foot boat with the 35 'hp motor only an interim measure to
help overcome the problem and will the commissioner give consideration in the future to buying a much larger boat to go out into the
ocean and provide a rescue service in that area?
'

ANS\~ER

The provl.sl.on of boats or other equipment is always' governed by financial restriction. The provision of the 16 foot motor boat for Nhulunbuy was the best that could be done under the current financial
arrangement. Further consideration to the whole scope 0: the provision of boats for police forces throughout the North~rn Territory,
whether it be for crossing rivers in the Tennant Creek area or in
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tite coastal situation, is being reviewed by thE: planning and research
section of the police force and consideration i~ being given to other
types of boats.
1855

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW
Are there any proposals to increase the number of police officers on
settlements from 2 to 3 and, in those other re.'llote areas whe.re there
is one officer, to increase the number to 2?

ANSHER
The police force would be cinly too delighted to have a minl;;;u.1l of 3
officers on these settlements. The placement of police officers is
governed by the ceil:l.ng restrictions placE:Q on the Northern Territory Public Service and there are only so many men to go around.
There will be a continuation of this policy of 2 men and, in some
situations, 1 man on the settlements until such time as the numerical strength of the police force is increased.
1856

Mrs LAWRIEto Mr PERRON
At

th~ last sitting I spoke cif illiteracy in Northern Territory schools.
Has he discussed this problem with the Director of Education? Has
he received any advice from the director, if so, could he advise
this House? Further, is it his intention to make representation for
special remedial teachers co be made available to overcome the incredible problem of illiteracy?

ANSWER
If I recall correctly, the honourable member's question earlier in
these sittings related to a number of positions for speech therapists which were still vacant.
Mrs Lawrie: No, it had nothing to do with speech therapists.
Mr

PERRON: If the honourable member is referring to her adjournment
debate speech, no, I have not studied it in detail at this stage nor
. made any represen~ations on her behalf to the C'irector of Education.

1857

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr TUXWORTH
Is he aware of a virus in the Territory called the Roys River Virus?
If so, can he tell me i f there has been any research done on this
virus in recent years? Is he aware that there have been cases recently I understand in the Nhulunbuy area, and have there been cases
known in the Darwin-Top End area in recent times?

ANSWER
I must confess I have no knowledge of any virus called the Ross River
Virus. In reply to the rest of the member's question, I ,,,ill endeavour to get the answers for him during this sittings\
1858

Mr EVERINGHAM to Dr 'LETTS
I was very pleased to see the report in last night's paper of
distribution plan. ~~at type of machinery will have to-be set
carry out the proposed redistribution and how long might that
Is it possible that seats such as Port Darwin \"hich have lost

a reup to
take?
1 ,000
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constituents might disappear in the redistribution?
ANSHER

r was

also pleased to see that the ~inister has decided to initiate a
redistribution following representations which I have made to him
for some time. The machinery is set out in the Northern Territory
Administration Act. The announcement said that a committee would be
established within a month but I hope that it will be earlier. Two
of the 3 members of the cpmmittee are prescribed by the Northern
Territory Administration Act so there is really only one member to
be appointed. On the assumption that it could be set up within the
next fortnight, I do not believe that it has a very large task to
do because some of the mat ters .which it has to take into consideration have no doubt already been considered by the committee which
was set up in 1974 for this purpose. The physical features have not
changed, the means of communication have. not changed to a great extent and the diversity of interest has not changed markedly. Thus,
it will be mainly a redistribution based on distribution of population. I do not think that the committee will have a very prolonged
task in drawing lines on a map and publishing those maps in the
Northern Territory Gazette. I am not trying to pre-empt the work of
the committee but I think that, >.fth the information that they have
available, probably 2 to 3 weeks would be sufficient to consider the·
population distribution. On publication of the maps, they would have
to wait 30 days for public comment and reaction to· those maps. That
would take US lip until early May and, after examining the public
cpmment, they submit their final report to the Minister and the electoral boundaries become fixed. It seems that the whole thing could be
done by the end of May.

As far as Port Darwin elect&rate is concerned, the committee has to
tak~ into
account the population figures as well as electoral roll
figures and 2 sets of figures have been issued in the last day or so
which illustrate the discrepancies
becween
those.
For example,
Victoria River is one of the biggest electorates in terms of total
population but it is not so high in terms of people on the
electoral
roll.
If Port Darwin is to disappear by virtue of its diminution of
numbers, and that is a job for the electoral committee to decide, I
would be quite happy to accept it as an extension of the Darwin Harbour which is at present in my electorate.
1859

Mr STEELE to Mr POLLOCK
Is it true that the shipping of livestock will again take place through
the port of Darwin,what numbers of cattle and buffalo are expected
and are shipping facilities availabLe to satisfy the needs of the
exporters?

ANSWER
I understand that live herd cattle shipments are to recommence through
Darwin but, at the moment, the facilities are not available. I have
asked the departments for advice on the matter and will advise the
honourable member during this sittings.
1860

Mr KENTISH to Mr RYAN
Is he aware of any proV1s~on in the estimates for the sealing of the
branch road to Umbakumba on Groote Eylandt?
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ANSWER
I am not aware of any prOV1.S1.on for
but I will be~k the information.
1861

the sealing of the Umbakumba Road

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
Has his
pit in
season
tion of

attention been drawn to the fact that a sewerage inspection
Conigrave Street Fannie Bay has overflowed during every wet
for the last 15 years and, if so, has he invited the attenthe Department of Reconstruction to this problem?

ANSWER
My attention has not been drawn recently to this problem. However, I
will make the necessary representations.
1862

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
Is he yet ab le to answer my
inspectors?

question

concernj.ng

building

scaffolding

ANSWER
I

1863

have fOUnd the answer but I am not all that happy with it. I will
discuss it further with the department because I do not think it
answers the question satisfactorily.

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr PERRON: The honourable member for Alice Springs asked me whether. it
is true that there is·no uniformity of curriculum amongst senior and
junior schools in the Northern Territory and, i f so, why there is
not. He also asked whether the Northern Territory Director of Education has control over :he curriculum standards of these schools. A
reply has been supplied to me by the department:

For an prinv.l'y schools in the Northern Te1"f'itory, there are recommended COUl'se outlines in an subjects. The diversity of our
schools denv.nds an extensive range of recommended courses to be
avaiZahle. Not aU of these are always in print as limitations on
funds and printing facilities make it impossible to keep up with the
high turn over in staff and consequent loss of published materials.
Most schools have recommended courses in most subjects and have
access to those that they lack through the curricuZum advisers
services upon de~nd.
The
professional
judgment of teachers
detennines the manner in which the courses will be used and, on many
occasions, such of the options available as will best suit a particular school or group of children within a sc-hooz.
Particularly upon matters where cormrunity values a.r>e not clear,
community participation in such decisions is required. An e:rnmple
would be in the elements of cuZtural education programs in Aboriginal
communities or choice of vernacular language for a bilingual program.
This is much Zess likely to happen where the recommended guickZines
on writing, l'eading and mathemc.tics are concerned.
Secondary schooZEf are all constrained bi; the fact tr..at{ the South
Australian F-ub lic Examination Board' s matT'icu~ation wiz?' be taken by
all those wh~ pZan to go on to tertiary education. This influences
all leveZs of secondary education and it is argued tha:t, where so
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smalL a proportion of children actually seek a .t~tic;!:, education,
the strength of the influence may well be inapproprwr;e and even
danuging. Teachers are very aware of this and various programs are
under way to try to protect ,the best interests of those for whon a
tertiary education is not likely. Some 80% in the Northem Te:r:ritory
wiU quite ceT"ta~'niy not seek te:rtiaY";:! education. Within the last
year a scheme both to promote and cont:rol the development of more
appropriate courses for such students has
been
underway.
A
registration corrmittee of the Northern Territory Division of the
Australian DepaI'tment of Education checks the planning and documentation of all yea:r-ll and year-12 courses which are not directed
to the Matriculation examination. A register of these courses will be
published within the next few weeks as it is currently in draft for-m.
Courses included in this register will be availabk upon request from
either the school or the head office of the division in Darwin and
only these, or recommended South Austraiian courses, may be included
in the Northern Te:r:ritory School Leavers Certificate Tor year 11 and
12. school leCDJers.
1864

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: The honourable member for Nightcliff asked questions with
regard to the widening of Trower Road and what provlslon has been
made for this to commence this year or next year. The information
that has been supplied to me is that the proposal to widen Trower
Road in Nightcliff involves a 2-stage program. The first stage. the
widening of the outbound lane' between Nightcliff Road and Oliver
Street, went to tender on 17 March this year. The second stage, the
widening of the inbound lane, has been pr~posed for the 1977-78 financial year. Such a proposal, of cOurse requires the approval of the
Federal Government and, if such approval is granted, it is proposed
that stage 2 (comnence after stage 1 has been completed.

1865

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: The other question asked of me by the honourable member
for Nightcliff related to the Bagot Speedway, as to what it would be
relocated, where it is to be relocated and whether any money had been
made available for its relocation. The additional information provided to me is that the relocation of the Bagot Speedway is related
to the proposed development of the residential subdivision adjacent
to the present speedway site. No date for any relocation of the
speedway has been set but a proposal to change its site has been put
forward for the next financial year. The proposal has yet to be considered by the Federal Government. If approved, the proposal for
the
relocation of the speedway involves the development of a new site at
the eastern end of the Darwin airport runway. No funds have
been
expended on the proposal to date.

1866

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Tiwi asked whether the sealing of
Whi tewood Road will take p lace in the financial year 1977 -78. Th e
answer is tnat no proposal to extend the sealing of Whitewood Road
has been included in the proposals for the next financial year. However, at present a program of safety sign posting is being undertaken on this road.

1867

ANSIVER TO QUESTION
Hr RYAN:' The honourable

member

for Tiwi asked me about the building oE
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.

an engineering workshop.-The following information has been supplied
to me: "It is the intention of the owners of Lot 5, Section 2190,
Bagot to build an engineering workshop on that land. The approximate
dimensions of the proposed building are 115 feet by 52 feet. A permit to construct the buildiag was issued on 19 October 1976."

1868

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYArf: I was asked a question about the Taylor Creek bridge. There
was some doubt about its stability. I have been assured by the
Department of Construction that the bridge has not moved. As I
speculated earlier, the b;.-idge is located on a corner and there is
super elevation on the bridge which gives the impression that it is
leaning one I.ay.

1869

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TUXWORTH: Yesterday I received a question from the honourable member for Port Darwin concerning the illegal occupancy of a set of
double storey flats in Mitchell Street. The Department
of Health
has provided the following answer: "The building referred to is controlled by the Department of the Northern Territory and it is to be
t rans ferred to the Department of Health for use as a sobering up
centre and headquarters for the Darwin Fotmdation for Drug and Alcohol Dependency. The Department of
the Northern Territory is
currently in contact with Crown Law concerning the eviction of illegal squatters and believes it is quite false for the honourable member to say that the Department of Health and the Department of the
Northern Territory have refused to take action.

(
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MrDONDAS to. Dr LE'ITS
gas the Cemmenwealth Gevernment been asked. fer a clea,r statement ef /i ts
pelicycencerning ~he2 kilemetr€s ef sea adjeining Aberiginal land?
Has the Gevernment' stated a policy and, if se" what is that pelicy?
\'

ANSWER

( Thg answer is yes, ,On 7 February thi~ year, I made a fermal request to.
the Gevernment'threugh the Minister fer the Nerthern Territery to. indicate the pelicy en' the 2 kilemetre cff-shOre sea /ewnership. I
peinted cut that a number ef ministeh were invelved including the
Minister fer Primary Industry who. issues Cemmenwealth ,fishing lic~nces, the Minister fe~ Naticnal Reseurceswhc is cencerned with effshcre exploratien and reseurces, ,'the Minister fer Envirepment who. is
cencerned with marine' parks "(here they eccur eff the Australian ceastlin~, the Minister fer the, Northern
Territcry, the Minister fer Aberiginal Affairs and pessibly scme ether \Commonwealth Ministers - ,I
seught a collective ge"<iernment view en the matter but I have net yet
received that view,' l
1871

Mr MANU ELL to. Mr POLLOCK
Is any prcvisicn made by the Department cf the Ncrthern Territcry fcr
the lcading cf, livesteck cntc aircraft at the Alice Springs airpert?
If there is no prev~s~en at the present time, is there any plan by the
! department to.
previde these facilities, thereby pemitting the expcrt
,ef live cattle by air frem Alice Springs apd'the Central Australi~
r·egien?

ANSWER
At pres~nt there are ne facilities at the Alice Springs airpcrt fer the
leading cf live cattle cnte aircraft. I had a preliminary discussien
a ,ccuple of weeks age with a departmental efficer about the matter
and it is'eur feeling that if a n~ed(arises, for the lcading ef livesteck,at Alice Springs, then the use ef portable yards and facilities
ceuld be quite eaSily made available and there weuld net be any great
problem in previding the facility at relatively short notice. I am
quite ccnfident that" i f scmething more positive er "mere long-term
_was needed., then the a'pprepriate steps wculd be taken in that regar~.1
1872

Mr VALE to. Miss ANDREW
,Will she give, ccnsid~rai:ion to. placing an additional police
\ tempcrarily at settlements, en pay week~nds?
(

offic~r

ANSWER
\

\J.

~

Certainly consider<;lticn /will be given to. this but, as I stated ~n my,
answer yesterday. restricticns cn bcth finance and manpcwer make this
virtually impcssible at the memento
(
1873

~rs

LAWRIE to. Dr LETTS

Is he aware that the RuJ.es of the Supreme Cc'urt Ordinance are ne,t
available anywhere in the Territery; ene has" to. write to. Canberra fcr
cepies?Weuld he take immediate steps to. see that copies are made
available in the Territcryfer pecple wish~g tb purchase them?
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ANSWER
I ,was not aware of this and I thank the honourable member for drawing
it to my attention. I will do the best I can ,in conjunction with the
Cabinet Member for Law to see that the needs of the people of the·
Northern Territory are met in this regard.
1874

. Mr' ,STEELE to Hr POLLOCK
Will the financial collapse of the Parkes group of companies last week
have any affect on the Katherine meatworks?

ANSWER
I am advised that the coll(!pse of the Parkes group of companies last
we'ek will not have any affect on the operation of the Katherine meatworks, There is no financial connection between the two operations although the principal of the Parkes group of companies is a member of
the board of the company which does, have connections with the Katherine abattoir. The connection, is no more than a manpower situation and
there is no financial implication.
1875

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
Can he' advise me to what extent the latest Aboriginal claims for land
cover the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
I can provide some information. 'Claims are still' being lodged through
the latn:lcouncils wit,h the office of the Interim Land Commissioner.
There is difficulty in obtaining' some details of these claims. T:he
Interim Land Commissioner can indicate th'\: name of a ,particular claim
but not always the act~al details of the total area involved in each"
claim. The office of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs also has
"some information in this regard. The Hoodward Repor.t suggested that,
on c:!.2.':":r.::', 'Je:'ng rec~~·..~ejt ·the~!
shoi.....lci ::'t transn.itt02J to the Department of the Northern Territory so that the Lands Branch there can
have this information and examine it. I understand that this is not
the ge~eral rule, that' 'there are considerable delays in obtaining
that information and l it is not always possible to obtain it in detail.
However, I have been attempting to map the known claims that have been
'lodged as they come in and I have a rough map prepared. I am trying to
'get this done in the form of a properly printed map which would be
available to members of this Assembly. I hold up this copy which in-'
dicates in terms of the coloure~ areas the extent of /the claims now
'", officially l~dged with the Land Commissioner and indicate thac'to
the best of my calculations this now represents some 35% of the land
area of the Northern T~rritory. I, am still working on th~s and. I w,ill '
provide, further details to the honourab,le member as soo'tt as they are
available.
1876

Mr" STEELE to Dr LETTS
Is it a fact that the Right Honourable Malcolm Fraser is involved in a
company that,.. has some organisational or management eff~ct in 'the
Northern Territory? Is it true that there is a land claim on that
cattle property?
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ANSWER
I cannot answer the question with any degree of accuracy. The only connection that I know is that one of Mr Fraser's relatives was a" member
of the board of a cattle station in the Northern Territory. I understand there is now a claim over part of that station,
1877

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN
What effect, if any, has the cutback on the day labour force within the
Department of Construction had? If the cutback in day labour has had
a detrimental effect, has the private sector been able to take up the
s lack that has been c reat ed?

ANS'V,TER
The government attitude towards the public sector has been to reduce
staff wherever possible. This is reflected in the Department of Construction and I believe that there are some problems being encounter.
ed in the day to day operation of certain types of work. The day lab.
our force has been fairly active over past y~ars in the Northern Territory carrying "out emergency repairs and also general maintenance.
As a result of the reductions, i t was hoped that the private sector
could pick up the slack. It does appear, however, that certain types
of work are difficult to handle through the tender system. Documents
have to be prepared and then the normal time lapse occurs between the
calling of the tenders and the letting of the tenders. With a day
labour force, the supervisor is able to inspect a road and then deploy part of the day labour fo"rce to carry out the work. Whilst there
has been a certain picking up of the work by the private sector, the
Government should look closely at its attitude to the day labour
force and make sure that they do not leave us in a situation where
emergency work cannot be carried out because of red tape.
1878

Hr MANUELL to Hr TAMBLING
What was the total amount spent by the Commonwealth Government in reconstructing Darwin after the cyclone?

ANSWER
I

am sure honourable members will appreciate that the Commonwealth Government's contribution to the reconstruction of Darwin has been quite
substantial. It is basically funded through a number of agencies: the
Darwin Reconstruction Commission which handles the civil works program that the Commonwealth takes as a liability, the Northern Territory"Housing Commission and also the special 6% loan scheme conducted
by the Home Finance Trustee. The figures that have been made available
to me - and I will round them off to the nearest million for convenr
ience - show that an amount of $22m was spent on restoration work in
the first 6-month period after the cyclone, that is, Comm~nwealth restoration of a capital nature; the Darwin Reconstruction CQmmission
has spent in its program to date approximately $21lm; the Northern
Territory Housing Commission has spent on capital projects in the
same period approximately $29m; and the Home Finance Trustee for the
6% reconstruction loan has provided $22m. That gives a total at this
stage of $284m. I would point out that a considerable proportion of
the expenditure by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission and the North.
ern Territory Housing Commission would have been expended in the normal course of events under the civil works program.
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1879

Mr

DO~~AS

to Mr PERRON

How many blocks of industrial land in the Darwin arda have been auctioned by the Department of' che NT each year since 1970 and what was the
average price paid for land per block at each of these auctions?
ANSWER
I sought to have answers to these questions yesterday from the Lands
Branch and so far I have failed to get those answers. I have no option
but to ask the honourable membe,r for Casuarina to place the questions
on notice.
1880

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
In the adjournment debate last night, I advised him I would be asking
for answers to questions relating to the Cyclone Tracy Trust Fund. I
have discussed the matter with the honourable member so there is no
need to repeat the question in detail. When can the answers be
expected?

ANSWER
I

1881

have made representation to the Minister's office and to officers who
service the trust fund for the information. I am sure that the honourable member will appreciate that it is complex to get some of this
information out and the department is seeking to do so today. The
Minister for the Northern Territory is absent overseas and the matter
will have to be referred to the Acting Minister's office. I was advised this morning that hopefully the answers would be available thiS
afternoon.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Would he also attempt to obtain an answer to the question I asked him 2
days ago as to why the monthly reports from the Cyclone Tracy Relief
Trust Fund have not Leen tabled in this House?

ANSWER
I have already asked for that information.
1882

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
When will the next industrial land auction be held?

ANSWER
I am informed that this
be supplied to me.
1883

is

a matter of policy.and the answer would not

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN
Is he aware of the tour DC9 service from Perth to Cairns being established by TAA? Is he aware that already we have a jet service from
Perth to Nhulunbuy by MMA which is a long standing company in the
Territory and Western Australia? Is there any action to be taken for
MMA to extend its service from Perth, Darwin, Nhulunbuy and Cairns?
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ANSWER
I know that 2 weeks ago T~~ did have what they called a proving flight
from Perth. The service has not yet been started. There are still
some problems on interpretations of the court ruling. I assume that
they will go ahead as soon as they have been clarified. MYJA has had a
jet service from Perth to Nhulunbuy for some time. I have certainly
no obj ections to another ..company starting up a similar service. A
bit of competition can have some beneficial results for the people
who live in the area. I do not know of any reason why Ansett could
not have a j et service from Nhulunbuy to Cairns. I think it is up to
the companies themselves to decide whether it is worth it. As far as
the Territory is concerned, we do not care how many flights come in
and go out of the place as long as there are plenty of them. We will
have as many as they are prepared to put on.
1884

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK
Is a Darwin farmers' produce market to be established and, if so, under
what control and when and where will it be?

ANSWER
In' recent weeks, there have been talks between the Mayor and myself.
Last Friday, there was a public meet.ing called in Darwin to discuss
toe proposal and some 35 people attended. We all agreed that such a
market would be quite a valuable acquisition to the Darwin area, to
encourage the production of primary produce and also to provide an
outlet for that produce. The matter will rest with the Darwin City
Corporation. I understand that the corporation is mOving to obtain a
piece of land suitable for a market. This is a matter for negotiation with the relevant, Northern Territory department. Subject to the
provision of the land, a market should be established in the relatively near future. It is also envisaged that the market ""ill provide
an outlet for home industries, arts and crafts and nurser}~en.
1885

Mr STEELE to Hr
In

PER...~ON

reply to the honourable member for Casuarina, he said that the
department was unable to give him an answer because it was a policy
matter. Does this mean that he has no liaison with the department,
does it mean that he has to go to the Minister for every fiddling
little thing that has to be explained to the people of Darwin? What
does his answer mean?

ANSWER
The answer does not mean that I have to go to the Minister for every
li ttle thing" Obviously, ·it depends on which section of the Department of the Northern Territory I am dealing with as to whether I get
answers to your questions or not. In regard' to these land questions,
I am particularly disappointed that the answers were not made available within 24 hours. It isn't difficult information to collect but I
seem to strike an obstacle there, particularly. with matters relating
to policy.
1886

Mr STEELE to Mr POLLOCK
What action is being taken in respect of outstanding applications for
entry into the limited Northern Territory barramundi fishery? \.fuat
provision will be made for those people who do not currently hold a
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barramundi licence and who have commenced building a
with the intention of entering the barramundi fishery?

fishing vessel

ANSWER
The matter of the barramundi fishery has been a matter of conjecture for
some time and, after discussions, an ad hoc committee has been established to advise the Chief Inspector of Fisheries on all matters relating to the management, control, protection, regulation and development of the Northern Territory barramundi fishery. This ad hoc committee consists of the chief inspector, the president of the Commercial Fishermen's Association and myself. We have had a meeting and
made certain recommendations regarding the total number of gill net
licences to be issued for the 1977 season and the extension to coast~
al \-laters of the existing prohibition which currently applies to inland waters in relation to where the fish may be caught. In relation
to people 'who have commenced building a boat,othose people would be
well advised to advise the Fisheries Department of their intention to
apply for a fishing licence because it is the feeling that persons
who now want to commence building b'oats may find themselves in a
difficult position to obtain a licence at a later date.

1887

Mr STEELE to Mr TUXWORTH
I refer to the dole. Is it true that you are prevented from getting
social service benefits if you hold a restricted fishing licence and
you cannot fish?

ANSWER
I

1838

am not aware of any such circumstances. It would seem to me to be
totally iniquitous if it exists and I will look into it and see what
the story is and reply later this day.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr

TU~~ORTH

When will the Department
Casuarina Hospital?

of

Healtn

~tart

recruiting

staff

for the

ANSWER
I will try to get the information.

1889

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
In

view of the fact that almost 8,000 people were redirected yesterday
from HcMillans Road bridge because of flooding, what steps are being
taken to reintroduce planning for an arterial road to the northern
suburbs where some 50% of the population reside?

ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has undertaken a series of reviews
on town planning and this includes a major review of the transport
studies and the requirements of Darwin. It is currently being conducted and will he presented to the Darwin Reconstruction Commission
within the next month or so.
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Mr IHTHNALL to Mr PER..R.ON
Will he take up with the unemployment office in Darwin the matter of
providing more staff so that the public can be served without waiting
for interminable lengths of time?

ANSWER
I have recently received information that the Department of EmploYlrent
and Industrial Relations' throughout Australia is to get an increase
in staff of some 300 employees. This is to be spread throughout Australia and I believe that the Territory branch of that department will
be getting some assistance in this regard. I will take it up with the
people concerned and ensure that the Northern Territory is fully represented in this regard.
1891

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
I asked him earlier about the availability of demountables for private
sale. I understand they are not y.et available and I now ask him what
is to be done with the large number of government caravans collecting
on government blocks in their hundreds? Are they to be auctioned, made
available to the general public for purchase or what?

ANSWER
l,ith regard to the question that the honourable member asked, I believe yesterday, with regard to demountables, I struck one of the
cooperative sections of the Department of the Northern Territory and
I have an answer supplied. It is that· it is intended to phase out the
demountable 'units when they are no longer required for temporary
accommodation. Timing is not clear at this stage as this will depend
on the rate of handover of houses to the department. The Department
of the Northern Territory has circularised other departments, government authorities and charitable bodies to ascertain future requirements for other than residential accommodation in Darwin. A decision
will then be made on the disposal of the remainder, possibly either
by auction or by tender. With regard to caravans, I believe that
several of these vans have already been offered for sale or for tender and the whole matter is currently under a similar review as to
how they will b~ disposed of. I believe they are looking at letting
them out in large numbers to ensure that there is no flooding back
into the residential accommodation problem of Darwin.
1892

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Gillen asked a question about houses
at Areyonga and Paptmya. In June 1975, Dowsett Constructions went into liquidation and at that time they had 7 contrac ts with the Department of Construction. On 5 June 1975 one contract was cancelled and 6
were taken over to be completed at the contractor's expense. One of
the contracts taken over was No. 191 of 1972-73, stage two, industrialised buildings, and this contract included 2 residences at Areyonga and Paptmya as well as 7 residences and 2 toilet ablution blocks
a t~aningrida, 4 residences at Snake Bay; 5 at Umbakumba, 4 en Bathurst Island, 2 at Hooker Creek" 2 at Roper River, 2 at ~larrabri and 2
a' Yuendumu. Of the work taken over. under contract No. 19i of 1972-73,
the Department of Construction has completed all outstanding work at
Maningrida, Snake Bay, Umbakumba, Bathurst Island and Roper River.
Plans for the c~mpletion of work at the remaining areas are well advanced. However, additional funds are required and submissiens have
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been made by the client
these funds.
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ANSWER

~O

department

to

the Department of Finance for

QUESTION

Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Stuart asked me a question about
scaffolding inspectors. There does appear to be a problem with the
scaffolding inspectors visiting Alice Springs. The situation is that
when a contract is let a scaffolding inspection fee is paid relating
to the cost of the contract. In Darwin, where we have permanent inspectors, an inspection takes place on a regular basis. However, in
Alice Springs they are only visited irregularly. The department hopes
that this will be improved. in the future and in fact are trying to
establish a permanent inspector in Alice Springs. I have asked, in
view of the iniquitous situation between Darwin and the other centres
in the Northern Territory, whether or not the department could look
at the possibility of having. 2 scales of fees - one for Darwin where
the permanent scaffolding inspectors are available to carry out the
service which the contractor is paying for and another scale of fees
in the areas down the track where the visits of the inspector are
fairly wide apart. This could solve the problem. They have said that
they will look at possible amendment to the regulations prescribing
a smaller fee in the centres outside Darwin.
1894

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Arnhem asked me a question concerning the sealing and upgrading of the Umbakumba Road. This job is not
on any program. I believe it has almost made the program on a couple
of occasions but has been taken off. At the moment it does not sit on
any program. The only work that will be done in this dry season will
be some resealing of the road.

1895

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr PERRON: The
r-")\;·:;e~

member

for

failure at Dnupu::;z

Nhulunbuy asked me questions in relation to
Co:lege

at Go·. . . z.

nc:

asked what cat.:.sed thE: 2

AC generators to become unserviceable. There is evidence that moisture
in the alternaters caused the breakdown. There is no indication of
trouble due to lack of maintenance. He asked me also whether a proper
maintenance plan would be drawn up according to the manufacturer's
recommendations. The manufacturer's recommendations are used as a
basis for maintenance. He also asked if the dismantled engine on the
large generator set would be restored to operational order. It is intended to restore the set when parts become available. This may take
6 months as parts have to be imported from overseas.
In further explanation of the breakdown, the Department of Education
employs an operator to make daily checks on.fuel, oil and water and
also to keep the station clean. It has been suggested that the operator, when hosing down the floor, may have inadvertently directed
water into the alternaters and that would explain a failure due to
moisture. This matter has been discussed with the principal with a
view to ensuring chat every precaution is taken to avoid water entering electrical equipment.
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Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK
Could he please advise the following in respect of (1)

Central Australian Aboriginal Medical Service:

(2)

Central Australian Aboriginal Legal Aid Service;

(3)

Central Australian Aborigines Congress;

(4)

Aborigirlal Hostels Ltd, Al1ce Springs -

(a)

The number of persons employed ?

(b)

Titles
fits?

(c)

Who is
ees ?

(d)

Are the organisations' financial records and expenditure
ject to any audit requirements, if so what?

(e)

Are vehicle records and logbooks kept ?

I

and

remuneration

responsible

received.

and other employment bene-

for the-hiring and firing of their employsub-

FROM 1 MARCH 1977
1722

Mr STEELE to Miss ANDREW
How many persons were breathalyser tested in the Territory in 1976 and
what was the blood alcohol conce~tration reading in each case?

FROM 3 MAY 1977
1895

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
Would the Honourable-Member arrange for the tabling in this Assembly
of an audited set of accounts for the Aborigines Benefit Trust Fund,
established under the Northern Territory (Administration) Act, for the
years from the year ended June 1973 to June 1977, or such of these
accounts as are available at the time of tabling?

1898

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
As from the start of 1977 school year, how many students have been (a)

suspended;

(b)

recommended for expulsion;

(c)

recommended for permission
ed age, at:
(i)
(H)
(Hi)

Darwin High;
Nightcliff HighJ and
Casuarina High?

to

leave

school before the requir-

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED BY 5 MAY 1977
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON

1.

2.

How many students at Darwin High School (a)

sat for matriculation; and

(b)

passed that examination in the following
1972. 1973. 1974. 1975. 1976?

years I

1970.

1971.

How many students at Nightc1iff High Schoo1(a)

sat for matriculation; and

(b)

passed that examination in the
1972. 1973. 1974. ·1975. 1976?

following

years:

1970. 1971.

years:

1973. 1974.

3. How many students at Casuarina High School (a)

sat for matriculation; and

(b)

passed that examination in
1975. 19761

the

following
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Mr BALLANTYNE to Dr LETTS
Has there b.een a feasibility stu!iy made in the Northern Territory for
the use of the Northern Territory rivers to load and transport live
cattle for export?

~NSWER

The following information
Member's q uesti'on:

has been supplied in answer to the Honourable

"Yes. A feasibility study into the use of the Victoria River to transport live cattle was carried out in 1951. The outcome of the study
was not encouraging in terms of the economics of such a transport
system, although it was established that the river was navigable,
albeit with some difficulty, to shallow draught vessels as far upstream as Victoria River Depot. Some ten years later when the proposal was revived the earlier navigational aspects were confirmed by
a further survey of the river but this review also did not include
an economic evaluation of such a form of' transport.
The Bureau of Agricultural Economics undertook a survey in 1961
into
the physlcal and economic practicability of moving cattle by water
from the Cape York Pens insula and Gulf region to abattoirs on the
east Queensland coast. That survey was extended to include contiguous areas of the Territory (Wearyan, McArthur and Roper Rivers).
In summary, the report found that existing methods of transport were
inadequate and suggested that by using water transport the cattle
industry in the survey area would benefit.
In the same year, and for several years following, the then Department
of Territories, through the medium of the Port Superintendent, carried out navigational/hydrographic surveys of the major rivers. The
main purpose of these surveys was to determine which rivers could be
used to promote the development of local industries including beef
cattle. Generally these rivers presented some navigational difficulties; deep inland penetration was poor other than to specially
designed shall<7N draught vessels;
construction of holding and loading facilities were required;
and frequent maintenance of channel
marker buoys woul1i be necessary.
It is considered that

the implementation of the Beef Roads Program has
considerably alleviated the earlier need for an alternative method
of transport to overcome the shortcomings in the cattle movement
ment systems.

1626

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK

1.

Has a water filter been fitted at the departmental residence of
the Director of Health in Darwin and~ if so~ was the f:t1ter installed at departmental expense and how much did it cost?

ANSWER
Experimental work has been carried out with water filters at a departmental residence which at present is temporarily occupied by the
Director of Health.
The first filter was connected
firmed that the ,particular
was then arranged to serve

at the water meter and this trial contype was not suitable. An alternative
the house only, and as this trial filter

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOl'ICE

WAS

only ;!..nstal1ed on 2 J)eceDJbeJ:.J.'esults are not yet available.

The possibility of installing filters has been under consideration for
areas giving particular trouble and little reliable local information is available on performance. The experimental to'ork now in progress required a reliable observer and the residence selected will
enable an expert opinion to be obtained. Information gained from
this ins tallation will be of assistance not only in relation to
Government residences but also to privately owned residences.
The cost of the project. including the filter and associated installation costs. was approximately $190.00.
1629

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
1.

Can he advise the name of the contractor company in charge of the
construction of the timber Creek Police Station?

2.

Is is true that this company is having financial difficulties?

3.

Is the construction of the Timber Creek Police Station on schedule
in keeping with the requirements of the Department of Construction?

If not. what are the problems and why the delays?
ANSWER
The following information has been supplied
able Memer's question:

1720

in

answer

to

the Honour-

1.

The company in charge of construction of the Timber Creek Police
Station is Gateway Constructions Pty Ltd.

2.

The department is not aware that the company is experiencing ;undue financial problems in conducting their general business activities.

3.

The contract is 35% complete and it is anticipated that the contractor will complete all the work by August 1977 which is the
current completion date for the contract.

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr PERRON
. 1.

Is there an emergency power supply provided
vision transmitter in Darwin?

for

the

ABC

tele-

2.

If so. what is the nature of the emergency supply?

3,

Is the Postal Institute of the Northern Territory Social Club situated adjacent to the ABC television transmitter in Darwin?

4.

Who or what is the registered lessee of the land on which the Postal Institute of the Northern Territory Social Club is situated?

5.

Is the Postal Institute of the Northe~ Territory Social Club provided with an alternative supply of electric power to the normal
Darwin reticulated power supply?

6,

If so, what is the source of the alternative power supply?

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NarICE

7.

If the alternative power supply is not provided by the club itself
was its provision to the club authorised by the supplier?

8.

If not. what then is the basis of the supply?
are levied for the supply?

9.

Was there on 5 January 1977 a strike by public servants
necessitated the shut down of the normal Darwin power supply?

If so. what charges

which

Institute of the Northern
power from an alternative

10.

Was on 5 January 1977 the Postal
Territory Social Club supplied with
source?

11.

If so. who authorised the supply of power on that day?

12.

What charges were made
supply was authorised?

13.

Is it the policy of the Australian Broadcasting Commission or the
Post Master General's Department to permit use of their emergency
power supply by outside bodies?

14.

If not. why was this exception made?

for

the supply of power on that day, if the

ANSWER
The following information is provided for the Honourable Member:

1.

Yes.

2.

There is an emergency power plant at the Telecom Australia Radio
complex at Blake Street. Darwin. If commercial power fails facilities at the site are automatically supplied with power from this
emergency power source.
At the present stage of development, the
emergency power plant has sufficient capacity to feed all facilities on the site and the adjacent studio of the commercial television station. whose transmitter is located within the Telecom
Aus traila Radio complex.

3.

The Post-Tel Institute is located on the same site as the Telecom
Australia Radio communications terminal and the national and commercial television t ransmi tters.

4.

The area of land on which the Post-Tel Institute activities are
situated is not leased.
It is land reserved for PMG (now Telecom
Australia) purposes. Reserve No 993 refers.

5.

Yes.

6.

The power supply for Post- Tel Institute activities is via the radio Communications building and, if the commercial power fails,
power feed is maintained from the emergency power plant referred
to in 2 above.

7.

In the sense that power is automatically supplied from the emergency Telecom Australia source when normal commercial power fails,
i t was authorised by Telecom.

8.

No charges are levied.

9.

Industrial action did disrupt normal power supply.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NCYI'ICE

10,

Yes,

11.

See answer to 7,

12.

See answer to 8,

13.

So far as Te1ecom Australia is concerned, it is regarded as appropriate to supply emergency pCMer to facilities on an establishment where the emergency power .source is located, up to the normal
limit of capacity of the generating plant.

14.

Not exceptional.

1723

See answers to 3 and 13.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN
I refer to the 1,500 sheets of high quality
teak
plywood given
the people of Darwin from the Government and people of Burma
ask:
(a)

how many of these ply wood sheets have been distributed;

(b)

by whom were they" distributed;

(c)

to whom were they distributed;

(d)

when were they distributed;

(e)

how many remain in stock;

(f)

where are the remaining sheets being held; and

(g)

to what purpose is· it intended to put the remaining sheets?

to
and

ANSWER
The following information has
able Memer's q ues tion:

been

supplied

(a)

191 sheets

(b)

The Department of Northern Australia
The Corporation of the Ci ty of Darwin

(c)

The German Club
Private citizens with special needs
Corporation projects
TOTAL

in answer to the Honour-

8 sheets
183 sheets
36 sheets
68 sheets
87 sheets
191 sheets

(d)

From August 1975 to the present.

(e)

760 sheets.

(f)

Under cover at the Corporation's municipal depot.

(g)

The organisations listed below have plywood reserved for them
of which they have not yet taken delivery. The remainder is
available on application to the City Corporation by any voluntary organisation, service club or sporting body that can
use it in a reconstruction proj ect. Because of the small quantity available the Corporation does not issue the plywood to

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOl'ICE
private citizens unless there are special circumstances.
177 sheets
40 sheets
30 sheets'
Amount not specified
Amount not specified

Brown's Mart
Museums and Art Galleries Board
Nightcliff Sports Centre
DalWin Sailing Club
Boy Scouts Association

There is a discrepancy of 549 sheets between the original consignment which was received by the Department of Construction
and the quantity issued and on hand in the Corporation's Municipal depot. The organisations concerned are investigating this
dis crepancy •

1724

Hr s LAWRIE to Dr LETTS
I refer to the Aboriginal Development Foundation and ask 1. (a)
(b)
. (c)
(d)

how many meubers does i t have;
do members of this foundation meet and. if so, how often;
are elections held and. 1£ so. when; and
are financial statements issued and. if so. to whom?
Is this foundation holding $100.000 received from various
sources since Cyclone Tracy and. if so. what audit checks are
made on the funds received?

2.

ANSWER
The following information
Meuber's q ues tion:
l~

(a)

is

supplied

in

answer

to the Honourable

Clause 4 of the foundation's constitution reads:
"The Association's Executive Committee may admit to membership
any Aboriginal who agrees to accept the
rules
of
the
Association" •
It has at present approximately 50 financial members but i t
should be bome in mind that the services of the foundation are
directed mainly towards unsophisticated Aboriginals who do not
seek formal meubership. The number of Aboriginals therefore
dependent on the foundation is considerably in excess of the
above figure.

(b)

Clause 11 of its constitution reads:
"General meetings shall be held monthly."
Monthly meetings are held by
appropriately recorded.

the foundation and the proceedings

(c)

An annual general meeting is held
ecutive Committee in accordance
cons ti t ution.

for the election of the Exwith the provisions of its

(d)

Under the Grants in Aid Scheme, funds are provided by the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs to Aboriginal organisations

ANSWERS 'ID QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
subject to certain conditions which are repeated below:
"An organisation

receiving funds shall, at the end of every
quarter and not later than one month after the end of that
quarter, furnish to the Department a certified statement of
income and expenditure to the end of the quarter, comparing it
with the approved budget. This statement shall be certified by
the book keeper or accountant to be correct and shall be
countersignodby the Presiden~.
"At the end of each financial year and not later than two months
after its close, the
organisation
shall furnish to the
Department (a)

a certificate under the signature of the President to the
effect that the funds have been used only f.or the purpose for which they were provided and that the conditions stipulated have been complied with;

Cb}

an Auditol'~srepol't with an audited statement of ,income
and e.xpend:l:turefor the financial year in t'!uestion, comparing it·with the appl'oved budget, and a balance sheet
showing assets and liabilities at the close of the financial year; and

(c)

a certified inventory of assets
ions of any, missing items."

together with explanat-

These requirements are being observed by the foundation.
2.

l8io

This presumbaly refers to a grant of $40,361.76 (not $100,000)
made to the foundation by the Cyclone Tracy Relief Trust and
representing part of a donation made to the trust by the government of Papua New Guinea, The purpose of the f;rant was to
construct a brick and mortar community facility at Knuckeys
Lagoon. The construction of this community centre has been
delayed pending the grant of legal land title to the Fo~ndation
at Knuckeys Lagoon and it is hoped that this will be finalised
with a few months,
When received on 1 August 1975, the grant
was placed in a separate trust account where it is still held
and there has been no expenditure.

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
1.

From whom or where did the Department of Aboriginal Affairs obtain
or purchase'the galvanised iron with which they built the shed on
the Maranboy commonage near the creek adjacent to Bamyili Settlement?

2.

Can he confirm that this iron was removed from a number of buildings on mining leases at Maranboy?

3.

In view of the answer given by a Mr Lovegrove on 25 July 1974 to
the effect that road building ni'aterial possibly came from an area
of land over which there were mineral leases, authorising the mining of tin, ,will the Department of Aboriginal Affairs undertake
the expense of cleaning out the shaft since, as a result of the removal of this gravel from the collar, there has been d-uD)ped into
the shaft, a la't'g~ quantity of gravel Which makes ,it necessary for
considerable work to be done before the shaft can be worked again?

ANSWERS 'ID QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

ANSWER
The following information has
Menber's question:

1896

been supplied in asnwer to the lionourable

1,

All new galvanised iron was used which was supplied by Cyclone M. Products, Order No. B5033/72, dated 8 June 1973.

K.

2.

No.

3,

A certain amount of material was used to surface a short tract into
the shed area,
The place from which the material was removed was
not near any mine or shaft and its removal would not have caused
the duq>ing of gravel in a mining shaft. The Department of Aboriginal Affairsi does not accept a responsibility of having any mining
shafts on thj Maranbay Tin Fields cleaned out.

Mr MANUELL to Mr! TAMBLING

1.

Has the tender for the construction of a bridge
River been advertised?

2.

When will the tender close?

3.

When is construction planned to commence?

4.

What is the proposed completion date?

1.

Yes on 8 March 1977.

2.

Tenders closed on 23 March 1977.

3.

On

4.

.Period of con·tract is 52 weeks from date of acceptance.

over

the. Todd

ANSWER
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present indications
ility of increased funds.

late May

1977

depending

on

availab-

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON

1.

Has the Department of Northern Territory decided that the present
Stokes Hill Power Station and subseq uent extensions will adequately supply Darwin's power requirements for the next seven years?

2,

Has the Department of Northern Territory suspended work on
Environmental Impact Study for Darwin's second power station?

3.

Has the Department of Northern Territory shelved plans for a submission to Cabinet so that funds could be made available to allow
preliminary design work on Darwin's second power station to proceed?

1,

No.

2,

Yes, pending receipt of the Final Report of the Inquiry into Public
Electricity Supply. Northern Territory.

the

ANSWER

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON Nal'ICE

3.

Any such decision will be
uation of the Final Report
Supply, Northern Territo~.

taken following the receipt and evalof the Inqui~ into Public Electricity
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Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
How many applications
approved by the HFT?
applications?

for the
What is

6% concessional loan have yet to be
the total value of these outstanding

ANSWER
The information sought by the honourable member is similar to information that I sought of the Minister ii'or the Northern Territory on 20
April. I have not yet received that information. As soon as I have it,
I will make it available to honourable members.
1901

Mr VALE to Dr LETTS
I refer to an article which appeared in the Bulletin on 23 April written
by Richard Hall.
Is there any accuracy in this statement:
"Already
there have been a good number of unreported incidents of mass killing of
expensive stud cattle on at least one property?tl

ANSWER
I have seen the article to which' the honourable member refers. The
whole article is composed of inaccuracies, not the least of whi'Ch is
that particular paragraph mentioned in the question, The inference from
a previous sentence in the article is that, because of the build-up of
racial tensions in the Northern Territory following activities by this
Assemly, Aboriginals are shooting stud cattle belonging to station
owners. The incident to which, he refers is quite the reverse situation.
It refers to a case which has not been kept in the dark as Mr Hall
suggested. It has been public knowledge for some time. Officers of the
Wildlife Branch in pursuit of their duty to destroy feral cattle on a
piece of Aboriginal land which is also a wildlife sanctuary, inadvertently shot some branded and ear",marked cattle on a neighbouring pastoral
le,ase and' on an area where the Aboriginal cattle company is running
cattle. It is a case of governinent officers taking action to the
detriment of Aboriginals and also of the station owner rather than the
suggestion which has been made by Mr Hall. I notice that 'his articles
from time to time on the Northern Territory bear little resemblance
whatever to the facts of life up here. I suggest that the gentleman
might pay us a visit so that: he can get things in better perspective.
1902

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
What steps have been taken by the Darwin Reconstruction Coinmission to
provide a suitable site and funding for a Darwin Museum?
I would prefer a statement from a responsible member of the Commission
rather than relying on press reports or off-the-cuff statements by the
chairman.
'

ANSWER
I will have a statement prepared that lists the actions that have been
taken over a long period.
1903

MrEVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW
Has the Counter Disaster Ordinance passed by
1976 yet been assented to?

thlsAssembly~

in December
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-----------------.--------

ANSWER
No.
1904

Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK
Following the cattle industry conference held in A1ice Springs on 23 and
24 April, has
an application by the A1ice Springs abattoir to
participate in current beef quotas been granted?

ANSWER
The matter is s till under' consideration by the Meat Board which meets
this week. We will be making recommendations to the Minister in relation to the matter.
It is hoped that the situation was spelt out
fairly clearly to the Meat Board representative who was at the conference and also to the Minister.
It is quite important to the cattle
industry i.n Central Australia that a quota be made available to the
A1ice Springs abattoir when it opens in about July.
1905

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW
If the Counter Disaster Ordinances 1976 has not been assented to, under
what authority were emergency services proposing to operate had cyclone
Verna struck Darwin'as it appeared likely yesterday?

ANSWER
I understand that the basis was a letter from the Minister for the
Northern Territory to the Administrator that'authorised'the exercise of
all powers and functions of the Administrator as deemed under the
ordinance and these were to be exercised as though the ordinance was
passed. It was a letter of instruction.
1906

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
Is he aware that money allocated for repair work on the Sandower Highway
was recently reallocated to repair work on the Plenty River Road? If
not, would be undertake to investigate the reason why that money was
reallocated and would he also undertake to have the Department of
Construction contact pastora1ists in the Plenty River area to find out
what sections of the road are most urgent in need of repair?

ANSWER
I will take the matter up with the Department of Construction and advise
the Assembly later.
1907

Mr EVERINGHAM to.Mr PERRON
Has the Education Department any plans to upgrade the grounds of the
Casuarina High School by top dressing the grounds and oval and
installing a water reticulation system?
That high school is the host
school this year for the inter high school sports.

ANSWER
I will undertake to
sittings.

have

the

question

answered

later

during

these
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1908Mrs LAWRIEto Mr RYAN
Is it his intention. within the life of this Assembly. to introduce
legislat:f.on to license or regulate in some other manner secondhand car
dealers?·
ANSWER
This particular legislation would come
for Community Affairs.

under the control of the Cabinet

Mem~er

1909

Hr DO~DAS to Mr PERRON
When are tenders to ... be c;llled for construction of the Dripstone High
School? Does he exPect any further delays in the original intention of
the Minister for Education to call tenders by March 1977?

ANSWER
The saga of the tenders for the Dripstone High School has been going on
for some time and certainly there is quite a history of this in the
question papers of this House. I undertook before the sittings to find
outagaiil exactiy what the latest situation was because it was obvious
that .1t was going to come up as it has at every sitting ever since the
matteJ,", was raised some 12 months ago or .more ago. At this stage.
because' of the unavailability of certain people in the Education
Department. I have not got an answer. for today. However. I do hope to
have an answer. by tomorrow.
1910

.Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TUXWORTH
Is ~ t hiS intention to legislate to license or regulate secondhand car
'dealers in some m'anner wi thin the life of this Assembly?

. ANSWER
The member who had the portfolio before me has done a great deal of work
on this and I have followed on in his steps. It is anticipated that we
could have drafting instructions
ready later this year for the
introduction of legislation to control used car operations in the
Territory. but. it is a mat ter of physical ability as to whether we can
get this through be'forethe end of this Assembly.
1911

Mr MANUEL'4 toDr LETTS.
Can he advise meof . the present estimated cattle numbe.rs in the Central
Australian region and do these numbers represent a real threat to land
and soil conservation in that area?' If in fact a threat does exist.
what steps to control this situation currently apply?

ANSWER
I did not have for9l1arning of this question and I would normally ask for
the question to be placed on, notice. However. a week or so ago. I was
present at the Cattle Industry Conference in Alice Springs where some
figures were qrovided by the Animal. Industry and Agricultural Branch
which illustrated the extent of overstocking throughout the whole of the
Northern Territory. Every pastorald1Strict at present is .regarded as
being overstocked to a greater or lesser extent.
The problem is
probably potentially more serious in the Alice Springs district than
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elsewhere because it is a truly arid area and more susceptible to the
affects of periodic drought. As I understand at the moment, the number
of cattle in AliceSprings. based on stock returns and statistics held
,by the branch and the C,ommonwealth Statistition' is over half a ,million
,head which is' approximately twice the safe stocking rate estimated for
that district by the New South Wales Conservation Authority some years
ago. The only rejlSon that there is not a 'disaster on our hands at the
moment is because of the s\1ccession of abnormally good seasons.
~ncluding this re::oe"lt summer. in Alice Springs.
It is true to say that unless something is done to lighten the stocking
that the next drought spell - which is certainly overdue statisUcally
to come upon that district. possibly even next sUlllller - could produce a
major catastrophe o,f a type in which the Commonwealth Government no
doubt would be forced to provide aid either in the form of drought
relief subsidies or tbe shooting of cattle' as we have seen in other
parts of Australia. What we 'are attempting to do. as you will hear
later ,I think, is to impress upon the Commonwealt~ Government the need
to provide some short term assistance to the industry which will bring
about the lightening of the stocking burden in the distr~ct. This can
be done by measures such as freight assistance. a scheme which applied
last year and needs to be reactivated this year. and probably in a way
which will give even greater encouragement to turnoff. and also through
moves to support the opening and throughput of the Alice Springs
abattoir. which an early question referred to. so that they may obtain a
maximum throughput there.
This.
coDhined with a stock will be
transported interstate will at least help to alleviate this very serious
problem,
1912

Mr DONDAS to Dr LETTS
I direct this question without notice to the Majority Leader in his
capacity as a delegate to the Beef Industry Conference held in Alice
Springs recently, Has the Majority Party considered the formation of a
Meat Marketing Authority and, also, have discussions taken place with
Government to provide freight assistance to beef producers?

ANSWER
These matters were raised at the Cattle Industry Conference at Alice
Springs. Following on that conference, there was a comment in the
newspaper by a spokesman for the Australian Labor Party who said that
nothing worth while had been atteq>ted or achieved at that conference.
and he referred to his party's policy on freight assistance and a
statutory authority for marketing. In fact. I believe that a great deal
was achieved at the conference at Alice Springs.
I was agreeably
surprised ,at how much useful information came forward, and the useful
nature of motions and resolutions which were passed for forwarding to
government and appropriate authorities.
The conference did pass a resolution calling' for the reactivation of the
freight assistance scheme for 1977. and the formula that was adopted in
that motion was the formula that I proposed: 60 per cent rebate for
females and 40 per cent rebate for other cattle.
The conference passed an additional resolution referring to the adapting
of export standards to suit particular markets and to get away from the
problem that we have at the moment where all exporters are tied
virtually to the American standards which some ot'her countries do not
necessarily require,
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The conference also passed a motion requesting the: Government to give
further consideration to a fuel price equalization scheme, and the
conference reiterated its support, which also happens to;be the policy
6f the Majority Party, to bring about more orderly marketing and price
stabilisation in the 10 eef industry.
The' eXact way in which this is to
, be, done is not yet quite clear.
The conference passed a resolution calling on the Government for clarification of policy regarding Aboriginal land claims outside reserves and
also, I unders tand, raised the question of a marketing authority,
although it was raised very late in the conference after most people had
gone. An earlier reference 'to a marketing authorit-did not attract
very'much enthusiasm' or support from the' conference.
I recall, Mr
Speaker, that it is a matter which you have suggested for examination
from,time to time.
"The conference did s et up a committee" a sort of working party, to have
a look at the advantages' or disadvantages of a NO'rthern Territory
statutory beef or meat ma'rketing authority, and it is clearly necessary
to do this before one cari establish' a policy On it, Obviously, the
setting up of an authority' is going, to cost money in administrative
costs and the fees of people who will be on the board, and one has to
judge what would be the advantages' compared with the c'ost of doing this.
What we do know is that fiore than 90 'per cent of 'l'errito'ry b~ef is
suitable and usually destined ,for the export market, and export markets
in Auwtralia 'are controlled by the Department of Primary Industry at a
CommotWealth level, and by the' Aus traliari' Meat Board. So what the
,advantages of having a small, Northern Territory Meat Authority at this
stage would be, are still not cleat and no doubt the working party will
throw some more'light on it, ,It is not: yet a policy which has been
adopted and supported by the beef industry it::;elf. '
,
Finally, in the light of certain criticisms which the ALP has made of
our activities in the beef industry~'Iwouldjust like to advise members
of the Assembly that the Cattle Producers Conference, which preceded the
Beef Industry Conference, passed a note of appreciation ;;md confidence
in me'mbers of this Assemhly for the work which' they have been doing to
try and support the beef industry and alleviate the depressed conditions
in theindus try.
"
1913

Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING
Is the honourable menber aware that there are still a large number of
street lights in Darwin that have not been restored following the 1974
cyclone? Will he' take steps to remedy this situation particularly in
the city area where dark streets such as Li tchfield St,reet are becoming
a favourite refuge for drunken and unruly persons?

ANSWER
I am aware that there are many street lights s till requiring restol;atfon
as a result of Cycl'one Tracy.
There is a program for the repair and,
where necessary, reins ta1lation of lights in the city and i t is linked
to ,the Reconstruction Commission's financial program for the coming
years. I will seek to have that program "detailed and informaUon from
it made available to,the honourablE! member,
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Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN

My

question relates to congestion on Bagot Road. Is any action likely
to be taken in ,the foreseeable future to provide an alternative access
to the city for northem suburbs residents, particularly since it now
appears that these silver tails and planners who live in Fannie Bay have
managed to torpedo the Palmerston freeway?
".

ANSWER
The honourable mell!ber for lingili is spot on when he refers to the
congestion on,Bagot Road. This" morning, the trllffic was banked up from
the Stuart Highway back to McMillans Road, a distance of approximately 2
miles. TheDRC are planning to build a road to the back of Ludmilla.
This has been brought forward and hopefully will be on next year's
program. This will not alleviate the problem completely but it may help
to take, some of tbe traffic away from the Stuart Highway Ba got Road
intersection.
It would have been much more realistic to bring a road
from Coconut Grove Road through Ku1a1uk down to the proposed road. This
would have meant that people travelling from Nightcliff would have been
able to travel right through without getting onto Bagot Road. However,
the decision has been made to put it into the back of Ludmilla I am
concerned with the situation that exists right now; even i f they started
building that road tomorrow, we would expect some delay.
At least once a week, there is a holdup' for various reasons on Bagot
Road and, between 7. 30 and 8.30. in the morning. it can take up as much
as half an hour to get from the northern suburbs into town. I intend to
take the matter up with the Department of' NT which still has the
responsibility for' control of roads. However, I may be able to get some
assistance fr9m the Cabinet Menber for Law in that it may -be .wise to
introduce police control of traffic rather than lights. This seems to
be a retrograde step but there is only so much that traffic lights can
do. In some cities they switch the lights off at peak hours and have
traffic poUce because ther,' are able to see where the problems are.
I . would hate to think of the cost to Darwin in man
arriving late for work every
morning. The situation
evening is not quite as bad because they are spread
certainly intend to look into the matter and see if we
in the short term to improve it.
1915

hours of people
going home of an
out somewhat. I
can do something

Mr VALE to Mr TAMBLING
Can he advise the present waiting
homes in A1ice Springs?

time for the allocation of government

ANSWER
I cannot provide that information without reference but I will certainly
seek it for the honourable member.
1916

Mr EVERINGHAM to Dr LETl'S
By way of prefatory remarks. Mr Speaker, no doubt you saw newspaper
reports of a sensational nature last week pointing out that the salary
of the Northern Territory Public Service Commissioner might well exceed
the Prime Minister's sa1aty. I believe that Senator Wright. Liberal,
Tasmania, was reported as putting these questions' at a Parliamentary
Estimates Coumdttee hearing. I would like to ask the Majority Leader
whether in fact the true position
is as put by Senator Wrigbt.
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ANSWER
The answer is nOI the facts were quite wrong. I do not know whether
this was the fault of Senator Wright or in the reporting.
Nor is it
clear to me why the departmental officers who were present did not
correct any misapprehension which the good Senator may have had.
Instead of, the fee being. as I think are reported. $35.000 for a 6
months period of service. it is actually set at the rate, I understand of
$33.000 per annum - this is less than half the level suggested in the
report - plus $1.000 per annum allowance.
This works out at about
deputy secretary level in the department and compares quite reasonab1)t
with salaries paid for this level of responsibility in other states.
1917

Hr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
I have asked this question on previous occasions in relation to the
Nakara Primary School.
Has a decision been made by the Education
Department as to the f,uture of the Nakara Primary School?
I ask the
Cabinet Memer that question, Hr Speaker. because I have had information
that the Education Department are thinking of USing the Nakara Primary
School as office accommodation for the Education Department.

ANSWER
I too have heard wi th some dismay that the Education Department were
comidering using the Nakara Primary School. or parts of it. for
administrative purposes. I was rather horrified at that considering
some of the needs around Darwin for 1IIore space for educational purposes.
I have written to the Minister ort thisslbject and have had some talks
with the Department of Education on the matter.
I will undertake to
find out whether a declaion has in actual fact been made, as at this
date. and supply the ho,nourable member with that answer.
1918

Mr ROBER'l'SON to Mr RYAN
This question results primarily. Hr Speaker. from statements made by
yourself in the media and also discussions I have had with you. Is the
honourable memer aware of a survey of the highways of the Northern
Territory conducted in March 1977? Will a report of that inspection be
made public and will the report be acted upon?

ANSWER
Hr RYAN: I am . not quite sure what the honourable member is asking
about. I am not aware of any report on higlWiays.
Mr ROBERTSON: Are you aware of the survey carried out in Harch 19771
Is there a report and will you make it public?
Hr RYAN: I am not aware of that particular report.
I assume that the
question does not relate to the survey done by the Bureau of Transport
Economics last year on Territory transport in toto and which is due to
be released this month.
If. it' does not refer to that report. I am
unaware of any other. 'However, I will ask the department concerned if
thel'e has been one canied out and, if possible, see that it is made
available.
1919

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN
What is the reason

for

the

delay

regarding grading of

the Dhupuma
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College ROlida t Gove?
graded?

Will' this

horror road .b e fully graded or partly

ANSWER
Certainly, the hQnourab1e member for Nhq1unbuy cannot be accused of not
keeping the pressure on in this matter, I was under the impression that
it had been. fixed up, There is a prQbl.em of delays with the tenders. I
will take them~4"~r' up. with the Department of; Construction.
1920Mr BVERINGHAM to Mr PERRON
Is· this Assembly likely to see tabled lit this sittings a copy of an
interim or final report of the Enquiry into the.Northern Territory
E1eCtrici ty Supply Sys tem?
. ANSWER
He certainly will not be seeing.a copy of the interim report tabled at
this si ttings or a t any. future si ttings.
However,the Minister· has undertaken to make. public a copy of the final
report which is expected to be completed at the end of this month and
tabled in the House.
The. honourable member for Jingili asked me a similar question at the
las't sHtings •. I advised .that the Minister had advised me that as the
committee still had to complete its investigation, he felt ·that the
releasing of the interim ;report might prejudice the ·fina1report. He
'was not prepareq to. have· it released, and he still stands by this
convic,tion. However, the final report will be made public and I will
endeavour to obtain copies and table them in the House as soon as they
are available.
1921

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN
Fo·llow,ing. the closing of tenders for the bridge over the Todd River,
have the. tenders been examined, when will the successful tenderer be
anp.ounced and when will work commence on that bridge?

ANSWER
.
.
.
There seems to be a delay in the final 1etting'of the tender. I am not
·too sure why this is, I will take the matter up with the Department of
Cons truc tion. ,
.'

1922

Mr ROBERTSON to Dr LETTS
Some time ago, I asked a question of the then Executive Member for
Resource Development relating to alleged base camps being set up by
foreign fishing companies and vessels on Australian '. soil,
Is he aware
'ofany authenticated reports.of any such bases being set up on the
mainland of the Northern '. Terr:ttory and,if so, w;111 hemilke theJII
avai1/ib1e?

ANSWER
I am not aware of any authenticated report of any base CB.l1}PS being set
up on the mainland. of Australia by foreign fishermen, I have always
been .in some doubt about these reports or rumours because, i f this had

,
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happened, it would not take
any time at all for the matter to become
well known. When Indonesian fishermen land on the coast here, it is not
very long before they are discovered and :everbodyknows about it. I
will endeavou,r to find out, more information and advise the honourable
memer later.'
1923

Mr EVERINGHAM to Nr PERRON '
When it is now anticipated that tenders
construction of the Dripstone High School.

will

be

called

for

a

~SWER

That very question was asked
of -me earlier in these sittings and t
undertake to supply an answer as s,con as I could, hopefully tomorrow.
1924

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
How much has it cost the Corporation of the City of Darwin to redevelop
the park on the corner of Mitche11 Street and Bennett Street? I refer
to the, one next door to the Reserve Bank.

ANSWER
I understand that the park on the corn~rof Mitch~11 and Bennett Streets
has not been developed by the city c:orporation, ,MY understanding is,
and I stand corrected on this, that that piece of land is not under the
care or control of the Darwin City Corporation;'Ifthe work on that
proj.ect has been undertaken by the Darwin ReconstructionConnnission, I
will endeavour to obtain a statement with regard to the contract for the
landscaping and improvement of that area and the associated area of all
the government offices on the adjoining blocks.
1925

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING

•

Is it his intention to allow
camp at East Point?

this

year

the same disgraceful transient

ANSWER
,It is outside my responsibilities, ,I believe, to control a camp

in that
area. The ,camp that existed last year was conducted by the Darwin City
Corporation under a special licence of land given by the Department of
the Northern Territory. From disc,uSs:l.ons I have held with the Mayor and
other people, I was of the understanding, that there was not to be
another camp of that nature this year. However, I will seek confirmation ,of that and make the information available to the honourable member.

1926

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
Can he advise of the outCOIb! of discussions be held last week in
Canberra with the Federal Minister for Tr,ansport pertaining to the
sealing or upgrading of the Stuart, Highway south' of the Northern
Territory border?

ANSWER
Among other items, I did discuss with the Minister for Transport the
question of the sealing of the .South Road through from the border of the
NT to Port Augusta. I think we are all aware that the upgrading of that
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highway is the responsibility of the South Australian government. Funds
for the national highways, of which that route is one, are made
available by the Federal Government through theiDepartment of 'rransport
to each of the s.tates.
South .Australia have said that insufficient
funds .are being made available ne~t year to li\tart work on that highway.
I have asked the Minister for Transport if it is possible for him to do
anything about i t and he has agreed to see i f anything can be done.
1927

Mrs LAWRIEto Dr I.ETTS
What is the status of the land on the Rapid Creek side of the Lakes:l:de
Drive? This includes the Alawa spor~ing complex and the toilet block.

ANSWER
I would ask
on notice.
1928

the

honourable member for Nightcliff to place the question

Mr MANUELLto Mr RYAN
Is there any
truth in the rumour that Alice Springs teleqhone
subscribers will be offered STD facilities within the next 3 months?

ANSWER
I will check with Telecom and advise the House later,
1929

Mr DONOAS to Mr PERRON
Has the Department of NT given any indication as to when a decision
will be . made' to allow the Hooker Corporation to' develop the Brinken
subdivision?

.-

ANSWER
I
1930

will

seek the information,

Mr VALE toMr RYAN
Would he be willing to make representations to the South Australian
Minister for Transport to lift the road tax charges levied against
freight haulers for unsealed sections of the Stuart Highway in South
Australia?

ANSWER
I find it difficult to believe that the Transport Minister would in fact
wish to do that unless he really had pressure put on him from th!!
Federal Government. I am not too sure whether I would like the idea
because it would obviously be reflected in higher freight rates for the'
Northern Territory, I would much prefer to sit quietly to see i f the
Federal Minis ter can do- something about it.
1931

Mr DONDAS to Mr RY AN
\

When are reflectorisedlicence plates going
Northern Territory?

to

be. introduced into the
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ANSWER
I would say that we will be introducing reflectorised plates next year;
they have been under test for some time. One of the biggest things we
have. to decide -and this could also take some time- is the, colours
which we would hav,e on number plates in the Northern Territory.' I know
that ,the honourable member for AliceSprings would like number plates to
match the cars he has and: as he changes cars very regularly this could
mean that we would have to have a:fairly wide spectrum of colours. I do
not necessarily agree with that and because of this I would assume that
the party discussions could take some time.
1932

Mr EVERINGlAM to M,r POLLOCK
My question relates to a block of flats on the corner of Cavenagh Street
and Daly Street which I have noticed has been unoccupied since prior to
Cyclone Tracy. I believe that these flats are owned by the Commonwealth
Government or the Australian Atomic'Energy Commission. Is it proposed
to sell off these flats or let them be occupied rather than stand idle
at a time when accommodation is badly required in this city?

ANSWER
The honourable member did give me some advice of the question and I made
some representations' to the appropriate federal department. They have
advised me that the then Commonwealth Department of Services and
Property purchased the flats from Qantas on behalf of the Australian
Atomic Energy Comiulssion on 17 July 1975. The flats were required to
house Darwin based members and families of the commission's uranium
exploration division.
The flats suffered considerable damage as a
result of Cyclone Tracy and were virtually uninhabitable when~cquired.
They were repaired and renovatored by the commission as quickly as
possible after possession was granted in July 1975 and were occupied by
commi~sion staf~ as they became available;
With the change of goverQment and the change of policy in relation to
uranium exploration, the commission was requested to wind down its
exploration activities a~d ,withdraw from the field by the end of 1976.
This was. done although approval was subsequently ·granted to carry out a
limited drilling program on the commission's Number 1 prospect.
The
flats in q.uestion were, however, all vacated by late, December 1976.
They were offered to the HOUSing Commission of the NOrthern Territory on
a temporary lease basis until approximately July 1977 but the offer was
declined. They are now in the hands of the Department of Administrative
Services which is arranging for the Department of Northern Territory to
lease them on behalf of the commission.
1933

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN
'On what basis did the Motor Vehicle Register consider change of colour
for the registration plates to be attached to motor vehicles in the
Northern 'Territory? If in fact a colour change is being contemplated.
will the plates be reflectorised as he has described? Is it not a fact
that the reflectorised plates have nowhere near the long life of the
current plates? If in fact the reflectorised plates are not as durable
as the conventional plates we now have, is it expected that the
regiS trar will continue to own' the plates as opposed to the motor
vehicle owner?
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ANSWER
The selection of the colour will be, I imagine, a decision for the
Majority Party. ·That is why I mentioned it in answer to the
previous
question •. It may take some time to arrive at a. decision. I would be
quite happy to accept the responsibility to pick the colour.
In the
test .. they did on reflectivity and longevity, the green reflect'orised
plate did perform quite well. However, I think there are other colours
that would be m('~Pc suitable for the Northern Territory. I do not' think
that the registrar will.· have;.muchsay in the. colour of the plates.
He
will advise. us of the tests carried out on various colours. I would
prefer the plates to be ref1ectorised, whether or not the life. of the;!
plate is affected. I would assume that the plates would still belong to
the registrar.
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Hr HANUEU. to Hr RYAN
Has any investigation been made by him or members 0'£ his department as
to whether theexistiQg microwave tow,ers ~et.ween Ht •. Isa and Darwin and
those stpposed to be installed betwee~ Ten,nant Creek and. AU.ce Springs
could be used for medium wave broadcast bands by the installation of low
poWer transmitters on.thollepowers?
This. would give people travelling
within the Northern Territorydong the, Barklyand Stuart H'ighways the
opportunity of utiUsing medium wave broadcasts. .
, .

ANSWER
It is not within the capabilt'ties of my Department to investigate that
particular matter. However, I will write to the Hinister for Post and
Telecollllllunications to.ask i f such a proposal is practical.
1935

Hr DONDAS to Hr PERRON
When will the next industrial land auction be held :l.n the Darwin area?

ANSWER
Twenty five lots will be available. for auction at the next industrial
land sale to be held in .Darwin on 23 June 1977 •. , DetaUs of the lots in
question willap.pear in the Gov,ernment Gazette on 13 May 1977.
1936 " Hr DONDAS to Hr 'PERRON
When will the next residential land auction b,e held i,n the Darwin area?
ANSWER
A further residential land auction is planned for Darwin in August provide.d full details can beassemled at an early date on the locality of
serviced lots which, willbe available. This auction wui follow the
release of 50 lots on 21 April and the indus,trialauctionw\lich is timed
. for 2 3· June. :
'
'1937

Hrs LAWRIEto MrTAHBLING
Can he advise when the next auction of government caravans through the
'Darwin Reconst.ruction COllllllission will take place? Also, has he any
further advice
as to the manner of distribution or auction of
demountables ?

ANSWER
1 am not able to provide the information sought by the honourable metDber
with regard to' ·c.aravaQS.ordemountables.I ,am aware that a study
is
be1ng undertaken with,regard to.the:distribution ,of a number of the
demountable and mobile ,type .of units and that this should be available
shortly for .consideration by the Darwin Reconstruct.iQn Commission and
the Hinister.
I . will' seekf,urther informati~n with regard .to caravans
from the Department of the Northern TerritQr:Y ~ho have x:esponsibility in
this regard.
1938

Hr EVERINGHAM to:Hr TAMBLING
How many appUcations for loans received in 1976.by the Home Finance
Trustee have been held over or are for some reason not yet finalised?
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ANSWER
As I indicated in reply to a <tu.tion yesterday, 'I have repe,tedly
sough't front 'the Minister for the Northern Territory . overthe last
several weeks detailed statistical information with regard .to the operations of the Home Finance' Trustee. 'This information has not been
fO,rthcomingdespite further representations I lIlade yesterday-and last
night
the Minister.
I hope that information will be available at
so_ stage today. When I have i t I will make it available to honourable
memers.

to

1939

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN
Is it his • intention to' introduce legislation within the i:f:fe of this
Assembly deaUng with certificates ofroaclworthinessfor mot01' vehicles?

ANSWER

\
I all not quite sure what the honourable ·memerfor. Nightcliff mesns 'by
certificates of roadworthiness. I want some clarification on that.

1939A Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN
Legislation along these lines was intro,duced by myself in the dying
stages of the Legislative Council.
It dealt with.. suchthingsas the
sale of secondhandvehicles which should have a certificate of roadworthiness or not so that the purchaSer knew the condition of the motor
vehicle. In some states there is provision for checks by police and a
motor vehicle can be put off the road until it has obtained such a
certificate. "
'
ANSWER
,There will be. as,'far as I know, . no legislation introduced on' that
'matt,er in the life of this 'Assembly.
At the 1Il0000nt. vehicles must
undergo a test to be registered. There is no ;lntention at this stage of
extending that any further.
However. i f legislation is 'introduced
concerning the licensing of secondhand car dealers. there maY be' S01lM!
co~1ementa'£)' legislation that is necessary.' but I have not got anything
on the move at the moment.
,.

1940

;'

~

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK
/

Can the cabinet memer provide any information on when
farmers' market will be operational in Daxwin?

the

proposed

ANSWER
I understand 'that 'negotiations are moving fairly favourably with the
C:U.yCoU1\cH and the Department of the Northern Territory to
secure
a 81te for the market. When this is f~nal1sed tin ,the next few weeks, I
understand the counc:l.l Will take appropriate steps to finance the
i~rovement8 which will be required for that land.
However, i t must be
in 'the next finaneialyear as the 'council advise that there are no funds
in the current finaneial year. It looks as i f it will be a few months
before anything positive will firm up.
This is perhaps a little
disappointing in vial of the earlier enthusiasm but I am, assured 'that
the, counc::l.l is taking eve'£)' step possible to implement the proposal with
the least possible delay"
.
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Mi'VALE toMr TAMBLlNG
Why is government house number 112 in Woods Terrace.' on which
construction was conpleted over 12 months ago. still vacant?

ANSWER
I will seek an answer to that for the honourable member.
Mr .KENTISH to Mr RUN

1942

Is he aware that many guide posts are mtssing from the callSeway on. the
east side of the Adelaide River •. Arnhem HighWay? Is he aware of the
length of unaerfined road that is· invQlvedin this area and what
proposalsarelthere for replacing the posts?
.
.
ANSWER

I

,.

I was not aware that there are guide posts missing.
Department of Construction what is being done.
1943

I will ask the

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
I asked this question yesterday but I believe he m'isunderstood it.
Would he' make representations to the South Australian Minister for
Transport to have ro4Cl taxon the unsealed section of the Stuart Highway
in South Aus tralia removed?

ANSWER
I' w~ confused; I thought lifted meant increased. I could undertake to
ask the South Australian Minister to reduce the road tax on that .piece
of road but I feel that this would· be a "aste of time. However. i t may
add some strength to our argwilent to get the road upgraded. I will
discuss the matter further with the member for Stuart and possibly
follow it up with.a telegram' to the minister in South Australia'.. I
would not hold out too much hope of be:f,ng successful.
1944

Mr EVERINGHAM to MrTAMBLING
HOW many Housing CO.... ssion bOIlle8 which suffered damage in Cyclone Tracy
have still to have repairs effected to them and how much is this likely
to cost?
How much money wasalloeated for this purpose in 1966-1967 •
. and how much money has been sought for this purpose 1n1977-781

ANSWER
Relating to 80usl,J Coal..ion hOlies only. not. flats, at. the time of the
cyclone,. the Housing .Coa1ssion had 1,154 homes tenanted, and 318 under
construction. Of the tenanted . h()uses~ there are. still 653 houses left
to be' repaired. Of course, these w1Ube repaired and restored to the
cyclone code. With regal'd to thellioney that it will ~ost to continue
work on the 653 houses, It Is estimated that the cost will exceed some
$1111.
The latter part of the honoutableae.er's queationrei~tedt() the money
sought both in the current financial year and the coming finaneld year.
It . is '. difficult toprov1de a prec~seanswer to this question. In
1976-77,' the total Northern Territory ·HousingCoiaission program was of.
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the order of $21m, possibly - and I can: only guess at this stage - well
in excess of half of that figure would have been for cyclone restoration
worki.n .Darwill'.
.>C"

_

-,

With regard to the coming year probably a figure of the same order will
have to be included in the budget estimates for the Housing Commissi~ns
restoration program, At the time of assessing the original damage of
the Housing Commission as a result of cyclone Tracy,it.was estimated
that they would r~ ;"'{re approximately $40m over a period of some 3 or 4
years to repair the damaged housing in Daxwin •.
1945

Mr DQNDAS ;to

Mr.T~LING

...

"

Has

the

t~nants

-

"

,

. .

;

Northern Territory Housing Commission made a decision to allow
to purchase their cyclone~amagedhouses?

ANSWER
1. am aware .that the ,Housillg Commission Board has considered this matter

and has taken the decision not to sell homes in a st4>standard or damaged
state, even thou~ a number of the tenants may well be eligible under
the terms and conditions of sale,
This was before the Austra).ian
Government reintroduced its home sale scheme for public servants where
thel1inister d:i.d allow the Australian Government. to sell homes in a
subs tand'ar d. state; ·so possibly the, Housing. Commission may well review
,their earlier decision.- . The 'commission did acc.~pt that there WaS a need
for certain options to b'e made available to p~ople who were eligible to
purchase but could not buy the actual house they were living in and the
Commission has resolved to make other houses available, either new'ho~s
or restored homes in the same suburban area as the appU.cants currently
liye.
.
..
..
1946 Mr wrTHNALL '. to, Dr, LE,~TS
..

"

.

Will the honourable me!!Der ask. the Administrator this morning the
. following ,two questions andtoday rep.ort
1:0
this
Assembly
the
Administrator's. answers? --,Has the Admin:\.strator received 'from the
Minister any general instructions as to the reservation for the
Governor-Genera1's assent of ordinances .made by this Assembly and,. if
any such instructions have been received by the Administrator. what is
the text of those instructipns?Was . allY,. instru~tion reCeived by the
Administrator. from the Minister whi.ch required the reservation of the
. Northern ,Terri tory Pisa,s tears Ordinance for the Governor-General' s assent
~md. :H so, what Were the ternu; qt:any. such instruction? I also direct
the following question to the honourable member on the same subject.
Since in every other parliament under the Westminster system, a fully
elected legislature has a complete and regularly exercised oversight by
perSOllS responsible to t.hat .parliament of the matter of assent or
nOll.,.assenLto laws made by that. parliament, will the honouraUe member
.set in. traina. vigorous campaign ,t.O. ensure that the matter of assent to
ordinances. of this Ass'embly shou;Ld be determined by the only executive'
body responsible to this Assembly,,: that is, by the Administrator in
~~dU

'

ANSWER'
The h6nourable mep1ber, t:qr Part DaN,:Ln d,id givemes01l)e forewarding of
theseques tions and I. have already had a discussion with
the
Administratorregard:l,ng the questio~, a.skedby the honourable member.
The advise' I have received ftom His Honour is that communications from
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the Government through the Minister to the Administrator and vice versa
are regarded as the property of the two parties concerned; in other
words, ·that such communications are confidential and the text and terms
will not be made available to me or to this Assembly. I think that also
takes care of the second part of the question in relation to the
Disasters Territory ordinance.
The honourable member's further question deals with t.he campaign on the
matter of assent to ordinances. I have already raised this· matter with
the Minister for the Northern Territory following the transfer of 24
functions on 1 January. When he visited the Territory shortly after the
transfer occurred, I made very strong representations that it was
entirely within the terms of .the Joint Parliamentary Committee's Report
on Constitutional Development
for
the
Northern
Territory that
legislation intespect of transferred functions and the assent to that
legislation should become the business of this Assembly and its
Executive and there should be no question of reservation of such
legislation. I further pointed out to the Minister that, in relation to
powers still exercised and retained by the Auatralian Government, the
joint committee had recommended that any question of assent, reservation
or non-assent should only be .exercised after fullest consultation and
discussion with the Territoty Executive and that this did not appear to
be being carried out asa matter of policy; The Minister undertook to
examine the points that I made to him. I still have not received any
further advice from the Minister on this matter.
1947

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
I asked the MaJority Leader to ask the Administrator the follo~ing 2
follow-up questions: Has the Administtatorreceived from the Minister
any
general
instructions
as
to
the
reservation
for
the
Governor...;General's assent of ordinances made by this Assembly?
That
question could be answered yes or no; it does not involve the disclosure
of
any
text,
Secondly,
was any instruction received by the
Administrator from the Minister which required the reservation of the
Northern Territory Disas ters Ordinance for the
Governor-General' s
assent? That quest~on could also be answered yes or.no.

ANSWER
I will undertake to convey. the questions to the Administrator.
1948

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
When is it expected that tenders
stage of the new Darwin gaol?

will

be called and let for the first

ANSWER
I am aware. that. the Darwin Reconstruction Commission has given a very
high priorityinit!!l proposed 1977~78d.vU works program to the tenders
for a new Darwin gaol. In fact I was of the opinion that i t was to be
let as. early as. pOSSible, probably in July or the next financial year.
However. this matter is subject to budget consideration and until such
time as the Federal Cabinet has determined its budget strategies and
policies, I do not believe a firm answ.er can be given.
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MrMANUELL to Mr TAMBLING
Has the Alice Spring,; municipal council, in this financial year exper·
ienced a shortfall in its fund for road reconstruction, that shortfall
being represented by a difference between' appropriation, and allocation?
Is the shortfall creating any embarrassment to that municipal council?
If embarrassment is being experienced, what measures are heing taken by
the Department of the Northern Ter#tory or the Minister for the
Northern Territory to offset that embarrassment?

ANSWER
I am, sure the honourab1eniember for Alice Springs ,is aware that local
'government was a transferred function on the '1st January and therefore
, any chang'es o,r alterations to the financial situation for this year has
to be done in consultation withmysel£: and the Minister. However, in
answer to the 'general question, in the agreement between the Commonwea1th"and the people of Al'ice Springs on acceptance of the offer of
local government. the Commomealth 'agreed to start work on certain roads
to br,ing those roads to an acceptable standard.
The allocat:ion for
1976;"77 included a transfer from other 'votes, of $748.000. The actual
'cos'tincurredby the corporation exceeded this amount by approximately
$182.000., As there was no possibility of additional fimdsbeing
provided by Treasurytiot, any means by which savings of this
amount in
other vot,es could be found, the corporation was advised to obtain a bank
overdraft for the short term loan, The corporation was also advised to
seek reinilursementin the, next financial year .for the interest charges
involved.
However. we did not' guarantee this reimbursement.
The
corporation has since resolved that the 'shortfall will be covered by
Commonwealth Bank overdraft~
1950

MrROBERTSON to DrLETTS
In light of the fact that the Land Councils in the Territory seems to
have .unlimited 1egalresources paid for by the taxpayer of Australia,
will Similar legal a:id be, granted to peop le whose land is thesubj ect of
a land claim by Aborigines through the various Land Councils?,'

ANSWER
It has become evident in the adminis·tration of the Commonwealth Act that
the resources that the Land Councils, acting on behalf of Aboriginal
claimants. are able to' muster are quite considerable and fairly
effective in presenting claims to land commissioners. We have already
seen in respect of the claims in the Alligator River area that the Land
Council. with the assistance of senior ,legal, advice, anthropologists and
consultants from the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, mounted
a fairly formidable and, I suspect, fairly expensive team to support
such claims.
On the other hand, people who consider that they have an
interest in the area under claim, apparently have ,to do 'their own thing,
appear on their own . account and support their own case. 'In fact , in
some cases. they have had difficulty in- being able to obtairi an audience
in order to do so. These matters have been brought to the attention of
the Attorriey- General and to the Prime' Minister.
I am sure that the
Government 'is anxio~ tn See 'equitable arrangements made, 'and that there
is no discrimination, in thecommuziity as regards the opportun:ity to deal
wi th claims and is anxious to preserve the harmony on which Judge
WoocUard placed such heavy emphasis in his report.. I have made
representation that other interests in the community should be able to
receive assistance as required, whether it is from the Australian Legal
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Aid Office or some other kind of expert assil?tance. These matters are
under consideration and I hav,e not had any final response to them as
yet~

1951

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr EVERINGHAM
I appreciate the tabling of the 3 reports in the Assembly yesterday
relating to the operations of the Cyclone Tracy Relief Trust Fund but I
would ask him lfhe could adyise if any subsequent reports wH,i be made
av;dlable to this Assembly and to the Corporation of the City of Darwin?

ANSWER
Mr Speaker, I would answer the: question of the honourable, member for
Nightcliff pursuant to Standing Order 91 which I think covers the
situation. I can d,o no better than quote from a letter that I received
this morning from the Minister for the North~;rn Territory replying to a
'telex from me of 21 April:
'

In your telex message of 21 April 1977, you. sought infoI'mation
regarding the presentation of further finanaial statements of the
Darwin Cyalone Tr'aay Relief Trust Fund.
As you are aware, the
trustees moved to wind up the fund on 30 September 1976. but the
disbul'8ement of funcilwhiah lvas made as a aonsequenae of that
der:nsion was subsequently required by me to be 're-paid fO Howing
adviae from 1;he C;ommorMealth SoZiaitoro Generoal. Finalisation of the
Troust Fund Reporots had progroeBsed to the stage wheroe the final reporot
had been aompi Zed and was to be submitted to the Auditoro-Generoal foro
his (]erotifiaation.
The stiJsequent events have ahanged the situation
and the ,normalmonthly roeporots have been resumed froom Oatobero 1976.
Repqrts up to ,the end of AproiZ 1977 should be presented duroing the
firos,t liIeek i,n May, .1977.
I ,would hope to have reports to present either tomorrow or, probably next
week. If not then, I' will have them at the, next sitting of this
Assembly.
1952

MrWITHNALL to Mr

TUXWO~TH

referto ~ question I ,asked at the lastsittin:gs with reference to the
unlawful occupation of F:l.re Brigade flats in Mitchell Street;
I
received an answer that action to evict people from the building was
then under way. In view of the fact that no action has been taken since
that date, in view of the f act that hepat:l.tis has been diagnosed in
person~ f;rom those premises and in view of the fact that the Department
of' Hea,lth ,now, will not acci:!pt the building and that the Department of
the Northern Territ~ry disclai,med responsibility even for cleaning up
'the' place and that,' when the city council proposed to clean the place
up, the Department of Health
warned ,the
corporation that the
corporation's responsibility ceased at the front "gate,
will the
, honouraple member for God's, sake do something urgently to sort out this
incredible bungle?

I

ANSWER
I am well aware of the honourable member's concern over this matter,., As
I indicated i,n my: last reply to his question, the Department of Health
advised me that the Depart1l\ent of the Northern',Territory had taken steps
to have the occupants of the building evicted. As the honourable member
points out, very, litt+e appears to have beeq done.
I had a personal
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head count this morning and there were no fewer than 35 people after 6
had gone to work while I was watching them. This morning the Department
of the Northern Territory advised me that Crown Law has been given
instructions to have the building cleaned out.
Mr Withna11:
That is a nice way of telling a lie.
given full instructions.

They have not been

Hr Tuxwotth: All -ight, They have further intimated that ,they will do
everything in their power to have the persons removed from the building
today,
I would just like to add my support to the honourable member's concern
in the sense that it is now a very serious health hazard,. There are far
too' many people living in the building without adequate sanitation. I
will be putting i t to the Department of the Northern Territory~that they
board the building' up in such a manner that it cannot be used for
habitation or that it be pulled down.
1953

Mr VALE to Miss ANDRSl
Will she personally , inves tigate the problems in the supply of office
supplies and equipment to police stations in outlying areas of Cel)tra1
Australia? Will she also seek to have airconditioning fitted in the
police station office at Hart's Range and the police station residence?

ANSWER
I shall make some enquiries regarding the supplies to police stations in
the centralian area,' However. i t is very difficult to know exactly what
the honourable member for Stuart means when he just says "supplies to
police stations". because i t is m:f understanding that any supplies not
available at the moment are on otder and if the officers in these one
and two-man stations mention the fact to their sergeant, I am sure their'
needs will be met.
1954

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
What action is proposed to review city council bylaws to ,ensure that the
prob1ellis that occurred several months ago in Darwin and Alice Springs
will not return?

ANSWER
The general powers and bylaws' aspects of the Local Govemment Ordinance
have been reviewed by my department and the Cabinet has issued drafting
instructions with high priority for new legislation in this regard.
1955

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN
Has the honourable Cabinet Menber bll!en consulted in relation to the
proposed widening of TrCMer Road in two stages rather than in one stage?
If so, can he tell me what the reasons are ,for the widening taking place
in two stages?

ANSWER'
No, I have not been consulted at all with regard to the widening of
TrCMer Road. I am not aware of the reasons for' the splitting of the
contract. I will make inquiries and advise the Assembly,
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Could' he up lain the purpose of the steel work structure being erected
on .the ,Fort H11l Wharf?
ANSWER
The steelwork which is being erected on Fort H11l Wharf is for the
loading of cattle. Some $26,000 is being spent by the Port AuthQrity on
the wharf to e,nable the loading of live cattle to be handled more
easily. At the same time. they are also spending $10.000 on the wharf
canteen and facilities for the wharfies.
This may i!rase some of the
, criticism that I sometimes get that we do not do much for the wharfies.
We are spending $26.000 on cattle and $10.000 on wharHes:';" I reckon
that is a pretty good conparison Mr Speaker.
Mr DONDAS 'toMrTAMBLING

1957

The Minister for the Northern Territory has recently announced that
Government housing has been made available to certain', industrial
employees of the Australian Public Service~, 'Can the Cabinet Member
advise me what similar arrangements have been made for employees of the
NT Public Service?
ANSWER
Identical arrangements are b~ng made for industrial e~loyees of the
Northern Terri tory Public Service. As a result of the transfers powers
on 1 January. a number of employees of the Northern Territory Public
Servi,ce' came under our control and are possiblYTlot eligible for housing
under the terms that the 'Minister announced for Australian Government
employees. However. 'I have taken the opportunity to discuss the matter
personally with the Minister for the Northern Territory ,and he has
informed me that the employees will be treated on the sarnebasis as ,if
they were eligible employees undera~ Australian Government Department.
Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr ,TAMBLING

1958

In the last month or two. my inquiries as to delays in granttng Home
Finance Trustee loans has led me to believe that there could be some
problems in reIaUon to delegation offl!ncUoris by the Home Finance
Trustee himself. ' I ask whethe,r the Home finance Trustee has in fact the
power to delegate his 'functions and. if not. wUl anything, be done to
, give, him such power?
"
,
ANSWER
This matter has been brougb't to my linention as a result 9f some claims
that progreSs payments 'arid the initl-al applications for appr(lval were
delayed because these matters had tOiee:eive the endorsemetitofthe Home
Finance Trustee personally , I have asked officers "f my department to
look at this "matter, and, if any .cUen' can be talten by way of
legislative amendllient. i t W111be presented to t:h:ls Assembly as soon as
p~s~l~
, '
,
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Mr DONDA'l to Mr TAMBLING
Several months ago, a press re1ea!;lew8s issued ,through theNTNews that
the Tracy Village complex was' going to go partly to the Northern
Territory Hou;ing Commission, partly to the Corporation of the City of
DaIWin, and partly to the Youth Hostels A!;Isociation of Australia. When
will a decision be made regarding the future of the Tra~y Village
complex for those applicants?

ANSWER
,,:rhe. c~nimissiont s proposals for the future use of .the area now occupied
. byTra~ Village have Qeenput ·beforethe Department ,of Defence which
'has .cont~l over the land in question. .I):i.scussionshave been held with
the department, and the commissions "isawa,re of the need to reach an
early decision on the future use of the Tracy Village site. However, at
this stage, the Defence Department is st1.ll consider:i.ng the matter 'and
has made no commltment to relinquish control over the area.
Mt S.~ELE to :pr LETTS

'1960

I r'efEir to an, ABC broadcast .' !lews item thi~ morning' in whi~h ,w~s stated
th~t 'theM8jori~Leader,Dr Letts, has been accused, of "running with
the hare and hunting with, the hounds in his statements on Aboriginal
land rights". I ask the Majority Leader if he could either run with. the
hare or wi th the hounds and give us the facts.
'ANsWER

a"are

I am not
whi~ are tile hounds ,and which are the l)are in. this case
to be qi,dte' honest~ so it makes it a bit difficult t;o 'give a precise
answer.' I· am aware,. that th~ person to whom the" statement was
'ahributed~ Mr ,NeVi,llePerkins, has nOt,been pre~ent . at any, of the
discUSsionS I have had .withthe Northern Land Council, the Central Land
Councii', Cattle industry representatives, ,or in fact any of the parties
'wi'th'whom I have discussed this matter at all. So how he can purport
to be an authority on the attitude I take in those d,iscussions, I am. not
sure.
inreiation to the pa,rt1tular matter that I
was suggesting to
p.ast:oral1Sts that~borlginals might be able to seize their ",land either
nOw
when leaseS expired, I<do not believe that I have ever made
suggc!iJtions in those' terms. I have pointed out sonie of the problems
whith exLstin theadministradon'oft1le Act as ,it is affecting' and may
affect pastoral land in the future. As to the pastoral leases which
have been acquired for Aboriginal use such as Wave Hill, Kildutk,
Willowra, Mount Allen, Chilla Well - there may be others but those are
some of them ,'" I understand that people acting on, behalf of the
Aboriginal people are p\1ttingforwllrd submisSions and claims to have
'th:!;"; land convettedto Abotig:l.nal 'freehold title. I have, made the point
'tluit~shou1d this be. clO,lle, ,it will have an effect on the 'pastoral
industrY'. The northerii'part o'f the Territory, 'the Kimberleys of Western
Atistra1iaa;nd the' guUcountry df ,Queensland are going to be faced with
grave difficu1t:iesW:l. i:hirithe ii'ext 6 or 7 years in trying'to carry out a
cattle disease control program to keep pace with the rest of 'Australia.
Should it not be successful in doing this, the future of the cattle
industry in the northern part of the Territory will be greatly

or
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jeopard:lsed. It could be that within 6 or 7 years export 'markets will
be completely denied to the area and also the marketing o~ cattle from
that area to other parts of Australia. The only way to avoid this is to
have a properly coordinated and thorough going disease control program
on cattle properties. In order tQdo this., His not suf~icient just to
have the Stock Diseases Ordi.nance,. one has to have the resources with
which to carry out the terms of that ordinance. 1;n other words, you
must.have yards, fences, paddocks watering points and all .those other
things. If the present pastoral leases which have been acquired by the
Aboriginals are converted to freehold title, there will be no way to
ensure that proper disease control occurs, It will be entirely optional
to the owners under that form of title as to whether they will do
anything,
This does represent a serious problem for the cattle
industry. I have made that point. I have made the point that the
. granting of claims over the recent crown land are~ could cut across
land use developments programs which have been established in the last
15 years or so and could have a detrimental effect on pas'tora1 productions there.
It is also true to say that, where a claim has been registered over
a
pastora11ease. even though it does n.ot take effect in any way, the fact
that some people representing Aboriginals have said that if the lease
should come on the market for sale the Aborigines will move to acquire
it, this in itself has an effect on the negotiability of lease
instruments and an effect on the pastoral industry, I have said all
these things and:1 am prepared to stand by them.
Members:

Hear. hear.

\

r'

!

I.
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Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
I understand that the Minister for the Environment has announced a
housing cost inquiry, Will, this inquiry effect the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
Approximately one month ago, Mr Newman did announce that the Government
was proposing a wide ranging inquiry into escalating land and housing
costs in Australia. Following his statement, I advised him that the
Northern Territory Cabinet would be keen to have details of this inquiry
and to participate in it.
At the HOuSing Minister's Conference last
week in Melbourne, the matter was again raised with the state ministers,
terms of reference have now been established and the details forwarded
to the Prime Minister. I hope that this inquiry will get underway in
the near future. I have indicated to Mr Newman that the resources of
the Northern Terri tory Housing Commissiori will be made available to such
an inquiry for any hearings that they might like to hold in the Northern
Territory.
There is a very strong need for the Northern Territory to
participate in any inquiry'that is looking at reducing housing 'costs,
1962

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW
Has she yet reached a decision on whether the police will be identified
either by name or number?' If not, when is such a decision likely to be
made.

ANSWER
This matter is still under consideration by the Party.
1963

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN
Has' he had expressed to him any concern about drunkenness on the
streets of Alice Springs or other Territory centres having a detrimental
effect on tourist numbers in the Northern Territory,

ANSWER
During the recent visit that I made to the centre, concern expressed
,that this was calSing a detrimental effect on the tourist industry in
Alice Springs. I do not have any figures to support this but i i: seems
to be the opinion 'of quite a few people in Alice Springs.
1964

Mr DONDASto Mr SPEAKER
Has there been al'\Y development in implementing a retirement benefit and
pensions scheme ,for. members of thi,s Assembly?

ANSWER
I have a statement on this matter, After a long period during which was
thought that an officer of the Treasury was preparing a retirement
benefit scheme for the consideration of members" the responsibility of
preparing a proposal was returned to the Assembly.
Accordingly, in
November 19 76, ~ sent to the Minister for the Northern 'l;erritory, a
proposal for Parliamentary Retiring Allowances (Northern Territory
Legislative Assenbly) Act together with a detailed expbnation. The
draft Act ,waS virtually a copy of the Act giving a contributory penSion
scheme to members of the ,Federal Parliament. I asked that ,this matter
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should be on of the references to the Remuneration Tribtmal in the hope
that it could be dealt with in the tribunal's next review and enacted
and implemented before the end of the first Assembly. The Minister for
Administrative Services made a, formal reference to the Remuneration
Tribunal on the 3 March 1977.
The honourable Cabinet Member for
Resources and I appeared before the tribunal on 4 April 1977 on behalf
of all menbers and the Majority Leader and his deputy represented the
Cabinet Members at a hearing on 26 April 1977.
The tribunal has the
pension scheme before it and it has the services of an expert, in this
field to assist in its consideration,
1965' Mr EVERINGHAM to Dr LETTS,
You may have
"Broadband" •

heard

several

editions recently of an ABC program called

In th~ last 6 weeks, I' have noticed that certainssegments of the program
seem to present only one particular point of view and there does not
se.em to be any attempt at an even-handed pret:;entation of points of view.
Last night's "Broadband" program was nothing but a full-scale, blatant,
political attack. Did he hear last night's program regarding Aboriginal
land rights and, if so, what action does he propose to ,take?
ANSWER
I did hear last night's "Broadband" program. I say quite frankly that I
was disgusted that a responsible organisation such as the Australian
Broadcasting COlilmLssion funded by taxpayers' money could present a
program in this way. I believe-that the ABC has a responsibility to
report newsworthy items and controversial issues but it would be
expected by the taxpayers that a balanced viewpoint would be presented
if there are 2 sides to an argument and that the facts .shou1d be kept
under control and the hour not devoted largely to the realms 'of fantasy.
Because of the biased nature of the program and certain allegations
which were made against individual members of this legislature and the
Assembly generally, I am sending a message of portest ot the Prime
Minister, the Minister for Post and Telecommunications and to the
Chairman of the Australian Broadcasting. Commission.
I am awaiting a
transcript of the program which is being prepared. I believe, sir, that
I will be speaking to -ou later in this House on possible questions of
privilege raised by this .broadcast.

1966

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK
I refer to a question I placed on notice on December 21 last year and as
of May 3 this year it is unanswered.
The question sought certain
information about. appointments ,to the Central Australian Aboriginal
'Congress, Medical Service and Legal Aid.
I ask the Cabinet Member Why
are those questions 'still unanswered?

ANSWER
I am unable to say at this. stage exactly why they are unanswered but I
would .tend to consider ,that the department and possibly the Minister are
having some difficulty in being able to furnish all the information
required" to answer the honourable member's question. Some ",of the
organisations
concerned, ,despite the fact that they are funded
principally and primarily by public moneys, have refused to provide
certain information to the Minister and to myself in answer to questions
rnsedabout them on previous occaSions. I dare say that the department
is having similar problems in getting all the information to answer the
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seequestions which are quite reasotflble. I will take the ma'tter up again
with the department and see if something can be done too pull them into
line.

1967

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDR&1
How m~ny bailiffs are presently carrying out service and execution of
process from the Darwin Court and what, delay is there being experienced
in having a warrant of execution levied?

ANSWER
This work is still t,he responsibility of the Commonwealth Police Force
and there is presently one senior constable on full time duty. llowever,
local provision has been made for assistance tobe given from time to
time by one clerical assistant and, additionally, ,2 other clerical
assistants on occasions. All personnel can give assistance sometime to
serve'process although they are not designated as' bailiffs, and in
add! tion to that, tw" private firms operate in Darwin doing work which
:includes service of process. I am sorry I, am unable to answer the
second partef that question but I will get information and convey it
later in the day. ,

1968

Mr BALLAN'lYNE to MissANDR)!lol
Is the coastline of the Northern Territory patrolled proportionately
with that of the Queensland and t\'estern Aus,tralia coastline?

ANSWER
I ask that the qUE'Stion be placed on notice.

1969

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
Who owns the land where the Alawa Oval complex is situated?

ANSWER
The area of land bounded by Trower Road, Lakeside Drive, the Darwin
Community College and Rapid Creek is shown as vacant crown land on the
Darwin Town Plan ,andis designated as open town space. Action is being
taken to reserve for recreation and amusement of the public the area
which includes the three playing ovals and the toilet block.
The
reserve is to be ves ted in the corporation. These lakeside ovals are
already maintained by the Darwin City Corporation.

1970

Mr TUNGATULUM

to Mr PERRON

Has the DRC resumed land at the Humpty Doo tip? If so, what is
proposed use' and will the DRC provide an area for a tip?

its

ANSWER
The honourable member for Tiwi asked this question of me several
sittings ago and I asked that i t be placed on notice. I do not recall
what the answer was.' However, I will undertake to find out what the
answer was and relay it to the honourable member.
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Mr DONDAS to Dr LETTS
Has the Majority Party any intention of accepting ethnic affairs
responsibility of this Assembly in the new NT Government.

as

a

ANSWER
The answer generally is yes.
The arrangements now being made between
state
governI'1elll-S
and
the Commonwealth in respect of
sharing
responsibility for migrants and ethnic affairs only came to my notice
recently. The Department of Immigration is still respons_b1e for the
migration program. When they ardve here, some of the difficulties
which are, faced by migrants have been taken care of in the past by the
pepartment of ,Social Security., To a greater extent in the last couple
of years, ,by agreement betwe~p, the Commonwealth and the states, the
state governments have been establishing agencies to' look ,after migrant
problems in the c01llDlunity'. In all the other states., branches now exist
for this purpose and ,resources are provided by the s,tlite government. In
Sydney,in the1ast6 months, something like 4 new mig;rant aid centres
have been opened by the state government there. At the moment, there
are, a few, staff in Darwin who are working in the migrant aid area
advising migrants where to
obtain
legal advice, where to find
interpreters, organising English classes etc. These people at the
moment are working f Qr the Department of Social Security.
I have
already made contact with the Minister for Immigration and I intend to
follow this up with the Minister for Social Security indicating our
interest in this area.
I will be making representations to have this
,considered, in part at least, as a state-type functlon so that we may
plan to assist the very large migrant community in the Northern
Territory in the best possib-1e way.
1972

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN
Why does the Northern Territory Tourist Bureau no longer service people
wishingtq travel ove~seas?
I have had many complaints about this
issue.

ANSWER
It was a decision of the board that
funtrtion. The function of ,the board,
Northern Territory. There :are quite
tourist organisations which cater for
felt that the board should concentrate
Territory.
1973

they no longer carry out thls
is to promote tourism within the
a n,umber of privately operated
thls type of bus1ness and it was
on the: promotion of the, Northern

Mr, EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH
Has the allocation of funds ,for the creches and, child-minding ,centres in
the Northern ,Territory in the, 'current financial year, 1976-77, been
sufficient, or are children being turned away from these centres?

ANSWER
The funding of creches and chlld-minding centres, particularly those run
by community" qrganisations is conducted by the Department of Social
, Se curl ty. 11y understanding lstQat it would not matter how much money
the department poured into this area, the community could absorb it.
Throughout the year, I have had the opportunity of supporting several
creche organisations in their efforts to get more federal funding to
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enable them to conduct their activities.
I believe that some community
creches are constrained by their financial resources.
One of the problems, is tied up with the fact that .theco~sumer is not always able to
pay the difference between the cost paid by the Commonwealth and the
cost is incurred by the creche organisation and creches, rather than put
tht!ir fees up and have a selective clientele, kElep their fees down and
prefer to take as many people as they can.
In doing so, they will
always be turning people away.
1974

Mis LAWRIE to Mr RYAN
Has the policy by the Northern Territory Tourist Bureau not to take
overseas bookings re!i!ulted in loss in revenue? If he,d.oes not have the
information. would he l,1ndertake to provide i t latet: this sit1;ing daY?

ANSWER
,

,

Quite obviousq ~ i f you giveaway some of th~ busines~, you, lose some of
the money that comes in. ' The purpose of the Northern Te rrio try Tourist
Bureau is to promote to.urismin the Northern Territory not to run at a
profit. Hy pol~CY will be that the board shall concentra,te on the
promotion of tourism in the Territory and the. selling of tickets is a
secondary interest within the Territory,., However,' I would say that we
were able to have a federal Cabinet decision reversed.
They had
intended to close the interstate offices because they thought that they
were not necessary.
Obviously. these .offices, do sell tickets for
,various tours in the Northern Terri,tory.: Many of the smaller tourist
operators within the, Territory rely very heavily Qnthe interstate
office. Once again. I point out that the job of the Tourist Bureau is
not to make money but to get tourists into the Northern Territory.
Subsequently. those tourists will spend money and this will benefit ,the
Territory.
1975

Hr EVERINGHAM to Hr RYAN'
Is it,a fact that the Northern, Territory' Government Tourist' Bureau was
not. an lATA accredited' tourist, bureau and, therefore 'all overseas travel
being sold by it was at no ,commission at allunti,l it received its lATA
accrediation?

ANSWER
I will have to find out the information.
"

1976

'

Mr DONDAS to Hr RYAN
What progress ~ beitig mad~ in the government sponsored tourism study of
the Northern Territory.

ANSWER
The study is in progress at th~ m'oment., Twooff:Lcers in the tourism
section of my department' H'e spe!lding qul,te a lot of time on the project'
as are s,ome meDbers of ,the Departme!lt 0,£ "NT.
It wil;L b~ an ongoing
study and wi11take some 1;ime before tile t;esu1ts are known.
1977

Hr VALE to Hr PERRON
Can he advise when parks and playing fields will be
Brait1ing School in central Australia?

provided

for

the
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ANSWER
I have sought this information for the honourable
yet received an, 'answer.
1978

member' :but

have not

Mrs LAWRIEto Mr TAMBLING
What steps have been, taken by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission to
provide both finance and a site for a new museum in Darwin?

ANSWER
" The honourable memer" for Nig~tcliff aekeda similar question several
d'aye ago, The question on that "occasion asked for the details since
some period in 1974.
I have several pages of detailed notes in that
regard and I will make it available to the honourable member. ThiS sets
out, the consequential studies. arrangements and decisions of the
Reconstruction ,CommiSSion,.
In March' 1977. the Department of the,
NotthernTei'ritory took over the investigation for a . site for a museum.
'With regard to the funding, i t has been accepted fora long time that an
amount' of approximately $lm'will,be required from the Government as ,an
insurance replacement for the' building that was destroyed in the
cyclone. , If the b'Ui1ding does not c-ommence by December this year when
the DatwinReconstruction Commission ceases to exist,arid I doubt that
it will, then the, appropriate 'sponsor for that building will be the
'Northern TerritoryCabinet~ The'Northern Territory Cabinet has already
putfolWard preliniinary 'suggestions to the Commonwealth Government, as
part of' its fotward estimates. that' it would like it museum to, be
" , Eis tab1ished.
1979

to Mr

MJ: EVERINGlIAM

PERRON '

Is he aware that an application by the Top End Junior Motorcycle Club
for a special purposes lease over an area of land where it has been
operating n()Wfor some years has been rejected after a prolonged series,
of negotiations, as usual by the Department of the Northern Territory?
If the honourab1eCi:lbinetMember 'is aware of this; canheteU me the
reasons for the rejection And' whether the 'department is prepared to
reconsider the matter?
ANSWER
I was not aware that the app'Ucation
has been rejected by the Department of
I will be happy to liaise with him
application and see if we cannp~ get
,the department.'
"
1980
I,

thehon'ourab1emember referred to
the Northern Territory. However,
and the people who made the
some review of the deciEfion from

'Mr ROBERTSONto Mr RYAN
'.

i

, What is the current positiOJ:l regarding reported negotiations between
transport ownet...:drlverS' and the maj or hauling cOmpanies? Can he aclvise
what eHect'thesucc~sful' bjd by the. owner ddvers ,would have on the
cost of goods in 'the Northern~el?ritoty or", a1t~rnative1y, what would be
the effect of the continuitY of tranSport, in the 'Northern Territory if
those present negot;lations break down?
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ANSWER
No negotiations have taken place between the transport operators themselves: the owrieI'-drivers and the transport companies~ the freight
forwarderS, and thus is of course the 'reason for the dispute. The
subc,ontractors believe that they are being unfairly :treated and they
have asked to meet with the freight forwarders, or the ,major, transport
companies, to discuss the situation and to arrive ata better price per
tonne on the goods that they are carrying, This has been going on for
some 1I)0ntns.
A meeting was I arranged ini tiaUy by the Minister for Trl:\nsport, Mr
Ni xon , at whi!ch departmental people were present, plus the owner
drivel'S, but the transport companies did, not turn up. Subsequently,
there has been the threiit by the owner"-drivers fro~both SO,uth Australia
and Queensland that, i f Mr Nixon does not organise a meeting by 15 May,
then they' will cease to deliver goods to the Northern TerritorY_ I have
spoken to Mr Nixon on this point severai times and hehas made i t quite
clear that the area is not within his c'ontrol;' it is a dispute
concerning prices be tween two
companies,
you
could say
the
owner-drivers, who a re an industty of individual operators, and the
companies themselves . It is out of his j urisdtction. He is concerned
abo'ut the situation, arid I believe that one of the owner- driver
organisers rang him yes terd8¥ and was keeping him f,tilly informed~
I myself feel that the transport companies should meet with the ownerdrivers to' see if some arrangement can be made. Of course, if this does
not happen, and if the strike goes ahead, we will possible see
disruptions,
Whether or not they will be able to fill in with other
drivers, I do not know. Ari increase in subcontract rateS, according to
the slDcontractors, should not effect the cost in Diuwln'because they
claim that the maj or companies do have enough margin to cover a higher
subcontract rate. I be1ieve~ however, that if an increased rate was
forced upon the maj or companies, we would see an increase in freight
costs into the Northern Territory,
1981

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW
'Is she aware that delays of up to 12 months are being exper,ienced in'
Darwin in the finalisation of coronial inqUiries? Gan,sheinform me
when the ci;>romalinquity' into the, unforttmate death of the lad Beutel
who died recently as a result, we hear, of not receiving treatment from
the Darwin Hospital, is to be set down and 'co1npleted?

ANSWER

I unders tand on the morning of' 13 May,
1982

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
This question is asked on behalf, of the Cabinet Member for Community
Affairs. When will, the motor registry function be removed from the
police station in Te,tmant Creek and established in the district office?'

ANStmR
As a result, of Cabinet DeCision, I have asked my department to look at
the rearranging of mot<;>rregistry procedures in both Tennant Creek and
Katherine, .'
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Mr Ballantyne:

What about Nhu1unbuy?

Mr Ryan: We are not considering Nhu1unbuy at this stage although in the
future this matter will be' taken up.,
At, the "lIlomentwe are only
considering Katherine and Tennant Creek.
When the Motor Registrat:ion Branch was under the Department ·of Northern
territory, it was. the. intention of the Government to build motor vehicle
test sheds at Ka thlOrine and Tennant Creek.
Our. party has decided
against this. We feel that i t is a waste of money t;o spend it large
amount in erecting a test shed. We feel that this could be more aptly
handled by aslib-contractor to let .to a local garage to test vehicles.
This would be on the basis that tenders would be called for the testing
of vehicles for regis tration piJrpose and the lowest tender obviopsly
would get the business. People would then attend that particular garage
and have their vehiCle tested free~the payment being made to the garage
by my department. . This then bi-ings the other centres into line with
Darwin and Alice Springs, where the facili.ties are now available and we
cannot do much. about them but they get free testing.
In addition, to this, the facility will most probably enable, as in
DaIWin, other garages to tes t vehicles.
If people cannot get into tire
official one, they could' still go to another garage, the same as they
can in Datwin, and pay for the teSt.
With regard .to the payment of moneys, we are hoping to get this function
right away from,the police and possibly into the district office through
the good offices of my colleague, the Cabinet Member .for Finance and
Local Government.
198.3

Mr, DONDAS to j\lr TUXWORTH
What progress has been made in regard to the completion of ·the Casuarina
Hospital, and ~uld it be possible for members of this Assembly to make
an inspecti()n?

ANSWER
I understand that the construction state of the Casuarina Hospital is in
the middle of the concrete, p.our on the seventh floor. I would think
that the worlanen, the, companies and the department concerned with the
erection of the hospital wO,u1d be delighted ,at. any intereat shown by
members of t:hisAssembly, .If they should like to hav~ a look around, I
will ask the Dire'ctor of Health to organise an inspection tour.
1984

Mr BALLANl'YNE to Mr PERRON
Are there any plans
at Nhuhmbuy and i f
contract been let
commence. Is there

available for the proposed extensions to pre school
so, will they be available to the public?
Has the
for the extensions? If so, when will. t:he building
an estimated finishing date for that building?"

ANSWER
I have been advised that the extensions have been designed for some time
and thats when the first designs were completed, the proposal was sent
to Nhulunb.uy for comment, in about February' of 1975. However, further
copies of the plans' could be made available immediately for interested
residentS of Nhulunbuy to view. As far as tenders are concerned, it is
expected that a contract will be let in the immediate future for this
project. The contract completion time is 28 weeks.
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Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBUNG
Can he advise formally the current statistical position of the cyclone
reconstruction loans of the Home Finance Trustee?-

ANSWER
In the debate yesterdav afternoon on the Home Finance Trustee, I did
make certain broad information available.
I will provide now the
detailed
statistical information. This is up to the end of the week
ending 29 April 1977' for the 6% concessiona1 loan scheme for the
reconstruction of private homes in Darwin. The number of loans approves
since the inception of the scheme are 928 with a total value of
$28,235,427.
Applications
not yet approved total 637.
It
is
anticipated that there will be some wastage in this figure as some
people will not want to take up the loan for various reasons; for
example, if they should leave the Northern Terdtpry-, The Minister has
announced that the scheme is a commitment of the Governmenl; and the
people have the right to take them up any time between- now and 1980.
The value of progress payments made since the inception of the scheme up
to 29 April is $23,966.754.
1986

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN
You may have noticed that the citY counCil has been tree planting along
the Stuart Highway approaches to Darwin. What steps has the Department
of Transport, which ·owns the railway land adjacent to the highway out as
far as Berrimah, taken to co-operate with the city council on tree
planting and beautification of the land along the approaches to Darwin?

ANSWER
The DRC are the people responsible for the tree planting,
I think the
Railways would be doing nothing. Whilst I do not agree t-Tith. this, I
find i t fairly difficult to believe that we would be able to induce the
Railways to spend money on planting trees .along the railway line when in
fact tliey closed t!.te railway
line
down
because
of financial'
difficulties.
1987

_Mr VALE to Mr TUJlWOR'lH
What state has
reached?

the

program for a recreation lake-in central Australia

ANSWERMy understanding is _that goverllll!,ent departments and organisations in
Alice Springs have been looking at the prospect of having a recreation
lake in one of 4 sites, I am not aware of any decision that has been
taken or any commitments that have been made by government, I will
endeavour to get the information for the honourable member later.
1988

-Mr MANUELL to Dr LETTS
I have received this morning a report -fr(lm the Department of Northern
Territory Animal Industty and Agricultural Branch. I would draw his
attention to page
4 and I would ask if he would request that turnoff
figures be provided for the' years 1975-76 back to 1967-68. I notice
that the populations are listed and there would be some interesting
contrasts gained by looking at the turnoff figures.
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ANSWER
The honourable menber's question should have been directed to the
Cabinet Menber for Resources. I am sure that honourable gentlemen will
endeavour to provide the figures for the member for Alice Springs.
1989

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN
I refer to my last question to the Cabinet Member for Transport and
Industry. I was rather disappointed with the negative answer but I was
interested to hear that the DRC was responsible for planting the palms
trees. Will he induce the DRC to plant palms on the railway land as
well?

ANSWER
I am sure that' the honourable member for. Jingi1i's intentions are well
founded but there is a problem of .funds in relation to the beautifying
and planting of trees. 1 have no objections' to asking the DR,C if they
could plant trees along the railway line and I undertake to do so, Once
again, I am being a little bit tregatiye and I alii sorry if that offends
the honourable menber for Jingili but I thought he PQssib1y would want
straight answers.
1990

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBUNG
Can he advise the cost of the landscaping the park on the corner of
Bennet and Mitche11 Street
which I understand was undertaken by the
Diltwin Recons truc tion Commiss ion?

ANSWER
A similar question was asked by tYe honourable member for Casuarina and
I have not yet been supplied with details for formal reply.
I
understand that the contract is part of a park
for the, entire block
which surrounds blocks 4. 5, 6, 7 and 8. It was origina11,y let as a
tender in 1974 as part of the construction programs that were going on
for office b10d<s in that area. As such, it represented a very sms1l
percentage of the Government's construction program in that area. I do
not have this authenticated, but I understand the figure is of the order
of $110,000.
1991

Xl' VALE to Mr RYAN
Has land been applied for in Central Australia, in both the northern and
southern approaches of A1ice Springs ~ to provide parking bays and an
information centre for tour;l.sts?

ANSWER
Up to the present, nothing haS been done to get hold o~ land,
This
situation has been discussed by the Tourist Boal'd, I also discussed it
with the Tourist Promotion Association in Alice Springs last week and we
intend to try to acquire land so that there is a tourist information bay
in Alice Springs.
Whether there will be one at both the southern and
northern ends of the town, .1 would not. like to say at this stage. Iwas
hoping that we could establish one single centre.

Q~~TIONS

1992
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Mr DONDASto Mr TAMBLING
Has a site for the
where?

new

Casuarina

Library

been

selected

and, if so,

ANSWER
The siting of the Casuarina Library is very importanti because it is one
of the maj or proj ects being looked at in the coming financial year.
A
number of sites were looked at in the areas adjacent to the- /Casuarina
Shopping Centre and my understanding is that the site in Bradshaw
Terrace, where the current demountables are situated, will be the one
that will be approved.
1993

Mr VALE to Mr TAMBLING
Has he any information on the question I asked yesterday concerning 112
Woods Terrace in Alice Springs? If that house is not to be occupied in
the near future, will the owner clear the grass which is a fire danger?

ANSWER
I do not usually attend to domestic matters such as grass clearing. The
honourable member for Stuart is well capable of ringing up any
maintenance officer in Alice Springs and having that matter attended to.
However, with regard to the questions that were asked in the last couple
of days with regard to wai ting time for government homes in Alice
Springs, I do have inofrmation now available. The waiting time for
government homes in Alice Springs is 10 months. With regard to the
government home at lot number 112 in Woods Terrace, I am advised that
this is an executive stype house which has been built to house the
medical specialist for the Alice Springs Hospital. Health have been
attempting to recruit such a person.
1994

Mr DONDAS to Mr RYAN
Has any further action been taken to have
upgraded?

the port facilities of Darwin

ANSWER
An inquiry was undertaken last year by the Bureau of Transport
Economics. The latest advice I have from the Department of Transport is
that that report should be available this month. This will affect some
of the decisions that are to be made but I also believe that the
Department of Northern Ter~itory have a proposal to go to Cabinet
regarding the upgrading of the port.
1995

14r EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBUNG
How many residences owned by the Commonwealth
cyclone Tracy still have to be repaired.

of Australia damaged by

ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission's housing program is now estimated
to be 73% complete, Work in hand or programmed at this stage involves
2745d~ellings.
Completions to 'date total 2,025,
I will make the
detailed information available to the honourable member, On work still
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to be done, proposals have been considered for work on a further 405
blocks for the Department of the Northern Territory and ·340 for defence
services.
1996

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr PERRON
In the light of the
at E1cho Island can
effectively sine,?
the demountab1es to

recent problems with the toilet blocks at the school
he tell me if· the toilet blocks have been operating
Has he any indication of the cost of transpo.rting
E1cho Island?

.t\NSWER
I am not quite sure whether the ablution block problems E1cho Island
have been corrected.
I understand that there has been a contract let
for the transport and installation of two demountab1e ablution blocks
from Kormi1da College to E1cho Island. I am not sure "at what stage the
transportation and installation has reached.
However, the contract
price for the transportation and installation was $53,000.
The price
included provision of power and water to the block and the provision of
septic tanks.
1997

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Dr LETTS: T,he honourable member for Port Darwin asked two questions:

"Has the Administroator received fpom the Minister any generoal inst-·
ructions as to the reservation for the Gdi)ernop-Generoal's assent of
ordinances made by this Assembly?I' and,sedondly, "Was any instruction received by the Administrator frointhe Minister which requires
the reservation of the Northern Territory Disasters Ordinance foY' the
Governor-General's assent?I'
.
I have been in touch with the Administrator and the information he has
provided to me is in the samegenera1 terms as the answer which I gave
to the honourable member for Port Darwin yesterdaY, that instructions
given by the Minister to the Administrator are tegardedas the province
and property of the parties concerned and the Administrator is not
prepared to provide the details of them unilaterally in the way in which
this question has sought. I am certain that the honourable member will
not be very happy with this answer and I am certain that the
Administrator does not have any wish to be obstructive to the business
of this Assembly. As the question relates to an instruction from the
Minister to' the Administrator in both c!ises, we may find i t more
productive to 'direct this inquiry to the Minister himself. The source
of any instruction of this nature has been given and, should the honourable
member so desire, I~m quit~ happy to redirect thiS, question to the
Minister.
1998

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: The member for Ludmilla asked a question with regard to the
temporary camp at East Point. I have sought information from the
Corporation of the City 'of Darwin which has advised that at its April
general meeting a recommendation was accepted that no one he allowed to
camp at East Point this year. One caretaker is resident in the area.
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1999

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: The honourable' membe,r for Port Darwin asked what action had
been taken by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission to replace and
upgrade street lighting in Darwin, in particular in Litchfie1d Street. I
am advised by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission that a program has
been initiated of expenditure totalling $1.4m over a two and a half year
period to res tore street lighting throughout Darwin. The current program
for 1976/77 covers lighting at the following locations: Rothda1e Road,
Nightcliff Road, Progress Drive, var'lous bus stops and telephone booths,
and at intersections involving high mast l;Lghting at Daly and McMinn
Streets, Stuart Highway-Bagot Road, Stuart H'ighway-Goyder Road, Stuart
Hi ghway-Ro ss Smith Avenue, Goyder 'Road-East
Point
Road, Bagot
Road-McMillans Road, Bagot Road-Trowel' Road-Nightcliff' Road, Trower
Road-Rothdale
Roads,
Trower
Road-Vanderline
Drive,
Lee
Point
Road-McMillans Road, Rothdale-McMillans Road and at various dangerous
intersections and pedestrian crassings, I would advise the honourable
member that a temporaty light has been erected in Litchfie1d Street
pending the commencement of the next stage of under-grounding power in
the city area.

2000

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Arnhem asked about guide posts
missing on the approach to the Adelaide River on the Arnhem Highway. The
Department of Construction are presently using their resources to repair
pavement surfaces and will replace these guide posts as resources become
available. This is not expected to eventuate until the next financial
year.

2001

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Gillen,' asked me a question
concerning a possible report on the state of the highways in the
Northern Territory. I have chased this up myself and so far as I can
establish from officers of the Department of Construction, there is no
official report. I believe several senior engineers did drive down the
highway and inspected it. This does happen qui te regularly, but there is
no official report on the state of the highways and roads in the
Northern Territoty'.

2002

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable member for Alice Springs asked about a rumour
concerning STD facilities for Alice Springs. The answer that we have
received from Te1ecom is that Alice Springs cannot be provided with STD
until facilities are provided between Tennant Creek and Alice Springs
and these are expected to be completed in 1978/79.

2003

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN: The honourable meDber for. Nhu1unbuy asked about the Dhupuma
Road.
Apparently quotes were called to grade the road and there was
some dispute over the granting of the contract to the lowest tenders
which resulted in some queries back through the Department of Aboriginal
Affairs. Subseq uently, the grading of about 1 or 2 kilometres of the
road was awarded to the lowest tenderer. There are stili 3 or 4 kilometres to complete. The Department of Construction is presently looking
at getting quotes for. the rest of the work, There was some serious
damage done recently during the heavy rains they had over at Gove and
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the Department have asked that. these be. graded forthwith to solve that
problem. I would ask that the honourable member for Nhulumbuy contact me
i f they are not getting a satisfactory result and I will follow it up
with the Department of Construction to see if we can get over the
proble\D he continually has over there.
2004

ANSWER TO QUESTION

Mr RYAN: The honourable member from Jingili asked a question concerning
the breaking into 2 contracts of the repairs to Trower Road. I have not
been able as yet to get confirmation from the DRC on the reasons. I
believe that it has. been something to do with the money situation. When
I get the answer I will pass it in to the honourable member .for Jingili.
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FROM 21 DECEMBER 1976
1628

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK
Could he please advise the following in'respect of (1)

Central Australian Aboriginal Medical Service;

(2)

Central Australian Aboriginal Legal Aid Service';

(3)

Central Australian Aborigines Congress;

(4)

Aboriginal Hostels Ltd, Alice Springs (a)

The number of persons employed?

(b)

Titles and
benefits?

(c)

Who is responsible for
employees?

(d)

Are the organisations' financial records and
subject to any audit requirements, if so what?

(e)

Are vehicle records and logbooks kept?

remuneration

received,
the

hiring

and

other

and

firing

employment
of

their

expenditure

FROM 3 MAY 1977
1895

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
Would the Honourable Member arrange for the tabling in this Assembly of
an audited set of .accounts for the Aborigines Benefit Trust Fund,
established under the Northern Territory (Administration) Act, for the
years from the year ended June 1973 to June 1977, or ~-of these
accounts as are available at the time of tabling?

FROM 7 JUNE 1977
2005

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
What is the current market value in the Valuer-General's estimation of
the land and improvements at Lot 2904 Trower Road Alawa?

2006

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TUXWORTH
Is it a fact that aerial spraying to combat mosquitoes and sand flies is
carried out at Nhulunbuy. and if so (a)

What spray is used and under whose supervision is the work carried
out?

(b)

What areas are actually sprayed and for how long has spraying on
Gove Peninsula been practised?
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1722

Mr STEELE to Miss AN DREW
How many persons were breathalyser tested in the Territory in 1976 and
what was the blo0~ alcohol concentration reading in each case?

ANSWER
1,627 persons were so tested.

Blood alcohol concentration readings were as follows:
. 08 and under
.09
.1
.11
.12
.13
.14
.15
.16
.17
.18
.19
.20
.21
.,22
.23
1896

220
22
60
74
68
73
74
89

.24
.25
.26
.27
.28
.29
.30
.31
.32
.33
.34
.35
.36
.37
.38

114
107
103
86
84
67
86
53

51
59
27
29
21
13
19
12
5
5
2
2
1
1

Mr UANUELL to Mr TAMBLING
1 •. Has the tender for the
River been advertised?

construction of a bridge over

the

2.

When will the tender close?

3.

When is construction planned to commence?

4.

What is the proposed completion date?

1.

Yes, on 8 March 1977.

2.

Tenders closed on' 23 March 1977.

3.

On present indications late May 1977 depending on availability
increased funds.

4.

Period of contract is 52 weeks from date of acceptance.

Todd

ANSWER

1897

of

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
1.

Has the Department of Northern Territory decided that the present
Stokes Hill Power Station and subsequent extensions will adequately
supply Darwin's power requirements for the next seven years?

2.

Has the Department of Northern Territory suspended work on
Environmental Impact Study for Darwin's second .power station?

th'
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3.

Has the Department of Northern Territory shelved plans for a
submission to Cabinet so that funds be made available to allow
preliminary design work on Darwin's second power station to proceed?

1.

No.

2.

Yes, pending receipt of the Final Report of the Inquiry into Public
Electricity Supply, Northern Territory.

3.

Any such decision will be taken following the receipt and evaluation
of the Final Report of the Inquiry into Public Electricity Supply,
Northern Territory.

ANSWER

1898

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
As from the s tart of 1977 school year, how many students have been (a)

suspended;

(b)

recommended for explusion;

(c)

recommended
age, at: (i)
(H)
(Hi)

for

permission

to leave 'school

before

the

require

Darwin High;
Nightcliff High;
Casuarina High?

ANSWER
(a)

As from the start of 1977 school year, seven
been suspended from school:

students

have

Cb)

Since the beginning of the 1977 school year no student has
recommended for explusion from any of the three Darwin
Schools.

been
High

(c)

Three students have been recommended for exemption from school
before the required leaving age since the beginning of' term 1:

(i)

(H)
(iii)

(i)
(ii)
(Hi)
1899

Darwin High School
Nightcliff High School
Casuarina High School

Darwin High School
Nightcliff High School
Casuarina High School

(7)

3 students
2 students
2 students.

1 student
2 students
nil students.

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
1.

How many students at Darwin High School _
(a)

sat for matriculation;

(b)

passed that examination in
1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976?

the follOWing years: 1970, 1971,

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
2.

3,

How many students at Nightcliff High School
(a)

sat for matriculation;

(b)

passed that examination in the following years:
1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 19761

1970,

1971,

How many students at Casuarina High School (a)

sat for matriculation;

(b)

passed that
1975, 1976?

examination in the following years:

1973,

1974,

ANSWER
Prior to 1974 individual
school records were not kept by this
Department. Students results were sent direct to schools. Since the
cyclone, accurate records cannot be readily obtained. However in 1970
there were 27 students who matriculated. The percentage of matriculants
in 1971 was 52%; in 1972, 48%: and in 1973, 52%. Nightcliff High School
commenced matriculation in 1972 but did not have a class in 1975 due to
the
reorganisation
following the
cyclone.
Casuarina
commenced
matriculation in 1976.
The table below gives the relevant information for 1976, 1975 and 1974.
MATRICULATION
NIGHTCLIFF H,S.

DARWIN H.S.
Year No. of Students Who:
SAT
MATRICULATED
1976

2007

89

31

1975 123

54

1974

27

52

No. of Students Who:
MATRICULATED

ill
26

69

CASUARINA H, S ,
No. of Students Who
MATRICULATED

ill

8

36

6

-

-

30

-

-

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TUXWORTH
I understand that the Federal Government has stated that the Department
of Health is studying the subject of ciguatera and that ~t is following
the developments of overseas research centres, Accordingly I ask (a)

What current research is being carried out by the Department?

(b)

Is the Department to conduct marine biological research
or if not, by whom will this work be undertaken?

(c)

Will the Department make available already accumulated information
on the problems of a ciguatera at Gove?

at Gove,

ANSWER
No research is being done on ciguatera poisoning by the Department of
Health in the Northern Terr5~ory or elsewhere in Australia, However, the
.Department is. most interested in the problem particularly in the Gove

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

area. Extensive research has been carried out, particularly by Professor
Banner in Hawaii and by Professor Hashimoto in Japan. The South Pacific
Commission is playing a major role in the co-ordination of the research.
However, the research required is of the most detailed nature and the
extent of the problem at Gove would not justify the scale of research
which would be entailed.
The Department will make available to Mrs Lawrie a
subj ect 0 f ciguatera poisoning at Gove.

paper written on the
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2008

Mr KENTISH to Mr TUXWORTH
I understand from a news item yesterday that VD is ripe in the
e.1 ectorate of Arnhem. I have heard that children as young as 10 years
pld are affe~ted. Can the honourable member advise me of the· most
affected areas and whether the Health Department have efficient resourses to deal adequately wi th the disease? Are there any special problems
associated wi th the outbreak?

ANSWER
I will provide the information later in this sittings.
2009

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Bearing iri mind the motion passed by this Assemly at the last sittings,
can he advise whether adequate finance is available to finance the
$15,000 Home Finance Trustee loan and, if not, when is it expected that
this finance will become available?

ANSWER
The Department of the Northern Territory issued a press statement
, several weeks ago which pointed out that a large claim had been made on
the operation of the $15,000 loan scheme operated by the Home Finance
Trustee. In fact, at the end of April. the loans approved during this
financial year were just over double those approved in the previous
financial year and several financial years before that. The figures also
indicated that approximately 111 applications were also on hand, The
statement by the Department of Northern Territory alluded to the fact
that the Home Finance Trus tee was seeking to raise further finance from
his traditional commercial lending sources. I have not been advised
whether additional funds are required in order to meet the expectations
of those applicants but I will seek the information'for the honourable
member. I would point out that, before the cyclone in Darwin, the
average waiting time for applicants under that scheme was about 8
months. I will seek the informatio~ and will make it available this
week.
2010

Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK
Have the present operators of the Alice Springs abattoirs delayed their
announced opening date and, if so, for what reason? What is the revised
opening date?

ANSWER
I have not been able to speak to the principals of the abattoir directly
but I have spoken to officers of the Department of Animal Industry and
Agriculture. Branch who have been in regular contact with the abattoir
operators. It was hoped that the abattoir wo·u1d commence killing for the
domestic market in Alice Springs on 30 May, however, there have been
some delays and that date was not able to be achieved. The company has
now decided that it will not commence killing for the domestic market
before killing for the export market because it may possibly prejudice
the gradinB of the export licence requirements. It is anticipated that
killing will begin in about mid July.
2011

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Can

he

advise

when

the

freeze

on

processing

applications

for
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subdivisions of industrial land will be lifted by
Northern Territory?

the Department of the

ANSWER
Unfortunately, I cannot advise when this freeze will be lifted. I have
asked the Minister for the Northern Territory several times over the
past,4 months to lift this unnecessary restriction on the private subdivision of industrial land but I have only received notification from
the Minister that·he is looking into the matter.
2012

Mr EVERINGHAM toDr LETTS
No doubt he has seen press reports recently that would indicate that
because of the closure of markets in West Germany, the Northern Territory buffalo meat exporters and breeders are likely to be wiped out. At
the same time, I have noticed that West Germany appears t'o be one of
cotmtries that are seeking Australian uranium. I would ask the Majority
Leader whether it would be possible for him to see, if uranium mining
went ahead, that cotmtries such as West Germany were encouraged, at the
same time as they sought to purchase our uranium, to lessen their import
restrictions on beef and buffalo.

ANSWER
I will use~y best efforts to secure that happier situation. I have
little doubt that Ministers who are connected with Australian exports
will be doing the same thing. I imagine that the Prime Minister on his
European trip would be taking that sort of line. I know that the Acting
Prime MiniSter is extremely concerned about what happened with the
threatened levy on buffalo meat. I would point out that normal market
forces would tend to operate in the other way in that, if we sold
uranium to a country and thereby changed the balance of trade situation
to that country, it would normally be looking for the right to sell
something back to us. In spite of that, we will-'use Our best efforts to,secure the future welfare of the buffalo meat industry and the meat
industry in general.
2013

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREW
Can she advise whether the uniformed policemen in the Terri tory will be
identified either by name or number? If she is not in a position to so
advise, can she advise when the decision is likely to be made.

ANSWER
The answer is no to both questions.
2014

Hr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING
Is he aware that
R.J. Bennel1 Constructions Pty Ltd which has
remunera ti ve Housing Commission contracts is in serious financial
difficulties and cannot pay its debts? Since this company is a foreign
company not registered in the Northern Territory, will he provide an explanation as to how the company received the contract in breach of the
Ordinance? Is i t a fact that the company has a nominal capital only? Is
he aware that the persons holding shares in and having the management of
R.J. Bennell Constructions Pty Ltd have recently taken over a Northern
Territory company registered as Artifax Pty Ltd '::lich is said to be
about to receive a further lucrative contract from the Housing Commission? Is it a fact that this company has a nominal capital only and will
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he have the matter of the allocation of a contract by the Housing
Commission suspended pending investigation of these companies and their
personnel?
ANSWER
The issue associated with the R.J. Bennell Pty Ltd have been brought to
my attention and I have sought a report from the Housing Commission on
the operation. Several of the aspects raised by the honoura1:l1e member's
questions have been previously raised with me and I have also sought the
information. As soon as this information is to hand, I will make it
available to the honourable menDer. I will certainly be looking at any
further contracts that are proposed.
2015

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK
Is he aware of the statement made by a 'senior geologist, Mr Ryan,
recently that the Northern Territory mining legislation is the most
archaic in the world? Has any review been done on the Mining Ordinance
recently?

ANSWER
I did hear reports in the media that Mr Ryan told a recent seminar in
Darwin that the legislation was the most archaic in the world. However,
officers of the Mines Branch assure me that that is not a true
assessment of the legislation because there is other legislation that is
more archaic than ours. The Mines Branch has for some time been
dissatisfied wi th the legis 1ation and has had an officer preparing
instructi.ons for the draftsmen. This is quite a complex and detailed job
and it will take some time even though the officer has devoted a fair
amount of time to it over the last 9 months, Recently, there was a
meeting between the Secretary of the Department of Northern Territory,
officers of the Mines Branch and myself. It was agreed that this work
would proceed more quickly and it is hoped that, in the next few months,
they will be in a better position to again approach me on the matter. We
hope that, in the not too distant future, a total review of mining
legislation in the Northern Territory will be completed. In the
meantime, there will be a need to effect amendments to the existing
legislation.
2016

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TUXWORTH
In the past few weekS, I have been approached by members of the liquor
and allied trades complaining bitterly about legislation supposedly
before the House. They have seen it 'and I have Could he advise when a
redrafted liquor licensing bill will be presented to this House.
Secondly, if there is a draft in circulation to the community would he
pay the honounb1e menDer for Port Darwin and myself the courtesy of
showing it to us? We have been asked to comment but we do not know,a
thing.

ANSWER
I would just like to emphasise that there is no drafting legislation in
circulation. However, there has been a great deal of work done by the
Legislation and Drafting Section on the preparation of a new licenSing
ordinance to bring our laws into the era of the 1980s. This ordinance is
being drafted along the lines of the Adams Report, As soon as there i.s a
draft, I can assure both honourable members that they will be among the
fi rs t to receive a copy.
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Mr TUNGATULUM to Miss ANDREW
A human body has been found at
information on this matter.

Cape

Fourcroy.

Can

she

give

further

ANSWER
It is my understanding that in actual fact possibly six bodies have been
found at Cape Fourcroy. This morning a brigade of CIB_ men and a
pathologist have gone over and I would prefer to give further comments
when they return.
2018

Mr EVERmGHAM to Mr PERRON
What is the present position in relation to the bringing into operation
of the Land and Business Agents Ordinance which was passed by the
Legislati ve Council in 1974.

ANSWER
The Land and Business Agents Ordinance is quite an unsatisfactory piece
of legislation to be brought into operation. There has been a great deal
of work done on this piece of legislation with a view to ascertaining
what amendments are required so that it can be implemented. This work is
proceeding but I could not undertake to give a date as to when the
amendments will be introduced.
2019

Mr WITHNALL to Mr PERRON
Has the Majority Party adopted the policy expressed in the report of the
Select Committee on the Landlord and Tenant(Control of Rents) Ordinance?
If so, when will a bill be introduced into the Assembly?

ANSWER
At this stage, the Majority Party is considering the select committee
report with a view to its adoption or modification. The honourable
member will have further information on this in the near future.
2020

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBUNG
Is it a fact that the NT Housing Commission has decided to allow
eligible tenants to purchase damaged houses and, if so, under what terms
and condi tions?

ANSWER
A number of honourEble menbers have made representations about the
availabili ty of Housing Commission homes to eligible tenants. As a
result of the legislation that was recently passed by this Assembly, I
asked the Housing Commission Board to reconsider its plans on the sale
of substandard homes. The Housing Commission did last week reconsider
and has agreed to make subs tandard homes a vailab le to the tenants of
those homes provided they meet the other eligibility criteria. This now
gives 4 options to an eligible tena,nt: first, may elect to buy that home
for cash but the Housing Commission is not in a position to make
mortgage funds available for its purchase; secondly, he may elect to
move to a new Housing Commission Home; thirdly, he may elect to transfer
and purchase an upgraded Housing Commission Home in a similar suburban
location; and, fourthly, he may wait for the home itself to be upgraded
and then purchase it with Housing Commission financial assistance.
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Mr MANUELL to Mr· RYAN
Is he able to advise me when the long-awaited report from the Australian
National Railways on the resiting of the passenger and marshalling yards
at Alice Springs will be made available?

ANSWER
I am not aware when or if a report will be made available. I will seek
the information and advise the member for Alice Springs later in these
sittings.
2022

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH
My question concerns the Select Committee Report on Regional Counci~for
Social Development. What action is being taken as a result of that
report and what financial arrangements are being made for regional
councils, particularly those in Katherine and A1ice Springs, to continue
thei r work in the new f inanci al year?

ANSWER
The full consideration of the report has not yet taken place. However,
the principle has been established by the Majority Party that the
funding for the continued operation of all councils throughout the
Territory will continue. I have met with 3 of the 4 councils to inform
them of the finance that will be available ~o them in the coming period.
They will be catered for in the supply bills which will be introduced
today. In addition, I also indicated to them that they will no longer be
on an open-ended operation. They will be provided for financially on the
bas,is of work and project commitment and they have accerted this ruling.
2023

Mr ROBERTSON to Hr TAMBLING
I preface my question by referring to the recent elections in the third
Alice Springs town council. It is now an extended council because there
are a nlUllber of new members. What plans, if any. has he in mind to
provide assistance and advice to that new council.

ANSWER
I would like to indicate that my department and I will be pleased to
extend all the usual courtesies and advice to any corporation in the
Northern Territory. parti cularly the new Alice Springs corporation. In
addition, I have made arrangements with the new Alice Springs corporation to sponsor a special seminar in Alice Springs on local government on
3 July. The participants at this seminar will include a specialist in
local government administration, Dr Hichael Jones of the Canberra
College of Advanced Education, 2 senior officers of my department, the
Director, Hr Godwin, and the Chief Executive Officer of Community
Development. I also hope that a representative of the political science
section of the Darwin Community College will participate. It is proposed
that the seminar will provide basic information on 'local government for
the newly elected aldermen. At the same time I propose to issue
invitations to council employees and to members of Aboriginal councils
in communities near A1ice Springs, I propose to conduct similar seminars
at a later date in Darwin and other Northern Territory centres,
2024

Hr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING
What is the present position with regard to assent to the Succession
Duties Repeal Ordinance which was passed by the Legislative Council some
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4 years ago.
ANSWER
The Majority Party supports the principles of the legislation. I understand the Majority Leader issued a statement this morning with regard to
this legislation. We will negotiate with the Federal Government with
regard to the iIq>lementation of suitable legislation.
2025

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN
Has he made a decision about the Nightcliff Fire Station? Is it to be
rebuilt and, if so, to what standard or, if not, what fire appliances
are to be housed in the Nightcliff area for use in emergencies?

ANSWER
It is not my intentions to rebuild the 'fire station at Nightcliff. The
Cssuarina fire station was originally planned to cover the whole of the
northern suburbs, including Nightcliff, Casuarina is presently being
repaired and very soon should be back to its complete strength.
2026

Mr TUNGATULUM to Miss ANDRElV
Prisoners at Fannie Bay are making artifacts which they would like to
send to their wives or relatives but they are not allowed to. Can the
honourable menDer tell me why?

ANSWER
Under the present legislation, all artifacts made by the prisoners
during their period of sentence are the property of the Department of
Correctional Services. The Department of Correctional Services is unable
to sell these but, with the approval of the prisoner, it has sometimes
given paintings and pieces of craft work to charity. Since the transfer
of powers on l ' January, we have been looking at the feasibility of
setting up a trust fund which we can operate so that the prisoners have
the opportunity to sell or give away artifacts, providing that they make
sqme contribution to the materials being used. I hope that, in the very
near future, I will be able to announce the implementation of this
polici to give or hand over work that he had made.
2027

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
I refer to my question number 1895 relating to the tabling of audited
accounts of the Aboriginal Benefit Trust Fund. What progress has been
made in this matter.

ANSWER
The question asked by the honourable member has been referred to the
app ropria te a uthori ties. I will check on its progress and inform him
later.
2028

MrDONDAS to Mr PERRON
Is he able to advise when, he will table a copy of the report of the
committee enquiring in the Northe~n Territory electricity supply?
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ANSWER
I have been endeavouring to contact the Minister for Construction and
Planning over the last few days to t"ind out when I can expect to receive
copies of the report. I have not been able to contact the Minister as
parliament is in recess. I have spoken to one of his aides who informed
me that, as a result of an accident in ~ueensland, the delivery of the
report to the Minis ter has been delayed by some 2 weeks. As soon as
copies are available; they will be supplied to me.
2029

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr PERRON
Will he investigate the possibility of converting
Commonwealth
Hostel in Katherine to accomodate
requiring primary and secondary education?

one wing of the
outback
children

ANSWER
I will have the matter referred to the appropriate authorities for their
assessment.
2030

Mr DONDAS to Mr TUXWORTH
Will he advise me when the report of the Inquiry into the Lottery and
Gaming Ordinance will be tabled in this House?

ANSWER
The investigation was completed a month ago.
report will be tabled at the next sittings.
2031

It

anticipated

that

the

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
I address my question to the member with responsibilities for education
and planning. Could he advise as to the present state of Carpentaria
College, its likely future and the date when one can expect something to
be done to rehabili tate the present wreck which is a daily invitation to
marauding and irresponsible members of the public?

ANSWER
I will correct the honourable member that I have liaison responsibility
for education and planning and not responsibility for education and
planning and there is a very real. difference. I will seek the
information for which the honourable member has asked. Perhaps it would
be advisable for her to place the question on notice.
2032

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN
Is he aware that a group of federal and state politicans were travelling
by bus to Alice Springs last weekend and that, during the course of that
journey, the bus experienced mechanical failure? Is it a fact that the
mechanical failure occurred near Coober Pedy and was the mechanical
failure a result of the condition of the road? Since the tour of
inspection was largely for the benefit of Northern Territorians,. does he
consider that a note of apology to members of that tour would be in
order in case they experienced inconvenience and discomfort and also
will'he send a letter to the South Australian Government expressing his
dissatisfaction at the state of the South Australian section of that
road?
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ANSWER
I wish I could answer that by saying yes but I do not know what sort of
trotble that would get me into. I was aware that state and federal
politicans were travelling to Alice Springs via that particular stretch
of road. I did have an invi tation to go myself but I declined. I did not
think I had anything really to learn because I am well aware of the
state of the roads,
It may have been better for the people in the bus if I had have gone as
a mechanic because I may have been able to fix the,mechanical failure. I
do not think we should apologise because the road is in South Australia.
I think the honourable gentleman who visited the weekend before last
should be making some apologies for the state of the road.

2033

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr POLLOCK
Would he advise the result of the much publicised pilgrimage to the
"holy city" Canberra for the purpose of urging a decision on the proposed Alice Springs refinety? '

ANSWER
Along with the honourable members for Stuart and Alice Springs, I did go
to Canberra and had meetings with the Minister assisting the Treasurer,
the Minister for the Northern Territory and officers of hls department
concerning the proposed Alice Springs refinery, I was quite happy with
the talks and I am much more confident that decisions will finally be
made and that the companies concerned will be able to move forward with
a little bit more certainty. I was a little sceptical at first about
going but I am quite happy that the trip was vety worthwhile. I am quite
confident that, as the results of the talks last week and the/ remarks of
the Minister for National Resources in Alice Springs the previous
weekend, the refinery project is much more a goer now than it was 10
days ago.
2034

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr POLI1lCK
In order that I can aVQid that particular store, could he tell me where
he'bought his coat.

ANSWER
I bought it from a reputable Swans on Street trader.
2035

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Is it true that a contract has been let to underground the electricity
supply in Tiwi and, if so, who is the contractor and when is ,the
contract likely to be completed?

ANSWER
I will undertake to obtain the information.
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2036

Mr VALE toMr RYAN
Can he advise where
held?

and

when

the

next

Rural Road Conference will be

Yes. if I had brought the piece of paper across with me. I will give the
information later.
2037

Mr MANUELL to Hr RYAN
Did the Minister for Transport appoint a committee last year to inquire
into costs and standards associated with the construction of the
Tarcoola to Alice Springs standard gauge r.ail link? If he did, has the
inquiry concluded anything about the costs and standard of construction
or made any report?

ANSWER
I am not aware of whether or not the Minister for Transport did undertake to inquire into the costs. I will obtain information for the
honourable meuber.
2038

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW
How many breaking and entry officers have taken place within the town of
Alice Springs in the last 6 months and what steps are proposed to reduce
these offences?

ANSWER
I have had some warning of this question so I do have some facts before
me. There were 79 break and enter offences reported in the commercial
area of Alice Springs during the last 12 months. Of these, 9 were'
committed by juveniles, 5 by adults and the remaining 65 offences are
yet to be cleared up. The area is patrolled as frequently as possible to
prevent this type of offence. IIlcdeed, foot patrols in conjunction with
mobile patrols are carried out in this a.rea as frequently as staffing
permits.

2039

Mr MANUELL to Hr PERRON
I ask this ques tion on behalf of the honourab le member for Elsey. Will
the Daly Waters Hotel be supplied with electricity after 30 June this
year?

ANSWER
There are only 2 consumers at Daly Waters at present and this has been
the case for some period, The Department of the Northern Territory has
decided that i t is uneconoml.cal to continue supplying electricity to the
area on a pdllic electricity supply basis. They have advised the two
consumers concerned, the police station and the hotel at Daly Waters,
that supplies would be terminated on 30 June. This notification was
given verbally by phone on the 29 March this year and followed up by a
letter on 1 April. The consumers
will have to make their own
arrangements about alternative supplies. However, the instructions that
have been given are such that the power supplies will not be cut off by
throwing a switch at midnight on the 30 June i f i t is felt that the
consumers qave not had reas·onable time to arrange alternative supplie.s,
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Thus, I believe that power probably will not be terminated on the night
of 30 June unless the consumers have alternative power supplies,

2040

Mr TUNGATULUM to Miss ANDREW
With the incrcio£!e of population in the Howard Sp rings and Hump ty Doo
area, what plans are being made to establish a police station in the
area?

ANSWER
As with all areas where population is growing, the matter is being
looked at but there is no immediate proposal to put a police station in'
the Howard Sp;-ings area, However, the matter is being reviewed.

2041

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr PERRON
What swdivisions and how many blocks of land are expected to become
available to the public at auction during the years 1977, 1978, 1979 and
1980 in the Darwin area?

ANSWER
I have had some forewarning of this question and I have some details.
Lots are expected to become available for auction to the public in the
Darwin area as follows: In 1977, approximately 60 blocks from Wulagi
swdivision: in 1978, approximately 140 blocks from Malak stage 1
subdivision: in. 1979, approximately 20 blocks from the Miiner subdivision and approxi.1ately 50 blocks from the Malak subdivision; in
1980, approximately 80 from Malak stage 2 subdivision ,and approximately
100 from Kerama subdivision. The above does not take into account blocks
in the existing service lot areas, Some of these should be available to
support the 60 lots from Wulagi to be auctioned during 1977. Also, as
the 222 lots currently being used for demountables become available in1979. this will assist the short fall for auction in that year.

2042

Mr TUNGATULUM to Miss ANDREW
Can she advise the number
and Humpty Doo areas?

of times patrol cars visit the Howard Springs

ANSWER
I understand that patrol cars go into that area once a day, Traffic
patrols are conducted at random, particularly over the weekend when the
traffic through the area is increased.
2043

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Is he able to advise me what decision the Education Department has
on the use of Nakara School?

made

ANSWER
I attempted to have answers to this question and one or two others on
education here this morning, but they have not been able to be prepared
in time. I .will undertake to have the answers stib~tted later during
this si t tings.
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2044

Mr

V~

to Hr PERRON

Can he advise whether or not the contract has been let for the
construction of a bridge over the Todd River and, if, not, can he advise
when it will be let?
ANSWER
So far as I know the letting of the co'ntract should be announced within
the next week or so,
2045

Mr ROBERTSON to Miss ANDREW
I apologise for the length of this question but it arises out of
comments made by Mr Justice Muirhead in his reasons for judgment in the
matter of an appeal agains t sentence filed on behalf of a minor
previously sentenced in the Alice Springs Children's Court. His Honour's
remarks refer to the failure of that child to successfully enter into a
bond with surety at Papunya on 13 January this year, The matter, has
been given wide national ptblicity and it is a matter that should be
raised before this Assemly. I ask the honourable Cabinet Member is it
not a fact: that the boy was represented at Papunya by a solicitor from
Aboriginal Legal Aid; that there were a total of 139 individual charges
dealt with by the magistrate at Papunya on the day in question and that,
as a result, bond documents could not be prepared until the rising of
the court; that a willing surety had in fact been found; that the surety
and the convicted boy were abandoned by the representative of Aboriginal
Legal Aid before that solicitor was satisfied that her clients interests
had been properly looked after; that because of that neglect the surety
disappeared from the precincts of the Papunya court and, despite all
efforts by police, could not be found~ and that the solicitors from
Aboriginal Legal Aid made absolutely no subsequent inquiries whatever to
any of the officers of the Alice Springs Police Station, the Clerk of
Courts, the Alice Springs Gaol or anyone else, to ensure that they had
discharged their duty to their young client.

ANSWER
It seems to be saga 6f failures, The boy was represented at Papunya by a
solicitor of Aboriginal Legal Aid, I understand that there were a total
of 109 individual charges dealt with on that day and, as a result, the
bond documents could not be prepared until the rising of the Court. A
surety had been found who, I understand, was a brother of 'the defendant
and he was asked to wai t, However, with the preparation of the documents
associated with the sitting of the Court that day, the waiting time no
doubt was considerable and on 1·3 January no doubt the temperature was
rather high in Papunra. The solicitor of Aboriginal Legal Aid, according
to my information, talked to the defendant just prior to leaving Papunya
by plane and assured him that a surety had been found and it would be
simply a matter of time waiting for the document to be prepared. By the
time the docuIllmts were prepared, the surety was not to be' found even
though the police spent hours during the night looking everywhere around
the Papunra area. There were no inquiries made by Aboriginal Legal Aid
on 14 January or subs eq uently to ensure that recognizance had been duly
entered into and that the fellow had been released. Because the papers
.were completed in Papu~a and did not need to be done in Alice Springs,
the matter was therefore not brought to the attention of the Clerk of
Courts in Alice Sprin~ so she had no idea of the si tuation.
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Hr DONDAS to Hr PERRON
Can he supp ly me wi th any information regarding government policy con
cerning the extension of time for residentiai lease covenants in
relation to. lots sold at auctions for single dwelling constructions?

ANSWER
I have had a reply from the Minister toa request I put to him that he
consider altering the time which is required for compliance with
covenants on land which will have single dwell~ng uni ts constructed on
it. He told me that the exis ting situation whereby the purchaser 'of a
block is required to commence construction within 12 months and finish
within 2 years is believed by himself and his department to be a good
policy and preferab le to the proposal I put to him that the time
constraint be 2 years to commence and a further 2 years to complete. I
find the Minister's answer somewhat unsatisfactory from my party's point
of view. I will endeavour to take the matter up with him and with
officers of his department to see if we can not have them take into
consideration the fact that the situation has changed somewhat from when
these covenants were firs t es tablished. It is difficult to obtain
sufficient ini tial capital thes e days to purchase the block of land and they cost anything from $8,000 to $12,000 and even more for a
residential block - and within a 12 month period also obtain sufficient
finance to pay a deposit on $40,000 or $50,000 house. This is a pretty
unrealistic proposition for the average young couple in the community. I
hope to prevail on the minister to change his mind.
2047

Hr TUNGATULUM to Dr

L~TTS

Is he aware of the moves by people at Bathurst and Melville Islands to
have their own land council? Can he assure my people that the Majority
Party support us to establish this council?
ANSWER
The Majority Party has always supported in the promulgation of legis
lation for Aboriginal land rights the primary place of the traditional
owner in the scheme of ownership and adminisration. In the federal act,
the provision is made for land councils to assist the traditional owners
and clearly they are the administrative agents and servants of those
traditional owners. Provision is also made for the establishment of more
than the 2 initial land councils on application to the Minister. Within
the system which is laid down in the act, the closer that land councils
can get to the traditional owner groups, the more effective should be
the co-operation and misunderstanding should be minimised. The Tiwi
people have had this concept under consideration for a couple of years.
They have discussed it and the matter has been put to a vote among the
Tiwis on a nunber
of occasions. On a recent occasion, I was present at
Garden Point when this issue was canvassed. There is no doubt in my mind
that there is a very strong feeling among the Tiwi people that they wish
. to have their own land council even though they may choose to use the
services of a central body in Darwin such as the exis ting land council.
While that is their view, the Majority Party will give them strong
support in that move.
2048

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN
Could he tell me why we have had so many breakdowns on the Tropo Scatter
communication:! system to Nh~'\ubuy?' Is this the aftermath of cyclone
Tracy or are we going to continue to have these breakdowns? We have all
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the modern technology in the
mat ter is being overlooked.

world and I am jlSt wondering whether this

ANSWER
I have not had the time to confirm this but I believe the problem exists
because the transmitter is operated by an emergency ge,nerator set which
has to undergo service. This is the reason
that they do have
interruptions.
The question of the facilities over at Cox Peninsular
are still up in the air although there does seem to be some indication
that the Federal Government intends to reactivate the facilities over
there and I am noW speaking about general facilities relating to Radio
Australia. I krow unofficially that they are in the process of
purchasing further generating equipment for the area and I would assume
this could possibly alleviate the problem and could be tied up with the
eventual rehabili tation of the whole complex on Cox Peninsula. I
certainly hope so.

2049

Mr TUNGATULUM to Dr LETTS
Can he advise me of the conditions under the Aboriginal Land Rights Act
under which the Catholic Church may continue to hold leases on Bathurst
and Melville Islands.

ANSWER
The Aboriginal Lands Righ t Act provides for the declaration of certain
land to be Aboriginal land in the first schedule and that includes
Bathurst and Melville Islands. It provides for the title to be issued
when a trus t has been setup. It prov:i.des , I think in section 18, that
where a mission existed by licence or permission before such time, that
mission can continue in occupation and use of the land. However, it also
provides in section 18 that a land council can direct the land trust to
terminate the lease of the mission at a date no earlier than 12 months.
after the date of service of the notice. Thus, whilst they have
immediate rights to continue occupation and use, a land trust at the
direction of a land council could terminate that use at 12 months
notice. There is provision in such cases for payment of compensation for
facilities that are established there. There is a further provision for
the granting by a land trust of leases to mission authorities
in
the
place of their existing tenure but the term of such leases is not to exceed 5 years.

2050

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
How many new houses has the Housing Commission allocated to tenants
since 1 January this year? What is the current waiting period for
Housing Commission homes both in Darwin and in Alice Springs.

ANSWER
I ask that the question be placed on notice.

2051

Mr VALE to Dr LETTS
Will copies of the second Fox Report be made
this Assenbly?

available

to

members

of
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ANSWER
It is not possible at this time to give all members a copy of the second
Fox Report. They have available to them the copy which was tabled and
there are some 4 or S. copies available for those who wish to study the
subject before the debate comes on. The arrangements that were made for
the distribution of the second Fox Report did not include the Assembly
Executive or any Assembly members~ As I understand it, the bulk lot of
copies which came to the Northern Territory came through the Department
of Ab!'riginal Affairs, presumably because that
department
had a
representative on the eJePert panel advising Hr Justice Fox. I do not
know that any other Department received any bulk copies at all. We have
obtaine'd from the Department of Aboriginal Affairs apparently all the
copies which we were able to get from that source. There were some
available in shops for sale at $10 or more a copy, I understand that
those copies have now been emausted for the time being. My office has
further copies on order and I am not quite sure when they will arrive.
As soon as they do arrive, I will endeavour to make copies available to
each member. In the meantime, we will have to do the best we can by
sharing the copies that are available •
. 2052

Hr DONDAS to Mr RYAN
On 17 NoveIlber 1976, I asked question 1582: "On Sunday 17 October at
8,45am, I had reason to visit the Casuarina Fire Station as the dash·
board of my vehicle was on fire. I had a small electrical fire and I
pulled into the Fire Station thinking that they would be of some assist!ance. Unfortunately, there were no fire extinguishers at the station.
Can the Executive member tell me why not?" The member replied at the
time tha-t there was not one handy. Are there fire extinguishers at the
Casuarina Fire S,tation now?

ANSWER
I do not make it a practice to call at the Fire Station regularly to
check to see if they have fire extinguishers available.I .have a chief
officer who looks after thos e matters. I will ask him if there is a fire
extinguisher available at Casuarina and if not, whether he could make
one available to
ensure that, should the honourable member for
Casuarina's car Dr any one else's car catch fire, they could be put out.
There are other methods of putting out fires, some of which the honourmember may not like.
2053

Mr TUNGATULUM to Hr

TU~ORTH

Is the Consumer Protection Council making any efforts to reach the 25%
of the Northern Territory population who are Aborigines and require
special attention because of literacy problems?
ANSWER
The Consumer Protection Council in the coming 12 months will embark on
an increased program of education amJngst all Territorian. One of the
weaknesses that the cOmicil feels in its present provision of services
is that it does not cater ade:tuate1y for the needs of Aboriginals. They
have undertaken to look in to this and see what form of education they
can provide and how extensively they can offer it within the limits of
funds available to them,
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Hrs LAWRIE to Hr TAMBUNG
Even i f there is likely to be assurfei t government housing available in
the next 6 months, is it likely that some of these homes will be offered
to the' Comm:ission or is it likely that a single housing author! ty can be
brought into being earlier than otheIWise expected?

ANSWER
The
issues
rais ed by the honourable member are
under
active
consideration The Northern Territory Cabinet has formulated a policy
with regard 'to a single housing authority and has put fOIWard certain
proposals to the Minister for the Northern Territory. It would like to
see the Housing Commission becoming
that
authority
by way of
transferring certain housing stock from the
government pool and
arranging suitable financial te~ and conditions. The various officers
of
the Northern Territory Public Service are currently
holding
negotiations and discussions with officers of the Department of the
Northern Territory to tender advice to Mr Adermann to enable an early
resolution of this matter. I would hope that, if there are any surplus
stocks arising from the government building programs, houses of this
type can be made available as quickly as possible.
2055

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TUXWORTII
My question relates to an answer I received yesterday concerning the
introduction of a new liquor and licensing bill. Could he advise the
probable date of introduction of that legislation? Having regard to the
expected life of this Assembly, can he assure us that there is time for
the introduction and passage of that legislation before this Assembly
expires?

ANSWER
At the risk of being -difficult, I cannot give the
assurance she is looking for.
2056

honourable member the

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr TUXWORTH
What plans does the Government have for converting the unused buildings
of the North Australia Railways in Katherine into a detoxification
centre?

ANSWER
I have no knON1edge of any plans to turn those buildings into a detoxification centre. I am aware that the Regional Council in Katherine that
operates a detoxification operation is looking for alternative premises
but I have no other information on that.
2057

Mr DONDAS to Mr RYAN
What aid, i f any, has his
Tourist Promotion Association
1978? '

department given to the DaIWin Regional
plan for a "Back to DaIWin Week" in May

ANSWER
I attended a recent meeting of this partic.:~ '!.r group which is doing a
pretty good j ob in organising the "Back to Darwin Week" for next year.
One of the proble1l5 they have concerns the promotional side of the
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event. I have asked that the Northern Territory Tourist Bureau take up
the matter and assist, wherever possible, in promoting the forthcoming
event with posters etc. It will be a fairly important event for Darwin
and it will affect other parts of the Territory because anybody coming
to Dal:Win has to go through the rest of the Territory. We believe many
people will be travelling by car and we are giving all the support that
we possibly can to that particular event.

2058

Mr BALLANlYNE to Mr TUXWORTH
What is the latest information regarding the future of a new gallery and
has land been made available to the Museums and Art Galleries NT?

ANSWER
I am aware that the Museums and Art Galleries Board have had discussions
with officers of the Department of the Northern Territory and have come
to an amicable conclusion over the provision of a block. I am unable to
tell the honourable member where the block is and when i t will be
developed.

2059

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN
My question relates to the pedestrian crossing o.n Trower Road near the
intersection of Francis Street. The honourable Cabinet Member would be
familiar with that intersection because, under the redistribution, it
will be in his nay electorate. In the ligh t of the considerable use of
tha t pedes trian cross ing by school children from the Millner Primary
School and St. Pauls School and the number of accidents which have
occurred to people using the cross-over, is consideration being given by
his department to . either the installation of lights or a pedestrian
walk-over similar to the Ludmilla one?

ANSWER
The honourable member 'for Jingili has a fairly valid argument for
provision of some sort of system but whether or not money could be made
available for an over-pass, I do not know, Certain:I.y, the situation that
exists there at present is unsatisfactory and, with the advent of the
Rapid Creek shopping centre, many morep.e0}!lle are using the crossing and
crossing the road at a nuni>er of places. The council propose to upgrade
that section of the road shortly and this will also cause problems
during the construction period. However, I will take the matter up with
th~ planning
people to see if something .can be done and no doubt I will
continue to take an interes t in the area after my re-election.

2060

Mr DONDASto Mr RYAN
Does the fire department have
off uninhabited blocks?

a

program during this dry season to burn

ANSWER
It is generally the fire brigade's intention to burn off any uninhabited
blocks or any blocks that are overgrown with grass, It could also be
their intention in some cases to charge owners of blocks. If a complaint
is lodged, the opportunity is given to the owner to clean up the block
himself, If he takes no action, in the· interests of safety the fire
brigade then burn the scrub off the block and send the bill to t1:?
owner.
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Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
Can he advise the status and future of Carpentaria College?

ANSWER
I cannot answer the <lues tion the honourable menber asked yesterday. We
had an extremely busy day yes terday and I have not been able to get the,
answers from the Department as yet.
2062

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Dr LETTS: The honourd:> le member for Port Darwin yesterday asked a
question without notice relating to a question on notice 1895 whi.,:h
dealt wi th the call for tabling in this Assembly of an audited set of
accounts for the Aboriginal Benefits Trust Fund. Since I rose to answer
that question yesterday, I have received some information which I would
normally add to the answer to the question on notice. The information
indicates that audited accounts for the Aboriginal Benefits Trust Fund
are not available as the Auditor-General is not required to carry out a
full audi t of the fund as is the normal practice for commercial
enterprises. This information from the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs
then goes on to give a number of references to the Auditor-General's
report which' apparently it was thought may throw some light on the
subj ect. However, I find that, of the 15 references given; 12 of them
are inaccurate and evidently give the wrong page numbers. I will have to
refer the information received from the Minister back to him to ask him
for some clarification before I can pr'esent the honourable member with
a final answer.
Mr Withnall: Don't wprry. They are not audited.

2063

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: I would like to provide information relating to a question
asked of me yesterday by the honourable member for Port Darwin. The
question related to a certain company R,J. Bennell Constructions Pty.
Ltd, and its arrangements with the
Northern
Territory
Housing
Commission.
There were a number of issues raised in the honourable
menber's question The Housing Commission has advised that R,J. Bennell
Constructions Pty Ltd is in financial difficulties and that Shepherd and
Partners accountants of Darwin are acting as unofficial managers. With
relation to the question about the registration o.f a foreign company,
thecompany R.J. Bennell Constructions Pty Ltd by signing a contract
wi th the Commission was in breach of the Companies Ordinance by not
registering as a foreign company in the Northern Terri tory .In relation
to capital, as at 30 June 1975 - which I gather must be about the date
in which the terms for the original contract were arranged
the
authorised capital of R.J. Bennell ConstructiOnS Pty Ltd was $10,000
with issued capital fully paid amounting to $2. A further question
related to whether a company by the name of Artifax Pty Ltd was about to
receive a further contract. The Commission has no. dealings with a
company called Artifax Pty Ltd. However, a company known as Artifacts
Pty Ltd has tendered for commission contracts but is not about to
receive a contract from the Housing Commission. It is not known what the
authorised issued or paid-up capital of Artifacts Pty Ltd is due to the
fact that this information is only required when a contract offer or
acceptance is to be made. The final question was whether I would have
any proposed contracts suspended pending an inves tigation. The Housing
Commission will ,not enter into contractural arrangements with either
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Artifacts Pty Ltd or Artifax Pty Ltd pending an investigation into these
COllPanies and their personnel.
2064

AR)WER TO QUESTION
Mr PERRDN: The honourable member for Casuarina asked if a contract had
been let for the undergrounding of electricity in Tiwi and, if so, who
had rece:l. ved the contract and when it would be completed. The contract
has not been let for
undergrounding of electricity in Tiwi. A decision
to award a contract for either underground or overhead reticulation of
the electrid. ty supply is expected to be taken about the end of this
month.

QUESTION~ WITHOUT
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NOTICE - Tuesday 14 June 1977

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Is it a fact that Berkeleys relinquished the Darwin school ground maintenance contract for 1977 because it underestimated the job and were rewarded the contract when tenders were called a second time even though
they were not the lowest tenderer?

ANSWER
The answer to the question is yes. Berkeley Cleaning Company withdrew
from their original contract for school ground maintenance for 1977-78.
Tenders were recalled and Berkeley Cleaning Company, with the approval
of the permanent head of the Department of Education, were re-awarded
the contract.
2068

Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK
Is it the intention of the Department of Primary Industry to have an
inspection of the upgraded Alice Springs Abattoirs upon the completion
of the current works? If it is satisfied with the inspections, is ft the
intention of the,department to grant that abattoirs an export licence
and, if so, to what standard. If it is 'granted an export licence to US
standards. is it intended that the Alice Springs Abattoirs will be
permitted to participate in the current US beef quota?

ANSWER
If the Alice Springs Abattoirs proprietors apply for an export licence,
officers of the Department of Primary Industry would certainly inspect
the premises and officers of the United States Government would also
inspect the premises. I understand that there is only one standard of
export licence at the,moment and that is the standard which satisfies
United States Government requirements. As to whether
they
can
participate in a quota, I understand that the company has applied to the
Meat Board for a special quota in respect of the Alice Springs
Abattoirs. This matter has not been finalised to any degree. There is
considerable conjecture whether the company does have ways and means
within its own structure to be able to allocate some of its meat towards
the United States market. However, I do believe there is a substantive
case for the granting of some special quota to the Alice Springs
Abattoirs for the United States market. I have conveyed those sentiments
to the Chairman of the Meat Board as recently as today.
2069

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK
Is he aware of the value of the used railway line to the pastoral
industry for yard and fence. building? Is he also aware the Railways have
sold all the used rail in the Top End for export? What representations
has he made or can he make' to ensure that this valuable commodity is
available to the pastoral industry?

ANSWER
I have received some representations expressing concern that much of the
used railway line, which is of considerable value to the pastoral
industry for fence building' and yards and grids, has been sold for
export and that there is very little left for use in the Top End. I
understand there is a considerable quantity of unused railway line in a
stockpile here in the Darwin area and no doubt in other places along the
railway. I have made representations to the Commissioner of Railways
that, if this rail is of no use to them, some consideration should be
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given to allowing pastoral interests
before they dispose-of it by export.
2070

to

have

first

chop of the cake

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr RYAN
Could he advise if it is a fact that, if the Nightcliff Fire Station is
closed, the areas of Nightcliff and Ludmilla North will be more than 3
miles by road from the nearest fire station and this distance is outside
the guidelines laid down for urban fire control.

ANSWER
I believe that the areas referred to will be within 3 miles, I will
check the matter and advise if that is a fact. However, if they are
slightly outside of the 3 miles limit, I doubt whether this will change
my intention not to have the Nightcliff Fire Station rebuilt. I might
add that the fire station has not worked since the cyclone and
everything seems to be operating
satisfactorily. I have nad no
representations from the residents of either Nightcliff or Ludmilla nor
have I ever had any representations from the honourable member for
Nightcliff so I would assume she has not had' any complaints about the
lack of a fire station.
2071

,Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr PERRON
Does the Department of Education promote sex education in schools? if
so. is the subject compulsory and are the teachers involved qualified in
this field?

ANSWER
The Department of Education does promote sex education in schools.
However, such subjects are not complusory for students. The, department
holds in-service training inconjunction with the Family
Planning
Association for teachers involved in sex educatioIt.
2072

Mr MANUELL to Mr PERRON
Is he aware that there have been some recommendations made by the
Minister for Education or his department that existing plans for the
upgrading of the Ross Park Primary SchooJ be shelved? Is he aware that
there is a recommendation in the plans to establish a Sadadeen Primary
School? Is he aware that the basic criterion for the decision appears to
be cost and is he aware that, if adopted, this will still leave students
at the RossPark Primary School without adequate library and other
facilities considered essential by parents and teacher bodies? Finally,
has the proposition been discussed with the parent teacher body at that
school and, if so, what was their reaction?
Mr SPEAKER: I will allow' this question but I do
questions be. placed on notice.

request

that

lengthy

Mr PERRON: I do not have details of the matters the honourable member
has raised. However, I will undertake to investigate, the matter and
report to the honourable member during this sittings.
2073

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
I refer to the City Corporation's policy of sidewalk beautification in
some suburbs. What does the council propose to do to the footpaths that
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are not planted with lawn because the residents refuse to co-operate?
Are there any special arrangements for those people who do not
co-operate?
ANSWER
This is a policy matter for the Darwin City Corporation. I will -seek the
information and make it available to him.
2074

Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING
What plans has the Darwin Reconstruction Commission for the 5 wrecked
houses in Packard Street which have been an eyesore since the cyclone
and with respect to which no reconstruction work has been performed?

ANSWER
The Darwin Reconstruction Commission has details
of all of the
substandard housing owned by the Government in the Darwin area and has
categorised that housing into various groups,' Much of the work is to be
undertaken in the 1977-78 financial year. I will seek the specific
information with regard to the 5 houses in Packard Street and make it
available to the honourable member.
2075

Mr DONDAS to Mr TUXWORTH
How much finance does the Regional Council for Social Development
require to operate their Darwin organisation satisfactorily for the
period 1 July 1977 to 1 October 1977?

ANSWER
I have already had discussions with officers of the regional council in
Darwin and they have intimated that they will be seeking $14,000 for'
July, August, September in this coming.financial year. I have every
reason to assume that they will get the money and, if there is any
further information required by the member relating to this finance, I
will be only too Pleased to supply it.
2076

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
Can he adivse as to the status and future of Carpentaria College?

ANSWER
The honourable member asked this question last week. The Department of
Education informed me that the matter rests with the church concerned
and the Department of Northern Territory. I have yet to pursue the matter,with those bodies. 2077

Mr WITHNALL to Mr TAMBLING
Has the Reconstruction Commission approved of the
silo-type structures on land overlooking Kahlin Bay?

erection of

3

ANSWER
As one of the residents in the p~operties immediately below the silos, I
am very well aware that they have appeared in the area adjacent to the
Darwin Hospital. In fact, one of my neighbours at first thought the
Darwin Hospital had extended its boundaries for its boiler room
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operation. However, I will find out what Building Board permits have
been issued. I am sure that the owner of the property, a local Darwin
architect, will be well aware of the requirements to obtain building
permits.
2078

Mr STEELE to Mr RYAN
Is he aware that visitors to Australia disembarking through the international terminal at Darwin Airport are not afforded the use o'f a
luggage carrier or any other conveyance to move their luggage from the
customs area to the car park? If this is correct, would he advise the
Department of Transport that a suitable conveyance for the carriage of
luggage is not just desirable but essential?

ANSWER
I will speak to the Department of Transport officials at the airport to
see if anything can be done.
2079

Mrs LAWRIE to Miss ANDREWS
I refer to an article in the NT News of Wednesday 8 June relating to the
acquittal of constable James Anthony Ryan. Mr Ryan has been under
suspension from January and, following his acquittal, he is entitled to
arrears of pay for those 5 months. Will she advise his present status
within the Northern Territory Police Force and whether he is entitled to
superannuation rights if he is not to continue in that force.

ANSWER
I understand that this particular officer's suspension is being lifted
and that the salary to which he was entitled during the period when/he
was under suspension is to be paid as soon as possible. The officer has
applied to be
retired on' medical grounds and his rights for
superannuation will be the same as anybody else who would be entitled to
superannuation under such circumstances.
2080

Mr KENTISH to Dr LETTS
In a news report today I heard a remark attributed to Mr Justice Kirby
that it had been accepted that Australia would
be a
multi-cultural,
multi-lingual society.
Considering
the context of his remarks, I
presume that it would also be offica11y multi-lingual and have more than
one law structure. Can he inform me whether this is the present policy
of the coalition party in Canberra and how long have they had this
policy?

ANSWER
I see no
conflict between a statement that a country will be
multi-lingual and multi-cultural yet in fact still remain one nation. I
think that the United States and a number of other countries and
federations in the world give evidence of that.
I do not see the reference under the act for the Law Reform Commission
to investigate the place of Aboriginal law in the Australian legal code
as bei.ng in any sense a direction to that eminent body to establish such
a place •. It is their job to investigate the matter. I sincerely hope
that, while there may be some spe~ia1 situations which ~ay require
special treatment of Aboriginal people, we will still have one legal
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code
for all Australians
coalition party.
2081

and

I

believe that is the policy

of the

Mr .STEELE to Mr POLLOCK
I refer to recent media reports that indicate that there is a move to
again provide a market place for local growers. Will the market be
funded by
the new Northern Territory government? Will the City
Corporation fund the proposed market? Will the market be funded by
non-ratepayers? Will he make a statement about these proposals so that
tax and ratepayers will know what their liability is likely to be?

ANSWER
There is a move to establish in Darwin a farmer's market. The member for
Ludmilla should know from statements I have made here and statements by
the Mayor that it is not envisaged that funding for the market will come
from the Northern Territory .government. Funds for the establishment of
the market will come from the municipality which derives its funds from
the taxpayers. My understanding is that those who use the market will be
required to contribute towards its operating costs and one would hope
that the market would be successful enough to at least break even in its
operation. If it does not, the ratepayers may have to assist in
financing it.
2082

Mr DONDAS to Mr TUXWORTH
Is it true that the manufacture
is to be discontinued? .

of the "Darwin Stubby" by local brewery

ANSWER
It is not true. There is no doubt that the continued production of the
item known as the "Darwin Stubby" was certainly under threat earlier
this year. The Australian Standards Association, a body made up of
industry and government officials, met to set standards relating to the
volume of packages that were being produced in this country and the
volume of the "Darwin Stubby" was not included in this schedule of
sizes. At a conference in Melbourne las.t week, an officer of my department presented a case on bahalf of the Northern ·Territory and Northern
Territory Brewers pointing out that the "Darwin Stubby" was a very
important tourist gimmick to the north and one which we feel should be
maintained. By all accounts, we have won the case. The Standards Association has accepted in principle the fact that the production of the
stUbby by glass manufacturers should continue till 1987 at least or
. until the dies wear out whichever comes first.
2083

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Can he advise if and when demountable hOUSing units become available
through the Department of Northern Territory they will be offered to the
Housing Commission as interim accommodation for needy families or can he
advise whether any such policy decision is under condsideration or has
been made?

ANSWER
The Northern Territory Housing Commission already has a considerable
stock of demountable units which are owned by the Australian Government
and they have been using these units for the provision of accommodation
to needy people ever since they have been available. The Department of
the Northern Territory is also conducting a major review of the disposal
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or relocation of demountable units and other caravan units as a result
of the reconstruction program in Darwin. I am aware that further units
are being considered for relocation and transfer to the Housing
Commission for use in a special village which may possibly be sited on
the site of the existing Tracy Workers' Village at Wanguri and that
quite a considerable amount of money has already been expended in
investigation of those future developments. I have certainly supported
the case of the Housing Commission to ~ontinue in this type of role.
2084

Mr KENTISH to Mr PERRON
When will the instant
be in operation?

school which sprang UI- at Berry Springs last week

ANSWER
I cannot advise when the Berry Springs School will be in operation. I
noted a hint of glee in his voice that the Department has now got around
to producing instant schools.
2085

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Is he able to provide any information regarding ,the fate of the Nakara
Primary School?

ANSWER
The honourable member has asked me a number of questions in the past
relating to the future of the Nakara Primary School. The Department is
currently using the Nakara Primary School for a pre-school, for sections
of the Curriculum Development Section and also for media and migrant
education activities. in 1978, the school will continue to be used for
the same purposes but there will be an extension of activities to take
the pre-school activities up to year 3 for 1978 •
.2086

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
I refer to a small article in the Northern Territory News of Wednesday 8
June 1977 where it was advis ed on page 3 that t enders for Dripstone High
School have been called and will close on January 26 • However, the
Department of Construction today would hot confirm when the contract
would be let for the school or whether one would be let at all. Having
regard to certain statements made in this House in response to questions
by the honourable members
for
Jingili, Casuarina and Sanderson
concerning
the
likelihood of Dripstone High going ahead, could the
member give us ,some assurance that it is still departmental policy for
Dripstone High School contract to be let as soon as possible and
practicable.

ANSWER
I know little more than other members about the contract for the
Dripstone High School. I hav'e only been able to pick up what has
appeared in the press.
The minister and the department have made no
attempts to keep me fully informed on the matter. However, I will make
inquiries and advise the honourable member later.
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2087

Mr BALLAN'lYNE to Dr LETTS
Have there been any recent changes to the permit system for Nhulunbuy
residents travelling from Gove to Katherine? I have just heard that
there will be a holdup of some 2 to 3 months'. If there is a hold up, was
this caused by the recent legislation'presented to this Legislative
Assembly in March?

ANSWER
There is no reason at all why any legislation introduced into this
Assembly and not yet passed, and still I believe a considerable way from
being passed, should have any influence whatever on the existing system
under the exis ting law. I would ask the honourable member to place the
rest of the question on notice.
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Hr VALE to Hr PERRON
Can he advise has a contractbeen let for repair and maintenance' work
to Yirara College, what does the work entail and how much is it expected
to cost?

ANSWER
There were 2 items programed for 1976 77 for repairs anQ maintenance to
Yirara College. Retiling of ~he kitchen floor was completed in January
1977 ata cost of $12,500. There were insufficient funds to enable
repairs to domitory doorways, doors, window frames, ceiling panels and
light switches to be carried out in, the 1976 77 financial year. This
contract will belet at a cost of some $23,300 next financial year.

2089

Hr DONDAS to Hr PERRON
Can he give me any indication as to whether or not the new Berrimah jail
will go ahead in the foreseeable future?

ANSWER
This i~ a bit like 40 years later. I understand that tomorrow the
tenders will be called for the new jail at Berrimah.

2090

Hrs LAWRIE to Hr PERRON
What accommodation is .,offered to single teachers by the CTS when they
are being recruited for service in the Northern Territory?

ANSWER
I do not have specific details of the offer that is made to teachers
joining the Commonwealth Teaching Service. However, I will obtain the
informatiDn in some detail and supply it to her at the next sittings.

2091

Hrs LAWRIE to Hr PERRON
Could he also advise the basic rates of salary for single teachers in
the various bands and length' of service?

ANSWER
I will undertake to have that information supplied by tomorrow.

2092

Hr DONDAS to Hiss ANDREW
has come to my notice that a student marijuana selling ring may be
operating at the Alawa Primary School. Would the Cabinet Member
undertake to have this matter investigated?
It

ANSWER
I will.

2093

Mr BALLAN1YNE to Hr POLLOCK
Has any advice been
barramundi fishery?

received 'of

a

grant

made

for research into the
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ANSWER
The Fishing Industry Research Trust Account has made a grant of $90,300
to . be spent during the 1977-78 financial year by the CSIRO in
co-operation with the Department of Northern Territory and the fishery
section of the Queensland Government for research into 'the barramundi
fishery.
2094

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW
This question is
asked on behalf of the honourable member for
MacDonnell. Can she advise when the Hermannsburg Police Station, which
was opened 6 months ago, will be provided with a standard fingerprint
plaque slab and when will work be completed to allow the permanent
officers app,ointed to the station to take up resicie~ce?

ANSWER
The fingerprint pad has already been sent from the Darwin police stores
and I am advised by the. Department of Construction that the facilities
at Hermannsburg Police Station will be completed by the end of August.
Delays have been experienced in obtaining interested tenderers.
2095

Mr BALLANl'YNE to Mr RYAN
I refer to the recent TDT on uranium.
was standing at the end of the Arnhem
Highway was intended to go to Gove but
sure from the Aboriginal people. Could

During the program, the reporter
Highway. He said that the Arnhem
was not finished because of pr~s
he elaborate on that?

ANSWER
I did in fact watch the particular program mentioned by the Honourable
Member for'Nhulunbuy and was astounded when the announcer stood at the
end of the highway and said that this road.was intended to go through to
Gove but, because of Aboriginal pressure the road was stopped at Jabiru.
I was so annoyed about this sort of information being broadcast
Australi~wide
that I got onto the telephone and, after a quarter of an
hour. managed to get hold 0 f the bloke who was directing the show. I can
assure you that, after about 10 minutes, he definitely had the right
information about that road. The road was never intended to go to Gove;
it was intended to go to Jabiru.
2096

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
How many employees are engaged in the operation of powerhouses in the
Northern Territory? Are all employees union members and, if so, of what
unions are they memeIS?

ANSWER
There are 4 manned powerhouses in the Northern Territory which. are operated by the Electrical Supply Division. There is one in Darwin with 81
employees, Katherine has 24, Tennant Creek has 11 and Alice Springs has
30. All the employees in the powerhouses are union members. The
Electrical Trades Union covers' the electrical fitters and switch operators, the Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union covers
boilermakers, welders, fitters and turners, sheet metal workers and
trade assistants, the Transport Workers Union covers truck drivers and
crane 'drivers and the Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union covers
riggeIS, painters, brick layers and labourers.
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2097

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Dr LETTS
Where does the Northern
Rights News printed?

Land

Council

get

its funds to have the Land

ANSWER
I refer to the May issue of the Land Rights News, which I happen to have
with me which states that Land Rights News is published with the
assistance of a grant from the Aboriginal Arts Board of the Australia
Council and this assistance is gratefully acknowledged. I do not know
whether that is where the full funding of the publication comes from but
certainly some money comes from that source,
2098

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
How many new
electrici ty?

government

houses

are

waiting

for

connection

of

ANSWER
The information that I have on the electrical connections does not
distinguished between government houses and government installations
generally.
The gover,nment list includes electrical connections for
things like bus stops, telephone booths etc. As at Tuesday 7 June, there
were 122 government installations awaiting connection, 32 Housing
Commission houses and 67 private applications for connection. The
waiting time at the moment for private connections is approximately 2
weeks and the backlog which was caused by the ban on connections has now
been caught up and new connections are being made at the rate of over
100 per week. The Electrical Supply Division feel they are operating in
a more normal capacity now than 'they have been for a long time.
2099

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH
At what stage is
Springs?

the planning for the proposed recreation lake in Alice

ANSWER
I am unable to' answer the honourable member's question. I ask that it be
placed on notice.
2100

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
What stage has) the transfer of the core unit at Tracy Village to the
Corporation of the City of Darwin reached?

ANSWER·
The area of Tracy Village has been under a defence reserve title for
some time and, whilst the Village was initially put there in 1975, the
issues surrounding the future use still have to be resolved, The Darwin
Reconstruction Commission has put forward a number of proposals to
divide the area generally into 3 sections, the centre of which would
come under the care and custody of the City Corporation and an area of
the southern boundary of the lease would be transferred to the Housing
ColllIllission for'the establishment of a mobile: :,ome camp. I am not aware
what stage these negotiations have reached. However I will seek the
information,
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Mr MANU ELL to Mr RYAN
Has he.been advised by the Federal Minister for Posts and Telegraphs
whether there has been a revised date on the planned opening for .the new
Alice Springs Post Office and, if so, what is the date?

ANSWER

:i have not been advised of any proposed change in the date nor when the
opening will take place. If the honourable member wishes, I will seek
that information.
2102

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr PERRON
When will an adequate system of street lighting he restroed to the. Rapid
Creek area?

ANSWER
The repair and upgrading of street lighting in Darwin generally, including Rapid Creek, will be done in conjunction with the rehabilitation of
the total electrical distribution system. The Rapid Creek area is
currently planned for upgrading by October 1978 at the same time as the
Millner and Nightcliff areas. The upgrading of major arterial roads and
intersections is currently planned for completion by December 1977.

2103

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr RYAN:· I wish to answer a question asked by the honourable member for
Stuart last week concerning the Rural Roads Conference. The conference
is scheduled ·for Tennant Creek in the last week in September or the
first week in October. The actual date will depend on when the budget is
brought down in the House of Representatives because it is felt that any
discussions relating to road construction in the Northern Territory
should take place after the budget has been brought down when we will
know exactly how much money will be available.

2104

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: The honourable menber for Port Darwin asked about the
rebuilding of 5 government homes in Packard Street. I am advised by the
Darwin Reconstruction Commission that the houses in question are being
appraised for inclusion in the 1977-78 rebuilding program. A decision on
the economic viabili ty of the existing structures will determine whether
the houses are rebuilt or demolished to ground level so that new homes
may be built of the sites involved.

2105

ANSWER TO QUESTION
I

Mr TAMBLING: The honourable member for Port Darwin asked a question
about the construction of a home in Kahlin utilising 3 silos from Rum
Jungle. He asked whether this had Building Board approval. The answer
is no. The building section has not granted approval for the structure
and is awaiting the production of appropriate drawings concerning the
erection of this home. A stop work notice relating to this building has
been issued.
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2106

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mt TAMBLING: The honourable member for Ludmilla asked a question
relating to the Darwin City Corporation's policies on the establishment
of lawns on nature strips. I am advised that the City Corporation is
hoping for full resident co-operation. However, they are
giving
consideration to by-laws or legislative amendment that may be necessary
to help them enforce responsibility for maintenance. I would certainly
encourage them to look carefully at the Western Australian situa~ion
where lawns are registered and a rebate of rates is subsequently made
where this type of activity is carried out.

2107

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: The honourable member for Casuarina asked a number of
questions relating to the Northern Territory Housing Commission's
reconstruction program in the Northern Territory generally and preferred
specifically to new houses. It ,is difficult to give specific details of
new houses because, in Darwin at the moment, if is hard to define what
is a new house and what is a rebuilt house. For example, if you
classified new homes as being those built off existing slabs and houses
and flats restored and upgraded since the cyclone, then the figure would
be of the order of 174 housing units in Darwin. However, if you included
the built or restored housing up to the end of May, the figure is
significantly different. For example, rebuilt or new homes in Darwin are
390, restored houses 230, restored flats 190, a total of 810. It is also
estimated that an additional 450 houses and flats in Darwin will be
restored or built between now and the end of December 1977. In Alice
Springs, I believe the figure is of the order of 20 new houses •

.2108

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TAMBLING: The honourable member for Casuarina also asked questions
relating to the length of waiting time to obtain tenancy of/properties.
This is a difficult to assess and the only indication I can give is the
period of time on the waiting list for people presently being allo-cated
housing. You must take into account that, if more houses come off the
production line, this wait could alter drastically. At the moment in
Darwin, houses of 3 or 4 bedrooms are being allocated to applicants who
have been waiting 1,9 months, people who are seeking 1 bedroom flats wait
for a period of 17 months and people seeking 2 bedroom flats also wait
17 months. In Alice Springs for a 3 or 4 bedroom house, the waiting time
is 11 months and for flats with 1 bedroom, 2 months and for flats with 3
bedrooms 3 months.

2109

ANSWER TO QUESTION
MrPERRON: The member for Nightcliff asked me what accommodation is
offered to single teachers when they are recruited to the Northern
Territory and what are the basic rates of pay for single teachers in the
Northern Territory. I am advised that, in towns where accommodation is
controlled by the Department of Northern Territory, single accommodation
is generally in hostels or single quarters. In places other than those,
single accommodation provided by the Department of Education for single
teachers can vary from a 13 metre caravan to a 3 bedroom brick house,
'depending upon location.
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The basic rates of pay for single teachers in the Northern Territory
are: for band I, there are 16 rates ranging from $10,159.00 to
$15,334.00 per annum, and rates vary according to the years of training
and the years of experience in the service; for band 2 teachers in
primary schools, the rate is $15,729.00 and,in secondary schools,
$18,778 per annum; and for band 4 teachers in primary schools, $20,820
per annum. In addition to these basic rates of pay, we have various
district allowances ranging from $310 per year to $2,040 per year and
special teaching allowances which vary from $532 to $857 per annum.
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Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
Can he advise when $1.7m contract for the Head Street
Alice Springs will be let?

subdivision

in

ANSWER
I hope the Minister for Construction
will make
concerning this subdivision within the next 2 weeks.
2111

an

announcement

Mrs LAWRIE to Dr LETTS
This is a fol10W'-up question to one I asked some time ago relating to
instructions to wildlife rangers not
to
shoot
feral
buffalo,
particularly in the Cannon Hill area. This was causIng some distress and
disturbances. Can he advise if this instruction has been waived and, if
so, when?

ANSWER
I did obtain' some information at the time that the honourable member
asked me that question and I regret that I did not pass it on to her.
The Director General informed me that no such instructions was in fact
in operation. Certainly, such a blanket instruction not to reduce feral
animals would be against my wishes as the Executive member responsible
for this ·area, I will make a further check in the light of the
honourable member's question and make sure that my policies are being
pursued by those who issue directives to field officers.
2112

Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK
I ask this question on behalf of the honourable member for E1sey. Is any
effort being made to ship live cattle from the Gulf area of the North.ern
Territory?
)

ANSWER
As far as I am personally aware, there are no specific efforts being
made to transport live cattle from the Gulf of Carpenteria. I know that.
it is a matter that has been looked at by a number of people from time
to time but I do not know of any firm proposition to undertake such a
venture. If anyone wants to export live cattle from the Gulf and it is
feasible, I will do all I can to assist them,

2113

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
Can he advise when the badly potholed and washed out section of the
Stuart Highway approximately 30-35 miles south of Barrow Creek will be
repaired?

ANSWER
A contract
section,
21 '.4

should

be

let

within

the

next

week for resealing that

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TUXWORTH
Can he give an indication when' will the report of the inquiry into the
LOl.tery and Gaming Ordinance be presented to this House?
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ANSWER
I hope that the report will be tabled at the next sittings.
2115

Mr VALE to Mr PERRON
Can he advise when will a fence be constructed around
School in Central Aus tralia?

tae

Tea

Tree

ANSWER
I have been seeking information over the last couple of days but as yet
I am unable to give an answer to that question.
2116

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
,
Can he yet advise me what accommodation is offered to single teachers
when they are being recruited by the Commonwealth Teaching Service in
Canberra?

ANSWER
I am advised that, when teachers are recruited for the Northern
Territory, they are interviewed in various places, most often in a
Commorwealth office in each state where various Commonwealth employees
are interviewed for Commonwealth jobs. At these interviews, they are
normally given some very thorough details of the accommodation which
exists in various areas in the Northern Territory and the cost and
availability of that accommodation. I spoke this morning to one of the
officers of the Department of Education who goes south occasionally to
interview ttachers for the Northern Territory and he went into great
detail how ;''" explains to teachers coming ~o the Northern Territory what
the situation is regarding accommodation in both outback schools and
urban areas. As part of his job, he keeps up to date with the current
accommodation situation in each place. He also advised me that perhaps
50% of the teachers who come to the Northern Territory have spent some
short time in the Northern Territory during their teaching training.
They come to the Territory for a period of weeks quite often and spend
some time in an out-station or in some other school and they stay in the
normalaccommodation which is available, For single teachers, this is
most often hostel accommodation. However, in some cases, there issshared
house accommodation and, in outback areas, caravans and demountables. I
will supply to the honourable member a booklet which is provided to all
teachers who are coming to the Northern Territory when they are
recruited which
explains
to them accommodation availability and
conditions in the Northern Territory. Every teacher gets one of these
and should be informed as to the position before he comes to the
Northern Territory.
2117

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
In the event that an Aboriginal who desires to make a claim for
traditional land is dissatisfied with the service available through the
Central
Land
Council will the Commonwealth Government meet the
reasonable expenses of any other person whom they may choose to
represent him before the Land Commissioner?
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ANSWER
As I undemtand the act, the land councils are given a specific responsibility in relation to the presentation of claims and the registration
of traditional owners who may be making a claim. This is specifically
their job and they have the' task of preparing claims and making
representations on behalf of traditional. owners and of getting legal
advice for this purpose. I understand it is also the policy of the
Minister for the Department of Aboriginal Affairs to use the land
councils virtually in evety case.
I understand the point of the question and I have considerable sympathy
with his point of view that should an Aboriginal or gro~p of traditional
owners wish to proceed outside the Land Councils, to be consistent with
the policy of self determination which the Government now applies to
Aboriginal people, they should have the right to do so. I do not know
whether this would be permitted and whether the funding would be
provided to support such action but I will endeavour to find out the
answer to the q ues tion,
2118

Mr TUNGATULUM to Dr LETTS
How many Aboriginal groups have requested the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs to approve an application to set up a local land council?

ANSWER
As far as I am aware, there is one group which has put in a formal
written application and it has reinforced its application on several
occasions. I refer to the group of Tiwi councils representing Bathurst
Island, Garden Point and Snake Bay. There are at least 2 other areas
which have expressed their wish to the Department and the Minister to
m'ove in this dire'Ction and certain steps a re being taken in one case to
examine the proposition of a separate land council. One group is the
north east Arnhem Landers centred around Yirrkala and probably including
as far west as Elcho on the one side and down as far as Numbulwar and
Roper River to the south and possibly Groote Eylandt. ,This group has
definitely expressed a wish to have a separate council; they expressed
it personally to me on a recent visit.
The other group is the
Pi tj antj atara in Central Australia who occupies the south western corner
in the Docker River and Aryonga area, They have joined forces with
elements of their own tribe in Western Australia and South Australia.
Meetings of Government officers from thol:!e 2 states, the Territory and
the Department of Aboriginal Affairs have taken plac~
with the
Aboriginals to examining the feasibility of forming a land council.
Those are the 3 cases I know of.
.

2119

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK
In the

light of statements in recent days by the Western Australian and
Premiers concerning the territorial and economic fishing
zones, what is the current situation concerning the proclamation of a
200 mile fishing zone around the Australian coastal waters?

~ueensland

ANSWER
This matter has been raised on a number of occasions in recent months in
this ~ouse and I have advised the members of the situation. I have
sought further information from the Department of Primary Industries in
relation to the Australian Government attitude. I am advised that, at
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the current sixth session of the United Nations Law of the Sea
Conference,
the
Australian
Government is actively
s upportings the
extensionnof the national fisheries jurisdiction to 200 miles. The
Australian Government, in seeking the successful
conclusion
of a
comprehensive and internationally agreed convention which will cover a
wide range of interests other than fisheries, has not followed the
exat!ple of a nUlli>er of other countries in the unilaterally declaring a
200 mile fishing zone in advance of the current session of the
conference. Australia, along with other South Pacific countries, in
agreeing to wai t the outcome 0 f the current Law of the Seas Conference
recognises that, if accep table progress towards an agreed convention
does not eventuate, governments will need to consider unilateral
extension of national fisheries jurisdiction. There is little doubt that
Australia will declare a 200 mile fishery zone. However, the timing of
such a declaration is of critical importance to Australia's relations
with her near neighbours and to her standing
generally in the
international legal community. In preparation for an extension of
fisheries jurisdiction, a working group has been established by the
Australian Fisheries Council to examine management strategies and
policies in relation to a zone of extended fisheries jurisdiction. This
working group, which comprises Commonwealth and
state government
representatives and a fishing industry representatives in several states
to discuss matters of direct interest to the Australian fishing industry
such as increased Australian participation in the fishery zone. The
working group is to report to the Australian Fishery Council later this
year and a meeting will be held in Bundaberg. I hope to attend that.
2120

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
I refer to the recent clean-up by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission.
Is it a fact that the lessees of the properties that were cleaned up did
in fact agree to pay the charges but now have not paid those charges?

ANSWER
At a recent meeting of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission a paper was
presented to the Commissioners concerning a number' of bad debts of
people who have not met certain financial liabilities that have been
incurred with regard to the demolition and clean up of properties. At
the moment. there are 25 bad 'debtors still outstandi,ng with regard to
this program and their individual liabili ties vary from approximately
$100 to approximately $1,230. The total debt figure is at the order of
$6,630. It is quite remarkable to .see some of the names on the list but
that is a personal comment. I believe that Darwin Reconstruction
Commission did a remarkable j ob in the clean-up, particularly prior to
the last wet, in making safe a number of buildings. I would hope that
further legal action can be taken against these outstanding debtors.
2121

Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK
With the proposed establishment of the Meat and Livestock Corporation,
does he anticipate that there will be any special advantages that
currently do not exist under the existing Meat Board arrangements for
producers within the Northern Territory,

ANSWER
I do
believe that the establishment of the
Corporation will provide the Northern Territory

Meat and Livestock
with some advantages
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which it does not have at the moment. The menbership of the board will
include 4 representatives of the Australian livestock producers who will
be nominat~d by a producers consultative group. This will comprise 17
menbers, who will be elected by producers in the various states and
territories. The Northern Terri tory will have a representative on this
producer group. Thus, we wi 11 have representation on the proposed
corporation which we do not have at the moment in relation to the Meat
Board, Also, the new corporation will have control over live export
markets and the power to oversee these activities which does not happen
at the moment. In the light of the growing export activities from the
Top End and the encouragement that this sector of the market needs and
the potential that it has if the new corporation can give support to the
activities of those actively engaged in the export of live cattle from
the Territory in a more organised manner, that will also be of
considerable advantage to Northern Territory producers.
2122

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr TUXWORTH
Has an analaysis of domestic water supply at Areyonga been
and, if so, what were the results of the last 3 tests so
tests

carried out
far as those

ANSWER
An analysis is normally carried out by the section that controls water
reticulation in the Northern Territory, At the moment, this is being
done by the Health Department on an agency basis. I will endeavour to
get the information,
2123

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORlH
In view of the recent dog baiting in Alice Springs, what proposals are
under consideration to combat this problem?

ANSWER
The irresponsible baiting of dogs-in Alice Springs has been a community
problem there for some 20 years, It is one that has been very difficult
for the authorities to prevent. The honourable member for Stuart
approached me on an earlier occasion asking that a moratorium be
declared in Alice Springs for people who possess ~isons and ask them to
bring any illegal poisons forward so that an opportunity may Qxist for
police to remove any unnecessary poisons out of the public area and
perhaps give them an opportunity to restrict the indiscriminate baiting
that is going on. I have not had an opportunity to follow this
throughbut I am most certainly in favour of the proposal, I will bring
it before the Executive at an opportune time.
2124

Hr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
Is he aware of a recent circular of the Administra·tive and Clerical
Officers Association, dated 10 June 1977 which indicates mortgage repayment
scales for a house valued at $55,OOO? Just by way of
information, the top of class 4 repayment is $143,000 a fortnight and
the top of class 8 is $210, Would he make some representation to the
Minister for the Northern' Territory to try to work out a solution
because at that scale no one will buy any of them?
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~SWER

I am aware that, whenever it is necessary to have a 2 tiered interest
structure with regard to repayment of mortgage, there has to be a
cut-off point and from that point there will be differentials with
regard to the actual amount of repayment. In both of the home sales
schemes of the Northern Territory Housing Commission and the sale of
Government homes, that cut-off point has been negotiated at a very high
level of income. In fact, it is assessed in the Northern Territory at
125% of the average weekly earnings, That at the moment is somewhere in
the order of $14,000 per annum income. In the states, the arrangement
for housing finance generally means that the low interest finance is
restricted to people whose incomes are below 85% of the average weekly
earnings and people above that level have to arrange their mortgage
finance on the private market and of course this imposes a particular
hardship because it would be even higher than the 9% charged in the
higher incollE group here. I believe the schemes that we were able to
influence and negotiate earlier this year have recognised the very
unusual situation of the Northern Territory in that Government does in
fact finance peop le wi th higher incomes. I can assure honourable members
that the other ministers at the State Housing Minister~ Conference were
very envious when they heard of the terms and conditions that we had
been able' to arrange with the Commonwealth Government. However, I will
continue to argue the case with the Commonwealth Government for a tiered
interest system rather than 2 interests; at the moment, it goes directly
from the five and three quarter per cent or the 6% to the 9%. I
personally would like to see a system where, as income progresses, the
interest structure also goes up progressively but not as harshly as the
present agreement. However, it is certainly an advantage that, in the
Northern Territory, people above an income of $14,000 do receive
government assistance with regard to their mortgages.
2125

Mr TUNGUTALUM to Mr TAMBLING
Will he investigate the serious litter problem in the Howard Springs and
Humpty Doo areas and ensure
that prosecutions are made against
offenders?

ANSWER
The problems associated with litter in these rural areas have been
brought to my attention. I am particularly mindful of the problem that
exists on the Arnhem Highway, It would probably be very difficult to
catch a guy actually throwing a can out the window. However, I will
bring the honourable menDer's concern to the appropriate authorities in
my department and the Department of Law.
2126

Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK
What is the level of investment made by the new owners of the Alice
Springs Abattoirs since its date of purchase? Is it anticipated that the
abattoirs, with its present level of investment cost will be a viable
proposition without participation in the U.S. export beef quota?

ANSWER
To provide a detai~ed answer to that question, I would requi're the
question to be placed on notice. I do understand that millions of
dollars have been invested there. The investors have gone into the
project with ope..~ eyes and with no guarantee that an export quota would
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be allocated to them. If a eruota is allocated to them. It will entrance
the viabili ty of that operation and its viabili ty is important/ to the
industry in Alice Springs for the domestic kill, for export and for the
removal of stock from the area which is seriously overstocked at this
stage.
2127

Mr VALE to Mr PERRON
When will lawns and gardens be planted around Tea Tree School? Will the
road between the school and the teacher's residence be gravelled and
drainage provided?

ANSWER
I will seek the information.
2128

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
Is he able to supply information on the future use of Essington House?

ANSWER
The future use of Essington House has been a controversial matter and
has been under consideration by the DaIWin Re cons truction Commission for
some time, At the 1as t meeting of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission,
plans were sub m:!. tted. on the future use of this facility and hCM it could
be modified for community use. I do have a copy of those preliminary
plans and I would be happy to make them available to honourable members
and make their comments known to the commission. A preliminary estimate
in the order of $200,000 has been put against this project.
2129

Mr BALLANlYNE to Mr PERRON
Does he have available the report on the Kormilda, Dhupuma and Yirara
Colleges? If so, will he make i t available to members of this Assembly?

ANSWER
I have not received a copy of that report which I understood was in the
final stages of preparation a couple of months ago. However, I will
endeavour to obtain a copy from the Department of Education and advise
the honourable member for Nhulunbuy,
2130

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
Can he yet advise whether a ministerial decision has been made
Dripstone High School?

to bu5.ld

ANSWER
The honourable for Nightcliff has phrased her question in a particularly
difficult way, As she mentioned earlier in these sittings when she asked
me this question in different words, tenders for the Dripstone High
School were closing on 26 June. However, I cannot find out any date as
to when the actual construction is to commence. I can only presume that
there has been a decision that the project will proceed otherwise there
would not be much point in calling tenders. I believe that the Dripstone
School will be built and I believe that the minister has made that decision. However, I cannot advise her on the construction date.
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2131

Mr DONDAS to Mr TUXWOR'lli
A statement in the NT News Spot On column indicated that Block ; 8
cafeteria known as "Big Al's" is to reopen in September. Is this true?

ANSWER
I admire the persistence of the honourable member in this
fortunately, I cannot give an answer to that question.
2132"

matter. Un-

Mr VALE to Mr RYAN
Can he advise when a contract for the reconstruction of the Stuart Highway between Kekwick Avenue and Head Street in Alice Springs will be let?

ANSWER
The section of the highway is actually between Kekwick Street and Mount
Nancy. It is expected that the contract will be let within a week.
2133

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
I refer to a question I asked last week about the beautification of the
footpaths in some of the suburbs. Is he aware that the council. as part
of this program, is providing leaseholders with a new concrete driveway?
Included as a beneficiaty in this commendable move is the Department of
the Northern Territory; will the council receive reilli>ursement for the
concrete driveways?

ANSWER
I ask that the question be placed on notice.
2134

Mr STEELE to Mr TAMBLING
In recent times, we have not heard much about the HFT. Can he
that the ship is now on a good course?

confirm

ANSWER
A similar question was asked last week by the honourable member for
Nightcliff relating specifically to the $15,000 loan scheme. I have been
advised that the Home Finance Trustee has recently been successful in
obtaining additional borrowings so that applications under the traditional $15,000 housing loan scheme can continue to be approved. From July
1976, the trlEtee has approved 213 loans under this scheme with a total
commitment value of $3,189m. Actual expenditure during this time by way
of progress payments has totalled $2, 703m. That is a rather remarkable
number of loans given that,
in
each
of
the
3 previous
financial years, the trustee under that scheme approved less than 100
loans in each year. The trustee has entered into negotiations for longterm borrowings to service the 1977... 78 programme but actual details of
these borrowings are not yet available. The 1977 loan applications on
hand at this time are all awaiting further documentation to be provided
by the individual applicants. Each applicant has been advised of the
remaining requirements and that the applications cannot proceed to the
approval stage until this information is received.
For the information of honourable meD'bers, the current position with
regard to the 6% concessional home loan scheme is that, from July 1976
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to date, the Hom'e Finance Trus tee has ap.proved 481 loans with a to'ta1 ,
commitment value of $14,985111, The value of progress payments paid since
the inception of the scheme is $25,636in. There are at present 549 loan
application on hand that all require addi tiona1 information from the
,applicants before they can I be approved.. Currently, 1:111 progr~ss payments
against approved loans are, being met on demand. Any delays in payments
are minimal and consistent with the checking and inspection processes.
2135

Mr STEELE and Mr TAMBLING
"-

I

I refer to a document that was placed on my desk this morning which says
'---that funds haye been commissioned by Grant tamblirig, the Mayor; Marshal!.
Perron and Ian Tuxworth for a survey on leisure patterns. Can he provide
us .witQ any information about these leisure patterns?
ANSWER
This matter was canvased, b,y the honourable membe'i' for Nightc1iff in the
adjournment .deoate last night. Some people seem to throw names around
willy-nilly, As I mentioned in the adjournment debate last evening, an
officer of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission has been give the
opportunity to as;±st the Northern Territory Cabi~et Membe~s in certain
areas and is looking at certain studies on our behalf, one of these
relates to leisure,
~r

21)6

VALE to Mr RYAN

It is my undemtanding from newspaper advertisements that tenders were
called for recoIlS truction of the Stuart Highway in two sections" between
'Kekwick Avenue and Head Street and Head .Street and Mount Nancy, Has the
department in fact changed itS mind and these 2 sections late now to be
let as one contract?

/.

ANSWER

I

. I db not kn6w if the department has e:hariged its mind but the answer to
,the ;question was that the contr~ct for the sealing 1)etween Kekwick
,Avenue and Mount Nancy would be let. Perhaps, they are going i to le~ 2"
. contracts together, ,I do not knOw, However, 1=hat waS the information
that waS given to' me.
2137

Mr DONDAS to MrTAMBLING
/

. Are penalty rates of interest i-mposed on late payments
,instalments to the Home'- Finance Trustee? and i f ledger
late, does thi~. ,also attract a penalty?

of ~onth1y
pcst~_ngs are

ANS~IER

The Home Finance Trustee may impose penaltY interest where payments are
made after the due date, A representation was made to me yesterd~y with
regard . to situation in which it was believed that someone had been
charged penalty int~rest but had actually paid on or before the due
,date. Ihave been informed by officers for the Dep-artment of Northern
Territory that, if any such situatiori, should arise, there would
certainly be- a rebate .of any· interest p~nB.ity resulting from an
administrative error.

1\

~.
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2138

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH

Can he advise when nursing sisters
take up residence there?

will

commence

duty at Tea Tree and

ANSWER
I will"find out and' advise the member'later in the day.
2139

Mr MANUELL to MrTUXWORTH
Was a st~tement made in the media yesterday by D,octor' Cut~er from Alice
Springs, who ,is also presently an endors,ed candidate,for the ALP for the
forthcoming Northern Territory elections? Did he make reference to the
number of cases 6f venereal disease being experienced in Alice Springs
,in other 'parts of the Northern Territory and suggested tpat the number
of cases varied with the colour of the Federal Government in power at,
the time?
'

ANSWER
I am aware that Doctor Cutter did put out a report relating t,o' the
health of 2 communities, PapunYlJand Utopia. In his report, he $uggested
that every child under the age of 2 years spent its first 2 months in
hospital and that every chil'd on the properties or settlements concerned
was suffering from' some parasitic disease and that one third of the
elderly, whoever they are, , were suffering from blindness and that there
was a very strong case for the Central Aboriginal Congress to take over
the admdnistration and provision of health services and care for
• Aboriginals throughout the Northern Territory.,
In view of Doctor Cutter's political aspirations the statement was most
timely because it does smack of opportunism which is an unfortunate
thing. The continuing problem of Aboriginal\health throughout the Northern Territory is one that is 'above politics. I do not believe that
beca~se ~ particular government is in power that infant mortality or
malnutrition goes up or down; it is a problem that has been with us for
20 years and it is a problem we will spend the next 30 years combatting.
We will have to do it as a total Northern Territory community 'and not as
an individual group with political aspirations. In his reference to
setting up an Aboriginal health serVice unit, he did not say whether'
this was to replace existing health units on Aboriginal s'ervices. or
whether he was suggesting that he should be made the head of the new
adminisration surrounded by pe6ple of his choice. He also suggested that
the provis:i.on of health services by Aboriginals would be j
better
service thim that provided by Europeans. F'rom my experience in this
field, I find it hard to believe thatwe'would have sufficient numbers
of qualified Aboriginals who could continue to extend to the Aboriginal
'communities ,throughout,the Northern Territory the services they are
now getting.
2140

Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK

~I refer to his recent visi t to Canberra to' make representations to the
Treasurer and the Minister for Minerals and Energy. Has he received any'
word from'those departments about the establishment of the, oil refinery
in Alice Sprinff?
'

-;
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ANSWER
No, It is a matter which
2141

I

intend to pursue so far as time allows.

Hr VALE to Mr PERRON

Has the Department of Education come back off holiday since Monday? When
will a permanent· power sUpply be co~nected to various gove~ent
buildings in Tea Tree?
ANSWER
)

/1 will ignore t;he first part of the honourable member's \ questi\>n. -Concerning the connection of services to Tea Tree School, I will have to
press the Department a little further for this information.
2142.

Mr DONDAS to Hr PERRON
Has anY action been taken to ensure that owners 6f damaged properties in
central Smith Street comply with building _covenants?

ANSWER

In

I

This is a matter of some concern to quite a number of people.
the
sec,tion of Smith Street,between Knuckey Street and Bennett Street, there
are' nunber of blocks which are in a rather disgraceful state and,
considering the length of time·.it has been sin.ce the cyclo~e, there
seems to be very li ttle excuse. I have sought. information from the
. Department as to whether it is doing its j ob in'" pOlicing .the· lease
conditions for the blocks in the area. I referred in particular to 4
bldcks.Lot 2310 in' Smith .Street is the site of the former Victo'ria
Hotel and th,e Department advises .me that, after some action. was taken to
prompt the owners into rebuilding, an application was made for extension
of time and, as a result, the company has been allowed until 1 February
1978 to' commencl! development and 12 months after that to complete
.development, -In regard to Lot 2350·' in Smith Street, again after: some
pr~mp-ting, the owners applied for ~n extension of time '·to comply with
covenants and they have been given until 31 January 1978 to commence and
1,2 months after that to_complete •. The 2 lots side by side in Smith 2356
and 2357 were not so much demolishedaf·ter the cyclone as never - having
been developed after being sold at auction sev'eral ·y.ears ago. There was'
an. application by the owners for further time to commence construction to
meet covenants and they have been given u~ti1 1 July 1977 to
commence.
They have until. 1 January 1979 to complete the premises on thosebiocks.
.
\

~

214'3

MtDONDAS to Mr TUXWORni
At what stage of development
, total, cost of the hospital?

is

the

Casuarina Hospital? What is t,he

ANSWER
-Casuarina Hospital contract .A relates to th~e main ward block, Th~ top
floor. slab was poured on May 19 and the lift-service tower has not yet
been poured, Bricklaying, plas terin~ and the installation of mechanical
duct-work and electrical units is now .in progress, Work is proceeding
; satisfactorily ang it is expected the+- there .willbe a handover of this
area in Septenber 1979. Contract C, which r~lates to the laundry and

',.

I
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services block, is sch~duled for completion on 15 December 1977 and this
now has been set back to March 1978. Structural work on the services
building is completed, the building work is 90% comPf-eted and machines
are £urrently installed. In the laundry, \ structual work is completed,
building work is 88% completed and th,e laU1}dry and equ:i,pment is placed
in place. but services are not yet connected, In relation to the Nurses
Training School and accommodation, the completion of, building 4 is \
expected in. August, for building 6 a certificate of practical completion
has been issued in ~y and building 9 on the north side will be handed
over for inspection within the next week. Building 9 on the south side
has a 'certificate of completion issued in May.
214,4

ANSWER TO QUESTION
RYAN: The honourable meui>er for Alice Springs asked concerning the
Central Australian Railway and the location of the terminal in Alice
Springs. I have a copy of a telex which was sent ,by the Department of
Transport. On the first question, it says: lithe review in'to the construction standards and tosts of the Tarcoola Alice Springs Railway proj ect
was completed last year. The review indicated a number of areas where
cost could be reduced while still providing a reliable. all-weather
railway to A1ice Springs. The Minister for Transport has directed that
the recommendations of the review committee' be implemented by the
Australian National Railway Commission."

Hr

On the other question, the review committee recommended an I. D.C, comprising representatives of the ANR and Departments ot Transport'. Finance
and Northern Territory report to the government on the least cost option
for the rail terminal taking into account the overall town planning
requirements of Alice'Springs. The terms of reference for this IDC are
cu:,rmt1y being prepared,
2145

ANSWER TO QUESTION ,
Hr TUJCI.l>RTH: Question 2006 fram

the honourable member for Nightcliff
asked,whether it is a fact that aerial spraying to combat mosquitoes and
sandflies was carried out at NhuluDbuy. The answer is no-

2146

ANSWER TO. QUESTION
Mr PERRON: The honourable member for A1ice Springs asked a question re
lating to plans for the Ross Park School in A1ice Springs, He asked if I
was aware that the Minister had made recommendations that plans for a
major upgrading be shelved. He also brought to my attention, the
fact
that there seemed to be a ~umber of. facilities missing frdm the school
and this would be detrimental to the education of the students there. I
am advised that the Minister has approved an expenditure bn Ross ~ark
School of some $400,000 for upgrading but, in actual fact. did shelve a
proposal tlo virtually rebuild the school for something like $2,000,00'0.
The $400,000 expenditure is for various improvements including a craft
room and a librazy, The decision n9t to totally rebuild Ross Park was
taken as it was felt that it wouid be better to carry on with the construction of a primazy schodl at S~dadeen as this would be a more'deSirable option in,the long term. No doubt, c~'t 'also had some bearing on
the decision, The honourable member mentioned insufficient -l:ibrary
facilities. AsI have mentiorted. the $400,0'00 upgrading will include
provision of ,a librazy amongs t other things, As to whether the Patents
and Teachers Organisation was advised, I believe' they were. There was a
discussion as recently as last ~eek, with education planners and the
Parent Teacher Organisation, The latter body has submitted a' counter-

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE - Thur-sday 16 June 1977

plan to that produced by the Department of Education and that has largely been adopted by the department in the expenditure of the $400,000.
2147

ANSWER TO QUESTION

Mr TAMBLING: I would like to provide further information in answer to a
question asked by the -honourable member for Port Darwin concerning the
controversial home in-Kahlin to be constructed of silos, I did provide
information yesterday that was given to me by the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission which was in part incorrect. I believe that the owner
submitted plans to the building section whereas I implied that they were
still awaiting further plans. I am now further ~dvised that a letter is
being sent to the owner informing him of the building in question will
exceed the maximum height permitted in an R2 zone and an engineer's
certificate should be supplied in relation to the footing and the
structure itself and that certain room sizes and details of egress
require amendment.

llIDEX TO QUESTIONS

7 June 1977 - 16 June 1977

Aboriginal Benefits Trust Fund, audit
(Withnall) 2027
Aboriginal Colleges, report (Ballantyne) 2129
Aborigines, land claims expenses
(Withnall) 2117
- local land councils (Tungutalum)
2188
Accommodation, single teachers
(Lawrie) 2090'
Alice Springs abattoirs (Manuell) 2010, 2068, 2126
dog baiting (Vale) 2123
burglary offences (Vale) 2038
Head Street subdivision (Vale) 2110
lake (Vale) 2099
municipal council assistance (Robertson) 2023
new post office (Manuell) 2101
railway yards (Manuell) 2021
refinery decision (Manuell) 2033,
2140
Areyonga water supply (Robertson) 2122
Arnhem Highway, Gove extension (Ballantyne) 2095
Art gallery, site (Ballantyne) 2058
Barramundi research (Ball,antyne) 2093
- Church leases (Tungutalum) 2049
Bathurst and Melville Islands, land
councils (Tungutalum) 2047
Bennell Constructions (Withnall) 2014
Berry Springs School (Ke~tish) 2084
Berrimah jail (Dondas) 2089
Block & cafeteria (Dondas) 2131
Breathalyser (Steele), 1722
Building & covenants (Dondas) 2124
Buffalo meat, exports (Everingham) 2012
Buffalo shooting, Cannon Hill (Lawrie)
2111
Cape Fourcray, dis'covery of body
(Tungutalum) 2017
Carpentaria College, rehabilitation
(Lawrie) 2031, 2061, 2076
Casuarina Fire Station, extinguishers
(Dondas) 2052
Casuarina Hospital (Dondas) 2143
Ciguatera, research (Lawrie) 2007
Clean-up, charges (Steele) 2120
Consumer protection, Aboriginal needs
(Tungutalum) 2053
Covenants, time extensions (Dondas)
2053
Cuttler Dr (Manuell) 2139
Daly Waters Hotel, electricity (Manuell) 2039
Darwin, electricity supply (Dondas)
1897
Darwin High School, cleaning contract
(Dondas) 2067

"Darwin Stubby", manufacture (Dondas)
2082
Dripstone High School (Lawrie) 2086,
2130
Ess1ngton House (Dondas) 2128
Fannie Bay prisoners, artifacts
(Tungutalum) 2026
Fingerprint slab, Hermannsburg (Vale)
2094
Fishing limits (Ballantyne) 2119
Fox Report, copies (Vale) 2051
- electricity connection (Dondas)
2098
Government housing likely surfeit (Lawrie) 2054
purchase payments (Steele) 2124
High School students, suspension
(Lawrie) 1898
Highway repairs, Barrow Creek (Vale)
2113
Home Finance Trustee $15,000 loan (lawrie) 2009; (Steele)
2134
penalty interest (Dondas) 2137
Housing Commission damages, housing sales (Dondas) 2020
house allocation (Dondas) 2050
needy families (Lawrie) 2183
Howard Springs litter problem (Tungutalum) 2125
po~ce patrols (Tungutalum) 2042
police station (Tungutalum) 2040
Industrial land, freeze (Dondas) 2011
Kahlin Bay, silo structures (Withna1l)
2077
Katherine accommodation for' outback students
(Robertson) 2029
detoxification site (Robertson) 2056
Kirby, Mr'Justice (Kentish) 2080
Land and Business Agents Ordinance,
commencement (Everingham) 2018
Land Rights News, funds (Tungutalum.)
2097
Leisure survey (Steele) 2135
Live Cattle, export (Manuell) 2112
Liquor licensing bill (Lawrie) 2016,
2055
Lottery and gaming, report (Dondas)
2030; (Lawrie) 2114
Luggage carrier, Darwin Airport
(Steele) 2078
Market, local produce (Steele) 2081
Marijuana, Alawa Primary School
(Dondas) 2092
Matriculation exams, student numbers
(Lawrie) 1899

Meat and Livestock ~orporation
(Manuell.) 2121
Nakara ~imary School (Dondas) 2943,
2085
Nhulunbuy communications (Ballantyne) 2048
permit system (Ballantyne) 2087
Nightcliff Fire Station (Lawrie)
2025, 2070
N.T. electricity supply, report
(Dondas) 2028
N.T. mining legislation (Ballantyne)
2015
Papunya court, representation for
Aboriginal boy (Robertson) 2045
Packard Street, house reconstruction
(Withnall) 2074
Police, identification numbers
(Lawrie) 2013
Powerhouse, union membership (Dondas)
2096
Public land auctions (Everingham)
2041
Rapid Creek, lighting (Everingham)
2102
Railway, used line (Kentish) 2069
Regional councils, financial arrangements (Everingham) 2022; (Dondas)
2075
Rent control report, policy (Withnall)
2019
Ross Park Primary School upgrading
(Manuell) 2072
Rural Road Conference, venue (Vale)
2036
Ryan Constable, suspension (Lawrie)
2079

Sex education (Ballantyne) 2071
South Road, condition (Manuell) 2032
Succession Duties ordinance, assent
(Withnall) 2024
Suburban sidewalk beautification
(Steele) 2073, 2133
Single teachers accommodation (Lawrie) 2090, 2116
pay rates (Lawrie) 2091
Stuart Highway, repairs (Vale) 2132,
2136
Tarcoola Alice Springs rail link (Manuell)
2037
electricity (Vale) 2141
Tea Tree fence (Vale) 2115
gardens (Vale) 2127
nurses (Vale) 2138
Tiwi underground electricity,
contractor (Dondas) 2035
Todd River, bridge (Manuell) 1896;
(Vale) 2044
Tourist promotion, Darwin 1978
(Dondas) 2057
Tracy Village (Dondas) 2100
Trower Road, pedestrian crossing
(Everingham) 2059
Vacant blocks, burn off (Dondas) 2060
V.D, Arnhem electorate (Kentish) 2008
Yirara College, repairs (Vale) 2088
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QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED BY 13 July 1977
FROM 21 DECEMBER 1976
l62~

Mr VALE to Mr POLLOCK
Could he please advise the following in respect of (1) ,Central Australian Aboriginal Medical Service;
(2) Central Australian Aboriginal Legal Aid Service;
(3) Central Australian Aborigines Congress;
(4) Aboriginal H.ostels Ltd, Alice Springs (a) The numb'er of persons employed?
(b) Titles
fits?

and remuneration received, and other

employment

(c) Who is responsible for the hiring and firing of
ees?
(d) Are the organisations' financial records and
ject to any audit requirements, if so what?

their

bene-

employ-

expenditure sub-

(e) Are vehicle records and logbooks kept?
FROM 3 MAY 1977
1895

Mr WITHNALL to Dr LETTS
Would the Honourable Member arrange for the tabling in this Assembly of
an audited'set of accounts for the Aborigines Benefit Trust Fund, established under the Northern Territory (Administration) Act, for the
years from year ended June 1973 to June 1977, or such of these accounts
as are available at the time of tabling?

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
200:>

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
What is the current market value in the Valuer-General's estimation of
the land and improvements at Lot 2904 Trower Road, Alawa?

ANSWER
Lot 2904 is not situated at Trower Road, Alawa. There is a Lot 2094 in
Trower Road, Alawa. This is a government residence in respect of which,
there has been no offer to purchase nor a request for Valuer-General's
valuation.

2006

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TUXWORTH
Is it a fact that aerial spraying to combat mosquitoes and sand flies is
carried out at Nhulunbuy, and if so (a) What
out?

spray

is used and under whose supervision is the work carried

(b) What areas are actually sprayed
Gove Peninsu.la been practised?

and

for

how long has spraying on

ANS\o1ER
"Spraying from a motor vehicle fogging
basis at Nhulunbuy:

unit is carried out on a regular

(a) The spray used is Malathion 118, and the
Department of Health.

work

is supervised by the

(b) A1l
housing areas in Nhulunbuy township and at Wallaby Beach are
covered in the spraying program which has been carried out since
1969."

2065

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
I refer to demountable housing units under the control of the Department
of the Northern Territory (1) How many demountable units
been vacant?

are

vacant

and

for how long have they

(2) What is the expected vacation rate of demountable units?
(3) Has the Department yet reached a decision on the

use of these units

when vacated by married officers?
(4) Would the Department consider housing
mountable units, and if so, how soon?

single officers in the de-

ANSWER
(1) As at 11 July 1977, a total of 42 demountables under the control of
the Department of the Northern Territory were vacant. Of these, 6
demountables were about to be offered to officers on the waiting
list for temporary accommodation while another 5 units were undergoing post-vacation inspections preparatory to their being reallocated,to other officers on the waiting list. The remaining 31
demountables were awaiting cleaning, or repairs or maintenance.
Sixteen of the units had been vacant for periods of up to a few
days only, while the units awaiting cleaning or repairs or main-

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
tenance had been vacant for periods ranging from a few days
weeks.

to

two

(2) As the rate at which Departmental demountables ar,r. vacated is subj ect to considerable variation, it is not possible to give a precise answer. However, as an indication, some 40 units had been
vacated during the two weeks ended 11 July 1977.
(3) The final decision on the disposal of demountable uni ts, when the
units become available for disposal, will be made by the Minister
for the Northern Territory. Pending the Minister's decision, the
Department is unable to provide details.
(4) The Minister has already indicated that consideration

will be given
to the allocation of demountables on a share basis to single officers on the single officers housing list when the units become
surplus to the requirements of families. Although it is difficult
to be precise, it is anticipated 'that some demountables might become available for allocation to single officers by about midAugust 1977. The situation is being monitored continuously.

2066

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
I refer to
Territory -

flats

under

the control of the Department of the Northern

(1) How many flats are vacant and for how long have they been vacant?
(2) What is the expected vacation rate of flats?
(3) If

flats are not required for housing married officers would
Department consider housing single officers in them, and if so,
soon?

the
how

ANSWER
Cl) Ten flats (all of t,w-bedrooms)

under the control of the Department
of the Northern Territory in Darwin were vacant as at 11 July 1977.
Of these, 8 new flats had been vacant for' about 5 weeks and. were
awaiting allocation to tennants, while the remaining 2 flats were
awaiting repairs and maintenance and had been vacant for approximately two months.

(2) As the vacation r.ate of flats is subject to considerable variation,
it''1s not possible to give a precise answer, No flats had been
vacated during the two weeks ended 11 July 1977. The position regarding flats is complicated to some extent by the fact that
married tenants of departmental flats may apply to transfer to
houses, subject to houses being available, after having resided in
flats for twelve months.
(3) The Department owns 87 single officer flats (bedSitter/single bedroom type) in Darwin and another 36 are under construction. There
has been no lessening in the need for two-bedroom flats from
married officer accommodation. The question is for married of-ficer
accommodation. The question is theref6re largely an academic one.
However, if a marked decline in the need for two-bedroom flats from
married of,ficers was to occur, the Department would consider alternative uS'es for the flats, including the question-'of housing single
officers in them.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
2148

Mr BALLAN'lYNE to Dr LETIS
Were there any recent changes to the "Permit System" for
residents travelling from Gave·to Katherine?

Nhulunbuy

Is it true that the issuing of permits may now be held up for 3 months'!
ANSWER
There have been·no changes in the procedures involved in the issue of
these authorities and the Director of Aboriginal Affairs has no evidence
to suggest that delays of up to three months may occur before the
authorities are given. For those people who wish to travel from Nhulunbuy to Katherine through Mainoru, it is necessary to contact the
Yirrkala Council and Doyindji community, and to arrange for the Katherine office of the Department of Aboriginal Affairs to check with the
Bulman community. Procedures for doing this are well established and the
necessary approvals are usually received within three weeks.
Nhulunbuy residents who wish to travel to Darwin or Katherine along the
north (coastal) track must first have the consent of the communities at
Yirrkala, Doyindji, Galiwinku,
Gapuwiyak,. Milingimbi, Ramangining,
Maningrida, and Oenpelli. The number of centres to be contacted is
greater and the time involved is obviously longer. It may take up to six
weeks before the Department f s Nh ulunbuy 0 ffice has contacted and
received a response from all centres, and can then issue the necessary
authority •
2149

Mr STEELE to Mr PERRON
1. Was a contract let by the Dep'artment of Construction on 30 June 1977
to DULMISON CABLES Pty Ltd of Auburn, NSW, for $383,283 for installation of power pilot cables from Snell Street zone substation to
Casuarina zone substation?
2. Does the contract price cover completion of the work as per
cations?

specifi-

3. Does the contract price include provision of (a) a safety fence on
trench;

both

sides

and

for

the

full length of the

(b) washed sand for the cable bed;
(c) a b ridge over Rapid Creek as per specifications;
(d) copper earth wire in the trench;
(e) copper earth wire under the Stuart Highway; and
(f) three

sets of plans by a licensed surveyor as requested in
specifications?

the

4. What grade of PVC conduit ducts are to be used?
5. Is rock excavation included in the contract price?
6. What insurance company is to be used and
Northern Territory rates or southern rates?

are the premium rates

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
7. Is the contract subject to further negotiations?
and what prices are to be negotiated?

8. Is Dulmison Cables Pty Ltd registered as a

foreign

If so, what items

company

in

the

Northern Territory?

9. What is the issued capital of the company; and if it is nominal
only, what safeguards has the Tender Board taken to ensure that the
company can pay for any breaches of the contract?
ANSWER

1. Yes.
2. Yes.

3. (a) Yes.
(b) Yes.
(c) No. The contract price allows for the provision of a duct under
Ra:pid Creek; 'l-nd al'ternative offered by the Contractor as part
of his tender.
(d) Yes.
(e). Yes.
(f) No. The contract price allows for the Contractor to provide
three s,ets' of plans; there is no requirement in the specification that these be by a licensed surveyor.
4. Sewer pipe grade.

5. Yes.
6. The terms and conditions of the contract do not
tractor to provi:de this information

require

the

Con-

7. No.
8. Yes.
9. In accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract, a form
of Bank Guarantee has been lodged by the Contractor as a Security
Deposit against the due and proper completion of the contract. The
issued capital of the company is listed as 2 shares of $1 each.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE - Tuesday 12 July 1977
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Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
Is it the intention of the Darwin city council to assist northern
urbs residents with topsoil for nature strips now that
intention is to abolish footpaths.

subtheir

ANSWER
My department has discussed this matter with the Corporation of the City
of Darwin and I am informed that the program at present is aimed
particularly at those older suburbs where footpaths were affected by the
cyclone and the cleanup program or where the affluxion of time has
rendered the footpaths unserviceable. After residents have been asked if
they will plimt grass and maintain the area, the footpaths are torn up
and the nature strip brought to profile. This would include the provision of topsoil where necessary and the construction of concrete
driveways. The corporation would like to see grass verges and concrete
driveways throughout the whole Darwin area but, at this stage, the areas
mentioned above are programmed for this work.

2151

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH
Can he advise at what stage is the planning for a proposed recreation
lake at Alice Springs? Where it it proposed to site .the lake, how big
will it be and for what purpose will it be used?

ANSWER
I have been given a
this morning.

2152

guarantee

that

I

will have the ;information later

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
Several suburbs within the electorate of Casuarina have been without
street name signs since the cyclone. Is he able to advise me when the
missing or damaged street name signs will be replaced?

ANSWER
I am aware that there are a number of areas where the street signs do
need attention and this does not only apply to Casuarina but also to
Sanderson. I am advised by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission that the
subdivisions of Tiwi, Wulagi and parts of Anula have not yet been handed
over to the Corporation of the City of Darwin. The Darwin Reconstruction
Commission through its agent, the Department of Construction, is
currently erecting new street signs as they become available. This
program will be completed by December 1977 when the subdivisions are
handed over to the corporation.

2153

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
I address my q ues tion to the Cabinet Member with liaison responsibilities for education and planning but he may wish the Cabinet Member for
Finance and Local Government to reply to part of it because of his
position on the Darwin Reconstruction Commission. Is he aware that, in
the rehabilitation of government homes in Rapid Creek, Nightcliff and
other areas, no provision was made by the DRC for the replacement sewer
lines or f'or testing sewer lines which are known to be defective?
Although private people had to replace lines, the Government has taken
no action. In the coming wet season, there will once again be sewage
overflows down the streets of Rapid Creek. What action is being taken to
test the government properties and upgrade the sewer lines?

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE -
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ANSWER
I was not aware that the Government had not paid attenti'on to its own
properties and the services to those ,properties. I believe that the
question should rightly be taken up with the D?rwin Reconstruction Commission because I have no information as to whether such a, program of
testing and rehabilitation may actually be planned. If the Cabinet Member for Finance and Local Government has some specific information on
this perhaps he can convey it through the House.
2154

Mr VALE to Dr LETTS
My question concerns the ABC program this morning which discussed the
possibility of burying uranium waste in Central Australia. Has the Majority Leader had any discussions on this with the geologist who was
interviewed this morning, or the 'Federal Government?

ANSWER
I have had no contact with the geologist or with the, Federal Government
on this matter, b'ut I do not believe the Government has any intenti.on of
burying uranium waste in Central Australia or anywhere else in Australia. I did hear the ABC segment to which the honourable member referred and it was the number one item on that session which has a fairly
wide coverage throughout Australia. I think it is a simple case of a
relatively unknown academic geo10gis t from the Australian Na tiona1 Uni,(ersi ty playing poli tics., Fairly obvious 1y, it was a not so sub t1e
attempt by a member of the anti-uranium lobby of which he admitted being
a member, to put unreasonable fear into the minds of Australians and
Northern Territorians in particular. Any politically motivated geologist
could do the same by wandering into the Nu11abor or Wilson's Promontory
and pronouncing them as sites which would lend themselves better than
some others to the disposal of nuclear waste. Then, all he has to do is
get hold of a reporter or a cooperative a,venue' in the media and Bob's
your auntie., There' are certain elements in the southern area of the
Australian Broadcasting Commission that I believe are running an
,,:;::i-'.:ranium ca,,'o?aign through thac medium, I have evidence of chac from
seeing TDT programs, Four Corners programs and Broadband radio programs.
I see the undue prOll1inence given to this item as just another part of
that campaign.
2155

Mr MANUELL to Mr PERRON
Has the Further Education Council made a decision on the future of the
Alice Springs community college as yet? If so, will the decis,ion be made
public?

ANSWER
When the Further Education Council for the Northern Territory was established by the Minister for Education, one of the specific tasks which
was given to the council was to report on ,the needs and structure of
further education in the Central Australian region. The council, has
taken evidence in A1ice Springs and Tennant Creek recently and the research staff attached to the council are currently collating this information so that a decision can be made on the future of the A1ice
Springs communi ty college. There is actually no s'tich thing as the A1ice
Springs community college at the moment; it is a branch of the Darwin
Communi ty College., However, these matters are being examined by the
Further Education Council to see what degree, if any, of autonomy
should prevail in Alice Springs in these matters. The decision on whe-
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ther the report will be made public is entirely up to the Minister for
Education as the Further Education Council will be making its report to
him.

2156

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN
Is it a fact that the Home Planning Advisory Service staffed by a qualified architect which was run under the auspices of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission has now been terminated? If so, what is the
reason
for this?

ANSWER
That particular service has been terminated. I am not sure of the particular reason but it is generally to do with- the winding-down of the
DRC. However, the building section of my department which has recently
moved out to Goyder Road does now have people available to carry on this
service. Thus, that service is still available through the Building
Section of the Department of Transport and Industry.

2157

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RY AN
Does his department have a qualified architect available to supervise or
conduct the Home Advisory Service?

ANSWER
Yes.

2158

Mr BALLAN'lYNE to Mr TUXWORTH
Is there a qualified- anaesthetist available at all times
District Hospital? Is there any provision at the hospital
fectious diseases ward?

at the Gove
for an in-

ANSWER
Gove is a small community of 4,000 or 5,000 people and it has a 30-40
bed hospi tal. There is not sufficient workload in this hospital to
maint<tih an
anaes thetist full time on the premises. However, the dep,artment is well aware of the need for an
anaesthetist from time to
time and it has an arrangement that an
anaesthetist will visit from
Darwin regularly so that elective surgery can be" carried out. In the
event of emergency work needing to be done, the patient can be conveyed
to Darwin or the government doctors and the private doctors can work
together on the prob lem. There is no infectious diseases ward as such in
the Gove Hospital. However, the department is very conscious of the need
to have a section set aside for such diseases and is currently planning
and programming funds for the next year to convert a section of the
children's ward into a ward that can be used for these diseases.
2159

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
I assume that he is aware that Leanyer Sewage Treatment Plant is creating quite a nuisance in the northern suburbs because of the unbearable
stench thilt. is emanating from it. Can he advise what the problem is and
what action has been taken to remedy it?

ANSWER
I will undertake
these sittings.

to obtain this information and supply it to her during
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2160

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLING
Is it a fact that service personnel are not permitted to apply for a
Housing Commission dwelling until such time that they are demobilised
from the armed forces? Apparently, they then have an 18 months w.,iting
period to receive a dwelling in normal circumstances.

ANSWER
The matter has been brought to my attention and I am currently looking
at the policy on eligibility criteria for people to place their names on
waiting lists. One of the areas relates. to service men who are electing
to be demobilised in Darwin. I.am looking at the administrative system
. that would be necessa,ry for those persons to notify the commission that
they are intending to actually be demobilised in Darwin. When I have
more information on this, I will certainly make it available.

2161 ,Mrs LAWRIE to Mr

T~BLING

Has any money been allocated to the Northern Territory Housing Commission from either the DRC or any other source to enable them to carry out
the testing and upgrading of drains on their properties in the
Nightcliff and Rapid Creek areas and, if not, what steps is the Housing
Commission taking to enable this work to be done?
ANSWER
I am aware that problems arose during the last wet season with regard to
a nUlllber of properties owned by the Northern Territory Housing Commission. I am aware that the commission itself has been looking at these
specific problems. I feel that they would be able to do this from within
thei r own. financial resources. I will seek specific details with regard
to the action that is being taken and make it available.

2162

Mr DONDAS to Mr POLLOCK
The Australian Labor Party laadar in Darwin made a statement, in yescerday's NT News that this Assembly has lost a valuable meat market. Can
the Cabinet Member advise me if the Chairman of the Balkan and Black Sea
Fishing Company, Mr Kostav, contacted him regarding an export of beef
from the Territory.

ANSWER
There was no attempt by Mr Kostav.to contact me or, as far as I know,
any other menber of this Assembly in relation to the matter, nor has Mr
Kostav contacted the Australian Meat Board or the Northern Territory
Cattle Producers Council on the matter. In general, the Government does
not know anything about his visit. I a'm advised that it is normal for
meat negotiations wi th Bulgaria and other Iron Curtain countries to be
conducted at a government to government level., The Department' of
Northern Territory Animal Industry and Agriculture Branch. ~he Meat
Board and the Assembly members have had no contact from th,is gentlemen
whatsoever. The accusations and statements made by Mr Isaacs are quite
groundless and quite false. Apparently, he and his Iron Curtain friends
perhaps have had closer liaison than this side of the House,
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2163

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr RYAN
Is the Minister for Transport holding an inquiry into airline services
and scheduling in Australia and, if so, could he obtain the terms of
reference.

ANSWER
I believe the Minister for Transport has instigated an inquiry and I
will attempt to get the terms of reference from him.

2164

Mr LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
Can he yet advise us as to the future of Carpentaria College?

ANSWER
There have been a numer of people raising this matter with me. I sought
a full report on the subject from the Department of the Northern
Territory at least a fortnight ago but I have not received a reply. I
will undertake to see if such a reply can be made during these sittings.

2165

Mr VALE to Mr PERRON
My question is 'asked on bE\half
when the Katherin~ Rural College
education.

of the member for Elsey. Can he advise
will be set up to teach practical

ANSWER
The subject of a rural college in Katherine has also been referred to
the Further Education Council by the Minister for Education. The council
discussed this matter at a recent meeting and has sought further information on the subject other than what is contained in the report of the
committee drawn up to report on the proposal to establish a rural
college in Katherine. I would hope that a decision by the Further
Education Council can be referred to the Minister for Education at an
early date and hopefully some action will be taken on that report.

2166

Mr BALLANTINE to Mr POLLOCK
Since the last sittings. has he had
proposal for a 200 mile fishing zone?

any further

consideration on the

ANSWER
Since the last 'sitting of the Assembly the Queensland Minister for Fisheries has taken this matter up with me and I have taken it up with the
Cabinet. We have advised the Minister for Primary Industry that we
believe it is time to implement the 200 mile fishing zone without any
further dithering. The matter is becoming more urgent day by day. He saw
a string of Taiwanese Fishing Boats in.the Darwin Harbour the other week
and no doubt there are a lot more. I am advised of the concern being
expressed about the number that are in the Gulf' of Carpentaria. The
implementation of this 200 mile zone would effectively close the Gulf of
Ca rpentari ato those f ishing vessels and protect the resource for
Australian use or at least control. Admittedly, the policing of that may
cause some difficulty but we should implement the 200 mile zone without
further delay. That information and our concern has been expressed to
the Minister.
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2167

Mr DONDAS to Mr RYAN
What assistance will the Northern Territory Tourist Board give the
promoters of the beer can boat Cantiki which will go to Singapore from
Darwin with Mr Clem Jones, the Chairman of the DRC, and Mr Lutz Frankenfield, it local business man, to promote tourism in the Northern
Territory!

ANSWER
We have not formulated exactly what help we can give. Ther~ has been a
committee formed called the Cantiki' club of which I have been elected
president because of my association with the Tourist Board. There are 3
other
stbcommittees:
the
finance stbcommittee, the
expedition
subcommittee and the publicity subcommittee. And we have had tremendous
response from people associated with business and tourism in Darwin, The
beer can expedition idea started off initially by Lutz Frankenfield and
Clem Jonesgetting together. It is now an operation involving activity
by business people in Darwin. We believe it is an event which will
create worl(}-wide interest and,focus the attel;1tion of people from other
countries on Darwin. With proper promotion and publicity, we hope to be
able to get people coming to - Darwin as a starting point" ~or a trip
around Australia. To this end, I will be asking the Tourist Board to
assist as much as possible in promoting this expedition.

2168

Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK
Has the Alice Springs Abattoirs yet been granted an export licence and,
if so, a t what standard?

ANSWER
My information is that the Alice Springs Abattoirs has not yet been
granted an export licence although it has applied for one. The licence
which will be granted will conform with Form 8 standard. There is a sole
5 tandard f or
export abattoirs in Aus traliaand that is -the requirements
of the United States Department of Agriculture forO-meat to be exported
to that country. The Alice Springs Abattoirs would have to meet those
requirements if _~ t is to be licensed.

2169

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr PERRON
Is he aware of the c-onsiderable volume of traffic which passes along Lee
Point Road adjacent to Moil and Wagaman. When will the street lighting
on Lee Point Road be made operational again?

ANSWER
The street lighting along Lee Point Road has been inoperative for some
time now to facilitate the relocation of a substation which was giving
some trotble. The Electrical Supply Division has managed to undertake
the operation without disrupting electrici'ty supply to consumers in the
area but the street lights and tbe electrical controls on the nature
strip- h!ve had to be turned off while the j ob was being completed. I
understand that_has been done now and the lights should have. come on
again last night.
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2170

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Is he able to provide any information on negotiations between the Department of the Northern Territory and Hooker Developments concerning the
d"evelcpmEmt of the Brinkin Subdivision.

ANSWER
This is another of the long sagas that we hear in this House. Negotiations between the Department of Northern Territory and Hooker Developments to resolve various questions over the Brinkin project are still
continuing. They have been continuing for over 12 months now. I checked
up on the matter this morning but they told me that nothing has changed
- negotiations are still continuing, It is about time that somebody made
a decision in this matter rather than just continuing to procrastinate.

2171

Mr VALE to Miss ANDREW
When will proper winter uniforms be supplied to the Alice Springs police
officers, particularly those posted to the Traffic Section and what type
of uniform will be supplied?

ANSWER
I understand that approval for 5 members of the Traffic Section to have·'·
the winter uniform, a leather jacket with gauntlets, has alreadyb een
given and these will be arriving in the near future.

2172

Mr DONDAS to Mr TUXWORTH
Will facilities be made available
the Darwin Hospital?

for

the training of nursing aides at

ANSWER
I will answer that question later.
2173

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr RYAN
In view of the fact that Trower Road is about to be widened between
Rapid Creek Road and Nightcliff Road, will the opportunity be taken to
install traffic lights at the pedestrian crossing across Trower Road in'
the vicinity of its intersection with Francis Street.

ANSWER
I am hoping that that action will be taken. I intend to raise the matter
of pedestrian crossings through the Road Safety Council. That particular
crOSSing, which is now right in the middle of my electorate, will
receive particular attention.

2174

Mr MANUELL to Mr SPEAKER
I notice on looking around the chamber that the
honourable
member fo~ Tiwi and myself, apart from the
honourable membe~
for Port Darwin, are the only 2 members without flasks.
In
order to avoid suspicion that either the honourable
member
for Tiwi or myself may be souvenir hunters, I ask if we
may
be supp~ied with these before the end of the day.
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ANSWER
I will look into this m.atter but I understand that the honourable member
for Port Darwin does not require water.

2175

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Can he confirm recent press reports that the Nakara PrimarY School will
be opening as a school in the first school term of 19787

ANSWER
I can only go on the information that has been supplied by the Dep,artment of Education. It was a departmental press release to which· the
honourable member has referred. I was very pleased to receive a copy of
the press release whiCh indicated that the school would be used solely
for educational purposes and not for administrative purposes as was
rumoured some time back. I can do no more than suggest that the press
release is accurate because it is a departmental press release.

2176

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
My question concerps the proposed $lm road which was to replacoe the
ill-fated Palmerston arterial road giving access to the city from the
northern suburbs. Following the opposition to this proposal by \ the
Darwin corporation, can he advise on the status of that proposal? Is
design work proceeding or has it been abandoned.

ANSWER
The matter of a bypass road that could link Fannie Bay with Ludmilla and
the northern suburbs was
discussed at the Darwin Reconstruction
Commission meeting last week in light of the. report that the Corporation
of the City of Darwin had highlighted a number of problems on which it
wanted further consideration· and expressed some opposition to the
:--7"ej£ct .17 ~l':::-.i,ne..:!. ::~c. :':&j..):: of Darwin indicateci tnac the corporation
stance had been influenced largely by the paucity of information given
to it. The Reconstruction Commission will have further discussions with
the Corporation with regard to the details of that proposal and I hope
it will be discussed before the final determination of the works program
for the coming financial year. I do appreciate the needs of people in
Nightcliff and other northern suburb.s to have improved road access to
the city and I think this will
be the attitude taken by the
Reconstruction Commission.
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2177

Mr MANUELL to Mr P ERRON
In what calendar year is the proposed $400,000 upgrading of Ross Park
Primary School planned to commence and ,is"" the upgrading to be undertaken
as o.ne contract?

ANSHER
The Education Department confidently expects to have the upgrading project included in its 1978/79 capital works program and, depending on
priorities, will be making every endeavour to have a contract let during
the latter half of 1978. It is planned to have the upgrading undertaken
in one con tract.

2178

Mr EVERINGHAM to M.r TU:XWORTH
When is it proposed to cons truct a new public library in Darwin?

" ANSWER
The Majority
lishment of

Party has supported. iri this year's estimates the estaba new library at Casuarina to be 'commenced early" in 1978,
Unfortunat~ly,
as I do not have access to budget papers, I would not be
able to confirm whether 'this program will go ahead or not. It is hoped
that it will. The value of the project is estimated to be $1. Srn and will
take 12 to 14 months to complete. I would also like to add that purchasing books for a library of this size is quite a large job and in
fact the library staff have already beglDl the ordering of books for this
library. They will arrive in the next 12 to 18 months and be ready for
the library when i t is finished.

2179

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr TAMBLING
Is he able to advise the Assembly of the full extent of Department of
Construction contracts "actually current or completed during the financial year 1976/1977:

ANSWER
I did have some for601arning of this question. I have been supplied with
information from the Department of Construction that relates to all
contracts currently let in the Alice S.prings region. It comprises some 7
pages and I will make it available to the honourable member. It is very
interesting to note that the total autho'rised value of current contracts
in the Alice Springs region is of the order of $76.6 million of which to
30 June 1977 some $52.2 million has been expended. Therefore, the
residual value on all these current" contracts in the Alice Springs
region carrying over into the next financial year is of the order of
$20.3 million. I will make the full details available to the honourable
member.
2180

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH
I am asking this question on behalf of the member for Elsey. Can
advise when a detoxification sentre will be set up in Katherine?

he

ANSWER
I cannot give a definite date when a detoxification centre will be set
up in Katherine. There is already a centre being operated in Katherine
by the Regional Council for Social Development" which has found itself
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. inundated with work and is looking to extend its operation by obtaining
bigger premises. The regional council is interested in taking over the
railway sheds for this purposeand I would give them my wholehearted
support,

2181

Mr MANU ELL to Mr RYAN
I have indicated to the Cabinet Member the desirability of having these
questions answered at this sittings so I have g:l:ven him forewarning of
them. Who constitute the membership of the, committee reviewing the
construction standards and costs of the Tarcoola Alice Springs rail link
and what were their findings following their 'review? Were the findings
of that reviE!N tabled in the Federal House by the Minister for
Transport? Are the findings of that committee available to this Assembly?

ANSWER
The first section the review was conducted by the Australian National
Railways and the Department of Transport with the assistance of the
Bureau of Transport Economics. The review indicated a number of areas
where costs could be reduced while still providing a reliable all-weather railway to Alice Springs. The Minister for Transport has directed
that these recommendations be implemented by the Australian National
Railways C9mmission. It also recommended the establishment of an IDC
comprl.s~ng
representatives of the ANR and Departments of Transport.
Finance and Northern Territory to report to the Government on the lease
cost option for the rail terminal taking into .account the overall town
planning requirements of Alice Springs. The answer to the third part' of
the question is no. As for the fourth part of the question. only the
information already given in response to the second part of the qIJestion
is available.

2182

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr PERRON
When is it expected that sunshades will be fitted to
Jingili and Mail or Wagaman Pre-schools to reduce heat
children particularly during the afternoon?

the rear of the
and glare on the

ANSWER
The provision of sunshades for the Jingili and Mail Pre-schools has been
listed on the proposals for the past 2 years but, due to financial
restrictions and projects of higher priority, work on these projects has
been deferred until this financial year, The provision" of sunshades for
both schools has been listed on the 1977-78 minor new works program.
Subject to funding being available following a' budget announcement.
requiSitions for the work will be issued and it is anticipated that the
sunshades will be fitted by the end of the 1977 school year,

2183

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Can he yet advise what steps the Darwin Reconstr'uction COllUl1ission has
taken to upgrade domestic drains in the Nightcliff-Rapid Creek area on
properties which are either Housing COllUl1ission or under the contrOl of
the No rthern Te rritory Adminis tration?
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. ANSWER
I have obtained details as a result of the question asked yesterday. I
am advised by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission that there. are 2,
p.roblems with domestic sewer outlets. The first relates to a continuing
maintenance area of ensuring the rubber seals in. earthenware pipes are
intact and not corroded by bacteria or H2S gas. The current practice is
to replace this old type of piping with PVC where the deterioration is
. detected. The second problem arises where an earthenware or PVC pipe has
been damaged either through soil subsidence during the cyclone or
through cleanup activities following the cyclone. The DRC has generally
adopted the practice that, where the sewer operates satisfactorily, no
upgrading or replacement works are carried out. However. where it can be
demonstrated by either the mirror test or the hydrostatic test that
there is a fault on the line caused in the broad sense by Cyclone Tracy,
then the repairs or a new line are carried out. The Darwin Reconstruction Commission is not responsible for the maintenance for domestic sewer lines. The commission would be happy to make available a
technical expert to explain in detail what is being done to prevent the
escape of sewage from domestic lines between a dwelling and the main
sewer trunk line.
With regard to the information sought from the Northern Territory
Housing Commission, I am advised that the testing of all existing sewers
is carried out by the Department of Construction which then orders the
owners of the properties to have the drains repaired where fa.ults are
detected. The Department of Construction has advised the commission that
hydrostatic testing of sewer mains in the Rapid Creek area will be
recommended shortly; 76 commission properties in the area will be tested
and, if found to be faulty, will be repaired to the Department of
Construction's specifications. Additionally, tenders will shortly be
called by the commission for a contract involving the major repair to
the sewer drains of 14 houses in the Rapid Creek area. Work on these
commenced in September 1974 but was dis~upted by the cyclone.
2184

Mr DONDAS to Mr

TA~BLING

Has the Darwin Reconstruction Commission made any decision on the further development of the Casuarina commercial area? I ask this question
because of the recent refusal of the Department of the Northern Te.rritory to allaY a Ivoolworths development within that area.
ANSWER
Apart· from in principle agreements to development proposals in April
1976, the Commission has not made any decision on further development' in
the Casuarina area.
2185

Mr WITHNALL to Mr PERRON
Can he give any explanation for the inordinate delay in the building of
the Larrakeyah Pr&-School.

ANSWER
The Larrak~ah Pr&-school. project was originally due to be completed for
the start of the second school term in 1977 but the project is behind
time and the Department of Construction has advised that the contract is
on liquidated damages. The project is now 75% completed and building
works are expected to be finished in approximately 2 weeks.
The total
p roj ect is not expected to be comp leted for app roximately 4 weeks as
most of the Larrakeyah area has a rock base and the. provision of
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sewerage services through the rock is expected to cause the additional 2
weeks delay.
2186

Mr VALE to Mr PERRON
My question is asked on behalf of the menber for Elsey. Can the Commonwealth Hostel in Katherine be used to accommodate outback children
desirous of attending primary or seeondary schools in Katherine?

ANSWER
This question was asked of me at the last sitting and I have endeavoured
to get an answer. However, the answer is not sufficient and I am afraid
there has to be some negotiation carried out before a final answer can
be given. The Northern Territory division of the Department of Education
understands that the only sections of the Commonwealth Hostel in
Katherine at present unoccupied are the older sections and no details of
their condition are known by the Department, If hostel accommodation in
any form is to be provided for school children, consi'deration will have
to be given to the adequate and appropriate supervision of the students
while in residence. A preliminary survey carried out earlier this year
in Katherine indicated that a considerable number of parents would wish
to avail themselves of such residential facilities. The division
believes, however, that further research would be necessary before
proceeding with this proposal and talks would have to be held with the
Commonwealth Hostels. The Education Department,
feels that hostel
accommodation would be a great benefit to school children, attending
primary and secondary schools in Katherine and outback children could
also be housed in the hostel acconunodation for short periods of time to
supplement the tuition they currently receive from the School of the Air
and other forms of correspondence education. It would be envisaged that,
if such an arrangement could be made, these children would come to
Katherine for periods of a feN weeks to receive additional tuition which
would no doubt assist them considerably in their studies.
2187

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN
Can he tell me the terms of reference of the interdepartmental committee
established to inquire into the lease cost option of the new railway
terminal in Alice Springs?

ANSWER
The terms of reference for the IDC committee have not been set as yet.
I will endeavour to get hold of them as soon as they are available and
pass them on to the honourable member.
2188

Mr ROBERTSON to Hr TAHBLING
Is ,he able to advise the Assembly of the value and nature of Housing
Commission capital expenditure during the financial year 1976/77 in the
Alice Springs region and whether or not all contracts called during that
year have been let?

ANSWER
I am sure the honourable member for Gillen will find my information just
as p leasing as the previous answer. There is a program f or the construction of 70 houses to the value of $1,333,965, Additionally, there are
site works for flat complexes, for car park reconstruction and the
building of garbage compounds at a value of Sl03,586. The contract for
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the construction of 49 medium density units, which are being c;alled the
South Court Flats, has recently been concluded at a price of $1,614,550.
I am very pleased to advise that all Housing Commission contracts
included in the 1976/77 appropriation have been called or let.

2189

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr PERRON
As an interim measure to avoid overcrowding in the Nhulunbuy Area School
will a double demountable classroom be installed at that school for the
1978 school year and what is the .current proposal for the new Nhulunbuy
High School?

ANSWER
The principal education advisers in the Northern Territory in consultation with school principals have until 17 July this year to submit to
the Department of Education their requirements for 1978, The requi':"
rellients for demountables at Nhulunbuy Area School willbbe considered in
August after the requests from elsewhere in the Territory have been
received. In relation to the Nhulunbuy High School, the proposed school
has been placed on the 1978/79 works proposals. The design of, the school
is currently being developed and an architect and an officer from the
Department of Education are expected to visit Nhulunbuy this week in
connection with this project.

2190

Mr MANUELL to Mr RYAN
If the terms of reference of the interdepartmental committee to inquire
into the cost options of the railway terminal in Alice Springs have not
been set, will he undertake to ensure that the terms of reference of
that committee include inquiries into costs other than lease costs, including cultural and community costs for the resiting of the railway
terminal? Will he also undertake to have the conunittee sit in Alice
Springs and advertise the dates upon which it will sit?

ANSWER
I will attempt to pass that information on and see if it can be included
.' in the terms of reference.

2191

Mr KENTISH to Mr POLLOCK
Has any decision been made on the recommendation from the Cattle Industry Conference held in Alice Springs recently for the Government to
reintroduce a cattle freight subsidy?

ANSWER
As recently as this morning, I was told that no firm decision has been
made by the Government even t.hough it is considering a proposal on the
matter at the moment. A submission has been made to Cabinet and it is
hoped that this matter will be discussed in the current Cabinet sittings
.in Canberra which are programmed for this week and next. I am hoping for
a favourable decision from .i t. In fact, I am reasonably confident that
Cabinet will decide on some form of freight assistance to the industry
because it did give assistanc~ last year for some 9 months. However, I
am unable to advise what that decision will be.

QUESTIONS
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Mr WITHNALL to Mr RYAN
Can he confirm that the poor reception on the ABC Television is due to a
poor micro wave channel which in turn is due to the Australian
Broadcasting Commission's refusal to pay Telecom a higher price for a
better channel? Will he make representations to the Australian Broadcasting Commission with a view to their providing a better channel and
improved reception?

ANSWER
I cannot confirm whether t hat is correct. However, I will make inquiries
and take the matter up with the ABC.

2193

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
Can he advise when the development of Darwin East will commence?

ANSWER
I cannot give a specific date when the development of Darwin East will
commence. It is one of those matters which relate to population proj ections. It will be seen later on this morning, when the report on the
electrici ty s upp ly is discussed, that population proj ection estimates
range from somewhere between 50,000 people and 400,000 peop1e in Darwin
by the year 2000. Until we can get a bit more rationale than that into
the system, I certainly will not be able to suggest a time when Darwin
East should be commenced.

2194

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TUXWORTH
When will a wider range of books be made available to the public using
the present temporary Darwin Public Library?

ANSWER
We have been conscious of this problem for some time. Unfortunately, my
department has been hampered by the lack of floor space. This is a
flow-on from the aftermath of the cyclone; you cannot increase the contents of a library that is shifted every 5 or 6 months. My department is
currently looking at the provision of additional library space and the
provision of extra staff to catalogue and make ready for the shelves the
books that we have in stock. When this backlog is out of the way, the
honourable member's desire to see additional books on the shelves will
be well met.

.-

2195

Mr VALE to Mr PERRON
I ask this question on behalf of the member for Elsey'. What is to be
done with the service station and caravan park sites at Borroloola?

ANSWER
I ask that the question be placed on notice.
2196

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
I am totally dissatisfied with the answer supplied by the Darwin Reconstruction Commission so I ask a more specific question. Is it a fact
that private contractors working for the Department of Construction under the auspices of the Darwin Reconstruction Commission are not re-
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quired to test drains of government homes in the Rapid Creek and ,Nightcliff area unless there is obvious external damage which they believe
could have been caused by Cyclone Tracy? In other words, they'are not
testing the drains.
ANSWER
If she has information on how the contractors are doing
will have it looked at by the Department of Construction.

2197

their job, I

Mr BALLANTYNE to Mr POLLOCK
I ask this question on behalf of the honourable member for Elsey. Has
any restriction been placed on the licensing of commercial fishermen now
resident in the Northern Territory, in part.icular Queensland fishermen?
What controls on the export of barramundi from the Gulf area are being
implemented?

ANSWER
At the moment, no commercial fishing licences are being issued to persons who are non-residents of the Northern Territory. Persons who are
resident solely in Queensland are not getting a Northern Territory
commercial fishing licence~ Some Queenslanders who have operated in the
Territory 'in the past and have fulfilled all requirements of the ordinance have had their licences renewed but it is being considered whether that practice will continue. Northern Territory fishing is for
Northern Territory residents.
In r elationt 0 the control of the amount 0 f, f ish going out of the
Territory waters, an inspector of fisheries ha,s in the last 3 weeks
taken up residence at Barroloola. A difficulty exists in relation to ,the
other part of the Gulf, particularly around the Roper, because no
residence is available there for an officer. At the moment, he would
need to be in Katherine and to control fishing on the Roper and the Gulf
area f.::om Ka therine is a physical impossibility. These matters are
receiving the attention of the Fisheries Branch.

,2198

Mr KENTISH to Mr TUXWORTH
Can he advise me why all Asians evacuated from Groote Eylandt by the authority of a doctor or sister had to be taken first to Nhulunbuy
Hospital before proceeding to Darwin even When the Groote Eylandt health
officers know that, they must ultimately and urgently go to Darwin
Hospital", and the result has sometimes assured that?

ANSWER
The Health Department has very recently formed new guidelines for the
removal of patients from one area to another and the responsibility of
the Commonwealth for transporting them. I find it rather extraordinary
to believe that Groote Eylandt patients would be forced to be admitted
to the Gove Hospital and later transmitted to Darwin. That seems to be
incredible. If it is a fact, I will have it investigated and taken up by
t,he Director of Health,
,

2199

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW
How many estates on which return of probate and successidnduty have
been lodged with the Registrar of Probates are awaiting an assessment of
duty at the present time? To what period do these relate?
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ANSWER
The member for Jingili did give me some forewarning of this question.
At the end of June 1977, I am advised that the pos'ition is as follows:
on the 1977 files, there are 12 outstanding estates; on the 1976 files,
there are 8 outstanding estates; and on the older files, there are 39
outstanding estates; a total of 59.

2200

Mr ROBERTSON'to Mr PERRON
Why has the number of persons registered for work in the TerritorY
climbed to such an apparently high figure and does that figure accurately reflect the true position of employment in the Northern Territory as
compared wi th the states?

ANSWER
The figures that are used to indicate unemployed persons in Australia
are to a large degree estimations. It is very difficult to "get specific
figures on exactly how many people are unemployed because many do not
register.' It is difficult to get figures on how- many people are unemployed and have never worked compared to people who are unemplOyed
because they have been put out o'f work. The figures are a guide to the
situation generally on an Australia-wide basis more than a local basis.
The Northern Territory traditionally has a run of itinerant people
coming north to our very good weather in the dry season and this will
probably continue. Of late, this has been aggravated somewhat by the
lack of job opp.ortunities elsewhere in Australia. There have also been
rumours apparently circulating amongst itinerant people that Darwin is a
good spot to come to because there is quite a lot of work here. This is
the result of the very large building programs we have had in Darwin
over the last couple of years but that situation does not exist today.
The building program has wound down yet itinerants 'who are still coming to
the Commonwealth Employment Office in Darwin do indicate that people are
led to believe on the grapevines within their community that Darwin is a
good spot. Perhaps we will have to wait a little while for the message
to flow back down the grapevine.
In the Northern Territory, we have an unemployment figure of 3,692 persons. That is an increase over many of the previous years' figures and
is related largely to this traditional migration to the north which has
been accentuated somewhat by lack of opportunities elsewhere and a
feeling that, if there is work anywhere, it will be in Darwin. Of the
3,692 people unemployed in the Territory, 1, 293 are Aboriginals. I do
not have any indications of how many of those people are Territory
people as compared to people who have come from interstate in recent
times. What we must bear in mind when looking at these figures is that
the Northern Territory has a very small workforce, somewhere in the
25,000 mark, and small numbers of people make fairly significant
percentage changes to those figures. If we get 50 to 100 people coming'
into the Territory in a month seeking work that can drive our figure up
considerably and give a fairly false reading as to the state of the
econony in the Northern Territory.

2201

Mr MANUELL to Mr POLLOCK
Has he had time to pursue the matter of the establishment of the oil
refinery in Alice Springs with Treasury and National Resources officials.
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ANSWER
Since the last sitting, I have had some time to be able to devote to
pursuing that matter and, as recentJy as this morning, I had information
from the Department of Northern Territory officer who is assisting me
considerably in the matter. The delay at the moment is that the
Department of National Resources has come to no conclusions. They are
revisving all.aspects of the matter but have not yet decided on anything
specific. However, constant pressure is being applied to that particular
department and hopefully something firm will come from them in the near
future. I will continue to pursue the matter with the Department of
National Resources through my contact with the Department of Northern
Terri tory and Treasury.
2202

Mr EVERINGHAM to Miss ANDREW
Has the Master of the Supreme Court, who is also the Registrar of Probates, been able to devote any substantial amount of time over the last
3 months to the work on assessment of estate duty.

ANSWER
I a,m advised that, until three months ago, the Registrar was able to
devote a reasonable proportion of h"is time to the performance,of'his
duties and the Succession Duties Act. However, due to other demands on
his time and limitations on staff, he has been able to devote very little time to these duties in the last 3 months.
2203

Mr VALE to Mr TUXWORTH
Can he yet supply any information concerning a recreational
Ali ce Sp rings?

lak,e

in

ANSWER
The answer that I have been given by the department is that the Water
Resources Branch are currently investigating' 2 sites in the Alice
Springs area that would be most st.:itable for the construction of a dam
f or a recreation 1 ake. One s,i te is on the Hugh Ri ver and the 0 ther is on
Jay Creek. At this stage Mr Sp eaker, there is qui te an amount of
geological assessment to be made on the two sites to see which is the
most likely site to retain the water. The Department of the Northern
Territory is currently awaiting funds to enable the geologists to get on
with this study.
2204

Mr DONDAS to Mr TAMBLING
\

What happened to the 200 concrete and steel.cyclone shelters ordered by
the Darwin Reconstruction Commission last year? Are they still available
to the public?
ANSWER
All of the concrete type shelters were disposed of either by sale to the
public or for use on various projects.
2205

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr PERRON
Can he yet advise as to the fate of Carpentaria College?
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ANSWER
No.

2206

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBLING
What is the position in relation to service' personnel seeking to apply
for a Housing Commission dwelling?

ANSWER
I have had further work done on this matter and I am pleased to advise
that members of the armed services are permitted to apply for commission
homes sufficiently in advance of their discharge to allow allocation
immediately following their demobilisation. The commission tenancy
section will allocate once it has sighted the interim discharge
certificate and receives an assurance that the serviceman does not have
any current application for housing in centres outside .of Darwin.

2207

Mr ROBERTSON to Mr PERRON
Is it a fact that unemployed from the North,west Aboriginal Reserve in
South Australia are put on the Alice Springs roll of unemployed? In
other words, we are getting Don Dunstan's unemployed on the Alice
Sp rings regis ter •

ANSWER
I will have the matter looked at and taken note of.

2208

Mr DONDASto Mr TAMBLING
Will the Northern
houses situated on
Terrace? I am aware
complications. Have

Territory Housing Commission rebuild the concrete
Trower Road between Ellengowan Drive and Bradshaw
that, in the past', there h~ve been some contractor
these contract problems been solved?

ANSWER
The concrete houses on Trower Road near the intersection w.ith Henry
Avenue will be completed in the 1977 financial year,. Engineering
consultants engaged by the commission have advised that the buildings
can be economically repaired and it is expected that tenders will be
called for their repair within the next few weeks. It is of interest
that the buildings were under construction but not occupied at the time
of the cyclone and these concrete houses were virtually the only ones
left standing in the new northern sU:>urbs. The original contractors for
construction of these houses,prefabricated homes, were based on a
partnership, the principals of which did not wish to complete the work.
Also. the Darwin Reconstruction Commission's town planning proposals·
immediately following the cyclone were instrumental in preventing
recommencement of the. work for a considerable time. This latter
difficulty has since been resolved and the commission will take all
reasonab le steps to ensure that the success ful contractor f or the repair
of these houses is c.ompetent to complete the works involved.

2209

Mrs LAWRIE to Mr TAMBLING
Is he aware that, following the decision to underground power in the far
northern suburbs, substations are now being built on government land on
which peoPle have taken up residence not knowing that such a substation
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is going to be built. Will he make approaches to the- Department of the
Northern Territory to enable those tenants so affected· to move to
another departmental residence?
ANSWER
I appreciate the unsightliness of any substation or. even. the units that
appear on the top of poles; I have one of the latter right outside the
front of my house and it blocks one of the most beautiful views in
Darwin. However, I will certainly take up with the Department of the
Northern Territory the issue of tenancy. I presume the honourable member
is referring to public servant housing as it would be logical that these
are the properties on which these substations are to be located. I am
aware that, as a· result of the.undergrounding, it will be necessary to
make provision for a number of these substations units. I was told that
the number was rather small and they can usually be camouflaged with
appropriate landscaping.
2210

Mr DONDAS to Mr PERRON
Does the Education Dep artment provide facilities f or special classes for
children who have special learning difficulties and, i f so, where?

ANSWER
I had some forewarning of this question. Most children described as
having special learning difficulties in the Northern Territory are
catered for under the provisions provided by the Northern Territory
division of the Department of Education for remedial reading groups.
Currently, the division has 25 remedial reading teachers and 4 reading
diognosticians in schools. In addition, the division provides a range of
Services catering for children who are handicapped in other ways children who are deaf, visually handicapped,mentally or physically
retarded. Some of these services are extended to Aboriginal communities.
The work of the bilingual and migrant section is also helping to meet
the needs of chi.ld:,e:i who have s~6cial learni.ng dirficulcies in thE;
Northern Territot)'. The prepared answer does not specifically say where
these facilities are, however, it would indicate that· such facilities
for helping children with special learning difficulties do exist
th roughout No rthern Te rri tot)' s choo Is.
2211

Mr EVERINGHAM to Mr TAMBUNG
When will
proj ect?

work

start

on the second stage of the Trower Road widening

ANSWER
It is expected that tenders will be called in October of this year.

2212

ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TUXWORTH: Yesterday the honourable member for Casuarina asked when
facilities would be provided for training nursing aides at Darwin
Hospital. It is proposed to provide. facilities for nursing aide training
at Darwin Hospital after the Casuarina Hospital is opened. This will be
in addition to the one already operating in Alice Springs,
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ANSWER TO QUESTION
Mr TUXWORTH: The h.onourable me.mber for Stuart asked'when nursing sisters
will commence duty at Tea Tree and take up residence there. The Health
Centre and associated accommodations at Tea Tree have not yet been taken
over by the Department of Health. However, only minor work remains to be
done and the take-over should take place· "hortly. In the meantime,
action is being taken to recruit staff for the Tea Tree facility. At
present, a service is provided to Tea Tree by a visiting sister from
Warrabri.
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